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FOREWORD

I

t is now over 70 years since the foundation of the Council of Europe in 1949, over 70 years of working tirelessly to defend human rights, democracy and the rule of law. That recent anniversary provides an opportunity to reflect on the way that language education contributes to our overall education programme and
how the education programme contributes to the Council of Europe’s raisons d’être, particularly in view of the
challenges that are likely to face us in the coming years.

It is useful to recall the reasons why the Council of Europe is committed to languages, to promoting and supporting Europe’s rich linguistic and cultural diversity, and to highlight how this commitment fosters and strengthens
a culture of democracy. This matters particularly now because we are living through a period in history when
populism and extremism are threatening our core values. We see this ongoing battle being waged in the press
and in social media on a daily basis. The link between language education and democracy is very obvious: it is
through the choices we make when it comes to the kind of education our systems provide that we make clear
our vision for society. In our increasingly diverse societies, there can be no education without languages, because
languages lie at the very heart of learning.
John Trim,1 who led the Council of Europe’s trailblazing work in the field of languages from 1971 to 1997, and
whose legacy includes key instruments in support of language learning and teaching such as the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR), the European Language Portfolio and the European Day of
Languages, succinctly captured the link between democracy and education in an article written in 2002. He said
that the goal of the Council of Europe is to “promote the personal development of the individual, with growing
self-awareness, self-confidence and independence of thought and action combined with social responsibility
as an active agent in a participatory, pluralist democratic society”.
So if we really are genuinely committed to democracy – to living together as equals in culturally and linguistically
diverse societies, societies where the human rights of each and every one of us, irrespective of race, colour,
gender or social status, are respected, where each individual has a voice and the possibility to be engaged in
that society – then we need to activate the democratic mission of education in general and language education
in particular. For the Council of Europe, language education must be inclusive, plurilingual and intercultural. It
must foster democracy. This means that language education must be accessible to all learners throughout their
lives, not only in formal schooling, it must recognise and value each learner’s individual linguistic and cultural
identity, and it must draw on these identities as a rich resource for learning, enabling each learner to develop a
fluid and integrated linguistic and cultural repertoire, appropriate to that learner’s individual needs and context. It
is a repertoire open to all languages: home languages, sign languages, the language of schooling, neighbouring
languages, second and foreign languages.
Sadly, this view may be contested. There is growing evidence that the notion of plurilingual and intercultural
education is currently being challenged. And challenged on many different levels. A first challenge arises in
education systems, where it is becoming increasingly difficult for learners to access two foreign languages. When
choices are limited in this way, a hierarchy of languages inevitably emerges – and young people are mistakenly
led to believe that they do not need any language other than English. A second challenge comes from the rise
of populism in many European countries and a growing perception that the use of any language other than
the national language is a threat to national identity. This leads to hostility towards migrants. It runs counter to
everything that research tells us about first or home languages.
Now, more than ever, there is a constant need to make the ideas, principles and potential implications of
frameworks and policy documents tangible in practical terms. This was the case with the CEFR 20 years ago and
it is again the case with the 2020 Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: learning, teaching,
assessment – Companion volume (henceforth CEFR Companion volume), which updates and extends both the
CEFR descriptive model and the set of descriptors. The CEFR Companion volume now includes descriptors
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– with which the contributors to this volume have been experimenting – for such crucial areas as mediation
and plurilingual/pluricultural competence. By making space for these descriptors, the CEFR Companion volume
provides the conceptual and practical resources to help teachers and learners embrace a dynamic, collaborative
and inclusive educational process, able to value and build upon each learner’s different strengths. In the CEFR
Companion volume, descriptors specifically for sign language competence have also been included for the first
time, in addition to making all the CEFR descriptors inclusive from the point of view of signed as well as spoken
modality, and neutral as regards gender.
This volume of case studies, which brings together experiences and practice from all over Europe, is thus a valuable
cornerstone in the contribution of the Council of Europe to language education, the cherishing of cultural and
linguistic diversity, and inclusive education for all. The Council of Europe has over time conceived and shaped
itself as one of the most active institutions working to establish a European area of language education, which is
now considered at EU level as a fundamental dimension of the European Education Area. Under the European
Cultural Convention, the Council of Europe has been promoting linguistic diversity and language learning in
the field of education since 1954, while also working to secure and strengthen language rights, deepen mutual
understanding, consolidate a culture of democracy and contribute to social cohesion.
The Council of Europe is fully committed to supporting language education and education for democracy, to
protecting linguistic and cultural diversity, created both historically and as a result of recent migration, and to
ensuring the rights of minorities under the rule of law. Language professionals are uniquely placed to foster an
attitude of openness, curiosity and respect for plurality. We very much hope that the emphasis on mediation
and plurality in the CEFR Companion volume and in the contributions to this volume of case studies will help
teachers to broaden the scope of language education, contributing to the further development of a pan-European democratic culture.
Snežana Samardžić-Marković,
Director General of Democracy, Council of Europe
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Chapter 1
ENRICHING THE SCOPE OF LANGUAGE
EDUCATION: THE CEFR – COMPANION VOLUME
Enrica Piccardo, OISE, (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) University of Toronto, Canada, and
Brian North, formerly Eurocentres Foundation, Switzerland.

1.1. INTRODUCTION
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: learning, teaching, assessment – Companion volume
(henceforth, CEFR Companion volume: Council of Europe 2020) is the product of a six-year project, 2014-20.
It explains and elaborates the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and its vision in an
accessible manner, updates the scales of descriptors from the CEFR’s previous edition (Council of Europe 2001),
replacing the previous phonological control scale with a new analytical one, and provides descriptors for areas
not treated in 2001. It also accompanies each of the approximately 80 CEFR descriptor scales with a rationale
explaining the construct concerned. The theoretical and conceptual basis informing the new CEFR descriptors
(for aspects of mediation, online interaction and plurilingual and pluricultural competence) is presented in detail
in North and Piccardo (2016) together with the development and validation process. The same information for
the phonology scale is given in Piccardo (2016).
It is important to underline that the CEFR Companion volume is not meant to accompany the CEFR 2001 edition
but rather to replace it. In the CEFR Companion volume, Chapter 2 (“Key aspects of the CEFR for teaching and
learning”) elucidates the conceptual model of the CEFR 2001 with all its main themes, presenting these in a more
user-friendly manner, with links and references back to the 2001 text.2 The CEFR Companion volume contains all
of the CEFR descriptors: the 2001 scales – now updated and completed with more descriptors for the A-levels and
C-levels and for the fully replaced phonological control scale – plus a range of new scales for different aspects
of mediating a text, mediating concepts (in collaborative learning), mediating communication, mediating
strategies, online interaction, plurilingual and pluricultural competence, and signing competences. Note that all
CEFR descriptors are relevant to sign languages; in addition, those in Chapter 6 of the CEFR Companion volume
relate to competence in the actual process of signing.
The fundamental point reinforced with the CEFR Companion volume is that the CEFR project has never been an
assessment project or a harmonisation scheme. The CEFR vision concerns learning and teaching. An intergovernmental Language Policy Forum was called in 2007 to take stock of progress made with the implementation
of the CEFR (Council of Europe 2007). At this event, the 47 member states of the Council of Europe, while they
fully agreed with the need for and usefulness of well-defined common reference levels as a means to assist
communication and networking, they attached far more importance to the CEFR pedagogic vision as a vehicle
to further improve the effectiveness of language education, that is to say curriculum design and classroom
teaching (Goullier 2007).
It was in order to continue this mission that the Education Department of the Council of Europe decided in May
2013 to take this further step in the CEFR project, which from the beginning has been stated to be open-ended
(Council of Europe 2001: iv, 7-8, 18). The aim was to highlight some important messages of the CEFR that tended
to be overlooked, and to further develop a number of concepts introduced or implied in the CEFR that had
meanwhile been further developed in research on language education.

1.2. A SIGNIFICANT STEP IN LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Before the publication of the CEFR in 2001, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the common approach
to language education was still largely based upon a linear Cartesian vision – that the pieces make up the whole.
This approach was epitomised by the dissection of language use into Lado’s (1961) model of the four skills
(listening, speaking, reading, writing) and three elements (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation), all embedded
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in (static) cultural knowledge. The learner in this model was seen as a speaker/listener engaging in producing
and receiving a code. Code produced should be as accurate as possible, which is to say as similar as possible
to the standardised code spoken by a certain type of idealised “native speaker”. Progress was seen in terms of
becoming increasingly like such a “native speaker” in the way the code was interpreted and produced. Evaluation
tended to be through counting mistakes.
The focus on accuracy, with syllabuses based on supposed grammatical progression and vocabulary lists to
learn by heart, though much criticised theoretically, was partly mitigated by the addition of fluency as a success
criterion to balance accuracy (see Brumfit 1984). In the 1980s, the communicative approach initially tried to
move away from grammatical syllabuses to ones based on the analysis of real-life needs, the notions that needed
to be expressed and the various functions necessary to “do things” (Austin 1962) in the language (e.g. van Ek
1975; Wilkins 1976). At the same time, the division of language use into four skills, revolutionary in 1961, was
heavily criticised by proponents of the communicative approach as being abstract and artificial – as simply not
reflecting the reality of language use (e.g. Alderson and Urquhart 1984; Breen and Candlin 1980; Brumfit 1984;
Stern 1983) – as well as misrepresenting the differences between spoken and written language by neglecting
the interactive, iterative processes involved in both (Halliday 1989).
The CEFR therefore introduced a holistic, integrationist, social model of language learning and use in its
“descriptive scheme” (Council of Europe 2001: chapters 2, 4, 5) and the new concept of plurilingualism (ibid:
sections 1.3, 6.3, 8.1, 8.2.2). This perspective aligned with recent views of the language repertoire (Blommaert
2008; Busch 2017), a complex paradigm (Larsen-Freeman 2011, 2017, Larsen-Freeman and Cameron 2008;
Larsen-Freeman and Todeva 2021) and a related ecological approach (van Lier 2004, 2007, 2010), as opposed
to the traditional, linear perspective which had held sway in the structural linguistics of the 1960s, exemplified
by Lado’s (1961) model.
The CEFR proposed four modes of communication: reception and production (which, divided by spoken/written,
make up the four skills), plus interaction and mediation. As the CEFR pointed out, these four modes are not
isolated from each other either:
Communication is an integral part of tasks where participants engage in interaction, production, reception or mediation, or a combination of two or more of these, for example: interacting with a public service official and completing a
form; reading a report and discussing it with colleagues in order to arrive at a decision on a course of action; following
written instructions while assembling something, and if an observer/helper is present, asking for help or describing/
commenting on the process; preparing (in written form) and delivering a public lecture, interpreting informally for a
visitor, etc. (Council of Europe 2001: 157, emphasis added)

Interaction is not just the sum of reception and production – it is the process of weaving together discourse
through a negotiation of meaning. Mediation usually involves reception, interaction and production, and it
adds a shift of perspective – to the construction of new meaning, often with or for others – as opposed to the
self-expression of production.
Unfortunately, however, much of this CEFR vision went unnoticed. The third mode, interaction, tended to be
interpreted just as a fifth skill. In addition, a widespread misconception developed that the CEFR took a monolingual approach, as for example in the following: “As is commonly known, the framework [CEFR] distinguishes five
proficiencies (speaking, listening, reading, writing, and interaction) and describes six levels of these proficiencies
with regard to one language” (Backus et al. 2013: 191). Nevertheless, with the increasing inclusion of interaction
in both course material and examinations – the latter a direct impact of the CEFR – the focus began to switch
from language just as code to the social use of language, with the learner seen as a participant, rather than just
a producer or receiver of messages.
The CEFR Companion volume underlines the CEFR shift to a complex vision of the situated and integrated
nature of language learning and language use, with a focus on the agency of the user/learner as a social agent.
This view takes into account both the social and individual nature of language use, as well as the external and
the internal context. The social agent mobilises all their competences, general (i.e. personal, non-linguistic)
as well as (pluri)linguistic, plus appropriate strategies, in the fulfilment of a task, and improves those competences and strategies in that process. This vision calls on us to move away from seeing language as a code
to be taught, with subtraction of marks for mistakes, towards seeing language as action in the articulation
of thought and (co)construction of meaning through “languaging”, as is explained further when discussing
mediation below. This holistic, action-based approach (Bourguignon 2010; Piccardo and North 2019; van
Lier 2007) to language and language education also moves beyond the transactional function of language
to the creative function – which actually appears in child language acquisition well before the informative,
transactional function (Halliday 1975).
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The perspective described above is incompatible with traditional views that different languages should be kept
hermetically sealed from one another, that discrete elements that are “taught” are learned, and that languages
are content subjects in which one conveys knowledge to students. As Piccardo (2012) pointed out, the concept of
social agent, with its links to sociocultural theory, ecological approaches and complexity theories, gave mediation,
in the sense in which it is generally understood in education, a key role in the CEFR model.
To summarise this discussion:
Language education needs to move beyond the 1950s/60s paradigm of a linear, grammatically based syllabus in
which learners (hopefully) acquire the ability to understand and produce a code, towards an approach capable of
embedding both the individual and the societal dimensions in a broader educational frame. Different phases of
pedagogic intervention contribute in an iterative, spiral pattern to awareness raising, enhancement of proficiency,
and eventually autonomy. In such a new classroom landscape, where language learning follows dynamic, iterative,
contextually and socially driven paths, mediation takes a crucial role with its capacity to enable and support the user/
learner as a social agent in their development processes. Mediation was therefore the main focus of the development
of the CEFR Companion volume. (Piccardo et al. 2019: 20)

1.3. INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS IN THE CEFR
As suggested in the last section, many of the concepts introduced in the CEFR 2001 were very innovative at the
time and were new to the vast majority of the field. The most significant innovative concepts that appeared in
the CEFR 2001 are listed below:
1. Definition of learner needs from a user standpoint
2. A “can do” proficiency approach, rather than deficiency approach, to defining learners’ abilities and corres
ponding reference levels
3. Backward design (Richards 2013; North et al. 2018): defining needs with “can do” descriptors and working
backwards from them to define course objectives, activities and content
4. Transparency and coherence: the constructive alignment of planning, enactment in teaching and assessment, with the help of descriptors
5. Self-assessment and learner autonomy, for example through the European Language Portfolio associated
with the CEFR
6. Moving from four skills to four modes of communication through the addition of interaction and mediation
to the traditional reception and production
7. The user/learner as a social agent
8. The concept of mediation
9. The action-oriented approach
10. Plurilingualism.
Some of these concepts, especially those like interaction that were already foregrounded in the communicative
approach, made their way into the field more easily. Others, lower in the list above, did not make it through so
quickly because there was a need for more time to allow theorisation and practical bottom-up developments to
take place. It would be no exaggeration to say that when people, during the 2000s, talked of CEFR implementation,
they were thinking primarily of the first five points on the list above – all related to the CEFR descriptors, which
were the most visible and tangible part of the CEFR. At the 2007 intergovernmental Language Policy Forum
mentioned previously, for example, Trim lamented in relation to plurilingualism that:
Most users of the CEFR have applied it only to a single language, but its descriptive apparatus for communicative action
and competences together with the “Can Do” descriptors of levels of competence, are a good basis for a plurilingual
approach to language across the curriculum, which awaits development. (Trim 2007: 51)

1.4. INNOVATIVE FEATURES OF THE CEFR COMPANION VOLUME
Those concepts that were not adopted so quickly have now been further developed, both in theory and on
the ground, over the past 20 years or so. Therefore it proved to be possible to elaborate them further in the
CEFR Companion volume. In this section, we outline the major characteristics of concepts towards the end of
the list in the previous section, plus the characteristics of online, digital interaction and transaction, which, as
experience in the piloting phase suggests, are the concepts that people consider most innovative in the CEFR
Companion volume.
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1.4.1. The user/learner as a social agent
Languages are not only an instrument to receive and exchange information, as argued above. They are also a
unique tool to interpret the world and to build both individual and collective knowledge through interaction
and dialogue. Language use and language learning are, therefore, both cognitive and social activities. Users/
learners are “act[ing} in the social world and exert[ing] agency in the learning process” (Council of Europe
2020: 26) and “co-constructing meaning in interaction” (ibid: 21). Users/learners therefore need to take into
consideration the interactional and communicative realities, purposes and contexts of real-world language use.
Language users are independent and responsible participants in society: “social agents” who use languages to
communicate in the real world, to create and mediate meaning, often in collaboration. They pursue different
goals, in several contexts, exerting their agency in the particular social context concerned, which imposes
conditions and constraints.
The term “social agent” aims to capture the dual nature of what it means to function in a language. There are
two facets to the concept, two intertwined contexts: the individual (internal context) which acts within the
social (external context). The individual exerts their agency, their will and power to act. It is not surprising
that in the French version of the CEFR the expression acteur social is used and not that of social agent. In
French the concept of agency is strongly associated with “action” (hence perspective actionnelle; approche
actionelle) and it refers to the verb “to act”, l’agir or capacité à agir (Richer 2014). Regarding the social context,
what one “can mean” in any situation is in fact, to a considerable extent, determined by the range of options
characteristic of that particular type of social context, and also at the same time by the interactive and
collaborative nature of what the individual does with others in that social context in order to (co-)construct
meaning. Context-dependence was emphasised by the linguist Halliday with his concept of the “meaning
potential” which, as he himself said, was “not unlike Dell Hymes’ notion of ‘communicative competence’ except
that Hymes [1972/1986] defines this in terms of ‘competence’ in the Chomskian sense of what the speaker
knows, whereas we are talking of a potential” (Halliday 1973: 54). Certain conventions, expectation and
rules of use exist in any situation, shared with the other participants, and these may restrict what someone
can say. The idea of what a person could mean in a particular situation type (but might not actually get a
chance to mean, for various reasons) is in fact what is intended with “can do” descriptors. It is no coincidence
that in the same period that Bourdieu and Halliday were developing these ideas during the 1970s, Sinclair
and Coulthard (1975) and other scholars were investigating the way that power relationships in structured
contexts, particularly classrooms, assigned people, in this case learners, to a subordinate role in which they
were prevented from taking the initiative, expressing themselves or developing ideas in collaboration with
each other.
These different strands of research, plus the development in continental Europe of the concept of competence as primarily a question of mobilising and combining resources in action (Piccardo and North
2019; Richer 2014, 2017), flowed into the concept of the social agent as it is presented in the CEFR and
CEFR Companion volume. Depending on the context of the situation, the learner as social agent judges,
based on their sociocultural knowledge of the world, which language(s), variety/ies and/or register(s) to
use, which sociocultural norms to respect, what strategies to adopt, etc. In making such choices, the social
agent mobilises and combines all of their repertoire, all of their general competences and communicative
language competences in order to tackle the task at hand. In so doing, they act in a strategic, agentive
manner. The learner/social agent thus mobilises all their resources (cognitive, emotional, linguistic and
cultural) and develops strategies, including the exploitation of accessible objects, tools, people and other
funds of knowledge, in iterative cycles in order to plan, to produce results and to monitor their action.
The experience of monitoring their action further develops those competences and strategies (Council of
Europe 2001: 9; 2020: 32).
As suggested in the previous paragraph, agency involves more than mere choice, and this is very important
when we consider classrooms – and the action-oriented approach. Bandura’s (1989, 2001) socio-cognitive theory
of agency underlines four main characteristics of agency.
Intentionality: having at least a partial plan of the action necessary to achieve the goal, which will be completed
later, adjusting it in the light of new information and experience.
Forethought: considering consequences of certain actions, anticipating outcomes, selecting actions based on
experience of successfully using them.
Self-regulatory processes that link thought to action in relation to the concrete goals being aimed at (i.e. constant
reflection and re-evaluation of strategies and proposed actions as one goes along).
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Self-reflection on the soundness of the ideas and concepts proposed and the actions undertaken, judged against
the success of the outcomes. Such agentive experience leads to a motivating belief that one can be successful,
which Bandura calls “self-efficacy”.
Language education should therefore create learning contexts that encourage learners to grow in their role as
social and collaborative agents, as autonomous and responsible language users/learners. Essentially, this means
that the language curriculum should include tasks and/or projects that allow learners the space to take the
initiative, collaborate together, plan and produce something. Learners as social agents can then take responsibility for their learning process, further developing their language repertoire as powerful lifelong learners. The
concept of the social agent is thus central to the action-oriented approach, mediation, online interaction and
collaboration and plurilingual language education, each of which we consider next in this section.

1.4.2. The action-oriented approach
The action-oriented approach (AoA) has sometimes been interpreted in terms of the use of Can Do descriptors
for curriculum design. This is certainly an important aspect of it, as we will see below, but the AoA is rooted in a
constructivist paradigm and takes task-based learning to a higher level where the class and the outside world are
integrated in genuine, situated communicative practices. The approach is also known as action-based teaching
(van Lier 2007), especially in North America, and is very similar to the more developed version of the task-based
language teaching (TBLT) proposed by van den Branden and his colleagues (2006, 2009). Although “[T]he precise
form that tasks in the classroom may take, and the dominance that they should have in the programme, is for
users of the CEFR to decide” (Council of Europe 2020: 32), the approach is usually associated with scenarios for
group task/projects.
The AoA is informed by CEFR descriptors since, as Bandura reminds us, “Action is motivated and directed by
cognised (i.e., known and understood) goals rather than drawn by remote aims” (Bandura 1989: 1179), and
descriptors can offer the focus and signposting necessary for this. The teaching and learning process is driven
by action in this way at two levels, that of the curriculum/syllabus/course planning and that of the classroom
enactment. In the planning process, this involves planning backwards from learners’ real-life communicative
needs, ensuring alignment between planning, teaching and assessment, and using descriptors as signposts
to communicate to users/learners in advance about the concrete “cognised” goals in relation to specific tasks
embedded in the scenario.
Action orientation involves task/projects, usually in the form of scenarios that allow initiative, so learners can
purposefully and strategically exert their agency, scenarios in which the learners have a defined mission to
produce a proposal, artefact or other product under defined conditions and constraints (Bourguignon 2010)
and which require co-construction of meaning through mediation in interaction. The way the CEFR Companion
volume puts this is as follows:
Above all, the action-oriented approach implies purposeful, collaborative tasks in the classroom, the primary focus
of which is not language. If the primary focus of a task is not language, then there must be some other product or
outcome (such as planning an outing, making a poster, creating a blog, designing a festival or choosing a candidate).
Descriptors can be used to help design such tasks and also to observe and, if desired, to (self-)assess the language use
of learners during the task. (Council of Europe 2020: 30)

Action-oriented scenarios are usually developed through steps which involve the communicative activities of
reception, production, interaction and the mediation of concepts and/or communication, inspired by CEFR
descriptors. The final phase of the scenario is the collaborative production of an artefact or performance.
Learners decide how to accomplish the task/project; teachers provide language input, resources and support
to class, group or individuals as required. There is a focus on autonomy and authenticity of materials, topics
and practices. Learners may well be encouraged to use sources in various languages and work in a plurilingual
way – though this is not necessarily the case. Self-assessment and/or peer assessment of results with selected
descriptors is quite common.
The way in which the AoA goes beyond the communicative language teaching (CLT) as well as the related,
weaker, more linguistic versions of TBLT (Nunan 1989, 2004; Skehan 1998; Willis 1996; Willis and Willis 2007)
could perhaps be summarised as follows.
f Syllabus based on defined situational needs (as in the original version of CLT) that form the starting point
for a backward design of the syllabus.
f Rejection of a linear syllabus based upon grammatical progression, as in many programmes in which teachers follow a textbook, which may have a “communicative veneer” but in practice still retains the traditional
focus on grammar rather than on meaningful language use (Waters 2011).
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f Needs-appropriate (possibly adapted) CEFR descriptors used to inform end objectives for the course and
to help structure the syllabus, think up scenarios, design tasks, communicate aims to learners, assess outcomes and involve learners in that assessment process (North 2014; North et al. 2018).
f Organisation of learning through realistic, unifying scenarios, which form a module spanning several
lessons in a project approach that – through a series of steps/subtasks (some teacher-led, some group
work) – leads up to a final collaborative task (Bourguignon 2010; Piccardo 2014; Piccardo and North 2019).
f Centrality of learner agency, individually and collectively, in the sense described in the previous subsection:
learners make decisions about their task/project and monitor how things are going.
f Collaborative culminating tasks that involve a small group developing a concrete product of some kind
that is clearly defined in their “mission”, which includes conditions and constraints (Bourguignon 2010).
f Scenarios and culminating tasks (as opposed to enabling subtasks earlier within the scenario module) that
are not language-oriented, not nice activities to practise particular language: the language follows the
necessities of the task, the task does not follow the language as a fluency activity, as is the case in CLT and
“weaker” variants of TBLT (Piccardo and North 2019).
f Authentic materials and processes that are not “dumbed down” but are scaffolded for learners according
to their need for support.
f Acceptance by learners and teachers of the complexity and phases of chaos (in the sense of complexity
theories) involved in genuine learning and creativity (Piccardo 2017).
The action-based approach thus takes into account “the cognitive, emotional and volitional resources and the
full range of abilities specific to and applied by the individual as a social agent” (Council of Europe 2001: 9). If a
plurilingual approach is adopted, it will also be necessary to specify “language policy” – when to “plurilanguage”
(Lüdi 2015, 2016; Piccardo 2017, 2018), when to use one language or another – in relation to the different steps
or phases of the task/project.

1.4.3. Mediation
Mediation is one of the four modes in which the CEFR model organises communication. Learners seen as social
agents engage in receptive, productive, interactive or mediation activities or, more frequently, in a combination
of two or more of them. While interaction stresses the social use of language, mediation encompasses and goes
beyond interaction by focusing on meaning-making and/or facilitating communication across linguistic and
cultural barriers, which both rely on collaborative processes. The CEFR Companion volume introduces its model
of mediation as follows:
In mediation, the user/learner acts as a social agent who creates bridges and helps to construct or convey meaning,
sometimes within the same language, sometimes across modalities (e.g. from spoken to signed or vice versa, in
cross-modal communication) and sometimes from one language to another (cross-linguistic mediation). The focus
is on the role of language in processes like creating the space and conditions for communicating and/or learning,
collaborating to construct new meaning, encouraging others to construct or understand new meaning, and passing
on new information in an appropriate form. The context can be social, pedagogic, cultural, linguistic or professional.
(Council of Europe 2020: 90)

Mediation activities are then presented in three macro-categories: mediating a text, mediating concepts and
mediating communication, for each of which a number of scales of descriptors are provided. Mediation happens
across languages or varieties (cross-linguistic mediation) or within the same language or variety. The descriptors
for mediating a text talk of moving from Language A to Language B, with it being made clear that “these: may
be different languages, varieties or modalities of the same language, different registers of the same variety, or
any combination of the above. However, they may also be identical” (Council of Europe 2020: 92) and that “there
may be a Language C and even conceivably a Language D in the communicative situation concerned” (ibid.).
As the report on the conceptualisation, development and validation of the new scales of descriptors for the
CEFR Companion volume (North and Piccardo 2016) explains, the approach taken in 2020 is broader than that
adopted in 2001, which was confined to mediating a text and one aspect of mediating communication (acting
as an intermediary between people who, for one reason or another are unable to understand each other. The
CEFR Companion volume relates this broader concept of mediation to the social agent and the action-oriented
approach, discussed above, as follows:
Although the CEFR 2001 does not develop the concept of mediation to its full potential, it emphasises the two key
notions of co-construction of meaning in interaction and constant movement between the individual and social level
in language learning, mainly through its vision of the user/learner as a social agent. In addition, an emphasis on the
mediator as an intermediary between interlocutors underlines the social vision of the CEFR. In this way, although it
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is not stated explicitly in the 2001 text, the CEFR descriptive scheme de facto gives mediation a key position in the
action-oriented approach, similar to the role that a number of scholars now give it when they discuss the language
learning process. (Council of Europe 2020: 30)

Language itself emerges from complex webs of actions, which all require some form of mediation. Mediation
as understood in socio-constructivist approaches and the sociocultural theory (Lantolf and Poehner 2014) is
at the centre of understanding, thinking, meaning-making and collaborating – all crucial to acting as a social
agent. As suggested in the citation above, mediation emphasises the interdependence of the individual and the
collective, the cognitive and the social. Following Vygotsky, it is increasingly recognised that learning occurs in
a social context: “The true development of thinking is not from the individual to the social, but from the social
to the individual” (Vygotsky 1986: 36). In learning, the individual reconstructs the mediated social interactions
experienced. In this way, we exploit the environment surrounding us by acting as “agents-operating-with-mediational-means” (Wertsch 1998: 24). The development of higher mental functions is mediated by psychological
and cultural tools, especially language. Language is thus simultaneously a working tool to make sense of our
surroundings, a vehicle for acquiring new knowledge through the construction of meaning, an object of learning
in the language classroom, and a support for the process of reflection. It is thus helpful to think of language as
an activity, as something that we do together, as “languaging” (Piccardo 2021).
Languaging has been described as “a dynamic, never-ending process of using language to make meaning” (Swain
2006: 96). The term “languaging” has been used in philosophy (Maturana 1988, 2000), linguistics (Halliday 1985;
Jørgensen 2010; Mignolo 1996, Raimondi 2014), cognitive sciences (Cowley and Gahrn-Andersen 2018; Cuffari
et al. 2015) and language education (Swain 2006; Swain and Lapkin 2013). Languaging is very relevant to all
three of the macro-categories of mediation activities:
f in mediating concepts, social agents are languaging as they think things through together;
f in mediating a text they are languaging to find formulations that enable understanding of the text itself
for themselves, and for or with others; and
f in mediating communication they are languaging in the process of self–other regulation.
Mediating concepts in the CEFR Companion volume has two pairs of descriptor scales, one pair for collaborating
in a small group (Barnes and Todd 1977) and the other pair for mediating while leading a group (Feuerstein
and Rand 1974; Feuerstein et al. 1991). The first of each pair concerns the interpersonal or relational aspect:
“Facilitating collaboration interaction with peers” (as a group member) and “Managing interaction” (leading the
group). The second of each pair involves constructing new meaning and concepts (languaging): by “Collaborating
to construct meaning” (as a group member) and by “Encouraging conceptual talk”, that is, leading the group
in what Alexander (2008) calls “dialogic talk”. Webb (2009) reports that there is a direct connection between
teachers encouraging conceptual/dialogic talk and learners in small groups co-constructing meaning. This effect
was also seen during piloting the mediation descriptors, as one teacher saying: “We saw how the participants
moved from needing to clarify and confirm mutual understanding to interacting more effortlessly by building
upon each other’s ideas and presenting one’s own ideas to invoke discussion.”
Mediating a text is the most familiar of the three macro-categories, being included since the 2000s in curricula
and examinations in Germany (Kolb 2016; Reimann and Rössler 2013) and Greece (Dendrinos 2006; Stathopoulou
2015). Here, text is taken to include video and graphic data as well as spoken, written and signed texts. There
are four categories, each with a scale for oral and written mediation, covering “Relaying specific information”,
“Explaining data”, “Processing text” and “Translating a written text”. The set of scales is completed with Notetaking (a 2001 scale) and two scales for reacting to creative text (including literature): “Expressing a personal
response to creative texts” and “Analysis and criticism of creative texts”. The last two scales reflect the fact that,
with literature, one is firstly mediating for oneself and then, in an educational context, often mediating the text
for others, either from a personal, informal point of view – more at lower secondary – or from a more academic
point of view – more associated with upper secondary.
Mediating communication includes a scale for “Acting as an intermediary in informal situations”, familiar from
the CEFR 2001, with a cultural element added to the purely linguistic role of interpreting, plus two other
scales with an explicit focus on the cultural/intercultural dimension that calls for developing critical-cultural
awareness (Byram 1997, 2008) and symbolic competence (Kramsch 2002). First there is “Facilitating pluricultural space”, which concerns the creation of shared “third space” (Kramsch 1993) that provides security and
helps enable openness and mutual understanding, and “Facilitating communication in delicate situations
and disputes”, which involves helping to resolve critical situations by showing understanding of different
perspectives and helping to discover common ground. The three scales in this group are very relevant to
the kind of action-oriented approach to intercultural communicative competence adopted by, for example,
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Auger and Louis (2009), and to the development of the pluricultural competence behind them; as such they
are very relevant to our increasingly diverse classrooms.
Mediation is a strategic process which requires agency at every stage, develops linguistic and cultural awareness,
and highlights the developmental nature of linguistic repertoires. Mediation plays a crucial role in successful
plurilingual/pluricultural encounters and in online, distance communication, to which we now turn.

1.4.4. Plurilingualism
Plurilingualism and pluriculturalism stress the dynamic use of multiple languages/varieties and cultural knowledge, awareness and/or experience in social situations. Plurilingualism/pluriculturalism is not at all a new
phenomenon; it has been a feature of very many societies since ancient and probably prehistoric times. It has
been present throughout history in Africa, South America and Polynesia (Canagarajah 2009) as well as in South
Asia (Rabbi and Canagarajah 2021). It was a planned characteristic of many ancient empires (e.g. Babylonian,
Hittite, Assyrian, Persian) and more recently was common in the Austro-Hungarian empire (Dacrema 2012) and
central Europe more generally (Schröder 2018).
Plurilingualism and pluriculturalism aim to capture the holistic and dynamic nature of the individual language
user/learner’s linguistic and cultural repertoire as it develops through life: “Plurilingual and pluricultural
competence … is not the superposition or juxtaposition of distinct competences, … but rather the existence
of a complex or even composite competence on which the user may draw”(Council of Europe 2001: 168).
“Plurilinguals have a single, inter-related repertoire that they combine with their general competences and
various strategies in order to accomplish tasks” (Council of Europe 2020: 30). This plurilingual repertoire
reflects the user/learner’s ongoing lived experience (Busch 2017), their biography of intercultural encounter
(Byram et al. 2009).
Thus plurilingualism is “an uneven and changing competence” (Council of Europe 2001: 133, emphasis added),
in which the user/learner’s resources in one language or variety may be only partial and very different in nature
to those in another. “The plurilingualism sought is not that of an exceptional polyglot but rather that of ordinary
individuals with a varied linguistic capital in which partial competences have their place. What is expected is not
maximum proficiency but a range of language skills and receptiveness to cultural diversity” (Coste 2014: 22). In
this action-oriented perspective, users/learners seen as social agents draw upon all sorts of resources in their
linguistic and cultural repertoires and further develop these resources in their trajectories. Plurilingualism and
pluriculturalism focus on interconnectedness of different languages and cultures rather than on their differences
and stress the importance of evolving profiles that value even the most partial competences in and awareness
of languages and cultures. The theoretical and pedagogic implications of plurilingualism are well summarised
as follows:
Plurilingual competence is defined as the ability to use a plural repertoire of linguistic and cultural resources to meet
communication needs or interact with people from other backgrounds and contexts, and enrich that repertoire while
doing so. The repertoire consists of resources which individual learners have acquired in all the languages they know
or have learned, and which also relate to the cultures associated with those languages … The plurilingual perspective
centres on learners and the development of their individual plurilingual repertoire, and not each specific language
to be learnt. (Beacco et al. 2016: 20)

The distinction between plurilingualism and multilingualism and between multiculturalism and pluriculturalism
was introduced to language education in the CEFR (Council of Europe 1996, 2001, 2020) and an accompanying
study (Coste et al. [1997]/2009). The term “plurilingualism” itself had appeared in earlier publications (e.g. Coste
and Hébrard 1991; Di Mauro 1977) but its conceptualisation has since developed from the distinction made in
relation to multilingualism in the CEFR project in 1996/7. This distinction aims to facilitate understanding of two
very different views of linguistic and cultural diversity.
Multilingualism and multiculturalism consider languages and cultures as separate and somehow static entities
that co-exist in societies or individuals. The prefix “multi” suggests the addition of a series of different elements,
as with a multiplication table or with a multitude of people. Multiculturalism often manifests itself as different
communities living in adjacent areas of cities who may not have much contact with, or interest in, each other.
The prefix “pluri”, on the other hand, emphasises plurality, suggesting a network of dynamic interrelationships
between the linguistic and cultural elements that build individuals’ trajectories and the tapestries of increasingly
diverse communities (Piccardo 2018, 2019). Plurilingualism brings to the fore a more holistic way to consider
how languages – and cultures – constantly interreact at the cognitive, emotional and social levels. In relation to
classrooms, a multilingual classroom suggests a classroom in which children have different mother tongues –
perhaps being given heritage language classes after school – whereas a plurilingual classroom is one in which
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the linguistic diversity present is embraced and exploited in order to leverage communication, subject learning,
plurilingual/pluricultural awareness and the learning of new languages.
Not all applied linguists have adopted this useful distinction. However, in order to emulate the flexible, creative,
holistic characteristic of an individual’s plurilingual repertoire, those who have not adopted the term tend to
modulate “multilingualism” with adjectives to achieve a similar effect, in for example: a “dynamic model of
multilingualism” (Herdina and Jessner 2002), a “holistic approach to multilingualism” (Cenoz 2013; Cenoz and
Gorter 2011), an “inclusive multilingualism” (Backus et al. 2013), an “active multilingualism” (Cummins 2017) or
an “integrated multilingual model” (MacSwan 2017).
Since the introduction of the term “plurilingualism” in the CEFR, a number of scholars have also invented other
terms to capture creative translingual practices. Piccardo and North relate these terms to the description of the
characteristics of plurilingualism used to introduce the term in the CEFR in 2001 and in 2020.
Plurilingual competence involves the ability to call flexibly upon an interrelated, uneven, plurilinguistic repertoire
in order to:
a. switch from one language or dialect (or variety) to another [related to: code switching, code alternation,
flexible bilingualism; translanguaging];
b. express oneself in one language (or dialect, or variety) and understand a person speaking another [related
to lingua receptiva; intercomprehension];
c. call upon the knowledge of a number of languages (or dialects, or varieties) to make sense of a text [related to translanguaging as a pedagogic scaffolding technique in a language or CLIL/content and language
integrated learning class];
d. intercomprehension [related to lingua receptiva];
e. recognise words from a common international store in a new guise [also related to intercomprehension;
lingua receptiva];
f. mediate between individuals with no common language (or dialect, or variety), even with only a slight
knowledge oneself [= cross-linguistic mediation];
g. bring the whole of one’s linguistic equipment into play, experimenting with alternative forms of expression
in different languages or dialects, exploiting paralinguistics (mime, gesture, facial expression, etc.) and
radically simplifying their use of language [related to translanguaging; code crossing; code mixing; code
meshing; polylingualism; metrolingualism].
(Council of Europe 2001: 4-6; 2020: 30; Piccardo and North 2020: 284)
The new CEFR descriptors for plurilingual and pluricultural competence come in three descriptor scales, which
were developed principally in relation to the points listed above: “Building on pluricultural repertoire”, “Plurilingual
comprehension” and “Building on plurilingual repertoire”. To these could also be added the scale placed under
mediating communication: “Facilitating pluricultural space”. Indeed, as suggested in the previous subsection,
mediation is at the core of all the descriptors of plurilingual and pluricultural competence. Embracing a mediational perspective allows us to move from language as an entity to language as a process: languaging (Piccardo
2021). Plurilingualism manifests itself in the dynamic, creative process of languaging across the boundaries of
language varieties.
In terms of mediation and languaging, in the scale “Building on plurilingual repertoire”, for example, the learner/
social agent mobilises their repertoire in different languages:
f for a purpose, to explain a problem or ask for clarification (A2);
f to facilitate comprehension with or between third parties (B2), acting as a linguistic and cultural mediator;
f to create the conditions for others to use different languages (B2), that is role-modelling openness to
linguistic plurality;
f to facilitate communication by using all their agency in a multilingual context, in which they alternate
between languages and also employ different forms of linguistic/textual mediation (C1).
Both mediation and plurilingualism are also very present in online, digital interaction, as we shall see in the
subsection that follows.
The concept of plurilingualism has become increasingly popular over the last decade, particularly since the
so-called multi-/plurilingual turn in English-medium literature (Conteh and Meier 2014; May 2014; Piccardo and
Puozzo 2015; Taylor and Snoddon 2013). There is an increasing amount of experimentation with plurilingual
methodologies (e.g. Bernaus et al. 2011; Candelier et al. 2013; Choi and Ollerhead 2018; Lau and van Viegen
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2020; Prasad 2015; Prasad and Lory 2019; Spinelli 2019). A new Routledge handbook of plurilingual language
education (Piccardo et al. 2021) gives a detailed account of the theoretical inputs and the way the concept has
further developed, as well as an overview of current practices.

1.4.5. Online, digital interaction and transaction
Technology-mediated digital spaces have become “normalised” in our societies (Bax 2003, 2011), radically transforming the way we produce, share and communicate remotely and indeed whole industries, such as music,
gaming, news and movies (Luke 2005). As a recent Council of Europe recommendation to member states reminds
us: “the digital environment provides an unprecedented means for people to express themselves, to assemble
and participate, and opens new opportunities to improve access and inclusion” (Council of Europe 2019). Today’s
learners are digital natives who have adopted technology as a sixth sense, for whom technology-mediated
communication and online transactions have become so normal that they serve as the principal means through
which they interact with the world (Hershatter and Epstein 2010). These new digital environments create spaces
for the richness and creativity of plurilingual competence (Melo-Pfeifer 2015). One could even go so far as to
say that online communication is inevitably plurilingual and pluricultural, with alternation between languages,
code meshing and the integration of icons and symbols, and audiovisual codes and conventions (Séror 2021). It
is also directly action-oriented and a natural field for the development and use of mediation as a social practice.
“Online interaction” is a useful umbrella term which complements the literature on digital literacies. It integrates different interactional and transactional modalities, media and images, as well paralinguistic features of
communication. The result is dynamic, media-rich flexible and creative communication, frequently embedding
live-links and asynchronous texts, images, audio and video clips that make the communication interactive over
time (Ivkovic and Lotherington 2009; Lotherington and Jenson 2011; Pegrum 2010).
Online interaction:
f involves multiple remote social actors who can flexibly remix media and texts to support their message;
f is fluid, often following a non-linear progression, with embedded media and hyperlinks to illustrate and/
or emphasise, to support reader autonomy and to add perceived credibility (Pegrum 2010);
f involves both interpersonal and human–machine interaction as well as multimodality;
f is sometimes collaborative, sometimes discursive and sometimes ludic;
f requires explicit clarity of the message;
f can be synchronous, asynchronous, spoken and written, and is often a blend of these, implying the need
to point out instances of synchronous and asynchronous interaction.
Further development is constantly transforming views of language use and therefore expectations of language
learning (Leppänen and Peuronen 2012). These technological innovations (e.g. social media, YouTube, wikis,
blogs) facilitate the ability to easily generate and share a rich variety of multimodal and multilingual user
content, which brings new pedagogical possibilities, expanding the scope of genres and cultural artefacts,
opportunities for creativity and for exploring complex identities (see, for example, Ollivier 2018). In addition,
eTwinning projects provide platforms for action-oriented communication and collaborative project work
across frontiers (see, for example, Cinganotto and Langé 2020). Digital technologies not only serve as sources
of content but can also be used to create action-oriented learning spaces that instil genuine and purposeful
authentic language use, collaboration and interaction (Rüschoff 2018). Technology-mediated interaction
provides affordances for: agency; authenticity; output orientation; action orientation; competence orientation;
self-directed (collaborative) knowledge construction; flexibility in participatory classroom practice and interaction; and flexibility in time and space.
The exploitation of digital tools and the integration of digital interaction thus aligns well with the metho
dological message of the CEFR that language learning should be directed towards enabling learners to act in
real-life situations. The CEFR descriptive scheme and the action-oriented approach put the co-construction of
meaning (through interaction) at the centre of the learning and teaching process. Communicative language
competence also remains central to online interaction, as does text literacy (Pegrum 2010), with language and
text underpinning multimodal digital literacies and socio-emotional literacies (Eshet-Alkalai 2004).
However, the online medium breaks the conventional boundaries between spoken and written, between
verbal and non-verbal. Technologically mediated interaction brings great advantages in terms of flexibility and
multimodality, but at the same time it brings drawbacks. For example, misunderstandings can be expected to
be more frequent and less easy to spot and correct than is the case in face-to-face communication. There is a
need for repetition, for redundancy, for ensuring that a message is more explicit than might need to be the
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case face-to-face. The use of tone, stress and prosody to modulate meaning and any paralinguistic signals of
emotional reactions or irony are each more difficult to catch. Choice of registers is more fluid – but still possible
to get wrong. These are all aspects easier to handle at a higher level of language proficiency, but user/learners
at all levels of proficiency need to mediate communication with redundancy and to develop strategies to avoid
(and, if necessary, repair) misunderstandings.
The CEFR Companion volume does not try to provide a framework for digital literacies, but focuses instead on the
communicative language activity involved, applying the principles of the action-oriented approach to provide
descriptors for different levels of interactive competences in online environments. As the CEFR Companion
volume puts it, the descriptors
concern the multimodal activity typical of web use, including just checking or exchanging responses, spoken interaction
and longer production in live link-ups, using chat (written spoken language), longer blogging or written contributions
to discussion, and embedding other media. (Council of Europe 2020: 25)

In developing the descriptors, the focus was put on the goal of the communication rather than on the modality
(written or oral, distinguishing between open-ended socially driven interaction: “Conversation and discussion”),
on the one hand, and interest-driven interaction (“Goal-oriented transactions and collaboration”) on the other
hand. Core elements of the construct that informed the descriptors are:
f the need for more redundancy in messages;
f the need to check that the message has been correctly understood;
f the ability to reformulate in order to help comprehension, deal with misunderstanding;
f the ability to handle emotional reactions and to demonstrate intercultural sensitivity;
f the capacity to participate in sustained interaction with one or more interlocutors;
f the capacity to react to other people’s posts and embedded media, and to compose posts and contributions for others to respond to;
f the ability to include symbols, images, and other codes to broaden or refine the content or scope of a
message;
f the understanding of implications of synchronous (real time) and asynchronous interaction.
Some of the elements used to distinguish between levels are: the ability to handle synchronous and collaborative
group discourse; the ability to modulate register, to embed the affective, emotional and ironic dimension and
to deal with linguistic and cultural misunderstandings, and the degree of autonomy shown.
The descriptors reflect a broader aim of the CEFR Companion volume to enrich the tools and interactional
spaces available to educators for an integrationist, situated approach to learning. They are intended to help
educators to formulate aims and outcomes in learning, teaching and assessment, without being constrained
by “the standardised testing culture that functions as watchdog over flat literacy practices” (Lotherington
and Jenson 2011).

1.4.6. Phonological competence
Phonology is an aspect of language teaching that still tends not to be taught explicitly, with many teachers
lacking confidence as they fear they may not be perceived as providing the “correct” model, and because they
may have received little or no specific training. Despite a considerable increase in research into phonology,
the marginalization of pronunciation teaching, which Derwing and Munro pointed out in their 2005 article as having
potentially serious consequences, continues in spite of the increased interest in pronunciation among educators. In
a very recent publication (2015) the same authors relate of a wide series of studies that revealed that “teachers are
hesitant about systematically teaching pronunciation” (p. 78), that they feel a “need for access to more professional
development” (p. 80) and that “[t]he curricula in the various programs in which the teachers worked did not focus on
pronunciation” (ibid.) with vague and unhelpful indications if any. (Piccardo 2016: 11)

The CEFR 2001 went some way towards starting to address this problem in that the main CEFR text provided
a detailed description of aspects of phonology. In her analysis prior to developing the new CEFR phonology
descriptors, Piccardo summarised this as follows: “Phonological competence takes an important role in the
descriptive scheme of the CEFR even though this does not translate into an extended and accurate series of
scales and descriptors” (Piccardo 2016: 7) and “The construct of the CEFR in relation to phonology is thorough
and sufficiently broad to allow a revision and extension of the scales/descriptors in order to capture the new
developments and reflection in second/foreign language education” (ibid: 8).
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However, the 2001 CEFR phonology scale did not successfully operationalise this construct and was in fact the
least successful of the CEFR 2001 descriptor scales (North 2000: 248-50), which prompted teacher/researchers
interested in phonology to criticise and attempt to supplement it (e.g. Cauvin 2012; Frost and O’Donnell 2018;
Galaczi et al. 2011; Harding 2013; Horner 2010, 2013, 2014; Isaacs and Trofimovich 2012). Unfortunately, most
of their proposed solutions continue to make distinctions between levels or assessment grades merely by alternating adverbials, despite the fact that such an approach has long been criticised as too vague (e.g. Alderson
1991; Champney 1941; North 2000, 2014).
The main problem with the CEFR 2001 phonology scale was that it was a single scale which conflated constructs
and gave the impression that progression in proficiency meant becoming more and more like a native speaker.
In particular, it suggested that this transformation occurred between B1 and B2 with the B2 descriptor saying:
Has acquired a clear, natural, pronunciation and intonation. At and above B2, accent was not mentioned at all,
even though “most L2 speakers at even advanced levels can have detectable accents (Moyer 2013); thinking
otherwise is unrealistic” (Isaacs et al. 2018: 197). Also, the expression “natural” pronunciation and intonation in
this descriptor strongly suggests that of a native speaker, whereas the usefulness of an “idealised native speaker”
as the goal of language learning has also long been criticised (e.g. Byram and Zarate 1996; Kramsch 1997) and
was in fact not adopted in the CEFR.
In relation to phonology, as Muñoz and Singleton (2011) emphasise, a lot depends on whether the learner wants
to sound like a “native-speaker”. And in addition, “almost pretending to be a different person in each language, in
the pursuit of the chimeric native speaker model … leads to high levels of frustration and feelings of inadequacy
and consequent avoidance of the language – even in regions that are officially bilingual (see, for example, Puozzo
Capron 2014)” (Piccardo 2019: 192). Such a mindset of multiple monolingualism, which has been criticised in the
Canadian context by Cummins (2008) as “the two solitudes”, is antithetical to a plurilingual perspective. Research
has shown that intelligibility is far more important to communication than accent (Derwing and Munro 2015)
and consequently, pronunciation research has moved towards examining what linguistic factors most affect
it. Here we should mention that in the literature on phonology, a distinction is made between “intelligibility”
(i.e. actual understanding of an utterance by a listener) and “comprehensibility” (i.e. a listener’s perceived difficulty
in understanding an utterance). It was decided not to apply this meaningful but subtle academic distinction in
the CEFR descriptors, in order not to overload teachers already dealing with the challenging switch away from
the “native-speaker” norm.
The new CEFR Phonology scale – the conceptualisation, development and validation of which is described
in Piccardo (2016) – therefore refines and expands the construct of the 2001 scale, taking intelligibility as its
lead factor and overcoming the issues of the “native-speaker” model. It is an analytic scale, consisting of three
subscales. The first subscale is overall phonological control, intended for those who wish a simple update of the
2001 holistic scale. In addition, there are two more detailed subscales, for Sound articulation and Prosody (stress
and intonation). Descriptors for Sound recognition were also validated, but not included in the final scale; they
can be found in the “Supplementary descriptors” in Appendix 8 to the CEFR Companion volume. The reason for
creating an analytic scale was that, although everything is interconnected, the main elements involved (sounds
and prosody) need to be made visible so that both teachers and learners might become aware of their equal
contribution to intelligibility.
The new scale thus broadens the scope of phonological competence in comparison to the 2001 scale and removes
native-speakerism from it, with the overall aim of providing more explicit support to teachers. Phonological
competence can be an obstacle, since communication is filtered through it. People who have a very high level
of proficiency can still be penalised by their level of phonological competence, particularly a noticeable accent,
even though the majority of users/learners retain an accent even at Level C2 and above. Thus, the new scale helps
towards social justice by unveiling this issue, reducing unrealistic expectations and encouraging teachers to focus
on teaching the elements of phonological competence so that their learners will be clearly intelligible – at all levels.

1.4.7. Conceptual model
The project that produced the descriptors for mediation and related areas for the CEFR Companion volume
(North and Piccardo 2016) developed a conceptual model, which is shown in Figure 1.1. As can be seen in the
figure, mediation is considered in terms of being both cognitive and relational – the latter being concerned with
the management of social relationships – with the cognitive aspect being embedded in the relational one. This
cognitive/relational distinction is taken from Coste and Cavalli (2015), but also reflects Halliday’s (1973, 1978)
distinction between the ideational (cognitive) and interpersonal (relational). However, whereas Coste and
Cavalli seem to situate these two aspects as independent and contrasting, Halliday stresses the point that these
never occur in isolation, but are always woven together in context by his third, textual, metafunction. The entire
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mediational process is also seen as embedded in the emotional dimension, since in an enactivist perspective, the
person (mind), action (body) and situation (environment) are brought together in a “situating/situated dialectic”
(Masciotra et al. 2007: 4). Around the core are shown some of the activities in which mediation is involved and
manifests itself, such as in mediating across languages (plurilingual/pluricultural), mediating across media and
multi-modalities (online) and mediating across internal and external worlds (literature).
Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of the project to develop CEFR descriptors for mediation (North and Piccardo
2016)
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However, one must remember that categories are not absolutes; they are conventions that we apply in order to
make better sense of the world. An obsession with neat and tidy either/or distinctions was characteristic of the
linear, Cartesian approach, exemplified in our field by the four skills concept, which is gradually giving way to
a more complex vision. This vision recognises that, in any instance of situated language use, many categories
are involved and are inextricably linked; it would be impossible to isolate them. Nevertheless, categories may
prove helpful when it comes to making sense of complex phenomena, and in this perspective they are useful
here. Naturally, during the development process an attempt was made to formulate descriptors that could be
recognised as describing one particular category rather than another, and indeed one of the three validation
activities evaluated the ability of some 490 pairs of respondents to distinguish between intended categories
(see North and Piccardo 2016).
Nevertheless, the distinctions between concepts and categories are not watertight: they all merge into each other.
Since mediation often involves a switch of language, variety and/or register, it is reductive to think of mediation
without considering plurilingualism, especially in relation to mediating text and mediating communication.
Mediating concepts can more easily be perceived as occurring in just one language/variety, but also here, in an
action-oriented approach, learners as social agents engaged in a problem-solving, collaborative task in small
groups will mobilise not just some but all of the resources at their disposal, non-linguistic as well as linguistic,
plurilinguistic not monolinguistic. Even when operating in a mode of one-language-at-a-time (in the target
language), other known languages are active in the brain too; there is no switch to turn them off. Considering
an issue – and researching material – in different languages enriches problem solving and encourages creativity.
Nowadays, researching input will almost certainly be done online, and the means of collating and synthesising
material, as well as discussing the process of presenting it, evolves increasingly online.
In discussing plurilingualism above, the point was made that mediation is informed by the plurilingual/pluricultural dimension. Plurilingualism is obviously directly relevant to cross-linguistic mediation, as well as in the
types of “languaging” discussed in section 1.4.3 above. But one can also see the influence of the pluricultural
dimension in, for example, descriptors like the following.
Can collaborate with people from other backgrounds, showing interest and empathy by asking and answering simple questions, formulating and responding to suggestions, asking whether people agree and proposing alternative
approaches. (B1 “Overall mediation”)
Can encourage a shared communication culture by expressing understanding and appreciation of different ideas,
feelings and viewpoints, and inviting participants to contribute and react to each other’s ideas. (B2 “Facilitating
pluricultural space”)
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Can act effectively as a mediator, helping to maintain positive interaction by interpreting different perspectives, managing
ambiguity, anticipating misunderstandings and intervening diplomatically in order to redirect the conversation. Can
build on different contributions to a discussion, stimulating reasoning with a series of questions. (C1 “Overall mediation”)

In a similar way, in the descriptors for online interaction, there is social, cultural, linguistic and emotional mediation involved, as for example in the two descriptors shown below.
Can anticipate and deal effectively with possible misunderstandings (including cultural ones), communication issues
and emotional reactions occurring in an online discussion. (C2 “Online conversation and discussion”)
Can deal with misunderstandings and unexpected problems that arise in online collaborative or transactional exchanges by
responding politely and appropriately in order to help resolve the issue. (B2 “Goal-oriented online transaction and collaboration”)

For this reason, some of the case studies that used the CEFR Companion volume descriptors to inform their
practice chose to work with several of the categories, as we see in the next section.

1.5. THE CASE STUDIES IN THIS VOLUME
The 19 chapters that follow in this volume report on a series of case studies investigating the points outlined in
section 1.4 with the aid of the new descriptors provided in the CEFR Companion volume for aspects of mediation (in 12 chapters), including appreciation of creative text and literature (in two chapters), plurilingualism
(in three chapters), online interaction (in three chapters) and phonology (one chapter). The various chapters
explore the relevance and usability of the new descriptors from Level A2 to Level C1 for the implementation of
an action-oriented approach to mediation and plurilingualism, recounting lessons learned in the process, and
the reactions of students and colleagues.
Some of the chapters involve a series of studies carried out by a network of teacher/researchers; others reflect
the work of single teachers with their classes. The case studies have been selected from a larger number submitted after open call made at the conference in Strasbourg in May 2018 that launched the CEFR Companion
volume, which had been online in a provisional version in English and French since February 2018. The studies
included concern secondary education (eight chapters), higher education (three chapters), heritage language
education (one chapter), pre-service teacher education (four chapters) and adult education (three chapters),
with the involvement of language professionals in the following countries: Austria, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, UK.
The book is mainly divided into two parts, Part I (chapters 2 to 11) concerning classroom practice and Part II
(chapters 12 to 20) concerning awareness raising and teacher education, followed by reflections and a look ahead
in Part III. Each of parts I and II begins with a graphic overview of themes and context of the various chapters,
followed by summaries of each chapter.
Many of the chapters in Part I were written by practising teachers, who describe what they did with their classes
and the effects they achieved. Some of the points reported by teachers about the positive effects of the approach
were the following. Firstly and fundamentally the lessons were said to be more dynamic and more interesting, with
the learners being more motivated and enthusiastic – when working individually or in groups. Learners are also
reported to have worked more independently – in some cases also sometimes at home. In general, the learners
became more flexible and spontaneous, acquired the ability to make use of all of their linguistic resources and key
21st-century competences and transversal skills. Several teachers report that the learners were surprised about
their own abilities, seeming to be well capable of self-assessment, and became more self-confident overall. Having
precise learning objectives towards which to direct their action (the “cognised goals” discussed in section 1.4.2
above) helped students to exert their agency and focus their energies on the language needed to carry out the
task. Perhaps not surprisingly therefore, positive results are also reported of involvement in tasks, development
of mediation skills and achievement of learning outcomes. Many teachers also report more collaboration and
exchange of ideas and practices between teachers, including the teachers of different languages.
Naturally, challenges are also sometimes reported, particularly the need for teacher training and ready-to-use
example tasks; the current shortage of suitable materials did increase workload. Two other major challenges
are mentioned: the lack of time for teachers to prepare lessons together, which complicated co-ordination and,
in some cases, initial “teething problems” in clarifying goals and giving clear instructions to students at the start
of lessons, when these involved a new classroom approach.
Raised student awareness is a shared theme in Part I, as the following comments testify.
The descriptors, shared and discussed with learners in the pre-task phase, gave them the opportunity to reflect on
the task with a clear focus on what they were asked to do. This considerably triggered their learning awareness raising
and contributed to the success of the activities.
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Both teachers and students became conscious of their plurilingual and intercultural communicative competence.
They began connecting to their previous linguistic and cultural knowledge; they became aware of the relevance of
expanding this knowledge to become fully competent teachers and/or learners, and they began to mediate in conflicts
using the developed strategies.
What is encouraging is the fact that very often sceptics who then actually experience plurilingual teaching with an
inspired colleague change their opinion and become very positive about it.
(Literature) students have been able to express their emotions better, acquiring vocabulary to express emotions and
memorising the text, while anchoring it to their personal experience.

In the same way that awareness raising is not absent from Part I, it should be pointed out that many of the
chapters in Part II also report on the practical development and trialling of classroom tasks, inspired by the CEFR
Companion volume descriptors. The descriptors are often reported to have given practical support to teachers
and trainees that helped them to develop scenarios for class activities or assessment, to construct tasks, define
assessment grids and guide self-assessment of both students and student teachers. In relation to pre-service
teacher education, student teachers are reported to have found using the descriptors for the design of tasks
and materials interesting and motivating, with the trainer reporting that it boosted motivation and creativity.
In addition, the descriptors are reported to help operationalise the concept of plurilingualism and promote it
in schools, being compatible with the more detailed descriptors from the FREPA/CARAP project (Candelier et
al. 2013) but easier to apply, and so more practical.
Some of the chapters in Part II report, as mentioned, on the development of exemplar tasks that translated
the multi-faceted character of mediation into classroom practice. Others report on attitudinal surveys about
how teachers and other stakeholders conceive of and react to mediation, plurilingualism and phonology,
while others again recount awareness-raising and dissemination activities through national and international
networks and the creation of communities of practice. Several report on the fact that mediation is a driver for a
paradigm change in language education. The descriptors are reported to have helped to implement a change
of perspective on practices and aims, to have helped start self- and peer reflection on current teaching and
testing practices.
Again some challenges are noted. The most important is that managing change takes time. One cannot expect
to change practices overnight. Other particular points raised were that “mediating a text” and “mediating
communication” can be expected to be implemented more easily than “mediating concepts”. This is because of
their greater familiarity from the CEFR 2001 – and also because they fit better with current practice, since they
involve only individual tasks and paired role-plays. The wider concept of mediation is not always immediately
grasped and the importance of collaborative tasks in small groups not always appreciated. Other challenges
mentioned are the matching of specific descriptors for mediation with a particular task, since this requires skills
in materials design that not all teachers have, and secondly that the nuances of different descriptors are not
always immediately evident.
The contributors to Part II, predominantly teacher educators, highlight the fact that considerable support to
teachers is needed to achieve meaningful change with the descriptors. Comments concern three main areas:
curriculum, teacher education and classroom materials. With regard to curriculum, the concepts and descriptors operationalising them, need to be incorporated into curricula, materials and observation/assessment
grids – especially in order to change student attitudes about using languages other than the target language
in class. Regarding teacher education, there is a need for online self-training guides and self-study toolkits for
teachers and learners, with examples of good practice for curriculum design, classroom tasks and assessment.
In relation to materials more generally, good quality true-to-life learning materials (tasks, lesson plans, etc.) are
needed, designed with reference to the CEFR mediation descriptors and ready to use or to adapt for particular
levels – especially for mediation of concepts and mediation of communication. Collaborative problem-solving
mediation tasks are needed in course books, because then they will appear and be explained in the teachers’
books.
The final section of the book, Part III, brings things to a close with three short contributions: two sets of reflections on the case studies from experienced scholars, and a vision of the significance of the work for the future
of language education.
We hope that you, the reader, will enjoy the variety of the work reported, and that you will keep abreast of future
developments, in this project and other projects in the language field from the Council of Europe, by consulting
the following websites:
The CEFR site			
www.coe.int/lang-cefr
The Education Department site
www.coe.int/en/web/education
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Part I
CLASSROOM PRACTICE

INTRODUCTION TO PART I
Educational
strand

CEFR
level

Foreign
languages

Facilitating pluricultural space

Higher education

B1-B2

English

Facilitating communication in delicate
situations and disagreements

(5 contexts)

B2-C1

Spanish

A2-C2

English

Area and scales
Mediation
Chapter 2

Mediation
Plurilingualism

Chapter 3

Mediating a text

Higher education

Mediating concepts

(5 contexts)

Mediating communication

Adult education

Plurilingual comprehension

(2 contexts)

Spanish

Building on pluricultural repertoire
Building on plurilingual repertoire
Mediation
Chapter 4

Mediating a text
Mediating communication

Chapter 5

Plurilingualism
Plurilingual comprehension

Secondary
education
Lower
secondary

A2/B1

English

B1/B2

French
Spanish

A1/B1

German
Dutch

Mediation
Plurilingualism
Chapter 6

Mediating a text
Mediating communication

Upper
secondary,
vocational

B2
B1

English +
French,
Italian or
Spanish

Building on plurilingual repertoire
Reaction to creative texts (including literature)
Reading as a leisure activity
Expressing a personal response to
creative texts (including literature)
Chapter 7

Analysis and criticism of creative
texts (including literature)

Upper
secondary

B2

German

Educational
strand

CEFR
Level

Foreign
languages

Upper
secondary

from A2
to B2/C1

English

Creative writing
Area and scales
Reaction to creative texts (including literature)
Chapter 8

Expressing a personal response to
creative texts (including literature)
Analysis and criticism of creative
texts (including literature)
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Area and scales

Educational
strand

CEFR
level

Foreign
languages

Secondary
education

A1-B2

English

Secondary
education

B1/B2

English

Adult education

A2/B1

English

Online interaction
Mediation
Online conversation and discussion
Chapter 9

Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Collaborating to construct meaning
Mediating a text
Online interaction
Mediation

Chapter 10

Plurilingualism
Facilitating collaborative interaction
Collaborating to construct meaning
Encouraging conceptual talk
Online interaction
Mediation

Chapter 11

Online conversation and discussion
Goal-oriented online collaboration
Facilitating collaboration with peers

Part II contains 10 chapters on the use of the descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume in relation to
classroom teaching. The majority of the 10 contributions concern the secondary school context. The exceptions
are chapters 2 and 3 (higher education) and Chapter 11 (adult education), which each summarise case studies
in different contexts. Altogether, of the 20 case studies referred to in these 10 chapters, seven case studies are
situated in secondary education, 10 in higher education and three in the adult sector.
Often the descriptors inspired the development of tasks, and in other cases tasks and activities already planned
suggested the relevance of certain descriptors. The first three studies (chapters 2 to 4) concern mainly mediation,
with the second of these (Fonseca-Mora and González Davies) being in fact a summary of seven case studies
in different locations. Chapters 5 and 6 then focus on plurilingualism, while chapters 7 and 8 experiment with
the new descriptors for reacting to creative text (including literature). The final three chapters in this section,
chapters 9 to 11, then concern online interaction, as well as aspects of mediation.
What these contributions have in common is their demonstration that the incorporation of descriptors for the
relevant level(s) from a small selection of the CEFR Companion volume descriptor scales for mediation and related
areas (online interaction, reactions to creative text and literature, plurilingual and pluricultural competence)
can have a very positive effect on task design, student engagement and therefore both personal and language
development.

MEDIATION: CHAPTERS 2 TO 4
In Chapter 2 (Sánchez et al.) a group of Spanish scholars working at universities in Spain, England and Ireland set
out to explore ways in which applying the mediation construct presented in the CEFR Companion volume could
broaden the scope of language education. The project team focused mainly on two descriptor scales – Facilitating
pluricultural space and Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements – and they designed
action-oriented tasks that shared a template of three phases: preparation, mediation and reflection. The tasks
were aimed at levels B1-B2 or B2-C1, depending on the context. The tasks and student feedback about them
are reported separately for the five contexts. The authors identified a number of open questions concerning
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assessment (e.g. Are mediating skills and strategies to be assessed separately or in an integrated fashion, with
receptive, productive or interactive skills?) and they hope that their project is illustrative and inspirational for other
practitioners wishing to work on implementation of the new CEFR Companion volume mediation descriptors.
In Chapter 3, in reporting on the experimentation carried out in seven different contexts in Spain, Greece and
Switzerland, Fonseca-Mora and González Davies suggest that it has been the publication of the CEFR Companion
volume that has prompted an overt openness to fostering mediation in (language) education and that a
mediation paradigm shift is connected to the urgent need for an educational focus on processes that develop
pluricultural and plurilingual competences. The main aim of their project was to document the potential shift in
beliefs, perceptions and performance related to mediation skills through experimentation with action-oriented,
problem-solving tasks that enhance plurilingual language education through social and emotional interaction.
The classroom tasks varied from mediating to relay specific textual information, to plan a day out, to mediating
to design a care plan in a social work context. Data collected included teacher diaries and student narratives,
recordings, focus groups and an online survey. Shared findings suggested an increase in autonomy, mediation
and collaboration as students learned to discuss and clarify together, identifying and summarising useful information, formulating an action plan and explaining complex ideas. Plurilingual competence became gradually
evident as students gradually became aware of their plurilingual identities. It was noticeable that some of the
quieter students took a more leading role and performed above the standard previously observed.
Chapter 4 (Fanara) describes the exploitation of descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume for Mediating
a text and Mediating communication for Italian upper secondary school students in relation to project work
connected with a work experience internship at a regional airport. The project involved 14 hours of preparation, the 36-hour internship week and a 4-hour debriefing and evaluation session. The mediation training was
felt to be very useful when giving assistance to passengers in a range of situations. The use of digital tools to
acquire the appropriate lexicon and phraseology, creation of glossaries and simulation of real-life exchanges
were considered to have played a crucial role in assuring the success of the project. Students all used two to
three foreign languages (English, French and Spanish), gaining spontaneity in the use of languages themselves
and in switching between them. As a result, both students and teachers want more opportunities at school to
develop their plurilingual and pluricultural competence and they recognise the merits of including mediation
activities in the curriculum.

PLURILINGUALISM: CHAPTERS 5 AND 6
In Chapter 5, Jentges et al. also describe a project week for secondary school students, this time focused
predominantly on plurilingual comprehension and the exploitation of similarities between related languages, in this case German and Dutch. The project introduced 14-year-old German secondary students to
strategies for receptive plurilingualism and methods of cultural and linguistic landscaping, which allowed
them to apply the strategies that they had developed in the classroom to an unknown urban environment
on a one-day excursion to the nearby Dutch city of Venlo. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the one-week
workshop involved analysis of poster presentations, observations and a pre- and post-test that elicited their
plurilingual comprehension skills in a decoding task. The authors suggest that the descriptor scales for plurilingual competence in the CEFR Companion volume can be successfully integrated in innovative, authentic
and age-appropriate educational formats for young adults, but that plurilingual/cultural competence may
well be affected by individual factors such as metalinguistic awareness, past experience with other languages
and cultures, or tolerance of ambiguity.
Steinhuber continues the theme of plurilingualism in Chapter 6, which describes the introduction of plurilingual
lessons and a certificate of plurilingualism as an optional module of the national school-leaving examination for
Austrian upper secondary vocational colleges. The certificate is based on a 15-minute oral examination, pitched
at B2 for the first foreign language and B1 for the second, which involves both Mediating a text and Mediating
communication, across languages. The initiative took place parallel to the development of the descriptors
published in the CEFR Companion volume, with which it shares many synergies. A website to support teachers
contains examples of classroom tasks that are therefore clearly linked to the descriptors for mediation and for
plurilingual and pluricultural competence in the CEFR Companion volume. Descriptors on alternating between
languages on the assessment grid for the oral examination inspired several on the CEFR scale for Building on
plurilingual repertoire. Steinhuber describes the development of the project as a whole, including teacher training
and teacher feedback on their introduction of plurilingual lessons. Positive experiences reported by teachers
as well as challenges are mentioned. So far, the introduction of the lessons has been more successful in terms
of numbers than the actual examination itself, but what is encouraging is the fact that sceptics who actually
experience plurilingual teaching very often change their opinion and become very positive about it.
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LITERATURE: CHAPTERS 7 AND 8
Chapter 7 (Nuvoloni and Zanetti) is the first of two contributions from Italian upper secondary schools on the
exploitation of the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for reactions to creative text (including literature) to
revitalise the teaching of literature, in this case German literature. The approach, leading students from their first
personal impressions to the reconstruction of the (sixth) sense of literature, focuses on the personal and emotional
response of the student to literature and on creative writing, with literature becoming the object of mediation:
from the sign to the meaning and from the content to reflection on the form. The same steps were followed in
different classes: reading a text, identifying the main topic and giving a first personal reaction; brainstorming and
discussion; writing a short personal text with a similar topic, referring to one’s own experience; analysing in pairs
the most relevant elements of the text and discussing results with the class; producing in groups a worksheet
with the results of the analysis, plus researching further information; presenting a critical presentation of the
text; and self- and teacher evaluation. For the latter, Level B2 descriptors from the four relevant scales from the
CEFR Companion volume – Reading as a leisure activity; Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including
literature); Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature); and Creative writing – were used to create
a self-assessment and a teacher assessment grid.
In Chapter 8, Prioni continues with a similar theme and context, appreciation and analysis of literature and
film, focusing on two descriptor scales: Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature) and
Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature). A number of classes were involved in the project, with
proficiency levels ranging from around A2 to B2/C1. The overall aim was to demonstrate the practicability and
efficacy of the descriptors in relation to enacting the official syllabus, in order to provide an example “template”
that might spark interest in the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for literature and disseminate their use
among fellow teachers. A three-phase approach was used: teacher-centred input, analysis and discussion; project
work in small groups to develop critical thinking; and evaluation in the form of an interview, presentation and
written quiz. As in the previous chapter, descriptors were used to create tools for self- and teacher assessment.
Students were given more space than normally in terms of choosing books to read and topics to present. This
generated a more motivated approach to literature, as learners expressed their appreciation and opinions
freely and were assessed on their ability to do so. Outcomes evolved in quite a natural way with a few students
who had started as rather sceptical readers discovering they actually enjoyed literature, leading to much better
results being achieved.

ONLINE INTERACTION: CHAPTERS 9 TO 11
The remaining three chapters in this part, chapters 9-11, all concern online environments and the use of descriptors from the two new scales for online interaction (Online conversation and discussion; and Goal-oriented online
transactions and collaboration), often in combination with the descriptors for mediating concepts (Facilitating
collaborative interaction with peers and Collaborating to construct meaning) and those for mediating a text. Chapter
9 gives an overview of a national project in Italy, involving the EU eTwinning platform and piloting of the new
descriptors for online interaction, Chapter 10 recounts in more detail the experience of one of the participating
teacher/researchers in that project in a CLIL (content and language integrated learning) setting, in this case
Geography, while Chapter 11 explores the possibilities of virtual reality (VR) to supplement the classroom in an
adult education context in Switzerland.
In Chapter 9, Langé et al. briefly describe a project carried out in selected primary, middle and upper secondary
schools in nine regions of Italy, in which teachers were asked to plan and trial activities in their classes involving
online CLIL-oriented tasks, with a focus on English – though other languages were involved as well. The majority
of the projects were carried out within eTwinning projects, taking advantage of a large range of web tools, digital
media and social networking for social communication, intercultural exchanges and language learning. Examples
of resources exploited in different projects included Google Slides, web tools for “fake WhatsApp chat”, WebGIS
and the TwinSpace email and forum. As a contribution to the process of piloting the new CEFR descriptors, the
aim was to create a community of practice of some 20 teachers who would explore the possibilities offered by
the descriptors for online interaction for levels A1 to B2. Teachers observed and monitored their students’ online
interactions through logs, diaries, video recording, note-taking etc., and many of them created tailor-made
rubrics or grids to observe and/or assess the students’ online interaction through the social media and network
concerned. Feedback showed a positive impact of the interweaving between formal and informal learning on the
learning and teaching process, with students finding it engaging and fun to “really interact” online with their peers.
Chapter 10 (Abbate) provides detail about one of these projects, in the context of bilingual classes following the
Cambridge IGCSE (International General Certificate of Secondary Education) Geography syllabus. This project
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aimed at building transversal skills through action-oriented, problem-solving tasks that involved activities
described in several categories of CEFR Companion volume descriptors (online interaction, mediation and
plurilingual competence). All the tasks were organised in three phases: (a) preparation: small groups deciding
how to approach the task; (b) swap: each student explaining something, reacting to others’ explanations and
opinions; (c) debate: structured online discussion. They often involved mediating a text, as learners reported on
(authentic) source materials and almost always involved mediating concepts, as learners facilitated collaborative
interaction and managed interaction in order to collaborate to construct meaning and to encourage conceptual talk
as they followed up and discussed each other’s ideas. Shared and discussed with learners in the pre-task phase,
the descriptors served not only to plan teaching and learning but also as awareness-raising and self-assessment
instruments. Code switching with the language of schooling was used in a principled way, and in some of the
tasks a fully plurilingual approach was adopted, in which all the languages present in the classroom (including
those of the eTwinning project partners and exchange students) were used as a source of mutual understanding.
Saurer, in Chapter 11, discusses the use of the descriptors for online interaction and mediation in the context of
a project structured in three phases: (a) experimenting with VR using Google Cardboard and the learners’ own
mobile phones to deliver VR simulations, (b) providing supplementary online activities related to a coursebook,
and (c) the design of classroom tasks developed from the descriptors for online. In the VR sessions, students
interacted in English with avatars of virtual doctors and pharmacists. The online materials, which were presented
in a learning management system and complemented by WhatsApp chat groups, doubled the amount of time
per week that the students devoted to their language learning. The classroom tasks were trialled in a pilot of
modest size. They concerned online postings related to the descriptors for Online conversation and discussion and
planning an event through Goal-oriented online collaboration. The CEFR Companion volume is stated to provide
encouragement to reconsider the pedagogic approach and methods used. The VR experiments showed that
the immersive experience increased the learners’ engagement, naturally stimulated mediation and enhanced
learning. Following a successful application for research funding, the VR experimentation of the project was
substantially expanded and further developed during 2019-20, but this is not reported on here.
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Chapter 2
THE ROLE OF CONTEXTUAL FACTORS IN THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF MEDIATION DESCRIPTORS
WITH HIGHER EDUCATION LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Adolfo Sánchez Cuadrado, University of Granada, Spain;
Joaquín Cruz Trapero, University of Jaén, Spain;
Susana Lorenzo-Zamorano, University of Manchester, United Kingdom;
Marga Navarrete, University College London, United Kingdom; and
Lucía Pintado Gutiérrez, Dublin City University, Ireland

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a project which involved a community of practice of five higher-education foreign language
teachers at four different universities in three countries. The project had two main goals. Firstly, to broaden teaching practices in order to meet students’ needs and to help students become effective social agents. Secondly, to
explore new ways of applying the innovative conceptualisation of mediation that the CEFR Companion volume
offers to language learning. The project followed these steps:
1. After agreeing on the mediation descriptors to be used (from the scales Facilitating pluricultural space and
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements), practitioners developed a mediation
task in each educational setting.
2. The mediation tasks were implemented in class and evaluated by students by means of an online
questionnaire.
3. The tasks were compared for similarities and differences in order to explore the impact that contextual
factors might have had in the implementation of the two main mediation descriptor scales selected for
the project, as well as others considered relevant to the tasks – such as Processing text or Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers.
4. Students’ and teachers’ perceptions of the mediation tasks were investigated for pedagogical effectiveness.
This case study report outlines the mediation tasks created and discusses the main findings of the project.
Firstly, the new mediation descriptors proved to be extremely useful to develop action-oriented tasks aimed at
improving students’ mediation skills and social agency when acting as intermediaries. Moreover, the students’
feedback showed very positive results in terms of the achievement of learning outcomes, students’ involvement
in the tasks and the development of mediation skills. As reported by the participants in questionnaires, their
awareness of what mediation is, and what it implies, increased – thanks to the task. The tasks also helped the
students enhance their ability in appreciating others’ ideas by showing empathy to eventually establish consensus.
Finally, all of the tasks created in the project were found to have a common design. This fact led to the conclusion
that this design may be used as a template or task shell for future practitioners wishing to develop similar tasks.

RÉSUMÉ
La présente contribution décrit un projet qui a impliqué une communauté de pratique de cinq professeurs de
langues étrangères de l’enseignement supérieur dans quatre universités différentes de trois pays. Le projet a
deux objectifs principaux. Premièrement, élargir les pratiques d’enseignement afin de répondre aux besoins des
étudiants et d’aider ces derniers à devenir des acteurs sociaux efficaces. Deuxièmement, explorer de nouvelles
manières d’appliquer la conceptualisation novatrice de la médiation que le Volume complémentaire du CECR
propose à l’enseignement des langues. Le projet a suivi les étapes suivantes : i) après s’être mis d’accord sur les
descripteurs de médiation à utiliser (tirés des échelles Établir un espace pluriculturel et Faciliter la communication
dans des situations délicates et des désaccords), les enseignants ont développé une tâche de médiation dans
chaque cadre éducatif ; ii) les tâches de médiation ont été mises en œuvre en classe et évaluées par les étudiants au moyen d’un questionnaire en ligne ; iii) les tâches ont été comparées afin de trouver les similarités et
les divergences dans le but d’explorer l’impact que les facteurs contextuels pourraient avoir eu dans la mise en
œuvre des échelles de descripteurs sélectionnées pour le projet (ainsi que d’autres prises en considération en
raison de leur pertinence pour les tâches), comme Traiter un texte ou Faciliter la coopération dans les interactions
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avec des pairs ; iv) les perceptions des élèves et des enseignants sur les tâches de médiation ont été examinées
pour en vérifier l’efficacité pédagogique.
Ce rapport d’étude de cas présente les tâches de médiation créées et les principales conclusions du projet. D’abord,
les nouveaux descripteurs de médiation se sont révélés extrêmement utiles pour développer des tâches selon
une perspective actionnelle qui visaient à améliorer les compétences en médiation des étudiants et à renforcer
leur rôle d’acteurs sociaux agissant en tant qu’intermédiaires. De plus, les réactions des étudiants ont amené
des conclusions très positives en ce qui concerne les résultats d’apprentissage, d’implication des étudiants dans
les tâches et de développement des compétences en médiation. Comme on peut le voir grâce au questionnaire
rempli par les participants, leur conscience de ce qu’est la médiation et de ce qu’elle implique a augmenté grâce
à la tâche. Les tâches ont aussi aidé les étudiants à améliorer leur capacité d’apprécier les idées des autres en
montrant de l’empathie avant d’arriver à un consensus. Enfin, une conception pédagogique commune a été
trouvée dans toutes les tâches créées au cours du projet, ce qui permet de conclure que cette conception peut
être utilisée comme modèle ou patron pour les enseignants qui souhaitent développer des tâches similaires.

2.1. INTRODUCTION
This project explores the implementation of the new mediation descriptors set out in the updated CEFR
Companion volume and its preliminary version (Council of Europe 2018, 2020) in the creation of mediation tasks
for foreign language learning in higher-education settings. The project was designed by five foreign language
teachers who attended the Companion Volume Launching Conference in Strasbourg in May 2018, where they
took part in one of the discussion groups focusing on the possible implications of the CEFR Companion volume
for foreign language teaching and learning.
All five teachers shared the same general educational setting (i.e. foreign language learning – Spanish or English –
at a higher education institution) and they all agreed about the potential of the new mediation descriptors for
the development of their students’ language proficiency and social agency. However, they were concerned about
the implications that contextual factors – such as the students’ expectations about mediation, the institutions’
already-established curriculum and/or teaching practices or teachers’ own pedagogical beliefs and practices –
might have when developing mediation tasks in their settings.
As a result, the case study outlined in this paper was designed following the aims and methodology explained
below.
STAGE 1. All practitioners agreed upon a common set of mediation descriptors relevant to their students (see
the section Project description below). These were to be used at each institution to develop one mediation
task. At the time of the case study, the practitioners’ educational settings were the University of Jaén (Spain),
the University of Manchester (UK), Dublin City University (Ireland) and University College London (UCL) (UK).
(Two of the teachers were then at UCL, but shortly afterwards one started teaching at the University of Granada,
Spain.) Therefore, four tasks were developed, all of which had a similar target population, although designed by
the teachers concerned to take into account the specific academic profiles and needs of their students.
STAGE 2. Each task was trialled in its setting and student feedback was collected through an online questionnaire.
Some tasks also involved carrying out informal classroom observations during implementation.
STAGE 3. After the trialling, the four tasks were compared for similarities and differences in terms of instructional
design, planning, layout and observable outcomes.
STAGE 4. Based on students’ feedback and after comparing the tasks, conclusions were drawn as to how beneficial
the tasks were for the students’ linguistic and communicative development and to what extent the educational
context had had an impact on the design of the tasks.
What follows is a short description of the four educational settings involved in the project.
In the case of the University of Jaén, the mediation task was piloted in two different groups (14 students in
total). Both involved Spanish students of EFL (English as a Foreign Language) who had been previously screened
through entry tests to be placed in groups with approximately the same level of competence (Group 1 = 8 B2
students and Group 2 = 6 C1 students).
At the University of Manchester, the task was aimed at 77 post A-Level students in their first year at university.
Students had previously studied Spanish at school, generally for four to five years, and had, de facto, a low
to standard B1 level. These students were mostly doing either a Single Honours degree or different combinations of Joint Honours (two subjects in their degree, e.g. French and Spanish, Film Studies and Spanish).
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The session was included in one of the core components of the course, Integrated Skills. This course runs
for two terms and has three weekly contact hours.
At Dublin City University, the 11 students involved in the study were pursuing a Bachelor degree, one of them taking
Applied Language and Translation Studies. These students devoted a full semester (2 hours a week for 12 weeks)
to work on advanced oral skills (B2) in a final-year module called Intercultural Language Skills, which is conducted
in the target language. All the students (whose L1 was English for the most part) had studied Spanish as a foreign
language for three to seven years in formal educational settings (university, or university and secondary school).
Finally, at University College London, participants were in the second year of their university degree with a B2
average level of proficiency in Spanish. The majority of these students were doing a Spanish and Latin American
Studies degree, but some of them were studying for other degrees offered by the University. The session was
included in one of the core components of the course: Spanish Grammar and Communicative Skills. This course
runs for two terms, with one 2-hour session a week, giving a total of 40 sessions. Five classes participated in the
experiment, with about 10 students per class.

2.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As mentioned in the introduction, this project was based on the belief that the more comprehensive approach
to mediation proposed by the CEFR Companion volume offers a great opportunity for higher-education practitioners to implement it by developing tasks that work on Mediating texts, Mediating concepts and Mediating
communication, all of which are of paramount importance in today’s society. The five practitioners involved
agreed that, although the first two types of mediation might be present in the tasks designed for this project,
only two descriptor scales of mediation descriptors were to be used as a springboard for the development of
the tasks, as shown below.
Facilitating pluricultural space (Companion volume 2018: 123, and 2020: 114-15)
Can act as mediator in intercultural encounters, contributing to a shared communication culture
by managing ambiguity, offering advice and support, and heading off misunderstandings.
C1

Can anticipate how people might misunderstand what has been said or written and help to
maintain positive interaction by commenting on and interpreting different cultural perspectives
on the issue concerned.
Can exploit knowledge of sociocultural conventions in order to establish a consensus on how to
proceed in a particular situation unfamiliar to everyone involved.
Can, in intercultural encounters, demonstrate appreciation of perspectives other than his/her own
normal worldview, and express him/herself in a way appropriate to the context.
Can clarify misunderstandings and misinterpretations during intercultural encounters, suggesting
how things were actually meant in order to clear the air and move the discussion forward.

B2

Can encourage a shared communication culture by expressing understanding and appreciation of
different ideas, feelings and viewpoints, and inviting participants to contribute and react to each
other’s ideas.
Can work collaboratively with people who have different cultural orientations, discussing similarities
and differences in views and perspectives.
Can, when collaborating with people from other cultures, adapt the way he/she works in order to
create shared procedures.
Can support communication across cultures by initiating conversation, showing interest and
empathy by asking and answering simple questions, and expressing agreement and understanding.
Can act in a supportive manner in intercultural encounters, recognising the feelings and different
world views of other members of the group.

B1

Can support an intercultural exchange using a limited repertoire to introduce people from different
cultural backgrounds and to ask and answer questions, showing awareness that some questions
may be perceived differently in the cultures concerned.
Can help to develop a shared communication culture, by exchanging information in a simple way
about values and attitudes to language and culture.
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Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 125,
and 2020: 116-17)
Can demonstrate sensitivity to different viewpoints, using repetition and paraphrase to demonstrate
detailed understanding of each party’s requirements for an agreement.
C1

Can formulate a diplomatic request to each side in a disagreement to determine what is central to
their position, and what they may be willing to give up under certain circumstances.
Can use persuasive language to suggest that parties in disagreement shift towards a new position.
Can elicit possible solutions from parties in disagreement in order to help them to reach consensus,
formulating open-ended, neutral questions to minimise embarrassment or offence.
Can help the parties in a disagreement better understand each other by restating and reframing
their positions more clearly and by prioritising needs and goals.

B2

Can formulate a clear and accurate summary of what has been agreed and what is expected from
each of the parties.
Can, by asking questions, identify areas of common ground and invite each side to highlight
possible solutions.
Can outline the main points in a disagreement with reasonable precision and explain the positions
of the parties involved.
Can summarise the statements made by the two sides, highlighting areas of agreement and
obstacles to agreement.

B1

Can ask parties in a disagreement to explain their point of view, and can respond briefly to their
explanations, provided the topic is familiar to him/her and the parties speak clearly.
Can demonstrate his/her understanding of the key issues in a disagreement on a topic familiar to
him/her and make simple requests for confirmation and/or clarification.

This choice was based on the thought that the concept of educating speakers to become social agents is still a
grey area in the teaching of foreign languages. Affective factors, the use of real-world scenarios and the elucidation of different strategies key to the mediation process were some of the common features in the proposed
tasks. Although all the tasks involved mediating only in the target language, cross-linguistic mediation variants
of the same activities were also possible. Besides, the tasks sometimes made use of students’ L1 with either of
the following goals:
to help set the communicative context;
to help students reflect on the conversational gambits and communicative strategies needed to act as mediators.

Finally, a few other descriptor scales from the CEFR Companion volume were also taken into consideration when
developing the tasks, as they proved relevant to the contextual factors of the communicative situations. These
other scales, exemplified in the task description below, included Processing text in speech, Facilitating collaborative
interaction with peers, Encouraging conceptual talk and Collaborating to construct meaning.

2.2.1. Tasks
Below is a description of the tasks and their methodological phases.

2.2.1.1. University of Jaén
The chosen descriptors were implemented in two different ways: firstly, they were used as the departure point
to envisage and design a meaningful task, and secondly, they were used to check prior knowledge of the participants on their understanding of mediation. The descriptors (B2 and C1 descriptors from the chosen scales shown
above) were useful to target the range of skills that could be expected from the participants. Consequently, they
helped to create a task that matched the level of the participants. In our opinion, due to their can-do nature,
the descriptors also lend themselves well to assessment purposes. Nonetheless, no assessment was considered
in this particular task.
We designed a 90-minute task for the two previously mentioned groups (at levels B2 and C1 respectively). Both
groups were divided into three subgroups. The task was mainly co-operative (given the nature of mediation
descriptors), although it also included individual and student-to-class dynamics.
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Phase 1 (Preparation). A warm-up phase containing several activities was introduced before the task itself.
Firstly, students were asked to discuss different questions about mediation, from simple (e.g. “Do you know what
mediation is?”) to more complex (e.g. “Do you think there may be different types of mediation?”).
After this, the class was divided into the three subgroups, which were asked to sort a set of mediation descriptors
from all levels (A1-C2) into the correct sequence, as found in the original CEFR Companion volume scales. After
the initial discussion in groups, the class came together and students were presented with some agreement and
disagreement markers in English which were of potential relevance to the jumbled sentences task, which can also
be useful for further task designs and for assessment purposes. Students then completed online some easy exercises
on such markers on their own with their laptops and smartphones. At this stage, some interesting reflections arose,
as for example the way modality is used to express tentativeness and speculation, which are the most frequent
expressions of agreement and disagreement, or how explicitly verbal empathy depends on a mastery of the
vocabulary related to the topic discussed. However, not much emphasis was put on either vocabulary or grammar.
Phase 2 (Mediation). At this stage we carried out the task itself. Due to the nature of the descriptors used to
design the task, we came to the conclusion that it would be a good idea to base the task on a controversial
topic on which participants might bring in different opinions. Thus, we decided to create a task based on the
unconstitutional independence referendum promoted by some separatist parties in October 2018 in Catalonia,
a region of Spain. By the time at which the task was carried out, the aftermath of the referendum was still
present in Spanish media and in Spanish society in general. The topic was likely to elicit very different and quite
emotional responses.
At this phase, each class was again divided into three subgroups. Students watched some videos about the
unconstitutional referendums presenting different types of opinions and read some short newspaper articles,
also showing different opinions. Then they were presented with a description of the situation:
Due to the current problems between the Spanish Central Government and the Regional Government of Catalonia,
there are differences of opinion within your company on whether you should move the location of your headquarters
to somewhere else.
After you are given a flashcard describing your position in this conflict, make a list of reasons to support your argument
with the rest of the partners from your group. Please note that you may need to support a point of view you don’t
really agree with but for which it is necessary to find arguments. Then, join a group-to-group discussion in order to
reach a general agreement.
Remember that 1) during the task you must reach a final decision within the allotted time and that 2) there will be no
chairperson leading the meeting.

Then, roles were distributed for each of the three groups: Group 1 would be the representatives of the Accounts
Department (in favour of a change of location); Group 2 would be the representatives of the Human Resources
Department (against moving the company); and Group 3 would be the representatives of the Export Department
of the company (without a fixed position). Each role was outlined with some facts to support the proposed
position, and they were accompanied by the following paragraph:
You must reach consensus with the rest of the departments in your company. You know that the problem is complex,
and therefore its solution will be complex too. Notice that you will have to reach an agreement within the allotted
time. In order to do this, you should give arguments supporting your point of view, propose solutions to problems
likely to arise during the debate and participate actively in the discussion.

After the roles were distributed, the students were allowed some time to prepare their arguments and the
unguided debate began. The roles were distributed randomly and participants did not have the opportunity to
brainstorm the priorities of other stakeholders.
Phase 3 (Reflection). As a follow-up, students were asked to write a one-page report on the task, which they were
allowed to finish at home. This report contained the following points: a description of the problem presented
and its origin; the arguments for and against that each group had posed; critical discussion of the most delicate
points of the debate; a description of how these delicate questions were overcome, and the final agreement
and conclusions drawn. In addition, students were asked to complete an online survey to check their opinion
on the task.

2.2.1.2. University of Manchester
The learning task was part of a unit entitled “The role of indigenous communities in global conservation: the
Tz’utujil people”. This unit was based on an action-oriented and interdisciplinary approach directed towards
enabling learners to act in a real-life scenario, focusing on key environmental and cultural issues affecting the
community of San Pedro La Laguna in Guatemala, which has forbidden the use of plastic bags.
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The final task consisted of a mediation situation where students with previously assigned roles had to present
their own case and try to understand each other’s positions to ideally come to an agreement. It was therefore
a collaborative task undertaken in a content and language integrated learning (CLIL) context. The goal of the
task was to familiarise students with the mediation process and contribute to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) for increasing social and environmental well-being on earth, which is also one of
the core goals of the University of Manchester.
The design process was determined by a needs analysis based on (a) the two sets of descriptors chosen for
the project; (b) the institutional/UN goal of promoting social responsibility; and (c) certain linguistic forms and
functions useful to facilitate those needs. It should be noted, however, that linguistic accuracy was not to be the
priority. Regarding the community of practice involved in the task, two other tutors helped implement the unit.
For this purpose, a briefing session was organised in which these tutors had the opportunity to ask questions
and made suggestions to improve the set of tasks provided.
Phase 1 (Preparation). Before the first session, students were asked to read a starter article on the decision, written
by the mayor of the Mayan town San Pedro La Laguna (Guatemala). The article introduced a ban on plastics in
response to the plastic waste threatening the survival of Lake Atitlán and the surrounding communities. Apart
from the importance of this ban from an environmental point of view, this measure also involved going back to
the use of traditional materials, such as handmade napkins and plantain leaves instead of plastic bags, which
also expanded employment opportunities for Indigenous women.
In order to increase awareness of the importance of the cultural side of this debate, students were also required to
watch a brief video on the existing mechanisms to protect the rights of Indigenous peoples. In addition, to facilitate
understanding of the concept and process of mediation, both students and participant tutors were provided with
the link to the same practical mediation case, based on a late payment dispute, that the UCL team had included
in the first part of their case study (see section 2.2.1.4 below for a brief summary of the content of the video).
In the first session, students first spent some time discussing the article and the video. This was then followed by
a series of activities to familiarise them with the process of mediation and to practise active listening in relation
to the issues at stake, as well as other mediation strategies such as empathising and positive response. During
the last five minutes students had to agree on their roles for the mediating task for the next session.
Phase 2 (Mediation). Students were given some time to discuss their strategy and points of view in groups
according to their roles. The roles were the following: (a) representatives of the tourism industry; (b) a collective
of Indigenous women; (c) the Guatemala Chamber of Commerce; (d) representatives of the plastic industry; (e)
mediators. This tuning-in discussion was followed by the final mediation task.
Phase 3 (Reflection). After the mediation task, students were asked to evaluate the task via a Google questionnaire and to informally discuss their views on their experience in the next session.

2.2.1.3. Dublin City University
The intended outcome of the task was that foreign language learners would learn how to facilitate a pluricultural
space and how to promote accessibility to information, through activities mostly based on audio description.
Learners did not engage with their own communication needs or ideas, but rather with those of the party for
whom they were mediating: the blind or visually impaired community.
The objectives of the task were that learners would:
become aware of the potential difficulties in conveying a message for the blind and visually impaired and realise the
challenges of acting as a mediator;
recognise the benefit of working as a team with other communities, and of co-constructed meanings (looking for
solutions, agreeing on a final product, facing and defusing any delicate situations and tensions that may arise in the
communication process, etc.);
use the resources available during the session (language, visual tools, critical analysis, communication strategies,
negotiating skills) and agree on adequate solutions in order to solve a delicate situation in a communication context
that involves inequality.

Phase 1 (Preparation). Learners worked in pairs: one described a picture in their L1 and the other person had
to draw it. They then compared the pictures (the original and that produced by student B). They examined what
mistakes (if any) they could spot, including sense of space, missing details and proportions. Right afterwards,
learners switched roles, but this second time the description was done in L2. They then compared their pictures
and analysed whether the issues in the communication in L1 and L2 had been similar (or not) and why this
might have been the case. This led to a discussion of the challenges of transmitting and receiving information
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in L1 and L2, in relation to the relevance of such concepts as awareness raising, empathy, relevance of details,
relevance of sensitivity and the role of a good explanation. Learners used intralinguistic, cross-linguistic and
semiotic mediation, which involved not only social and cultural competences but also plurilingual competence.
Phase 2 (Mediation). Firstly students worked with a film trailer, with student A acting as a blind person (listening
only to the audio from the trailer) while student B watched the trailer fully. They then compared whether they
had both understood the same from the trailer and what information student A might have missed. Student
B needed to provide a basic audio description for student A according to his/her needs. Secondly the learners
reflected on the concept of mediation according to the CEFR Companion volume and discussed whether they
agreed with it or not. Thirdly, students analysed three different examples of audio descriptions in English (The
Lion King; Frozen; Shame) and then analysed and debated in groups which element each person had focused
on according to the nature of the film, the audience, etc. Finally, learners audio-described in their L2. They
worked collaboratively in groups of three where students A and B had English as their L1 while student C (who
acted as the blind person) had Spanish as L1. After listening to the trailer, student C explained what they had
understood. Students A and B took into account not only the communication gaps that they needed to address
in order to improve communication for student C, but also the challenges (vocabulary, short phrasing, etc.) this
might present in their foreign language. They then produced an audio description that would hopefully cater
for those needs expressed by student C. Finally, students A and B renegotiated a modified audio description if
needed after student C gave feedback.
Phase 3 (Reflection). Learners discussed what types of difficulty they had come across in the audio description
tasks; how familiar people are with accessibility issues; and the relevance of mediation. Learners also wrote an
individual reflection (150 words) on which of the learning objectives had been most relevant, and why. The
seven objectives of the tasks were: (1) to facilitate communication to minority communities and become aware
of accessibility possibilities; (2) to raise awareness about the difficulty of acting as a mediator; (3) to work with
expressions to argue, agree, discuss and solve conflicts when trying to reach a solution; (4) to promote the role of
language as a key instrument that allows the right to education and entertainment among minority communities;
(5) to promote social inclusion, mutual understanding and professional development; (6) to engage in real-life
tasks; (7) to work on creativity, problem solving and mediating communication. Finally, students were asked to
complete an online questionnaire on the mediation tasks carried out.

2.2.1.4. University College London
Finally, at UCL the mediation task had the following phases.
Phase 1 (Preparation). This consisted of a series of pre-tasks aimed at preparing students for the main task that
would take place in the second phase. After a brief elicitation task on the topic area, a video about a practical
case of mediation was watched and discussed in class. It was a real situation based on a disagreement between a
construction company and a client concerning the terms of a contract. The context was the scene of the meeting
between the conflicting parties, with two mediators helping them to reach an agreement. This was followed by
an activity where students worked on expressions typically used in mediating roles to facilitate communication
in group work (participation monitor, facilitator, timekeeper, rapporteur, leader, etc.). All tasks focused on developing a better understanding of the concept of mediation, and more specifically, conflict resolution. Working
on relevant expressions when adopting these roles was also an objective of the session.
Phase 2 (Mediation). Students were presented with a controversial scenario: a letter from the university dean
informing students that all courses in the Spanish degrees were to be taught in Spanish from the following
year. Students worked in small groups adopting different roles while debating this issue. Some students acted
as university representatives, trying to convince the rest about the usefulness of the measure. Other students
acted as students against this decision. A final group of students acted as mediators without a fixed opinion,
who helped the other students reach a consensus.
Phase 3 (Reflection). This phase involved a written exercise where students reflected on their learning strategies,
and discussed their roles as well as how they felt about them. They also had the opportunity to comment on
new expressions learned. The final online questionnaire also encouraged reflection about what they had done
during the session.
Although the main mediation scale tackled was Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements,
the preparation stage was also based on the descriptor scale Processing text in speech (for the video activity), since
students had to put together all relevant information from the practical case they had observed. Additionally,
descriptors from two more scales were used in this preparatory phase, as students also had to Collaborate to
construct meaning, when they had to work out what expressions were used either by the conflicting parties or
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the mediators. Encourage conceptual talk occurred when they had to come up with new expressions typically
used by all mediation participants, as students had to elicit information from each other in order to complete
this preparatory task for the final role-play. In the mediation stage, the main scale used was to Facilitate communication in delicate situations and disagreements since students had to debate the new, and rather controversial,
university policy.

2.2.2. Student feedback
As mentioned in each university setting, after the three phases and their corresponding activities were implemented, student feedback was collected by means of an online questionnaire in English (see the link provided
in the References section). This questionnaire was the same for the four settings. Here follows a summary of the
students’ feedback in each setting.

2.2.2.1. University of Jaén
At Jaén most of the students were already familiar with the concept of mediation. We identified this familiarity
as a consequence of their generally high level of linguistic competence. Up to 78% of the students said that
they had found the tasks extremely or very useful to gain awareness of the importance of mediation skills.
This apparent contradiction (i.e. initial familiarity v. finding tasks useful to gain awareness) is explained by the
fact that, although the students were already familiar with the concept of mediation, they were not aware of
the fact that different types of mediation can be distinguished. Among the students, 92% reported having
enjoyed the tasks and 21% claimed that group work helped them advance faster through the mediation
process. Only one participant did not like the tasks proposed, due to lack of prior experience of complex
debates, and found the tasks stressful. It would be interesting, for future research, to look into the reasons
why certain participants disliked mediation tasks. As regards the integration of skills in the mediation tasks,
the mean values of the answers obtained showed that the students found the tasks useful chiefly when the
output involved oral production (mean score of 5 out of 6), while written production was perceived as more
difficult to integrate (mean score of 3.7 out of 6). This raises the question of whether all skills contribute to
the same extent during mediation.

2.2.2.2. University of Manchester
In Manchester, the number of questionnaires received was 42 out of 77, which means that the response rate was
54.5%. Most of the respondents said that they had a certain idea of what mediation was before they completed
the task. When asked about the usefulness of the tasks, the respondents said that the tasks had been especially
useful to practise and improve speaking and listening skills, turn-taking and facilitating communication in
disagreements. As expected, the tasks were considered less useful to practise writing, reading, translation skills
and grammar structures. However, most students pointed out that, in terms of language learning, the research
(involving reading and watching videos) and the actual debate were the most useful parts, and a good number
of them stated that they could not pinpoint any activity that had not helped them improve their language skills.
It is quite significant that 88.1% enjoyed working collaboratively; the comments highlighted the lack of conflict
created by the mediation process and the opportunity “to speak uninterrupted” and “listen to other people’s
point of view”. The idea of “integration with peers” was also mentioned. Finally, on a scale of 6, the average
response to whether they had enjoyed the tasks in general was 4.8, and 4.1 when asked whether they would
like to do more on mediation skills.

2.2.2.3. Dublin City University
In Dublin, the questionnaires showed firstly that learners were not familiar with the concept of mediation (81.8%
claimed little or no familiarity) and secondly that the tasks were well received by all participants. All learners had
enjoyed both the task (63.6% very much; 36.4% extremely) and working collaboratively – particularly as it helped
to trigger critical thinking among learners, through exchanging and understanding of different opinions and
perspectives. Learners regarded it as an innovative task, and would like to do more activities where they work
explicitly on mediation (45.5% very much; 36.4% extremely). The responses also showed that it was an extremely
useful task in which learners gained empathy and awareness of the relevance of mediation skills, turn-taking,
translation skills and negotiating meaning, while they also found the task to be important (fairly to extremely)
in facilitating communication in disagreements. Finally, the questionnaire elicited important information on
how the mediation task and the students’ skill sets related: most participants rated the task as very to extremely
relevant to developing listening, speaking and writing skills; fairly to very important to language learning in
general, learning new expressions and practising grammar; with reading skills found to be somewhat to extremely
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important. Most students revealed that there was nothing in the task they did not enjoy. However, one of the
participants found it a little confusing switching between Spanish and English in different parts of the task.

2.2.2.4. University College London
Finally, at UCL, the questionnaire was filled in by 30 participants. The results demonstrated an unexpected
lack of previous awareness of mediation, which students claimed to have gained by the end of the session. On
the contrary, there were no surprises in the scores given to each skill or feature as they seemed to match the
learning objectives of the tasks completed. For instance, the students were aware of the benefits for speaking
and turn-taking (because many tasks encouraged these skills). In addition, Facilitating communication in delicate
situations and being in somebody else’s shoes, as empathy, were considered key attributes for the development
of mediation skills. It was reassuring that 92% of the students appreciated working collaboratively, which is an
essential working dynamic for these activities. Their reasons given can be summarised in what one student
reported: “It was very nice. It shows a lot about the personalities of people inside the class, as it highlights who’s
willing to reach an agreement.” Finally, it was encouraging to find out that they enjoyed their tasks and would
be happy to do more of this type of activity in the future. Therefore, participants not only understood the value
of the session and its benefits for language learning, but also for vital social purposes.

2.3. DISCUSSION
In each of the four academic settings where the mediation tasks were developed and implemented, the overall
perception by both students and practitioners was very positive. The opportunity of applying the new CEFR
Companion volume descriptors as part of an inter-institutional project was also highly beneficial for the five practitioners involved, as they were able to compare their teaching practices, co-construct methodological knowledge
and develop their own skills. Besides, they were able to come up with a set of mediation tasks that will prove useful
in their future classes. Last but not least, the descriptors proved useful for the alignment between different courses.
On the students’ part, the questionnaire elicited a very positive response to the tasks. Here follows a summary
of the perceived impact, the use of the new mediation descriptors and the lessons learned in each of the educational settings.
At the University of Jaén, participants perceived the tasks positively. Results showed that mediation tasks are,
by nature, particularly useful in generating interaction and building collaborative dynamics. Moreover, the
tasks proposed at the University of Jaén succeeded in expanding prior knowledge on mediation since the tasks
helped students to differentiate various types of mediation. As mentioned in the description of the project, in
the University of Jaén we used the descriptors from two scales: Facilitating pluricultural space and Facilitating
communication in delicate situations and disagreements. We used them as a warm-up activity to familiarise
students with the concept of mediation. Students found mediation tasks engaging while, from the perspective
of the teachers, we started to explore the level of integration of the different skills in mediation tasks and the
possibilities of assessing mediation.
At the University of Manchester, the mediation activity was one of the highlights of the academic year for
students, as confirmed by end-of-project and end-of-semester questionnaires. The project made students feel
responsible for what happened in the final session and therefore they generally took a very active role in preparing
for it. Attendance was particularly high in the sessions devoted to the mediating task and virtually all students
– including those more reluctant to speak in open class activities – tried to participate in the discussion. Tutors
appreciated the fact that this set of activities greatly enhanced their role as facilitators and agreed that the two
elements that contributed to the success of the project were (a) the interdisciplinary nature of the starter article,
based on a real-case scenario, and (b) the fact that students were given more time than usual to prepare for the
final task. However, we felt that the coverage of the topics was not equally balanced and that the learning aim
in relation to the knowledge and awareness of Indigenous peoples could have been better addressed. Finally,
from the point of view of pragmatics, it was very interesting to notice the overall positive effect of minimally
training students to actively listen to their peers, empathise with them and show respect even if in disagreement,
using certain language forms to do so. It might well be that the high degree of participation in the discussion
previously noted was a direct result of the more structured and inclusive format that the mediation process
gives to simulations and role-plays, which can be claimed to be more in accordance with Anglo-Saxon culture.
In the case of Dublin City University, the task had a very positive overall impact on learners. They were extremely
interested in the content of the task, new to most of them. The dynamic and collaborative nature of the activities
in each phase was highly attractive to learners as they got familiar not only with mediation but also with a new
set of skills needed for audio description, which was closely related to a real-world activity with disadvantaged
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communities. The main descriptor scales involved in this mediation task were Goal-oriented co-operation,
Processing text in speech, Facilitating collaboration with peers, Facilitating pluricultural space and Sociolinguistic
appropriateness and cultural repertoire, all at B2 level. The sociolinguistic and cultural focus of the task was to
make students aware of the needs of the blind as well as to train them in some practices to facilitate the access to
information by this community of language users. As to the lessons learned at this setting, in the task developed
it had been hoped to include the B2 descriptors from the scales Facilitating pluricultural space and Facilitating
communication in delicate situations, but in fact it proved challenging to relate Facilitating pluricultural space to
the scenario based on Facilitating communication in delicate situations. The nature of the particular task and also
the fact that students worked with multimodal material might have made it difficult to use specific descriptors.
In this respect, the lack of a specific scale that would describe Processing an audiovisual text in speech was felt.
An adaptation of the Sociolinguistic appropriateness and cultural repertoire scale to the blind (instead of the deaf
community and hard of hearing) would also be of particular interest as it raises awareness of caring for aspects
relevant to communication with the blind and the adaptation of register, and switches between registers.
Finally, at University College London, based on the participants’ feedback and the observation by the teacher/
researcher in class, one can conclude that the set of activities were successful in two broad senses. Firstly, students became more familiar with the concept of mediation while working collaboratively on useful social and
linguistic skills. Secondly, they were pleased with their experience, they were aware of the skills that could be
enhanced with this practice and they reported high levels of enjoyment while having learned something new.
Mediation proved an innovative medium for language learning, and students truly valued it. It was determined
that this social and linguistic activity has a powerful potential and therefore that these materials could be used
as a reference template, or task shell, for other language teachers, as long as relevant amendments are made
to cater for each particular context.

2.4. CONCLUSION
The main goal attained by this project, as perceived by the five practitioners involved, was that it helped finetune the new mediation descriptors proposed by the CEFR Companion volume, in order to adapt them to four
different educational settings. Also, this was achieved by means of the co-operation of the five teachers, who
developed a small community of practice whose findings may be of use to other practitioners facing the same
pedagogical situation. Moreover, the project highlighted how important contextual factors may be when
implementing the new mediation descriptors, which links this project to the current overarching principles of
localising teaching practices and combining different teaching strategies, as proposed in the post-method era
(Kumaravadivelu 1994). Mediation proved extremely beneficial to achieving these goals.
The mediation tasks developed initially operationalised the same mediation descriptors agreed upon by all
five practitioners but, in turn, differed to a certain extent in some of their components and learning outcomes.
However, it was found that all the tasks coincidentally shared a similar methodological structure of three phases:
1. A preparation phase, aimed at helping students reflect on the concept of mediation and providing them
with the linguistic scaffolding to carry out the mediation task/s.
2. The mediation phase per se, when students deployed their strategies and language resources to act as
mediators.
3. A reflection phase, in which students were asked to analyse their production and the whole learning situation in an attempt to help them become aware of the learning outcomes.
This structure is in line with that of the “learning scenarios” proposed by Piccardo and North (2019) for creating
mediation tasks. As mentioned above, some of the tasks developed for the project can be considered as “task
shells” to be reused as templates in other mediation activities.
The tasks also left some open questions about the way in which different skills may be integrated in mediation.
This relates to the question of the assessment of mediation, one of the major concerns that teachers and test
developers currently face when implementing the new conceptualisation of mediation to language teaching and
assessment. Are mediating skills and strategies to be assessed separately or in an integrated fashion, together with
receptive, productive or interactive skills? To what extent can mediation be used as a mode of communication
to test the other three modes? Is task achievement the only criterion to be used when assessing a mediation
task? All these challenging questions remain to be answered.
To sum up, we strongly hope that this project is illustrative and inspirational for other practitioners wishing to
work on the implementation of the new CEFR Companion volume mediation descriptors. It is intended as an
example of good teaching practice and as a co-operative endeavour accomplished by a group of practitioners.
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ABSTRACT
The decision to carry out this project was taken as a follow-up to the CEFR Companion Volume Launching
Conference, which took place at the Council of Europe on 16-18 May 2018, to report on our previous experi
ence in the validation and piloting of mediation descriptors during the development project (North and
Piccardo 2017). The project reported in this contribution was based on the belief that making teachers and
students aware of the relevant role of mediation, and training them in mediation strategies, could help to
develop their interpersonal and collaborative competences so that they could become active members of
a more inclusive society. We argue that this educational approach needs to be explored because innovative
approaches are often rejected due to insufficient knowledge of exactly how to put them into practice and
due to fear of change.
Our central objective was to document the potential shift in beliefs, perceptions and performance related to
mediation skills by using problem-solving tasks that enhanced plurilingual language education through social
and emotional interaction. Using case-study methodology, an explanatory, multiple case design was chosen to
explain how a methodological language learning approach based on mediation could affect learners’ socio-emotional profile. In case-study research, strategic case sampling is paramount to optimising the applicability and
relevance of findings to diverse settings (Curtis et al. 2000).
The cases included provide the opportunity to examine mediation in different language learning contexts.
Participants were all adults studying English or Spanish as a foreign language in three European countries:
Spain, Greece and Switzerland. The case studies also reflect languages taught both through content subjects
and in foreign language classes. Cases were sampled to obtain variation on three criteria: (1) type of language
learning; (2) type of educational setting (university or language schools); (3) students’ language proficiency.
Seven cases were selected for study. The different learning contexts belonged to higher education and included
instruction in English as a Foreign Language, translation, language didactics, the development of plurilingual
competence and social work. The language levels ranged between A2 and C2. Mediation descriptors from the
CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020) were selected to create peer assessment instruments
and checklists for students and for teachers to evaluate progress in building up problem-solving skills related
to mediated language learning experiences (MeLLEs).
In addition to other instruments such as focus groups, questionnaires, a teacher’s diary, students’ narratives and
recordings of sessions, a socio-emotional rating scale (Fonseca-Mora and González Davies n.d.) was administered
and students’ perceptions about the mediated language learning experience were gathered. All cases were
carried out in collaborative and situated pedagogical contexts. Data analysis involved an in-depth analysis of
each case, followed by a cross-case analysis to highlight the key results in common. The explicit relationship
established between learner autonomy, collaborative learning and socio-emotional attitudes by means of
reflective action proved to be a key aspect for positive advancement regarding the aims of the project in all the
studies. For reasons of space, we present only the main parts of the case studies designed to work on the selected
descriptors as well as the main key concepts. We report the results and conclusions they have in common, as
well as the most noticeable differences.
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RÉSUMÉ
La décision de mener ce projet a été prise pour donner suite à la Conférence de lancement du Volume complémentaire du CECR des 16 et 17 mai 2018 qui a eu lieu au Conseil de l’Europe dans le but de faire un compte
rendu de nos expériences préalables lors de la validation et du pilotage des descripteurs de médiation dans
la phase de développement du projet (North et Piccardo, 2017). Le projet qui fait l’objet de ce rapport part
de la conviction que si professeurs et élèves étaient conscients de l’importance du rôle de la médiation et
qu’ils suivaient une formation en stratégies de médiation, cela pourrait les aider à développer leurs compétences interpersonnelles et collaboratives pour devenir des membres actifs d’une société plus inclusive.
Nous soutenons que cette approche devrait être explorée pour éviter qu’elle ne soit rejetée, comme le sont
souvent les approches novatrices, faute de notoriété, de connaissances quant à son application ou par peur
du changement. Notre objectif central était de documenter le potentiel de changement en termes d’idées,
de perceptions et d’exécution par rapport aux habiletés de médiation à travers des tâches de résolution de
problèmes qui favorisent l’enseignement plurilingue des langues par l’interaction sociale et émotionnelle.
En nous servant de la méthodologie d’une étude de cas, une conception de cas multiples explicatifs a été
choisie pour rendre compte de la façon dont une approche méthodologique d’apprentissage des langues
basée sur la médiation pourrait affecter le profil socio-émotionnel des apprenants. Dans une étude de cas,
un échantillonnage stratégique est fondamental pour optimiser l’applicabilité et la pertinence des résultats
dans des contextes multiples (Curtis et al., 2000). Les cas étudiés permettent d’examiner la médiation dans
des contextes linguistiques différents. Les participants étaient tous des adultes apprenant l’anglais et l’espagnol comme langue étrangère dans trois pays européens : l’Espagne, la Grèce et la Suisse. Les cas reflètent
aussi bien les langues enseignées à travers les disciplines que celles enseignées dans les classes de langue
étrangère. L’échantillonnage des cas repose sur trois critères : i) la typologie d’enseignement des langues,
ii) le type de contexte éducationnel (université ou école de langues), et iii) le niveau de compétence langagière des élèves. Pour mener l’étude, sept cas ont été sélectionnés. Les différents contextes éducationnels
faisaient partie de l’enseignement supérieur et comprenaient langue étrangère, traduction, didactique de
la langue, développement d’habiletés plurilingues et travail social. Le niveau de langue allait de A2 jusqu’à
C2. Les descripteurs de médiation du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018) ont été
sélectionnés pour créer des outils d’évaluation par les pairs et des listes de contrôle pour les élèves et pour
les professeurs avec l’objectif d’évaluer les progrès dans l’habileté de résolution de problèmes liés aux expériences d’apprentissage de langue médiée (acronyme anglais : MeLLEs).
Enfin, parmi d’autres instruments tels que des groupes de discussion, des questionnaires, des journaux
d’enseignants, des récits d’élèves et des enregistrements de séances, une échelle socio-émotionnelle a été
utilisée, et les perceptions des élèves par rapport à la langue médiée ont été ainsi recueillies. Tous les cas
ont été réalisés dans un contexte pédagogique collaboratif et situé. L’analyse des données a impliqué une
analyse approfondie de chaque cas, suivie d’une analyse croisée pour souligner les résultats communs les
plus importants. La relation explicite établie entre l’autonomie de l’apprenant, l’apprentissage collaboratif
et les attitudes socio-émotionnelles à travers l’action réflexive s’est révélée être un aspect fondamental
pour l’avancement des objectifs du projet dans toutes les études de cas. Pour des raisons d’espace, nous
présenterons seulement les parties principales des études de cas conçues pour travailler sur les descripteurs choisis, les concepts clés. Nous présenterons les résultats et les conclusions communes ainsi que les
divergences les plus notables.

3.1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, media reports have reflected an increase in mobility and, consequently, a higher number
of citizens who reject those who are different, people who are unwilling to consider alternative ideas or
perspectives. It is in this context that the notions of mediation (with a long history in social sciences theories), multilingualism and plurilingualism (Piccardo 2017) have become crucial. These prejudices and related
inequalities have always been present (although not always acknowledged by the students, and even less
by the teachers) at educational institutions, whatever their level. It has only been the publication of the CEFR
Companion volume (2018, 2020) that has prompted an overt openness to fostering mediation in education.
This concept of mediation based on Vygotsky’s work (1978) and already implicit in the CEFR published in 2001,
has been further developed in the CEFR Companion volume (2018, 2020). We were invited by the Language
Policy Unit as experts and researchers concerned with language teaching and learning to the Companion
Volume Launching Conference (16-18 May 2018, Council of Europe, Strasbourg) with the commitment
to submit a short-term research proposal. One of the central topics in this event was the presentation of
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mediation as a paradigm shift in the foreign language classroom, at both the societal and individual levels
(Piccardo 2018). This mediation paradigm shift was connected to the urgent need for an educational focus
on processes that develop pluricultural and plurilingual competences. An initiative of this kind can promote
collaborative dialogue to enhance the acceptance of otherness and avoid inequalities between social groups
(Coste and Cavalli 2015).
Research questions
1. Does the explicit use of CEFR mediation strategies in problem-solving tasks related to plurilingual language
education enhance social and emotional interaction?
2. Can a shift in teachers’ and students’ beliefs, perceptions and performance related to mediation skills be
detected through mediated language learning experiences (MeLLEs)?
3. To what extent do MeLLEs lead to a shift in teachers’ and students’ beliefs, perceptions and communicative
performance?
Our central objective was to document the potential shift in beliefs, perceptions and performance related to
mediation skills by using problem-solving tasks that enhance plurilingual language education through social
and emotional interaction. In order to find some answers, this research report includes several cases that
analyse findings on how MeLLEs influence language acquisition and learning, and 111 students participated
in the case studies (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Clearly, the contexts and the target language are different, but
the facilitators/mediators acted in a similar fashion and a collaborative and situated pedagogical outlook
was also shared. We reflected on the illustrative descriptors for mediation added recently in the Common
European Framework for Languages – Companion volume (2018, 2020) in the belief that these descriptors might
help to identify important affective factors involved in language learning, in order to see how being aware
of them could enable a “learner’s inner resources to become more useful” (Stevick 1999: 55) in the language
classroom. A deeper knowledge of this educational practice may allow us to notice its flaws and to work on
finding ways of improving it.

3.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Mediation involves the use of language in creating the space and conditions for communication and/or learning,
in constructing and co-constructing new meaning, and/or in facilitating understanding by simplifying, elaborating,
illustrating or otherwise adapting the original. (North and Piccardo 2017: 87)

In the language area, this is a concept well understood by translators and interpreters, and other service
professions. Lawyers or social workers, for instance, may also make frequent use of mediation for conflict
resolution. Language is the symbolic tool needed for human communication as higher mental functions
are mediated by it (Vygotsky 1978). As explained by Piccardo at the CEFR Companion Volume Launching
Conference (2018), mediation implies a dynamic process of meaning-making through “languaging” (Swain
2006) and “plurilanguaging” (Lüdi 2015; Piccardo 2017, 2018) while creating a shared safe “third space” (Kramsch
and Thorne 2002).
From our personal perspective, an approach implied by the above concepts still needs to be implemented
pedagogically, and its effects need to be further studied. According to Coste and Cavalli (2015: 63),
Mediation uses all available means, and this is its attraction for language learning and the development of a range of
discourse competences. Varied as they may be, the focus and processes of all mediation are based on work of review,
adjustment, approximation and “variation on a theme” which mobilises, and tests language resources and also contributes to the production of new ones through interaction.

So, the design of action-oriented learning experiences that may foster learners’ and teachers’ awareness and
predisposition towards the benefits of mediation are still required. At the same time, many other questions arise.
For instance, how do these MeLLEs affect students’ motivation, students’ socio-emotional development, students’
foreign language competence and students’ willingness to co-operate with others? Can a shift in teachers’ beliefs
related to language education be detected when they have used mediated learning experiences where social and
emotional mediation strategies are enhanced? What do teachers already know about these MeLLEs? Emotions
have a filter effect (Mora 2013) and therefore this kind of approach needs to be explored, because innovative
approaches are often rejected due to insufficient knowledge of exactly how to put them into practice and due
to fear of change (Fonseca-Mora 2020).
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Jan Hardie, Nicky Johnson, Stefano Losa, Competence centre for languages
and studies on plurilingualism (CLIP) at the Department of Formation
and Learning (DFA), University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern
Switzerland (SUPSI)

Case study 7. Mediation practices in designing a care plan: a collaborative task

Dr Analí Fernández-Corbacho, Facultad de Humanidades, University of Huelva;
Dr Francisco H. Machancoses, Research Group ReALL, University of Huelva

Case study 6. Promoting mediation and plurilingual competences in future
foreign language teachers through the design of lesson plans

Facultat de Psicologia, Ciències de l’Educació i de l’Esport Blanquerna
(Universitat Ramon Llull) and St. Peter’s School, Barcelona

Dr Maria González Davies, Dr Cristina Corcoll López and Jane Mitchell-Smith

Case study 5. A plurilingual scenario role-play

Dr Lucía Quintana Hernández, Facultad de Humanidades, University of Huelva

Case study 4. Developing mediation: task-based project for understanding
Spanish cultural and linguistic diversity

Mediating to design
a care plan

Designing mediation
and pluricultural
lesson plans

Mediating to relay
specific textual
information to
plan a day out

Understanding
Spanish cultural and
linguistic diversity

Social Work (English)

University
degree

University
degree

University
MA

Teacher Training in
Secondary Education,
Vocational and
Adult Training and
Schools of Modern
Languages (English)
English Teaching
Methodology

University
degree

Language
School for
Adults

University
degree

Language
School for
Adults

Educational
context

Didactics of Spanish
as a Foreign Language

English as a Foreign
Language

Translation:
English–Greek

English as a Foreign
Language

Describing one’s
plurilingual/
pluricultural profile
Translating
between cultures

Language
learning subject

Mediated
language learning
experience (MeLLE)

Case study 3. Mediating audiovisual images and messages: a media-based
collaborative approach for adult learners of foreign languages
Mediating audiovisual
Esther Cores-Bilbao, Do Mundo Lume, Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Ayamonte, and images and messages
Dr Mª Carmen Fonseca-Mora, Facultad de Humanidades, Universidad de Huelva

Natalia Emmanouil, Hellenic American University (Greece)

Case study 2. The translator as mediator between cultures using CEFR
mediation strategies

Maria-Teresa Berceruelo, Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Granada

Case study 1. Problem-solving tasks: social emotions and mediation skills

Title, context and project leaders

Table 3.1: Details of the learner groups involved and institutional context

B1 to B2

B2+ to C1

C1 to C2

C1 to C2

A2+

C2

A2

Students’
language
proficiency

20

23

16

10

19

8

15

Participants

3.2.1. How the mediation descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume were exploited:
a multi-case study
Using case-study methodology, an explanatory, multiple case design (Gustafsson 2017) was chosen to
explain how a methodological language learning approach based on mediation could affect learners’
socio-emotional profile. Implementing MeLLEs in real classrooms shows the relevance of experiential
knowledge to the interpretation of data at a comprehensive, theoretical level. In case-study research, strategic case sampling is paramount to optimising the applicability and relevance of findings to contrasting
settings. The cases included provide the opportunity to examine mediation in different language learning
contexts. Participants were all adults studying English, and Spanish as a foreign language, in three European
countries: Spain, Greece and Switzerland. The case studies also reflect languages taught in content subjects
and foreign language classes.
Cases were sampled to obtain variation on three criteria:
1. type of language learning subject
2. type of educational setting (university or language school)
3. students’ language proficiency.
Seven cases were selected for study (see Table 3.1). Table 3.2 includes a description of the different MeLLEs
designed for each case. The list of descriptors used in the various case studies can be found in Appendix 3.1.

3.2.2. Instruments used to collect data
The following instruments were used in order to collect data:
f CEFR Companion volume mediation descriptors: in questionnaires, teacher and peer checklists
(Appendix 3.2)
f Student profile evaluation tool with a socio-emotional scale used pre- and post-task (Appendix 3.3)
f Online survey (dichotomous, multiple-choice, Likert scale and open-ended questions) about various aspects
of the project as a learning experience
f Teacher’s diary on the learning experience
f Students’ narratives
f Recordings of sessions in some case studies
f Focus groups.

3.2.3. Procedure and working phases for all case studies
Firstly, MeLLEs appropriate to the different language teaching contexts were designed. The tasks included
activities related to the categories mediating concepts, mediating communication and mediating texts.
Next, mediation descriptors were selected (and sometimes adapted to facilitate their understanding by the
students) and used to create self-evaluation instruments for students and for teachers, to evaluate their progress in building up mediation skills related to the problem-solving tasks to ensure internal coherence. These
self-assessment checklists of descriptors used as pre-task were intended to lead to raising students’ awareness
and to help define their mediation profile. Used again post-task, they should show if experience of the tasks
has promoted mediation skills. The socio-emotional scale of McBrien et al. (2018) was also adapted to evaluate
students’ profiles (see Appendix 3.3).
Data collection included video recordings of the learning process and a teacher’s diary on the learning experience. Permissions for the video recordings were procured via a consent sheet. In the case of large groups, all the
students participated in the mediated language learning experience, but the research focuses on small groups
(in collaborative work). That is, for video recordings and direct observation, a selected number of students were
chosen.
Then, the results gathered from the instruments were triangulated; that is, the validity of the project was
guaranteed by the combination of both a quantitative and a qualitative method approach to data collection,
evidenced through the application of different research instruments.
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Next, a report was drawn up for each case and a cross-case analysis undertaken in order to help to develop
experientially informed knowledge on the role of mediation in language learning that may be applied to similar
settings and contexts.
Finally, mediated language learning tasks that worked well with the descriptors were disseminated to other
teachers in cascade training.

3.2.4. Building a community of practice:
details of teacher training, materials development and peer support
In all case studies, a collaborative and situated learning context (González Davies and Enríquez Raído 2017) was
established as a condition agreed upon by all the participants before the development of the projects. Table 3.2
describes the MeLLEs, all of which except one (for unexpected institutional reasons) were designed as didactic
sequences, that is, a chain of coherently related pedagogic activities with the same global aims and a concrete
final product (González Davies 2004: 231). Thus, both the learning process and the final product acquired a
balanced centrality and visibility, conforming to socio-constructivist premises.

3.2.5. Data analysis
Detailed case descriptions were constructed for each case to describe its context and organisation. Data analysis
was conducted for each case. For space reasons, these case analyses are summarised in our report, followed
by a cross-case analysis. The cases were treated as separate studies and analysed independently, followed by a
thematic analysis to yield the shared key concepts and actions as well as the variances.

3.2.6. Cross-case results
The cross-case analysis revealed similarities across the language cases, content subjects and instrumental
language learning subjects. Cases were sampled accordingly. Our results describe key aspects of a language
education that may ensure the collaborative and situated learning of values, attitudes, skills, knowledge and
critical thinking needed in a mediated plurilingual and pluricultural society. Here we present a summary of the
main shared key concepts and results regarding the aspects mentioned above. These are considered as “shared”
when recurrent in four or more of the seven cases.

3.2.6.1. Autonomous learning
The evidence presented suggested that, in the contexts described, problem-solving tasks resulted in the
learners becoming more socially and emotionally capable and autonomous as mediators, widening the range
of socio-emotional attitudes and mediation skills that they could, and in fact did, use when they were involved
in oral communication activities, in line with the objectives of the curriculum and the descriptors of the CEFR
Companion volume.

3.2.6.2. Collaborative learning
Collaborative and situated learning were clearly crucial for success as they allowed for an (inter)active use of
previous knowledge and for the creation of a ludic motivational atmosphere. There was a significant increase
in mediation and collaboration as the activities developed, as observed in the video recordings and checklists.
In general, most of the students valued teamwork as an enjoyable experience. Some of them expressed clear
ideas of what they thought made teamwork successful. This implies that they managed to collaborate to construct meaning with others in order to understand new concepts and information, that is, they were acting as
mediators. On the other hand, a few students showed concern about difficulties that were not easily solved.
They also expressed their need to learn how to deal with certain situations experienced in teamwork, such as
dealing with conflicting opinions.
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Greece

Case
study 2

Granada
(Spain)

Case
study 1

Cases

C1
to
C2

A2

Level

Final product: (collaboratively)
translated text.

Class project: The members of each
of two groups (A and B) co-operated
to produce a translated text which
would convey the author’s intentions to another, culturally different
audience.

Final product: a collaborative blog
that described their plurilingual/
pluricultural profile and incorporated all the products that the
learners themselves created when
preparing, carrying out and reflecting on the problem-solving tasks.

Class project: “What is my plurilingual/pluricultural profile?”

Main aims and final product

one 3-hour
session

9 consecutive weeks

Timing

Relevant descriptor scales
in the CEFR Companion volume

MEDIATION
Overall mediation
Mediating a text
Processing text in writing
Translating a written text in writing
Mediating concepts
Collaborating to construct meaning

It took both groups the whole session because PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
they negotiated the ideas they had, especially Plurilingual comprehension
when they encountered cultural differences.
Building on plurilingual repertoire

After the presentation of the concept of
Mediation and Mediation Strategies to only
one of the two groups (Group B), all participants were given information about the text
to be translated, which is an actual response
to a letter sent by the USA authorities to the
owner of an area where there was debris of
dams after recent rain.

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Building on pluricultural repertoire

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Relaying specific information in speech
Relaying specific information in writing
Processing text in speech
Translating a written text in speech
Note-taking
Individual and collaborative
Mediating concepts
Spoken production, spoken interaction and Collaborating in a group
mediation
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Cognitive, interpersonal and/or textual Leading group work
mediation.
Managing interaction
Encouraging conceptual talk
Mediating communication
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and
disagreements

Class dynamics

Table 3.2: The MeLLEs related to selected CEFR Companion volume mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural scales
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Level

Class project: “Plurilingual songs for
language learners”, which aims to
mobilise mediation strategies and
foster the development of intercultural awareness and plurilingual
competence in language learners.

Main aims and final product

Huelva
(Spain)

Case
study 4

C1
to
C2

Final product: A task-based project for exploring Spanish cultural diversity, which obligatorily
includes activities that pay attention to mediation and intercultural
competence.

Class project: Training future teachers of Spanish L2 to create their own
materials to adjust to the needs of
their students.

Final product: A blog entry recAyamonte, A2+ ommending songs which carry
positive intercultural messages or
Huelva
songs which can help to develop
(Spain)
the linguistic competence of foreign language learners. The blog
entry nominating the best songs
for learning foreign languages are
required to identify the elements
which make those songs stand out
for such a purpose.

Case
study 3

Cases

In this project, the students conduct an
analysis of popular music videos in three
different languages, examining the visual
elements, the lyrics of the song and the figurative meaning of its textual elements. They
also reflect on the importance of deciphering cultural codes to fully comprehend the
messages which are implicitly conveyed in
popular music videos. Finally, they consider
the music media consumption choices of
youngsters nowadays and the impact that
the exposure to certain topics might have
on young people’s development.

Class dynamics

The project explored Spanish cultural and
linguistic diversity. The students selected
a video (e.g. short movie, video/song,
commercial) and a written text in order to
prepare the material for didactic use with
eight 1.5-hour
adolescent students. They looked for inforsessions
mation about cultural diversity. They applied
their knowledge to the language learning
process and to the design of activities to
develop communication activities and
competences.

8-9 hours:
three 2-hour
classroom
sessions, plus
two to three
hours of independent work

Timing

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Relaying specific information in speech
Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)
Mediating concepts
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Encouraging conceptual talk
Mediating communication
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and
disagreements

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Building on pluricultural repertoire

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Relaying specific information in speech
Relaying specific information in writing
Processing text in speech
Translating a written text in speech
Note-taking
Mediating concepts
Collaborating in a group
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Leading group work
Managing interaction
Encouraging conceptual talk
Mediating communication
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and
disagreements

Relevant descriptor scales
in the CEFR Companion volume
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Barcelona
(Spain)

Case
study 5

Cases

C1
to
C2

Level

Final product: A written individual
plurilingual identity reflection and
a team summary and peer assessment of the final Day Planner.

Class project: Sequenced classroom-based plurilingual activities
that were conducted collaboratively
and were problem-based.

Main aims and final product

Class dynamics

The students first reflected on their own
plurilingual identity with a specific activity. They then experienced the challenges
involved in an authentic situation of travelling in a group where they had to plan
Three 3-hour a day out in Paris, taking as a guide two
sessions, that texts written in languages that do not form
part of the usual curriculum in schools in
is, 9 hours
our context. The CEFR/CV Companion volume (2018) descriptors for Mediation and
Plurilingualism were taken as a reference
to guide the students, thus operating in a
reflective action context.

Timing

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Plurilingual comprehension
Building on plurilingual repertoire

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Processing text in speech
Processing text in writing
Relaying specific information in speech
Relaying specific information in writing
Explaining data in speech
Explaining data in writing
Translating a written text in speech
Mediating concepts
Collaborating to construct meaning
Managing interaction
Mediating communication
Facilitating pluricultural space
Mediation strategies
Linking to previous knowledge
Breaking down complicated information

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Building on pluricultural repertoire
Plurilingual comprehension

Mediation strategies
Linking to previous knowledge

Relevant descriptor scales
in the CEFR Companion volume
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Class dynamics

Class project: In this task, students
learn about the importance of
teaching a foreign language by
following an action-oriented, taskbased approach.

Case
study 6
Huelva
(Spain)

Timing

Students were guided through a reflection process about the elements of effective lesson plans. Drawing from the CEFR
descriptors for mediation and plurilingual
Seven
competences, they became prepared to
B2+
90-minute design their own lesson plans. Mediation
to
sessions, that skills and their effect on helping learners to
C1
Final product: Students designed is 10.5 hours become more than language users – rather
lesson plans that promote the
to become social agents who co-construct
development of mediation and
meaning with others – were also discussed.
plurilingual competence in the
foreign language class.

Main aims and final product

Level

Cases

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Processing text in speech
Processing text in writing
Relaying specific information in speech
Relaying specific information in writing
Explaining data in speech
Explaining data in writing
Translating a written text in speech
Translating a written text in writing
Note-taking
Expressing a personal response to creative texts
Analysis and criticism of creative texts
Mediating concepts
Collaborating in a group
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Collaborating to construct meaning
Leading group work
Managing interaction
Encouraging conceptual talk
Mediating communication
Facilitating pluricultural space
Acting as intermediary in informal situations (with
friends and colleagues)
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and
disagreements
Mediation strategies
Linking to previous knowledge
Adapting language

Relevant descriptor scales
in the CEFR Companion volume
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B1
to
B2

Case
study 7

Switzerland

Level

Cases

Final product: To create an action
plan to use with the adolescent client to get her to communicate her
true feelings and to help improve
her situation at school and home,
culminating in a presentation to the
rest of the class.

Class project: Social work students
were given a short case history that
they had to research in groups, with
the final task of formulating and
presenting a care plan.

Main aims and final product

Class dynamics

Students imagined that they were doing an
internship in the UK, and as part of a team
they had to formulate a care plan for an
adolescent client with an eating disorder
(anorexia) and social problems at school. She
5 sessions,
is falling behind with her schoolwork. The
so approx.
teacher provided weblinks to resources to
total 5 hours
get them started. Students had to divide up
the various research tasks, do them in pairs,
and then decided together as a group the
goals, and how they were going to pursue
them and present them.

Timing

Building on plurilingual repertoire

Plurilingual comprehension

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

Processing text in writing

Processing text in speech

Mediating a text

MEDIATION

Breaking down complicated information
Amplifying a dense text
Streamlining a text
PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Plurilingual comprehension
Building on plurilingual repertoire

Relevant descriptor scales
in the CEFR Companion volume

3.2.6.3. Learning outcomes
See Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. All the mediating tasks and projects were well designed and as a result the
students clearly expressed their appreciation of experiential learning in “hands-on” tasks. The fact that
problem-solving tasks revolved around real-life situations with authentic materials was highly valued by
the students, too. Also, teacher flexibility to adapt the tasks to different situations, if needed, and to accept
spontaneous opportunities for discussion, was acknowledged and appreciated. Students learned to discuss
and clarify texts in pairs and small groups, identify information of practical use, give reasons in support
or against a point of view, ask for clarification, formulate an action plan, summarise in writing the main
content of complex texts, summarise and make a presentation, and explain complex ideas with a range of
cohesive devices and reasonable precision.

3.2.6.4. Descriptors for mediation and plurilingualism
Empowering students through tasks in which they used all their plurilingual resources helped them understand
the need for mediation skills, especially and interestingly those students who were reticent at first. Related
to this, students also considered working with students from other nationalities and with different linguistic
repertoires as an enriching experience that helped them improve their language skills through reflective action
and discussions. The students’ plurilingual competence became gradually self-evident as the tasks developed
and as unexpected thoughts and actions surfaced, so that students gradually became aware of their plurilingual
identities. Students had seemed to have difficulties at the beginning, which shows their unawareness of their
plurilingual identities before undertaking the tasks.

3.2.6.5. Socio-emotional attitudes
In all cases, a mediated communication and learning space was built, that is, a community where the students felt
accepted and supported, so they were not afraid to express their opinions. Initial difficulties and resistance were
followed by discovery and surprise. Furthermore, they highlighted an awareness of the importance of working
with others and of the effort it takes to come to an agreement. But they also felt proud of the difficulties they
overcame, among which breaking down stereotypes was a recurring theme. Furthermore, it was interesting to
see how, in a collaborative environment, the students worked together and how some of the quieter ones took
a more leading role and performed above the standard that their teachers had previously observed. It can be
said that learners were more conscious of the way their inner resources became more useful (Stevick 1999: 55)
in the language classroom.
In all cases, the authors concur that time is needed for this change in perceptions to take place meaningfully.
In some cases, time constraints to carry out the projects curtailed the results, although converging tendencies
clearly surfaced and were corroborated by the cross-case analysis.

3.3. DISCUSSION
3.3.1. Overall perceived impact of the case study on teaching and learning
The overall perceived impact of the case studies on the respective teaching and learning contexts has been
presented above. All the studies selected mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors related to relevant
CEFR levels (see Table 3.2). Mediation descriptors were employed on self-assessment checklists adapted to
the different proficiency levels and – in the case of A2 students – translated into the student’s mother tongue.
These checklists were used both before and after the teaching intervention, and in class discussions about the
meaning and relevance of the descriptors used in the MeLLEs, particularly in the way they helped students raise
their awareness of their possibilities when acting as mediators. Some of the present co-authors also worked on
communicative and sociolinguistic competences.

3.3.2 Evaluation and reflection on the role and function of the descriptors used in this
case study
As to the evaluation and reflection on the role and function of the descriptors used in these case studies, the
mediation descriptors selected were considered appropriate for almost all tasks. However, several co-authors
mentioned that the complex formulation of some descriptors makes them difficult to understand and/or to
apply in research. Some also expressed a concern that the language levels assigned seem to be rather low. For
example, they remarked that, in terms of linguistic competence needed, some of the descriptors classified as
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B1 seemed to more closely require a B2 language level. However, we should also acknowledge that the level
calibration came from statistical analysis of teacher judgments and self-assessments on a large scale.
All the teachers participating in this study stated their need for more training in action-oriented and mediated
language learning design and, above all, for already designed and handy MeLLEs which they could just implement in their classrooms.

3.3.3. Lessons learned
A few aspects related to troubleshooting can be observed in the data gathered for the case studies. In particular,
we note the following (recurring in four or more of the seven case studies):
1. The mediation descriptors and the rationale behind them need to be presented explicitly to the students.
The main reasons stated by the co-authors relate to the change in mindset that they entail. The change
concerns firstly perceptions and beliefs related to language learning and related methodological perspectives, and secondly as affecting the students’ socio-emotional development. Here the concept of language
as mediation and the plurilingual paradigm contradict established communicative and monolingual
approaches to language learning to which students are accustomed.
2. Related to the previous consideration, time is a recurring key issue. Both the teachers and the students
need time to accommodate and assimilate the new paradigm. Once this has been accomplished, though,
it seems to be well accepted and most students and teachers state that they will explore its possibilities
further and apply them in the future.
3. In this sense, flexibility is also required from both teachers and students. Unexpected reflections and suggestions on the part of the students should be accepted and included in the sessions rather than adhering
to a strict and closed syllabus.
4. It follows that the MeLLE tasks should be embedded in the syllabus ecologically instead of becoming a
separate action. Once the mediation strategies have been worked on, the best results – according to the
case studies carried out over longer periods of time – seem to occur when similar tasks are performed
regularly as part of the mainstream syllabus and not as a separate one-block topic only. It is relevant for
the students to understand that mediation should become a natural part of their whole learning process.
5. Collaborative learning has favoured interaction and reflection, as essential aspects of mediation. Only three
students out of all the seven case studies disagreed with a teamwork approach and preferred individual
or – at the most – pair work. This finding is coherent with other studies on collaborative learning and
learning styles, so we conclude that this may be a reaction that one should expect, one which complies
with students’ usual responses to this mode of working.
6. Finally, all authors concur that specific teacher training and examples of ready-to-use MeLLEs are needed
to carry out this approach successfully.

3.4. CONCLUSIONS
3.4.1. Expected relevance and usability of the descriptors
Although the heterogeneous nature and size of the sample may partly limit the scope and generalisability of
the results of the case studies, the global results show a representation of how learners can benefit from using
mediated spoken and interactive plurilingual tasks of the specified type. The applicability of the results of this
multiple case study in other educational contexts remains to be tested. Nevertheless, the results are valid and
generalisable within the contexts described.
By the end of the programmed sessions, the students had warmed up to working collaboratively and were
acquainted with the concept of mediation and its basic tenets. They expressed their favourable attitude towards
MeLLEs and their willingness to continue using in the future the descriptors that they had been introduced to.
In conclusion, we can say that the projects of every group involved in this learning experience show that the
main goals were achieved, and the initial research questions answered:
Does the explicit use of CEFR mediation strategies in problem-solving tasks related to plurilingual language education
enhance social and emotional interaction?
Can a shift in teachers’ and students’ beliefs, perceptions and performance related to mediation skills be detected
through mediated language learning experiences?
To what extent do MeLLEs lead to a shift in teachers’ and students’ beliefs, perceptions and communicative performance?
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The explicit use of CEFR mediation strategies in MeLLE enhanced social and emotional interaction facilitated a
shift in teachers’ and students’ perceptions and stimulated performances related to mediation skills that were
detected through MeLLE with the instruments used to collect data. Both teachers and students became conscious
of their plurilingual and intercultural communicative competence. They began connecting to their previous
linguistic and cultural knowledge, they became aware of the relevance of expanding this knowledge to become
fully competent teachers and/or learners, and they began to mediate in conflicts using the developed strategies.
The tasks worked well and were enjoyed by students. Discussions were lively and many questions were raised by
students about exploring their plurilingual identities and their mediating skills, about how to apply the experience
and findings in their future classes, and on sociological and psychological issues raised spontaneously in the
sessions. Reflecting on and experimenting with the descriptors contributed to making the students aware that
they had not only grasped a possibly vague meaning of the descriptors, but that they had fully understood the
concepts underlying them. Sometimes this happened while they were working with these descriptors, while
doing MeLLE tasks, and sometimes afterwards.
As to syllabus design, the tasks and descriptors could be integrated ecologically into the customary syllabus
cycle (planning, teaching and assessing) in order to identify and develop the students’ plurilingual competence.
In later sessions, the students were using the specific terminology acquired during task implementation as well
as engaging in conceptual reflection.

3.4.2. Sustainability and extension to wider context
Mediated language learning tasks that worked well with the descriptors are being disseminated to other teachers in cascade training, seminars and conferences. For instance, some of the co-authors have published their
studies in print (Cores-Bilbao et al. 2019) or online (see www.eoidegranada.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/
resultados-del-proyecto-de-clase_berceruelo.pdf ).
Also, the results of this research were presented at the University of Huelva (Spain) on 28 November 2019 at the
“Mediation strategies in second language classrooms” conference. There, the co-authors Maria-Teresa Berceruelo
Pino, Esther Cores-Bilbao, Carmen Fonseca-Mora, Lucía Quintana Hernández, Maria González Davies, Jane
Mitchell-Smith and Analí Fernández-Corbacho explained the case studies and their MeLLEs to an audience of
secondary education teachers, teachers at official schools of languages, university teachers and students in their
initial training as teachers of foreign languages.
The tentative results of this experimentation suggest the need to conduct a broader longitudinal study over an
extended period to empirically ascertain the effects of these types of pedagogic intervention on adult learners
of foreign languages.
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Chapitre 4
« MULTIMÉDIA » : LA MÉDIATION
MULTILINGUE DANS LE CADRE
D’UN PROJET DE STAGE EN ENTREPRISE
Antonella Fanara, lycée Giovanni Falcone, Bergame, Italie

RÉSUMÉ
Le projet réalisé visait à combiner la formation d’une classe en stage professionnel auprès de l’aéroport international Le Caravage de Bergame – Orio al Serio avec l’expérimentation de quelques-uns des descripteurs des
échelles Médiation de texte et Médiation de la communication du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de
l’Europe, 2018)3. L’objectif était de faire l’essai d’un mode d’enseignement centré sur les compétences formelles
et informelles, à travers des tâches proches de la vie réelle et une approche actionnelle mettant en pratique la
compétence plurilingue des élèves en quatre langues (allemand, anglais, français et espagnol, en plus de l’italien).
Le projet a été structuré en quatre phases : le lancement du projet, la préparation linguistique et professionnelle, l’expérimentation directe en milieu de travail et l’évaluation des résultats du point de vue linguistique,
communicatif et professionnel.
Pour ce faire, la stratégie didactique choisie a été celle du travail sur projet (project work), centrée sur le travail
coopératif de groupes à géométrie variable (en grands groupes, en quatuors, en trios, en duos).
Pour mesurer l’impact du projet, nous avons utilisé plusieurs types et outils d’évaluation : l’évaluation formative,
de la part des enseignants de l’équipe, pour les documents produits et la simulation des situations de communication ; l’autoévaluation, de la part des élèves, pour l’expérience de médiation et la capacité à communiquer
en plusieurs langues étrangères ; l’observation et le feedback du tuteur d’entreprise et des tuteurs scolaires pour
l’expérience de stage ; et un feedback final de la part des élèves sur le projet dans son ensemble.
Le rapport d’évaluation du tuteur d’entreprise a mis en valeur la complète réalisation des compétences et des
prestations professionnelles demandées aux élèves, aussi bien dans l’organisation et l’autonomie de travail que
dans les relations et la communication avec les passagers. Les observations des professeurs de langues et l’auto
évaluation des élèves ont montré que ceux-ci ont tous sensiblement amélioré leurs compétences linguistiques,
en gagnant en spontanéité dans l’usage des langues et dans le passage d’une langue à l’autre. Le travail de
médiation s’est donc avéré très utile et efficace pour faire face aux différentes situations professionnelles d’assistance aux passagers. En effet, les élèves ont tous pratiqué deux ou trois langues étrangères, avec une bonne
maîtrise en anglais, en français et en espagnol. Le travail de traduction effectué pour la constitution de glossaires
spécifiques et le fait d’avoir utilisé des outils numériques (DeepL, ThingLink, Quizlet) en plus des activités de
simulation des situations de communication ont joué un rôle fondamental pour la bonne réussite du projet.
Résultat final : enseignants et élèves souhaitent avoir plus d’occasions à l’école de développer leur compétence
plurilingue et pluriculturelle et reconnaissent le bien-fondé de l’insertion systématique des activités de médiation dans le curriculum.

ABSTRACT
The project aimed to combine internship training, at Caravaggio Airport in Orio al Serio (Bergamo), with the experimental use of some descriptors for Mediating a text and Mediating communication from the CEFR Companion volume
with new descriptors (Council of Europe 2018).4 The goal was to bring together the teaching of both formal and
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Voir aussi la mise à jour du CECR comprenant les nouveaux descripteurs du Volume complémentaire : Conseil de l’Europe, Cadre
européen commun de référence pour les langues : apprendre, enseigner, évaluer. Volume complémentaire, Conseil de l’Europe, Strasbourg,
2020, disponible à l’adresse : https://www.coe.int/fr/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages.
Voir aussi la mise à jour du CECR comprenant les nouveaux descripteurs du Volume complémentaire : Conseil de l’Europe, Cadre
européen commun de référence pour les langues : apprendre, enseigner, évaluer. Volume complémentaire, Conseil de l’Europe, Strasbourg,
2021, disponible à l’adresse : https://www.coe.int/fr/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages.
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informal competences, through real-life tasks and an action-oriented approach focused on putting the plurilingual
competences of students into practice in four languages (English, French, German and Spanish, in addition to Italian).
The work on mediation had four phases: launching the project, linguistic and professional preparation, direct
experimentation in the workplace, evaluation of linguistic, communicative and professional results.
To do this, the pedagogical strategy chosen was project work, centred on the co-operative work of groups of
different sizes (full class, groups of three or four, and pairs).
To measure the impact of the project, several evaluation types and tools were used: formative evaluation, by the
language teachers involved in the project, of the documents produced and the simulation of the communicative situations; self-assessment by the students of the mediation experience and the ability to communicate in
multiple foreign languages; overall observation and feedback from the company tutor and school tutors; and
final feedback from the students on the experience as a whole.
The evaluation report of the company tutor highlighted the complete fulfilment of expectations in terms of
skills and professional services by the students, both in the organisation and autonomy in performing tasks and
in handling relations and communication with passengers. Student self-assessment showed that all of them
significantly improved their language skills, gaining spontaneity in the use of languages and in switching from
one language to another. The mediation training was very useful and effective in dealing with different situations
involving giving assistance to passengers: the students all used two to three foreign languages in this process,
with a good command of English, French and Spanish. The translation work for the creation of specific glossaries,
the use of digital tools (DeepL, ThingLink, Qizlet) to acquire the appropriate lexicon and phraseology, plus the
activities simulating real-life exchanges played a crucial role in assuring the success of the project.
As a result of the project, students and teachers want more opportunities at school to develop their plurilingual
and pluricultural competence and recognise the merits of including mediation activities in the curriculum.

4.1. INTRODUCTION
L’établissement scolaire où le projet a été réalisé est un lycée italien à orientation linguistique, le lycée linguistique
Giovanni Falcone de Bergame. On y étudie huit langues étrangères : allemand, anglais, arabe, chinois, espagnol,
français, japonais et russe. Le curriculum a donc une forte vocation plurilingue et pluriculturelle, reposant non
seulement sur l’étude des langues étrangères et des différentes cultures, mais aussi sur la réalisation de plusieurs
projets de portée internationale.
L’établissement compte 1 600 élèves environ, âgés de 14 à 18 ans, et 130 enseignants. Le cursus dure cinq ans et
les élèves sont regroupés en groupes-classes définis. À la fin de leurs études, les élèves atteignent une compétence linguistique de niveau B2 dans au moins une des trois langues étrangères prévues dans le curriculum et
un bon niveau de culture générale leur permettant d’accéder aux études supérieures aussi bien dans le domaine
des sciences humaines que dans le domaine scientifique.
Les besoins éducatifs auxquels l’établissement veut répondre peuvent être résumés en trois grands axes d’action :
a) développer les compétences clés et de citoyenneté active recommandées par l’UE et le ministère de l’Édu
cation nationale ;
b) assurer, en particulier, le développement de la compétence plurilingue et pluriculturelle par l’étude et
l’expérience concrète ;
c) favoriser le développement de capacités réflexives et de stratégies transversales aux différentes disciplines
en vue d’une attitude plus coopérative, créative et autonome même en milieu de travail.
Le projet « Multimédia » s’est inséré de plain-pied dans ces trois axes éducatifs, car il propose de combiner la
formation en entreprise, via un stage à l’aéroport international de la ville, avec l’application en contexte professionnel des compétences plurilingues et pluriculturelles des élèves, en particulier en expérimentant quelques
descripteurs des échelles Médiation de texte et Médiation de la communication du Volume complémentaire du
CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018)5.
Le groupe choisi pour cette expérience a été une classe de 1re (quatrième année du lycée italien), composée
de 24 élèves étudiant trois langues étrangères : anglais, français, allemand (5 élèves) ou espagnol (19 élèves). Il
s’agissait d’une classe particulièrement intéressante pour son plurilinguisme (quatre langues étrangères étudiées)
et avec un bon niveau de préparation général. Les compétences linguistiques des élèves se situaient au niveau

5.
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B1/B2 en anglais, en français et en espagnol, et au niveau A2/B1 en allemand, langue qui peut présenter plus
de difficultés pour les élèves italiens.
Comme dans toutes les classes, il y avait des élèves particulièrement motivés pour l’étude des langues étrangères
et avec un très bon niveau linguistique, et d’autres qui l’étaient moins. Cependant, ils ont tous été très intéressés
par cette expérience de formation en entreprise, car elle leur permettait d’appliquer leurs compétences dans
un contexte concret.

4.2. DESCRIPTION DU PROJET
Le projet a demandé 54 heures de travail au total et il s’est déroulé du mois de décembre 2018 jusqu’en mars 2019.
Il a été articulé en quatre phases principales :
1. lancement et élaboration du projet avec l’entreprise, le conseil de classe et les élèves ; cours en ligne sur
la sécurité au travail (4 heures) ;
2. préparation aux différentes tâches, à l’école et à la maison (10 heures d’activités de médiation) ;
3. expérimentation sur place lors du stage à l’aéroport (36 heures) ;
4. validation et évaluation du projet (4 heures à l’école et à la maison).
Le choix d’ancrer des activités de médiation sur un projet de formation en entreprise a été déterminé par deux
raisons principales : d’une part, le fait que, dans notre école, les prestations professionnelles les plus réussies et
les plus demandées par les entreprises sont celles de médiation (médiation de texte) ; de l’autre, le fait que le
stage en entreprise nous permettait de réaliser un travail ciblé sur un scénario d’apprentissage authentique, sur
des tâches linguistiques de la vie réelle. En bref, nous avions la chance d’exploiter les descripteurs de médiation
à travers une approche actionnelle, avec une forte motivation de la part des élèves et même une validation
externe des résultats formels et informels.
Le projet pédagogique a été construit autour de la performance finale demandée aux élèves : assister les passagers au départ de l’aéroport en utilisant leur répertoire plurilingue.
À l’intérieur du conseil de classe6, nous avons formé une équipe composée de quatre enseignants de langues
(pour l’allemand, l’anglais, l’espagnol, et moi-même en tant qu’enseignante de français et responsable de tout
le projet) et de l’enseignant d’italien, tuteur scolaire comme moi pour la formation en entreprise. D’abord, nous
avons travaillé tous ensemble pour recenser les compétences linguistiques nécessaires et le vocabulaire spécialisé. Nous avons ensuite sélectionné les descripteurs de médiation à expérimenter et à utiliser. Enfin, nous
avons établi les phases de travail et la méthodologie, de même que les ressources à fournir aux élèves dans
leur travail de préparation. La collaboration des enseignants a été organisée selon un principe d’efficacité et de
répartition des tâches, en fonction du temps et de la disponibilité de chacun. Pendant la phase de préparation,
les enseignants d’allemand et d’espagnol ont surtout supervisé le travail sur les glossaires et quelques simulations ; l’enseignant d’anglais et celle de français (moi) ont encadré et suivi tous les travaux de groupe. Pendant
la phase de stage en entreprise, puis celle de l’évaluation, c’est l’enseignant d’italien et moi-même, en qualité de
tuteurs scolaires pour la formation en entreprise, qui avons dirigé et assuré les activités prévues, en particulier
le suivi des élèves pendant les jours de stage et l’évaluation globale.
Dès le début, nous avons privilégié le travail autonome et coopératif des élèves, si bien que les enseignants
ont surtout joué le rôle de facilitateurs et de superviseurs. Notre but était de rendre les élèves acteurs de leur
apprentissage, c’est pourquoi les sessions de préparation ont été organisées en ateliers collaboratifs, avec à
l’appui plusieurs outils numériques (plateforme de classe et sa messagerie, applications diverses pour le travail
de traduction et de mémorisation du vocabulaire spécifique, sites internet des compagnies aériennes, supports
visuels divers, logiciels de traitement de texte) et deux fiches de travail créées par moi. La description de ce travail
sera détaillée dans les paragraphes qui suivent.
Dans l’équipe du projet, il y avait aussi le tuteur d’entreprise, qui a assuré une première formation des élèves sur
les objectifs, les contenus et les règles du stage, en plus de l’encadrement et de l’évaluation des performances
des élèves pendant le stage à l’aéroport.
Voici maintenant (tableau 4.1) un tableau récapitulatif de tous les objectifs du projet : les objectifs spécifiques et à
visée professionnelle et les compétences de médiation choisies pour y arriver. Dans les annexes 4.1 et 4.2, utilisées
lors des activités de préparation, nous avons indiqué de manière ponctuelle les descripteurs de médiation utilisés.

6.

Organisme scolaire responsable du suivi des élèves et des questions pédagogiques intéressant la vie de la classe, composé d’ensei
gnants, de délégués d’élèves et de parents d’élèves.
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Tableau 4.1: Tableau récapitulatif des objectifs du projet
Objectifs professionnels et éducatifs
Savoir
Connaître le lexique spécifique aéroportuaire.
Connaître le règlement interne et les règles de sécurité
aéroportuaires.
Posséder les notions de base pour l’assistance au passager au départ.
Savoir-faire
Savoir utiliser son répertoire plurilingue (italien, anglais,
français, allemand ou espagnol) pour communiquer à
différents voyageurs des informations, des explications,
des instructions spécialisées et d’éventuels problèmes
concernant les opérations de départ en aéroport.
En particulier, les habiletés suivantes :
f fournir des informations (services de l’aéroport,
vols, assistance, sécurité…) ;
f donner des explications (panneaux d’affichage,
carte d’embarquement, panneaux divers,
étiquettes pour bagages, fonctionnement
d’appareils) ;
f inviter à contrôler l’étiquetage de ses bagages ;
f inviter à utiliser tous les comptoirs d’enregistre
ment pour éviter les queues inutiles ;
f gérer avec les employés des comptoirs d’enregistrement l’afflux et la fluidité des queues en
ouverture/fermeture du comptoir ;
f inviter à utiliser le service du dépose-bagages
automatique, le cas échéant ;
f donner des instructions au dépose-bagages automatique pour l’enregistrement ;
f combiner et alterner les langues si nécessaire.

Objectifs de médiation à l’oral
Médiation de texte
Transmettre des informations spécifiques
f Peut transmettre (en anglais, français, allemand
ou espagnol) des informations précises présentes
dans des supports visuels, des panneaux, des
documents (écrits en italien ou en anglais) en
situation de voyage. Domaine public/professionnel
de l’aéroport. Niveau B1.
f Peut transmettre (en anglais, français, allemand
ou espagnol) une série d’instructions courtes
et simples (écrites en italien ou en anglais) en
situation de voyage. Domaine public/professionnel
de l’aéroport. Niveau B1.
Expliquer des données
f Peut interpréter et décrire (en anglais, français,
allemand ou espagnol) des informations détaillées
de visuels (écrits en italien ou en anglais) en
situation de voyage, même si des lacunes lexicales peuvent donner lieu à des hésitations et
à des formulations imprécises. Domaine public/
professionnel de l’aéroport. Niveau B1+.
Médiation de la communication
Faciliter la communication dans des situations délicates
f Peut se rendre compte d’un désaccord entre interlocuteurs ou de difficultés dans une interaction
et adapter des expressions simples, mémorisées,
pour rechercher un compromis ou un accord.
Niveau A2.
Compétence pluriculturelle et plurilingue

Exploiter un répertoire pluriculturel et plurilingue
f Peut, en général, tenir compte des conventions
concernant la posture, le contact visuel, la distance
Savoir-être
à respecter entre les personnes, liées aux échanges
En ce qui concerne les compétences relationnelles et
sociaux quotidiens. Niveau B1.
personnelles, l’élève doit :
f Peut, en général, se conformer aux codes culturels
f améliorer sa capacité à être ouvert et à l’écoute
les plus couramment utilisés. Niveau B1.
des autres ;
f Peut faire appel à son répertoire plurilingue pour
f savoir collaborer/coopérer en groupe, avec ses
communiquer des informations spécialisées, extuteurs scolaires et d’entreprise ;
pliquer un problème ou donner des clarifications
dans son domaine d’intérêt7 (assistance aux voyaf être responsable et autonome ;
geurs à l’aéroport). Niveau B1.
f s’adapter avec souplesse à la situation ;
f être conscient des différences culturelles ;
f savoir gérer de petits conflits éventuels ;
f être entreprenant.

7.
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Objectifs professionnels et éducatifs

Objectifs de médiation à l’oral

Savoir apprendre
Sélectionner sources et données spécifiques en vue
des objectifs de travail.
Créer des glossaires multilingues.
Utiliser plusieurs applications pour la traduction et la
mémorisation de mots.
Adapter ses connaissances et ses compétences au
contexte aéroportuaire.
Anticiper le moment où l’utilisation de plusieurs langues est utile et appropriée.
Réfléchir sur l’expérience d’apprentissage : points forts
et points faibles.
En ce qui concerne les descripteurs de médiation, nous les avons sélectionnés en fonction des situations de
communication principales auxquelles les élèves auraient à faire face, compte tenu de leur niveau linguistique
dans les différentes langues.
Comme on peut le constater, la plupart des descripteurs correspondent au niveau B1, car nous avons visé, pour
plus de commodité, une base de compétences commune à toutes les langues étrangères étudiées par les élèves,
mais il va de soi qu’ils avaient des niveaux différents dans chaque langue et que leur niveau allait de A2+ à B2+
selon la langue et la compétence concernées. Il faut dire, également, que nous avons fait travailler les élèves sur les
compétences orales, pour lesquelles il est souvent plus difficile d’atteindre des niveaux élevés en milieu scolaire.
Cependant, là où nous avons choisi des descripteurs de niveau inférieur, notamment A2 en médiation de la
communication, la sélection a été établie en fonction des situations de communication réelles que les élèves
auraient à affronter et non pas en raison de leur niveau de compétence. En effet, les différends ne pouvaient
porter que sur de petits conflits lors des queues aux comptoirs d’enregistrement et d’embarquement. De plus,
en ce qui concerne la compétence plurilingue, nous avons choisi et adapté le descripteur B1 plutôt que B2
parce que les situations de véritable communication plurilingue, où il faut combiner et alterner les langues en
même temps, auraient été plutôt rares pendant le stage. Les élèves étaient censés utiliser plusieurs langues mais
s’adresser principalement à des groupes de voyageurs parlant la même langue.
Passons maintenant à la description détaillée des activités et du matériel élaboré pour les phases où les activités
de médiation ont été au centre du travail pédagogique.

4.2.1. Phase 1 – Lancement du projet
Cette phase a débuté par une rencontre avec le tuteur responsable de BGY International Services Srl, l’entreprise commanditaire, qui a présenté le projet de stage (objectifs, cahier des charges, règlement, modalités
de déroulement). Nous avons ensuite négocié avec les élèves le projet pédagogique élaboré par l’équipe des
enseignants, surtout en ce qui concernait le déroulement des activités de préparation : les heures d’atelier le
matin et l’après-midi, les modalités et, en partie, les contenus du travail. L’activité la plus intéressante de cette
phase a été le remue-méninges collectif sur les besoins linguistiques et communicatifs.
Les élèves voulaient surtout acquérir le vocabulaire spécialisé et la phraséologie spécifique pour les échanges
avec les passagers. Le problème était aussi de les leur faire acquérir en quatre langues et d’une manière concrète
et utile. Ce qui nous a frappés, c’est qu’ils semblaient sous-estimer un peu le travail sur les habilités communicatives plurilingues, sur lequel portait le propre de leur stage. Pour eux, le gros du travail était de maîtriser le
lexique de spécialité.

4.2.2. Phase 2 – Préparons nos bagages !
Nous avons donc commencé par les activités d’atelier collaboratif plurilingue en groupes et en collectif, auxquelles
nous avons consacré dix heures environ : deux heures en horaire curriculaire, huit heures dans l’après-midi en
séances de deux heures chacune, pour cinq séances au total.
Les objectifs de cette phase étaient les suivants :
1. réaliser d’abord des glossaires plurilingues sur le lexique de l’aéroport (sur les lieux, les documents de voyage,
les panneaux, les écrans, les personnes, les actions, etc.) et sur les fonctions communicatives principales
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(donner des informations, expliquer/transmettre des données spécifiques sur les vols, sur l’enregistrement
en libre-service, contrôler l’étiquetage des bagages, diriger les passagers aux comptoirs d’enregistrement,
résoudre de petits problèmes à l’embarquement, etc.) ;
2. s’entraîner par des simulations ou des jeux de rôle sur les habiletés communicatives demandées ;
3. faire réfléchir les élèves sur l’activité de traduction et la communication en interaction avec les passagers
de différentes cultures ;
4. faire réfléchir les élèves sur la compétence plurilingue : l’alternance codique (alternance entre plusieurs
codes dans un même énoncé), les techniques et les difficultés.
Pour cette phase, nous avons travaillé en classe, mais surtout au laboratoire multimédia pour profiter au mieux
de la plateforme de classe et travailler d’une manière coopérative. En effet, nous avions mis à la disposition des
élèves des ressources numériques et des documents sur lesquels travailler en commun.

4.2.3. Les ressources
Pour soutenir le travail sur les glossaires et l’appuyer sur une activité plus ample de traduction et de réflexion
sur la médiation en général, nous avons créé une fiche « ressources » pour le travail en ligne avec une sitographie ciblée : dictionnaires, traducteurs, sites de compagnies aériennes. Notre choix a été d’exposer les élèves
au travail avec des traducteurs automatiques assez fiables, non seulement pour leur faciliter la tâche, mais
surtout pour les rendre plus sensibles à la nécessité de ne pas s’arrêter au premier mot trouvé : en traduction,
on procède par étapes afin de peaufiner la recherche et de choisir la traduction la plus précise possible eu
égard au contexte d’usage. Voilà pourquoi nous leur avons proposé de travailler d’abord avec des traducteurs
automatiques offrant la possibilité de choisir plusieurs synonymes, et ensuite de confronter ces derniers avec
le lexique spécifique contenu dans les sites des compagnies aériennes. Cela leur a permis de découvrir, par
exemple, qu’un mot traduit correctement en contexte neutre ne correspondait pas à celui réellement utilisé
en contexte aéroportuaire. De plus, la consultation des sites des compagnies aériennes a contribué à développer leurs compétences de lecture de documents en langue de spécialité et les a rendus plus sensibles aux
nuances lexicales et culturelles, comme on va voir dans la présentation des glossaires.
Dans la fiche des ressources, nous avons également proposé des logiciels pour la fixation du vocabulaire, à utiliser à la maison et aussi à exploiter en classe (ThingLink, Quizlet, Anki). Il s’agit de logiciels de flashcards (cartes
mémoire) beaucoup plus efficaces que les méthodes d’étude traditionnelles car ils sont plus motivants pour les
élèves. Le travail de mémorisation demande un engagement personnel fort et plusieurs modalités et supports.
Or, tous les logiciels que nous avons proposés permettent d’associer audios, images et vidéos comme supports
et offrent un parcours de travail balisé et personnalisé en fonction des besoins de l’utilisateur.

4.2.4. Les fiches de travail
Lors des séances d’atelier, après avoir expliqué les objectifs et les tâches à accomplir, nous avons partagé la
classe en petits groupes qui ont travaillé de manière collaborative sur les deux fiches de travail que nous avions
préparées et publiées sur la plateforme de classe (Google Classroom).
Fiche de travail 1 (voir annexe 4.1)
La première et la deuxième séance ont été surtout consacrées à la réalisation de glossaires multilingues de base
sur l’aéroport. À cela, nous avons ajouté des exercices à faire en classe et à la maison pour favoriser l’acquisition
du lexique de spécialité.
Pour le travail sur les glossaires de ces deux séances, assez considérable, les élèves se sont partagé librement les
parties à compléter en écriture collaborative de chaque glossaire. Il était obligatoire pour tous de travailler en
tandem sur une langue de leur choix, puis de se confronter avec les autres membres de leur groupe pour une
vue d’ensemble de leur partie du glossaire.
Ils avaient l’obligation, aussi, une fois le mot à traduire trouvé à l’aide d’un dictionnaire ou d’un traducteur
automatique (de préférence DeepL), de vérifier leur choix sur les sites de quelques compagnies aériennes, pour
valider le mot en question d’une manière plus certaine en contexte professionnel.
Dans un premier temps, donc, on a fait se concentrer les élèves sur la traduction multilingue. Cela pour deux raisons
principales : d’une part, pour les aider à acquérir et à enrichir leur vocabulaire de base et de spécialité ; d’autre part,
pour les exposer aux difficultés de la traduction et les sensibiliser à la communication et à l’activité de médiation.
En effet, bien qu’il s’agisse d’élèves de niveau B1/B2, ils n’avaient pas une grande expérience de traduction et
avaient tendance à se contenter du premier mot trouvé par le traducteur automatique ou dans le dictionnaire.
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Outre le travail de traduction, surtout pendant les deux premières séances, nous avons proposé des exercices
avec des flashcards pour la mémorisation du lexique, utile pour les jeux de rôle venant ensuite. Dans un premier
temps, nous avons préparé des images parlantes avec ThingLink, puis ce sont les élèves qui ont dû taguer des
images. Ainsi ont-ils appris à se familiariser avec cet outil numérique et à expérimenter d’autres manières d’apprendre le lexique. En effet, pour les stimuler et les inciter à effectuer un travail individuel de mémorisation, nous
leur avons présenté d’autres logiciels de flashcards vraiment utiles et motivants, comme je l’ai évoqué plus haut.
Tout ce travail a contribué, donc, à développer également leurs compétences numériques.
Fiche de travail 2 (voir annexe 4.2)
La préparation au stage moyennant des activités de médiation s’est élargie dans les séances suivantes, où les
élèves ont continué à constituer des glossaires plurilingues, mais où ils ont aussi effectué des jeux de rôle plurilingues, en particulier dans la quatrième et la cinquième séance.
Le travail de traduction que nous avons proposé lors de ces séances a concerné, en effet, les actes de parole et
le vocabulaire à utiliser lors des échanges avec les passagers.
Cette fois-là, nous leur avons proposé non seulement des phrases mais aussi de petits textes à traduire concernant des situations spécifiques, telles que les démarches à suivre pour l’étiquetage et le contrôle des bagages,
les consignes pour l’enregistrement et la dépose des bagages en libre-service, la gestion des queues aux
comptoirs… En effet, les élèves n’avaient pas d’expérience personnelle de ces situations et il était nécessaire
de nous assurer qu’ils maîtrisaient ces notions, la traduction étant aussi l’occasion d’une vérification ultérieure
de la compréhension des tâches du stage.
Les consignes pour la traduction étaient grosso modo les mêmes que dans les autres séances. Ce que nous avons
varié, c’était la modalité du travail en groupes : quatuors, trios, duos et travail individuel. Cela a permis aux élèves
de changer de camarades et de rôles. La seule grande difficulté a été, par moments, la distribution des langues
dans les groupes : comme il n’y avait que cinq élèves étudiant l’allemand, nous leur avons parfois assigné tout
le travail de traduction en allemand.
À partir de la troisième séance, nous avons proposé des activités visant à transmettre des informations et des
instructions, donner des explications, décrire, etc. ; bref, les exercices et leurs contenus sont devenus plus communicatifs et plurilingues. En binômes ou à trois, les élèves devaient jouer les différentes situations, d’abord entre
eux, puis devant la classe. Nous avons même expérimenté une sorte d’interprétation consécutive multilingue
en proposant aux élèves de donner des instructions à partir d’un tutoriel en anglais de la compagnie Finnair.
C’est dans les deux dernières séances, donc, que le travail de préparation a porté le plus sur l’exploitation des
descripteurs du répertoire plurilingue.
De tout ce travail, ce que les élèves ont le plus apprécié était de travailler avec plusieurs langues en même temps,
de pouvoir jongler d’une langue à l’autre, car ils n’avaient pas l’habitude de le faire en classe.

4.2.5. Phase 3 – On décolle !
Nous ne ferons pas ici une description détaillée de cette phase, puisque cette étude de cas repose, pour l’essentiel, sur les compétences et les descripteurs de médiation.
Dans cette phase, qui s’est déroulée en six jours, les élèves ont fait leur stage à l’aéroport sous la direction de leur
tuteur d’entreprise. Le premier jour, ils ont été encadrés par le personnel s’occupant du stage : ils ont révisé leur
cahier des charges, les règles à suivre ; ils ont formé les équipes pour les différents postes de travail, ils ont établi
avec le tuteur leur roulement de travail ; et, enfin, ils ont visité les parties du terminal où ils auraient à travailler.
Pendant cette phase, les élèves n’ont pas suivi de cours à l’école, mais ils ont gardé contact avec leurs tuteurs
scolaires (le professeur d’italien et moi) et ils ont rédigé leur journal de stage.

4.2.6. Phase 4 – On atterrit !
Une fois rentrés à l’école, après un moment d’évaluation informelle avec les élèves, nous avons procédé à l’évaluation du projet d’une manière systématique.
L’évaluation formative
L’équipe du projet s’est réunie pour s’échanger les observations effectuées lors de la phase de préparation et
même après, en classe, pendant les cours. Le choix de l’équipe avait été celui de soutenir les élèves pendant leur
préparation et d’effectuer une évaluation informelle des documents produits et des simulations orales.
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En général, pour ce qui est du travail sur les glossaires et la compétence de traduction, les enseignants ont
enregistré une bonne performance de la part de tous les élèves et le travail de correction n’a concerné que peu
de mots ou de phrases. Là où l’on a dû intervenir le plus, c’était sur les travaux en allemand, langue visiblement
plus difficile pour les italophones.
Une chose nous a surpris. Les élèves étaient auparavant habitués, pour la plupart, à n’utiliser que des dictionnaires
bilingues et Google Traduction et n’avaient pas spécialement acquis l’aptitude à confronter la traduction d’un
mot ou d’une phrase à l’aide de synonymes en contexte d’usage, à plus forte raison en contexte de langue de
spécialité. Grâce à ce travail, néanmoins, nous avons observé qu’ils ont appris, petit à petit, à toujours vérifier
leurs premiers résultats en consultant plusieurs sources. De plus, en travaillant en tandem et en petits groupes,
ils ont appris à médier avec les autres l’interprétation et les nuances de la signification d’un mot, et ils ont expérimenté la médiation du sens et de la communication. Même au niveau du travail collaboratif et coopératif, ils
ont fait des progrès. Au début, ils croyaient pouvoir travailler individuellement après s’être subdivisé la tâche
dans le groupe, mais ils ont compris au fur et à mesure que l’enjeu de la tâche de médiation – à savoir, apprendre
à construire du sens et à faciliter l’accès au sens – implique de l’ouverture d’esprit et ne peut pas se faire sans
l’appui et la collaboration des autres.
Quant à l’évaluation des performances orales pendant les jeux de rôle, nous avons remarqué que les élèves avaient
plus de difficultés que prévu : beaucoup d’hésitations, de blocages, de postures rigides lors des échanges. Par
conséquent, nous avons dû y consacrer plus de temps (même pendant les heures de cours de langue du matin)
pour faire en sorte qu’ils acquièrent une meilleure maîtrise des compétences linguistiques et de la spontanéité
dans l’usage des langues et dans le passage d’une langue à l’autre.

4.2.6.1. Autoévaluation de l’expérience linguistique et de médiation (voir annexe 4.3)
À cause du peu de temps à notre disposition, au lieu de procéder à une évaluation formelle en classe des compétences linguistiques et de médiation, nous avons proposé aux élèves une activité d’autoévaluation par un
questionnaire concernant le travail de traduction sur les glossaires et la médiation plurilingue.
Le retour des élèves a été très positif. Ils ont considéré la préparation en médiation très utile et efficace pour
faire face aux différentes situations professionnelles d’assistance aux passagers. En effet, ils ont tous pratiqué
au moins deux langues étrangères, parfois en même temps, avec une bonne maîtrise en anglais, en français
et en espagnol. Ils ont jugé cruciaux, pour la bonne réussite du projet, le travail de traduction effectué pour
la constitution de glossaires spécifiques et le fait d’avoir utilisé des outils numériques en plus des activités de
simulation des situations de communication.
Enfin, ils souhaitent avoir plus d’occasions à l’école de développer leur compétence plurilingue et pluriculturelle
et reconnaissent le bien-fondé de l’insertion systématique des activités de médiation dans le curriculum.

4.2.6.2. Feedback du tuteur d’entreprise
Le rapport d’évaluation du tuteur d’entreprise a mis en valeur la complète réalisation des compétences et des
prestations professionnelles demandées aux élèves, aussi bien dans l’organisation et l’autonomie de travail que
dans les relations et la communication avec les passagers. Son évaluation se situe entre « très bien » et « bien »
pour tous les élèves.

4.2.6.3. Feedback des élèves sur l’expérience dans son ensemble
Sur la plateforme ASL8 du lycée, les élèves ont eux aussi fait leur évaluation globale du stage, puis ont rédigé un
rapport en version papier, qui a été évalué par les tuteurs scolaires.
Leur jugement sur cette expérience a été positif, surtout en ce qui concerne l’exploitation de leurs compétences
plurilingues. Ils ont mis en relief le fait qu’ils ont pu abondamment et concrètement pratiquer les langues
étudiées, ce qui n’est pas toujours possible en milieu scolaire. Ils ont également bien apprécié le travail de
préparation car, ensuite, ils se sont sentis à la hauteur de la situation, capables d’accomplir les tâches assignées sans s’affoler.

8.

Alternanza Scuola-Lavoro. Ce sigle indique l’activité de stage en milieu professionnel.
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4.3. DISCUSSION
Nous avons voulu prendre en considération l’impact que ce projet allait avoir sur les professeurs impliqués et
sur les élèves.
Côté enseignants de langues, nous avons constaté qu’il y a eu une plus grande collaboration et intégration
grâce au travail en équipe sur ce projet. Dans l’école italienne, il est plutôt rare que les enseignants collaborent d’une manière interdisciplinaire, surtout les enseignants de langues étrangères. Chacun a tendance
à se cantonner dans sa propre discipline et à perdre de vue un but commun à l’enseignement des langues :
l’éducation linguistique et l’éducation plurilingue. Ce projet nous a permis de faire une réflexion générale
sur le chemin que nous devons parcourir pour développer chez les élèves une compétence communicative
véritable, centrée sur la mise en place de compétences linguistiques et culturelles transversales à toutes les
langues, même l’italien. En travaillant en équipe, nous avons vu que cela est possible, il faut toujours y croire
et multiplier les occasions de le faire. Nous n’avons pas vraiment pratiqué une didactique intégrée des langues, pas encore. Cependant, nous avons été sensibilisés à la poursuite de ce type de didactique grâce à cette
expérience concrète quoique limitée. Pour cela, l’expérimentation de quelques descripteurs de médiation et
le concept partagé de médiation en lui-même ont été le ciment de notre collaboration. Rien n’est facile, mais
rien n’est impossible quand on s’y met avec, en soutien, une approche pertinente et reposant sur des outils
didactiques efficaces.
Certes, appliquer les descripteurs de médiation n’est pas automatique, il faut savoir bien les sélectionner et les
situer dans leur propre contexte d’enseignement. Parfois, nous n’étions pas certains de les avoir bien compris ;
souvent, nous avons eu l’envie de les combiner, hésitant entre un descripteur de niveau B2 et un de niveau B1 ;
quelquefois, nous avons été obligés d’en adapter quelques-uns en changeant un peu leur formulation. Du reste,
nous ne sommes qu’au début de leur expérimentation à l’école, et ce n’est qu’en les utilisant que nous pourrons
faire des progrès et améliorer leur emploi.
Côté élèves, ce sont eux qui nous ont donné un grand enseignement. Si l’on considère leurs feedbacks, ils
demandent de plus en plus de pratiquer la médiation et le plurilinguisme pendant les cours de langue. Pendant
les cours, en effet, ils étudient les langues d’une façon compartimentée, alors qu’à travers ce projet, ils ont réalisé
qu’ils ont bel et bien une compétence plurilingue à développer, encore partielle certes, mais ils l’ont, ils l’ont
prouvé concrètement alors qu’ils n’en avaient pas vraiment conscience jusque-là.
Leur succès, leurs performances positives nous indiquent que c’est dans cette voie qu’il faut continuer.

4.4. CONCLUSION
Notre lycée a une forte orientation linguistique, comme je l’ai expliqué dans l’introduction. Il se prête bien,
par conséquent, à l’expérimentation sur une plus large échelle des descripteurs de la médiation, ceux-ci étant
étroitement liés aux compétences de sortie de nos élèves.
À la lumière de cette première expérimentation, nous avons l’intention d’en effectuer d’autres, avec l’objectif
d’insérer les activités de médiation d’une façon systématique à court terme dans les pratiques de classe, et à
long terme dans le cursus scolaire.
Les descripteurs de médiation les plus appropriés pour notre lycée sont ceux de la rubrique Médiation de textes,
aussi bien à l’oral qu’à l’écrit : transmettre des informations, expliquer des données, traduire, traiter un texte,
réagir à l’égard d’un texte créatif.
Dans un premier temps, l’expérimentation pourrait être réalisée, sur base volontaire, par les enseignants de langues et d’italien travaillant dans les mêmes classes, à partir d’une ou deux langues étrangères. Il faudra veiller à
ce que les activités de médiation rentrent dans les cours d’une ou plusieurs disciplines linguistiques et, pourquoi
pas, non linguistiques (enseignement EMILE9).
Pour conclure, notre perspective est de développer l’apprentissage intégré des langues et des cultures par des
activités multilingues, basées sur la médiation, pour aboutir à un dispositif didactique et pédagogique innovant
et visant la compétence plurilingue.

9.

Enseignement d’une matière intégré à une langue étrangère.
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Chapter 5
“IN VENLO GIBT ES VIEL NIEDERLÄNDISCH,
ABER AUCH ENGLISCH UND DEUTSCH”10 –
A WORKSHOP ON RECEPTIVE PLURILINGUALISM
IN THE NEIGHBOUR LANGUAGE
Sabine Jentges, Eva M. Knopp, and Paul Sars, Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Dutch and German are typologically closely related neighbour languages that allow their native speakers to
understand the respective neighbour language, making successful interaction on the basis of receptive plurilingualism (intercomprehension) possible. The new CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020)
identifies and promotes this communication strategy as part of plurilingual competence. But how can these
strategies be effectively developed in young language learners?
This case study is based on a group of 14-year-olds from a German secondary school in the German-Dutch border
region, who had not had any teaching in Dutch as a foreign language and followed a five-day extracurricular workshop programme. In this training programme the students got to know and learned to use strategies for receptive
plurilingualism in order to prepare for and reflect on a one-day excursion to the nearby Dutch city of Venlo.
To this end, teaching materials were developed that make use of and demonstrate the cultural and typological
closeness between the students’ school language – German – and the target language – Dutch. Materials were
designed and compiled in such a way that students also learned how to make use of their other languages when
interpreting a new language. In a second step, the students got to know methods for cultural and linguistic landscaping, which allowed them to apply the strategies that they had developed in the classroom to the unknown urban
environment – the Dutch city Venlo, which they visited on the third workshop day. They reflected on their excursion
on day four and presented the results of their group work to a school-wide audience on the last workshop day.
The effectiveness of the training programme is discussed by means of analyses (1) of the end-products of the
workshop (poster presentations) and of observations of the students over the course of the training programme
and (2) of the results of a pre- and post-test that elicited their plurilingual comprehension skills in Dutch (decoding
task) at the beginning of the training programme and – in a slightly altered version – towards the end.
Results indicated that students were able to apply their newly acquired skills in their group work and, to some
extent, also in the decoding task. The analysis of the decoding task, however, also revealed strong differences
between individuals in successfully applying the newly acquired skills. While this might partly be an effect
of reduced motivation during the post-test, the authors also interpret this as an indication that plurilingual
decoding skills and, thus, plurilingual cultural competence are also affected by other individual factors such as
metalinguistic awareness, past experience with other languages and cultures, or ambiguity tolerance.
The study shows that the descriptor scales for plurilingual competence included in the CEFR Companion volume
are applicable and can be successfully integrated in innovative, authentic and age-appropriate educational
formats for young adults. The authors suggest that a more detailed description of awareness-raising (metalinguistic) strategies might further support the development of teaching methods and materials that support the
development of plurilingual competence in young learners.

RÉSUMÉ
Le néerlandais et l’allemand sont des langues voisines et typologiquement proches. Les locuteurs natifs de
chacune de ces langues sont capables de comprendre des locuteurs de l’autre langue, ce qui rend possible
la communication basée sur le bilinguisme réceptif. Le nouveau Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil
de l’Europe, 2018 et 2020) identifie et promeut cette stratégie de communication comme faisant partie d’une

10. Quote from a final presentation by a group of students on the linguistic landscape of Venlo.
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compétence plurilingue. La question qui s’impose alors est de savoir comment un apprenant peut développer
ces stratégies d’une manière efficace et adéquate.
Cette étude de cas est basée sur un groupe d’élèves de 14 ans fréquentant une école secondaire en Allemagne
dans la région frontalière. Ces élèves n’ont jamais suivi de cours de néerlandais comme langue étrangère. Dans
le cadre de notre étude, ils ont suivi un programme extracurriculaire de cinq jours pendant lequel ils ont été
familiarisés avec le principe du multilinguisme réceptif. Les élèves ont également préparé une excursion d’un
jour vers la ville néerlandaise de Venlo. La réflexion constituait une partie intégrale du programme.
À ces fins, dans un premier temps, des matériaux pédagogiques ont été développés, incorporant la ressemblance
culturelle et typologique entre la langue scolaire des élèves (l’allemand) et la langue cible (le néerlandais). Ces
matériaux avaient également comme objectif de montrer aux élèves comment ils peuvent faire usage des langues qu’ils connaissent lors du déchiffrement d’une nouvelle langue.
Dans un deuxième temps, les élèves ont été exposés à des méthodes de « cultural and linguistic landscaping »,
leur permettant d’appliquer les stratégies évoquées à l’environnement urbain inconnu, c’est-à-dire, dans ce
cas, la ville néerlandaise de Venlo. Cette ville était la destination de l’excursion qui a eu lieu le troisième jour du
programme. Le lendemain, ils ont réfléchi sur leur visite. Pour finir, le dernier jour du programme, ils ont présenté
leur projet à un public regroupant des élèves de toute l’école.
Nous discuterons l’effet de ce programme d’entraînement en analysant (1) les produits finaux et les observations
faites par les chercheurs et les enseignants durant le programme et (2) les résultats du prétest et du post-test
qui ont recueilli les données sur les capacités de compréhension plurilingue en néerlandais.
Les résultats indiquent que les élèves ont été capables d’appliquer les stratégies récemment acquises dans leurs
travaux de groupe et aussi, dans une certaine mesure, dans la tâche de décodage. Pourtant, l’analyse des résultats
de cette tâche de décodage a montré d’importantes différences entre les élèves quant à leur réussite dans l’application des compétences récemment acquises. Même si ces résultats peuvent partiellement être dus à une baisse
de motivation pendant le post-test, nous les considérons aussi comme un indice que les compétences de décodage plurilingue – et donc leurs compétences culturelles plurilingues – sont affectées par des facteurs individuels.
Notre étude montre que les échelles de compétence plurilingue présentées dans le Volume complémentaire sont
valides et peuvent être intégrées sans problème dans des formats éducatifs innovateurs contenant du matériel
authentique et tenant compte de l’âge et des centres d’intérêt des jeunes adultes. Nous suggérons qu’une
description plus détaillée des stratégies évoquant la conscience (métalinguistique) pourrait soutenir encore
davantage le développement de la compétence plurilingue chez les jeunes apprenant une langue étrangère.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
A number of studies have shown that receptive plurilingualism is a successful means of communication when
native speakers of the two closely related neighbour languages Dutch and German enter into conversation
(Beerkens 2010; Gooskens et al. 2017; Ház 2005; van Mulken and Hendriks 2015). These studies have predominantly
investigated adult native speakers in university and professional settings, but similar communicative patterns
have been observed in the interactions of the Dutch and German school-age teenagers that participate in school
exchanges between Dutch and German secondary schools organised by the Interreg project Nachbarsprache &
buurcultuur. The following examples taken from transcripts of group activities within the project illustrate this:11
Example 1
S1D: [...] Maar wat betekent, bedoelt Schrifttyp?
But what is the word for “Schrifttyp”?
S1NL: Oh in het Nederlands is dat gewoon hetzelfde.
Oh, in Dutch, it is actually the same.
[…]
S2D: […] Was heißt Symbole?
What is the name for “Symbole”?
S1D: Symbole ist … glaube ich symbole. Oder? Symbole?
“Symbole” is … I think … “symbole”. Or not? Symbole?

11. Participant IDs indicate the native language (D standing for German and NL standing for Dutch). The original utterance is followed by
a rough translation into English.
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S1NL: Is gewoon symbool.
Is simply “symbool”.
[Transcript 2013.07.23_23_23_01]

The Dutch and German students involved in the interactions above had been learning the respective neighbour language for about two to three years and had reached an average level of A2/A2+. In the group activity
documented in the transcripts above the students were arranged in binational groups and were working
together on a task. No instructions had been given to them concerning the language to be used while completing the task and, thus, groups had to decide for themselves how to deal with this. Example 2 illustrates
such a decision-making process:
Example 2
S5D: Uhm in welke taal doen wij het project? Uhm. Nederlands of Duits?
Uhm in which language are we doing the project? Uhm. Dutch or German?
S8NL: Uh kunnen wij niet dat wij Nederlands doen en jij Duits?
Uhm, can we not do it that we do it in Dutch and you in German?
SXNL:12 Dat doen wij ook.
That’s how we do it, too.
S5D: Oké.
Okay.
S7NL: Dat kan ook. Dat is eigen moedertaal. Dat is altijd goed.
That should also work. That is each their own mother tongue. That is always good.
[Transcript: 2014.07.30_22.12_01]

It is noteworthy that all seven Dutch-German groups of students in the above-mentioned project decided to
use their respective L1s when communicating with each other. None of them made use of English as a lingua
franca or used another shared heritage language and none of them settled on either only Dutch or only German,
which would have meant some group members using their L1 and the rest using the L2 they are learning at
school. (For more details of this project, see Jentges et al. 2021.)
The above illustrated communication strategy makes use of the high levels of mutual intelligibility between
the typologically closely related languages Dutch and German and represents “a mode of interaction in which
speakers with different linguistic backgrounds use their respective preferred language while understanding the
language of their interlocutor” (Blees and ten Thije 2017: 333). In the literature, several terms have been used to
denote this strategy (see ten Thije 2018). The most common term found in recent applied linguistics publications
is “receptive multilingualism” (Rehbein et al. 2012; ten Thije 2018). In Romance and German language contexts,
however, the concept has also been known as intercompréhension (French) or Interkomprehension (German) (see
Doyé 2005; Hufeisen and Marx 2014; Meißner 2008; ten Thije 2018). In line with other Council of Europe publications, for instance Krumm (2004), we use the term “receptive plurilingualism” in this article. Within this frame of
reference, using the term “plurilingualism” instead of “multilingualism” stresses the underlying assumption that
the linguistic competence on which individuals draw when making use of the above-described communicative
strategy consists of a “dynamic and developing linguistic repertoire” (Council of Europe 2018: 28; 2020: 30) in
which the linguistic knowledge that the individual has developed is not stable and neatly separated between
their different languages. It should be mentioned here, however, that by using this term we do not want to
indicate with this that the above cited scholars, who use the term “receptive multiligualism”, take an opposing
perspective on the nature of linguistic competence.
Accordingly, the linguistic and communicative strategies that an individual employs when calling upon their
“inter-related, uneven, plurilinguistic repertoire” (Council of Europe 2018: 28; 2020: 30) are considered as
aspects of an individual’s plurilingual and pluricultural competence. The CEFR Companion volume provides
new descriptor scales for plurilingual and pluricultural competence (2018: 157-62; 2020: 123-8). The scale
that most appropriately captures receptive plurilingualism is the scale for pluricultural comprehension: “the
practical functional ability to exploit plurilingualism for comprehension” (2018: 160; 2020: 126). It combines
both written and oral receptive abilities and starts from an A1-Level, at which learners are expected to “recognise internationalisms and words common to different languages (e.g. Haus/hus/house)” (ibid., emphasis
in original) in order to decode short oral announcements and exchanges and written signs and messages in

12. Unidentifiable student from a different group, passing by.
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the target language. The increase of ability in plurilingual comprehension is partly operationalised through an
increase in complexity of the message or text to be comprehended (e.g. from simple social exchange or short
written sign at A1 to the comprehension of entire magazine articles at B2). Modality, however, also plays a role
in the stratification of levels in the sense that from B1 onwards the descriptors focus on the comprehension of
written communication instead of oral. Increase in plurilingual comprehension is also partly operationalised
by means of the linguistic phenomenon that is employed to support it. While at Level A1 the focus is on the
use of cross-linguistic similarities at a word level (i.e. internationalisms and cognates), language users are
expected to make use of cross-linguistic similarities of grammatical structures and functional expressions by
B1 and cross-linguistic similarities of text pragmatics at B2.
In the descriptor scales for plurilingual competence it is recognised that this skill is sensitive to the specific
languages involved in the sense that speakers with a specific plurilingual repertoire develop a plurilingual
competence for specific target languages. This takes into account that typological similarities and differences
play a role in the development of plurilingual communicative competences, such as receptive plurilingualism.
This is supported by empirical findings, as studies have shown that communication involving receptive plurilingualism is not always effective in all language constellations and is dependent on a number of contextual
variables (Blees and ten Thije 2017; Gooskens et al. 2017; Ribbert and ten Thije 2007). However, this mode has
been found to be a very efficient means of communication when native speakers of Dutch and German have
to exchange information (Beerkens 2010; van Mulken and Hendriks 2015). That is, under the precondition that
everyone involved in the communicative interaction has a basic receptive knowledge of the respective other
language and that they are aware of this option of communication (Beerkens 2010; Blees and ten Thije 2017;
Ribbert and ten Thije 2007; van Mulken and Hendriks 2015).
But how can learners from Germany and the Netherlands, and in particular young learners with no prior
knowledge of the respective neighbour language, be prepared to make use of these communication strategies when interacting with their peers, for example in cross-border school exchanges? And to what extent
are their developing skills captured by the new descriptor scales for plurilingual comprehension? This case
study investigates these questions. In the remainder of this introduction we provide relevant background
information on the Dutch-German cross-border context, the project Nachbarsprache & buurcultuur and the
communication patterns found for students participating in Dutch-German school exchanges organised
within the project. This will be followed by a detailed description of the set-up and findings of our case study.
Here we will also allude to the way the contents and findings of our case study relate to the CEFR descriptors
of plurilingual comprehension, as they are proposed in the CEFR Companion volume. Before coming to a
final conclusion, we discuss our findings and reflect on the transferability and potentials of our project for
neighbour language contexts.

5.1.1. Neighbour-language learning in the Dutch-German border region
Learning a neighbour language, by definition, involves dealing with proximity. With respect to the Dutch-German
context, this proximity is detectable not only geographically, but also linguistically, culturally, historically and
economically (Jentges and Sars 2018; 2019). The multi-facetedness of proximities and connections is particularly
apparent in the Dutch-German border regions, where dialects are spoken across national borders and a history
of alternating national and territorial belonging is shared (Jentges and Sars 2017, 2020), Sars and Jentges 2018).
In addition, steadily increasing European integration has resulted in the fact that the political and economic
borders in the Dutch-German border regions are less and less detectable. However, in spite of the growing focus
on urban centres, the loss of regional dialects and the rising importance of English as a second language on
both sides of the border, cultural and linguistic borders have remained.
This is the context in which the Interreg project Nachbarsprache & buurcultuur was set up, funded (2017-20)
through Interreg Project Va and jointly carried out by the Departement moderne talen en culturen – Duitse taal
en cultuur & Nederlande-Duitsland Studies of Radboud University in Nijmegen and the departments Deutsch
als Fremd-/Zweitsprache and Niederlandistik, together with the Institut für niederrheinische Kulturgeschichte
(INKUR) in the Universität Duisburg-Essen. For further details, see Sars et al. (2018), Boonen et al. (2018) and the
project website: www.ru.nl/nachbarsprache/. The goal of the project is to facilitate, support and monitor school
exchanges between Dutch and German secondary schools located in the border area in order to make them
more sustainable in terms of their longevity and intercultural depth, so that school exchange is not experienced
as a brief, one-off cross-border visit but rather as a long-term intercultural learning experience based on learning
about each other by learning from each other.
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5.1.2. Communication strategies in Dutch-German school exchanges
As mentioned above, proximity in the Dutch-German context refers not only to geographical closeness but
also to the typological closeness of the two neighbour languages. Dutch and German are, just like English and
Frisian, West Germanic languages (Boonen and Harmes 2013; Hufeisen and Marx 2014) and are typologically
very closely related. This applies particularly to the dialects spoken in the border region, such as the lower
German Nedersaksisch/Niedersächsisch and the lower Franconian Limburgish (Bakker 2017). This typological
closeness allows speakers to employ communication strategies that involve receptive plurilingualism (ten
Thije et al. 2016).
Nevertheless, we have observed in our project that the Dutch and German students participating in our school
exchanges find it extremely difficult to interact with each other, particularly when they have only just started to
learn the respective neighbour language. An analysis (Hartmann 2019) of observational data on communicative
patterns and strategies employed by students in exchange situations within our project showed that students
struggle and require support when attempting to communicate in binational group activities. By themselves, they
are not aware of all the possible means of communication available to them and assume that communication is
only possible in the target foreign language. Despite the fact that all of them have prior knowledge of English as
their first foreign language, they hardly ever resort to English as a lingua franca. In addition to this, they do not
make use of the similarities of German and Dutch and are, for instance, positively surprised when they discover that
they do not need to translate certain terms into the target language (cf. the internationalisms in example 1 above).
Also the analyses of the group communications of the slightly more advanced learners (seen in examples 1 and
2 above) indicate that students participating in school exchanges implicitly assume that it is expected of them
to use the target language, as becomes apparent in example 3 below:
Example 3
S12D: In welke taal wil jij presenteren? Duits of Nederlands?
In which language do you want to present? German or Dutch?
S14NL: Ja Duits denk ik dan, want hij staat nou ook in het Duits. Hier.
Yes, I think German, since it [the instruction] also is in German. Here.
S13D: Wir müssen es eigentlich auf Niederländisch präsentieren, ne?
We actually have to present it in Dutch, don’t we?
S12D: Eigentlich schon, ne. Wir machen einfach alles auf Deutsch. Wahrscheinlich.
Actually yes. We will just do everything in German. Probably.
[…]
S12D: Ik wil het niet in het Nederlands presenteren, maar mijn leraar wordt het niet goed vinden als ik in het Duits
praat.
I don’t want to present in Dutch, but my teacher will not be happy if I speak in German.
S14NL: Nee ik denk het niet nee.
No, I don’t think so.
S12D: Hm.
[…]
S13D: Ja, weiß ich nicht. Ich habe Angst das Herr Dx dann böse auf mich ist.
Yes, I don’t know. I am scared that Mr D. will be angry with me then.
[Transcript 2013.07.23_23.23_01]

It can be concluded from this that (particularly beginner) learners of Dutch and German are not aware of the
closeness of the two languages and the facilitating potential that this brings to plurilingual comprehension (cf.
Hartman 2019). When learners have acquired basic levels, we find that they begin to make use of their plurilingual
repertoire by exploiting the similarities between the two languages. They appear to do this, particularly at word
level, through the recognition of cognates and internationalisms, which indicates that the descriptors for plurilingual comprehension at the A1 Level are appropriate. However, when interacting with their respective peers
in authentic cross-border encounters they assume that they are required to communicate only in the respective
neighbour language, their L2, and there are strong indications that this is related to their monolingually oriented
language-classroom experience. As a consequence, they seldom make use of their full plurilingual repertoire
and rarely use communication strategies involving receptive plurilingualism. When they do so, however, they
are positively surprised and experience this as a great possibility to avoid previous communication problems.
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5.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In view of these findings, we developed a workshop that introduces German and Dutch students with no or
little prior knowledge of their respective neighbour language to strategies involving receptive plurilingualism
in order to develop their plurilingual comprehension competence when being confronted with that language
in authentic everyday cross-border experiences. In the spring of 2019, we piloted a first version of this workshop
at a German secondary school in the Euregio Rhein-Waal.
Our pilot workshop was called “Nederlands rezeptief door linguistic landscaping” (Comprehending Dutch
through linguistic landscaping) and took place over five consecutive days as an extracurricular project in
the 7th grade of one of our partner schools in the project Nachbarsprache & buurcultuur. The Gymnasium
Rheinkamp-Europaschule Moers is a German secondary school (“Gymnasium”) in the city of Moers, about
half an hour’s drive from the Dutch border, on the western edge of the metropolitan area Rhein-Ruhr. The
school has a strong language profile, offering a CLIL track with geography lessons in English as the language
of instruction from 5th or 7th grade onwards, as well as classic foreign language (FL) instruction in French,
Latin, Italian and Dutch. All children have to take English as a first FL, followed by French as a second FL in
grade 7. All further languages are electives.

5.2.1. The participants
A group of 16 students aged 13 and 14 participated in the workshop, 10 female and six male. For medical reasons
one student could not take part in the data collection both times. While this student was included in the description of the participants (N=16), their case was excluded from the pre-post-test results (N=15). Ten students had
experienced CLIL classes in geography for two years and nine months, the others for nine months. While all but
one participant had been born and raised in Germany, a great number of them came from linguistically diverse
backgrounds. When asked about their first language (L1), 12 participants named one, while three had grown
up bilingual and one trilingual. It is noteworthy that out of the 16 documented participants only four students
considered German to be one of their L1s, while six students named Turkish as their only L1. Afghan, Bosnian,
Croatian, Iranian, Italian, Kurdish, Polish, Russian and Spanish were also named as L1s.
An even more diverse picture emerged when students were asked about their further languages. We used the
term “further languages” (German: weitere Sprachen) in the questionnaire in order to entice the students to include
all the languages they had learned after their first language(s), not only the foreign language they had learned
through structured instruction in school. Five participants indicated that they knew two further languages, six
that they had three further languages and four that they had four. Finally, one participant even indicated five
further languages. Besides German, most of these further languages were part of the classic modern foreign
language canon taught in German secondary schools (i.e. English, French, Latin), though Arabic, Italian, Dutch,
Turkish and Slovenian each featured once.
It can be concluded from this overview that participants in this pilot workshop had very diverse linguistic backgrounds and brought to the table a wide range of prior linguistic experiences, from a multilingual upbringing
as well as further language learning.

5.2.2. The workshop: programme and content
The project took place as part of a “project week” (Projektwoche) during which all 7th grade students could
pursue project work on an extracurricular topic of their choice with a final school-wide project presentation
on the final day. The main aims of the project-workshop were to introduce the participants to the neighbour
language Dutch and give them a first authentic taste of it by means of an excursion to the nearby Dutch city
of Venlo, while simultaneously developing their communicative strategies involving receptive plurilingualism
and raising their (meta-)linguistic awareness through the method of linguistic landscaping, another approach
that has shown to be an effective tool for awareness raising in multilingual education (Gorter and Cenoz 2017).
Table 5.1 provides only a schematic presentation of the contents of the workshop, but a complete record of the
tasks and materials used in the workshop is available online via the project website (Nachbarsprache & buur
cultuur n.d.). We monitored the effectiveness of our workshop by (1) analysing the materials that documented
the results of the project and (2) by administering a questionnaire survey and a decoding task at the beginning
of and towards the end of the workshop. (For a more detailed analysis of the results, including those from further
monitoring instruments, see Jentges et al. 2021.)
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Table 5.1: Workshop programme
introduction to the workshop
pre-test (questionnaire A and decoding tasks A)
Day 1 playful immersive introduction to Dutch
reflection on plurilingual decoding strategies
further discovery and application of decoding strategies in oral and written Dutch (group work)
introduction to methods of linguistic landscaping
Day 2 use of language in advertising and commercial signs
focus on decoding strategies related to the use of “script” and “naming”
Day 3 excursion to Venlo with task to collect urban language and signs with a focus on script/naming
reflection on decoding strategies related to script/naming
analysis of own photos collected during the trip
Day 4 post-test (questionnaire B and decoding tasks B)
preparation of final poster presentations
final plenary reflection and feedback on the workshop
Day 5 final public, school-wide poster presentation of project results

5.2.3. Development of plurilingual decoding strategies
At the centre of the first workshop day was the introduction to plurilingual decoding strategies. After having
received a first taste of Dutch through playful immersion, participants were asked to reflect on the strategies
they had applied when making sense of the examples of oral and written Dutch they had been exposed to in the
previous session. These strategies were collected and differentiated into language-universal and language-specific
strategies. Students were then asked to record over the course of the following three days any further decoding
strategies that they came across and made use of. To facilitate this, further tasks were given to the students which
were designed in such a way that they elicited further language-specific and language-universal decoding strategies
that involved plurilingual comprehension. These were added to the list and further reflected upon by the students.
Figure 5.1: Collection of plurilingual decoding strategies developed over the course of the workshop
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Figure 5.1 shows the final poster that summarises the decoding strategies the students collected over the course of
the week. It shows that the students learned a number or language-universal decoding strategies that are related
to features of plurilingual competence mentioned in the descriptor scale for plurilingual comprehension in the
CEFR Companion volume. “Ähnlichkeit zum Deutschen und zum Englischen” (i.e. similarity to German and English),
“Dialekt” and “andere Fremdsprachen” (i.e. other foreign languages) indicate that students are aware of the ability
to “call upon the knowledge of a number of languages (or dialects, or varieties) to make sense of a text” (Council
of Europe 2018: 28; 2020: 30). The keyword “Wortpartner” (i.e. word partner) alludes to their ability to “recognize
words from a common international store in a new guise” (ibid.), such as the ability to recognise internationalisms
and cognate words (i.e. Level A1 on the scale for plurilingual comprehension, Council of Europe 2018: 160; 2020:
126-7). And finally, the keywords “Bilder, Gestik, Kontext, Inhalt” (i.e. images, gestures, context, content) indicate
that they have been made aware of the possibilities to “exploit paralinguistics” (ibid.) when decoding Dutch.
The poster also indicates that students have reflected specifically on more language-specific and language-pair-specific
plurilingual comprehension strategies that involve contrastive analysis of Dutch and German. They have, for instance,
been made aware of the fact that taking a Dutch word apart into smaller components by identifying “Vor- und
Nachsilben” (i.e. pre- and suffixes) will help them to identify the similarity between Dutch and German or English. In
addition to this, they have been made aware that “Wortstellung im Satz” (i.e. word order), which they have discovered
to be similar in Dutch and German, can help them to decode a Dutch text. This indicates that they are aware of the
fact that they “can use [their] knowledge of contrasting grammatical structures … of languages in [their] plurilingual
repertoire in order to support comprehension” (Council of Europe 2018: 160; 2020: 126). Their use of word order
indicates that they have, at least, become aware of the ability to employ their contrastive grammatical awareness in
plurilingual comprehension, a competence that is considered to be on Level B1 on the new descriptor scale.

5.2.4. Application of plurilingual decoding strategies in the linguistic landscaping task
The highlight of the workshop was the excursion to Venlo on Day 3. This was intended as an opportunity for
students to immediately apply their newly developed skills of decoding Dutch and, through this, to orient themselves in the linguistically and culturally unknown landscape. In small groups, the students had the task to take
photographs of noteworthy linguistic signs that were related to one of the two focus topics of their linguistic
landscaping session on Day 2 (i.e. 1. the use of script or 2. the use of naming). On Day 3, they analysed their
photographs on the basis of a number of factors that were related to the use of language in the public domain
and, by doing so, applied plurilingual decoding strategies. The results of this activity were presented by each
group in a final poster presentation that was shown at a school-wide project presentation on the final project day.
Figure 5.2: Poster documenting results of group work (analysis of linguistic landscape Venlo)
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Figure 5.2 documents the fact that workshop participants can apply plurilingual decoding strategies when
analysing the photographs they collected as part of their linguistic landscaping task. They make use of their
knowledge of other languages when decoding the shop-name Intertoys speelgoed (English Intertoys toys),
which they decompose into its Latin, English and Dutch components. Just as they recognise use of the French
word bijoux (English jewels) as a suitable name for a jewellery shop. They also decode the name of the public
campaign venLOVErtelt (English Venlo tells). In terms of language-pair-specific decoding strategies, the poster
also indicates that they can make use of their contrastive knowledge of Dutch and German. This is indicated
by the fact that they recognise the Dutch word gesmolten as the equivalent of the German word geschmolzen
(English melted). The results from this example analysis indicate that the participants in our workshop had
mastered the ability to “recognize internationalisms and words common to different languages … to deduce
the meaning of simple signs and notices [and] identify the probable message of a short, simple, written text”
(Council of Europe 2018: 160; 2020: 127), which is considered as competence level A1 of the CEFR plurilingual
comprehension scale in the CEFR Companion volume (ibid.).

5.2.5. Applying decoding strategies to unknown texts in Dutch
The pre- and post-test that monitored the participants’ development over the course of the workshop
consisted of two components, the first being a questionnaire eliciting participants’ background and their
attitudes towards the Dutch language, as well as their attitudes towards language learning and multilingual
situations in general. (For a detailed analysis of the results from the attitude questionnaire, see Jentges
et al. 2021.) The second component was a decoding exercise, which was designed to indicate how far the
participants’ decoding skills in the neighbour language had developed over the first three-and-a-half days
of the workshop.
In the pre-test version, participants were asked to decode a short informative text in Dutch about the
city of Venlo consisting of 154 words and 17 clauses. In the post-test version, participants were given a
task of similar complexity decoding a short informative text in Dutch about the Dutch region of Limburg
consisting of 170 words and 20 clauses. Both texts were shortened and linguistically simplified versions of
Dutch Wikipedia entries and of similar levels of lexical and syntactic complexity. Using this instrument, we
attempted to find out whether the participants were able to apply their newly acquired decoding skills in
order to “deduce the message of a text by exploiting what he/she has understood from text on the same
theme written in different languages” (Council of Europe 2018: 160; 2020: 126) to a higher degree after
having taken part in our workshop. Figure 5.3 represents an example of a completed exercise sheet of the
pre-test version.
Analysis of the decoding exercises took place at the word and clause level. First, all words were identified for
which a decoding attempt had been made. These attempts were then coded either as (a) correct word-decoding; (b) incorrect but plausible word-decoding (plausible meaning that a plurilingual decoding strategy
was employed, even though it was not the correct one); and (c) incorrect and implausible word-decoding.
Similarly, all clauses (i.e. propositions) were identified for which an attempt at decoding had been made.
These attempts were then classified as (a) correctly decoded proposition; (b) correctly decoded proposition
with details; and (c) partly correctly decoded proposition.
Table 5.2 provides the results from this analysis, reported as group means and respective standard deviations.
These indicate large degrees of inter-individual variance particularly concerning the results of the post-test
and more particularly the results from the word-decodings. Group-level results from this analysis allowed
only the use of non-parametrical statistical tests, and hence should be treated with caution. In terms of
word-decoding, means indicate that the overall number of decoding attempts increased between pre- and
post-test, just as the number of words that were decoded correctly. Due to high degrees of variance, this
could not be verified statistically. The number of implausible word-decodings, on the other hand, appears
to decrease from pre- to post-condition. However, also in this case, this could not be statistically verified.
The only statistically significant difference between pre- and post-conditions is the number of wrong but
plausible word-decodings, which increased between the pre- and the post-condition (Wilcoxon signed
ranks, Z = −2.032, p = 0.042).
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Figure 5.3: Sample of a decoding exercise (pre-test-version, participant “Loes”)

Note: In order to keep all data anonymous, students were allowed to use a Dutch codename instead of their own name for all instances of
data collection. “Loes” is such a codename.

Table 5.2: Results from decoding tasks
Pre-test (means, SDs)

Post-test (means, SDs)

Overall number of decoding attempts

31.20 (9.13)

34.47 (22.14)

Correct word-decodings

23.87 (8.17)

26.07 (19.75)

Plausible word-decodings

2.47 (2.36)

4.53 (2.92)

Implausible word-decodings

4.80 (4.33)

3.87 (3.18)

Overall number of decoding attempts

4.93 (1.87)

6.60 (2.82)

Basic correct proposition-decodings

1.2 (1.01)

1.53 (1.10)

Detailed correct proposition-decodings

1.2 (0.77)

1.53 (1.73)

Partly correct proposition-decodings

2.0 (0.93)

1.60 (1.64)

Analysis at word level

Analysis at clause/proposition level

SD: standard deviation.

A similarly mixed picture emerges when considering the analysis of decodings of propositions. It was found that
the overall number of decoding attempts increased significantly from pre- to post-test (Z = −2.101, p = 0.036).
With respect to the number of basic correctly decoded propositions, the number of detailed correctly decoded
propositions and the number of partly correctly decoded propositions, no significant differences could be attested.
In order to better understand the results from the decoding exercise, we looked at the individual participants
and discovered an interesting variance pattern. We found that five students had developed their decoding skills
exceptionally well over the workshop. This sub-group of students produced between 11 and 47 more correct
word-decodings in the post-test when compared to the pre-test. We found another group of five students that
did not show any large increases in the number of correctly decoded words – their pre/post differences ranging
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between −5 and +6 correctly decoded words. And finally, we found a group of five students who underperformed
in the post-test when compared to the pre-test. They produced between 14 and 19 fewer correctly decoded
words in the post-test.
We found a similar, if less pronounced, pattern when looking at the decoding of propositions. Here, three
exceptionally successful participants each produced five more correct proposition-decodings in the post-test
when compared to the pre-test. On the other side of the spectrum, three participants decoded considerably
fewer propositions correctly in the post-test, namely between three and five fewer correct propositions. We
could attest that the participants that had shown an exceptional increase or decrease in correctly decoded
propositions were also the ones who had displayed an exceptional increase or decrease in correctly decoded
words. This uneven development pattern appeared to be related to the overall number of decoding attempts, as
the successful students had also attempted significantly more word-decodings in the post-test when compared
to the pre-test, while the number of attempted word-decodings of the underperforming group had decreased
from pre- to post-test. This relationship was not as clear-cut for the group of students whose performance on
correct word-decoding had shown little development.
Figure 5.4 represents the completed version of the post-test decoding exercise by the same participant as
illustrated in Figure 5.3. It illustrates a case of exceptional increase of decoding skills between pre- and post-test.
This participant made 41 more word-decoding attempts, as well as five more proposition-decoding attempts
in the post-test when compared to the pre-test. At a word level the participant produced 47 more correct
word-decodings and, at the proposition level, four more correct detailed proposition-decodings and two more
correct proposition-decodings.
Figure 5.4: Sample of a decoding exercise (post-test-version, participant “Loes”)

5.3. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss our findings in terms of the overall success of the workshop, its effectiveness and its
impact on participants’ plurilingual competence and, finally, the implications our case study has for the teaching
of plurilingual competence.
Our analysis of posters produced by the participants over the course of the workshop indicates that our workshop
did support and guide participants’ development of plurilingual competence. It facilitated students’ development
in and reflection on a number of component skills of plurilingual competence, particularly those related to
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plurilingual comprehension. The level and types of tasks and activities were, thus, suitable for the learner group.
This also concerned the choice of language (i.e. Dutch), the choice of topic (i.e. linguistic landscaping) and the
inclusion of authentic experiences (i.e. the excursion to Venlo). Particularly the findings that groups made when
analysing the photographs from their linguistic landscaping trip indicate that participants were able to apply the
plurilingual decoding strategies they had been introduced to at the beginning of the workshop to the analysis
of signs and other examples of language use in public space.
When applying the new descriptors for plurilingual comprehension from the CEFR Companion volume (Council
of Europe 2018: 160; 2020: 126-7), we found indications that their plurilingual comprehension skills had developed to an A1 level through application of the new descriptors for that competence from the CEFR. We did,
however, also find that the exercises and tasks that focused on awareness raising for structural similarities and
differences between the two languages afforded high levels of (meta-)linguistic awareness. While this did not
pose a problem for some participants, other participants found this form-focused approach to language fairly
difficult and needed support when working on the tasks. This indicates to us that the contrasting of grammatical
structures and the contrasting of genre conventions and textual patterns are, indeed, higher-level skills and are,
thus, rightly considered as more advanced on the descriptor scale for plurilingual comprehension.
The results from our pre- and post-test are more complex to interpret. They indicate that some students were
able to apply the newly acquired decoding strategies when decoding short informative texts in Dutch, thus suggesting that they had even reached a B1 level of plurilingual comprehension when applying the new descriptors.
However, this was not the case for others. A number of reasons might help to explain this. First of all, the test
conditions were not optimal during our data collection of the post-test, as participants had to sit very close to
each other and this was found to be rather distracting for some of them. This might explain why some students
did not even attempt to make as many decodings in the post-test as in the pre-test.
A second reason for the mixed results might be the type of texts we used for the decoding exercise and their
level of complexity. When compared to the level of complexity of the linguistic landscaping tasks, which mostly
focused on word-level analysis and interpretation, the texts used for the decoding exercise were considerably more
complex, both in terms of linguistic form (e.g. text length, choice of words and syntactic structures) and in terms
of content (i.e. choice of topic and contextual background knowledge). When taking the new CEFR descriptors
into account, our test required skills of a slightly higher level (B1) than many of the exercises and activities that
we had used over the course of the workshop. That some of our participants dealt with the decoding exercise
very well is to us an indication that some participants profited more from the workshop than others. This could
be related to the fact that the more successful participants had more sophisticated metalinguistic skills than
their peers or that they had had more prior experience with multilingual situations than others. Particularly the
latter factor has been found to affect the use of communication strategies in receptive plurilingualism (Ribbert
and ten Thije 2007). Our findings, thus, also support the idea that plurilingual comprehension is, indeed, based
on an “uneven” plurilingual repertoire (Council of Europe 2018: 28; 2020: 30).
In more general terms, we conclude from this that awareness-raising tasks, such as the ones employed in
our workshop, can also support the development of plurilingual competence and strategies of receptive
plurilingualism in teenage learners. This finding was supported by the positive feedback that participants
and accompanying teaching personnel gave us during and at the end of the workshop. In order to further
support these findings, we intend to refine and extend the workshop. We plan to refine our test instrument
by including exercises on lower levels of plurilingual comprehension, such as the decoding of signs and short
public notices. In addition to this, a comparable version for Dutch learners of German has been developed
and is published on the project website (https://www.ru.nl/nachbarsprache/schulen/unterrichtsmaterial)
under the heading “Projekt”.

5.4. CONCLUSION
The present study, which involved a small group of participants from just one German secondary school, is
intended as a pilot study. As such, our conclusions are preliminary and based on non-generalisable findings.
They should be verified in future studies involving a larger and more diverse group of participants, more diverse
both with respect to the type of school and learners and with respect to the cross-language perspective, that is,
by involving Dutch students learning receptive skills to decode German as the target language. This will allow
us to corroborate whether compact and intensive workshop interventions, such as the one described, are an
appropriate means to develop receptive plurilingual skills in the neighbour language for Dutch and German
school-age language learners. That would provide evidence whether receptive plurilingualism can also be an
effective communication strategy for younger age groups with less linguistic and professional experience than
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professionals and university students, for whom the effectiveness of these strategies has already been proven
(Ribbert and ten Thije 2007; van Mulken and Hendriks 2015) and it would indicate how far the factors of age
and level of education, which have been found to affect the use of plurilingual strategies in older participants
(van der Ploeg et al. 2016), also affect this considerably younger target group.
A further question, which could not be answered in this study, is the question whether the participants can
transfer the plurilingual comprehension skills that they have acquired over the course of the workshop to other,
less typologically close, unknown or lesser-known languages. We are currently in the process of analysing data
from the present study that will help to answer this question (cf. Jentges et al. 2021). In addition to this, we would
like to point out that most activities in our workshop were based on written material, since we expected this
mode to be more accessible to the participants by allowing them to reflect on the examples from Dutch without
time pressure. However, authentic interactions using receptive plurilingualism can also take place orally. This
mode should, hence, receive more attention in follow-up studies.
Despite these partly predictable limitations, this study clearly indicates that inter-individual differences are a
strong factor in the development and use of plurilingual repertoires. Subsequent research should, therefore, not
only increase in scale, but should also pay more attention to individual differences such as motivation, personality
traits and prior knowledge and experiences. They should monitor the learners in a more qualitative manner in
order to extrapolate which factors contribute to successful development. This could be done through more
introspective instruments like learning diaries, interviews or think-aloud protocols. Our pilot study shows that the
explicit teaching of plurilingual decoding strategies, without doubt, contributes to raising students’ awareness of
their plurilingual repertoires and the potential this has when attempting to comprehend unknown languages.
On the other hand, our study also indicates that these strategies might not work for every language user to the
same extent. For this reason, we suggest that a more detailed description of awareness-raising (metalinguistic)
strategies is needed to further support the development of teaching methods and materials that support the
development of plurilingual competence in young learners.
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Chapter 6
IMPLEMENTING PLURILINGUAL ORAL EXAMS
AND PLURILINGUAL LESSONS IN AUSTRIAN
UPPER SECONDARY VOCATIONAL COLLEGES
Belinda Steinhuber, CEBS (Centre for Vocational Languages), Austria

ABSTRACT
Changes in the curriculum and in the official school-leaving examination at Austrian upper secondary vocational
colleges made it possible to promote plurilingualism more actively. The Center für berufsbezogene Sprachen
(CEBS), an institution affiliated to the Vocational Education and Training section of the Austrian Federal Ministry
of Education, Science and Research, started a project which had two aims:
1. to implement a plurilingual oral exam at several types of upper secondary vocational college in Austria in
order to give learners the opportunity to show their oral plurilingual competences in an official school-leaving examination and thus to raise awareness in schools of the importance of these competences;
2. to promote plurilingual approaches in language teaching through the implementation of lessons or at
least classroom activities which focus on plurilingual and pluricultural competences at those colleges.
First of all, we developed a framework document called “Designing and implementing plurilingual oral exams” and
delivered a series of teacher training and development workshops to enable teachers to create exam tasks and
administer the plurilingual exam. The next step was the production of materials, which are now available online
and which teachers can use for their lessons designed to promote plurilingualism, with a special focus on tasks
that are clearly linked to the new descriptors for mediation and for plurilingual and pluricultural competence in the
CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020). In addition, we designed and delivered another series
of workshops to enable teachers to set up lesson plans and create their own materials for plurilingual lessons.
It is extremely difficult to measure the impact of these initiatives. For a start, we sent a questionnaire to teachers
who had attended in-service teacher training workshops focusing on plurilingual exams or plurilingual lessons in
order to find out about their experiences and their views. We did this in June 2019, as this was the end of the first
school year where plurilingual lessons were officially introduced. We found that among the 51 teachers that filled
out the questionnaire, 26 had actually delivered plurilingual lessons at school and 24 stated that students at their
school had taken a plurilingual exam. Overall, reactions were positive, and teachers found that the lessons were more
dynamic and lively. Some also stated that the learners really acquired the ability to make use of all their linguistic
resources and became more flexible and spontaneous. Initial worries of the learners often gave way to a feeling of
surprise about their own abilities. Not that many, though, found the courage to actually take the plurilingual exam.
The challenges that teachers mentioned were often due to organisational factors, as team-teaching requires the
time to do some planning together. Furthermore, materials are still rare, which increases the workload. Overall,
reactions were encouraging but it also became clear that continuing support is needed, which is in line with
what we have planned.

RÉSUMÉ
Les modifications apportées aux programmes et aux examens de fin d’études secondaires dans les lycées
professionnels du deuxième cycle de l’enseignement secondaire autrichien ont permis de promouvoir plus
activement le plurilinguisme. Le Center für berufsbezogene Sprachen (CEBS), une institution affiliée à la section
enseignement et formation professionnels (EFP) du ministère fédéral autrichien de l’Éducation, de la Science et
de la Recherche, a lancé un projet ayant deux objectifs :
1. mettre en place un examen oral plurilingue dans plusieurs types de lycées professionnels du deuxième
cycle du secondaire en Autriche afin de donner aux apprenants la possibilité de montrer leurs compétences
plurilingues orales lors d’un examen de fin d’études officiel et de sensibiliser ainsi les écoles à l’importance
de ces compétences ;
2. promouvoir des approches plurilingues de l’enseignement des langues par la mise en œuvre d’activités
en classe axées sur les compétences plurilingues et pluriculturelles dans ces lycées.
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Tout d’abord, nous avons élaboré un document-cadre intitulé « Conception et mise en œuvre d’examens oraux
plurilingues » et organisé une série d’ateliers de formation continue afin de permettre aux enseignants de créer
des tâches d’examen et d’effectuer l’examen plurilingue. L’étape suivante a été la production de matériel, qui
est maintenant disponible en ligne et que les enseignants peuvent utiliser pour leurs cours plurilingues, en
mettant un accent particulier sur les tâches qui sont clairement liées aux nouveaux descripteurs de la médiation et des compétences plurilingues et pluriculturelles dans le Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil
de l’Europe, 2018 et 2020). En outre, nous avons conçu et animé une autre série d’ateliers pour permettre
aux enseignants de mettre en place des plans de leçons et de créer leur propre matériel pédagogique pour
des cours plurilingues.
Il est extrêmement difficile de mesurer l’impact de ces initiatives. Pour commencer, nous avons envoyé un questionnaire aux enseignants qui avaient participé à des ateliers de formation continue axés sur des examens ou des
cours plurilingues afin de connaître leurs expériences et leurs points de vue. Nous l’avons fait en juin 2019, car
c’était la fin de la première année scolaire où les cours plurilingues étaient officiellement introduits. Nous avons
constaté que parmi les 51 enseignants qui ont rempli le questionnaire, 26 ont effectivement donné des cours
plurilingues à l’école et 24 ont déclaré que des élèves de leur école avaient passé un examen plurilingue. Dans
l’ensemble, les réactions ont été positives et les enseignants ont constaté que les leçons étaient plus dynamiques.
Certains ont également déclaré que les apprenants avaient réellement acquis la capacité d’utiliser toutes leurs
ressources linguistiques et étaient devenus plus flexibles et spontanés. Les inquiétudes initiales des apprenants
ont souvent fait place à un sentiment de surprise quant à leurs propres capacités. Peu d’entre eux, cependant,
ont trouvé le courage de passer l’examen plurilingue.
Les défis mentionnés par les enseignants étaient souvent liés à des facteurs organisationnels, car l’enseignement
en équipe nécessite du temps pour planifier ensemble. De plus, les matériaux sont encore rares, ce qui augmente
la charge de travail. Dans l’ensemble, les réactions ont été encourageantes, mais il est également devenu évident
qu’un soutien continu serait nécessaire, ce qui est conforme à ce que nous avons prévu.

6.1. INTRODUCTION
In several types of Austrian upper secondary vocational college, students learn English and also a second
language, usually French, Italian, Spanish or, less often, Russian. Students attend these colleges for five years
from about 15 years old when they start, to 19 when they leave. They study a variety of subjects, ranging from
languages to history, science, economy, nutrition and tourism, among others.
As long as 20 years ago, the need to enable those learners to use English and the second language (and sometimes also the official language, German) and at the same time to master a variety of professional situations
was identified by the Center für berufsbezogene Sprachen (CEBS), an institution affiliated to the Vocational
Education and Training section of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research. First steps
towards plurilingual approaches in teaching were made at one type of upper secondary vocational college.
With the publication of the CEFR (Council of Europe 2001), plurilingual competences received more attention.
With a reform of the Austrian Upper Secondary Level Oral Matriculation and Diploma Examination, the official
school-leaving examination at Austrian upper secondary vocational colleges, being imminent, CEBS saw the
opportunity in 2012 to implement a plurilingual exam at all types of vocational college where two foreign
languages are taught. The common approach was to teach and evaluate competences in different languages
separately, and very often neither plurilingual nor pluricultural competences were consciously developed. It was
clear, though, that in their further professional and personal lives, graduates would need these competences to
be successful. It would have been better to start by implementing the new curriculum that included plurilingual
lessons, but the exam reform came first and was an opportunity not to be missed.
From the beginning, the aim of the project was twofold:
1. to implement a plurilingual oral exam at several types of upper secondary vocational college in Austria, in
order to give learners the opportunity to show their oral plurilingual competences in an official school-leaving examination and thus to raise awareness in schools of the importance of these competences;
2. to promote plurilingual approaches in language teaching through the implementation of lessons, or at
least classroom activities, that focus on plurilingual and pluricultural competences at upper secondary
vocational colleges in Austria.
The main goals of the project were as follows:
f to ensure that learners do not only develop their competence in individual languages, but also their
plurilingual competence;
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f to ensure that teachers know about plurilingual approaches in language teaching and the principles
behind such approaches, to ensure that teachers are able to prepare their learners for communication in
plurilingual situations;
f to provide materials for use in plurilingual lessons that are related to the CEFR Companion volume (Council
of Europe 2018, 2020);
f to enable teachers to design plurilingual lesson plans, as well as their own activities and tasks;
f to ensure that learners can make the choice to show their plurilingual and intercultural competences in a
high-stakes school-leaving exam, thus allowing them to expand their individual portfolio;
f to increase acceptance of the plurilingual exam among teachers and stakeholders;
f to create a model that is feasible in the present school context, but has the scope to be broadened and
thus to include languages that are not yet addressed in the current form of the exam or not yet part of
school curricula;
f to ensure that the exam tasks produced at schools reflect basic common principles and are related to the
CEFR Companion volume;
f to ensure that assessment criteria are available to teachers that allow them to evaluate plurilingual
competences;
f to ensure that teachers are familiar with and can make appropriate use of an assessment grid that is designed to assess plurilingual competences and is based on the CEFR Companion volume;
f to ensure that teachers are able to act effectively as interlocutors in a plurilingual exam where they have
a clearly defined role in a plurilingual situation;
f to enable teachers who have taken part in teacher development workshops to share their knowledge and
skills with others;
f to contribute to cross-curriculum teaching of subjects which, until now, have been taught separately.

6.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In order first to implement the plurilingual oral exam, it was necessary to provide a detailed description and
also sufficient support for teachers. As it is the teachers at the schools who produce their own exam tasks for
oral exams, members of the CEBS team started work on a framework document containing test specifications,
exam guidelines, sample tasks and an assessment grid in the school year 2013/14. This document was based
on a framework document already produced by CEBS for the individual languages and on Austrian educational
standards for English and the second foreign language, the common ground of all these documents being the CEFR
2001. Of course, these exam guidelines also had to be in line with legal requirements for Austrian school-leaving
exams, which state that oral exams have to include both spoken production and spoken interaction. To this we
added mediating spoken and written information as a further essential element.
A particularly important source of information for our exam design was the Council of Europe publication
Assessment in plurilingual and intercultural education by P. Lenz and R. Berthele. What we wanted to assess was
“the ability to accomplish well-defined tasks that are actually relevant at the workplace” (Lenz and Berthele 2010:
20), so our exam design was informed by our knowledge about the practical job requirements our graduates
would be faced with. We did not want to limit the exam to job-related situations, so we also included tasks that
are relevant in private life and decided to use tasks that would be as closely related to real-world situations as
possible. We found that our ideas for exam tasks coincided with what Lenz and Berthele describe as “polyglot
dialogue”, which “involves the use of two or more different languages/varieties in oral interpersonal exchange
in production – and consequently or reversely the use of two or more different languages/varieties in reception
as well” (Lenz and Berthele 2010: 21).
In our model, the candidate uses both languages actively – the stronger one, which is English, and the weaker
one, which is the second foreign language taught. By contrast, the two examiners, who also function as interlocutors, each just use one language, thus creating the need for mediation. As the CEFR 2001 did not contain
descriptor scales for plurilingual and pluricultural competences, we developed new descriptors, using the ones
in the CEFR 2001 as a model. For the test specifications, we had to take into account that the level which learners
had to reach in the two languages according to the curriculum was different – B2 for English and B1 for the
second foreign language. It was therefore necessary to draw upon the existing scales for B2 as well as for B1. In
particular, the 2001 scales for Spoken production and Spoken interaction, Processing text and Co-operating proved
to be helpful, as the exam tasks include spoken production, spoken interaction and also mediating spoken and
written information.
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What we did was to combine and adapt existing descriptors or to elaborate new descriptors for areas that were
not covered in the CEFR 2001 edition. For the new descriptors in particular, we also relied upon the work on
“Educational standards for English” (bm:ukk 2011) and “Educational standards for second foreign languages”
(bm:ukk 2013) that we had previously been involved in developing, as these standards already contained
descriptors for some aspects of plurilingual and pluricultural competence.
As far as the assessment grid was concerned, it was extremely important to ensure that assessment was based
on how the candidate mastered a situation in both languages, as opposed to assessing whether a candidate
attained level B2 in English and B1 in the other language. Here, we used CEFR 2001 scales describing communicative language competences in addition to the scales mentioned above to elaborate new descriptors.
Where possible, we made sure that the grid resembled the ones that we had produced for assessment of the
individual languages.
All of this was complemented by two sample exam tasks and a glossary, which contained explanations of key
terms. We then presented the first drafts of the document to various groups of practising teachers for feedback
in order to involve them in the process from the beginning and to promote acceptance. We also had the opportunity to present our work to Brian North, and some of the descriptors that we had developed were used in the
development of those published in the CEFR Companion volume.
To achieve at least some standardisation of assessment, we produced videos of mock exams in the school year
2014/15, which were needed for in-service teacher training and development workshops, a further measure
we took in order to implement the exam. The first of those national teacher development workshops with a
focus on plurilingual oral exams took place in April 2015. The workshops provided further opportunities to get
feedback and evaluate the usefulness of the framework. In those workshops, we outlined the theoretical basis,
developed and discussed exam tasks, and gave the teachers the opportunity to assess performances available
on video in order to enable them to create their own exam tasks and to administer the plurilingual exam. The
German version of the “Framework for plurilingual oral exams” (CEBS 2015) was published in October 2015, and
the next teacher development workshop at a national level took place in February 2016.
In July 2016 an English version of the framework was published, as we found that there was also interest in the
exam in other countries. In November 2016 a teacher development workshop took place in the Tyrol. In the
school year 2016/17 our team developed the design for in-service teacher training, focusing on the development
of learners’ plurilingual competences, along with materials. In January 2017 we offered another national teacher
development workshop, with a focus on plurilingual exams, which also included some teaching activities. Finally,
in March 2017, the first national teacher development workshop with a focus on teaching was held. The aim
of this workshop (and the ones that followed) was to familiarise teachers with the methodology behind the
development of plurilingual competences, to allow them to experience plurilingual activities and to enable
them to set up lesson plans and create their own materials for plurilingual lessons. We knew that with the introduction of the new curriculum many learners would have plurilingual lessons in their final year, so we tried to
offer activities that were suitable for this target group. At the same time, it was clear to us that it did not make
sense to only suggest activities aiming at the development of plurilingual competences at such a late stage. We
therefore also included activities which were suitable for learners at lower levels of language competence and
for which it was not necessary for both teachers to be in the classroom.
Our approach was based on the understanding that “in language processing, all the languages an individual
possesses and his or her knowledge about these languages interact; the associated knowledge resources
constantly influence each other” (Polzin-Haumann n.d., translated from German) and the idea that “promoting plurilingual competence has a positive influence on the cognitive development of learners” (Wiebels
2017, translated from German). The description of plurilingual competence given in the CEFR Companion
volume largely guided the choice of abilities we wanted to focus on. We therefore concentrated on activities that would help learners see parallels and differences between languages (in vocabulary and certain
structures), increase language awareness, encourage them to make use of all their linguistic resources to
find out the meaning of new expressions and require them to find out information and transfer it between
languages, mostly with a strong focus on speaking. Increasing flexibility and promoting switching between
languages were further important objectives. We also made sure that the activities we suggested not only
used a variety of methods such as jigsaw, carousel and placemat, but also enhanced autonomous learning,
because we believe that it is important for learners to be able to “control those aspects of learning that are
particularly salient to the learner” (Benson 2013: 118).
In the school year 2017/18, further teacher development workshops with a focus on plurilingual oral exams were
run in various parts of Austria. In April 2018 another national teacher development workshop with a focus on
teaching took place, which also included information on the exam, as there was still demand for this.
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The idea behind all the workshops was not just to train the teachers who actually attended them, but also to
enable them to share their knowledge with other teachers at a local level. We encouraged schools to send teams
of teachers – the English teacher together with colleagues teaching the second foreign languages – in order to
facilitate team-teaching and also implementation at schools.
The school year 2018/19 was the first one where some schools actually had regular plurilingual lessons. Students
in their final year were supposed to have either one or two lessons a week with the teacher for English and the
teacher for the second foreign language working together. From August 2018 onwards we made materials for
plurilingual lessons as well as a short theoretical introduction available on the CEBS website. Further in-service
teacher development workshops with a focus on plurilingual lessons were offered in various parts of Austria. At
the end of the school year, we collected some feedback on plurilingual oral exams and on plurilingual lessons
from teachers. Our objective was to get a clearer idea of how our project was perceived after this first year
of plurilingual lessons. In the future, feedback from learners will also be collected, and we will also seize the
opportunity to talk to teachers directly at in-service training workshops.
In the feedback, 51 teachers filled out the questionnaire that we produced using Microsoft Forms. The majority
of them agreed that learners should have the opportunity to show their plurilingual competence as part of the
Upper Secondary Level Oral Matriculation and Diploma Examination; the average was 3.41, with answer options
ranging from 1 (do not agree) to 4 (fully agree).
The result was similar for the question whether this offer provided additional motivation for learners who are
interested in languages (average 3.37) and whether learners needed encouragement to be confident enough
to take the plurilingual exam (average 3.39, same answer options as before for both questions).
Out of the 51 teachers, 26 actually taught plurilingual lessons in the school year 2018/19, organised in various
ways as this was the introductory period. Some of them had one plurilingual lesson a week, others two, and
others just had a plurilingual lesson every two weeks. English was combined with French, Italian or Spanish.
Positive experiences mentioned by those teachers were the following:
f the lessons were more dynamic and more interesting;
f the learners were motivated and enthusiastic;
f the learners worked more independently;
f the learners realised that they were better in one of the languages than the second teacher who did not
teach this language, and this had a positive effect;
f the learners acquired the ability to make use of all of their linguistic resources;
f the learners became more flexible and spontaneous and were surprised at their own abilities;
f after a while switching between the two languages became normal, although learners had thought it
would be too difficult at first;
f overall, the learners became more self-confident;
f the necessity for team-teaching led to more collaboration, and the exchange of ideas and practices was
seen as fruitful.
Of the challenges that teachers faced, the following were mentioned:
f making the necessity of such a type of lesson clear to the learners at the beginning;
f co-ordination between the teachers, especially finding the time to prepare lessons together;
f the additional workload;
f evaluation of learners’ performance in class;
f the different levels in the two target languages;
f finding suitable materials;
f taking away the learners’ fear of the second foreign language, where the level was not as high as in English;
f taking weaker learners on board;
f working with large groups of learners.
Only 24 teachers stated that there were candidates at their school who actually took the plurilingual exam. Very
often just one, two or three candidates were confident enough to do so, and the maximum number was 10. The
results were either as teachers had expected, or even better than expected. Of the 24 teachers, 20 functioned
as examiners. Sixteen said they had really enjoyed the exam, 15 said it had been very lively, seven stated it had
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been easier than they had thought, seven said it had required a lot of preparation and two said it had been a
big challenge (several answers were possible).
Of course, the results have to be interpreted with caution, as there were a lot of variables. There is the influence
of teacher motivation, of teachers’ attitude to plurilingual approaches, of the methodological concept that was
promoted in the materials and workshops, of the teachers’ interpretation of learner behaviour. The results are
nevertheless useful, as the project is by no means finished and the findings will help us to plan further measures
that will support teachers and promote acceptance among teachers and learners.

6.3. DISCUSSION
The overall aims of our project have been partly reached up to the present. The number of plurilingual exams
is increasing, and so is the number of teachers who are open to plurilingual approaches. There is still some
scepticism, though, among both teachers and learners. On the one hand, learners appreciate the opportunity
to take a plurilingual exam, but on the other hand they are often not self-confident enough to actually choose
this option. This might partly be due to the fact that the teachers, too, are worried that their learners have not
yet acquired the necessary competences and are very careful about encouraging learners to choose this type
of oral exam. As always, practical aspects play an important role, too. What is encouraging is the fact that very
often sceptics who then experience plurilingual teaching with an inspired colleague change their opinion and
become very positive about it.
Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go to make everybody concerned see the positive effects of plurilingual approaches. Very often teachers as well as learners feel that they are losing time they would need for the
individual languages when they have plurilingual lessons. We have not yet managed to convince teachers and
learners that language learning in general can benefit from carefully integrating plurilingual approaches. What
has been achieved is to increase awareness and start the process.
It has become very obvious that success depends on ongoing support. There is strong demand for training, for
examples of exam tasks and for teaching materials in order to make teachers feel more secure and to lighten
their workload. Furthermore, in order to promote acceptance of such new approaches, it is absolutely essential
to involve teachers as soon as possible. By giving them the opportunity to take part in the development process,
their ideas, concerns and criticism can be taken into account and they feel that they are taken seriously. This
provides valuable insight and leads to more readiness on their part to reflect on and integrate new ideas.
In our project, descriptors were used in various ways. First of all, we needed descriptors as part of the test
specifications for the plurilingual exam. Those descriptors express the objectives of the exam, explaining what
we want to assess. They are therefore also the basis for exam tasks. Descriptors were also needed to produce
an assessment grid. All of them are closely related to the ones in the CEFR Companion volume, but they have
been tailored to suit our specific purpose. It is therefore not advisable to simply transfer one model to another
context without adapting it.
The descriptors that are now available in the CEFR Companion volume have inspired the teaching and learning
activities that we make available to teachers. For a start, we have used them as they are, working out which of
them are most helpful for our educational purposes and concentrating in particular on mediation in plurilingual
situations. We have found them to be very inspiring and useful, but we have also come to the conclusion that in
the long run we will probably need to make certain adaptations to suit our educational context.

6.4. CONCLUSION
As stated before, this project is by no means finished. We will continue to provide support for teachers and
learners by offering teacher development workshops and also materials that can be used in plurilingual lessons.
A national in-service teacher development workshop with a focus on teaching took place at the beginning of
March 2020, and another one will be offered in October 2020, when teachers who have already delivered plurilingual lessons will have the opportunity to exchange experiences and ideas. We are sure that the outcome of
this type of workshop can be a wealth of suggestions and practical ideas. Publication of materials on the CEBS
website will of course continue. As there has been interest from outside Austria, information and materials will
also be made available on the website in English.
We are planning to evaluate the impact of the plurilingual oral exam, including both teachers’ and learners’
views. It will also be necessary to review and possibly adapt our framework for the plurilingual oral exam in the
light of our findings and the CEFR Companion volume.
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In the school year 2020/21 an evaluation of the impact of and reaction to plurilingual lessons is on the agenda.
Furthermore, we will explore how descriptors for pluricultural competences can find their way into teaching
more prominently. Mediation is also a field that we need to study in more depth, as we see its usefulness in a
vocational context very clearly.
Another aspect that we have to pay attention to is the question of how the languages that learners bring along
(heritage languages) can be integrated to a much bigger extent. In the lessons, this can more easily be achieved
than in the exam. In the long run, though, it would be desirable to be able to offer an exam that gives learners
the opportunity to show the full range of their plurilingual – and also pluricultural – competence.
So far we have found the descriptors highly useful, be it the ones we developed for the exam or the ones in the
CEFR Companion volume which have inspired teaching and learning activities. Of course not all of the ones
now available in the CEFR Companion volume are equally suitable, and we are still in the process of exploring
which of them are most relevant in our context and which of them we need to adapt.
We have presented our plurilingual exam at several events and we believe that it could be adopted by other
countries, though not without examining closely whether it suits the context and by including the teachers
and ideally also the learners in this process. Our work might serve as a model that could then be adapted and
modified as seems necessary.
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Chapter 7
THE SIXTH SENSE FOR LITERATURE: A NEW
PLURICULTURAL APPROACH TO LITERARY TEXTS
AS MEDIATION AND REACTION TO LITERATURE
ACCORDING TO THE NEW DESCRIPTORS
OF THE CEFR COMPANION VOLUME
Elena Nuvoloni and Silvia Zanetti, Liceo Linguistico di Stato – Giovanni Falcone, Bergamo, Italy

ABSTRACT
This literary project, concerning the teaching of the German language at Level B2 level and approaching the
culture of German-speaking countries through literary texts, aimed to offer high school students (grade 12 and
13) tools to express themselves in a foreign language. In the project we combined the critical historical study
of literature with an emotive and creative approach. This was the continuation of a small experiment from the
previous year, after Enrica Piccardo presented the publication of the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe
2018, 2020) in our school on 5 March 2018.
Considering the new scales of the CEFR Companion volume, we planned a project that presented textual
elaboration in a new light, based on the descriptors (1) Reading as a leisure activity, (2) Expressing a personal
response to creative texts (including literature), (3) Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature) and
(4) Creative writing.
Our work focused on the personal and emotional response of the student to literature in a hermeneutic and empathetic approach (hermeneutics being the science of textual interpretation) and on creativity. Literature became, in
this way, the object of mediation: from the sign to the meaning and from the content to reflection on the form. We
led students from their first personal impressions to the reconstruction of the (sixth) sense of literature, making the
work in class a common social activity, but also a personal and intimate experience of self-knowledge.
The following activities were proposed to the students: reception (listening to the text before reading it in order
to stimulate visualisation), reading and expressing a personal response to creative texts (expressing impressions,
sensations and emotions), spoken interaction (collaborative brainstorming and discussion in pair work, group
work and in the entire class), analysing and interpreting (producing a descriptive worksheet in groups), written
production (composition).
In the course of the year, we have been able to analyse how, with this new approach to literary text, students
have been able to express their emotions better, acquiring vocabulary to express emotions and memorising
the text, while anchoring it to their personal experience. Another important result was the chance to improve
their ability to interpret situations also in real life, improve social competence through collaborative work and
develop an empathetic vision of life. Afterwards students were more able to write personal texts in a creative way.
In an evaluation phase at the end of the project we used descriptors from the scales of the CEFR Companion volume
Level B2 to create a student self-assessment grid and a teacher assessment grid in order to evaluate students’ and
teachers’ perceptions of the level of competence acquired through the tasks. Both the self-assessments and teacher
assessments positioned about 60% of the students in both classes in the intermediate level of the B2 grid, whereas
10% (in one class) and 20% (in the other class) were in the advanced level. The other students were in the basic level.
At the same time, we organised seminars and workshops to introduce our colleagues to this new method,
involving them in activities similar to those proposed to the students, making them reflect and write about the
emotions generated by a literary text and discussing the critical points and strengths of our project. In this way
we are confident that we can establish further co-operation between the different language disciplines and the
different languages taught in the institute, in a interdisciplinary approach.

RÉSUMÉ
Le projet littéraire suivant, concernant l’enseignement de la langue allemande au niveau B2 et l’approche de la
culture des pays germanophones à travers les textes littéraires, visait à offrir aux élèves du lycée (classes de
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première et de terminale) des outils pour s’exprimer en langue étrangère. Dans ce projet, nous avons combiné
l’étude historique et critique de la littérature avec une approche émotionnelle et créative. C’était la suite d’une
expérience de l’année précédente, après qu’Enrica Piccardo a présenté la publication du Volume complémentaire
du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018) dans notre école le 5 mars 2018.
À partir des nouvelles échelles d’évaluation du Volume complémentaire, nous avons planifié un projet qui présentait
l’élaboration textuelle sous un jour nouveau, basé sur les échelles des descripteurs Lire comme activité de loisir
(1), Exprimer une réaction personnelle à l’égard de textes créatifs (incluant la littérature) (2), Analyser et critiquer des
textes créatifs (incluant la littérature) (3) et Écriture créative (4).
Notre travail est axé sur la réponse personnelle et émotionnelle de l’élève à la littérature, par une approche
herméneutique et empathique, et sur la créativité. La littérature devient ainsi l’objet d’une médiation : du signe
au sens et du contenu à la réflexion sur la forme. Nous conduisons les élèves de leurs premières impressions
personnelles au développement d’un (sixième) sens pour la littérature, en faisant du travail en classe une activité
sociale partagée, mais aussi une expérience personnelle et intime de la connaissance de soi.
Nous avons proposé aux élèves les activités suivantes : réception (écouter un texte avant de le lire afin de stimuler
la visualisation), lecture et expression d’une réponse personnelle à des textes créatifs (exprimer ses impressions,
ses sensations et ses émotions), interaction orale (remue-méninges collaboratif et discussion en binômes, en
groupes et en classe entière), analyse et interprétation (production d’une fiche descriptive en groupe) et production écrite (composition).
Au fil de l’année, nous avons pu relever comment, grâce à cette nouvelle approche du texte littéraire, les élèves
ont pu mieux exprimer leurs émotions, en acquérant un vocabulaire émotionnel et en mémorisant le texte,
en l’ancrant dans leur expérience personnelle. Un autre résultat important a été la possibilité d’augmenter la
capacité d’interpréter des situations même dans la vie réelle, d’améliorer la compétence sociale par le travail
collaboratif et de développer une vision empathique de la vie. Par la suite, les élèves ont pu écrire des textes
personnels de manière créative.
Lors de la phase d’évaluation en fin de projet, nous avons utilisé les descripteurs tirés des échelles du Volume
complémentaire au niveau B2 mentionnées plus haut pour créer une grille d’autoévaluation pour les élèves et
une grille d’évaluation pour les enseignants, afin d’évaluer les perceptions aussi bien des apprenants que des
enseignants du niveau d’acquisition de la compétence atteint à travers les tâches. Les autoévaluations et les
évaluations des enseignants ont placé environ 60 % des élèves des deux classes dans le niveau intermédiaire
de la grille B2, alors qu’entre 10 % (dans une classe) et 20 % (dans l’autre classe) ont atteint le niveau avancé. Le
reste correspondait au niveau de base de la grille.
En même temps que le projet se déroulait dans les classes, nous avons organisé des séminaires et des ateliers
pour initier nos collègues à cette nouvelle méthode, en les impliquant dans des activités semblables à celles
proposées aux élèves, en les faisant réfléchir et écrire sur les émotions générées par un texte littéraire et en
discutant avec eux des points faibles et forts de notre projet. Ainsi, nous comptons bien créer une coopération
entre les différentes disciplines linguistiques et les différentes langues enseignées dans notre établissement,
selon une approche pluridisciplinaire.

7.1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this case study is to communicate the results of a curriculum project that we worked on with classes
of students in our school, the Liceo Linguistico Giovanni Falcone in Bergamo, and presented to teachers during
workshops and in-service training. The project aimed to develop and assess competences related to the new
descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020) for literary work and creative writing.
Until the publication of the National Guidelines of the 2010 school reform, the curriculum for foreign language
teaching in Italy in the upper secondary school was traditionally divided into a two-year period in which learners
were expected to study all the grammar rules of a language and a three-year period (years 11, 12 and 13), in
which the study of literary text was exclusively aimed at the study of literary history. Instead of this traditional
approach, in our project we aimed, above all, to encourage a personal and emotional response to literary text,
which could lead learners to analyse and interpret text with a hermeneutic and creative approach. Students
should appreciate literary texts in their primary function, that is, to amuse, to move and to communicate passion
for life. In this way we tried to awaken interest and passion for poetry and prose by arousing emotions in the
students and making them relate the learning content to their own experience. This approach, we felt, would
also align well with the new requirement, from 2019, to produce a piece of creative written production in the
Italian state school-leaving examination.
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7.1.1. The descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume
In Italian high schools, students do not really appreciate reading texts in a foreign language, and most of them
do not find that literary work can improve their practical competence in languages. The publication of the CEFR
Companion volume, which was presented in our school by Enrica Piccardo on 5 March 2018, gave us the idea
of choosing the descriptors relating to mediation of a (creative) text, reading for pleasure, and creative writing,
in order to develop a project about literature.
The general aim was to design a curriculum project, with which we wanted to test, in two classes, the competence related to those descriptors. Reading in a foreign language can be a tedious task if a student does not
have appropriate critical tools and does not develop the right strategies to be able to understand the general
meaning and intention of the text, but still more if he/she does not find any pleasure in reading it. It can be
even more annoying if the text does not communicate values and emotions directly. At the same time, intuition,
imagination, empathy and sensitiveness were the key words which led us to design the frame for the teaching
units, which aimed to implement creativity and self-awareness.
That is the reason why we decided to choose the following four descriptor scales as the lead tasks for the whole project:
1. Reading as a leisure activity
2. Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)
3. Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature)
4. Creative writing.
We also used appropriate descriptors from these four scales to produce an evaluation grid, in which the highest
level for each category was the descriptor for Level B2.

7.1.2. Specific objectives
In our project we aimed to develop specific literary competence, which allowed students to become aware of
their reaction to texts and of the way a text can be experienced. In other words, we intended to build a deep
theoretical knowledge through action and experience. As we explain later, we chose the four above-mentioned
descriptor scales – which gave us the chance to combine different competences related to reading with other
competences, particularly the ability to feel and express emotions, to visualise a scene, and to interpret and
to write creative texts – with the general aim of strengthening students’ sense of identity. From a pedagogical
point of view, we tried to implement a co-constructive, collaborative approach, in order to engage students in
teamwork and discussions and so reinforce their pluricultural understanding.
It should be noted that the communication in the class was almost completely in the target language, in order
to improve the ability to understand and use it in an extensive way. As we explain later, however, we practised
a mediation work from German into Italian in Class 4M during an activity with a teacher of art and graphics.

7.1.3. Educational context
7.1.3.1. Educational context: in-service teacher professional development
We involved in our project all the teachers of the school, specifically teachers of humanities and of languages,
proposing to them a series of in-service training meetings focused on creative writing and discussion activities.
Three of these meetings were held on the hermeneutical method for an emotional and empathetic approach
to literary text.

7.1.3.2. Educational context and target learner group: students and their needs
During the school year 2018-19, we carried out the workshop in two upper secondary classes: 5M and 4M. These
classes were in the 13th and the 12th years respectively, with students from 16 to 18 years old. Class 5M had
27 students and was preparing for the state school-leaving examination: they had to demonstrate that they
were able to read difficult texts and relate them to the cultural context. Class 4M had also 27 students and will
have had the examination at the end of the school year, 2019-20. Our idea was that the role of literary work in
foreign language learning at this age is not only to learn the historical development of literature and culture; it
also has ethical and aesthetic aims, which must not be underestimated:
f to develop imagination and creativity;
f to feel empathy for other people;
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f to relate the content of a creative text to one’s own experience;
f to perceive the direct and the metaphorical meaning of linguistic expressions and develop analogical
thinking;
f to increase vocabulary and connect words to concepts;
f to recognise ethical and aesthetic values of literary texts and, in general, to develop a sense for values.

7.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
7.2.1. Internal workshop for teachers
At the first meeting with the group of teachers, we started the workshop with a collection of ideas on the new
descriptors for Reading as a leisure activity, and invited our colleagues to reflect together on the factors involved
in the writing process. We asked questions like:
Why does a writer write?
Why does a student read?
How can the duty of reading be combined with the pleasure of reading?

We explained to the teachers the general aim of our work with the student group: to activate their imaginative
faculty, empathy and hermeneutic capacity – leading to creative writing. Afterwards, we presented our pilot
project based on a text by a contemporary German author, Hans-Josef Ortheil. Elena Nuvoloni then tried it out
in one of our classes, in order to pilot the new learning path, including the aspect of evaluation. Teachers were
then offered a short activity on a literary piece of a few lines and were asked to invent a literary character with
many of their own personal characteristics, focusing on their inner life. This activity was meant to make them
reflect freely about themselves and their emotions.

7.2.1.1. Workshop on the connection between cognitive neurosciences and reading
literature
The second phase of our teacher development programme was the organisation of a theoretical seminar about
the effect of literature on the brain, in order to explain the process involved from the aesthetics of reception to
cognitive functioning. This seminar was made possible thanks to the valuable contribution of Giuseppe Longo,
Professor of Italian Language and Literature at the University of Verona and previously Visiting Research Scholar
at Harvard University within the Mind, Brain and Education Program, where he collaborated with professors Kurt
Fischer, Howard Gardner and David Rose.
Professor Longo’s seminar showed how the cognitive neurosciences demonstrate that reading literature
contributes to emotional education, develops an empathetic vision of life, encourages social competence and
improves the ability to interpret situations in real life, as well as to communicate with others on an emotional
level. This event was stimulating in that it helped to clarify how we can plan our teaching units dealing with
emotions and imagination, connected with a cognitive and critical method of reading a text. Reading literature
activates a process of “absorption” in the reader, who identifies themself and empathises with the characters as
an “immersed experiencer” (Longo 2011: 95-6).

7.2.1.2. Workshop on creative writing: the seven lamps of writing
We then organised a theoretical-practical introduction to writing as a learning and personal development experience, held by a professional writer, Adriana Lorenzi, who demonstrated to the teachers the importance of writing
as a tool for change and how it is possible to let students feel the pleasure of writing. Some students enjoy writing
at school, but many of them suffer from their alleged inability. In professional contexts, writing is initially viewed
with suspicion or even resistance as a discipline that requires commitment and effort, personal exposure and
creativity. Whoever manages to overcome this first phase discovers the potential of this mode of expression, its
playful-creative, aesthetic, heuristically revealing, introspective, communicative and memorialising implications.
The focus of this meeting was therefore to show teachers, through practical examples of writing, how words
can be the basis for building stories and how writing stories can promote a more conscious interaction with
others and intensify the sense of self, as well as repair something unresolved in one’s personal history (Lorenzi
2016). From this point of view, despite the resistance to writing that can sometimes be encountered – especially
at school linked to the problem of evaluation and judgment by the teacher – writing represents an important
research tool. Starting from a blank sheet of paper, with simple exercises, the teachers who took part in the
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workshop were able to write down key words and use them in order to themselves narrate in a more authentic
way. Through this process of telling their personal story, teachers became more self-aware and better able to
transfer this deep experience to the students.
At the end of the seminar the teachers reflected on and discussed together the place of writing practice in daily
pedagogical practice, in the light of the new Italian state school-leaving examination introduced in 2019 that
requires a test of creative written production.

7.2.1.3. Workshop on visualisation
During two sessions held by an art teacher of our school, we wanted to show the teachers visualisation techniques through drawing, in order to propose to students another method of memorisation in addition to those
that girls and boys already know and use. In the depths of our mind, seeing and understanding are linked. The
brain does not simply process the information that comes from the eyes but creates mental images. By reading
a text in a foreign language, mental images arise, which, complying with the process of studying words, can be
drawn upon to strengthen an effective mnestic processing (a kind of visual mnemonic) in the long-term memory.
Each session had a first introductory theoretical part that was followed by a practice lesson where the teachers
involved experimented with the use of this visualisation method, through visual associations and acronyms.
We put this method into practice with the students in the classroom, adding it in the learning unit as a visualisation phase in the process of the elaboration and interpretation of a text.

7.2.2. Learning unit for the student groups
7.2.2.1. Language proficiency level and grids
We took the Level B2 as the target result in reading and writing and decided to produce two grids (a self-assessment grid and a grid for the teachers), with the definition of advanced, intermediate, basic and beginner levels.
We used the following scales from the CEFR Companion volume as the model for our grids:
1. Reading as a leisure activity (Council of Europe 2018: 65; 2020: 58-9).
2. Mediating a text: Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature) (Council of Europe
2018: 116, 206-7; 2020: 106-7, 221-2); see also Appendix 9 (2018) / Appendix 8 (2020) – Supplementary
descriptors.
3. Mediating a text: Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature) (Council of Europe 2018: 117,
208; 2020: 107-8, 223-4); see also Appendix 9 (2018) / Appendix 8 (2020) – Supplementary descriptors.
4. Creative writing (Council of Europe 2018: 76; 2020: 67).

7.2.2.2. Methodology and steps
In our project we developed a learning unit based on defined steps, which integrate different complementary
activities, starting from reading a literary text. After choosing the descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume, we designed the sections of the learning unit in order to develop the four target competences (Reading,
Expressing a personal response to creative texts, Analysis and criticism, Creative writing) through synergic activities:
f Reading a text and identifying the main topic – Questions about one’s first personal reaction;
f Brainstorming with the class and discussion about the main topic;
f Writing a short personal text with a similar topic, referring to one’s own experience (Example: Goethe,
Erlkönig; Text: “What was I afraid of as a child?”);
f Analysing in pairs the most relevant elements of the text and discussing results of the pair work with the
whole class, collecting ideas on the blackboard;
f Producing in groups a descriptive worksheet with the results of the analysis, researching further information
in textbooks and on the internet – presenting a critical presentation of the content of the text to the class;
f Self-evaluation and evaluation of the teacher of the whole process.
Each step was to be applied in a flexible way, and different steps could overlap. The texts we chose had different
key topics, but we used the same methodology to work with all of them. We went from the comprehension of
texts to text production, beginning with reflecting on signs and going on to fathom the internal meaning, interpreting the relationship between content and form, a process which enables students to develop an imaginative
and creative attitude. We tried to transform the traditional lesson into a social activity where everyone interacts
with others as a social agent and can contribute to the hermeneutic process.
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7.2.2.3. Workshops in 5M (13th grade)
Steps A and B: Expressing a personal response to creative texts
For steps A and B, see Appendix 7.2: Teacher Assessment Grid – Descriptor B.
In class 5M we started from a verse of the ballad Loreley by Heinrich Heine as the motto of our project: “Was soll es
bedeuten, dass ich so traurig bin? [What should it mean that I am so sad?]”This metacognitive question expresses exactly
what we wanted to research together with students in our workshop. We began with Step A: the teacher read aloud
the text “Zwei Denkmäler [Two monuments]” by Anna Seghers, and the students listened without reading it in order
to first feel the rhythm and melody. Then they thought about questions we wrote on the blackboard (see Learning
worksheet 1, shown in Figure 7.1), regarding their personal response to the first listening: what the effect of the
listening was, what impressions were aroused by the text, what mental images and associations it evoked, and so on.
Figure 7.1: Worksheet 1
Learning worksheet (1) Fragestellung
1. Spontane Reaktion – Erste Eindrücke
Wie wirkt der Text beim ersten Hören/Lesen?
Welche Eindrücke erweckt in dir der Text?
Wo liegen auffällige Textmerkmale vor?
Wie ist der Text aufgebaut?
Welche Wörter, Wortfelder, formale Strukturen fallen dir auf? Welche Assoziationen rufen sie hervor?
To enable students to answer the questions, we provided them with a list of adjectives and some nouns in the
semantic field of impression, sensations and feelings (see Figure 7.2).
Figure 7.2: Adjectives and nouns to describe feelings

POSITIVE GEFÜHLE

angeregt

aufgeregt

beeindruckt

belustigt

berührt

ergriffen

enthusiastisch

erfüllt

erleichtert

erleuchtet

ermuntert

erstaunt

fasziniert

frei

friedlich

froh

glücklich

heiter

hoffnungsvoll

inspiriert

interessiert

motiviert

optimistisch

überrascht

vergnügt

vertrauensvoll

wohl

ängstlich

ärgerlich

angespannt

beängstigt

bedrückt

bekümmert

besorgt

beleidigt

betroffen

beunruhigt

bitter

blockiert

deprimiert

distanziert

durcheinander

einsam

empört

ekelerfüllt

enttäuscht

erregt

erschrocken

frustriert

gelangweilt

gleichgültig

hasserfüllt

hilflos

irritiert

kalt

neidisch

pessimistisch

ratlos

schockiert

schwermütig

sorgenvoll

traurig

überwältigt

unbehaglich

unglücklich

verblüfft

verlegen

verunsichert

verwirrt

verzweifelt

NEGATIVE GEFÜHLE erschlagen
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NEUTRALE GEFÜHLE

SUBSTANTIVE

ambivalent

melancholisch

neugierig

überzeugt

nachdenklich

zweifelnd

Ärger

Angst

Eifersucht

Furcht

Liebe

Ekel

Freude

Melancholie

Neid

Scham

Sehnsucht

Traurigkeit

Überraschung

Wut

Wordlist developed by Silvia Zanetti from https://improwiki.com/de/wiki/improtheater/gefuehlsliste.

Students were then invited to read the text, to identify its main topic, to visualise the scenes and the objects,
and to describe them.

Step C: Creative writing
For Step C, see Appendix 7.2: Teacher Assessment Grid – Descriptor D.
The students wrote a personal composition in the German language with the title “Ich werde es nie vergessen
[I will never forget]” and some students read their text in the classroom, but we did not comment on them so
as to let students experience pleasure in listening, without judging the works. Most of the compositions spoke
about childhood, nice memories, gardens, parents, friends or relatives, but there was also the description of sad
moments, when students had to confront sadness, fear, the death of people dear to them, or bad experiences
with friends or adults.

Step D: Reading as a leisure activity and Analysis of creative texts (including
literature)
For Step D: Reading as a leisure activity, see Appendix 7.1: Self-Assessment Grid and Appendix 7.2: Teacher
Assessment Grid – Descriptor A; for Analysis of creative texts (including literature), see Appendix 7.2:
Teacher Assessment Grid – Descriptor C.
Working in pairs, students looked for particular, figurative and metaphorical elements in the text and tried to
give them a personal interpretation of their relevance in the ecology of the whole text. They underlined the
repetition of some words and the different chronological moments in the text: the time of the exile; the First
and Second World Wars and the time when the lyrical “I” wrote the text and remembered her childhood. At the
end of the session, we compared the first impressions and the attitude of the students at the beginning with
the final personal statements.
We proposed a second text, “Das stumme Kind [The dumb child]” from H. J. Ortheil, Die Erfindung des Lebens
[The invention of life], to assess the analytical and hermeneutic competence that students had acquired
through the work up till now. We let them analyse and interpret the new text in different social activities:
independently, in pairs or in small groups, always speaking in German, using the worksheet shown in Figure
7.3. They read the passage a second time at home and then again at school in pairs and underlined the
characteristics they wanted to discuss in the class. At the end they wrote keywords on a sheet to propose
an interpretation.

Step E: Criticism of creative texts (including literature)
For Step E, see Appendix 7.2: Teacher-Assessment Grid – Descriptor C.
f Pair work: Text analyses (Questions) – Text interpretation.
f Group work: At the end of this activity students had to look for information in the textbook and on the
internet about the author, the text and the historical context. They had to fill in a worksheet (see Learning
worksheet 2 in Figure 7.3) and compare the two texts they had analysed, then underline analogies and
differences.
f Discussion.
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Figure 7.3: Worksheet 2
Learning worksheet 2
Klasse___

Jahrgang ______ Tabelle zur Analyse eines Textes

Text
Titel:
Gattung:
Entstehungsdatum:
Veröffentlichungsdatum:
Quellen / Vorbilder / Stoff:
INHALT
Themen und Motive – Leitmotive:
Inhaltliche Gliederung des Textes:
Hauptfigur und Charaktere:
Ort und Zeit:
Handlung (Schwerpunkt / Wendepunkt):
FORM
Texttypologie:
Struktur:
Sprachregister:
Stil (Rhetorische Figuren, narrative Technik):
Poetologische Haltung (ironisch, tragisch, fantastisch, märchenhaft, ...):
AUTOR
Biografie (Herkunft, Studien, Beruf, Anekdoten):
Werke:
Poetik (Weltanschauung; Menschenbild; Kunstauffassung):
Stil:
Literarische Tendenz / Bewegung /Einflüsse:
Wirkung:
KONTEXT
Historischer und soziokultureller Hintergrund:
Philosophische Grundlagen:
TEXTKRITIK
Zusammenhänge / Werte / Botschaft / Beziehung zum Kontext, zur Bewegung usw.:
Inhaltliche und formale Zusammenhänge:
Mitteilung von Werten: Absicht und Wirkung des Textes:
Deutung des Textes in Rahmen seiner Entstehungsepoche und des literarischen Kontexts:
Allgemeine Botschaft:
Beziehung des Textes zu anderen Texten desselben Autors oder anderer Autoren:
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Step F: Evaluation
The evaluation process focused at first on self-assessment. Through a grid filled in by the students we had the
perception of their learning from their point of view. The teacher also evaluated the learning process and the final
competences of every student with the help of a grid based on the descriptors from the four above-mentioned
descriptor scales in the CEFR Companion volume. The four descriptors at the level “advanced” of the teacher
assessment grid are the descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume at Level B2. The self-assessment and
teacher assessment grids are provided as Appendices 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.

7.2.2.4. Workshop in 4M (12th grade)
In Class 4M the project was implemented throughout the whole school year. At first, students learned linguistic
exponents (expressions) to express feelings and opinions. They then used literary concepts to understand, analyse
and practise criticism, and only at the final phase to contextualise texts. Students wrote personal texts about
the topics of the text they had read, and they presented oral reviews and comments to the class. During the
learning sessions we proposed questions about personal response and provided a worksheet for the analysis of
the particular elements of texts. At the end we realised that students appreciated classical literature in a way we
did not expect: they tried to approach it with a personal attitude (see Teacher Assessment Grid – Descriptor A).
They became able to recognise in the literary work figures of speech, symbols and other figural elements and
to look for their function and meaning. In that way they achieved a methodology, that, far from being rigid and
annoying, helped to interiorise reading strategies and practices, which can help to understand and appreciate
texts in a foreign language.
Our first aim was to bring young people closer to the world of fiction, which can develop intuition and let them
find parallels between their own life and imagination. Furthermore, they practised a critical approach to different
ways of living and thinking. We thought that the problem was not really to change the contents of the analysis,
even if modern literature needs to be given more importance in the curriculum as an important aspect of the
scenery of modern life alongside classical texts, but to find a way to read creative texts with students using a
method which can be effective for them and which can also teach them to write on their own.
Literary work always applies to the sphere of emotions. But we also proposed an activity with our colleague
Denise Eusebi, who teaches art and graphics, and she helped the students to understand the difference between
iconographic and iconological dimensions of analysis. This workshop was done at the end of the first part of the
year. The colleague explained the task in the first language (Italian), but during the activities, students spoke
German in the groups and then presented the results at the beginning in this language and afterwards in the
first language, in order to allow the colleague to understand them.
Particularly interesting was a short report that the students wrote at the end of the year, relating to the question
“How do I feel when I have to write personal texts?” Students explained that it depended on the topic: some of
them liked to think about topics like time, fear, religion, nature, feelings, which they normally do not reflect on.
We related topics to the texts of classical writers:
A. Gryphius; Abend [Evening]: time. “My life is as …”
G. E. Lessing, Nathan der Weise [Nathan the wise]: religion. “What did I believe in, when I was a child? What is my
attitude to religion now?”
J. W. von Goethe, Erlkönig [The elf king]: fear. “What was I afraid of when I was a child?”
Goethe / Plenzdorf: Die Leiden des jungen Werthers / Die neuen Leiden des jungen W. [The suffering of young
Werther / The new suffering of young Werther]: “strange feelings, as if … Describe a situation and your internal
attitude and feeling while experiencing it”.
Some of the students did not like to write about their relationship to “religion”, because they declared it was
too personal, but in general they enjoyed writing about themselves a lot. But what is even more interesting is
that they were very involved in the work and very impressed by the topics: they said that they were not used to
talking about similar topics in everyday life and to studying literature in that way.

7.2.2.5. Evaluation
Throughout the entire process, students learned to read texts, reflecting not only on contents or the historical
context, but also on their own perception of the texts, influenced by the relationship between literary form and
content.
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At the end of the whole project, self-assessment-grids (see Appendix 7.1: Learning Unit – Self-Assessment Grid)
were distributed to students, which gave good feedback about their perception of the competence they had
gained. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 summarise the results for the two classes.
Table 7.1: Self-assessment results, Class 4M
4M

Advanced

Intermediate

Basic

Beginner

I read …

44%

56%

0%

I can express …

32%

56%

12%

I can analyse and interpret …

12%

68%

20%

I can write …

20%

68%

12%

Average

27%

62%

11%

Advanced

Intermediate

Basic

Beginner

I read …

12%

52%

28%

8%

I can express …

8%

68%

16%

8%

I can analyse and interpret …

8%

68%

16%

8%

/

60%

36%

4%

7%

62%

24%

7%

Table 7.2: Self-assessment results, Class 5M
5M

I can write …
Average

The students evaluated their work as positive. They said that they were better able to understand and memorise the content of the text through this method than through the traditional one, where the performance is
evaluated only in terms of knowledge and explanation, not in terms of reading for pleasure or creative writing.
They also appreciated the collaborative work with their peers, exploring the texts by themselves, rather than
receiving long explanations, as in the traditional lesson. It was important for them to work on their impressions
and emotions, which was done in order to re-evaluate the proper function of a literary text, that is, to awaken
feelings and emotions and to reflect on life. This learning unit was the basis for a project which lasted all year in
the class: every text we read in that class was elaborated in the same way as we described for class 5M. The idea
was to present texts in their context, but to focus the attention on the students and their competence in action.
Every text offered the chance for the students to write about their own experience.
In the comparison between the two classes, 4M and 5M, we observed that the younger group had the better
result and a higher self-confidence level in the self-assessment. That could be explained by the fact that
5M was too concerned about preparing for the state school-leaving examination, also in other subjects, to
feel comfortable about the high level in German that was required by the project. Since no written German
test was to be done at the examination in that year, the students of 5M did not apply the same effort as
4M, who were very ambitious and still did not know if in the following year a written German test would be
required. In a second phase, we evaluated their work through the teacher assessment grid (see Appendix 7.2:
Learning Unit – Teacher Assessment Grid). The average level in 4M was 22% advanced (5% lower than the
self-assessment) and 67% intermediate (5% higher) whereas in 5M it was 11% advanced (4% higher) and
70% intermediate (8% higher). The fact that both teacher and students rated the students of 5M lower than
the class a year below on the same B2 descriptors may also be due to the fact that the students of 4M have
a very good level of achievement in all subjects and can generally express themselves in a better structured
way, also in the mother tongue, being very hard-working and motivated. All of these factors helped students
to develop very good learning strategies and good language competence. Therefore, we expect that this
class will have much better results at the end of the current year and almost all students will be rated at the
advanced level.

7.2.3. Evaluation of the whole project
A principle of learning acquisition is that one cannot really understand anything without having experience of
it: Leonardo wrote “Wisdom is the daughter of experience”. In order to let students understand literary texts, we
therefore tried to focus on the internal experience of students reading texts and connecting the text with external
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methods of analysis. Analysing texts always has a distancing effect that can produce the same consequence as
a journey to unknown lands: a distancing and formative effect at the same time.
The best results we could perceive in the whole work with the classes were the development of:
f motivation in reading as a leisure activity;
f “naïve” spontaneous, emotional experience with literary texts;
f collaborative work as a social activity, which also becomes a personal experience of self-learning;
f possible interpretations of the internal meaning of texts, which increase the hermeneutic competence;
f empathy and identification with the characters in text.
Students could also practise:
f insertion of themes and topics in context;
f creative writing individually as homework.

7.3. DISCUSSION
At the end of the whole project we organised a final meeting with the teachers and we reviewed the results of
the previous seminars and workshops. We also discussed the various topics of the course.
f The use of literary texts / images as tools for emotional education, which aims to develop the imaginative
faculty, empathy, and hermeneutic capacity as sources of inspiration for creative writing.
f The results of the pilot project carried out in classes to experiment with the new method, divided into
different phases, up to the drafting of a specific evaluation procedure.
f The analysis of the practical exercises done by the teachers.
f The contents of the seminar about the relationship between neuroscience and the reading of a literary text in the process of “absorption” of the reader, who identifies themselves with and empathises
with the characters: reading literature allows us to develop empathetic competence and to live many
more lives.
f The contents of the seminar on creative writing as a tool for changing experience and for developing in
students the “pleasure of writing” without constraints.
During the plenary discussion some doubts emerged on issues such as the legitimacy of an approach that
starts from emotions and not from critical analysis, the need to find a compromise between the emotional
aspect evoked by the text and the objectivity of the text itself, and also the teaching of critical analysis.
Among the different views emerged an observation on the importance of exotopia (dissonance) that can
create empathy as well.
Finally, we discussed the further potential of this project for the whole institute, and the intention to create
working groups to bring about educational innovation, involving teachers of different languages, including
teachers of Italian.

7.4. CONCLUSION
Applying the descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume, we realised that learning a foreign language
cannot be disconnected from self-knowledge and literary competence. This goal can be reached only in
co-operation with the teacher of Italian as a mother tongue. That is why we wanted to promote a discussion
with other foreign languages, but also with the Italian teachers, in order to increase and foster interdisciplinary
work and research in the whole school and promote it in the curriculum. We think that a language can be
better understood and acquired through phonological and rhythmical items; from the very beginning poetry
and short, simple literary texts could be a great help to learn the right intonation already at an early phase of
the learning process. Therefore, we intend to extend the project to the first classes (German: Level Pre-A1 and
A1; English: Level A2 to B1 at grade 9 and 10), where we will use songs, rhymes and tongue-twisters in order
to improve phonology and intonation, and to also apply the descriptors related to that. Reading as a leisure
activity can be trained already at this early stage by systematically using simple texts for example konkrete
Poesie [concrete poetry], limericks or haiku.
The project will be further developed, always trying to focus on the student and their relationship with reading
and writing as a principle of growth and education for freedom. Our adventure will go on, and the sixth sense
for language and literature will be a sixth sense for life.
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Chapter 8
PROMOTING AND ASSESSING THE APPRECIATION
OF LITERATURE AT SECONDARY SCHOOL
Nadia Prioni, Liceo Statale Giorgio Spezia, Domodossola, Italy
O brawling love,
O loving hate,
O anything of nothing first create! (Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Act 1, Scene 1)

ABSTRACT
The case study research here presented is based on the previous participation in the piloting of the CEFR
Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018a, 2020) descriptor scales Expressing a personal response to creative
texts (including literature) and Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature).
The case study concerned learners between 14 and 18 years of age, attending different courses of English
Language and Culture in an Italian secondary school, the Liceo Statale “Giorgio Spezia”, Domodossola, Verbania
(www.liceospezia.it/).
It involved an in-depth and detailed examination of different groups of students’ performances in the field of
literature appreciation. It was carried out over a period of 12 months. Literature and film are part of the Italian
secondary school syllabus recommended by the Italian Ministry of Education, so it was possible to integrate
activities and research into the regular set of curriculum activities.
The class observation was conducted over the whole 2018/19 school year and the beginning of the first term
of the 2019/20 school year. It took place during the regular teaching and evaluation process of five groups of
learners, using assessment grids, which were devised for this purpose by slightly adapting the CEFR Companion
volume scales for literature appreciation and analysis (see Appendices 8.1 and 8.2). Sustained monologue and
dialogue were the performances evaluated during the monitoring process.
Data collection was also accompanied by two self-assessment surveys, carried out to get evaluations from the
three classes, Group 1 and Groups 2 and 3. In the classes, three main different levels were identified: 1. Basic
User (in some cases overlapping with Independent User), 2. Independent User, which sometimes extended to
Proficient User, and finally 3. Proficient User.
The data collected, outlined in the following pages, reveal that there is a close correlation between the CEFR
level of language competence and the performance in this cultural field. In addition, the self-assessment survey
results show coherent self-evaluation and awareness on the part of the learners (see Appendices 8.3 and 8.4). Two
other interesting facts emerged from the case study: students who were more independent normally achieved
better results with sustained monologue; and less independent ones did better with dialogue.

RÉSUMÉ
L’étude de cas présentée ici se base sur la précédente participation à la mise à l’essai des échelles des descripteurs
Exprimer une réaction personnelle à l’égard des textes créatifs (incluant la littérature) et Analyser et critiquer des textes
créatifs (incluant la littérature) du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018).
L’étude de cas concerne de jeunes apprenants âgés de 14 à 18 ans suivant différents cours de langue et culture
anglaise dans une école secondaire italienne, le lycée d’État Giorgio Spezia, à Domodossola, dans la province
du Verbano-Cusio-Ossola..
Il s’est agi d’un examen approfondi et détaillé des performances de différents groupes d’élèves dans le domaine
de l’appréciation et de l’analyse de la littérature. La littérature et le cinéma font partie du programme des écoles
secondaires italiennes recommandé par le ministère de l’Éducation, de l’Université et de la Recherche (MIUR,
Ministero dell’istruzione, dell’università e della ricerca). Les recherches ont été menées pendant les activités
d’enseignement courantes, sur une période de 12 mois.
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L’observation attentive a été conduite pendant les deux quadrimestres de l’année scolaire 2018-2019 et au début
de l’année scolaire 2019-202013. Elle s’est déroulée au cours des activités d’enseignement et d’évaluation régulières
de cinq groupes différents d’élèves en utilisant des grilles d’évaluation qui ont été conçues en élaborant légèrement
les tableaux du Volume complémentaire concernant l’appréciation et l’analyse de la littérature (voir annexes 8.1
et 8.2). Monologue suivi et dialogue ont été les performances analysées pendant le processus d’observation.
La procédure de collecte de données était également accompagnée de deux enquêtes d’autoévaluation, réa
lisées pour obtenir des informations respectivement de la part du groupe 1 et des groupes 2 et 3. Trois niveaux
ont été identifiés : 1. utilisateur de base (pouvant parfois se superposer à utilisateur indépendant), 2. utilisateur
indépendant, parfois étendu à utilisateur expérimenté, et enfin 3. utilisateur expérimenté.
Les données collectées, détaillées dans les pages qui suivent, révèlent qu’il existe un parallèle entre le niveau
de compétence linguistique du CECR (2001) et les performances dans le domaine culturel. De plus, les résultats
du sondage d’autoévaluation montrent une évaluation cohérente et une prise de conscience de la part des
apprenants (voir annexes 8.3 et 8.4). L’étude a également révélé d’autres faits intéressants : les apprenants
indépendants obtiennent normalement de meilleurs résultats en conduisant un monologue suivi ; les moins
indépendants se classent mieux avec le dialogue.

8.1. INTRODUCTION
8.1.1. Aim of the project
The aim of the project was to experiment with the following scales of descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume:
Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature) (Council of Europe 2018a: 116; 2018b: 121;
2020: 106-7) and Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature) (Council of Europe 2018a: 117; 2018b:
122; 2020: 107-8).
The research for the case study was integrated into the regular day-to-day secondary school practice. The
implementation of the scales was used to
f motivate the creation of learning activities;
f reflect on the assessment and self-assessment process; and
f promote teacher development.
The idea was to demonstrate the practicability and efficacy of the descriptors in a very ordinary, even traditional context. The result of the whole process can provide an example “template” to spark interest in the CEFR
Companion volume descriptors of literature and disseminate their use by fellow teachers.

8.1.2. Institutional context
The Liceo Statale Giorgio Spezia state secondary school was created in 1972 in the Italian province of Verbania,
in the town of Domodossola. The town is the capital of the Ossola area, located in a triangular portion of Italian
land projecting into Switzerland, between the cantons of Wallis/Valais, where both German and French are
spoken, and the Italian-speaking canton of Ticino.
In the school there are 720 students, divided into 34 classes according to the following specialisations:
Science (Liceo scientifico);
Languages: English, French and German (Liceo Linguistico) with ESABAC section;
Classical languages: Latin and Greek (Liceo Classico);
Humanities, economic and social sciences (Liceo delle Scienze Umane Economico-Sociale)

The Liceo Linguistico includes the ESABAC (Esame di Stato–Baccalauréat) section, where learners can graduate with
an Italian–French certificate (see www.miur.gov.it/esabac and www.education.gouv.fr/cid52349/l-esabac.html).
The main general need of the students is widening their cultural horizons while promoting an attitude of
mutual respect, solidarity and open-mindedness. They also need to gradually learn how to take responsibility
for themselves and behave autonomously as young adults. In terms of their education, they need to achieve
the ability to communicate, acquire and interpret information from different sources. Almost all of our students

13. Pour être précis : 2018-2019 : du 22 septembre 2018 au 7 juin 2019 ; 2019-2020 : du 7 septembre 2019 au 4 novembre 2019.
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apply to university after their diploma liceale, so their needs also include gaining the necessary knowledge and
competences to deal with this commitment.
In addition to the objectives set out in the ministerial guidance for secondary schools, the school pursues other
aims and three objectives of its own, partly implemented through the school’s numerous projects that cover
different areas.

8.1.2.1. Inclusion objective
This objective is implemented in various projects, some of them involving the co-operation and peer mentoring
of other students to ensure greater cohesion of the school structure. For instance, the Progetto accoglienza is
addressed to first-year students and carried out by students in their fourth year; Studio Insieme is run by third-,
fourth- and fifth-year students and intended for the first and second years.

8.1.2.2. Language enhancement objective
There are many projects focusing on languages, such as those related to bringing students up to the level of
general language certificates like the Cambridge English B1 Preliminary and B2 First, the DELF (Diplôme d’études
en langue française) and the Zertifikat Deutsch. Further activities are organised with the aim of creating an
intercultural and pluricultural space:
f internships are organised every year in France, the UK and this year Austria, too;
f partnerships and school exchanges with Swiss and German secondary schools (Bad Wimpfen, Brig and Sion);
f welcoming and inclusion of international exchange students;
f monitoring and support for Italian students coming back from their exchange and international programmes;
f CLIL lessons.

8.1.2.3. Science enhancement objective
The project leading to a certificate in computer technology competence (ECDL) is offered each year, as well as
university entrance preparation courses, the Mathematics Olympics and the Neuroscience Olympics, just to
quote the main ones.
The school also organises philosophy conferences, computer science courses for adults, linguistic certificates
and the international computer driving licence (ICDL); the school library is open to all citizens and there is a book
exchange. Many of the projects mentioned in these various fields benefit the community outside the school
and are an enrichment for the whole area.

8.1.3. Language learning aims
The teaching of English language and culture at Italian Liceo secondary schools aims at bringing the learners
to reach the CEFR B2 level, while also gradually approaching the culture of the English-speaking world through
literature and films. The students’ language proficiency is measured against Placement Tests and officially Certified
Cambridge English Assessment examinations. These aims are compliant with those of this specific case study
mentioned above and are used to assess learner performance.
Table 8.1 outlines the different aims according to the overall aims for the school years and the target groups
involved in the research for this study.
Table 8.1: English language and culture aims
Case study descriptors

Year

Target
group
number

minimum
general
language aim

Expressing a personal response
to literature (including film)

Analysis and
criticism of literature
(including film)

1st and
2nd Year

1

CEFR: A1+

Producing a 3-minute speech

–

3rd and
4th Year

2 (3)

CEFR: B1+

Producing an 8/10-minute
speech/dialogue



5th Year

3, 4, 5

CEFR: B2

Producing an 8/10-minute
speech/dialogue
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First and second year
The minimum general aim for the first two years is to obtain the elementary level of the CEFR A1+ while getting
to know some cultural aspects of the English-speaking world. Specifically within this case study, the students’
objectives were the reading and listening comprehension of graded readers and the subsequent preparation
of a 3-minute presentation delivered to their classmates. They were asked to give a brief summary of the text,
explaining what the story is about, and also to tell the class their personal reaction to it.

Third and fourth year
The minimum general aim of the second two-year period is achieving an intermediate level (B1+). The students’
aim is also to approach in a gradual way various aspects related to the culture of the English-speaking world,
with particular reference to the literary, artistic and scientific fields – depending on the options chosen by
the students at the beginning of their five-year syllabus. Students should be able to understand and contextualise literary texts from different historical periods, and analyse and compare literary texts and artistic
productions, including films. They should also manage communication technologies to further their work
on different study topics.
In particular, for the case study, the third-year students’ aims also included working in the IT laboratory to
complete a Futurelearn MOOC (massive open online course) called Exploring English: Shakespeare. The British
Council sponsored this online course. This platform was chosen as a substitute for the one used in the first draft
of this case study, which included an online co-operation with the French secondary school of Saint-Germainen-Laye. This time the online co-operation and discussion was carried on with the international community
created within the MOOC.
At the beginning of the term, the students were in the fourth year and their aim was to produce an 8- to 10-minute
talk delivered to their classmates about the graded reader they had chosen. They had to briefly summarise it,
analyse the main elements in the story and give their personal appreciation of it.

Fifth year
The minimum general aim in the fifth year is to reach Level B2 at least in some of the skills required. In particular,
fifth-year students should aim at acquiring:
f the ability to summarise texts, both in written and oral form;
f the ability to understand, analyse, compare and interpret texts and cultural products of different types
and genres (in written and oral form, listening to excerpts, films, images, diagrams) on both concrete and
abstract topics;
f the ability to interact and produce coherent and comprehensible written and oral interventions about
the subjects being studied and to explain one’s point of view on a topic by providing examples;
f the ability to use new technologies to do research and explore topics of different natures.
The specific aim of the fifth-year students in the project was to produce a 10- to 12-minute speech delivered
to their classmates about their reader of choice. Some of them chose to read the original version. They had
to summarise and analyse the main elements in the story, giving their personal appreciation of it, too.

8.1.4. Details of the learner groups involved
Information about the target group involved is summarised in Table 8.2. The learners are all at secondary
school level. English language and culture are part of their syllabus, even though they specialise in different
subjects. A total of 115 (117) learners were engaged in the case study research on the CEFR Companion
volume descriptors:
f Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)
f Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature).
Their age was between 14 and 18, and their language level ranged from A1+ to C1 in some cases.
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Table 8.2: English language and culture – aims
Target
group
number

Specialisation

Number
of learners
involved

Age

CEFR
language
level

Group 1

Liceo delle scienze umane economico-sociale

21

14/15

A1+ to A2+

Group 2

Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

21

15/17

B1 to B1+
B2

Group 3

Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

24-26

17/18

B1 to B2
C1

Group 4

Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

26

17/18

B1 to B2
C1

Group 5

Liceo scientifico

23

17/18

B1 to B2
C1

Group 1: first year 2018/19, second year 2019/20
“Liceo delle scienze umane economico-sociale”
The class consisted of 21 students (18 girls and three boys) aged 14-15, four of them with special needs. Everyone
had already been studying English at Middle School, reaching different levels of achievement, ranging from
CEFR A1+ to A2+.
The students appeared to be generally engaged and interested in the activities proposed; the assignments were
mostly performed successfully, even though many had problems in meeting deadlines.

Group 2: third year 2018/19, fourth year 2019/20
This class in the Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA) was composed of 21 students (three girls
and 18 boys) aged 15-17. Most students were normally precise and punctual in carrying out their schoolwork
and achieved good overall results. Their CEFR level was mostly B1-B1+, although a few reached B2.

Group 3: fourth year 2018/19, fifth year 2019/20
This Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA) class initially comprised 24 students in the 2018/19
school year (three girls and 21 boys), but was later a group of 26 (four girls and 22 boys) after two of them came
back at the beginning of the first term from their international programme abroad, the boy in the Netherlands
and the girl in India. They were all 17 or 18 years old.
A large number of the students co-operated quite positively, though some still lacked commitment and others
showed fragility in applying what they had learned. Their overall CEFR level was between B1 and B2 (five of them
passed the Cambridge English B2 First Certificate) and a few were C1.

Group 4: fifth year 2018/19
Group 4 was a Liceo scientifico Informatica Multimediale Avanzata (IMA) class composed of 26 students (seven
girls and 19 boys) aged 17/18. They have all since obtained their high school diplomas.
All the students were quite accurate and conscientious in carrying out their schoolwork and achieved good
– sometimes excellent – results. Their overall CEFR level was between B1+ and B2, and a few achieved C1
(Cambridge English Advanced Certificate). Three of them were on an international study programme (two of
them in the US and one in Uruguay).

Group 5: fifth year 2018/19
This Liceo scientifico class was composed of 23 students (11 girls and 12 boys) aged 17 and 18, all of whom have
since obtained their high school diplomas.
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The class was generally interested and took an active part in the schoolwork, even though they did not always
reach the same achievements. Three of them struggled to reach B1, most of the others were between B1+ and
B2, while a few others exceeded B2 (and five of them acquired a Cambridge English B2 First Certification).

8.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
8.2.1. Implementation
The case study research was scaffolded by the previous experimentation with the CEFR Companion volume
descriptors during the validation and then piloting phases of the project to develop them. The research involved
an in-depth and detailed examination of different groups of students’ achievements in the field of literature
appreciation. The observation was conducted over the two terms of the school year 2018/19 and at the beginning of the school year 2019/20. It took place during the regular evaluation activity by using assessment grids,
which were devised for this purpose by slightly elaborating the descriptor scales (see Appendices 8.1 and 8.2).
Three main different levels of achievement were identified:
f Basic User (in some cases overlapping with Independent User);
f Independent User, which sometimes extended to Proficient User with a few descriptors; and
f Proficient User.
In order to ensure triangulation of findings, teacher observations were also accompanied by two self-assessment
surveys, carried out to get evaluations respectively from Group 1 and Groups 2 and 3. This was done in order to
acquire information about students’ performances from another point of view, an alternative to just the teacher’s
assessment.

8.2.2. Methodology
The main pedagogical strategies used to implement the syllabus and the related case study employed various
procedures to expose the students to creative texts, including:
f Input: A lecture accompanied by presentation slides and multimedia (including DVDs and participation in
theatre performances); reading comprehension and guided analysis of various literary excerpts; watching
films and participation in plays. All these activities were interspersed with other activities and followed by
discussion of issues related to the topic and/or texts analysed;
f Project work: Investigation and research employing co-operative learning, conducted in pairs and small groups:
this was organised in order to get students to think for themselves and gradually develop critical thinking;
f Evaluation: Formative and summative assessment in the form of an interview, brief sustained monologue/
presentation addressed to classmates, and a written quiz using the online platform QuestBase (www.
questbase.com/).
In particular, the method of collecting data relevant to the case study during speaking tests on literature
and film implied the use of assessment grids with defined criteria, which were devised for quick note-taking
by the teacher. Oral testing in the form of a 15-minute interview usually included the analysis of a literary
excerpt, the discussion of a wider relevant issue and a question oriented to the gathering of information about
personal appreciation. The second oral assessment task was in the form of a personal 8- to 15-minute presentation
delivered to classmates about the graded reader chosen by the student. In this way, the assessment covered
both oral interaction and oral production, following the CEFR model.

8.2.3. Building a community of practice
The specific teacher training related to the case study included continuous participation in the piloting process of the
scales since 2014, co-operation in the Intercultural Evaluation Protocol research project14 and finally regular attendance at various national and international in-service teacher development initiatives. The materials developed were
assessment grids – devised for quick evaluation by ticking the relevant descriptors – Google Form surveys and quiz
tests, created using a web-based platform and informed by the descriptor scales. Other materials used were students’
textbooks, other books and graded readers along with their multimedia material and online expansion, and finally
all the content, both in printable and video format, included in the Futurelearn MOOC Exploring English: Shakespeare.

14. See www.edizioniets.com/scheda.asp?n=9788846755896.
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8.2.4. Practical measures for teaching and learning
8.2.4.1. Tools
The assessment grids given in Appendices 8.1 and 8.2 were a useful tool, which was employed in all evaluation
processes and enabled collection of the data summarised in this section.
The quizzes were created using QuestBase and the QuestBase secure browser.
Finally, another useful tool was Google Forms, a survey administration application employed to gather the
students’ feedback. Those results are provided in Appendices 8.3 and 8.4.
The bibliography, the series of DVDs and the sitography (websites) listed at the end of this document constitute
valuable resources that can be shared with colleagues working in similar contexts.

8.2.4.2. Data collected
The data collected revealed a close correlation between the CEFR level of language competence and the learners’
performances in expressing their appreciation of creative texts and their analysis and criticism of the literary
samples they were exposed to. The data were collected by means of the checklists in Appendices 8.1 and 8.2,
which were printed for each learner for quick-tick marking by the teacher during their assessed performance.
The student performance evaluated was (at different times) either a brief sustained monologue about a graded
reader of their choice or a question-and-answer dialogue about the literature syllabus. The overall grade given
was the result of the average of the performance on the two tasks. Comparing the teacher’s assessment overall
grade with the students’ self-assessment, a significant difference can be noted: the majority of the students
expressed a slightly stricter judgment about themselves than the teacher.
The data collected are summarised in the five sets of tables, one set for each of the five groups, given in
Appendix 8.3. For each set, the first table states the learner group, their age and their overall CEFR level. The
percentages in the second table report the results of the teacher’s assessment, and finally the detailed tables
allow comparison between each single student’s self-assessment and the teacher’s assessment. However, only
the first three groups carried out the self-assessment survey that allows this comparison to be made.
The data for 52 students from the three groups who completed the self-assessment as well as teacher assessment
(Groups 1-3) is summarised in Table 8.3 below. This type of table is technically called a bivariate decision table,
but is often referred to simply as a decision table (Council of Europe 2009: 112-13; North 2014: 212). It was used
by Mats Oscarson to compare self-assessments to teacher assessments in experimentation with self-assessment
for the Council of Europe in the 1970s (Oscarson 1984).
The shaded cells forming a diagonal line show a perfect match between the assessments. To create an overall
teacher grade for the two higher groups (Groups 2 and 3) for this table, the results from the two assessments
have been averaged. Undecided grades (e.g. B2/C1) have been rounded down. The cluster of students from
Groups 2 and 3 can be seen in the top left, where 19 of the 32 students rated themselves B2, as their teacher
did. Two students rated themselves C1 to the teacher’s B2, but eight who were assessed as B2 by the teacher
rated themselves B1. The cluster of lower-level students from Group 1 can be seen bottom right, with 11 of the
20 students rating themselves A2, the same as their teacher. Four have been assessed by the teacher as B1, but
rated themselves A2 – as did a further two students who were assessed by the teacher as A1. Finally, 31 of the
52 students for whom we have data from both teacher and self-assessment are in complete agreement – 60%.
The overall correlation between the two grades, including all three groups, is 0.86 if plus levels are included and
0.76 if only CEFR main levels are reported, as in the table.
Table 8.3: Assessment results in a decision table
Teacher assessment

Self-assessment

C1

B2

B1

A2

8

1

2

1

4

11

C1

2

B2

19

B1
A2
A1

1

A1

2

1
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The self-assessment survey was also based on the descriptors, and its results (in Appendices 8.4 and 8.5) show
quite coherent self-evaluation and learning awareness on the part of the students. The surveys were an optional
activity for learners, and two different ones were created, adapting the questions to the learners’ ages, CEFR
level and prerequisites in the knowledge of literature. The questions were created by simplifying the concepts
in the descriptors, in order to make them user-friendly for students. The survey in Appendix 8.4, administered to
Group 1, focused on the appreciation of literature, while the second one shown in Appendix 8.5, administered
to Groups 2 and 3 – whose syllabus included the study of literature – was focused on the analysis and criticism of
creative texts. A total of 21 students from Group 1 replied to the survey reported in Appendix 8.4 (a 95% response
rate). The response rate from Group 2 was 100%, but only 46% from Group 3, giving a total of 29 students who
replied to the survey reported in Appendix 8.5.
The results in the student survey were calculated by assigning points to multiple-choice answers. In the first
survey (Appendix 8.4), almost 85% said they were good, very good or excellent at expressing their reactions to
a book or film and then reporting their ideas and feelings (24% excellent), and over 75% stated that they were
good, very good or excellent at saying if they liked a work or not and why (again, almost 24% excellent). By
contrast, with more detailed questions, students showed a realistic reticence. Although a very high proportion
were confident at saying which aspects of a work especially interested them (almost 86% good or very good),
very few claimed to be excellent at it. Similarly, when asked how well they could describe a character’s feelings
and the reasons for them, the most frequent responses were “quite well” and “I’m okay” (over 71% together),
with very few claiming to be able to do it very well.
In the second survey, reported in Appendix 8.5, completed by 15- to 18-year olds belonging to Groups 2 and
3, the responses are in general more cautious. About 50% of the learners declared themselves quite confident
in describing the personality of characters, their feelings and opinions and their personal identification with
them in creative works. The percentage went down when interpretation and analysis were inquired about: only
37% said they were very good at describing their interpretation of a work, and just 7.1% believed they could
analyse plot, characters and themes very well. However, only 3.6% considered themselves poor at reporting the
emotions they experienced while appreciating a work of art.

8.3. DISCUSSION
8.3.1. Overall perceived impact
The overall perceived impact of the case study is definitely positive. The result is rewarding because it has brought
forward a new attitude to teaching and learning. The importance given to the appreciation of literature rather
than merely the study of factual knowledge has enhanced personal expression and critical thinking on the part
of the learners. The assessment phase, conducted in the form of an interview, was informed by the descriptor
scales: therefore, using the descriptors helped the reflection on teaching methodology. Working with the
descriptors also promoted the implementation of a project which included a great deal of active co-operation
and observation on the part of the students, who gained independence and self-esteem by working together.
The findings brought some very interesting facts to the surface. For example, the survey administered to older
students highlighted their difficulty in considering their inner feelings and analysing them deeply; on the other
hand, it showed their awareness of this very weakness. This is an illuminating result, considering the fact that the
respondents were adolescents. For instance, while generally describing their personal interpretation and reactions,
37.9% of the learners believed they were very good at it, but when asked to go deeply into analysis of the emotions
they had experienced, only 24% thought they were very good. When discussing the survey results in class, these
issues were pointed out, which helped learners develop recognition and appreciation of the work done. A sense
of meaning and motivation, in both students and teacher, was an unexpected added value that the case study
brought with it. The learners were also satisfied to see the display of their strengths as shown in the pie charts and
gained a new interest in literature as a means to go deeper into gaining knowledge of themselves.

8.3.2. Evaluation, reflection and lessons learned
Implementation of the descriptors brought us to the conclusion that working with them will help teachers
produce different syllabi in the future, setting the learners and themselves a series of goals to be achieved that
are more oriented to the development of fundamental life skills such as critical thinking.
For all the groups participating in the case study, the plus side was giving more space to students’ choices: they
chose their book and the topic they would develop in their presentations. They were also invited to complete
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the survey as an optional activity. Participation by more curious groups was almost complete (Group 1: 95%,
Group 2: 100%) This generated a more motivated approach to literature, as learners were invited to express
their appreciation and assessed on their ability to do so. This outcome evolved in quite a natural way, as being
able to choose and express opinions freely were demonstrated to be key elements in the learning process. As a
consequence, much better results were achieved. Interesting facts emerged from the case study: independent
and more creative students normally obtained better results with sustained monologue; less independent
ones did better with the interview. A few students discovered they actually enjoyed literature, which came as a
complete surprise to them, because they had started working at the project as rather sceptical readers.
The comparison between the results assessed by the teacher (duly recorded in the school register after their
conversion into marks) and the self-evaluation survey showed to both learners and teacher the coherence and
relevance of the descriptors when applied to the learning process. Knowing the students involved, it is possible
for me to say that their self-assessment was quite honest, fair and related to their actual levels.

8.4. CONCLUSION
Did the descriptors match expectations of their relevance and usability, sustainability and extension?
We found that the use of the two descriptor scales Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including
literature) and Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature) in a state secondary school proved
their sustainability in a real context, with average learners working within the pace of the regular syllabus. The
descriptors were adapted with ease to authentic and concrete class situations in a period of regular teaching
and learning time. Moreover, the scales motivated the teacher to update their teaching methodology and
promote more student-centred lessons. Possible further development in the institutional context in question
could be to investigate a way to align the Italian school marking system to the CEFR levels and scales in order
to use them regularly.
The complete CEFR Companion volume will probably take time to be systematically implemented in European
educational institutions, but it will certainly become, like the original CEFR (Council of Europe 2001), a reference
source for all teachers and a way to approach common standards throughout the different European education
systems.
A key role for its extension to a wider context is to be found in the contribution of publishing houses: textbook
authors and developers should be encouraged to create materials on the basis of the CEFR Companion volume
can-do descriptor scales.
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Chapter 9
FOCUS ON ONLINE
INTERACTION: A PILOT PROJECT IN ITALY
Gisella Langé, MIUR (Ministry of Education, University and Research),
Letizia Cinganotto and Fausto Benedetti, INDIRE (National Institute for
Documentation, Innovation and Educational Research), Italy

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a pilot project carried out with a sample of primary, lower secondary and upper secondary
schools in Italy, focusing on the Online Interaction and Collaborating in a Group descriptors provided by the
CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020). Considering the importance of the digital and multimedia dimension in supporting and enhancing the teaching and learning process in 21st-century schools, the
Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR), in co-operation with the National Institute for
Documentation, Innovation and Educational Research (INDIRE), developed a research project aimed at trialling
and observing online interaction among students, either within the same class and/or from different classes
and/or different countries, using English as the means of communication and interaction.
The pilot project was carried out in nine Italian regions where 20 English language teachers (plus some CLIL
subject teachers) were asked to plan and trial activities in their classes involving online CLIL-oriented tasks,
preferably within online international projects such as eTwinning, the European programme which is proving to
be a very effective medium for task-based and project-based learning. The aim was to enhance the international
dimension of the curriculum and foster new ways and new channels of communication.
Following the project co-ordinators’ guidelines, offered by both the concept papers and the online meetings,
the teachers planned and implemented very creative and innovative tasks facilitating online interactions in
English among students. Teachers were also asked to observe and document their students’ interaction, using
their favourite tools: note-taking, filming, taking pictures, etc. This informative documentation has been collected
and will be disseminated to other teachers and school leaders all over Italy.
At the end of the pilot project, the teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire answered by Yes/No
or answers on a Likert scale, adapted from a template provided by the Council of Europe. A report in Italian
(Benedetti et al. 2020) summarises the results of this survey. Some of the teachers’ comments are also reported
and discussed in this chapter.
The opportunity to experience interactive and student-centred methods in authentic environments also enabled
teachers to gain insight into their own efficacy in using new tools for discussion and interaction. The choice of
focusing on the descriptor scales for Online Interaction and Collaborating in a Group of the CEFR Companion
volume was considered positively by the teachers because they were offered the opportunity not only to reflect
on their students’ learning and communication strategies, but also to strengthen their own teaching and collaborative techniques, thus improving the teaching/learning process.
The outcomes of the pilot project will be disseminated (in a printed volume, on the INDIRE platform, face-toface and/or via distance seminars) as an example of how crucial the digital dimension can be in the language
learning and teaching agenda.

RÉSUMÉ
Cet article décrit un projet pilote mené avec un échantillon d’écoles primaires et secondaires en Italie, axé sur les
échelles de descripteurs Interaction en ligne et Coopérer dans un groupe fournis par le Volume complémentaire
avec de nouveaux descripteurs du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018 et 2020). Étant donné l’importance de la
dimension numérique et multimédia pour soutenir et améliorer le processus d’enseignement et d’apprentissage
dans les écoles du XXIe siècle, le ministère italien de l’Éducation, de l’Université et de la Recherche (MIUR), en
coopération avec l’Institut national de documentation, d’innovation et de recherche en éducation (INDIRE), a
mis en place un projet de recherche visant à tester et à observer les interactions en ligne entre étudiants de
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la même classe et/ou de différentes classes, de pays différents ou non, en utilisant l’anglais comme moyen de
communication et d’interaction.
Le projet pilote a été mené dans neuf régions italiennes. On a demandé à 20 enseignants d’anglais (et à quelques
enseignants de disciplines non linguistiques – DNL) de programmer et de tester des activités en classe comportant
des tâches en ligne liées à l’enseignement CLIL/EMILE, de préférence dans le cadre de projets internationaux en
ligne tels que eTwinning, le programme européen, qui s’avère être un moyen très efficace pour un apprentissage
basé sur des tâches ou sur des projets. L’objectif était de renforcer la dimension internationale du programme
d’études et de favoriser de nouvelles voies et de nouveaux canaux de communication.
Conformément aux directives des coordinateurs de projet proposées dans les documents de conception et les
réunions en ligne, les enseignants ont planifié et mis en œuvre des tâches très créatives et innovantes facilitant
les interactions en ligne entre les étudiants en anglais. Les enseignants ont également été invités à observer et
à documenter les interactions de leurs élèves à l’aide de leurs outils favoris : prise de notes, tournage de film,
photos, etc. Cette documentation exceptionnelle a été collectée et sera diffusée auprès d’autres enseignants et
chefs d’établissement dans toute l’Italie.
À la fin du projet pilote, il a été demandé aux enseignants de remplir un questionnaire comportant des questions
fermées et ouvertes basé sur une échelle de Likert, inspiré d’un modèle fourni par le Conseil de l’Europe. Un
rapport (Benedetti et al. 2020) résume les résultats de cette enquête. Certains commentaires des enseignants
sont rapportés et commentés dans cet article. La possibilité d’expérimenter des méthodes interactives et centrées
sur l’élève dans des environnements authentiques a également permis aux enseignants de mieux comprendre
leur propre efficacité en utilisant de nouveaux outils de discussion et d’interaction. Le choix de se concentrer sur
les descripteurs d’Interaction en ligne et de Coopérer dans un groupe du Volume complémentaire a été considéré
de manière positive par les enseignants, car ils se sont vu offrir la possibilité non seulement de réfléchir aux
stratégies d’apprentissage et de communication de leurs élèves, mais aussi de renforcer leurs propres techniques
d’enseignement et de collaboration, améliorant ainsi le processus d’enseignement et d’apprentissage.
Les résultats du projet pilote seront diffusés à titre d’exemple (un volume imprimé, la plateforme de l’INDIRE,
des séminaires face à face et/ou à distance) de l’importance cruciale de la dimension numérique dans l’agenda
de l’apprentissage et de l’enseignement des langues.

9.1. INTRODUCTION
Considering the importance of the CEFR (Council of Europe 2001) revision process and the provisional edition of the
CEFR Companion volume published in September 2017, the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR – DG for Schooling)
and the National Institute for Documentation, Innovation and Educational Research (INDIRE) decided in January
2018 to co-operate on a pilot project involving Italian schools. The aim of the project was to pilot some of the new
descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume. The project was designed to focus in particular on online interaction
in a content and language integrated learning (CLIL) environment (Langé and Cinganotto 2014 , Langé et al. 2020).
Subsequently, descriptors from the scales for mediating concepts were also chosen by the teachers, specifically
those for collaborating in a group, that is, Facilitating collaborative discussion and Collaborating to construct meaning.
The background to the pilot project is the linguistic and sociolinguistic scenario related to what is called “Netspeak”
(Crystal 2011) or CMC (Computer-Mediated Communication) (Baron 1984), namely the language commonly used
by teenagers for interaction and informal exchanges with their peers through social networks, WhatsApp chats
and similar. The focus is particularly on the English language, even if a wide range of features of CMC is common
to other languages as well. The language of the net can be defined as a hybrid between spoken language and
written language, oriented to the mimesis of the spoken language through the use of emoticons and other
particular graphic signs to transfer the emotional dimension to the textual one.
It is interesting to note that eTwinning represents one of the most suitable learning environments for fostering
online interaction and collaboration among students from different schools and even different countries. In Italy
more and more schools are joining the programme because it allows them to experiment with project-based
learning and to enhance an authentic use of the foreign language for meaningful interaction. CLIL pathways
can be implemented in a very easy way in an eTwinning project, as foreign languages are used to communicate
and co-construct subject content or cross-curricular issues through co-operative and digital tasks.
On the basis of these considerations, the project promoted by MIUR, in collaboration with INDIRE, took inspiration
from the CEFR Companion volume, with particular reference to the “action-oriented approach” (Piccardo and
North 2019), considering the learner as a social agent and the language as a socio-pragmatic and intercultural
tool for communication.
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The initiative aimed at exploring the potential of digital tools, media and channels for online interaction,
communication and language learning (Cinganotto 2019). In particular, the project was aimed at trialling
the CEFR Companion volume descriptors related to online interaction with teachers and classes of Italian
primary, lower secondary and upper secondary schools. Twenty Italian schools took part in the project,
involving 16 upper secondary school teachers, three lower secondary school teachers and one primary
school teacher; in some cases English language teachers collaborated with a CLIL subject teacher. Teachers
were invited to propose online tasks in English to their students, to be carried out by interacting with either
Italian or other European students on digital media such as blogs, forums or social networks. Where possible,
this included collaboration through European exchange projects, such as eTwinning or Erasmus+. Students
were observed and assessed according to the criteria and descriptors established by the CEFR Companion
volume.

9.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
9.2.1. Participants and set-up
The first step was to ask head teachers of lower and upper secondary schools to ascertain whether teachers in
their schools were willing to be part of this project. The aim was to create a community of practice of 20 teachers
who would explore the possibilities offered by the descriptors chosen from the areas relating to online interaction
for Levels A1 to B2 (Council of Europe 2018: 96-9, 2020: 84-7).
The following short profile summarises the characteristics of the pilot teachers:
f Primary and/or lower secondary and/or upper secondary school teachers;
f English language teachers or CLIL subject teachers with at least B2/C1 level of competence in English or
French, as appropriate;
f Ability to use learning technologies, social networks and other web tools during the lesson;
f Experience of working on eTwinning or other online exchange projects, entailing online interaction among
students (through blog, social networks and dedicated spaces, such as TwinSpace).
The selection process was completed by the end of January 2018: 20 English language teachers (10 of them
collaborating with CLIL subject teachers) from primary (one), lower (three) secondary and upper (16) secondary
schools in different regions (Basilicata, Campania, Friuli, Lazio, Lombardia, Marche, Puglia, Umbria and Sardegna)
started project activities in February 2018 following the outline in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Italy pilot project
Country

Italy

Timing

February 2018 to May 2018
Kick-off webinars:
14 February 2018
20 February 2018

Scientific
co-ordinators

Gisella Langé (MIUR)
Letizia Cinganotto and Fausto Benedetti (INDIRE)

Institutions

MIUR DG for Schooling and INDIRE leading a group of 20 teachers from different school levels
(primary/lower secondary/upper secondary)

Areas in
Companion
volume

Online Interaction (2018 edition: 96-9; 2020 edn: 84-7)
Collaborating in a Group (2018 edition: 119; 2020 edn: 108-11)

Descriptor
scales in
Companion
volume

Online conversation and discussion (2018 edition: 97; 2020 edn: 84-6)
Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration (2018 edition: 99; 2020 edn: 86-7)
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers (2018 edition: 119; 2020 edn: 109-11)
Collaborating to construct meaning (2018 edition: 119; 2020 edn: 109-11)

Level(s)
Students’ age

A1-B2
9-18 years old
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The teachers experimented at different CEFR levels, as shown in Figure 9.1 below.
Figure 9.1: CEFR levels of the projects

As the project involved teachers from different regions, the organisers opted for concept papers and distance
work, with online meetings and training being held in the INDIRE videoconference room. After two kick-off
webinars, where teachers were able to tune in to the project, three more webinars were held to train teachers
on the contents of the CEFR Companion volume. These webinars were designed to activate an action-research
methodology in the classroom (one class with pupils aged 9, three classes with students aged 11-13, 16 classes
with students aged 14-18).
At the end of the project, a 50-question online survey, adapted from the template provided by the Council
of Europe, was delivered to the schools. The aim was to collect the teachers’ and students’ feedback on the
descriptors and the impact on the teaching/learning process. Some of the main results from the survey have
been reported in this contribution, quoting directly in some cases the teachers’ comments posted as answers
to the open questions provided. The output of the project consisted of
a. the final report of the project, which collated the documentation of the different pilot projects led by the
teachers and the main outcomes, and provided some guidelines, and
b. a final seminar/conference for the dissemination of the outcomes.

9.2.2. Tasks
The tasks performed by the teachers included the following.
f Identifying one or more descriptors in the two Online Interaction scales of the CEFR Companion volume.
Some more descriptors from the two scales for Collaborating in a Group could also be chosen by the
teacher, if they considered them relevant.
f Identifying, planning and implementing an online task. This might include a collaborative project with
students from other schools or other countries, according to PBL (project-based learning) methodology,
eTwinning projects or other exchange programmes which could represent the ideal setting. The task was
supposed to be preferably a CLIL-oriented task.
f Taking part in the online meetings with the research team.
f Documenting the experience in progress (collecting online exchanges among the students, pictures, video
recording, etc.).
f Taking part in a final virtual focus group with the research team for the purpose of collecting information
on outcomes, reactions, feelings, perceptions.
f Completing the piloting report, sending all the materials to the research team and contributing to the
final report of the project.
The choice of focusing on the scales for Online Interaction and Collaborating in a Group of the CEFR Companion
volume was considered positively by the teachers because they were offered the opportunity not only to reflect
on their students’ learning and communication strategies, but also to strengthen their own teaching and collaborative techniques, thus improving the teaching/learning process.
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The precise instructions that the teachers received were the following:
1. Read both the rationale and scales in the CEFR Companion volume carefully.
2. Select level and descriptors that appear to be potentially useful additions to learning aims.
3. Design a task that will involve the aspects described in a cluster of several descriptors (or several such activities).
4. Use the task (or tasks) with a class. During the activity, focus on a couple of students. Either during the
task or soon afterwards, consider the performance of those students you focused on, and judge whether
they acted as described in the descriptors. After the activity, consider the extent to which the descriptors
captured the learners’ performance.
5. Refine the task – and possibly the choice of descriptors.
6. If possible, arrange for a colleague to repeat the activity.
7. Decide which descriptors to propose as new additions to the aims of the curriculum.
8. Describe the experience, briefly, using the report template provided.
Approximately half of the teachers (56%) collaborated with a subject teacher in a CLIL approach, with 83%
reporting that this co-operation went “very well”. The documentation of each school project was collected for
analysis on how the online interaction descriptors were used and interpreted by teachers and students. The
materials produced by the schools show the wide range of digital media suggested by the teachers for online
interaction among their students or with students from other countries.

9.2.3. Outcomes
It is not possible to describe the 20 projects and related materials produced by the schools in detail. The comments from teachers quoted below give an idea of the wide variety of the projects. The majority of the initiatives
were carried out within eTwinning projects, taking advantage of a large range of web tools, digital media and
social network, exploiting the potential of the network for social communication, intercultural exchanges and
language learning.
In January we joined an eTwinning project with some Italian and Spanish schools. The project “CLIL approaches in
European countries: a comparison” is aimed at comparing CLIL experiences in the participating schools and at possibly
visiting the countries involved in the project in the future, thanks to an exchange programme. … we wanted our
students to prepare activities to be exchanged with the Spanish partners and the descriptor “Goal-oriented online
communications and interaction” for level B1 was our choice.
Starting from the already developed IGCSE Geography modules, we have devised a project and an online task to be carried
out in groups in each of the three classes involved. In the first phase the existing virtual classes were used. In the second
phase, when all three classes had an online discussion in real-time, five different Padlets were set up by the students.
I organised an online event with a colleague on [an] eTwinning platform. In turn students asked/answered questions
about personal info, hobbies and sports, school organisation. Before the meeting, they used a blackboard to choose
the questions and to correct them if necessary, then they role-played in turn how to carry out an interview. I filled in
an observation grid according to the chosen CEFR scale.
To pilot the descriptors the teachers created a set of activities in collaboration with the Spanish partners of an eTwinning
project. The students were involved in online interaction: teachers monitored activities through direct observation,
video recording of the lessons, and comparison of results in the two schools.
My target group is a class of 15-year-olds (20 students) in their second year of an Italian High School (year 10). With
this group of students my colleagues (French teacher, PE teacher) and I have been working on an eTwinning project
with a German class since the beginning of this school year (2017-2018). The name of the eTwinning project is Young
European Journalist United (https://twinspace.etwinning.net/46504/home).
The project was developed in a third class (A2+ level). The class was divided into groups of four and carried out the
activities that were proposed. The activities focused on simple transactions and writing down an online questionnaire.
I observed with particular care two of the students that I had previously chosen. Some samples online on how to
develop a questionnaire were analysed by students.

The teachers’ comments can be summarised in the following statements:
eTwinning provides an ideal setting for fostering online interaction among students.
International programmes (such as Cambridge IGCSE, which is becoming more and more popular in Italy) can take
advantage of the use of the CEFR Companion volume in the classroom.
Technologies represent an added value that facilitates online interaction among students, thanks to the web tools
chosen for the project: Padlet, blog, forum, WhatsApp, Instant Messenger, TwinSpace.
The online activities were mostly organised among students from different European countries developing an international dimension.
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The online tasks suggested were mostly collaborative and co-operative and were carried out in groups.
The analysis of the teachers’ observations on the students’ online language behaviour can help them in the choice of
suitable inputs.

9.2.4. Activities and materials
The development of the project followed different pathways and implemented a wide range of tasks, as the
teachers were free to adapt their planning to their specific target class.
A large number of tasks were developed within the project: only three teachers opted for only one activity, while
the others chose more than one, as shown in Figure 9.2.
Figure 9.2: Number of tasks developed during the projects

A sample of these tasks is reported and commented on in this chapter. In each of these examples, two descriptors
are associated with each task, one usually being from the scale Online conversation and discussion, with the other
from the scale for Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration.
One of the projects used Google Slides to facilitate co-operative learning. In small groups, students were asked
to produce collectively a PowerPoint presentation which was designed to gather different contributions, in
particular, contributions from Italian and Finnish students, connected thanks to an eTwinning project. Figure
9.3 is a screenshot of the Google Slides produced by a group of students on a CLIL topic in science: human and
animal cells. The different groups of students arranged to meet online to share their Google Slides with both
their national and international peers.
Figure 9.3: Google Slides as an example of the project activity

Different functions of Google Slides were explored, such as synchronous editing and instant messaging. This tool
turned out to be a very powerful way to promote collaboration and online communication as well as interaction
in the mother tongue and in the foreign language.
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This B2 task was associated with the following two descriptors:
f Can engage in online exchanges, linking his/her contributions to previous ones in the thread, understanding
cultural implications and reacting appropriately. (B2+: Online conversation and discussion)
f Can collaborate online with a group that is working on a project, justifying proposals, seeking clarification and
playing a supportive role in order to accomplish shared tasks. (B2: Goal-oriented online transactions and
collaboration)
Another interesting example of the materials produced by the schools comes from a primary school. Here the
children had to simulate WhatsApp chats through specific web tools for “fake WhatsApp chat”. As shown in Figure
9.4, they had a lot of fun role-playing important characters from British literature, such as Romeo and Juliet, and
interacting in this fake chat, trying to communicate in the way it happened in that century, but using a digital
device. Old and modern are overlapping in the children’s minds.
Figure 9.4: “Fake WhatsApp chats” as an example of the project activity

This A2 task was associated with the following two descriptors:
f Can engage in basic social communication online (e.g. writing a simple message on a virtual card for a
special occasion, sharing news and making/confirming arrangements to meet). (A2: Online conversation
and discussion)
f Can respond to simple instructions and ask simple questions in order to accomplish a shared task online with the help of a supportive interlocutor. (A2: Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration)
A further task, suggested by a lower secondary school teacher, was related to an online discussion between
students from a school in Milan and students from a small town in Finland. Here students used a WebGIS tool
which allowed them to ask each other and then answer questions about their respective town and country,
as shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5: Online geographical discussions through WebGIS

This B1 task was associated with the following two descriptors:
f Can post a comprehensible contribution in an online discussion on a familiar topic of interest, provided that
he/she can prepare the text beforehand and use online tools to fill gaps in language and check accuracy.
(B1: Online conversation and discussion)
f Can interact online with a partner or small group working on a project, provided there are visual aids such as
images, statistics and graphs to clarify more complex concepts. Can respond to instructions and ask questions
or request clarifications in order to accomplish a shared task online. (B1: Goal-oriented online transactions
and collaboration)
One last example of a task to be mentioned here is related to a digital magazine or “e‑magazine”, created by
some students from a high school in Rome, in co-operation with students from a school in Spain and a school
in Germany, within an eTwinning project. The teacher encouraged the students to interact with their Spanish
and German peers through the dedicated TwinSpace (TS) email and forum posts and through WhatsApp chats.
In order to experiment with the different descriptors, some of the teachers created tailor-made rubrics or
observation grids that could help them observe and assess the students’ online interaction through social media
or network. One example is the observation grid shown in Table 9.2. This was developed by the high school
teacher in Rome and was used to register the different kinds and numbers of online exchanges, with reference
to specific (adapted) descriptors.
Table 9.2: Observation grid and relevant descriptors
Descriptor
Can engage in online transactions that require an
extended exchange of information
(B1+ adapted)
Can interact online following straightforward instructions
(B1+ adapted)
Can interact online seeking clarifications
(B1 merged and adapted)
Can interact online helping to accomplish a shared task
(B1 merged and adapted)
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TS email

TS forum posts

WhatsApp chats

The descriptors in the grid shown in Table 9.2 are adapted from the following two B1+ descriptors, both from
Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration:
f Can engage in online transactions that require an extended exchange of information, provided the interlocutor(s)
avoid complex language and are willing to repeat and reformulate when necessary.
f Can interact online with a group that is working on a project, following straightforward instructions, seeking
clarification and helping to accomplish the shared tasks.

9.3. DISCUSSION
From the teachers’ comments it is easy to see how online interaction is closely connected to the European
projects which teachers and students are already familiar with, in particular eTwinning, which is becoming more
and more popular in Italy. In fact, the majority of the teachers took the opportunity of the pilot to observe their
students while they were involved in online interactions with their peers from other countries, and while they
carried out the different activities related to the project. It is clear that the use of the foreign language for online
communication becomes meaningful and purposeful, because it is aimed at performing certain well-defined
tasks provided by the project.
It is interesting to notice that the project thus also motivated the students to work individually or in groups at
home: in this case homework was not considered boring or demanding by the students. Another interesting
finding was the positive impact in vocational schools: one teacher explained that vocational students may be
offered fewer opportunities to use a foreign language in meaningful contexts in comparison to students in
grammar or technical schools. Therefore, the project represented a good trigger for them to communicate and
practise the foreign language.
A very interesting aspect is the way that teachers planned to observe and monitor their students’ online
interactions through logs, diaries, video recording, note-taking, etc. The project helped teachers activate their
meta-cognition and encouraged their observation skills in seeing how their students interacted and communicated, thus focusing on formative and monitoring skills. Some teachers gave details of how they went about
using the descriptors with their classes, as can be seen from their comments.
First, I selected the descriptors which corresponded to the actual language level of my students. Then, I examined the
situation at hand adapting the descriptors to facilitate the co-operation and mediation in online interactions.
I created a rubric with scaled descriptors: the science teacher and I observed students working in class and the messages
they wrote at home, in fact they worked both at school and at home (thanks to ICT tools and apps).
I piloted the descriptors by organising tasks of reality and sharing experience not only during eTwinning projects but
also in Job Shadowing activities and at the end of some CLIL modules. We chose this descriptor focusing on the online
interaction rather than on the group collaboration, since the task was meant as individual.
While planning some activities we took the scale descriptors into consideration and decided to focus on speaking
skills. Then, we chose strategies and useful tools to support our students in communicating in English. Vocational
students seldom have chance to speak English in real and motivating situations: getting to know another class, from
a different school and a different place, by meeting online was engaging and the students were able to correct some
of the recurrent mistakes they make during the lessons.

The following main results can be highlighted from the teachers’ comments:
f The teachers found it useful to adapt the descriptors to the specific context of the class.
f The students were happy to work also at home.
f The teachers generally created their own tailor-made observation grid and assessment rubric to analyse
the students’ online language behaviour.
f The project represented a good trigger for real use of language and communication for vocational students.
The teachers were also asked if they had been able to judge whether the students behaved as suggested in the
descriptors, comparing their outcomes with their linguistic level and the descriptors. In general, these responses
were very positive. Some of their answers are given below:
Kids interact online via TwinSpace emails, TwinSpace forum posts, WhatsApp group chats when I’m there with them at
school – in class (BYOD, smartphones) or in the lab (PC) – and from home. So I see them interact or I read the scripts of
their TwinSpace emails and WhatsApp chats. During these two kinds of observation I’ve used a little checklist (based
on the descriptors).
I directly involved three pairs of students and made one oral and one written interaction activity. I followed both
activities monitoring the students’ performance, taking notes about the topics dealt with during the activities with
their partners and how they interacted with them.
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My colleagues filled in an observation grid while students had the chance to communicate, so we could realise that
they had acted as suggested by the descriptors.

Teachers’ comments also show the positive impact of the project on the learning and teaching process. What is
interesting from these comments is the interweaving between formal and informal learning: the students found
it engaging and fun to “really interact” online with their peers, as some of them commented.
It seems like it is not a real lesson, but a real-life activity. This is particularly true when we talk about digital
communication.

In fact, our students, the so-called “screenagers”, are constantly exposed to a screen; therefore it seems so natural
for them to use a digital device for communicating in English with friends. It does not even seem like being at
school!
The pilot project has been motivating both for the teacher and the students as it has been the first “real” interaction
for most of them.
This experience has definitely added a dimension of awareness both to our language learning and to our online
communication.
Classroom observation is fundamental as a method of understanding and evaluating the various processes. It provides
information about students’ interaction. It also reports classroom practices between teachers and students. I think that
the feedback generated by classroom observation can be used by schools and teachers to reflect on the strengths and
weaknesses of the instructional practices used in the classroom.
My students appreciated the fact that it was a less structured monitored activity, easier for them to relate to, as the
use of the social media is already part of their everyday lives.
Teaching: my impression of its impact on teaching is positive; teachers need to know and exploit descriptors because
they are really useful while setting aims, planning activities in order to let students develop their abilities and competences properly. Learning: useful to focus better on students in order to look for suitable activities and strategies to
support them in their learning process.

Finally, among the different results of the project, the teachers specifically recognised how helpful it can be to
adopt the descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume for their professional development in a lifelong perspective. In fact they realised that, referring to the CEFR Companion volume, a wider range of aspects related to the
students’ use of the foreign language can be identified and highlighted. This can help improve lesson planning
and assessing as teachers will have more elements to consider to make their teaching strategies and techniques
relevant and effective. To this extent, classroom observation has turned out to be crucial: by observing the
students’ interactional and linguistic behaviour, teachers can reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of the
instructional practices used in the classroom and try to improve them.
At the end of the project, teachers were asked to evaluate the usefulness of the CEFR Companion volume in
terms of learning aims and self-assessment. The results are very positive, as shown in Figures 9.6 and 9.7.
Figure 9.6: Usefulness of the CEFR scales as learning aims
48 – Please give specific feedback on the scale(s) you piloted, with reference to: usefulness as learning aims
(Very much) 4 3 2 1 (Not at all).
20 respondents
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Figure 9.7: Usefulness of the CEFR scales for students’ self-assessment
49 – Please give specific feedback on the scale(s) you piloted, with reference to:
usefulness for students’ self-assessment (Very much) 4 3 2 1 (Not at all).
20 respondents

9.4. CONCLUSION
This report describes the main outcomes of a pilot project on Online Interaction and Collaborating in a Group
carried out with 20 Italian schools in 2018. The schools involved in the pilot produced a multitude of materials,
all of which could not be included in this chapter. The aim here is to disseminate the teachers’ and students’ work
and make other teachers both sensitive to the importance of online media for communication and interaction
and aware of how these can improve students’ language competence and their autonomy. The importance
given by the Council of Europe to online interaction in the CEFR Companion volume shows the crucial value
of the digital and multimedia dimension in communication: this is an issue that teachers working in the digital
era cannot ignore.
The students’ and teachers’ observations on their forms of communication online can be considered a success in
itself: teachers are usually in a rush because of all the different commitments of the school year, so it is difficult
to find time for observation, note-taking, commenting and reflecting on their students’ online communication
strategies.
The students had a lot of fun and for once they were able to find at school what they usually find at home: connectivity, digital devices and social networks. When the outside world manages to come inside the classroom,
it means that students are really engaged and motivated to learn. The materials collected as documentation
of the project show how creative, engaged and innovative teachers and students can be when appropriately
motivated and supported, as happened during this trial. The teachers found the experience meaningful and
useful as it provided the opportunity to go beyond the “traditional” oral interview or written essay in English:
it enabled them to activate key competences and transversal skills in order to help their students meet the
challenges of the 21st century.
The new descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume offered the possibility of experiencing interactive
and student-centred methods in authentic environments and enabled teachers also to gain insight into
their own efficacy in using new tools for discussion and interaction, thus improving the teaching/learning
process. From this perspective, we can consider the CEFR Companion volume an important tool for professional development, to be used in training activities/courses for school leaders, language teachers and
CLIL subject teachers.
The authors would like to conclude this contribution with thankful words of appreciation for the teachers,
students and school leaders who accepted with enthusiasm and extra work the demanding challenge of our
action-research project.
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Chapter 10
APPLICATION OF CEFR COMPANION
VOLUME DESCRIPTORS IN CLIL SETTINGS
Emma Abbate, Liceo Statale Alessandro Manzoni, Caserta, Italy

ABSTRACT
Since its publication in 2001, the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) has been
a significant resource in the field of language education and it is considered one of the most valued Council
of Europe policy instruments. Nevertheless, several demands for the CEFR illustrative descriptors to be revised
and enhanced were proposed to the Council of Europe. The 2014-17 Mediation Project (North and Piccardo
2016) therefore aimed at completing the 2001 edition of the CEFR by filling the gaps left in the original version,
especially in areas for which no descriptor scales were provided. The project’s main outcome was an updated
edition of the CEFR, including an extended set of illustrative descriptors published in September 2018: the CEFR
Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018a, 2020).
Considering the importance of the CEFR revision process, the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR, DG for
schooling) and INDIRE (the National Institute for Documentation, Innovation and Educational Research) have
co-operated on a pilot project connecting a few selected lower and upper secondary schools (including the
one where I teach, the Manzoni High School in Caserta) in order to try out some of the new descriptors of the
CEFR, in particular with regard to online interaction in a CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning)
environment.
This paper reports my personal experience inspired by the pilot project – but independent from it – in four
bilingual classes, which were following the Cambridge IGCSE (International General Certificate of Secondary
Education) Geography syllabus. The paper concerns CLIL-oriented tasks that involved activities described in
several categories of descriptors (online interaction, mediation and plurilingual competence) that aimed at
building transversal skills (e.g. collaboration and working towards mutual understanding) that are applicable
across subjects.

RÉSUMÉ
Depuis sa publication en 2001, le Cadre européen commun de référence pour les langues (CECR) est une ressource importante dans le domaine de l’éducation aux langues et il est considéré comme l’un des instruments
politiques les plus précieux du Conseil de l’Europe. Néanmoins, plusieurs demandes de révision et d’amélioration
des descripteurs indicatifs du CECR ont été proposées au Conseil de l’Europe : le projet de médiation 20142017 visait à compléter l’édition 2001 en comblant les lacunes de la version originale, en particulier dans des
domaines pour lesquels aucune échelle descriptive n’était fournie. Le principal résultat du projet est la publication en septembre 2018 d’un second ensemble élargi de descripteurs illustratifs : le Volume complémentaire
du CECR. Compte tenu de l’importance du processus de révision du CECR, le ministère italien de l’Éducation
(MIUR, Direction générale de l’éducation) et l’INDIRE (Institut national de documentation, d’innovation et de
recherche en éducation) ont coopéré à un projet pilote reliant des écoles secondaires inférieures et supérieures
(dont celle où j’enseigne, le lycée Manzoni à Caserte) afin de piloter certains des nouveaux descripteurs du
CECR, notamment pour l’Interaction en ligne dans un environnement d’EMILE (Enseignement d’une Matière
Intégré à une Langue Étrangère).
Cet article rapporte mon expérience personnelle inspirée du projet pilote – mais indépendante de celui-ci – dans
quatre classes bilingues suivant le programme de géographie de l’IGCSE (International General Certificate of
Secondary Education) de Cambridge. L’article concerne des tâches orientées EMILE qui impliquent des activités
décrites dans plusieurs échelles de descripteurs (dans Interaction en ligne, Médiation et Compétence plurilingue et
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pluriculturelle) et visant à développer des compétences transversales (par exemple, la collaboration et l’assurance
d’une compréhension mutuelle) applicables dans plusieurs disciplines.

10.1. INTRODUCTION
The group of learners at the Manzoni High School in Caserta who were involved in the experimentation with
the CEFR Companion volume descriptors belonged to the two-year International Classical and Scientific High
School Cambridge IGCSE course. The average age of the students was 15-16 years, and they had a proficiency
in English (L2) equivalent to B1+/B2 of the CEFR. The presence in the class of some foreign students, who
were participating in an international exchange programme and spending one or two terms (a quarter or
a semester) in our school, encouraged the use of the descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume with
new descriptors (Council of Europe 2018a) for pluricultural and plurilingual competence in order to plan the
activities outlined in this chapter.
The Cambridge IGCSE courses allow students to study non-language subjects in English and prepare for the
examinations of the IGCSE international certifications. The context of the experimentation with the CEFR
Companion volume’s descriptors was Geography, taught in English (the target language) through CLIL
methodology, with the support, if needed, of native English-speaking teachers for “Language Clinic” interventions on the use of particular syntactic forms or grammatical structures typical of the English language.
The experimentation was inspired by the pilot project organised by MIUR (the Italian Ministry of Education)
and INDIRE (Italy’s main institute for educational research), a project aimed at piloting the new descriptors
for online interaction proposed in the draft CEFR Companion volume in a sample of institutes selected from
public secondary schools of the first degree (middle schools) and second degree (high schools), as described
in Chapter 9 of this volume.
A community of practice of teachers from lower and upper secondary schools (in my case upper secondary)
investigated the options offered by the descriptors, chosen from the areas Online Interaction and Collaborating
in Groups (Online conversation and discussion; Goal-oriented transactions and collaboration) at levels A1-A2. The
teachers had to meet the following criteria in order to be included in the pilot and establish an effective and
cohesive community of practice:
f teaching either English language or a subject in lower and/or upper secondary school;
f with at least a B2/C1 level of competence in English/French (for CLIL teachers);
f skilful in using learning technologies, social networks and other web tools during the lesson;
f used to working in an eTwinning environment or in other online exchange projects entailing online interaction among students (through blogs, social networks and dedicated spaces such as TwinSpace).
The project involved three online meetings with INDIRE expert Letizia Cinganotto from the research team and
inspector Gisella Langé from the Ministry of Education, DG for schooling (MIUR).
Pilot teachers were requested:
f to identify one or more descriptors in the area Online Interaction and build on them to develop an online
task to carry out, with students from other schools or other countries, according to PBL (project-based
learning) methodology;
f to document the experience (e.g. by means of observation grids, pictures, online interactions, video
documentation);
f to fill in a final report grid;
f to take part in a final virtual focus group with other project participants and the research team in order to
collect reactions, feelings and perceptions.
The online task chosen, planned and implemented by teachers was to be preferably a CLIL task, ideally set in
the context of an exchange programme project such as Erasmus+ or eTwinning. The final output of the project
was an article reporting the whole experience (Cinganotto 2019), as well as Chapter 9 in this volume.
The author of this chapter – besides following the guidelines established for the pilot project in her classroom
experimentation (see Chapter 9) – also independently piloted the can-do descriptors of the CEFR Companion
volume for the two areas Mediation and Plurilingual Competence, which had not been considered in the
INDIRE pilot project. These descriptors supported a project-based language teaching approach that stems
from the same pedagogical framework that CLIL is based on. Descriptors were integrated into learning
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aims for a teaching module (half-semester) and inspired the development and experimentation of the tasks
presented in this chapter.
The project work took place during the development of an Erasmus+ KA2 project (Strategic Partnerships for
Schools Only). The Italian classes participating in the project were in constant contact with the students of the
partner institutes through eTwinning, Skype and WhatsApp: this facilitated working with the descriptors for
online interaction during the regular online meetings scheduled in the project.
The sample population was composed of 86 first- and second-year high school students aged 14 to 16,
attending courses in a bilingual approach, distributed in four classes, no student having special needs. The
class background may be labelled as “average” and was characterised by a mix of learners: some students were
talented with high co-operative and cognitive skills, whereas others were interested but had certain difficulties
(especially in L2 communication) or were not very hard-working. The participants were “digital natives” who
regularly used social networking tools (microblog, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, TiKTok, YouTube),
but none of them had used e-survey tools nor online debate platforms before. Most of them were having
their first experience with an Erasmus+/eTwinning project.

10.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
At the beginning of the project, in conjunction with looking at the descriptors, students were introduced to
the rich concepts of Online Interaction, Mediation and Plurilingual Competence through practical examples of
tasks. When necessary, extra descriptors were formulated and the language used was simplified or rephrased if
it appeared to be too difficult for the students concerned.
Learners were also given enough time to familiarise themselves with the web tools used in tasks, and no tool
was perceived as problematic. The tasks were mostly carried out in the classroom and each student used his/
her own device, usually the smartphone – the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) approach.
In this article I outline a selection of the tasks that I developed for the project by adopting one or more descriptors as learning objectives. The descriptor scales are stated to be intended as a continuum of settings and not
as categories with fixed boundaries (North and Piccardo 2016), so descriptors from different scales were mixed
in order to develop tasks and assess performance. The learning experience (tasks and assessment) presented in
the following paragraphs is aligned with the Geography course learning objectives (IGCSE syllabus).
The tasks were based on the learner-centred approach, as advocated in CLIL and in the CEFR Companion volume.
The descriptors were used not only to plan teaching and learning but also as self-assessment instruments for
students. The tasks were designed with the learners’ L2 proficiency level (B1-B2+) in mind.
During the implementation phase of the project, the learning process was observed through an online survey15
and several Geography tests that monitored the acquisition of content and the students’ communicative skills
development in the target language (English).

10.2.1. Tasks
The phases of the tasks allowed different kinds of language use, interaction and mediation, as shown in Table 10.1,
which was created to explain the expected work steps to my students.
Most of the tasks presented in the following paragraphs were inspired by the CEFR Companion volume appendices that provide examples of mediation and online interaction for four domains (spheres of actions or areas
of concern): personal, public, occupational and educational (Council of Europe 2018a: Appendix 6; Council of
Europe 2020, Appendix 5). All the tasks combined comprehension with interaction and production, and often
required students to take a position on a controversial theme. All the tasks were meaning-focused rather than
form-focused; they included collaboration with peers, promoted effective communication and required a strategic
decision-making process that provided students with the autonomy needed to activate all their communicative
and linguistic skills.
All the tasks, therefore, also implied the need for mediation. They often involved Mediating a text, as learners
reported on (authentic) source materials in the second – and sometimes third – phase. They usually involved
Mediating concepts, in the first two phases, during which learners were facilitating collaborative interaction
(Council of Europe 2020a: 108), framing the task and Managing interaction (2020a: 112). Then in the second

15. See https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16bEKn2fHge6uIy8GOxrt0yJJD8Y-tH2yiUyBOIJYU-Y, accessed 7 September 2021.
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phase, learners were Collaborating to construct meaning (2020a: 109), and Encouraging conceptual talk (2020a:
112), as they followed up on and discussed each other’s ideas.
Table 10.1: Task phases
Phase

Activity

Divided into teams, students collaborate to approach the task,
1. PREPARATION analyse an issue, give a solution to a problem, answer a controversial given question

Communicative mode
INTERACTION

2. SWAP

Each student for each group, explains something to the other
members of the team, who pose questions and make comments,
give support and express their views

PRODUCTION
(PRESENTATION)

3. DEBATE

Structured online discussions based on a code of conduct format
(netiquette)

INTERACTION
(ONLINE)

The subject matter consisted of topics from the IGCSE Geography syllabus (population dynamics, climate change,
economic development, marine processes, volcanoes). These topics were used as a frame to provide thematic
uniformity throughout the learning process. The idea was to use, as far as possible, appropriate authentic texts
with no adaptation. The different materials given to students for the tasks (web articles, graphs, YouTube videos,
e-debates) were selected within the same topic area in order to help learners in performing gradually more
challenging communicative activities using topic-relevant language. The tasks were always connected to a
context: an Erasmus or eTwinning project, a classroom debate contest, a submission posted on an online forum,
an article for the classroom blog, a campaign to plead a civil cause.
Selected CEFR-based can-do descriptors were integrated into the course syllabus. Aspects of the L2 that needed
to be taught were taken from the interaction itself (based on observation). This determined the linguistic syllabus
together with the specific vocabulary of the subject matter.
In the examples of tasks that are given in the next sections, the can-do CEFR descriptors that are cited were used
to define something concrete that students were expected to do. Each task was aimed at obtaining a concrete
outcome (e.g. a blog post, digital tourist brochure, e-poster) that fostered the student’s motivation and interest.
For example, Task 5 in the next section (write a post for the classroom blog on the carbon footprint challenge)
turned out to be really motivating for learners.
A needs analysis was conducted in a preliminary phase to adapt the descriptors to our learning context. In order
to clarify the level of the descriptors, students were given full details of the conditions and provisos indicated
in them, together with examples of the task achieved or the completed outcome. The choice of descriptors
should ideally be balanced to cover all the different aspects of multi-faceted CLIL evaluation: from grammatical
proficiency to content acquisition, from soft skills encompassed by mediation and plurilingual competence
scales to lexical knowledge.
In addition to being used for teacher planning and task design, the descriptors were also used for students’
needs analysis and for meaningful self-assessment at the beginning of the course. This was intended to help
learners to plan their priorities and to have clearer learning goals, both on a daily basis and over a longer
term. As teacher I used the lesson objectives resulting from descriptors to get students acquainted with the
tasks’ goals, and thus provided them with a practice-oriented focus when the lesson started, and a feeling of
accomplishment when it ended.
Assessment processes required student involvement and some self-assessment. Can-do checklists with adapted
versions of descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume were given to students at the beginning of the task
in order to make them aware of lesson objectives. Every time they finished a lesson, they evaluated their own
learning by writing comments and ticking the descriptors indicating each actual can-do that they felt they had
achieved through the activity. The same descriptors selected were used to monitor learners’ activities during the
tasks, and the results from the learners’ self-assessments were related to my own evaluations as the teacher. This
procedure stimulated students to realise what they had learned and to reflect on what more they would like to
learn. The descriptors were also used for mid-course assessment at regular intervals, as well as at the end of the
course for summative assessment when learners sat for the final test, in order to make the learners capable of
valuing what they have accomplished.
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In the following subsections, I give a very brief overview of the range of tasks used during the project, together
with the descriptors, usually at Level B2, that helped me to design the tasks.

10.2.2. Online interaction
First, we look at tasks primarily focused on online interaction (Online conversation and discussion, then Goaloriented online transactions and collaboration) since the eTwinning in the Erasmus+ KA2 strategic partnership
was the overall context of the project. In the following sections the focus switches to mediation, and finally to
plurilingual CLIL tasks.

10.2.2.1. Online conversation and discussion
The four subject-specific tasks outlined below were primarily related to selected descriptors from the scale Online
conversation and discussion Level B2 (Council of Europe 2018a: 97) and the related examples of use in different
domains (2018a: 186):
f Can participate actively in an online discussion, stating and responding to opinions on topics of interest
at some length, provided contributors avoid unusual or complex language and allow time for responses.
f Can recognise misunderstandings and disagreements that arise in an online interaction and can deal with
them, provided that the interlocutor(s) are willing to co-operate.
The above descriptors were used to let students self-assess themselves and were integrated in a checklist with
the following B2 ones from the scale Mediating concepts – Managing interaction (2018a: 121, 213-14):
f Can explain the different roles of participants in the collaborative process, giving clear instructions for
group work.
f Can explain ground rules in collaborative discussion in small groups that involves problem solving or the
evaluation of alternative proposals.
f Can intervene when necessary to set a group back on task with new instructions or to encourage more
even participation.
These three specific descriptors were used to frame the students’ roles in the group discussion conducted to
plan and produce the final outputs in the consensus tasks. Thus, can-do descriptors were used both as the
objectives of the lessons and also as the assessment tools, thus connecting the CEFR coherently to instructional practice.
The tasks themselves were based around population dynamics and policies, and required specified end-products
(a post and a digital poster) that were displayed to classmates, presented and made public on the class blog and
on the e-learning platform (Edmodo, eTwinning) for peers to appreciate and evaluate. The speaking activities
were oriented to real-world language use and not only to content-specific language use. The instructions for
each of the tasks are given below.

Task 1. Topic: Population dynamics
Task description: In groups read the NBC news article on world population increase,16 then join Tricider17 to post
your opinion. Do you agree with the warning given by Dr Eric Tayag in the article? Explain your view as a group
and comment on each other’s posts. eTwinning students from other schools will join the chat room. After having
collected ideas, vote.

Task 2. Topic: Population policies
Task description: With your team you will be conducting a debate on TwinSpace with your eTwinning partners
on whether government policies have to control population growth or not (see Figure 10.1). To express your
anti-natalist or pro-natalist opinion before the debate starts, create a digital poster and a slogan to show during
the TwinSpace meeting. For the e-poster use open web tools such as www.postermywall.com or http://edu.
glogster.com/.

16. www.nbcnews.com/id/45100073/ns/world_news/t/child-born-world-population-hits-billion/#.XZCv9iVS-T9.
17. Tricider (www.tricider.com) is an online tool to engage students in decision making: the teacher writes an idea and then students add
pros and cons, new ideas and instant feedback, before finally voting for the best opinion.
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Figure 10.1: One of the digital posters created by students for the online debate

Task 3. Topic: Population policies
Go on Vialogues (https://vialogues.com/vialogues/play/51208 and watch the video on China’s population
crisis shown in Figure 10.2). I have started a discussion on China’s “One child” policy. In your group, express
your opinion about the issue by writing in the comments box and take part in the poll, interacting with
other teams.
Figure 10.2: The debate on Vialogues

Task 4. Topic: Economic development. Energy
Task description: Debate and take part in the discussion entitled “Do we need nuclear power for sustainable
energy production?” on the online debate platform Kialo (see Figure 10.3) at www.kialo.com/do-we-need-
nuclear-power-for-sustainable-energy-production-6182. Express your opinion and support it with effective
arguments.
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Figure 10.3: The discussion on Kialo
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10.2.2.2. Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration
For the next two tasks, shown below, we used selected descriptors for B1+ for Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration (2018a: 99), and again the related examples of use given for the different domains
(2018a: 189):
f Can engage in online transactions that require an extended exchange of information, provided the interlocutor(s)
avoid complex language and are willing to repeat and reformulate when necessary.
f Can interact online with a group that is working on a project, following straightforward instructions, seeking
clarification and helping to accomplish the shared tasks.

Task 5. Topic: Climate change and Global warming
Task description: What are you going to do to reduce your carbon footprint? Use information from the website
www.carbonfootprint.com/ and, as a group, write down some suggestions to create a challenge for yourself and
post it to the classroom geography blog together with a digital poster to promote the challenge. At the end of
the course, we will see how this went!

Task 6. Topic: Economic Development. Tourism
Task description: As a group, conduct research on the different districts and likely prices, then put together a
digital brochure for an eco-tourist vacation in the Brazil rainforest (with an environmentally sound design) to
highlight the different eco-tourism principles on offer.

10.2.3. Examples of CLIL mediation tasks across levels
Mediation activities in the CEFR are a broadened concept that includes Mediating communication, Mediating a
text and Mediating concepts. The CEFR Companion volume does not view mediation as a merely linguistic activity
and considers that it may be applied to a wide range of educational settings, such as CLIL. Mediation activities
(and translation as mediating activity) require one to plan a shared, pluricultural space during the lessons that
guides learners’ creativity and reciprocal understanding. In our CLIL lessons we focused on cognitive mediation.
The students, before carrying out the tasks, received communication skills training with the L2 teacher at an early
stage of piloting. The tasks were based on a real-life communicative situation in which students collaborated
to solve a question.
For tasks in this area, the assessment criteria and marking scheme for analysing performance were as follows.
Communicative competence: This evaluates how linguistically comprehensible the learner’s output in the task
is and how correct and accurate the use of the topic-specific key words and the content-related grammatical
structures is (0-5 points).
Pluricultural competence: This evaluates how well the information was adjusted to match with the target cultural
background in terms of language, style and register (formal or informal) (0-5 points).
Planning competence: Here the strategies used to mediate comprehension are evaluated, assessing how well
the student modifies and scaffolds the original source according to the communicative situation explained in the
task, by selecting the precise terms (specialised vocabulary) and shortening /eliminating redundant information
(0-5 points). (Here the scales for mediating strategies, particularly Adapting language, Elaborating a dense text
and Streamlining a text, Council of Europe 2020: 118-21, can serve as reference points.)
Textual competence: Structure and style of the final output (0-5 points)
Total number of points: ____ / 20 = (pass Mark 60%)

10.2.3.1. Mediating a text
Mediating a text is the ability to relay / summarise / synthesise information from spoken or written sources
(including informal translation). Sources, as suggested in the CEFR Companion volume, may include listening /
reading texts, discussions / conversations, data, graphs, statistics, visuals, diagrams, pictures.
In these tasks, students were asked to understand a multimodal text in Italian (L1), extracting selected information
to produce a message in the target language.
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The following descriptors for B2 Level were used.
f Relaying specific information in writing (Council of Europe 2018a: 108, 193-194)
f Can relay in writing in English (L2) the relevant point(s) contained in propositionally complex but well-structured
texts written in Italian (L1) within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest
f Processing text in writing (2018a: 112, 200-201)
f Can summarise in writing in English (L2) the main content of complex texts written in Italian (L1) on subjects
related to their fields of interest and specialisation
f Explaining data in writing (e.g. in graphs, diagrams, charts etc.) (2018a: 110, 196)
f Can interpret and present reliably in writing in English (L2) detailed information from diagrams and visually
organised data in his/her fields of interest (with text in L1)
In the examples below, the input text is written in L1 (Italian) and the output text is requested in L2 (English).

Task 7. Topic: Volcanoes
Task description: Write in English the programme for a day’s outing with exchange students on the basis
of Vesuvius’s official tourist information website (www.parconazionaledelvesuvio.it/), which is written only
in Italian.

Task 8. Topic: Marine processes. Coastal erosion
Task description: Imagine that you work for the Italian Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea protection. Your
department has received a request from the environment organisation of another country for information
about coastal erosion. You have been asked to write a report (180-200 words) explaining how Italy is coping
with coastal erosion emergence. Use information from the Ministry website (www.mite.gov.it/) to write your
report.
Explaining data in speech (graphs, diagrams etc.) (Council of Europe 2018a: 109, 190-2)
Descriptors for B2 Level:
f Can interpret and describe reliably (in Language B) detailed information contained in complex diagrams, charts
and other visually organised information (with text in Language A) on topics in his/her fields of interest

Task 9. Topic: Climate change
Task Description: Analyse global temperature in graphs and bar charts from the NASA website (https://climate.
nasa.gov/vital-signs/global-temperature/) for a class presentation, reporting what is contributing most to climate
change and how much has the average global temperature increased in the past 120 years.

10.2.3.2. Mediating concepts
Mediating a concept requires students’ collaboration with peers in order to come to a common decision or solve
a problem. Students are asked to interact and exchange information from their source by using a few points
from the text and from their own experience.
Tasks based on mediating concepts include:
f aiding the development of ideas;
f asking questions to stimulate reasoning;
f inviting/giving contributions and reactions;
f asking for/giving clarification;
f making and responding to suggestions.
For tasks related to this mediating activity the students, acting as group members, collaborated to construct meaning to solve a problem and to facilitate interaction with peers, increasing their resources
of mediation. The tasks offered learners the opportunity for articulation, explanation and expansion
of their own subject matter knowledge. Students were challenged to provide evidence for their views
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and they were encouraged to analyse particular issues and alternative perspectives on a core topic.
In tasks that require the mediation of a concept, the teacher usually encourages conceptual talk between
the group members: interaction is strengthened by the exchange of opinions and by organising one’s own
points of view to stimulate discussion.
Collaborating to construct meaning (Council of Europe 2018a: 119, 209)
Descriptors for B2+ Level
f Can highlight the main issue that needs to be resolved in a complex task and the important aspects that need
to be taken into account
f Can contribute to collaborative decision-making and problem-solving expressing and co-developing ideas,
explaining details and making suggestion for future actions
f Can help organise the discussion in a group by reporting what others have said, summarising, elaborating and
weighing up different points of view

Task 10. Topic: Environmental risks of economic development. Fracking.
Fracking is being considered in many countries. With your classmates carry out research into Italy to see whether
fracking is taking place or might be taking place in the future. If so, discuss in group arguments in favour of
fracking (from an economic viewpoint) and against it (from the point of view of the natural environment), then
come to a conclusion as a team expressing your opinion on fracking.

10.2.4. Examples of plurilingual CLIL tasks
If we consider mediation in plurilingual instructional settings, as teachers we can adopt a cross-linguistic and
cross-cultural approach, asking our students to accomplish content-related tasks which call for the use of mediation
competences. Performing collaborative tasks in small groups of peers (three or four members) within bilingual
or multilingual classes is an essential practice of mediation, especially if the tasks ask for some reflection and
focus on similarities and differences between the languages spoken in the classroom. In the following examples
I describe CLIL-oriented plurilingual tasks that contrast with a “target language only” approach: the activities are
planned in order to let students use all their linguistic resources.
The cognitive advantage of a plurilingual approach is linked to the call for students’ creativity in understanding
interconnections between languages, and this understanding happens even if the competence in the L2, L3,
L4, etc. is only partial (Piccardo 2017).
In the CEFR Companion volume, three scales are proposed for plurilingual and pluricultural competence:
Plurilingual comprehension, Building on plurilingual repertoire and Building on pluricultural repertoire (Council of
Europe 2018a: 157-62). We also think that the scale Mediating communication – Facilitating a pluricultural space
(2018a: 216) may be added to the above-mentioned scales. However, in the following examples of tasks, only
the plurilingual comprehension scale is relevant.
Plurilingual comprehension (2018a: 160): Descriptors for B1 Level:
f Can extract information from documents written in different languages in his/her field
f Can recognise similarities and contrasts between the way concepts are expressed in different languages, in order
to distinguish between identical uses of the same word root and “false friends”

Task 11. Topic: Tectonic plates
Task description: Work in pairs. In the mind map (Figure 10.4), try to find out the name of the language from
which each term comes, and then give a definition in your own language. Check the definition of each term in
an English dictionary.
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Figure 10.4: Mind Map created by Google (https://coggle.it)

the word jökulhlaup comes from
the word liquefaction comes from
the word tsunamis comes from
the word pyroclastic comes from

Task 12. Topic: Rivers. Case study: 2005 European flooding
Task description: You have studied the 2005 Danube flooding case study. The River Danube flows through several
countries, some of which were heavily hit by the flooding. There are different names for the Danube in different
countries. Check on the map how the Danube is named in the different countries.

10.3. DISCUSSION
The Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration and Online conversation and discussion descriptors are
closely linked to the descriptors of the mediation scales: in the planning of classroom activities, teachers could
consider both scales and mix them according to the students’ needs and the end objectives, as I increasingly
did. Improvements in one area, where the student is concerned, encompass other areas: the interconnections
are evident.
Having precise learning objectives towards which to direct their action certainly served to help students to
focus their energies on the language needed to carry out the task. Here I am referring to the content-related
language (micro language). In addition, each collaborative task included a preliminary study of the topics
covered in the IGCSE syllabus, so students – in order to make a useful contribution to the co-operative tasks
assigned – were keen on content. They had prior knowledge of the topic that allowed them to take part in the
activities in a profitable way, as protagonists in the learning process and not merely as passive beneficiaries
of it. Therefore, the acquisition of content – which in the CLIL approach is generally more relevant than the
acquisition of the language – was positively achieved in all the planned tasks. The scheduled tasks reinforced
the content acquisition because the students had to prove what they were able to do practically with their
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knowledge of the topics, knowledge that became a concrete tool to reach a collaborative goal. The CEFR
can-do descriptors implemented a portfolio approach where learners’ competences were assessed according
to the levels, although not through the IGCSE official certification.
In carrying out the assigned collaborative tasks, students generally behaved as illustrated in the descriptors,
which definitely captured the learners’ performance. Success criteria were clearly communicated very early
in the process in order to help students to locate themselves in terms of abilities and expectations. Thanks to
the self-assessment grid for the online activities (Council of Europe 2018a: 167; 2020: 179) the self-evaluation
practice, extensively used in the CLIL approach, became more focused.
In the end-of-term test results, I noticed an upgrading of the basic language skills: the target language was
used extensively during the project and this enhanced students’ language proficiency and in particular their
communicative competence.
During the lessons, code switching was used as a scaffolding technique. The use of L1 was limited to:
f further explanations of instructions given in the tasks;
f simplification of some grammatical forms;
f stimulation of shy and inactive students.
For the performance of the tasks in section 10.2.4 (above) that implemented a plurilingual approach (the plurilingual tasks), all the languages present in the classroom were used as a source of cultural mutual understanding,
including those of the eTwinning project partners and also of exchange students.
The plurilingual comprehension tasks presented in this chapter exploited students’ receptive skills in one language
(L1 but also classical languages such as Latin and ancient Greek, both included in our school’s curriculum) to
deduce the meaning of words in another language. The ability to see links between languages was promoted in
order to enhance language awareness. The “pluri” scales were used flexibly as instruments to encourage linguistic
and cultural diversity and to facilitate communication and understanding in plurilingual classes. The descriptors
are intended to be adjusted to match with the particular needs of the learning scenario.
It should be pointed out that the Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration and Online conversation and
discussion scales, adopted in the pilot project, imply foundation skills such as problem solving (determining a
suitable source of information in response to defined requirements, identifying deficiencies in information and
resolving them through ongoing searches) that require, in turn, a specific linguistic repertoire.
It is therefore advisable to integrate these CEFR online descriptors with the eight proficiency levels and examples
of use proposed in the Digital Competence Framework for Citizens, DigComp 2.1 (Carretero et al. 2017). It is
not so much a question of using internet-specific vocabulary, but rather the ability to use speech acts to clarify
personal ideas in online communication. The point is that the necessary language to do so is different from the
expressions commonly used in face-to-face modality: I am referring to emoticons, abbreviations, tags, digital
and online sticky notes and keywords for searches on search engines such as Google. The learning scenarios
suggested in DigComp for each area and the patterns provided, are likely to encourage addition and extension
of the “online interaction” section of the CEFR Companion volume.
Accomplishing action-oriented tasks, the students developed both general competences (including intercultural)
and communicative language skills. This happened because many tasks were focused on carrying out a project or
a debate with peers from other partner schools, so mediation skills were stimulated during the whole procedure.
The opinion gap online activities inspired by the CEFR Companion volume (the debate on Kialo, for example)
were goal-oriented tasks focused on the outcome (winning the debate competition) that required the learners
to agree on a specific topic or allowed them to disagree, and this improved the students’ ability to mediate, to
deal with communication problems and to find solutions collaboratively. Students’ attitudes to working on tasks,
to expressing their opinion on a subject-related topic in the English language and to interacting with peers from
different cultural backgrounds, noticeably improved overall. They also developed a greater sensitivity to their
role as language learners, as shown in the feedback questionnaire.
Online exchanges imply intercultural sensitivity: when students work on an eTwinning or Erasmus+ project with
peers from another country, they also have to deal with inevitable misunderstandings or an information gap
due to cultural differences. The link of the online interaction scales with the transversal skills (e.g. collaboration
and intercultural comprehension, facilitating pluricultural space) is valuable and deserves attention in all school
programmes.
A CLIL student who engages in mediation seizes the precious opportunity to use his/her content knowledge
in a new dimension and for a purposeful aim: to collaborate and interact with peers in order to reduce
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distances and to gain a broader view of other cultures for an “Overall Language Proficiency”. The mediation
tasks proposed previously require students to work with written translations of subject-content texts
through the paradigm of mediation.
However, there are two aspects of work of this kind that are not straightforward. Firstly, the choice of texts to be
used was not simple; the criteria adopted for the selection were (a) proximity to the students’ interests and the
local community’s needs; and (b) appropriateness to the students’ L2 competence to avoid demotivation and
frustration. Choosing good source texts in this way, though, is not as easy as it sounds.
Secondly, choosing the set of descriptors is a long, complex and important stage that demands deep reflection
on what can concretely be accomplished at the targeted level and on what requires to be prioritised, not only
in relation to the given task, but also in relation to the subject-matter syllabus.
I think that descriptor checklists could be more relevant if applied to a portfolio-type assessment (which in any case
tends to be preferred in CLIL), but less relevant if used for formal assessment contexts and standardised testing.
Such a continuous assessment approach allows a thorough depiction of the students’ competence and avoids the
need for complex statistical systems. Anyway, for assessment purposes in CLIL settings, content acquisition also
needs to be assessed, so the CEFR Companion volume descriptors should be implemented with that fact in mind.

10.4. CONCLUSION
In our experience in our school, the CEFR Companion volume potential is high and its impact on the development
of original ideas in lesson planning and course design is significant: it provides a comprehensible working frame
developed from the theoretical to the practical. Working with the descriptors was successful: students appeared
to appreciate the tasks and reacted positively to the experience.
The descriptors, shared and discussed with learners in the pre-task phase, gave them the opportunity to reflect
on the task with a clear focus on what they were asked to do. This clear focus triggered their learning awareness
and contributed to the success of the activities. The descriptor scales for language activities can be helpful to
teachers at a very practical level, especially to analyse students’ needs as a starting point for a teaching sequence.
The schematic tables, which group scales belonging to the same category (communicative language activities
or aspects of competence), made descriptors easy to use and consult for self-evaluation. The descriptors also
helped to minimise the predictable bias that any type of assessment entails and enabled teachers to convey
specific objectives and outcomes to students and to plan the lesson by classifying the needed learner results,
without being over-prescriptive.
The practical task of incorporating new descriptors into learning and teaching activities is not complex for
practitioners because the principles behind the levels and scales are clearly explained; however, each teacher
should be able to choose the scales that are relevant to their context and this concept of relevance could be
more difficult to apply.
In a nutshell, the CEFR Companion volume is teacher-friendly enough to be accessed, taken up and implemented
in classroom practice, and not exclusively in CLIL settings.
Once applied, a CEFR Companion volume-based approach in line with the curriculum is likely to strengthen itself
as teachers get increasingly acquainted with the levels and with the standard of performance related to them.
The mediation scales can also be effectively used for CLIL tasks related to the Reference Framework of Competences
for Democratic Culture and Intercultural Dialogue (the CDC Framework in Council of Europe 2018b). The descriptors
in the CDC framework may be integrated with those for online interaction, mediation and plurilingualism/pluriculturalism in the CEFR Companion volume in order to promote SDG 4, one of the 17 Global Goals that make up
the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. SDG 4 is the education goal, which aims to ensure
inclusive and equitable quality education and to promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. The implementation in educational settings of the CEFR Companion volume, along with the democratic citizenship framework
and the Agenda 2030 Goals, is a crucial step towards a plurilingual and intercultural education in Europe.
However, in the selection of material for tasks, CEFR Companion volume descriptors do not clearly describe
the features of the source texts, and deciding what type of text would be best for the purpose illustrated in the
descriptors may initially be complex. Furthermore, one of the main obstacles in the process of CEFR Companion
volume implementation is that textbooks are not yet aligned with the new descriptors: teachers who plan to
use them could meet problems in finding tasks that are coherent with the descriptors. While waiting for the
major publishing houses to update their textbooks in this direction, I hope that this article can be a source of
inspiration for colleagues eager to experiment with new CEFR Companion volume descriptors in their classes.
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Chapter 11
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT: ONLINE
INTERACTION AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
Gigi Saurer, Migros Club Schools, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
This case study took place following the launch of the online version of the CEFR Companion volume (Council
of Europe 2018, 2020). It entailed three phases: the first two involving the use of technology in a classroom
setting as well as for self-study or autonomous learning, the third and final phase consisting of the evaluation
of activities stemming from new descriptors in class sessions. During all phases of the case study, activities and
materials were used in an adult language-learning environment. The aim was to provide more meaningful
engagement and transferable skills for the learners, as well as to relate language activities to relevant CEFR
Companion volume descriptors.
Prior to the study, a webinar about the main changes, new descriptors and paradigm shift emerging from the
CEFR Companion volume was organised in 2018, in order to start raising awareness among language teachers
within the adult education context concerned. In this large organisation, there is a clear need to run several
professional development sessions, and further events centred on the CEFR Companion volume followed in
2020. For the purpose of the study, teachers involved in trying out new activities were briefed on the changes
and on the descriptors that related to tasks used in class.
The focus of the study was mainly on the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for Online Interaction (Online
conversation and discussion in Council of Europe 2018: 97; 2020: 84-6) and Mediating Concepts in a Small Group
(Facilitating collaboration with peers in Council of Europe 2018: 118-19; 2020: 109-11), mainly because technology
has advanced at such a rapid pace and transformed communication in the world. The world has also become
a multicultural setting: as cultures now mix more than they did in the past, so it is inevitable that some form of
mediation will occur, whether this be simply to Relay specific information across languages (ibid. 2018: 107-8;
2020: 93-5) or to facilitate exchange, as described in the CEFR Companion volume (Facilitating pluricultural space
in ibid. 2018: 122-3; 2020: 114-15). Technological advances have also changed learners’ habits and expectations.
For English, it is particularly the case that learners, being social agents in their learning, are now selecting or
complementing the face-to-face learning phase with tech-tools available to them.
Due to time and resource constraints, the study was conducted on a relatively small scale. The first phase involved
the use of Virtual Reality (VR) to enhance learner engagement and provide a form of embodied learning naturally
leading to mediation and interaction in a class setting. The second phase, based on learner autonomy and its
effect on motivation, involved the learners being provided with free access to online activities related to course
book materials used in their face-to-face class sessions. The third and final phase involved working with new
activities for online interaction (Council of Europe 2018: Appendix 6; 2020: Appendix 5).
The results of the first two phases of the study were both quantitative and qualitative, these having been measured
through observation and an online survey for Phase 1, and through analysing online gradebooks and telephone
interviews for Phase 2. The data showed that both the immersive experience in VR and using online materials
can enhance learning and increase motivation. It was not possible to conduct sufficient trials in the final phase
of the study and the results are only qualitative, based on the teacher’s comments and feedback from three
groups of learners. These show that, despite some themes being only relevant to a younger age group, more
mature learners found the topics and activities relevant, informative and engaging.

RÉSUMÉ
Cette étude de cas a eu lieu à la suite du lancement du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018
et 2020). Elle comportait trois phases : les deux premières concernaient l’utilisation de la technologie en classe ainsi
que l’autoformation ou l’apprentissage autonome, et la troisième et dernière phase consistait en l’évaluation des
activités provenant des nouveaux descripteurs en classe. Pendant toutes les phases de l’étude de cas, les activités
et le matériel ont été utilisés dans un environnement d’apprentissage linguistique pour adultes. L’objectif était
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de fournir un niveau d’engagement plus élevé et des compétences transférables pour les apprenants, ainsi que
de relier les activités de classe aux descripteurs pertinents du Volume complémentaire du CECR.
Avant l’étude, un webinaire sur les principaux changements, les nouveaux descripteurs et le changement de
paradigme émergeant du Volume complémentaire a été organisé en 2018 afin de sensibiliser les enseignants
de langues travaillant dans l’institution d’enseignement aux adultes concernée. Au sein de cette grande organisation, il y avait un besoin évident d’organiser plusieurs sessions de développement professionnel, et d’autres
événements centrés sur le Volume complémentaire ont suivi en 2020. Aux fins de cette étude, les enseignants
participant aux activités pilotes ont été informés des changements et des descripteurs auxquels les activités
utilisées en classe se rapportaient.
L’étude portait principalement sur les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire pour l’interaction en ligne (dans
Conversation et discussion en ligne) et la médiation (dans Faciliter la coopération dans les interactions avec des
pairs), la raison principale étant que la technologie a progressé rapidement et a transformé la communication
dans le monde. Ce dernier est devenu un environnement multiculturel : comme les cultures se mélangent plus
qu’auparavant, il est inévitable qu’une certaine forme de médiation se produise, que ce soit simplement pour
transmettre des informations spécifiques entre les langues ou pour faciliter l’échange, comme le décrit le Volume
complémentaire (dans Établir un espace pluriculturel). Les progrès technologiques ont également modifié les
habitudes et les attentes des apprenants. Pour l’anglais, il est particulièrement vrai que les apprenants, en tant
qu’acteurs sociaux dans leur apprentissage, choisissent ou complètent maintenant la phase d’apprentissage en
face-à-face avec les outils techniques à leur disposition.
En raison de contraintes de temps et de ressources, l’étude a été menée à une échelle relativement petite. La
première phase comportait l’utilisation de la réalité virtuelle pour augmenter l’engagement de l’apprenant
et fournir une forme d’apprentissage intégré menant naturellement à la médiation et à l’interaction dans un
contexte de classe. La deuxième phase, ciblée sur l’autonomie de l’apprenant et sur son effet sur la motivation,
consistait à offrir aux apprenants un accès gratuit à des activités en ligne liées aux supports de cours utilisés
dans leur classe en présentiel. La troisième et dernière phase a consisté à travailler avec des nouvelles activités d’interaction en ligne (voir Interaction en ligne : Conseil de l’Europe, 2018, annexe 6 ; Conseil de l’Europe,
2020, annexe 5).

11.1. INTRODUCTION
This case study was conducted in three phases with groups of learners, mostly participants in English courses
at a large institute of adult education in Switzerland. Migros Club School is a nationwide non-profit institute,
founded in the 1950s, which has been involved in projects related to The Threshold Level and the CEFR. Club
School courses, subsidised by Migros supermarkets, aim to provide “Education for all” for 110 000 people
every year. The language courses are for adults, aged 20 to 60+, who have face-to-face sessions usually once
a week. The case study also included external potential course participants for the VR test groups in Phase 1.18
Learning languages requires time and motivation. One reason why learners may lose interest can be if the material
used in class does not seem relevant to individual needs, or the fact that activities in class do not mirror real-life
contexts where they would naturally feel the need to communicate. In our context where courses extend over
a long period, it may take individual learners months or even years before their personal learning needs are
met. In this study, an attempt was made at creating real-world activities in class and, in Phase 2, at providing
scaffolding in the form of access to an abundance of materials available online which the learners could use as
they wished. In this second phase, learners were also encouraged to interact with each other via WhatsApp, for
example to ask one another for support.
The overall aims of this case study included:
f raising our teachers’ awareness of the enriched CEFR and its core values;
f promoting innovation, learner autonomy and the social dimension of teaching and learning;
f enhancing learning through more meaningful authentic settings and exploring the relationship between
learner engagement and performance.

18. I would like to express my gratitude to all those who gave this case study their support: Migros Club School Heads of Languages,
teachers, test session participants and the following colleagues in particular: Mirjam Jaeger, Innovation Coach, Migros Group; Mary
Schnueriger, Teacher Trainer, Pearson Switzerland; Jeremy Blanchard, Migros Basel; Cindy Stieger, freelance.
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In order to measure the effect on learning and motivation in face-to-face group sessions of using more rele
vant or engaging activities and materials, based on some of the new descriptors for mediation and online
interaction in the CEFR Companion volume, activities were used with different groups of learners. The study
had three phases:
f Phase 1: VR and language learning – authentic setting, mediating concepts, interaction;
f Phase 2: Online resources & interaction: Effect on learning and motivation – learner autonomy, learner
engagement and performance;
f Phase 3: Online interaction descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume, online interaction, real-world
language and engagement.

11.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
11.2.1. Phase 1: VR and language learning
Figure 11.1: The timeline for Phase 1

Apr-Aug 2018
Virtual
using Google
Reality
Cardboard

Oct 2018
Virtual
proof of concept
Reality
(VR simulation)

Mar 2019
Virtual creating VR
Reality course (FHGR &
Innosuisse)

11.2.1.1. VR – Google Cardboard
A number of tech-tools have made their way into everyday life, and one of the emerging technologies that has
made its way into education is virtual reality (VR), which is now accessible to many people. Although research
is still ongoing, studies show the benefits of what has more recently become known as embodied cognition/
learning (Skulmowski and Rey 2018). In another article, Manuela Macedonia (2014) outlined the value of embodied
learning and advocated its use for foreign language acquisition.
The benefits of immersion are well established, and technology now allows immersive experiences to be integrated into the classroom. Having conducted a workshop using Google Cardboard (see https://arvr.google.
com/cardboard/) with language experts at the EAQUALS conference in Prague in April 2018 after reading the
English version of the CEFR Companion volume, it was clear to me that VR would form part of this study. In the
sessions we conducted in Phase 1, a four-minute 360 VR video showing a city tour was integrated into a lesson
about holidays at A2 level. The session was designed with pre- and post-VR activities to check the effect of the
immersive experience on learner engagement and the mediation and interaction that ensued in the classroom.
Prior to the short immersion in VR, learners talked in pairs or groups about their preferences for holidays, including
city trips, to prime them for the immersion. A short “trip to Amsterdam” then followed in VR, with a real person
guiding the viewer through the city and talking about places to visit.
Using Google Cardboard and the learners’ own mobile phones for the VR section was a low-cost practical option,
but it presented some technical hitches associated with BYOD (bring your own device) such as test group
attendees not having their earphones or the correct app downloaded. However, the class echoed with animated
discussions, particularly following the VR film sequence. Test group attendees felt the need to convey meaning
about the experience; it felt real and therefore facilitated the transfer to real-life situations.
During this task, the descriptor scales employed were for Level A2 from the section mediating concepts Facilitating
collaborative interaction with peers and Collaborating to construct meaning:
f Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking what others think, making suggestions and understanding
responses, provided he/she can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time
f Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions to indicate that he/she is following
f Can make suggestions in a simple way in order to move the discussion forward
The post-VR task of planning their own trip to Amsterdam then flowed more naturally. The fact that students had
been given a map in Dutch added to the authentic setting and increased collaboration. Two test session groups
were conducted and a total of 14 people attended. The results were recorded as observations and in an open
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forum feedback activity, as well as on a short online survey. Learners felt compelled to share thoughts on the
experience, and felt animated because the experience felt like real travel where there is a need to communicate
in English. Consequently, they had less difficulty communicating in the activities that followed, which included
deciding what to do or where to stay in Amsterdam together.

11.2.1.2. VR – Simulation proof of concept
The study of the benefits of VR in language learning continued when an opportunity to work with Labster presented itself (see www.labster.com). This start-up company had been working with Google, Lenovo and Arizona
State University, where Labster had created VR laboratory simulations for their Bachelor’s degree courses. For
our study, together with my colleague Mirjam Jaeger, we were able to create a simulation (with avatars similar to
those in the gaming world) where the learner would dive into a different type of VR experience, which included
some interactive elements and some language tasks.
Given the laboratory environment, the simulation we created was that of a visit to the doctor’s, aimed at A2 level.
For our purposes of experimenting with CEFR Companion volume descriptors, the activity included interacting
with people in the virtual simulation, asking and answering questions related to being at the doctor’s. The
focus group sessions were with learners in five different Club Schools. For this simulated visit to the doctor’s in
English, these sessions took place in Bern, Lucerne, Geneva and Lausanne, and in order to investigate further,
the simulation was translated into German and evaluated with learners of German as a second language taking
integration classes in Zurich. This final session was of particular value: the students’ postures changed, their
voices became louder and their feedback was that they now felt confident they could communicate in the
target language situation.
Indeed, diving into a world which felt real – despite it being a graphic representation – seemed to have the
additional benefit of lowering the learners’ affective filter. This was perhaps the most significant observation
made for that focus group: once in the virtual world, learners had to interact with a receptionist and a doctor,
and then had to collect medication from the pharmacy. Lenovo Daydream VR headsets and earphones created
a better immersive experience and the learners felt the authenticity of the storyline and its relevance to real life.
In these VR test sessions, A2 CEFR Companion volume descriptors for Online conversation and discussion (Council
of Europe 2018: 97; 2020: 84-6), were focused on:
f Can introduce him/herself and manage simple exchanges online, asking and answering questions and exchanging ideas on predictable everyday topics, provided enough time is allowed to formulate responses, and that he/
she interacts with one interlocutor at a time
The interaction in the simulation was provided via a virtual Pad (resembling a tablet) and a drone (with computerised audio input). Over 50 learners, aged 20-65, took part in the focus group testing, and the results are
briefly outlined in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1: Phase 1 – Results VR simulation (At the doctor’s)
VR-Proof of Concept focus group tests (validated)

Learner comments

Participants dive into a setting in VR (immersion)
Using VR involves all senses (embodied learning)

Super expérience, merci!

Using VR is motivating for participants (motivation)

Très intéressante, à refaire

Participants speak freely, without inhibitions (affective filter)

Ganz coole Sache, crazy folks!
Animiertes Lernen wirkt effektiv!

Participants are focused in VR (engagement, attention)
Participants learn better using VR (memory retention)

fühlte als ob ich beim Arzt war, wird
einfacher beim Besuch

Learning is enhanced through instant feedback (confidence building)

11.2.1.3. Creating a VR-enriched English course
The experiment started as a case study but, with the results indicating that the use of VR can be beneficial to
language learning, the study became a development project. At the time of writing, a VR English course is being
created, in collaboration with the University of Applied Sciences in Chur, Switzerland (see www.fhgr.ch/en/).
This project is being co-financed by the Swiss Innovation Agency, Innosuisse (see www.innosuisse.ch/inno/en/
home.html), following our successful application in March 2019.
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11.2.2. Phase 2: Effect of online resources and interaction on learning and motivation
In this phase of the study, which ran for three months from November 2018, the aim was to investigate the effect
of making online resources available to learners to allow students more autonomy to learn what they felt they
needed, where and when they wished. In total six English classes, three in the French-speaking area, three in
the German-speaking area of Switzerland, were provided with access codes to online resources complementing
their course book (Eales et al. 2016).
Class levels ranged from complete beginners (pre-A1) to B1 level; the teachers were instructed to show them
the learning management system (LMS) and to recommend that learners use it should they miss class. The aim
was to provide learners with scaffolding if they felt they had fallen behind, and to allow them to steer their
learning to an extent, as they were given free rein. Learners also had a WhatsApp group, created by the learners
themselves for the most part, the aim being that learners could interact with one another and add a social aspect
to group sessions. The CEFR Companion volume descriptor scale this phase related to was Online conversation
and discussion (Council of Europe 2018: 97; 2020: 84-6), which took place through WhatsApp chats at the various
levels. WhatsApp group chats provided a space where learners could practise using language learned and could
respond, for example to holiday pictures posted by a group member or a message relating to a topical issue that
the group then commented on. The emphasis was on learner autonomy and the CEFR 2001(Council of Europe
2001) notion of the learner as a social agent as well as “relating learning aims to real world language use, thus
giving a framework to action-oriented learning” (Council of Europe 2018: 42; 2020: 42).
With Mary Schnueriger’s support, classes were created online, in an architecture that enabled access to all classes
and individual learners’ gradebooks throughout this phase. Results collected by the MyEnglishLab LMS (www.
pearson.com/english/myenglishlab.html) and via telephone interviews with staff and participants show that, in
groups where the teacher showed the LMS, learners felt encouraged to use the online materials. Another insight
was that, despite beginners not accessing online resources much (partly due to the overwhelming amount of
new language in class or because they did not see how to change the surface language on the LMS), learners
on average accessed the LMS regularly and spent over 2 hours a week on self-study. The additional number of
hours invested may seem negligible but represents a large investment in the context of extensive courses where
contact hours per week amount to less than this average amount invested. This clearly shows the learners found
online activities in MyLab both beneficial and motivating. Feedback by learners and teachers was that the class
gelled well, thanks to the extra online activities boosting individual learners’ confidence and to the fact that
the WhatsApp chats created a community. The whole group’s motivation level had increased, as did their rate
of progress (see Table 11.2).
Table 11.2: Phase 2 results
Results Mylab Pilot
MyLab
Used
Continued use
NOT used
NOT used – and
non-use continued

Main comments:
%
44%
71%
56%
38%

Can learn anywhere
Increased intrinsic motivation
More engagement in class
Faster progress
More learners continued

11.2.3. Phase 3: Online interaction descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume
Over the summer break in the academic year, a small-scale follow-up study (Phase 3) was then conducted. The
aim of this phase was to create activities related to Online conversation and discussion in the appendix to the
CEFR Companion volume: Examples of use in different domains for descriptors of online interaction and mediation
activities (Council of Europe 2018, Appendix 6: 185-7; 2020, Appendix 5: 191-5). Two teachers tried out a lesson
about posting on social media, related to the following A2+ descriptors:
f Can make short descriptive online postings about everyday matters, social activities and feelings, with simple
key details
f Can comment on other people’s online postings, provided that they are written in simple language, reacting to
embedded media by expressing feelings of surprise, interest and indifference in a simple way
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The main activity was to write/post and respond to an online invitation to a party. The lesson consisted of reading,
speaking and writing activities. The group had to speak about social media, respond to the invitation and write
their own post. Many learners had never used social media before but were able to use appropriate language
to respond to the post and create their own, on paper or on their own device.
One of the teachers also tried a lesson around Goal-oriented transactions and collaboration from Appendix 6 –
Examples of use in different domains for descriptors of online interaction and mediation activities (Council of
Europe 2018: 189; 2020: 196), related to the B1 descriptors:
f Can interact online with a partner or small group working on a project, provided there are visual aids such as
images, statistics and graphs to clarify more complex concepts
f Can respond to instructions and ask questions or request clarifications in order to accomplish a shared task online
The task used for B1 involved planning an event using a shared online document; learners had to ask for clarification and interact online to organise the event. They were encouraged to use the WhatsApp group chat to ask
for clarifications and to complete the task. Both lessons were inspired by input provided by the instructional
designer, Sion Reilly, and the two teachers’ feedback was collected in the form of a short survey.
The most significant feedback was how engaging the lesson was perceived to be. Real-world language clearly
stimulates interest, despite the fact that the age group addressed had not all encountered a similar situation
(see comments in Table 11.3).
Table 11.3: Comments on the A2 social media lesson
Social media invitation lesson at A2 level – results and feedback
Comments:
Topic of invitations on social media was not relevant for
all participants (particularly those over 50) …
… not everyone had received, or responded to, an invitation via social media or in English.
Despite the context not being totally appropriate, the
students were fully engaged and enjoyed the task.
… lesson seemed to have gone by very quickly.

11.3. DISCUSSION
The CEFR Companion volume gives a push to all those involved in language teaching and learning to reconsider
the approach and methods they have been using, and the paradigm shift that it emphasises will certainly have
an impact on teaching and learning languages in general, not only for European languages. Though the CEFR
was created with reference to European languages, teachers and learners use the framework to refer to levels
for non-Western languages in the context being reported here and in many other institutions.
This case study represents an impulse for change within our own teaching and learning context. Descriptors
from the CEFR Companion volume were used to design activities. In the first two phases of the case study, our
VR experiments showed that the immersive experience enhanced learning and increased the learners’ engagement. Experiencing real-life situations through VR will naturally stimulate mediation, as for example stated in
the following descriptors:
f Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking what others think, making suggestions and understanding
responses, provided he/she can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time. (Facilitating collaborative
interaction with peers: A2)
f Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions to indicate that he/she is following. (Collaborating
to construct meaning: A2)
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f Can make suggestions in a simple way in order to move the discussion forward. (Collaborating to construct
meaning: A2)
f Can repeat the main point of a simple message on an everyday subject, using different words to help someone
else understand it. (Adapting language: A2)
As teachers we can now focus more on descriptors by incorporating technology: tools like WhatsApp or Google
Docs allow real online conversation or collaboration to take place between learners and can help us tailor-make
activities to suit a group’s needs.
Our observations during the study showed that immersion helps both reduce inhibitions and create more
engagement. The fact that a new course enriched with VR sequences is in the making shows the huge impact
of the first phase of the case study on teaching in our organisation.
Another change instigated by our case study is a proposal to introduce online materials as additional resources
for learners to use as they please. With the CEFR Companion volume stressing the CEFR 2001 vision that the
learner is a social agent, providing online materials for more autonomy will allow our learners to follow a more
individual learning path, thus making learning more purposeful, enhancing the learning experience and the
learners’ sense of achievement, which again add to their motivation levels.
Although the final phase of the study has not led to conclusive results, it does show the need to think about
change and to evaluate materials used for teaching and learning. The world has become a connected place
through technology – so real-world language tasks need to reflect this aspect and include the language of
online interaction. It would therefore be beneficial to continue creating and using activities related to the CEFR
Companion volume online interaction descriptors, in order to better equip learners for the real world we live in.

11.4. CONCLUSION
Creating and using activities relating to online interaction and mediation will almost inevitably continue as
the world continues to evolve. With learners expecting to be able to use technology for their learning, further
investigation into how this affects both the learning experience and motivation is necessary. This case study
has shown the need to evaluate curricula and their relevance to learners’ needs. It will form the basis for further
discussions and changes in our teaching context.
No matter which domain we find ourselves in, sharing experiences and communicating ideas will inevitably
involve the use of more than one language or connect more than one culture. The CEFR Companion volume
complements the CEFR with more up-to-date descriptors, representing the world as we know it today, where
mediation and online interaction form an integral part of daily life.
Using the new CEFR descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume in the learning and teaching context will therefore add relevance and authenticity to an educational setting, thereby promoting engagement and enhancing
the learning experience. In our own context, the benefits of using VR could be extended to the integration of
migrants, where learning to interact in the target language (mainly German or French) can make a difference to
their everyday life. Our ultimate goal as educators should be to prepare learners for real life: to help language
learners communicate freely beyond the classroom, it is essential to re-evaluate relevance and authenticity
periodically.
The CEFR Companion volume epitomises this need and encourages us to delve deeper and evaluate what we do
in the language-learning context. This case study also illustrates the benefits of an iterative approach to course
planning and design. In a world that is constantly developing, it pays to make changes and be ahead of the curve.
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Part II
AWARENESS RAISING AND TEACHER EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION TO PART II

Area and scales

Educational
strand

CEFR
level

Foreign
languages

University
language
centres

A1-C2

Different
languages

Mediation
Plurilingualism
Mediating a text
Chapter 12

Mediating concepts
Mediating communication
Building on plurilingual repertoire
Pre-A1 descriptors
Mediation

English
French

Mediating a text
Chapter 13

Mediating concepts
Mediating communication

Adult
education

A1-C1

German
Italian
Spanish

Mediation strategies

Basque

Mediation
Mediating a text
Chapter 14

Mediating concepts

Secondary

Mediating communication

Not
stated

English
French
Spanish

Mediation strategies
Mediation
Overall mediation
Chapter 15

Facilitating pluricultural space
Acting as an intermediary

Heritage
language
education

A1-C1

Portuguese

BA, MA and PhD

B2- C2

English

Adult
education

All

Different
languages

In-service
teacher
education

All

French
and
Spanish

Facilitating communication in difficult
situations and disagreements
Mediation
Chapter 16

Mediating a text
Mediating concepts
Mediating communication
Plurilingualism

Chapter 17

Overall mediation
Plurilingual comprehension
Building on plurilingual repertoire
Plurilingualism

Chapter 18

Plurilingual comprehension
Building on plurilingual repertoire
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Area and scales
Online interaction
Chapter 19

Mediation
All scales in these two sections

Chapter 20

Phonology
Phonological control

Educational
strand

CEFR
level

Foreign
languages

Initial
teacher
education

All

English

In-service
teacher
education

C1/C2

English

Part II (chapters 12 to 20) contains case studies on teacher education rather than classroom learning. Innovation in
classroom practice and full appreciation of concepts and paradigms both start with teacher training. Consequently,
the activities involved in the case studies include:
f attitudinal surveys – usually to see how teachers conceive of and react to mediation;
f awareness-raising activities – particularly in relation to the different forms of mediation that users/learners
may need to engage in; and
f dissemination activities.
Some contributions contain all of these activities, others focus on just one aspect. Most studies developed exemplar tasks in order to explain what the multi-faceted character of mediation might mean in classroom practice.
A wide variety of professional development contexts are represented in the different chapters: language education
for university students in Germany, Lithuania, Spain and England (Chapter 12); adult education in Spain (Chapter 13);
foreign language teaching at secondary level in Germany (Chapter 14); teaching a heritage language, Portuguese, in
Luxembourg and Switzerland (Chapter 15); and pre-service training for future language teachers in Russia, Germany,
Poland and Turkey (chapters 16, 18, 19 and 20). Finally, on a different note, Chapter 18 concerns awareness of and
attitudes to plurilingualism in the environment of language training for employees of international organisations
in Geneva. The main focus of the majority of the studies is mediation, reflecting the extended representation of this
crucial practice in the CEFR Companion volume. The two exceptions are Chapter 17 on plurilingualism and Chapter
20, which concerns the teaching of phonology on a course for future teachers of English. Again, this reflects the
enlightened representation of plurilingual repertoires and practices in the CEFR Companion volume.
In Chapter 12, Fischer and Wolder report on a large-scale project of dissemination and training activities in national
and international networks of university language centres, particularly UNIcert (international certification and
accreditation of university language courses) and NULTE (Network of University Language Testers in Europe),
with a focus on Germany, where 17 out of the 31 workshops took place. They report that the publication of
the CEFR Companion volume has led the members of many national associations to rethink their classroom
practice and assessment procedures and the place that modes of communication, in particular interaction and
mediation, take in them. The main aim of the programme of events was thus to create a community of practice
to move forward the teaching of languages at university level by rethinking outcomes in line with real-world
communicative and mediational practices and by adopting an action-oriented, task-based approach.
In the workshops, participants developed sample tasks adapted to their individual contexts, purposes and target groups. The outcome of the programme is expected to be an open-access European database of exemplar
tasks. The chapter provides some examples of tasks and discusses the complexity of subject-specific university
language teaching and learning at Level C1, which requires the learner to apply complex transferable skills,
taking into account texts in different languages and styles, carrying out their own research and drawing upon
their individual subject knowledge. This situated complexity underlines the fact that CEFR descriptors need to
be adapted to individual teaching, learning and assessment contexts.
Chapter 13 (Pedregosa and Sánchez) concerns the more modest but similar aim of providing an action toolkit
of guidelines and sample tasks to introduce teachers of second languages to the concept of mediation. The
immediate context is adult education at four locations of the Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas in Spain, but both the
findings and materials can be generalised to many contexts. Needs analysis suggested that the main concerns
of the 200 participants were: the conceptualisation of mediation; experience of mediation and the question of
how to integrate it into the curriculum; how to design mediation tasks; and finally, to a lesser extent, how to
assess mediation.
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The chapter describes nine teacher education activities that were developed, trialled and adjusted to cover these
areas. On the basis of the feedback questionnaires received, the authors conclude that the training sessions have
been an invaluable tool to see how the perception of mediation is evolving and trickling down from the CEFR
Companion volume to practice in classrooms, but that much work remains to be done on providing access to
good quality tasks and lesson plans that teachers can use or adapt for their classes. This is particularly the case
in relation to mediation of concepts and of communication, since these aspects are new to the vast majority of
teachers, many of whom see mediation only in terms of interpretation and translation.
Melo-Pfeifer and Helmchen in Chapter 14 also use a questionnaire to analyse the experience of, and attitudes to,
mediation of 15 language professionals representing different stakeholder groups (teacher educators, trainee
teachers, in-service teachers, curriculum specialists and textbook authors) in the city of Hamburg, following this up
by semi-structured interviews. In Germany, the perception of mediation goes well beyond mere interpretation and
translation. It is rather seen as a multi-faceted form of Sprachmittlung (the transfer of information from one language
to another) and is well established in teacher education programmes, the school syllabus, classroom practices, textbooks and examinations. This makes it an interesting context in which to analyse the potential for the adoption of
the changes in the conceptualisation and implementation of mediation provided in the CEFR Companion volume.
The results indicate that, while mediating a text and mediating communication are both well recognised by
practitioners (though the former mainly in the guise of Relaying specific information and Translating), the third
category in the CEFR Companion volume, mediating concepts, is noticeably absent. In addition, the authors
suggest that mediation (in this sense of Sprachmittlung) seems to be perceived as particularly appropriate in
the initial phases of language learning and for low-achievement groups, since it allows more plurilingual practices and support from the mother tongue. In general, respondents failed to see the relevance of mediation
at higher levels of proficiency.19 The authors conclude that some stakeholders can be expected to receive the
broader interpretation of mediation with more openness and flexibility than others and point to a series of six
complementary needs to ensure its adoption in Germany.
In their study in relation to teachers of Portuguese as a heritage language, Bastos et al. (Chapter 15) aimed
to identify pathways for teacher education in relation to the concept of and importance of mediation as a
language activity in relation to familiarisation with the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for mediation and
their operationalisation in the classroom. The study involved three teachers of Portuguese in Luxembourg and
four in Switzerland and focused on the three descriptor scales for mediating communication, since these were
felt to be most relevant in the heritage language context. The participants each designed and implemented a
mediation task and observed both their learners’ reactions to the concept of mediation (which seemed familiar
to them as plurilinguals) and their performance in the tasks.
The teachers’ responses suggested that they considered that the new descriptors supported them in promoting
mediation of communication in their classrooms in a more conscious and systematic fashion. However, they also
felt that there were difficulties in implementing effective practices to promote plurilingual and intercultural mediation and expressed the need for more guidance on the way descriptors work, especially when drawing attention
to and benefiting from plurilingual and pluricultural repertoires in the context of heritage language education.
In Chapter 16, Safonova et al. investigate the mediation skills needed by university students with a high level
of (English) proficiency. Again, the study started with a questionnaire, completed by some 70 teachers at three
Russian universities, followed by structured interviews and discussion. These tools were used to research attitudes
to and experience of mediation and the move from the traditional four skills to the four modes of communication,
that is: reception, production, interaction, mediation. The study then went on to analyse the mediation needs
of MA and PhD students and to evaluate mediation-related tasks in existing teaching materials.
The data suggested that the introduction of mediation in this context required:
a. an English-Russian glossary of relevant terminology;
b. awareness-raising materials, including online self-training guides and self-study toolkits for teachers and
learners; and
c. the production of context-appropriate tasks designed with reference to the CEFR representation of mediation and relevant descriptors, adapted for profiling achievement in language programmes for specific
and/or academic purposes.

19. In this regard, readers might be interested to read the opposite conclusions of Pavlovskaya I. Y. and Lankina O. Y. (2019), “How new CEFR
mediation descriptors can help to assess the discussion skills of management students – Global and analytical scales”, CEFR Journal
– Research and Practice No. 1, pp. 33-40, available at https://cefrjapan.net/journal, accessed 7 September 2021.
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As a result of these findings, the focus in the project switched from the original intention to provide assessment
tools to the development of such awareness-raising and support tools (glossary and training materials), and a
typology for the development of context-appropriate, action-oriented, problem-solving classroom mediation
tasks for teaching and assessment, with the production of the tasks themselves to come in a follow-up project.
In Chapter 17, Vanhonnaeker et al. study the attitudes to plurilingualism of teachers and learners in the context of
(predominantly one-to-one) professional language training for employees at international institutions in Geneva.
The study is based on data from two questionnaires (for teachers and learners respectively) and observation
grids, with all three instruments based on the descriptor scales for mediation and plurilingual comprehension
while building on a plurilingual repertoire contained in the CEFR Companion volume. Although the vast majority
of teachers were positive about the use of other languages in class, though in a very limited way restricted to
translating certain expressions, more than half considered it non-essential and most of those thought it only
appropriate when teaching beginners – views that corresponded with results from the classroom observations.
The students almost all agreed that mobilising one’s plurilingual repertoire in the process of language learning
was very useful, but opinions differed dramatically on the active use of other languages in class, almost half
saying this was useful, particularly to compare usage, while an almost equal number preferred a strict immersion
policy. Awareness-raising activities with the new descriptors played an important role in bridging these gaps
by providing concrete examples of appropriate plurilingual behaviour. As a result, plurilingual repertoires have
become more appreciated, and descriptors for Overall mediation, Plurilingual comprehension and Building on
plurilingual repertoire have been introduced into curriculum aims.
Chapter 18 by Martinez also concerns attitudes to plurilingualism, this time in the content of the education of
second language teachers of French and Spanish at a German university. After being introduced to the concept
of plurilingualism, the future teachers constructed plurilingual tasks, focused mainly on the descriptors for
“Plurilingual comprehension”, tried them out in French or Spanish classes and evaluated their impact on the
students. In this way, participants broadened their perception and conceptualised the scope of a truly modern
reinterpretation of more traditional understandings of Mehrsprachigkeitsdidaktik. One of the tasks, for example,
invited second-year pupils to listen to people presenting themselves in five different languages, and to note
in French the details they had understood, before comparing in groups and constructing a small “plurilingual
dictionary” of terms encountered. The aim of the tasks was to encourage language (learning) awareness: an ability
to identify similarities and difference between languages, learning to accept that it is normal not to understand
every word of a text, becoming aware of and drawing on a plurilingual repertoire and developing plurilingual
reception strategies that could be applied to the learning of any language.
The study underlines the added value of such a pedagogical project for trainee teachers, where the task
becomes a real driving force, in this case in promoting plurilingualism among both the teacher trainees and
the school students. Finally, the chapter discusses the competences acquired through such tasks and reports on
the discussions among the trainee teachers as regards the relevance of CEFR descriptors in general for course
organisation and teaching, and of the new descriptors for plurilingual and pluricultural competence, in particular
for the development of plurilingualism.
Chapter 19, by Gadomska, also concerns the development and trialling of tasks in initial teacher education,
inspired by the CEFR Companion volume descriptors. This time, however, the focus is on the descriptors for
online interaction and mediation, and the trainees were future Polish teachers of English. In a training module of
30 lessons, after an introduction to the concept of mediation and the new descriptors for mediation and online
interaction, the trainees produced online 27 learning modules on different topics, before trying out each other’s
materials. In developing the modules, students needed to select the relevant scale and suitable descriptor(s) on
it, then find an appropriate text (either for reading or listening, or both) and finally to design appropriate tasks,
which often included mediating the concepts in the text.
For each task in their module they were asked to specify (a) the aim of the task, (b) the aspect(s) of mediation
focused on in it, (c) the CEFR level, and (d) the chosen descriptors. Thus, each student themselves had two tasks
as well as participating in preparatory and follow-up class activities: firstly to study the descriptors and design
their module, and then later to try out a colleague’s module, providing feedback. Results were evaluated through
diarised self-assessment, peer evaluation of modules produced (both activities conducted online) and through
peer teaching observation (in their presence). Findings showed that students considered that using the mediation
descriptors for the design of state-of-the-art materials was interesting and motivating – but also a challenge.
Mediation is not an easy concept to grasp in all its facets, and matching descriptors relevant to online practices
to a particular task is not always straightforward!
Finally, Chapter 20 by Şen and colleagues also concerns teacher education for teachers of English, this time in
Turkey in relation to five student teachers enrolled on an in-service training course for an international diploma.
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The focus of the study was phonology, and the authors took the opportunity of the new and more detailed scale
for Phonological control – defining sound articulation, including pronunciation of sounds, and prosodic features,
including intonation, rhythm and stress at both word and sentence level – in order to propose to their student
teachers a Professional Development Assignment in the form of action research on an aspect of phonology of
their choice.
The aim was to raise participants’ awareness of the target phonological control features through guided discovery, loop input, controlled and free practice and microteaching demonstration activities. Impact was assessed
through pre- and post-course questionnaires, by peer observation reports and by evaluation of the students’
written reports on their assignment. Significant changes were observed, in the self-assessment of knowledge and
awareness of phonological control features, through the two questionnaires. Participants also reported feeling
more confident in actively teaching phonological features, but suggested that they would need more work on
phonology in their ongoing professional development. The study confirmed the conclusions of researchers
regarding the importance of rethinking native-speaker orientation in language learning and the role of explicit
training in teaching phonological control features for practising teachers, which was at the core of the initiative
to develop the new, analytic CEFR scale for Phonological control.
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Chapter 12
IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE CEFR COMPANION VOLUME
IN THE UNICERT® AND NULTE NETWORKS
Johann Fischer and Nicole Wolder, ZESS (Centre for Languages and Transferable Skills),
Georg August University, Göttingen, Germany

ABSTRACT
In this project we presented the different aspects of the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020)
at university language centres in Europe, discussed its impact on language teaching, learning and assessment
and developed sample tasks for teaching and assessment.
We gave presentations at conferences, carried out roundtable sessions and organised workshops at institutional,
regional, national and European level (31 events in different parts of Europe, concentrating on Germany and
Lithuania). The main focus was on disseminating the content of the CEFR Companion volume, asking participants
to adapt it to their specific contexts of university language teaching, learning and assessment. Participants were
particularly interested in developing models for teaching and assessing mediation, followed by inter-/pluricultural
competence and plurilingualism, at various target levels. At university language centres, CEFR level C1 plays an
important role in teaching English for Academic Purposes and English for Specific Purposes, and CEFR levels A1
to B1 for languages that students start learning at university, while level B2 is important both for English and
for other languages already learned at school.
The main aim of the project was to train practitioners to adapt the ideas of the CEFR Companion volume to their
local or national contexts and to rethink their approach to teaching and assessment. This included in certain
cases the revision of course syllabi and methodological practices.
We followed a qualitative approach, measuring the outcomes by looking at the quality of the teaching and
assessment tasks developed (peer and expert review) and by using open-ended questionnaires on the impact
of the workshops.
In their feedback, participants showed particular interest in:
f putting a stronger focus on the learner/test-taker as a social agent in the future;
f implementing the notion of mediation in their teaching and assessment practices;
f paying more attention to intercultural and pluricultural aspects and to plurilingual approaches.
Participants agreed that mediation does already play an important role at university language centres, mainly
by presenting academic research outcomes to different target groups using academic and scientific sources in
various languages, carrying out literature reviews or research, and using different language registers and styles,
but they also agreed that a more clustered approach to teaching mediation is needed, as presented in the CEFR
Companion volume.
Participants showed great interest in the new descriptors, particularly the pre-A1 and C level descriptors, and
in the focus of the CEFR Companion volume on modes of communication, because this helps them in planning
their teaching and assessment.
Finally, participants stressed the need for professional development activities to manage the change of perspective required and for more networking in order to increase teaching competence and assessment literacy.

RÉSUMÉ
Dans ce projet, nous avons présenté les différents aspects du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de
l’Europe, 2018 et 2020) dans des centres de langues universitaires en Europe, discuté de son importance pour
l’enseignement, l’apprentissage et l’évaluation et développé des tâches modèles pour l’enseignement et l’évaluation.
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Nous sommes intervenus lors de colloques et avons organisé des tables rondes et des stages de formation aux
niveaux institutionnel, régional, national et européen (31 événements dans différentes régions de l’Europe, avec
un gros plan sur l’Allemagne et la Lituanie). Nous avons surtout diffusé le contenu du Volume complémentaire
et demandé aux participants de l’adapter à leurs contextes spécifiques d’enseignement, d’apprentissage et d’éva
luation à l’université. Les participants étaient particulièrement motivés à l’idée de développer des modèles pour
enseigner et évaluer la médiation, mais aussi la compétence inter/pluriculturelle ainsi que le plurilinguisme. Les
niveaux du CECR abordés par ce projet étaient en particulier le niveau C1 pour l’anglais (anglais académique et
anglais pour objectifs spécifiques) ainsi que les niveaux A1 à B1 pour les langues que les étudiants commencent
à apprendre à l’université, le niveau B2 étant surtout important pour les langues apprises au préalable au niveau
scolaire (anglais inclus).
L’objectif principal du projet était de former les enseignants à adapter les idées du Volume complémentaire à
leur contexte local ou national et à revoir leur approche de l’enseignement et de l’évaluation. Dans certains cas,
cela comprenait la révision des cahiers des charges et des pratiques didactiques utilisés.
Nous avons adopté une approche qualitative et avons mesuré les résultats en analysant la qualité des tâches
d’enseignement et d’évaluation (analyses effectuées par des pairs experts) et en ayant recours à des questionnaires à questions ouvertes.
Dans leur retour d’information, les participants ont mentionné comme particulièrement importants pour leur
travail les aspects suivants :
f la focalisation sur l’apprenant/le candidat comme acteur social présenté par le Volume complémentaire ;
f l’importance d’intégrer la médiation dans leurs pratiques d’enseignement et d’évaluation ;
f l’accent sur les aspects interculturels et pluriculturels ainsi que sur les approches plurilingues.
Les participants ont convenu que la médiation joue déjà un rôle important dans les centres universitaires
de langues, étant donné que, en cours de langue, on demande aux étudiants de présenter leurs résultats de
recherche à des groupes cibles divers en s’appuyant sur des sources scientifiques dans différentes langues
et de rechercher et d’analyser des publications scientifiques, tout en utilisant différents styles et registres de
langue ; les activités de médiation sont donc des tâches déjà largement répandues. D’autre part, les participants
apprécient la nouvelle catégorisation des différents types de médiation présentée dans le Volume complémentaire, qui les aidera dans leur conception du programme.
Les participants étaient également très intéressés par les nouveaux descripteurs, surtout pour les niveaux pré-A1
et C, ainsi que par la focalisation opérée dans le Volume complémentaire sur les modalités de communication,
étant donné que ces aspects les aideront à planifier leurs cours ainsi que leurs examens.
Enfin, les participants ont exprimé leur besoin d’activités de formation continue pour qu’ils puissent réussir le
changement de perspective requis et pour un renforcement et un élargissement de leurs réseaux afin d’accroître
la compétence didactique dans l’enseignement et l’évaluation.

12.1. INTRODUCTION
This project focused on the implementation of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages:
learning, teaching, assessment – Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020) – henceforth “the CEFR Companion
volume” – in language teaching, learning and assessment at university language centres, that is, in the context
of university language teaching for students who learn a language alongside their studies, either as an integral
part of their studies or as an optional programme, but who are not majoring in languages.
The project targeted university language teaching in different European regions with different conditions and
approaches. In some contexts action-oriented (e.g. Piccardo and North 2019) and task-based (e.g. Van den Branden
et al. 2009) approaches were already applied, but not in others. The challenge therefore was to first analyse
the situation and the needs at a specific institution or in a specific country, then provide ideas for changes and
develop new tasks for teaching and assessment. In some cases, this included a revision of teaching and testing
practices, namely methodological approaches, and the revision of course syllabi.
In professional development workshops we revisited the learning objectives of individual modules, which
required an analysis of target situations of communication in university and professional contexts that the
students would be likely to encounter in their future career. This made it obvious that a more action-oriented and task-based approach can help in adapting courses to the needs of individual learners because
it facilitates the simulation of realistic communication situations, depending on the individual academic
or scientific discipline.
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The focus of the activity was to train practitioners and help them adapt the content of the CEFR Companion
volume to the context of their institution, to harmonise the interpretation of CEFR levels across Europe, to adapt
teaching more closely to the needs of mobility in a European context and to develop a network of multipliers.
Workshop participants showed particular interest in the following aspects of the CEFR Companion volume:
plurilingualism, intercultural and pluricultural skills, and particularly mediation.

12.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
12.2.1. Organisation and structure of the project
The project “Implementation of the CEFR Companion volume in the UNIcert® and NULTE networks” was co-ordinated by Johann Fischer and Nicole Wolder from the Centre for Languages and Transferable Skills (ZESS)
at Georg-August-Universität Göttingen. It was carried out by members of NULTE, the Network of University
Language Testers in Europe (http://cercles.org/nulte/), an offshoot of the focus group “Language testing and
assessment” of the European Confederation of Language Centres in Higher Education CercleS (www.cercles.
org). The project thus brought together members of the following university language testing and certification
systems: ACERT (Poland – www.sermo.org.pl/stowarzyszenie/egzamin-acert/), CertAcles® (Spain – www.acles.
es/examenes-certacles), CLES (France – www.certification-cles.fr/), UNIcert® (Germany – www.unicert-online.
org/), UNIcert®LUCE (Czech Republic and Slovakia – http://unicertluce.sk/) and UNILANG (United Kingdom –
www.unilang.ac.uk/).

12.2.2. Project activities and events
In total, the team carried out 31 events with more than 950 participants between June 2018 and November 2019.
These events took place in France (2), Germany (17), Ireland (1), Italy (1), Lithuania (2), Poland (4), Portugal (1)
and Spain (3). Due to the background of the co-ordinators, several events took place at Göttingen University and
other universities in the German UNIcert® network (which oversees certification and accreditation of university
language courses). The events addressed language teachers and examiners as well as directors of university
language centres.
The team gave five presentations on aspects of the CEFR Companion volume at national and international
conferences, organised one roundtable session at a conference, ran 20 professional development workshops
at institutional, regional, national and European level, and discussed specific aspects at five (regional, national
and European) network meetings. The main focus of these activities was
a. to disseminate the content of the CEFR Companion volume;
b. to train language teachers and examiners in implementing these aspects; and
c. to create a community of practice in order to improve the quality of language teaching and assessment
at universities.
Each event started with an introduction to the content of the CEFR Companion volume – the action-oriented
approach, the aspect of the learner as a social agent, the four modes of communication (reception, production, interaction, mediation), plurilingualism, intercultural and pluricultural competence and transferable
skills – as well as the overall paradigm shift of the approach presented in the CEFR Companion volume.
The participants were invited to reflect upon their own context and situation and to analyse the impact of
the CEFR Companion volume approach on their individual teaching and assessment practices. They were
then asked to share their individual context with their peers and identify areas of development for the
implementation of the CEFR Companion volume approach. Depending on the context, participants were
also invited to analyse the revised and extended descriptors of the CEFR levels and discuss their impact
on their work.
In the workshops carried out, participants developed sample tasks for teaching and learning and/or testing
and assessment, adapted to their individual contexts and target groups. In one case, this included a complete
revision of teaching practices at a university language centre and the revision of the course syllabi for all target
groups. Participants have been invited to finalise their teaching and assessment tasks and their new course
structures and submit them for peer assessment. These sample tasks and course structures will be collected
in a European database, which will be made publicly available. The idea of this database is both to provide
ideas and models of good practice to practitioners and stakeholders for future reference and use, and to
strengthen the existing networks and create a larger community of practice.
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12.2.3. Assessment of events and project outputs
To assess the outcome of the events, a qualitative approach was applied. This assessment had three main foci:
a. to assess the tasks and materials developed by the participants (using self-assessment and peer assessment
techniques as well as providing feedback by trainers in the concluding session of each activity);
b. to collect feedback on the content of the CEFR Companion volume (verbally during the training programme);
and
c. to assess the quality and the impact of the professional development workshops (using questionnaires
and group discussions at the end of the training).

12.2.4. Participants’ feedback on the CEFR Companion volume
Participants showed strong interest in the action-oriented approach of the CEFR Companion volume and were
highly motivated to apply it in their teaching and testing practices. The focus on the learner as a social agent
was considered particularly helpful – both by trainers and by participants – for reaching a paradigm shift in
addressing teaching and assessment; this concept requires the teacher (and teacher trainer) to develop tasks
that make learners apply their individual knowledge and skills to successfully work on a task or a problem. The
idea that learners exchange personal information with their co-learners and co-construct knowledge requires
teachers/trainers to rethink the roles of the learners both in teaching and in testing and to develop suitable
tasks that are meaningful and relevant to the learners/test-takers. In this context, participants realised that some
descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume, for example those on online interaction, are more relevant for their
work at university language centres than others ( e.g. those related to the work on novels).
Participants addressed three aspects of the CEFR Companion volume with particular interest: plurilingualism,
intercultural and pluricultural skills, and mediation.
As far as plurilingualism is concerned, workshop participants developed ideas for plurilingual activities for teaching, which were then piloted in class. The outputs and outcomes of this piloting were presented at conferences
and workshops for discussion and the revised sample tasks will be added to the project database of examples
of good practice (expected to be available by end 2022. Interested readers can follow progress at www.ecml.
at/companionvolumetoolbox).
Although intercultural and pluricultural aspects have been addressed in university language teaching for a long
time, participants agreed that they often played a minor role in teaching and that they should be addressed with
more consistency. As the development of intercultural and pluricultural skills is very individual and depends
on numerous factors, participants also agreed that, although they should be an integral part of each teaching
programme, they should, however, not be a separate part of a university language exam.
The four modes of communication (reception, production, interaction and mediation) described in the CEFR
Companion volume were also discussed. The participants agreed that they offer a different perspective on language teaching and assessment, but will not replace the four skills: listening and reading comprehension, and
speaking and writing skills. These four skills are needed in different communication and interaction contexts
when dealing with the modes of communication. Furthermore, they are also an integral part of most exam
regulations and therefore shape the format of language tests. It became clear that from a methodological point
of view, the focus of language assessment needs to be shifted from a rather isolated analysis of individual skills
towards a more holistic approach with the assessment of language competence in specific situations, which
requires assessment of the different modes of communication. Our experience has also shown that a revision of
exams has a strong washback effect on teaching and learning at university language centres, because language
teachers want to prepare their students well for the final exam and therefore orient their teaching towards tasks
that the students will encounter in this context.
The main interest of participants was on the notion of mediation, as many of them were not familiar with this
concept. They realised, however, that many classroom and assessment activities they already used were in fact
mediation activities. The detailed description of mediation as a mode of communication and of the different
types of mediation was considered useful in adopting a more systematic approach to developing their learners’
mediation skills.
Finally, the participants showed particular interest in the revised list of CEFR descriptors. In particular, they
appreciated the categorisation of the four modes of communication and the added descriptors (e.g. on written
interaction, taking into account new communication channels with the use of social media), particularly at
pre-A1 and at C-levels.
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12.2.5. Case studies concerning individual target groups
ZESS (Centre for Languages and Transferable Skills) at Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
Although action-oriented and task-based approaches to teaching languages were introduced at ZESS on a
large scale more than 10 years ago and the team adopted task-based approaches to testing in 2009, the CEFR
Companion volume has motivated the team to make classroom activities and tests even more authentic and
more meaningful to students. ZESS staff have therefore started to go beyond the existing framework to pilot
new tasks and activities. The publication of the CEFR Companion volume has launched an initiative to develop
more creative tasks for teaching and for testing. These new activities include the following:
f Team members have developed and piloted new tasks in plurilingualism, using descriptors on “Building on pluricultural repertoire” at level B2 (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 158-9; 2020: 124-5), and in mediation, working
with C1 descriptors, e.g. on “Sociolinguistic appropriateness” (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 137-8; 2020: 136-7).
f End-of-course and UNIcert® exams are being more carefully checked to see whether they create opportunities for authentic situations for mediation, i.e. the concept of “learners as social agents who co-construct
meaning” has helped to analyse tasks more carefully for their suitability.
f Furthermore, a working group has been set up to investigate new approaches to testing. For example,
this group is questioning the necessity of testing the receptive skills (i.e. reading and speaking skills) separately and is developing ideas for integrative approaches to testing, which should be more in line with
authentic tasks.

UNIcert® (Germany)
The Scientific Committee of UNIcert® decided already in 2011 to adopt a task-based approach to language
testing (for task-based university language testing, see Fischer et al. 2011; Wigglesworth 2008). The aim was to
implement a change to language testing and – through backwash effect – to language teaching. Eight years later
this initiative has shown some impact on teaching and testing practices, but this approach is far from having
been implemented in all partner institutions. The content of the CEFR Companion volume and its focus on an
action-oriented approach to teaching has helped considerably to intensify the discussion and to persuade language teachers and testers, programme co-ordinators and directors of university language centres to implement
this approach and speed up the process of change.
In this context UNIcert® has launched a series of professional development activities to disseminate the content of the CEFR Companion volume and to strengthen the action-oriented and task-based approach that the
UNIcert® framework system aims at.
The Scientific Committee has also revised its regulations and integrated into this context the four modes of
communication to be addressed by the teaching and testing practices at individual member institutions.
As far as other NULTE partners are concerned, in general and specifically in France, Spain and Portugal, the
content of the CEFR Companion volume and the discussion launched by its publication have led to the changes
described below.

NULTE in general
The NULTE partners have agreed to carry out more research on the validity and reliability of their tests. They are
working towards harmonising their assessment practices and will carry out comparative studies across the different
testing systems. Mediation activities and action-oriented speaking tasks have been identified as being of particular
interest. When working with language case studies in class, C1 descriptors – e.g. on Sustained monologue: describing experience (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 70; 2020: 62-3); Sustained monologue: giving information (CEFR
Companion volume 2018: 71; 2020: 63); Sustained monologue: putting a case, e.g. in a debate (CEFR Companion
volume 2018: 72; 2020: 64) – were used as reference for the revised rubrics when assessing student presentations.

CLES (France)
In the current revision of the CLES tests, particular focus has been put on the quality of the test tasks. With the
notion of the test-taker as a social agent in mind, the current prescribed roles that test-takers have to take have
been questioned and test developers have been invited to create more open tasks which do not ask test-takers to
interpret a given role, but which will allow them to present their own personal ideas and solutions – in the context of
mediating texts (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 107-17; 2020: 92-108) and mediating concepts (CEFR Companion
volume 2018: 117-21; 2020: 108-13). This initiative will be accompanied by qualitative and quantitative studies.
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CertAcles® (Spain)
As CertAcles® tests are independent of any teaching programme and test-takers can have very different backgrounds, these tests have to address a varied audience and therefore need to follow a single-item analysis approach
and require thorough psychometric analysis. The discussion on the CEFR Companion volume approach has,
however, led the CertAcles® team to decide to contextualise C1 tasks in the future. This might have a negative
impact on the reliability of the test, but it will on the other hand increase its validity as the tests will be more
realistic and correspond to authentic situations of communication in real life. The implementation of this change
will be analysed in a quantitative research project.

CLAP (Portugal)
As the Portuguese association of university language centres, ReCLes, is still in the process of developing its
future testing system, the Certificação de Línguas para Ação Profissional (CLAP), the committee has been able to
benefit from the experience of their NULTE partner systems and the publication of the CEFR Companion volume.
The revised descriptors, the action-oriented approach and the notion of mediation have helped to adopt a new
approach to testing, which they can follow in the development of their new nationwide testing system. The idea
is to create task-based tests for individual target groups; these tests will, for example, be based on case studies
and include realistic mediation activities.
Outside the NULTE network, Vilnius University has actively participated in the initiative in their own project of
rethinking language teaching and testing for non-specialists.

Vilnius University (Lithuania)
Since the languages department (offering language courses for students of other disciplines than philology)
faces major challenges, the faculty and the department have decided to adopt a new approach to teaching and
testing. Although certain parts of the department had already been applying task-based activities at irregular
intervals, teaching has until now concentrated very much on the use of textbooks and academic texts from
scientific publications of the corresponding faculty; the general approach to the whole course and the end-ofcourse tests still followed rather traditional models.
The whole team of some 40 language teachers therefore took part in a five-day professional development
workshop that aimed at remodelling language teaching and testing in the department. In three steps the participants were first introduced to the action-oriented and task-based approach of the CEFR Companion volume
and its content, then analysed typical situations of communication in the various academic fields and selected
the appropriate interaction and mediation activities, before finally developing ideas for projects to carry out
in class at CEFR level C1. One team, for example, developed a case-study activity for students of life sciences
(e.g. biology, chemistry, microbiology, genetics and ecology) to analyse in groups the situation of pollution of
Salotė Lake in Lithuania and to develop in groups a possible solution. This task/project requires working with
descriptors on mediating texts and on mediating concepts, as shown in Figure 12.1.
This teaching activity requires students to:
f read and analyse written texts (some from the press, some scientific papers) as well as audio and video
recordings on the situation of Lake Salotė and on water pollution in general;
f summarise their individual findings;
f discuss them in groups;
f develop a solution to the problem in question;
f write a report or a scientific paper on the matter; and
f present their findings and their solution during a simulated conference.
The work includes the analysis, the production of charts and graphs and their oral presentation to the audience.
In the simulated conference the students will finally need to reply to questions from the audience.
This means that the following mediation scales will be covered by this task/project:
Mediating a text
f Relaying specific information – in speech and in writing
f Explaining data (e.g. in graphs, diagrams, charts etc.) – in speech and in writing
f Processing text – in speech and in writing
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Mediating concepts
f Collaborating in a group
f Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
f Collaborating to construct meaning
f Leading group work
f Managing interaction
f Encouraging conceptual talk
(Council of Europe 2018: 106; see also 2018: 103-21; 2020: 90-112)
The mediation descriptors that the team of teachers were using were the following.
Figure 12.1: Draft of a case-study activity for students of life sciences on the pollution problem of Lake Salotė,
Lithuania

Table 12.1: Mediating a text
Relaying specific information in speech
C1

Can explain (in English) the relevance of specific information found in a particular section of long,
complex general and scientific texts (written in Lithuanian and English).
Relaying specific information in writing

C1

Can relay in writing (in English) which presentations at a conference (given in English and/or Lithuanian)
were relevant, pointing out which would be worth detailed consideration.
Can relay in writing (in English) the relevant point(s) contained in propositionally complex but well-
structured texts (written in English and/or Lithuanian) within his/her fields of professional, academic
and personal interest.
Can relay in writing (in English) the relevant point(s) contained in articles (written in English and/or
Lithuanian) from scientific and/or professional journals and publications.
Can relay in a written report (in English) relevant decisions that were taken in a meeting (in English
and/or Lithuanian).
Can relay in writing (in English) the significant point(s) contained in formal correspondence (in English
and/or Lithuanian).
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C1

C1

C1

C1

Explaining data in speech (e.g. in graphs, diagrams, charts) in speech
Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in English) the salient points and details contained in
complex diagrams and other visually organised information (with text in Lithuanian or English) on
complex academic or professional topics.
Explaining data in speech (e.g. in graphs, diagrams, charts) in writing
Can interpret and present clearly and reliably in writing (in English) the salient, relevant points contained
in complex diagrams and other visually organised data (with text in Lithuanian or English) on complex
academic or professional topics.
Processing text in speech
Can summarise in (English) long, demanding texts (in English and/or Lithuanian).
Can summarise (in English) discussion (in English and/or Lithuanian) on matters within his/her academic
or professional competence, elaborating and weighing up different points of view and identifying the
most significant points.
Can summarise clearly in well-structured speech (in English) the main points made in complex spoken
and written texts (in English and/or Lithuanian) in fields of specialisation other than his/her own, although
he/she may occasionally check particular technical concepts.
Can explain (in English) subtle distinctions in the presentation of facts and arguments (in English and/
or Lithuanian).
Can exploit information and arguments from a complex spoken or written text (in English and/or Lithuanian)
to talk about a topic (in English), glossing with evaluative comments, adding his/her opinion, etc.
Can explain (in English) the attitude or opinion expressed in a spoken or written text (in Lithuanian
and/or English) on a specialised topic, supporting inferences he/she makes with reference to specific
passages in the original.
Processing text in writing
Can summarise in writing (in English) long, complex texts (written in English and/or Lithuanian), interpreting the content appropriately, provided that he/she can occasionally check the precise meaning
of unusual, technical terms.
Can summarise in writing a long and complex scientific text (in English) for a specific audience, respecting
the style and register of the original.

(adapted from Council of Europe 2018: 107-12; 2020: 94-9)

Table 12.2: Mediating concepts

C1

C1

C1

C1

Collaborating in a group
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers:
Can show sensitivity to different perspectives within a group, acknowledging contributions and formulating any reservations, disagreements or criticisms in such a way as to avoid or minimise any offence.
Can develop the interaction and tactfully help steer it towards a conclusion.
Collaborating to construct meaning:
Can frame a discussion to decide a course of action with a group, reporting on what others have said,
summarising, elaborating and weighing up multiple points of view.
Can evaluate problems, challenges and proposals in a collaborative discussion in order to decide the
way forward.
Can highlight inconsistencies in thinking, and challenge others’ ideas in the process of trying to reach a
consensus.
Leading group work
Managing interaction:
Can organise a varied and balanced sequence of plenary, group and individual work, ensuring smooth
transitions between the phases.
Can intervene diplomatically in order to redirect talk, prevent one person dominating or to confront
disruptive behaviour.
Encouraging conceptual talk:
Can ask a series of open questions that build on different contributions in order to stimulate logical
reasoning (e.g. hypothesising, inferring, analysing, justifying and predicting).

(adapted from Council of Europe 2018: 119-21; 2020: 110-13)
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Furthermore, the descriptors for mediation strategies (Council of Europe 2018: 126-9; 2020: 117-22) like linking
to previous knowledge or breaking down complicated information seemed to be useful for the students, helping
them in completing the tasks. Teachers, however, agreed that these descriptors should not inform assessment
criteria. Instead they need to be considered in specific contexts of communication or task completion.
This exemplifies the complexity of subject-specific university language teaching and learning at CEFR level C1
as it requires the learner to apply complex transferable skills in order to process academic texts and concepts,
presenting them in a logical and coherent way to a specific target audience using the appropriate style and
register. In fact, learners have to take into account texts from different sources presented in different text types,
in different languages and styles, and draw their personal conclusions, carrying out their own research and
drawing upon their individual subject knowledge. It also shows that descriptors need to be adapted to individual
teaching, learning and assessment contexts.
In a second step, the teachers then developed a structure and sample tests for end-of-course exams (see Figure
12.2) and finally developed the syllabus for their entire course (see Table 12.1).
Figure 12.2: Draft of task-based C1 exam in English for IT students on the leakage of sensitive data from a
plastic surgery clinic in Lithuania

By the end of the workshop the participants had undergone a paradigm shift in their approach to teaching and
testing. They have now developed a syllabus that requires learners to work on both written general and academic
texts and audio/video recordings, analyse the content and draw their own conclusions, co-construct knowledge
and concepts in team work, collaborate in preparing written texts and oral presentations and then presenting
them together, as described in the chapter on mediation (Council of Europe 2018: 103-29; 2020: 90-122).
As testing receptive skills in isolated subtests does not reflect the principles of authenticity and validity that taskbased exams require, the team decided in favour of an integrated approach to assessment, where the receptive
skills will be necessary (and thus tested) by giving students a complex task or problem to work on. The focus of
the exam will, however, be on the productive skills, as these are essential to success in situations of communication. In this respect, the new test structure will follow a rather innovative approach to testing and assessment.
The model developed by the team was presented to and approved by the faculty and then presented to the
various faculties where the students follow their degree programme.
In a subsequent two-day workshop, two months after the first workshop and shortly before the start of the
new academic year, the teachers reviewed their methodology and their course structure as well as their drafts
of final exams.
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This initiative has now entered its next stage, the implementation of the new approach. It will be monitored
carefully by the head of the department, the quality assurance department of the university and the external
trainer. It has also led to a research project aiming to identify criteria for success in implementing changes in
university language teaching and testing, which will continue for at least the whole academic year. The outcomes of this project will hopefully help trainers and directors of university language centres in their attempts
to implement changes in the future. Furthermore, the university will use the experience of this initiative in their
aim to stimulate more task-based approaches to teaching at university in general, that is, in all disciplines, to
prepare students for the challenges of their future profession and in research.
Table 12.3: Draft of structure for the English for Academic Purposes and Research course for students of
Political Science and International Relations
W

Topic

1

Politics &
language

2

Activities

Project / Learning
outcome

Research article

Moodle
listening
and reading
self-study

Van Dijk T. (1997), “What is political discourse analysis?”, Belgian Journal of Linguistics No. 11(1), pp. 11-52
Essay / Book excerpt
Orwell G. (1946), “Politics and the English language”,
and Clark I. L. (2019), Concepts in composition: theory and
practice in the teaching of writing, 3rd edition, Routledge,
London, pp. 221-31

Research-based
project on
the topic:

Project simulation
Debate (Motions 1 & 2)
M1: This House believes that language strategies play a
significant role in gaining and exercising political power.

Election
campaigning:

a country of my
choice + video
M2: THB that US President’s Trump tweeting has confootage with
tributed to lowering standards for political culture and
recommendations
diplomacy.
Academic writing [drafting stage]
Introduction, BP2 & BP3
Linguistic features of populism and their effect on political representation
3
4

Democracy
& representation

Research article
Book excerpt
Alonso S., Keane J. and Merkel W. (eds) (2011), The future
of representative democracy, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge
Case study 1 + research proposal

grammar and
vocabulary
self-study
case study
(uploading
slides)

Humanitarian assistance or political intervention: the
Civil War in Yemen
Debate (Motions 3 & 4)
THB that representative democracy is facing a contemporary crisis.
Academic writing: BP4 & conclusion
5
6

Human
rights &
freedoms

Research article
Book excerpt
Case study 2 + research proposal
Debate (Motions 5 & 6)
Academic writing: first draft & peer review
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vocabulary
self-study
case study
(uploading
slides)

W

Topic

Project / Learning
outcome

Activities

7

Election
Research article
campaigning
8
Book excerpt

Moodle
reading and
vocabulary
self-study

Project simulation
Debate (Motions 7 & 8)
Academic writing: resubmission of final version
9
10

Elections &
populism

Research article

overview

Book excerpt

preparation
for the
conference

Case study 3 + research proposal
Debate (Motions 9 & 10)
Academic writing
11
12
13 (Research-based) Conference + peer review
14
15
16 Final exam:
Speaking: case work & simulated scenario

Writing a research proposal to the National Academy of Science to apply for students’ research grant

12.3. DISCUSSION
The content of the CEFR Companion volume has been very well received by the participants in these vari
ous training events, who consider it most valuable for their work. The ideas and concepts have helped to
start self- and peer reflection on teaching and testing practices, which will – hopefully – lead to changes
at large scale.
The main aspects of discussion throughout the project have been the following:
1. The action-oriented approach and the concept of the learner as a social agent
2. The integration of plurilingualism activities in university language teaching
3. The role of intercultural and pluricultural tasks in language teaching and testing
4. The notion of mediation
5. The work with the new list of descriptors
Each of these aspects is discussed below.

12.3.1. The action-oriented approach and the concept of the learner as a social agent
The concept of the learner as a social agent and the action-oriented approach have been the most important
aspects of the CEFR Companion volume that have helped to make participants reconsider their methodological
approach. Focusing on the learner as a social agent has led to a shift of paradigm for workshop participants, as
this concept strengthens the role of the learner and helps to develop relevant and meaningful tasks. By working
with the descriptors, the participants were reminded of realistic situations of communication; this then helped
them to devise scenarios to develop and simulate in class or in assessment contexts.
In our teaching, we need to take into account the personal context and situation of the individual learner as
presented in Figure 12.3.
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Figure 12.3: Aspects of the learner as social agent
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Note: The German versions of Figures 12.3, 12.4, 12.5 and 12.8 were first presented at the 7th Bremen Symposium on Language Learning
and Teaching at Universities, “Rethinking the language learner: paradigms – methods – disciplines”, on 1 March 2019, and are published in
the conference proceedings (Fischer 2021).

When preparing a task, we have to think of the specific context and situation in which the activity takes place,
create a meaningful task that activates the learner’s knowledge and skills so that he or she can solve the problem or complete the task, and then present the results to a specific target audience (see e.g. C1 descriptors on
Processing text in speech – CEFR Companion volume 2018: 111-12; 2020: 98-101; on Collaborating to construct
meaning – CEFR Companion volume 2018: 118-19; 2020: 109-11; on Managing interaction and on Encouraging
conceptual talk – CEFR Companion volume 2018: 120-1; 2020: 112-23), suitable to the context in question. This
process is illustrated in Figure 12.4.
This contextualisation is of particular importance in language teaching for non-specialists at university, where
in the same classroom learners from a broad variety of different academic disciplines come together and work
on very specific academic/scientific topics, which they have to present to a non-specialist audience.
Figure 12.4: The learner at the centre of the task-based activity in class
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In working on the task, the individual characteristics of the learner have an impact on the success of the task,
so teachers need to make sure that the tasks are relevant and meaningful to the learner and that he or she can
activate his or her personal skills and (professional and/or scientific) knowledge to carry out the task and present
the results to the target audience in question (see Figure 12.5).
Figure 12.5: The learner and his/her characteristics at the centre of the task-based activity in class
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Completing one task will lead to the subsequent stage in the activity and a follow-up task will come next (see
Figure 12.6).
Figure 12.6: The cycle of tasks
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All tasks are integrated into one overall task that builds the framework of the entire course, or course section,
or the exam. Thereby they constitute build-up tasks that break down the overall cumulative task into smaller
parts and contribute to the completion of the overall task/project (see Figure 12.7).
Figure 12.7: The learner at the centre of a cycle of task-based activities
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In this context, the different tasks and activities need to be linked in a logical order. This requires planning for
different scenarios of communication and referring to different descriptor scales, depending on the context.
The descriptor scales can thereby help to scaffold these cyclical processes. They can provide a clear reference
point for building proficiency in mediation activities in a cyclical way over time.
In our professional development activities, however, we learned how important it is to remind teachers to always
remember the overall objectives of the language course and not simply to follow a step-by-step approach, doing
one activity after another without always having a clear overall aim in mind.
In order to guarantee continuity between teaching and testing, the final exam needs to follow the same
approach, that is, an action-oriented/task-based approach, so that we follow the model of constructive alignment
(Biggs 1996), as seen in Figure 12.8).
Figure 12.8: Course design and constructive alignment
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The concept of the learner as a social agent and the visualisation of the impact of this concept on teaching,
learning and testing, with the help of figures 12.3 to 12.8, helped participants to understand the paradigm shift
suggested by the CEFR Companion volume and to stimulate a rethinking of teachers’ and examiners’ practices.
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These illustrations have been helpful tools in persuading the participating teachers and examiners to adopt an
action-oriented approach and think in terms of managing change.

12.3.2. The integration of plurilingualism activities in university language teaching
In the context of the action-oriented approach, the notion of plurilingualism in the CEFR Companion volume
led to discussions among the target group of the project activities outlined above. Participants developed
meaningful tasks simulating plurilingual encounters where interlocutors would need to communicate in
different languages.
One example of a case-study activity, developed by Birgit Neuroth-Hartmann and Valentina Reggio at Göttingen
University, was received with particular interest by workshop participants. In this classroom activity, learners of
Italian had to analyse the problem of plastics pollution of a river in Piedmont, and learners of Spanish had to
analyse a similar situation in Central America; they then had to identify what contribution they, in their role as
students, could make to improve the situation, present the results to the other group and discuss together what
activities they could feasibly carry out. This example motivated participants to develop other classroom activities
useful in their specific contexts. This activity focused on intercomprehension skills as students presented their
research findings in their target language and worked to achieve a consensus strictly using this language in
the bilingual setting. In this context, B-level descriptors on Building on pluricultural repertoire (CEFR Companion
volume 2018: 158-9; 2020: 124-5) and on Plurilingual comprehension (CEFR Companion volume 2018: 160; 2020:
126-7) were considered particularly useful.
It was made clear that in an assessment situation this setting could be used to test, for example, speaking skills,
but that plurilingual or intercomprehension skills would not be assessed and would not count towards the final
grade of the course. It was felt that plurilingual and intercomprehension skills were an asset and a means to an
end that should be encouraged, but that they themselves should not be assessed.

12.3.3. The role of intercultural and pluricultural tasks in language teaching and testing
Catherine Jaeger (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin), the specialist within the Scientific Committee of UNIcert® on
intercultural aspects in language teaching, was responsible for this part of the project and revisited existing tasks
and developed new ones, which were presented at workshops. Some working groups of the UNIcert® workshop
in November 2018 focused in particular on this aspect of the CEFR Companion volume.
Participants agreed that intercultural and pluricultural aspects are key elements of university language teaching
and that they should not play a minor role in the classroom. Teachers should instead integrate them systematically into their teaching and their curricula, since the action-oriented approach to teaching and learning offered
plenty of opportunities to do so. They also agreed that intercultural and pluricultural skills should not be tested
and graded, as the development of these skills is a very personal matter and depends on individual experience
and contact situations. They should therefore not be a (graded) element of an end-of-course assessment, but
should lead to reflection and be part of formative self-assessment.

12.3.4. The notion of mediation
The aspect of the CEFR Companion volume that caught most attention was the notion of mediation, which was
new to many participants. However, when the notion of mediation was explained, with examples, participants
realised that they already used mediation activities in their teaching and in assessment, particularly if they had
followed an action-oriented approach. The project showed that the “key aspects of the CEFR for teaching and
learning” presented in the CEFR Companion volume (2018: 25-44; 2020: 27-45) help teachers to think of useful,
realistic teaching and assessment scenarios, while the descriptor scales provide more concrete examples of
situations of communication and social encounter and are a useful starting point for creating scenarios and for
checking the suitability of the tasks developed.
As a majority of university language centres have an international target group, the focus of mediation activities
in teaching and assessment needs to be on mediation within the context of the target language or on using
various languages as sources for useful content to be presented in the target language. The use of the local/
national language as an integral part of the task would otherwise discriminate against international students,
who would be disadvantaged.
The table presenting the different mediation activities and mediation strategies in the CEFR Companion volume
(2018: 104; 2020: 90) caused animated discussion, and has subsequently initiated debates and further activities
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on mediation. Participants were very interested in collecting examples of good practice and systematising
them according to the different contexts and objectives presented in this table. This discussion on mediation
was continued at the UNIcert® workshop on 8 and 9 November 2019 at Bremen University, where mediation
was a key issue.
The professional development activities showed us that we need to make teachers rethink their approach to
course planning, because mediation is more than passing on information. It requires the teacher to present
the scenario and describe the context of communication: the specific context, the role of the learners and
the target audience to whom the learners will present their results. At university, this includes mediating
information and concepts in various contexts, between different languages, registers and target audiences.
This includes, for example, presenting scientific concepts to students of other disciplines, and negotiating the
interpretation of a case when looking at it from the different perspectives that different academic disciplines
take on the issue.

12.3.5. The work with the new list of descriptors
As mentioned above, participants showed very strong interest in the revised set of CEFR descriptors. The new
categorisation of the descriptors and the addition of new ones was highly appreciated. Particular interest was
shown in the pre-A1 level descriptors and the C-level descriptors. Pre-A1 level descriptors have been welcomed
in particular by language teachers teaching non-Indo-European languages, where the progression in the classroom is slower due to the complexity of the target language compared to the language of communication at
the university in question. CEFR levels C1 (and to some extent C2) play a particularly important role in university
language teaching as learners are prepared for challenging contact situations in their future profession and in
research.
The updated set of descriptors motivated participants to revise their learning objectives and to revise their
assessment criteria and rubrics.
To summarise, the activities carried out within this project have helped to implement change in university language
teaching, learning and testing, and have led to a change of perspective on the practices and aims of our work.
Furthermore, they have led to the creation of a database of examples of good practice for classroom activities,
exam tasks and curriculum design. This again has helped to create a community of practice and contributed to
the strengthening of existing networks and creating new ones.
Managing change takes time. The professional development activities that have been started, therefore, need
to continue; workshop participants can act as multipliers in their own institution and networks, which will
help to implement the ideas and concepts presented in the CEFR Companion volume. Its publication has led
to a paradigm shift in teaching, but has also made clear that we need a holistic perspective for our classroom:
according to the idea of constructive alignment, we need to consider teaching and assessment as an integral
entity. The experience from our professional development activities has shown that changes in assessments
may have a positive washback effect on teaching and may help to change teaching practices and implement
an action-oriented approach in teaching and learning.

12.4. CONCLUSION
The CEFR Companion volume and the content discussed within it was unanimously welcomed by the participants
at our events. The ideas and concepts presented have been considered to be very valuable in their teaching
and testing.
The activities carried out by the team have had a substantial impact on language teaching and assessment
at university language centres across the network. They have helped to disseminate the content of the CEFR
Companion volume and to implement changes to language teaching, learning and testing at university level.
They have given a new impetus to existing professional development activities and launched new ones; they
have also contributed to a considerable increase in teacher training workshops, which will hopefully continue
in the future and contribute to the quality of our work.
It is obvious that not every participant will have implemented a new approach to their teaching and assessment
practices, or will have implemented changes only at a slower speed. But everybody has been reflecting on the
broader context of course design as well as on learning and teaching objectives, on new aspects presented in the
CEFR Companion volume, like the concept of mediation, on test development issues and assessment practices
and on the complexity of university language teaching and assessment in general.
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As workshop participants have been invited to present the ideas developed within their own institutions and
networks and as both trainers and participants have openly shared their materials, the events have had a
multiplying effect as workshop participants have become multipliers. This has helped to set up a community
of practice and has strengthened and consolidated existing networks and created new ones. It has intensified
international co-operation and networking.
The activities launched through this project will continue in the future, and numerous new activities have
already been planned. The feedback of participants collected so far, the outcomes and outputs of the workshops, meetings and roundtables, and the research activities started, will hopefully help to increase the quality
of language teaching and testing at university language centres in Europe and contribute to harmonising our
teaching and testing practices.
The context and conditions vary from one country to another, and from one institution to another. Depending
on the support and openness of decision makers, changes will be implemented at different speeds and with
more or less success. The publication of the CEFR Companion volume in other languages than English and French
will hopefully intensify the discussions and promote its content more strongly.
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Chapter 13
AN ACTION TOOLKIT FOR LANGUAGE
TEACHER TRAINING ON MEDIATION
Inma Pedregosa, University of Roehampton, United Kingdom, and
Adolfo Sánchez Cuadrado, University of Granada, Spain

ABSTRACT
The mediation descriptors in the new CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020) can pose some serious
challenges for teachers accustomed to the concept of mediation as described in the CEFR 2001 (Council of
Europe 2001), namely textual mediation. This makes it necessary to develop teacher-training actions so that
language teachers are equipped with the knowledge and skills necessary to develop, implement and assess
the scope of mediation in the way the CEFR Companion volume has expanded it, that is, the mediation of texts,
concepts and communication.
The main goal of this case study was to develop a set of objectives, guidelines and prototypical tasks to be
used when delivering foreign language teacher training actions (seminars, workshops, etc.) on mediation. After
gathering data on teachers’ needs and perceptions via an online questionnaire in March and April 2018, the two
teacher trainers involved in this project developed the following elements as the springboard for the design
and delivery of teacher training sessions carried out between September 2018 and February 2019 with modern
languages teachers working at the Government-funded language school system in Spain known as Escuelas
Oficiales de Idiomas (in short, EOIs):
f A list of subject-matter areas to be covered, such as the revised scope of mediation in the CEFR Companion
volume and teachers’ beliefs and perceptions of it.
f A set of pedagogical techniques, such as those involved in adapting mediation activities to the teachers’
specific settings.
f A set of activities to be used in teacher training workshops and seminars, such as awareness-raising tasks
to help conceptualise the scope of the new mediation descriptors, and hands-on tasks to help develop
actual mediation activities.
All the activities and tasks designed for the teacher training sessions were trialled and revised after each session,
on the basis of both direct feedback from the teachers and the trainers’ findings during informal observations.
Together with a summary of these activities and techniques, this chapter discusses the impact and results of the
teacher training sessions, based on the feedback provided by the teachers who attended them. It also draws
conclusions as to how to help teachers implement the new mediation descriptors in their particular teaching
context and how to fine-tune our action toolkit for future teacher training sessions.

RÉSUMÉ
Les nouveaux descripteurs de médiation présents dans le Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe,
2020) peuvent poser de sérieux problèmes aux enseignants habitués au concept de médiation décrit dans le
CECR de 2001, à savoir la médiation textuelle. Il faut donc développer des actions de formation des enseignants
pour que les enseignants de langues aient les connaissances et les compétences nécessaires pour développer,
mettre en œuvre et évaluer le nouveau champ de la médiation défini dans le Volume complémentaire, c’est-àdire la médiation de textes, de concepts et de communication.
Le but principal de cette étude de cas était de développer un ensemble d’objectifs, de directives et de tâches
typiques à utiliser lors de la réalisation d’activités de formation d’enseignants de langues étrangères (séminaires, ateliers…) sur la médiation. Après avoir répondu aux besoins et aux perceptions des enseignants via
un questionnaire en ligne entre mars et avril 2018, les deux formateurs d’enseignants impliqués dans ce projet
ont développé les éléments suivants en tant que tremplin pour la conception et la réalisation de sessions de
formation d’enseignants organisées entre septembre 2018 et février 2019 avec les professeurs de langues étrangères travaillant dans le système d’écoles de langues financé par le gouvernement espagnol connu sous le nom
d’Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas (EOI) :
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f une liste des domaines à couvrir, tels que la portée révisée de la médiation dans le Volume complémentaire
et les convictions et perceptions des enseignants ;
f un ensemble de techniques pédagogiques, telles que celles impliquées dans l’adaptation des activités de
médiation à la situation spécifique des enseignants ;
f un ensemble d’activités à mettre en œuvre lors d’ateliers de formation d’enseignants, de séminaires, etc.,
telles que des tâches de sensibilisation qui permettent de conceptualiser la portée des nouveaux descripteurs de médiation ainsi que des tâches pratiques pour développer des activités de médiation réelles.
Toutes les activités et les tâches conçues pour les sessions de formation des enseignants ont été testées et
redéfinies après chaque session, à la suite du feedback direct des enseignants, et des observations informelles
effectuées par les formateurs ont été constamment intégrées.
Parallèlement à un résumé de ces activités et techniques, l’impact des sessions de formation pour enseignants
sera discuté sur la base des remarques fournies par les enseignants qui y ont assisté. Les résultats seront discutés et des conclusions seront tirées sur la manière d’aider les enseignants à mettre en œuvre les nouveaux
descripteurs de médiation dans leur contexte d’enseignement particulier et sur la mise au point de notre cadre
d’action pour les futures sessions de formation d’enseignants.

13.1. INTRODUCTION
This case study aims to explore modern language teachers’ needs when implementing the new sets of mediation
descriptors set out in the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020).
This teacher training project on mediation is rooted in a specific educational setting, the Spanish Governmentfunded language schools or Escuelas Oficiales de Idiomas, EOIs, where mediation was introduced both at the
curricular and the assessment/accreditation level by the educational authorities in 2017 and 2018, following the
requirements stipulated by two royal decrees. The lack of time for teachers to familiarise themselves with the
concept of mediation, the simultaneous publication of the online version of the CEFR Companion volume in 2018
with its wider scope for mediation, together with the pressure to integrate this mode of communication into
classroom practice and into achievement and accreditation exams, led to an urgent need for teacher training in
Spain. The outcome is an action toolkit for teacher training sessions (courses, seminars, etc.) on mediation that
includes awareness-raising activities, task-analysis activities and hands-on implementation tasks.
This chapter describes the development and implementation of the teacher training sessions designed to try
to help these language teachers at four different locations.
The two teacher trainers involved in this project had a previous background in using pedagogical translation and
interpreting and had conducted several teacher training actions on mediation as understood in the CEFR 2001.
As soon as the CEFR Companion volume was made extensively available, in February 2018, it was decided that
these teacher training actions needed to be updated to take into account the revised scope of mediation and
the new mediation descriptors. In order to achieve this, the following five-step course of action was designed:
1. Analysis of teachers’ needs, beliefs and perceptions around mediation.
2. Definition of objectives and content, and tasks to be developed for teacher training actions on mediation.
3. Development of a first set of tasks for teacher training on mediation, including awareness raising, familiarisation and hands-on activities.
4. Implementation of the first set of tasks in teacher training sessions.
5. Development of a final toolkit (set of guidelines, techniques and prototypical tasks) for face-to-face teacher
training in the new mediation descriptors and how to use them to design, implement and assess language
learning.
Steps 1 and 2 were carried out in March and April 2018 by means of an online questionnaire. After this, the
two teacher trainers were involved in several training sessions with teachers at the Escuelas Oficiales de
Idiomas (EOIs), Government-funded language schools for adults in Spain. The trainers had been approached
by Spanish education boards to advise them on how to integrate the new mediation descriptors in the EOIs’
curriculum and their official proficiency exams. Therefore, Step 3 crystallised into a set of initial tasks and
activities, which were implemented, tested and improved (Step 4) after each of the four training sessions with
EOI teachers in Tudela, Pamplona, Bilbao and Santander, between September 2018 and February 2019. These
teachers taught modern languages such as English, French, German and Italian, as well as two of the official
national languages, Spanish and Basque. Informed by the feedback received, a final toolkit was designed
(Step 5) for future actions.
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13.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
At the inception of this project – when analysing the teachers’ needs, beliefs and perceptions around mediation,
finalising the objectives and contents, and designing mediation tasks – the two teacher trainers involved were
lecturing in Spanish at higher education institutions in the United Kingdom. An online questionnaire seemed
to be the quickest and most appropriate format to gather the beliefs, views and opinions of the modern
language teachers. The questionnaire was sent out to our professional contacts and relevant associations; it
was made available online for slightly less than two months (March-April 2018) and 133 teachers responded.
Although the majority of the teachers did not teach at EOIs, they all taught in a Higher or Adult Education
learning context, which was our target audience. The vast majority of respondents were teachers of Spanish
as a Foreign Language; this is understandable because this is our main professional circle.
In one section of the questionnaire, we asked teachers whether they were familiar with the concept of mediation in language learning, whether they used mediation activities in their lessons and, if so, to what extent.
After suggesting a definition of mediation (our own) we provided a list of activities and asked respondents to
decide whether they were mediation activities or not. In possibly the most relevant section for us, we asked
respondents to state whether they thought mediation is an independent skill or a skill that is intertwined with
the other four skills, and whether it should be assessed, before finally asking them to identify their own training
needs in mediation.
From responses obtained by means of this needs analysis questionnaire, we concluded that the teachers were
mainly concerned with four things:
1. Conceptualising mediation. This led us, the teacher trainers, to come up with a suitable definition of mediation in language learning and to explore what strategies are activated when mediating.
2. Exposure to, and analysis of mediation tasks. How to integrate mediation in their curricula (including how
to use ICTs and how to use L1 effectively). This led us to create sample activities for teachers to analyse and
discuss. These activities were either tried and tested, or new.
3. How to design mediation tasks (in a genuine mediation context). This led us to devise a step-by-step guide
and a template to help teachers design mediation activities.
4. To a much lesser extent, how to assess mediation. This led us to design different marking criteria, which
included descriptors for summative assessment.
What follows here is a description of some of the learning tasks and activities developed for the teacher training
sessions to meet these methodological needs.

13.2.1. Conceptualising mediation
From the outset, the two teacher trainers agreed that some conceptualising work was needed in order to establish what mediation is. One of the most frequent comments by the teachers we met at the training sessions
was that mediation activities have always been present in their classes and that this mode of communication
does not really depart from other traditional skill-based activities. This misconception, mainly due to the lack of
knowledge of the expanded scope of mediation in the CEFR Companion volume, was a potential methodological
setback, as teachers might feel they did not need to readjust their teaching practices to include mediation in
their classes and their exams.
Under the wide umbrella of mediation set forth in the CEFR Companion volume, there are, undoubtedly, some
language activities that resemble activities that have been extensively used in language classrooms since the
development of the communicative approach and task-based methodologies. Some examples would include
reading a text or passage to extract and convey its main ideas; explaining orally the information included in a
graph; acting in conflict-solving role-plays; or taking part in co-operative group work. These types of activity have
been a constant over the past few decades, and they may appear to coincide with activities classed as mediation
in the CEFR Companion volume. However, the communicative context of these activities is not always clearly
defined and it needs to be explicitly fine-tuned so that true mediation skills are realistically displayed. To get
this point across, we designed some awareness-raising activities on what mediation is, before asking teachers
to develop and assess mediation activities.
We used one of two activities at the beginning of the teacher training sessions, depending on the session.
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ACTIVITY A
As teacher trainers, we strongly believe in experiential learning or learning by doing, so we decided that a useful
approach to introduce teachers to the concept of mediation was to set up a real-life scenario where they could act
as mediators. This allowed us to move from hands-on practice to conceptualisation of the mediation construct.
In order to engage teachers in the activity, an educational setting was chosen. All teachers were presented with
the following scenario:
You have been invited to attend a meeting at your school, where a controversial measure is going to be
discussed. As a consequence of the publication of the CEFR Companion volume, the board of directors of
your school has decided to introduce mediation activities (both intralinguistic and cross-linguistic) in classes,
so that teachers and students may use L1 or any other common language in the foreign language classes.
This is a dramatic departure from one of the cast-iron rules of the school until now, namely the ban on L1 use
in the L2 classroom
Teachers were then divided into three groups. Each group was assigned a different role (A: School Board members;
B: Teachers against the use of L1; and C: Undecided teachers) and given a set of different instructions.
f Group A had to read a relevant paragraph from the CEFR Companion volume in English, and summarise
it, in Spanish, for inclusion in the school’s website.
f Group B were shown an adapted text by Zojer (2009: 31-52) on the dangers of introducing L1 in the L2
classroom and had to contribute more reasons not to introduce L1.
f Group C were in charge of trying to narrow the gap between members of Group A and Group C at a meeting
which was expected to be heated. In order to prepare for this, they anticipated the problems that might
arise and produced a few sentences ready to be used if somebody explained a difficult concept, when
helping two people to reach an agreement and when helping to defuse a delicate situation.
After this preparation phase, teachers were redistributed in groups of three, each group containing a representative of each of the three roles. The new groups then debated for a few minutes about the decision made by
the school board, acting out their roles. Finally, the teachers were asked to reflect on the three different roles
they had been assigned and decide what type of mediation each role had involved, namely, mediating a text
(Processing/Translating a text) for Group A, mediating concepts (Collaborating to construct meaning) for Group B,
and mediating communication (Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements) for Group C.
According to the teachers’ feedback, this activity proved very useful for them to conceptualise mediation as it
helped them move from the concrete to the abstract level. For us, the teacher trainers, this was an activity where
we found ourselves as conceptual mediators: we collaborated to construct meaning, we managed interaction
when needed and we encouraged conceptual talk.

ACTIVITY B
This activity was created with shorter sessions in mind (if adapted, it is also suitable for online training) and, as
with the previous task, it was designed to help teachers start conceptualising mediation by being exposed to
different mediation activities by means of a scenario.
In small groups, teachers had to read the following communicative situations and discuss what they all had in
common.
a. One of your English-speaking friends wants to visit your hometown in Spain. He has read the town council’s
official website, in Spanish, but does not understand all the information provided about [...]. Write an email
to your friend providing him with the relevant information from the website.
b. You are about to watch a video in your science class. Jot down the most relevant information to pass it on
to a classmate who has not been able to attend class today.
c. Here is an infographic on the importance of group work for primary school pupils taken from a professional
journal for teachers. Write a summary of the information it provides, bearing in mind that the target readers
of your summary will be primary school children.
d. In groups of three (A, B and C). A and B have opposed opinions on how to do a project for the history class.
C does not have a set opinion on how to go about it, but would like to start working on the project as soon
as possible. C takes part in the discussion to help A and B to reach a compromise.
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e. In groups of five, you are going to work on a task (e.g. put in the correct order the different paragraphs
that make up a text). The teacher will give the answers to one of the members of the group. The role of
this member is to check whether the other members’ responses match the information provided by the
teacher.
f. Your younger sister has to prepare a presentation on the water cycle for her science class in a foreign
language. You studied it many years ago. Help her prepare the presentation by writing a summary in the
foreign language concerned of the main information in her Science book.
As mentioned above, the goal of this activity was to help teachers start conceptualising linguistic mediation by
detecting three main characteristics in these different situations, namely:
f A focus on the communicative needs of others instead of (only) the language user’s own needs.
f The presence of a “communicative triangle”. If reception and production activities can be represented by
a one-dimensional dot, and interaction by a two-ends line, mediation is best represented by a triangle
(see Figure 13.1). In other words, in a mediation activity, three components are always necessary: e.g.
a) two interlocutors and a mediator-interpreter; b) a source text, a receiver and a mediator; c) a piece of
knowledge, someone attempting to access or co-construct this knowledge and a mediator facilitating
this process.
Figure 13.1: Geometrical shapes illustrating the four communicative language activities

Reception
Production

Interaction

Mediation

f An impediment or obstacle of sorts must be present which prevents partial or total communication,
mutual understanding or co-construction of knowledge taking place, in order to be overcome by the
mediator. This obstacle may be caused by various factors: a difficulty in accessing the linguistic code
(either intra- or cross-linguistically); the complexity of the knowledge to be co-constructed; the lack of
interpersonal skills needed for certain delicate situations and/or disagreement on an important subject,
among others.

13.2.2. Exposure to, and analysis of mediation activities
(including mediation strategies)
When designing the course, because of the lack of materials available, we decided that the teacher training
sessions should include some ready-to-use examples of mediation activities which they could use as they were
or as templates for their classes.
In a workshop format, teachers were exposed to a number of fully developed mediation tasks (typically between
10 and 15). Each task was introduced by a box indicating the task’s name, objective, CEFR 2001 level, contents,
classroom interactions, language(s) involved, communicative activities and mediation strategies used. Individually
or in pairs, teachers had to decide:
a. What kind of linguistic mediation occurs (intralinguistic or cross-linguistic)? Intentionally, this was not
always straightforward;
b. Which type of mediation (written or oral) is involved in the task;
c. Whether the task is suitable for the classroom only or also for summative assessment (e.g. end-of-year
exam).
Here are two of those activities (below).
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ACTIVITY C
Name: Describing an infographic.
Learning outcome: To orally describe an infographic; take notes to summarise it.
Level: As per the difficulty of the infographic.
Contents: As per the infographic.
Classroom interaction: Pair work.
Language combination: Intra / Cross-linguistic mediation.
Communicative activities: Reading, Spoken production, Listening + Written / Oral mediation: Mediating a text
(Explaining data, Note-taking).
Mediation strategies: Streamlining a text, Selecting the relevant information.
Suitable for: Classroom practice / Assessment / Both classroom practice and assessment.
Student A: Explain to Student B, in Spanish, the information contained in the following infographics, which are
in English.
Student B: Your English is poor so Student A will tell you, in Spanish, what the infographics say. Take notes of the
information your classmate gives you. After s/he has finished, summarise the information for him/her to check
that you have understood it correctly.

ACTIVITY D
Name: Knowledge Bank.
Learning outcome: Students teach specific skills to their classmates.
Level: From B1.
Contents: Based on the skills chosen by the students.
Classroom interaction: Co-operative learning.
Language combination: Intra / Cross-linguistic mediation.
Communicative activities: Listening, Speaking and Interacting + Written / Oral mediation: Mediating a text
(Processing text), Mediating concepts (Encouraging conceptual talk).
Mediation strategies: Breaking down complicated information, Linking to previous knowledge, Helping to
reformulate difficult information, Helping to detect lack of coherence.
Suitable for: Classroom practice / Assessment /Both Classroom practice and Assessment.
Phase 1 (Get ready): Choose something you do well that is outside the academic world and, as homework, get
ready to teach it in the foreign language to your classmates. You can watch online tutorials or read about it in
the foreign language. Here you have some examples of the things you can prepare:
f How to sort your clothes in your wardrobe
f Yoga for beginners
f How to take good pictures at night or in dark places
f Replacing a bike chain
f How to unclog the kitchen sink
f Making organic compost
f How to create a Doodle poll
f Zumba basic moves
Phase 2 (Teach): Explain your ability to one of your classmates interested in it. Here you have some questions
you may use to help you explain your ability by linking it to what your classmate thinks or knows about it:
f Why are you interested in learning to do this?
f Have you ever learned or been trained to do it?
f What do you think may be more difficult about this ability?
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Phase 3 (Help teaching): After you have finished explaining your ability, your classmate will teach it to the whole
class. Help him/her during his/her explanation whenever s/he needs assistance.
Further to these and other typical tasks based on the scales in the CEFR Companion volume, we showed other
activities such as interpreting (cross-linguistically) for celebrities, audio-describing (i.e. describing for the blind) a TV
commercial, subtitling a clip (both intra and cross-linguistically), etc. With these examples, we tried to impress on
the teachers that the scope for mediation should not be limited to the examples described in the CEFR Companion
volume Appendix (2018: Appendix 6; 2020: Appendix 5) as long as the communicative context, the obstacle
preventing communication, the needs of the mediation recipients and the role of the mediator are clearly set out.

13.2.3. Guide to design mediation activities
When we were analysing the initial needs of teachers, one of the most common comments was the need for some
sort of guidance for them to develop mediation activities. We thought it would be convenient and desirable for
teachers to have a step-by-step guide which they could use when making their own activities, so we mirrored
the process we had used ourselves when creating our activities. In our training sessions, we used this guide
just before asking the teachers to team up and create mediation activities. As a pre-task activity, we created a
sorting activity, Activity E here.

ACTIVITY E
Here you have a list of steps you can follow when creating a mediation task. In groups, discuss what order you
would follow and number the steps 1-8). The first step has already been marked.
Choose whether the mediation task will be conducted intra or cross-linguistically. When relevant, determine the differences in register or variety involved.
Decide on the level of difficulty of the input (if any) based on whether you want to test both reception
and production or only production.
Design the actual task using authentic materials or materials that promote genuine interaction with
students when receiving or producing them.
Identify the mediation skills and strategies needed to carry out the mediation task before trialling it with
students.
Choose the type of mediation activities relevant for your students based on their future needs when
using the language.

1

Pilot the task and check students’ output to identify unforeseen mediation strategies which can help
fine-tune the communicative situation of the task for future implementations.
Select the appropriate text genre and discourse environment (personal, public, occupational or educational) from Appendix 6 in the CEFR Companion volume.
If students need to select specific information as part of the mediation activity when mediating a text,
decide what specific information is relevant to the communicative situation by means of text-mapping
sessions with other colleagues.

13.2.4. Activities for reflecting on how to assess mediation
Given the recent regulations affecting EOIs, assessing mediation was a crucial issue for our trainees. Consequently,
we designed some teacher training activities around this aspect, which were in turn revised and improved after
each session at the EOIs.

ACTIVITY F
Before tackling how to assess actual samples of mediation tasks, we asked the course attendees to discuss the
weight (if any) that was usually given to formative assessment in their courses and how this was actually carried
out (e.g. diagnostics tests, class activities, portfolios, self-assessment, peer assessment). After this, we asked the
attendees to classify the mediation activities we had seen earlier in the session into two groups: those which
were more suitable for formative assessment and those which were more suitable for summative assessment.
Afterwards, we asked the teachers to reflect on what types of mediation activities they would consider more
appropriate for formative assessment as opposed to summative or accreditation assessment and to record their
conclusions by filling in Table 13.1 (below).
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Table 13.1: Mediation tasks for assessment
Mediation tasks for formative assessment

Mediation tasks for summative assessment

Quite frequently, the teachers concluded that all types of mediation tasks could be useful for formative assessment,
whereas a more restricted choice of tasks was usually displayed for summative assessment, for which teachers
cited the following issues as problematic:
f The difficulty of introducing cross-linguistic mediation if all the students do not share the same L1 or
common language.
f Logistics issues for exams, such as not being able to set up oral mediation tasks involving more than two
interlocutors.
f The perceived difficulty in coming up with reliable criteria definitions to assess some mediation activities,
namely Facilitating pluricultural space or Collaborating to construct meaning.
With regard to the last point, a related issue concerned the question of weighting the different criteria used.
What percentage of the overall marks should be allocated to each criterion? This issue was the subject of the
next activity, shown here as Activity G.

ACTIVITY G
We asked the course attendees to fill in Table 13.2 with the percentages they thought would be ideal for the
following criteria, when designing an effective exam. The weightings ranged from assessing all three components (e.g. Task Fulfilment: 40%, Language Qualitative Aspects: 40%, Comprehension: 20%) when receptive and
productive skills (Speaking or Writing) are assessed in an integrated fashion, to no weighting at all assigned
to comprehension if it is assessed as part of another component of the exam (e.g. Task Fulfilment: 60% and
Language Qualitative Aspects: 40%). This prompted the teachers to discuss the fairness and suitability of their
chosen percentages in order to agree on one most suitable for mediation activities. We must add here that the
majority of the teachers involved did not have a say in the design of the exams; however, a proportion of teachers
did in fact decide on the test construct, so very relevant discussions ensued.
Table 13.2: Examination criteria
If assessing skills
together

If assessing skills
separately

Input Reception
Reading or Listening
Language Qualitative Aspects of Output
Coherence and cohesion, accuracy, vocabulary range,
spelling, pronunciation, etc. [Choice of aspects based
on the nature of the mediation activity]
Task Fulfilment
How effective the mediator is in mediating between the
source text and the receiver, the two interlocutors, the
group members, etc.
[Choice of task fulfilment criteria based on the nature
of the mediation activity]

ACTIVITY H
To test whether the commonly agreed weighting was correct, we designed different marking sheets by including
descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume from the scales updated from 2001 and from the new scales
(see Figure 13.2). By doing so, we wanted to stress the fact that the new descriptors appearing in the CEFR
Companion volume add to the descriptors from 2001, complementing them and enriching the overall set,
rather than replacing them.
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Figure 13.2: Sample of analytic marking sheet including descriptors for assessing a mediation task (Relaying
specific information in writing)
Language: SPANISH CEFR Level: B1

Date: �������������������������������

Student: ABC123456

Intra. / Cross.
If cross-linguistic, language of reception: …………………………………….
Mediating a text / concepts / communication
TASK: To explain orally, in Spanish, to a fried learning the language, the content of an email about a given service
provided by your friend’s language school

0-2.9 3-4.9 5-5.9 6-5.9 8-10

MARKING CRITERIA
1. Task fulfilment and use of mediation strategies
Can paraphrase more simply the main points made in short, straightforward
spoken or written texts on familiar subjects (e.g. short magazine articles,
interviews) to make the contents accessible for others. (CEFR/CV, p. 120).
Can transfer the relevant information. Can take into account the needs of
the receiver. Can distance him/herself from the original text to adapt the
perspective, tone, structure, etc. to the communicative situation.
2. Coherence and Cohesion
Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple elements into a connected,
linear sequence of points. (CEFR, p. 125)
3. Grammatical accuracy
Uses reasonably accurately a repertoire of frequently used ‘routines’
and patterns associated with more predictable situations. (CEFR, p. 114)
4. Vocabulary range
Has a sufficient vocabulary to express him/herself with some circumlocutions on most topics pertinent to his/her everyday life such as family,
hobbies and interests, work, travel, and current events. (CEFR, p. 112)
5. Phonological control
Pronunciation is clearly intelligible even if a foreign accent is sometimes
evident and occasional mispronunciations occur. (CEFR, p. 117)
6. Spoken fluency
Can keep going comprehensibly, even though pausing for grammatical
and lexical planning and repair is very evident, especially in longer
stretches of free production. (CEFR, p. 129)

First Marker Comments:

First Marker Grade:

Second Marker Comments:

Second Marker Grade:
AGREED GRADE:

We then showed a selection of real samples of students’ work, which the teachers had to assess and select
the best. They were asked to undertake this task twice: first selecting according to language quality, then,
for the second round, according to success of the mediation and the use of mediation strategies. The results
were far from surprising: when teachers were asked to rate the samples exclusively in terms of language
quality, the vast majority of teachers chose the same sample(s) whereas when asked to rate the samples
in terms of the success of the mediation and use of strategies (that is, task fulfilment), different samples
were selected.
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The final task of the teacher training sessions was to design a mediation activity based on all that had been
explored in the sessions. This way, teachers were able to implement all the methodological strategies and skills
they had gained, and they did this co-operatively because they were instructed to work in small groups.
We decided to focus on one level (B1) and one domain (Personal), but we explained that there were descriptors and examples for practically all levels and domains in the CEFR Companion volume.

ACTIVITY I
Two or three cards similar to Figure 13.3 were distributed among the various groups of teachers in preparation
for the activity, in which they would design their own mediation activity. Each group had to choose one card
and agree on a communicative context where mediation could occur.
Figure 13.3: Preparation card
MEDIATING A TEXT
Relaying specific information in speech
DESCRIPTORS: Can relay (in Language B) specific information given in straightforward informational texts
(such as leaflets, brochure entries, notices and letters or emails) written in Language A.
EXAMPLES: Leaflets, brochures, guidebooks, websites, the details of a housing agreement.
(CEFR Companion volume, 2018: 191; 2020: 199)
To help them devise the activity in a clear manner, we also provided them with an empty template (see Figure
13.4) for them to fill in. The template followed the pattern of the 10 to 15 activities used in the first part of the
training session.
Figure 13.4: Activity template
Name of the activity:
Date:
Authors:
Language(s):
Level:
Domain:
Mediating a text/concept/communication
Learning outcome(s):
Contents:
Class interaction(s):
Communicative activities:
Mediation strategies:
Descriptors for assessment:
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Description of the activity
(including interactions)

13.3. DISCUSSION
13.3.1. Impact of training sessions
During the teacher training sessions conducted as part of this case study, we had the opportunity to see and
talk to about 200 language teachers and assessors. Although we do not have exact figures, we were told by
the organising schools that we reached approximately 200 participants: about 25 in Tudela, 55 in Navarra, 80 in
two sessions in Bilbao and 40 in Santander. Because we were conscious of suffering course evaluation fatigue,
we relied on the schools hosting the sessions to hand out their official feedback forms while we paid heed to
the comments made by participants during our plenary sessions, workshops and even during more informal
times, such as coffee breaks. However, only two of the schools collected formal data, which they passed on to
us. In the first teacher trainer session, 16 feedback forms were collected and in the second session, 36 feedback
forms were collected.
Overall satisfaction was high in both sessions (8.69/10 in the first one, and 7.97/10 in the second one).
Those teachers who volunteered to expand on the experience of the course made positive comments about
the content including: materials and activities (12 comments); the quality of the trainers and the course (10);
the relevance of the training (4); the opportunity to discuss with other colleagues (1); and the inclusion of
assessment (1).
With regard to the negative aspects, the timing and space of the sessions were clearly the aspects that the
teachers thought could be improved the most: some explicitly mentioned the intensity of the course (i.e.
too much content in such a short time) as a negative factor (7 comments); others mentioned too many hours
in one day (5 comments), time distribution (3), too few hours (2) and too many hours (1). Space was also
given a negative score (6). Time (e.g. dates, number of days, number of hours, etc.) and space (e.g. choice of
rooms) were ultimately decided by the organising schools so we had little responsibility for this. However,
there were some negative comments about the content and delivery of the course which we took on board:
educational content not clearly specified or addressed (2 comments); mediation assessment not clear (2);
mediation assessment marking criteria and marking sheets needed (1); lack of practical activities (1); too
much theory (1).

13.3.2. Conclusions drawn from the training sessions
Based on our own perceptions during the training sessions, we also drew some conclusions which may contribute
to the professional development of the (EOI) teachers involved when faced with the task of implementing the
new mediation construct in their educational setting. These include:
a. More intensive and closer co-operation between EOIs in Spain in order to come up with common learning
policies and assessment instruments for mediation;
b. An ongoing teacher training plan for teachers to learn about skills and strategies to teach and assess mediation; and
c. Careful monitoring of the impact that the implementation of mediation tasks has, both in classrooms and
in accreditation exams, including statistical analysis of inter- and intra-rater reliability (the consistency
of results rated by different people, and by the same person on different occasions, respectively) when
assessing mediation by means of the marking criteria developed, and correlation analysis to determine to
what extent mediation tasks are assessing the same aspects as speaking or writing tasks.

13.4. CONCLUSION
The initial training sessions taken as the basis for this case study have been an invaluable tool for us to meet
teachers and learn first-hand how mediation is trickling down from the CEFR Companion volume to practice in
classrooms. It is obvious that teaching a language is not something one learns once and then implements in
one’s practice: tools, strategies and methods learned in initial teacher training need to be revised and updated
continuously. This is more pressing when teachers are required to include in their practice, and to assess, an
arguably new language activity: mediation in this case.
We have identified that there is still work to be carried out to dispel misconceptions about how to fit mediation
into language learning. For instance, there is some complacency among teachers who say they use mediation
in their classes, because their concept of mediation may have coincided with that in the CEFR 2001, but they did
not seem to have grasped entirely the wider concept of mediation in the CEFR Companion volume.
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As expected, a high number of teachers still equate mediation to translation and/or, even more worryingly, to
their own language instruction. Further work is needed in this area, firstly because teachers are worried (possibly
wrongly) that the use of cross-linguistic mediation impinges on L2, and secondly since teachers may lack the
confidence to engage in cross-linguistic mediation, sometimes because of the misconception that teachers
who do so must be bilingual.
Because the revised scope of mediation is so recent, teachers understandably require access to good quality
material (activities, lesson plans, etc.) that they can use or adapt for their classes, particularly activities related
to mediation of concepts and of communication, as these are the newest forms. Publishers, in particular, are
advised to include mediation tasks in their students’ course books (and thus in the teachers’ books).
It was obvious when we started to design the teacher training sessions that the design of a one-size-fits-all
training session was a pipe dream since each education setting is different; the content and design of mediation
tasks must be adapted to each situation. Therefore, our aim was to design and work with a bank of activities that
could be adapted depending on the length, timing and space available for the training session, the number of
participants, the educational setting and any particular requirements by the organising school.
Training in mediation is a work in progress and further research by and interaction between all agents (teachers,
teacher trainers, scholars, examining boards, authorities, authors, publishers, etc.) is needed to continue developing it. However, since teachers are usually the first point of contact between a student and the language they
learn, we believe our most pressing efforts should be particularly focused on how to provide and encourage
training that allows teachers to be truly confident and proficient in their work.
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Chapter 14
REPRESENTATIONS OF MEDIATION
IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION:
AN EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY WITH
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS IN HAMBURG
Sílvia Melo-Pfeifer and Christian Helmchen, University of Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
To understand the transformative potential of the new descriptors in the field of mediation and to analyse
how mediation has come to be perceived as a paradigm shift in (foreign) language learning and teaching, an
exploratory case study was developed in Hamburg. Different stakeholders in the domains of language teaching
and teacher education in Hamburg were approached through an online questionnaire. Four target groups were
consulted: teacher educators (two participants), trainee teachers and in-service teachers (nine participants);
authors of textbooks (two participants); and persons responsible for curriculum design and implementation
(two participants). The aims of our case study were:
f to grasp the commonalities and differences between various stakeholders’ representations of mediation,
especially its introduction in school settings;
f to understand the potential of mediation descriptors as heuristic tools to analyse and compare stakeholders’
perspectives and beliefs about mediation.
Firstly, a questionnaire including open and closed questions was conceived, including the following elements:
f personal data on informants, including professional situation and years of experience;
f personal definition of mediation (in the domains of language teaching and teacher education);
f previous and current professional practices involving mediation;
f their representations of the added value of the inclusion of mediation in textbooks and in classroom practices, in terms of foreign language learning and teaching.
In a second phase, following a content analysis approach, answers were categorised using the dimensions of
mediation (and their subcategories) described in the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020).
Other aspects, such as perception of added value or difficulties in modelling mediation in classroom practice
were analysed through content analysis in a subsequent phase of the analytical work. The results point towards:
1. a crystallisation of two main activities of mediation (mediating communication and mediating a text) as
paradigmatic in foreign language education and a partial understanding of both;
2. difficulties in the apprehension of mediation activities and their reduction to strategies to simplify a text;
3. differing perceptions of the weight and value of mediation across and within stakeholders, with teachers
and authors of textbooks perceiving it more critically; and
4. the role of (top-down) instructions and documents in the operationalisation of mediation in language
teaching and learning scenarios (at a school level).

RÉSUMÉ
Pour comprendre le potentiel d’innovation des nouveaux descripteurs de la médiation et la façon dont celle-ci
s’est établie comme signe d’un changement de paradigme dans l’enseignement et l’apprentissage de langues (étrangères), nous avons développé à Hambourg une étude de cas exploratoire. Nous avons interviewé
plusieurs acteurs engagés dans l’enseignement-apprentissage de langues par le biais d’un questionnaire
envoyé par e-mail. Nous avons consulté quatre groupes spécifiques : des formateurs d’enseignants (deux
participants), des enseignants (en stage et en service – neuf au total), des auteurs de manuels de langues
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(deux participants) ainsi que des acteurs responsables du design et de la mise en œuvre du curriculum de
langues (deux participants). Les buts de cette étude étaient :
f analyser les différences et les similitudes au niveau de la perception que les acteurs avaient de la médiation
quant à son intégration scolaire ;
f comprendre le potentiel des descripteurs de la médiation comme outils heuristiques pour analyser et
comparer les perspectives et les croyances des acteurs quant à la médiation.
Dans un premier temps, nous avons développé un questionnaire comprenant des réponses ouvertes et fermées,
incluant des questions sur les éléments suivants :
f données personnelles, telles que la situation professionnelle et les années d’expérience professionnelle ;
f définition personnelle de la médiation (dans les domaines de l’enseignement-apprentissage des langues
et de la formation des enseignants) ;
f pratiques professionnelles autour de la médiation ;
f représentations sur la valeur ajoutée de l’inclusion de la médiation dans les manuels et dans les cours de
langues, en termes d’enseignement et d’apprentissage de la langue étrangère.
Dans un second temps, à travers l’analyse du contenu, les réponses des acteurs ont été catégorisées selon les
dimensions (et sous-catégories) de la médiation, suivant le modèle proposé par le Volume complémentaire du
CECR (Conseil de l’Europe 2018, 2020). D’autres aspects, notamment la perception de la valeur ajoutée ou des
difficultés de mise en œuvre de la médiation dans des pratiques concrètes de salle de classe, ont été analysés
par le biais de l’analyse du contenu et des catégories émergeant des données. Nos résultats montrent :
1. la cristallisation de deux activités principales de médiation (médiation de la communication et médiation
d’un texte) comme paradigmatiques en classe de langue étrangère ;
2. des difficultés à appréhender les activités de médiation et leur réduction à des stratégies pour simplifier
un texte ;
3. des perceptions divergentes concernant le poids et la valeur de la médiation parmi les acteurs, les enseignants et les concepteurs de manuels énonçant des positions plus critiques ; et
4. le rôle des instructions et des documents top-down dans la mise en œuvre de scénarios de médiation dans
l’enseignement et l’apprentissage de langues (en contexte scolaire).

14.1. INTRODUCTION
In the present study, the authors support the view that, in foreign language teaching and learning, mediation has
a transformative potential, which relates to the fact that learners come to be perceived as much more than mere
learners: the learner is perceived as a social agent, acknowledging the social, affective and cognitive dimensions
of learning a language in order to actively participate in plurilingual and intercultural communicative situations
where co-construction of meaning is indispensable. Thus:
Interaction is not just the sum of reception and production, but introduces a new factor: the co-construction of meaning. Mediation integrates and takes this further by underlining the constant link between the social and individual
dimensions in language use and learning. Although the CEFR does not develop the concept of mediation fully, it
emphasises the two key notions of co-construction of meaning in interaction and constant movement between the
individual and social level in language learning, mainly through its vision of the user/learner as a social agent (Piccardo
2012). (North and Piccardo 2017: 84)

Mediation has been given a lot of attention in language education and teacher training across Europe (Araújo
e Sá et al. 2014; Curcio et al. 2015; North and Piccardo 2016a; Piccardo and North 2019), but different countries
have had different agendas for its inclusion in teacher training programmes, in the language syllabus and in
teaching materials. In their synthesis of the ways that mediation has been apprehended, North and Piccardo
concluded that “mediation has tended to be reduced to interpretation and translation” (North and Piccardo
2016a: 5; also Piccardo and North 2019). They further explain:
Many people appear to associate mediation in the CEFR solely as cross-linguistic mediation – usually conveying the
information given in a text, and to reduce it to some form of (more or less professional) translation and interpretation.
Where mediation has been included in curricula and examinations, it tends to involve informal interpretation/translation
or summary of a text – written or spoken – in one language into another language. (idem: 6-7)

This is precisely the case in Germany, where mediation (Sprachmittlung, literally “linguistic mediation”) is well
established in foreign language teacher education programmes, in the foreign language syllabus, in classroom
practices and certifications, and in textbooks (Melo-Pfeifer and Schröder-Sura 2018; Reimann and Rössler 2013).
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Furthermore, it is a timely topic in academic research (Curcio et al. 2015; Melo-Pfeifer and Schröder-Sura 2018;
Reimann and Rössler 2013). This makes Germany an interesting context in which to analyse the permeability for
changes in the conceptualisation and evaluation of mediation and the way it may or may not change practices
already established (Melo-Pfeifer and Schröder-Sura 2019).
In Germany, two competence models for learning and teaching foreign languages have been produced in the
past 15 years, mediation being fully taken into account in both those models (KMK 2004 and KMK 2012). In
the 2003/4 competence model (for the first phase of secondary education), mediation is the ability to transfer
the meaning of coherent utterances and texts from one language to another, either orally or through written
productions (KMK 2004). In the most recent competence model, from 2012 (for the second phase of secondary
education), mediation is one of the five functional communicative competences, alongside oral and written
production and reception. In the formulation of this document, mediation is the ability “to restore/reconstruct
the most important aspects from authentic oral and written texts in another language, both orally and in written productions, according to the recipient and the communicative situation, including less familiar themes”
(KMK 2012: 18; our translation). We can detect some traits of the reduction identified by North and Piccardo
regarding the way mediation was apprehended in several educational contexts: it relates mainly to the transfer
of information from one language to another, written or orally.
On the other side, the CEFR Companion volume defines mediation as follows:
In mediation, the user/learner acts as a social agent who creates bridges and helps to construct or convey meaning,
sometimes within the same language, sometimes from one language to another (cross-linguistic mediation). The focus
is on the role of language in processes like creating the space and conditions for communicating and/or learning,
collaborating to construct new meaning, encouraging others to construct or understand new meaning, and passing
on new information in an appropriate form. The context can be social, pedagogic, cultural, linguistic or professional.
(Council of Europe 2018: 103; 2020: 90)

In this redefinition, mediation is seen “as being at the core of knowledge construction, the key to accessing
meaning and enabling access to meaning, both at the social, when mediating with or for other, and at the
individual, cognitive level” (Piccardo and North 2019: 231). In this perspective, the concept is understood in
consonance with sociocultural and socio-constructive theories.
This means that, at the time of launching the CEFR Companion volume, actors in educational settings in Germany
had already developed their ideas: i) of what mediation is (or could be); ii) of what it looks like in terms of classroom practices and teaching materials; and iii) about the relevance of mediation in foreign language learning
and teaching. Since ideas have an impact on how innovation and new approaches are interpreted, accepted and
integrated (or at least accommodated) in the classroom, it is important to tackle how actors, in different fields of
action, perceive mediation, are willing to integrate its new dimensions and will deal with its new descriptors in
their practices. Indeed, conceiving integration of “mediation” in linguistic education as a collective endeavour, it
is important to analyse the question of its social representations across different actors in order to understand,
for example, commonalities but also mixed messages circulating in the same spaces. To the best of our knowledge, such a study has not been carried out. This explains why we have decided to choose different actors, with
different positions and responsibilities, as expert informants.
We interviewed 15 stakeholders (10 female, four male and one indicating a third gender):
f two language teacher educators;
f nine language teachers (English, French and Spanish);
f two authors of textbooks;
f two persons responsible for foreign language curriculum design and implementation.
The language teacher educators were between 37 and 70 years of age (m = 53.5) and reported work experience
of between 7 and 40 years (m = 23.5); the language teachers were between 24 and 49 years of age (m = 35.75;
one missing value) with work experience of between 0.5 and 16 years (m = 8.31; one missing value); the textbook
authors were between 40 and 65 years of age (one had 35 years of work experience; the other did not answer);
the curriculum experts were between 51 and 64 years of age and reported work experience of between 20 and
35 years (m = 27.5). Participants were from the German states of Hamburg, Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia
and Schleswig-Holstein, but all currently working in Hamburg. They were contacted via email and asked to fill
out an attached questionnaire and send it back.
Finally, since social representations depend on the subject and the context in which the subject circulates,
being associated with professional practices and working cultures in specific domains, we decided to limit the
comparative study to actors dealing with modern foreign languages. We did not include, for example, heritage
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or second languages, using the expression “second language learning” in the sense (common in Europe) of
language learning by immigrants in an acquisition-rich environment.
A main goal of the present case study was therefore to observe how far the understanding of mediation already
integrates the ideas of students as social agents, who will need to co-construct meaning in intercultural and
multilingual situations, making mediation a fundamental skill.

14.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This study assumes an exploratory nature, aiming to diagnose the Hamburg stakeholders’ current understanding
of the concept of mediation and their attitudes to it, and, if necessary, to come up with new questions to further
research the observed phenomena.
We collected a total of 15 written open interviews between February and April 2019, which we analysed through
content and discourse analysis. For content analysis (Maxwell and Chmiel 2014), tokens of the answers were
classified according to their thematic unity and coherence around the categories that we took from the CEFR
Companion volume. Therefore, in subjects’ definitions of mediation, we followed the distinction between
“mediation activities” (Table 14.1) and “mediation strategies” (Table 14.2), classifying participants’ utterances
according to the categories and subcategories shown in these two tables.
Table 14.1: Mediation activities
Categories

Mediating a text

Mediating concepts

Mediating
communication

Subcategories
Relaying specific information in speech/writing
Explaining data in speech/writing
Processing text in speech/writing
Translating
Note-taking
Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)
Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature)
Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers
Collaborating in a group
Collaborating to construct meaning
Managing interaction
Leading group work
Encouraging conceptual talk
Facilitating pluricultural space
Acting as an intermediary in informal situations
Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements

Categories from the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020).

In terms of mediation strategies (Table 14.2), it is necessary to note that the subcategories “Linking to previous
knowledge”, “Breaking down complicated information” and “Adapting language” relate to both categories,
“Strategies to explain a new concept” and “Strategies to simplify a text” (Piccardo and North 2019: 233).
Table 14.2: Mediation strategies
Categories
Strategies to explain a new concept

Strategies to simplify a text

Subcategories
Linking to previous knowledge
Breaking down complicated information
Adapting language
Amplifying a dense text
Streamlining a text
Linking to previous knowledge
Breaking down complicated information
Adapting language

Categories from the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020).
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Our choice of methodology was important in order to identify which dimensions were most salient in participants’
answers and those that were less well covered or even absent. Our content analysis thus had both a quantitative and a qualitative nature: a focus on what is said (quantitative: dimensions being categorised following the
dimensions and sub-dimensions of mediation presented in the CEFR Companion volume) and how it is said
(qualitative). With regard to the latter, a focus on the discursive dimension (e.g. word and formulation choices)
was very important in our context in order to identify aspects related to personal convictions, incertitude and
doubts, as well as perceptions of shared positions, namely discursive elements that clarify social representations.
In order to clarify stakeholders’ perceptions, we reproduce and discuss below informants’ discourses, based
on the saliency and representability of those excerpts relative to the relevance of mediation, wishes for future
development and challenges regarding implementation.

14.3. DISCUSSION
The quantitative and qualitative analysis of teachers’ answers, numerically more significant, provides the
observation of an unbalanced distribution of utterances across the three mediation activities, showing the
main understanding of teachers’ perceptions as being attached to plurilingual and intercultural communication (Table 14.3).
Table 14.3: Teachers’ perceptions of mediation activities
Categories

Mediating a text

Mediating
concepts
Mediating
communication

Subcategories

Occurrences

Relaying specific information in speech/writing

10

Explaining data in speech/writing

1

Processing text in speech/writing

5

Translating

12

Note-taking

0

Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including
literature)

1

Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature)

0

-

Total

29

(1)

Facilitating pluricultural space

17

Acting as an intermediary in informal situations

8

Facilitating communication in delicate situations and
disagreements

4

29

This table clearly shows that the category “mediating concepts” is absent from teachers’ answers. This may
be explained by the presence of a strong discourse around the other two dimensions, “mediating a text” and
“mediating communication”, in educational foreign language policies and textbooks in Germany, and also by
the fact that “mediating concepts”, as a mediation activity, was until the launching of the CEFR Companion
volume almost unknown in language learning and teaching (or perhaps associated with other concepts, such
as “group work”). And indeed, if we look at the answers of the other stakeholders, the same tendencies may
be observed. While the questionnaire with those responsible for curriculum design shows one occurrence that
could be classified under “mediating concepts”, the same dimension was absent from the answers of teacher
educators and textbook authors.
Even if “mediating a text” is commonly acknowledged as a mediating activity, only two of its seven subcategories are salient: “relaying specific information in speech/writing” and “translating”, activities that are commonly
recognised in official documents and discourses about mediation in Germany. Activities such as “note-taking”
and “analysis and criticism of creative texts” obtain no mention, and “explaining data” and “expressing a personal
response to creative texts” get only one mention each. It is possible to hypothesise that, since these activities
do not mandatorily imply contact with and active use of two languages (that is, such activities can be intralinguistic in nature), they may challenge a perception of mediation as being connected to multilingual situations.
The association of mediation with literary texts also does not seem noticeable. The following definitions are
representative of the two main categories that respondents chose.
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[Relaying specific information in speech/writing:] ... to select interesting information and possibly provide further
explanations, in case the addressee does not know or understand something (due to cultural differences)! (Teacher 3)
[Translation:] Tasks usually require a written translation of text passages. I have always let the students solve these
tasks verbally. (Teacher 1)

Mediating communication is mainly perceived in terms of facilitating a plurilingual and pluricultural space
and is commonly linked to the role of the intermediary in informal plurilingual and intercultural situations (see
below, Teacher 3). In such situations, different languages and linguistic repertoires come together (Teacher 8),
making it necessary or indispensable to adapt language production to the situation (Teacher educator 2), since
interaction may be subject to misunderstandings and conflicts between participants (Teacher 4):
Mediating between people with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds. (Teacher 3)
Person A speaks Spanish, for example, person B only speaks German and person C can speak both languages and act
as a language mediator. (Teacher 8)
Adaptation of an utterance according to content, social, cognitive or stylistic aspects. (Teacher educator 2)
In my opinion, mediation is primarily about the mediation of different interests within a conflict situation. In this sense,
a mediator, i.e. a neutral person, is supposed to lead the conversation and should ensure that all interlocutors are given
an understanding and the necessary respect. (Teacher 4)

Examples of communicative mediation used are rather stereotypical and simplified, following the standard
mediation activities present in textbooks (Teacher 8), even if some position themselves critically towards the
stereotypical treatment of mediation in learning materials (Teacher 3):
Example: “You are in Spain with your parents to visit your Spanish host family”. (Teacher 8)
Without task formulations, but with “real” requirements. So, it is best to avoid situations like: “Your French friend, who
does not understand German, has found the following article [why actually?] and wants to know ...”. This is complicated
and not authentic. (Teacher 3).

The main strategies of mediation referred to occur in the subcategories related to “simplify a text” (Table 14.4). If
we take a closer look at the stakeholders’ discourses, when referring to mediation strategies common to “explain
a new concept” and “simplify a text”, they are almost always referring to the explanation of strategies used to
simplify a text:
Information retrieval or delivery strategies are of central importance. (Teacher 2)
... filtering, translating and paraphrasing essential content. (Teacher 4)

Table 14.4: Teachers’ perceptions of mediation strategies
Categories
Strategies to explain a new concept

Strategies to simplify a text

Subcategories

Occurrences

Linking to previous knowledge

0

Breaking down complicated information

1

Adapting language

0

Amplifying a dense text

0

Streamlining a text

1

Linking to previous knowledge

2

Breaking down complicated information

3

Adapting language

5

Total
1

11

This tendency is again observed in the remaining stakeholders, where the focus on facilitating understanding
of oral or written texts is favoured in comparison to the understanding of single concepts (the only example
provided of “explaining a new concept” was the German Strandkorb, by a teacher). A closer analysis of the answers
compiled in Tables 14.3 and 14.4 enables a filtering of the two main ideas: first, the stakeholders have a solid
perception of mediation as being connected to communication in a holistic way, seeing perhaps the explanation of particular concepts as important but not essential to the successful co-construction of intercultural and
plurilingual interaction, at least in the school context. Second, subcategories “linking to previous knowledge”,
“breaking down complicated information” and “adapting language” are predominantly connected to “strategies
to simplify a text” – thus not at a micro level (words and concepts) but rather at the macro and meso levels (text).
Another observation concerns the fact that “mediation activities” and “mediation strategies” are mostly perceived
in terms of an active and positive disposition to participate in plurilingual and intercultural encounters and seem
to be perceived as capable of enhancing students’ savoir-être and savoir-faire skills.
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In the questions about the presence and relevance of mediation in the school context, teachers recognise its
mandatory presence and inescapability in curricular terms:
Due to the specification in the … technical requirements, … presence in the textbooks … and that in the end all
learners have to do mediation in the Abitur. (Teacher 5)
Since mediation … in the Abitur represents a central competence to be examined, it is … practised in different forms
from the beginning. (Teacher 9)

Teachers also acknowledge some problems with mediation tasks in assessment situations:
However, in examination situations / class work / written tests, students are quick to translate everything, sometimes
even literally, as they are afraid to overlook “important” aspects. (Teacher 9)

In terms of further development of mediation, two teachers mention the need for developing more materials
and tasks to more clearly show the complexity of mediation, as they recognise the tendency for stereotypical
treatment of learning activities, for example, in textbooks.
In terms of the weight of mediation in foreign language education, some stakeholders perceive it as possessing
an exaggerated status nowadays. This is visible in the following assertions by one textbook author:
At the moment, in my opinion, mediation is given too much importance that cannot be derived from its importance
in post-school communication scenarios. … It would be enough for me if an exam in the S II [secondary school level]
would cover the examination of the mediation competence compulsorily and in the Abitur listening and visual comprehension (not listening comprehension!!!) would be obligatory part of the exam. Thus, mediation would be given
the place which it deserves in my eyes. … A problem that is inherent in a narrowed form of competence orientation,
however, becomes clear here: if mediation is too much at the forefront of foreign language teaching, valuable time
is lost to important other goals, such as Menschenbildung, the promotion of emotional learning, and education for
empathy necessary for social life/survival. (Author of textbooks 1)

Two teachers also refer to the exaggerated role of mediation in current foreign language programmes and
regulatory documents, not fully acknowledging the student as a social agent. One teacher makes a plea for a
more restricted understanding of mediation in the foreign language classroom (Teacher 1), while another admits
not understanding the relevance of teaching it at more advanced language levels (Teacher 5) and yet another
acknowledges teaching it just because it is mandatory (Teacher 6):
[Mediation] is often overrated. Meaningful transfer is completely sufficient. (Teacher 1)
At a higher level, meaningfulness is no longer always apparent to me personally. (Teacher 5)
Honestly, mediation plays a minor role and I train it because it is required in the centralised Abitur. (Teacher 6)

Despite these criticisms, teachers recognise that mediation plays a central role in modern language classrooms
and contributes to the diversification of teaching and learning situations, at least at an initial level: “In the lower
level, [mediation tasks] also serve to make the lessons varied” (Teacher 9). Furthermore, even if some teachers
complain that mediation tasks are sometimes perceived as boring (Teacher 3), they also positively appraise its
role in students’ motivation, mainly recognising that students with learning difficulties tend to engage easily in
mediation tasks (Teacher 9):
They often do not take them very seriously in the classroom context because sometimes they seem boring. (Teacher 3)
A weak group can be encouraged to an oral mediation; however, the increase in linguistic correctness must then be
demanded. (Teacher 9)

So, to synthesise these claims, it could be stated that mediation seems to be perceived as particularly appropriate in
two foreign language settings: initial phases of target language learning and low-achievement groups, both of them
being known for a more permeable use of other linguistic resources, namely the mother tongue. This conclusion
would imply that foreign language learning is still mainly accommodated by teachers as a “foreign language only”
scenario, where correctness prevails over the accomplishment of communicative aims and goals. Such established
assumptions could be pointing towards a lack of comprehension of the student as a plurilingual social actor.
Curriculum designers and teacher educators also reflect on the weight of mediation in foreign language and
teacher education and seem to consider it as being in its initial state of development, making a case for the need
for its better integration in teacher education programmes (Teacher educator 2) and for participation in diverse
formative activities (Curriculum designer 1):
In my perception, [mediation] plays too much a minor role in normal / mother tongue / foreign language teaching
…. However, this rebalancing must first be better communicated to both teachers and learners and anchored in their
own practice. (Teacher educator 2)
Participation in European / international projects on some topic ... (together with a partner school). (Responsible for
curriculum design 1)
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Curriculum designers are aware of the challenges that mediation still poses to some teachers:
It is not always on the horizon of (future) foreign language teachers. (Curriculum designer 1)
Equal promotion of written as well as oral mediation should be sought. (Curriculum designer 1)

In terms of specific aspects of the analysis, this study has shown that the stakeholders position themselves
differently towards mediation and some, mainly teachers, have mixed feelings towards it. We could synthesise
the results of this study and the different positions as follows:
f teachers and textbook authors tend to express more criticism of mediation than curriculum designers and
teacher educators do;
f teachers tend to perceive a mismatch between the weight of mediation in the curriculum (also evaluation)
and its usefulness in the foreign language classroom and in real-life situations;
f teachers, even if not always in agreement with the weight and role of mediation in the process of teaching
and learning, are aware of the positive influence mediation has on students’ motivation and the renewal
of classroom practices.
Despite not always personally agreeing with the weight and role of mediation in foreign language education,
teachers tend to comply with its implementation because of educational prescriptions at a (perceived) higher
level (national language policies, curriculum and language programmes, textbooks).

14.4. CONCLUSION
Mediation has an established history in Germany, having gradually entered curricula, programmes, textbooks,
assessment practices and teaching practices (not forgetting research). Grosso modo, it is generally understood as
the ability to reconstruct meaning from one language in another language, in written or oral situations, taking
into account (inter)cultural elements. Not surprisingly, our study reveals that actors tend to reproduce this same
assumption, taking it for granted.
Our study also shed some light on the tensions surrounding the introduction of mediation in the curriculum,
teaching programmes and materials as well as perceptions of the value and status of mediation in actual practices in Hamburg. Despite its already-established status in Germany, in general, and in Hamburg, in particular,
mediation did not garner a consensus among the stakeholders that we interviewed. Salient discrepancies were
observed between people working at top-down and bottom-up levels. Whereas curriculum designers and
teacher educators tended to perceive mediation positively as a renewal of language education goals, teachers
and textbook developers tended to express mixed feelings about the role and impact of mediation in daily
practices and in students’ abilities to use the foreign language. Interestingly, some teachers see the modelling
of mediation in teaching and communicative activities as appropriate and wide-ranging, whereas others complain about the tendency to stereotype communicative routines and the lack of authenticity of some activities
(including some in the Abitur-Kanon of assessment tasks in Germany).
Bearing these results in mind, it is plausible to assume that different stakeholders will receive the new descriptors
differently, some people with more openness and flexibility than others. As this study shows, some claim that
mediation should be modelled in a more restricted form (and not enlarged, as the CEFR Companion volume
suggests). Additionally, descriptors of different mediation activities can be expected to be valued differently: we
can expect descriptors of mediation activities “mediating a text” and “mediating communication” to be accepted
more easily than those related to “mediating concepts”; this mediation task, implying collaborative group work,
has not so far entered the conceptual imagination of the stakeholders, perhaps because it is perceived as not
wholly belonging to foreign language learning and teaching. While teachers already have some professional
and theoretical knowledge about “mediating a text” and “mediating communication”, they seem to be lacking
knowledge about how “mediating concepts”, mainly in intralingual situations, could relate to mediation or
be useful in the foreign language classroom. Another explanation may be, as suggested above, that (foreign)
language teachers see “mediating concepts” as embedded in “mediating text” and “mediating communication”
in plurilingual interaction.
Despite the challenges reported (which are not ubiquitous, as also observed) and the lack of representativeness
of the data collected for this exploratory study, it should be noted that all actors accept interlingual mediation
of texts and communication as having a role in teaching and learning a foreign language, contributing to more
diverse pedagogical practice. All stakeholders have integrated mediation into their professional practices and,
even if by means of a reduced understanding and some tensions regarding its value, mediation has a place in
their professional imagination. As a result, there is common ground and grass-roots familiarity that will serve to
further establish mediation as a competence in Hamburg.
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These results point towards six complementary needs:
f to discuss the CEFR Companion volume in initial and continuing teacher education programmes, paying
special attention to its conceptual innovations (not only to the levels) and promoting public discussion
around its activities, strategies and descriptors;
f to shed light onto hitherto unrepresented dimensions of mediation, in curriculum, learning materials and
teacher education;
f to develop more research around unrepresented domains of mediation in stakeholders’ perceptions in
order to grasp their added value in foreign language learning and foster public understanding of mediation
as a complex and encompassing skill;
f in particular, to exploit the descriptors for processing a text, for facilitating collaborative interaction with
peers and for collaborating to construct meaning, in order to develop and pilot an extension of the predominantly transactional mediation tasks currently in use, so as to incorporate such tasks that involve
“mediating a text” within the broader context of collaborative project work in which, for example, learners
first process input texts and/or research a topic in a variety of languages in jigsaw style (= individuals/
pairs receiving different texts/consulting different sources), before reporting their findings to their group
members and then using this input in a more creative phase of “mediating concepts”, in which the group
plan and then collectively produce an artefact;
f to establish more channels for dialogue between actors working at top-down and bottom-up levels to
discuss the further establishment of mediation in teaching and learning settings, inviting teachers to take
part in policy implementation;
f to foster inter- and transdisciplinary dialogue across actors dealing with different aspects of language education (mother tongue, second languages, heritage languages and foreign languages), as the new descriptors are indeed addressed at a wider audience of language educators, not all covered in the present study.
The study reported here is relevant to and replicable in other contexts, in Germany and more widely in Europe.
It would be interesting to compare countries with different levels of implementation of mediation to discover
whether they face the same challenges identified in this exploratory case study, and which conceptions and
representations are circulating about mediation in those different countries. It is possible to hypothesise that
different countries, with different degrees of familiarity with mediation at the educational level, may face different
kinds and manifestations of reluctance and/or enthusiasm towards the new descriptors. It could also be fruitful
to expand this exploratory study in terms of the subjects involved, in order to increase the representative quality
of the results. Perhaps even more importantly, more studies of teachers’ representations and classroom practices
with mediation (teaching and assessment) are needed.20
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Chapitre 15
DISCOURS D’ENSEIGNANTS21 AU SUJET
D’ACTIVITÉS QUI RELÈVENT DE LA MÉDIATION
DANS LE VOLUME COMPLÉMENTAIRE
DU CECR – UNE ÉTUDE EMPIRIQUE
Mónica Bastos et Maria de Lurdes Gonçalves, Institut Camões, I.P. / CIDTFF, université d’Aveiro, Portugal ;
Joaquim Prazeres, Institut Camões, I.P., Portugal ;
Angélique Quintus et Roberto Gómez Fernández, ministère de l’Éducation
nationale, de l’Enfance et de la Jeunesse (MENJE), Luxembourg

RÉSUMÉ
La présente étude se propose d’identifier des pistes pour la formation continue pour les enseignants de langues
en général, et en particulier les enseignants de langues d’héritage, i) par rapport au concept de médiation et
sa pertinence en tant qu’activité langagière au même titre que les activités de compréhension, production
et interaction ; et ii) par rapport à la connaissance des descripteurs de la médiation du Volume complémentaire
et leur mise en pratique en salle de classe.
Dans ce but, pendant l’année scolaire 2018-2019, un groupe de 17 enseignants de portugais comme langue
d’héritage (PLH), rattachés au réseau d’enseignement du portugais à l’étranger au Luxembourg et en Suisse, a
planifié, mis en œuvre et évalué soit une séquence didactique dédiée à la médiation, soit des activités de média
tion intégrées dans une séquence didactique, et cela à partir de l’analyse des descripteurs du volet Médiation
de la communication du Volume complémentaire. À la suite de cette expérience et dans le cadre de deux focus
groups, les enseignants ont exprimé leur ressenti et discuté des avantages et contraintes liés à l’utilisation des
descripteurs du Volume complémentaire.
Les résultats obtenus montrent que, de manière générale, les enseignants considèrent les descripteurs du Volume
complémentaire comme un soutien dans la promotion, plus consciente et systématique, de la médiation de
la communication en salle de classe, non seulement sur le plan du concept en soi, mais aussi par rapport à la
planification des activités offertes en salle de classe. Toutefois, l’étude souligne les difficultés relatives à la mise
en œuvre de pratiques de médiation plurilingue et interculturelle effectives. Tout porte à croire qu’une formation
plus ciblée sur les plus-values de la médiation et ses descripteurs issus du Volume complémentaire aurait un
impact positif sur l’enseignement des langues d’héritage.

ABSTRACT
This case study aims to identify pathways for the training of language teachers in general, and heritage language
teachers in particular, and this mainly on two levels:
1. in relation to the concept of mediation and its importance as a language activity, recognised at the same
level as comprehension, production and interaction in language education; and
2. in relation to the knowledge of the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for mediation and their oper
ationalisation in classroom contexts.
For this purpose, during the school year 2018/19 a group of 17 PLH (portugais comme langue d’héritage) teachers
working in the Portuguese teaching abroad network (in Luxembourg and Switzerland), planned, implemented
and evaluated either a didactic sequence dealing with mediation, or mediation activities integrated into a
didactic sequence, and framed their work in relation to the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for Mediating

21. Nous remercions les enseignants volontaires qui ont rendu possible cette étude : Angelina Martins ; António Figueiredo ; Brigite
Rodrigues ; Cláudio Arrais ; Eduardo Figueiredo ; Irene Lemos ; Maria Agostinha Gomes ; Maria Emília Ferreira ; Maria Emília Rodrigues ;
Maria Virgínia Martins ; Paula Rodrigues ; Paulo Couto ; Rui Gonçalves ; Rute Venâncio ; Sónia Melo ; Sónia Morais ; Susana Mota. Nous
remercions aussi les consultants de l’étude : Ana Isabel Andrade et Maria Helena de Araújo e Sá (CIDTFF – université d’Aveiro, Portugal) ;
Francesco Arcidiacono (HEP-BEJUNE, Suisse) ; et Michel Candelier (Le Mans Université, France).
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communication. After completing this work, the teachers joined in two focus groups to discuss their experiences
and reflect on their feelings about the work on mediation, as well as on the added value and/or limitations related
to use of the CEFR Companion volume descriptors.
The results show that, in general, these heritage language teachers considered that the CEFR Companion volume
descriptors supported them in promoting mediation of communication in their classrooms in a more conscious
and systematic way, referring both to the concept and to classroom activities. However, they felt there were
difficulties in implementing effective practices to promote plurilingual and intercultural mediation. These teachers
felt they would benefit from stronger instruction on the way descriptors work, and specifically from enhanced
knowledge of mediation and its descriptors in the context of heritage language education.

15.1. INTRODUCTION
Les mouvements migratoires ont contribué de façon décisive au développement du multilinguisme et du
multiculturalisme, deux caractéristiques fondamentales de l’Europe. Atout individuel et collectif, la diversité
linguistique et culturelle est envisagée comme une richesse promouvant la compréhension et la cohésion sociale.
Dans cette optique, l’action pédagogique des enseignants de langues, en particulier de langues d’héritage (LH),
s’avère cruciale. De nombreuses études l’attestent, ainsi que les recommandations du Conseil de l’Europe, de la
Commission européenne et de l’Unesco relatives à l’enseignement des langues.
L’enseignement du portugais à l’étranger (EPE) est un espace d’enseignement et d’expérience de la langue/culture
d’héritage visant principalement à aider des enfants et des jeunes issus de contextes migratoires à construire
une identité cohésive et plurielle. L’un des principaux objectifs de l’EPE est lié au développement de la capacité
des enfants et des jeunes de se sentir à l’aise et intégrés dans le pays d’accueil, dans le pays d’origine de leurs
familles et dans une société de plus en plus diversifiée et complexe.
Au vu des spécificités du contexte de cette étude, par exemple l’enseignement du portugais comme langue
d’héritage (PLH) en Suisse et au Luxembourg, nous commencerons par présenter les caractéristiques particulières de la LH et de son enseignement, pour lequel la médiation joue un rôle central. Ensuite, nous décrirons le
projet développé avec 17 enseignants de PLH, qui ont planifié et mis en place des activités de médiation dans
leurs classes et qui ont échangé leurs impressions lors des focus groups organisés en Suisse et au Luxembourg.
À partir de l’analyse (i) des planifications et du matériel didactique conçu par les enseignants, ainsi que (ii) de
leurs discours lors des focus groups, nous essayerons, dans un premier temps, de déterminer dans quelle mesure
les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire les aident à travailler la médiation de façon plus consciente et
systématique. Dans un second temps, nous réfléchirons aux difficultés rencontrées par les enseignants lors de
la mise en œuvre des pratiques de médiation plurilingue et interculturelle.
Le but principal de cette étude est de définir des pistes pour la formation des enseignants de langues en général
et des LH en particulier, notamment en lien avec le concept de « médiation » proprement dit et son importance
en tant qu’activité langagière au même titre que la compréhension, la production et l’interaction.
Cette étude aspire à montrer dans quelle mesure la connaissance des descripteurs du Volume complémentaire
peut contribuer aux actions pédagogiques des enseignants, notamment au niveau de la planification, de la mise
en œuvre et de l’évaluation des activités de médiation en salle de classe.

15.1.1. La langue d’héritage et son enseignement
Un locuteur de LH grandit dans une famille qui, à la maison, parle une langue autre que la langue dominante du
milieu environnant et de l’école (Barbosa et Flores, 2011 ; Montrul, 2012). La LH forge son identité culturelle (Van
Deusen-Scholl, 2003). Par conséquent, les locuteurs de LH développent une forte relation affective avec cette
langue/culture (Carreira et Kagan, 2011 ; Melo-Pfeifer, 2015), dans un « processus de dialogue et de négociation
d’expériences sociales, culturelles et linguistiques entre parents et enfants »22 (Souza et Lira, 2017 : p. 51).
Néanmoins, la recherche démontre que, pour un développement continu et progressif de la LH, l’apport de la
famille n’est pas suffisant ; un apport linguistique plus large, incluant d’autres interlocuteurs ainsi que le soutien
de la communauté, est également nécessaire (Nesteruk, 2010). De ce point de vue, l’enseignement de la LH
s’avère être un espace privilégié pour pousser les apprenants à approfondir leurs compétences linguistiques
et communicatives.

22. Notre traduction.
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Les élèves de LH ont souvent des niveaux de compétence très différents23, généralement en fonction de la qualité,
de la quantité et de la continuité temporelle du contact avec la LH, mais aussi des occasions réelles d’utilisation
de la langue et de la place (présence simultanée ou non) de la langue dominante de la communauté d’accueil
dans les interactions familiales (Barbosa et Flores, 2011).
Comme Melo-Pfeifer et Schmidt (2018), nous entendons le concept de LH dans une perspective plurilingue,
basée sur une vision intégrée de toutes les langues et cultures du répertoire du locuteur, où l’enseignement
d’une LH assure le développement des compétences linguistiques, communicatives et culturelles des locuteurs
dans leur LH et élargit leurs répertoires linguistiques et culturels.
Ainsi, la maîtrise de la LH constitue un atout et une ressource pour l’école, et un tremplin pour d’autres
apprentissages et expériences linguistiques et culturelles. Bien que les effets du transfert de compétences
entre la LH et les autres langues soient difficiles à démontrer avec des contrôles linguistiques (Berthele,
2018), les stratégies d’apprentissage développées dans les classes de LH peuvent être transférées à d’autres langues, notamment à celle(s) du pays d’accueil (Krompák, 2018). Ainsi, les approches pédagogiques
recommandées pour l’EPE, et qui régissent l’enseignement du PLH (Grosso et al., 2011), se caractérisent
par une grande ouverture et flexibilité, de manière à pouvoir s’adapter à une large diversité de contextes,
d’environnements et de publics.
Conscients qu’être un enseignant/apprenant de LH signifie se placer au sein de et entre au moins deux langues/
cultures, les enseignants adoptent implicitement dans leurs pratiques des approches plurielles (Candelier et
al., 2012), où la médiation par et entre plusieurs langues et cultures est toujours présente, dans l’esprit d’une
éducation plurilingue et interculturelle (Beacco et al., 2016). Néanmoins, les pratiques de médiation s’avèrent
complexes et exigeantes en raison des intérêts, expériences et profils langagiers des élèves d’une part, et des
spécificités des différents contextes d’apprentissage, très souvent caractérisés par une hyperdiversité des groupes/
classes des élèves, d’autre part.

15.1.2. Contexte
Le projet a été conduit au Luxembourg et en Suisse dans des cours de PLH organisés par l’Institut Camões, I.P.,
accueillant des enfants et des adolescents scolarisés dans le système d’enseignement du pays d’accueil.
Au Luxembourg, le projet a été développé dans le cadre des activités de la communauté de pratique (CdP)
responsable des cours complémentaires de portugais, une offre d’enseignement de PLH récemment développée (MENJE et Institut Camões, I.P., 2020). Au cours de l’année scolaire 2018-2019, cette CdP a regroupé
13 enseignants, travaillant avec 206 apprenants de niveaux A1 et A2 (6 à 11 ans), inscrits aux cycles 2 à 4 de
l’enseignement fondamental24.
En Suisse, quatre enseignants ont participé au projet, avec 120 apprenants intégrés dans des classes hétérogènes
de niveaux A2 et B1 (8 à 15 ans) et B2 et C1 (16 à 18 ans).

15.2. DESCRIPTION DU PROJET
La mise en place de ce projet a pour objectif de répondre aux besoins de formation exprimés par les enseignants
relatifs à la pratique de la médiation, notamment aux difficultés de mettre en œuvre des activités reliées au volet
Médiation de la communication, d’observer de façon ciblée les performances de leurs élèves dans ce domaine,
et de comprendre les apports de la pratique de la médiation au développement de la compétence plurilingue
et interculturelle de leurs élèves.
Ayant en vue le développement de cette compétence chez les apprenants de PLH et les besoins de formations
préalablement formulés par les enseignants, cette étude envisage de travailler avec les échelles de descripteurs
du volet Médiation de la communication du Volume complémentaire suivants :
1. Établir un espace pluriculturel ;
2. Agir en tant qu’intermédiaire dans des situations informelles (avec des amis et des collègues) ;
3. Faciliter la communication dans des situations délicates et des désaccords.

23. Polinsky et Kagan (2007) parlent d’un continuum model pour désigner ces variations des niveaux de compétence.
24. Au Luxembourg, l’enseignement fondamental est réparti en quatre cycles d’apprentissage, allant du cycle 1 pour les enfants de 3 à
5 ans (éducation précoce facultative, puis préscolaire) au cycle 4 pour les enfants de 10 à 11 ans.
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Dans le cadre de cette étude, ces descripteurs sont considérés comme des dispositifs de soutien à la planification,
à la mise en œuvre et à l’évaluation des activités de médiation dans le contexte de la salle de classe.
Au début de l’année scolaire 2018-2019, les enseignants EPE ont été invités à planifier, à mettre en œuvre et à
évaluer une séquence didactique dédiée à la médiation. Les enseignants volontaires ont reçu un extrait du Volume
complémentaire (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018, pp. 107-110 et 128-131) sur les descripteurs énoncés précédemment,
ainsi que deux documents pour orienter leur travail et récolter des données :
f un tableau-résumé de présentation, pour soutenir la planification de la séquence didactique ;
f un guide pour la description des activités de médiation, pour aider à planifier et à systématiser le travail.
Les matériaux utilisés en classe, ainsi que ces instruments dûment remplis, nous ont été remis par les enseignants.
Le travail de planification, préparation du matériel pédagogique et mise en pratique a été développé pendant
le premier semestre du calendrier scolaire des deux pays.
À la fin de l’année scolaire, les enseignants ont participé à deux focus groups autour des plus-values et contraintes
éventuelles de l’emploi des descripteurs du Volume complémentaire et ont parlé librement de leurs expériences.
Les discussions, enregistrées et transcrites, ont été soumises à une analyse de contenu, dont les trois grandes
catégories d’analyse découlent des phases de la mise en pratique des activités de médiation en salle de classe,
c’est-à-dire la planification, la mise en œuvre et l’évaluation.
Au Luxembourg, la participation des enseignants a été encadrée par la CdP des cours complémentaires25, cette
dernière ayant été constituée l’année scolaire précédente. Tributaire des principes de l’éducation plurilingue et
interculturelle (Cavalli et al., 2009), de la didactique du plurilinguisme (Troncy, 2014) et des approches plurielles
(Candelier et al., 2012), la médiation joue un rôle central dans la nouvelle offre de PLH en tant qu’activité langagière et domaine de compétence. C’est pourquoi, au cours de l’année scolaire 2017-2018, les enseignants de
la CdP ont participé à une brève formation théorique autour du concept de médiation.
En Suisse, les enseignants n’ont pas eu l’occasion de participer à des actions de formation concernant la médiation, ni avant ni pendant la participation à cette étude. Après la présentation du projet, quatre enseignants ont
souhaité y participer. Deux enseignants travaillant en binôme ont adapté les activités à leur contexte (Suisse
alémanique et italienne) et deux enseignants ont travaillé individuellement.
Pendant les phases de planification et de préparation du matériel pédagogique, les chercheurs ont donné leur
avis ainsi que des suggestions aux enseignants.
Les tableaux 15.1 et 15.2 montrent de façon détaillée les activités de médiation planifiées, en présentant les
descripteurs choisis et quelques détails sur les activités mises en œuvre : les langues de communication utilisées,
la forme sociale privilégiée et les formes d’évaluation.
D’après les données recueillies, les séquences didactiques ainsi que les activités planifiées impliquaient le portugais européen et au moins une autre langue (surtout la langue de scolarisation de chaque contexte) ou une
autre variété de la langue portugaise. En conséquence, les enseignants ont créé des opportunités pour travailler
la médiation linguistique (inter et intralinguistique) avec les élèves.
Les tâches à effectuer en groupe impliquaient la négociation entre les apprenants, cette dernière exigeant une
argumentation basée sur les informations recueillies en classe et les compétences de médiation. Les enseignants
ont privilégié des situations d’apprentissage où les élèves jouaient un rôle central et ils intervenaient pour guider
ces derniers dans le développement de leurs compétences de médiation.
Après l’analyse documentaire, nous avons conduit deux focus groups pour prendre connaissance du ressenti
des enseignants par rapport à leurs expériences et aux éventuels avantages et/ou contraintes liés à l’utilisation des descripteurs du Volume complémentaire. Pour l’analyse de ces discours, nous avons suivi la
méthodologie d’analyse de contenu, de nature catégorielle et semi-inductive (Maroy, 1997), en organisant
l’analyse autour des trois catégories issues des phases de la mise en pratique des activités de médiation
mentionnées plus haut.

25. Les 13 enseignants qui constituent cette CdP étaient répartis dans trois groupes de travail, correspondant chacun à un des cycles (2,
3 ou 4) de l’enseignement fondamental.
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A2

A1

A1

Niveau
Descripteurs choisis

Activités de médiation

Titre : « Culture et diversité culturelle »

Tâches : Écoute et exploitation du texte « Un tour de la Lusophonie » ;
f Peut faciliter un échange interculturel en accueillant les gens identification des pays de langue officielle portugaise dans la carte du
et en manifestant son intérêt avec des mots simples et des monde ; écoute et reproduction de la chanson Conquistador26 ; exploitation de vidéos sur les découvertes portugaises ; travail de recherche et
expressions non verbales, en invitant les autres à parler.
f Établir un espace
quiz sur les pays de langue officielle portugaise ; construction d’une
A2
carte mentale virtuelle ; échange réel, en salle de classe, avec une invitée
pluriculturel
f Peut contribuer à un échange interculturel, demander, avec d’origine angolaise (pour parler de l’Angola et de la culture angolaise)
des mots simples, aux gens de s’expliquer et de clarifier ce Langue : Portugais (variétés européenne, brésilienne et africaine)
qu’ils ont dit, et exploiter son répertoire limité pour exprimer
Forme sociale : Travail en groupe
son accord, inviter, remercier, etc.
Évaluation : Observations de l’enseignant

A1

disponibles (en langue A), à condition qu’on l’aide à formuler. Forme sociale : Travail en groupe
f Faciliter la communication dans des situa- f Peut reconnaître si des interlocuteurs ne sont pas d’accord Évaluation : Observations de l’enseignant
tions délicates et des
ou si quelqu’un a un problème, et utiliser des mots et des
désaccords
expressions mémorisées pour montrer sa sympathie.

f Peut utiliser des mots simples et des expressions non verbales
pour montrer son intérêt pour une idée. Peut transmettre des
f Établir un espace
Titre : « Les musiciens de Brême »
informations simples et prévisibles.
pluriculturel
f Agir en tant qu’inter- f Peut faciliter un échange interculturel en accueillant les gens et en Tâches : Exploitation, en portugais, du titre et des images du conte Les
manifestant son intérêt avec des mots simples et des expressions Musiciens de Brême (Jacob et Wilhelm Grimm) ; visionnage du conte en
médiaire dans des
allemand ; interprétation/exploitation du conte en portugais ; recons
non verbales, en invitant les autres à parler.
situations informelles
titution de l’histoire en portugais
(avec des amis et des f Peut communiquer (en langue B) des données personnelles
collègues)
sur des gens et des informations très simples et prévisibles Langues : Portugais et allemand

f Médiation générale

Titres des échelles

Médiation de la communication

Volume complémentaire

26. Chanson du groupe portugais Da Vinci, dont les paroles portent sur les découvertes portugaises du XVIe siècle.

Groupe du
cycle 3

Groupe du
cycle 2

Luxembourg

Enseignants

Tableau 15.1: Synthèse des activités de médiation planifiées par les enseignants EPE au Luxembourg
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A2

Niveau
Descripteurs choisis

Prof. 1

Suisse

Enseignants

B1

A2

Niveau

Activités de médiation

Descripteurs

A2
f Établir un espace f Peut contribuer à un échange interculturel, demander, avec des
pluriculturel
mots simples, aux gens de s’expliquer et de clarifier ce qu’ils ont
dit, et exploiter son répertoire limité pour exprimer son accord,
f Faciliter la communiinviter, remercier, etc.
cation dans des situations délicates et des f Peut se rendre compte d’un désaccord entre interlocuteurs ou de
désaccords
difficultés dans une interaction et adapter des expressions simples,
mémorisées, pour rechercher un compromis ou un accord.

Titres des échelles

Médiation de la communication

Volume complémentaire

Forme sociale : Travail en groupe

Langue : Portugais

Tâches : Recherche d’informations sur trois éléments du patrimoine
portugais (architecture, objets, mots) d’origine/influence arabe ;
partage entre groupes ; discussion sur cette présence culturelle

Titre : « Patrimoine portugais : les origines arabes (les villes de
Chaves et Mértola) »

Activités de médiation

f Peut contribuer à un échange interculturel, demander, avec
des mots simples, aux gens de s’expliquer et de clarifier ce Titre : « Europe : pour bien préparer le voyage »
f Établir un espace
qu’ils ont dit, et exploiter son répertoire limité pour exprimer
pluriculturel
Tâches : Visionnage d’une vidéo sur la genèse de l’Union européenne ;
son accord, inviter, remercier, etc.
planification d’un voyage imaginaire en Europe ; identification des
f Agir en tant qu’interf Peut communiquer (en langue B) le sens général de ce qui est capitales européennes et association entre des pays européens et
médiaire dans des
dit (en langue A) dans des situations quotidiennes, en suivant des aspects socioculturels ; analyse de textes en plusieurs langues
situations informelles
les conventions culturelles de base et en transmettant les parlées dans l’Union européenne, réflexion sur les rapports entre elles
(avec des amis et des
informations essentielles, à condition que les interlocuteurs et identification, en portugais, des idées clés des textes
collègues)
énoncent clairement, dans une langue standard, et qu’il/elle Langues : Portugais, français, luxembourgeois, allemand, anglais, espaf Faciliter la communipuisse demander de répéter et de clarifier.
gnol, italien, grec et polonais
cation dans des situaf Peut se rendre compte d’un désaccord entre interlocuteurs Forme sociale : Travail en groupe
tions délicates et des
ou de difficultés dans une interaction et adapter des expresdésaccords
sions simples, mémorisées, pour rechercher un compromis Évaluation : Observations de l’enseignant
ou un accord.

Titres des échelles

Médiation de la communication

Volume complémentaire

Tableau 15.2 – Synthèse des activités de médiation planifiées par les enseignants EPE en Suisse

Groupe du
cycle 4

Luxembourg

Enseignants
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B2

Prof. 4

B2

f Peut aider à la création d’une culture de communication par
tagée, en échangeant de façon simple des informations sur les
valeurs et les comportements propres à une langue et une culture.
f Peut montrer sa compréhension des problèmes clés dans un différend sur un sujet qui lui est familier et adresser des demandes
simples pour obtenir confirmation et/ou clarification.

B1

Descripteurs

Évaluation : Observations de l’enseignant ; autoévaluation sur la
base d’une échelle (jamais, quelquefois, presque toujours, toujours)
de compétences de médiation activées/développées

Forme sociale : Travail en groupe

Langues : Allemand et portugais (variétés européenne et
brésilienne)

Tâches : Recherche sur les caractéristiques du carnaval en Suisse, au
Portugal et au Brésil (textes en allemand et en portugais européen
et brésilien) ; décider en groupe où célébrer le carnaval

Titre : « Errant entre les carnavals »

Évaluation : Liste de mots d’origine arabe ; identification de traits
de la présence arabe dans l’architecture portugaise ; prédisposition pour élargir les connaissances avec d’autres informations
sur la présence de la culture arabe au Portugal et en Suisse et ses
influences sur le quotidien

Activités de médiation

A2

Titre : « Voyage de classe à l’usine de verre Glasi »27 (A2 et B1) /
« Voyage de classe de Lugano à Melide »28 (A2 et B1) et « Voyage
f Faciliter la communif Peut se rendre compte d’un désaccord entre interlocuteurs ou de de classe au Portugal » (B2 et C1)
cation dans des situadifficultés dans une interaction et adapter des expressions simples, Tâche : Planification d’un voyage de classe en utilisant divers
tions délicates et des
mémorisées, pour rechercher un compromis ou un accord.
moyens de transport : décider les horaires, les moyens de transport
désaccords
– informations en allemand (voyage à Glasi) et en italien (classe
de Lugano)

f Faciliter la communi- C1
cation dans des situa- f Peut médier (entre la langue A et la langue B), transmettre des infortions délicates et des
mations détaillées, appeler l’attention des deux parties sur les indices
désaccords
contextuels informatifs et socioculturels, et poser des questions de
clarification et de suivi ou si besoin est faire des déclarations.

f Établir un espace f Peut clarifier des malentendus et des erreurs d’interprétation lors
pluriculturel
de rencontres interculturelles, expliquer clairement les choses afin
de détendre l’atmosphère et de permettre à la discussion d’avancer.
f Agir en tant qu’intermédiaire dans des f Peut encourager une culture de communication partagée
en exprimant sa compréhension et son appréciation des difsituations informelles
férentes idées, impressions et points de vue et inviter les par(avec des amis et des
ticipants à contribuer et à réagir aux idées des uns et des autres.
collègues)

Titres des échelles

Médiation de la communication

Volume complémentaire

27. L’usine de verre Glasi (Hergiswiler Glas AG) se situe en Hergiswil, en Suisse, et beaucoup de migrants portugais y travaillent, notamment les parents d’élèves de cette enseignante.
28. Melide est un petit village suisse se situant dans le canton du Tessin, où l’on peut visiter le parc Swissminiatur.

C1

B1

A2

C1

B2

B1

A2

Niveau

Prof. 3

Prof. 2

Prof. 1

Suisse

Enseignants
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B2

Prof. 4

C1

B1

A2

Niveau

Prof. 3

Suisse

Enseignants

Titres des échelles

Activités de médiation

f Peut se montrer persuasif pour suggérer aux parties en désaccord
de faire évoluer leur position.

f Peut demander avec tact à chaque partie en désaccord de déterminer ce qui est négociable dans leur position et ce qu’elles sont
prêtes à abandonner dans certaines conditions.

C1
f Peut se montrer sensible à différents points de vue, répéter et para
phraser pour montrer sa compréhension détaillée des exigences
de chaque partie pour arriver à un accord.

f Peut résumer les déclarations faites par chacune des deux parties
et souligner les points d’accord et les obstacles.

f Peut présenter les principaux points de désaccord de façon relativement précise et expliquer les points de vue des parties concernées.

f Peut, en posant des questions, repérer les terrains d’entente et
inviter chaque partie à mettre en avant les solutions possibles.

f Peut résumer clairement et fidèlement ce qui a été convenu et ce
qui est attendu de chacune des parties.

f Peut aider les parties en désaccord à mieux se comprendre en reformulant et recadrant leurs positions et en établissant des priorités
de besoins et d’objectifs.

B2
f Peut amener les parties en désaccord à des solutions possibles pour
les aider à obtenir un consensus, formuler des questions ouvertes
et neutres afin de minimiser la gêne ou l’offense.

Forme sociale : Travail en groupe
B1
f Peut demander aux parties en désaccord d’expliquer leur point de Langues : Allemand, italien et portugais
vue et peut répondre brièvement à ces explications, à condition que
le sujet lui soit familier et que les interlocuteurs parlent clairement. Évaluation : Observations de l’enseignant (capacités de compréhension, d’argumentation et de médiation des apprenants) ;
f Peut montrer sa compréhension des problèmes clés dans un dif- réflexion écrite orientée sur le travail développé et réflexion orale
férend sur un sujet qui lui est familier et adresser des demandes sur la médiation (« Qu’est-ce que c’est ? »)
simples pour obtenir confirmation et/ou clarification.

Descripteurs

Médiation de la communication

Volume complémentaire

15.3. DISCUSSION
15.3.1. Phase 1 – Planification des tâches de médiation
Les enseignants relèvent des aspects facilitateurs du travail de préparation des tâches de médiation à deux
niveaux : au niveau micro, concernant des aspects liés aux caractéristiques des deux contextes (Luxembourg/
Suisse) et au travail didactique qu’ils effectuent habituellement ; au niveau macro, concernant les orientations
politiques et éducatives environnant leurs pratiques professionnelles, ainsi que les opportunités d’engager
d’autres acteurs (parents, membres de la communauté) dans les activités qu’ils proposent à leurs élèves.
Au Luxembourg, le travail collaboratif, les ressources numériques, les TIC (qui rendent le travail de médiation en
salle de classe plus authentique) et le recours à d’autres langues/cultures constituent les aspects facilitateurs
les plus mentionnés, puisque les enseignants sont intégrés dans un contexte professionnel présentant ces
caractéristiques.
Les enseignants en Suisse mettent l’accent sur le travail de planification ; celui-ci est effectué, pour la première
fois, dans le cadre de ce projet, de manière explicite. Au niveau des tâches planifiées, trois enseignants sur quatre
repèrent une prise de conscience des apprenants des compétences travaillées.
La stratégie de travail en groupe a été très valorisée dans les deux contextes, et cela dans une logique de
différenciation pédagogique car, très souvent, les supports didactiques ont été adaptés aux contextes et aux
élèves, en prévoyant :
1. différentes tâches en fonction des groupes (plutôt en Suisse, où les groupes s’organisent par niveaux de
performance langagière) ;
2. différentes consignes et adaptations des supports en fonction de l’année de scolarisation, ayant en vue la
collaboration entre des élèves d’années scolaires différentes (surtout au Luxembourg).
En ce qui concerne l’encadrement politique, social et éducatif de leur action pédagogique (niveau macro), les
enseignants mettent en évidence les orientations pédagogiques qui encadrent leur action pédagogique (curricula,
directives de la coordination de l’EPE et du Conseil de l’Europe) ainsi que la collaboration avec d’autres acteurs,
surtout celle de l’établissement scolaire d’accueil avec les familles de leurs élèves.
Au sujet des curricula, les enseignants en Suisse envisagent la médiation comme une opportunité d’exploiter
l’histoire des pays ainsi que différentes perspectives sur les événements, cela dans le but d’aider les élèves à mieux
comprendre les mœurs et le point de vue de l’autre et de promouvoir une éducation au dialogue interculturel et
à la paix. Ces activités devraient commencer aux niveaux A1 et A2, car les opinions et les préjugés se travaillent
plus facilement avec des jeunes apprenants.
Pour les enseignants au Luxembourg, les thématiques du curriculum des cours complémentaires se prêtent à
l’inclusion de la médiation dans leurs planifications. Ce curriculum, résultant de l’articulation entre les programmes
spécifiques pour l’EPE du Camões, I.P. et le plan d’études de l’enseignement fondamental luxembourgeois
(MENFP, 2011), permet de contribuer au développement de compétences dans d’autres branches scolaires,
notamment la géographie et l’allemand, dans le cas spécifique des séquences didactiques développées dans
le cadre de cette étude.
L’entièreté des enseignants considère que la proposition du Conseil de l’Europe d’utiliser des descripteurs pour
la médiation souligne l’importance de celle-ci et la légitime. Cela est en accord avec les deux coordinations de
l’enseignement du portugais à l’étranger (CEPE), qui préconisent de travailler la médiation en classe.
Nous observons une tendance, surtout dans le contexte helvétique, qui consiste à considérer que les orientations
du Conseil de l’Europe valorisent autant la dimension culturelle de la médiation que sa dimension linguistique,
alors que la dimension culturelle est souvent reléguée au second plan par rapport à la linguistique. En Suisse,
le projet proposé par la CEPE est considéré comme une opportunité d’examiner les descripteurs du Volume
complémentaire et de mieux comprendre comment les opérationnaliser dans leur pratique didactique.
Pour rappel, ces enseignants travaillent avec des élèves de PLH, et non avec des élèves de langue étrangère,
auxquels les descripteurs, selon leur avis, semblent mieux s’adresser. La progression dans l’apprentissage des LH
suit une logique différente ; en s’appuyant davantage sur la maturité des élèves, celle-ci est liée à leurs niveaux
de développement langagier et cognitif, notamment à leur capacité de mener un raisonnement plus ou moins
abstrait. En général, les élèves de LH ne présentent pas de problèmes de communication orale.
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En dépit d’un sentiment de désorientation ressenti pendant la phase de démarrage du travail, les descripteurs
cibles29 semblent guider les enseignants à travers les phases de planification des séquences didactiques et de
préparation des activités de médiation. D’après l’analyse des planifications, nous pouvons constater que les
descripteurs des trois échelles sont présents et associés aux différentes étapes des tâches, ce qui contribue à
une description plus précise de ce qui est réalisé avec les élèves. Par conséquent, la planification devient plus
détaillée, ce qui peut aider l’enseignant à approfondir la planification et à mieux gérer la mise en pratique.

15.3.2. Phase 2 – Mise en pratique des tâches de médiation
En analysant les discours par rapport au travail de mise en pratique des tâches en salle de classe, les enseignants
ont mis en évidence quelques potentialités et contraintes. Une potentialité relevée est le rôle des principaux
acteurs, c’est-à-dire les enseignants eux-mêmes et leurs élèves.
Les enseignants au Luxembourg semblent particulièrement concernés par l’observation du processus d’apprentissage de leurs élèves, dont ils valorisent l’activation des connaissances préalables, la motivation, l’intérêt et
l’engagement dans les activités. Par rapport à eux-mêmes, ils considèrent, comme points forts, les connaissances
préalables sur la médiation30, leur engagement dans l’éducation interculturelle et la promotion du portugais
comme langue pluricentrique.
Les descripteurs choisis pour cette étude ont joué un rôle d’orientation dans la phase de mise en pratique, car
l’attention des enseignants était dirigée vers le développement d’une compétence spécifique : la médiation.
Cela a été davantage perceptible au sein du groupe travaillant en Suisse, car celui-ci a travaillé sur ces aspects
de la médiation de manière explicite pour la première fois, et l’accent a clairement été mis sur ce concept, soit
par rapport au développement professionnel des enseignants (réorientation des pratiques), soit par rapport au
développement de la compétence de médiation de leurs élèves.
Il est intéressant de noter que tous les enseignants considèrent qu’ils travaillaient déjà la médiation en salle
de classe, toutefois de façon non ciblée, comme dans le cadre de ce projet. Les enseignants sont intervenus
explicitement pour médier lors des interactions et le processus de médiation a ensuite été discuté avec les élèves,
en particulier en fin d’activité afin de favoriser une prise de conscience. Deux enseignants ayant commencé
par aborder le concept au début de l’unité didactique ont conclu qu’il était mieux de le faire en fin de séance.
Le manque de temps est l’une des contraintes soulignées par tous les enseignants. Ceux-ci auraient voulu
mieux étudier le Volume complémentaire pour mettre en œuvre la planification du travail avec la médiation.
Par conséquent, ils soulignent la difficulté d’opérationnaliser les descripteurs de la médiation et avouent que
cette thématique n’a pas pu être vraiment abordée dès le début.
Au Luxembourg, les connaissances préalables (insuffisantes) des élèves sont envisagées comme une contrainte,
ce qui peut être lié aux doutes des enseignants par rapport à la capacité de médiation des élèves et, dans le
cas de l’un des groupes de travail, à l’anticipation des difficultés de compréhension en allemand (la langue
d’alphabétisation au Grand-Duché). Cette question a été approfondie lors du focus group, et les enseignants ont
souligné l’importance de bien cerner les connaissances préalables des élèves pour proposer des thématiques
plus proches de leur entourage.
Au sujet des enseignants travaillant en Suisse, ce qui attire notre attention est leur méconnaissance de la médiation,
et par conséquent leur difficulté à l’opérationnaliser, ainsi que l’artificialité de la pratique de la médiation de la
communication en salle de classe (il ne s’agit pas d’une situation réelle). Les enseignants reconnaissent avoir trop
expliqué les processus à défaut de laisser les élèves essayer leurs propres approches. Lorsque les enseignants
ont mis en pratique les activités dans d’autres classes, ils ont pu procéder différemment.

15.3.3. Phase 3 – Évaluation
En ce qui concerne l’évaluation des activités de médiation, l’analyse documentaire effectuée (voir tableaux 15.1
et 15.2) démontre que les enseignants ont opté pour l’évaluation formative, surtout par le biais de l’observation
directe ou, dans le cas de deux enseignants en Suisse qui ont travaillé ensemble, par le biais de réflexions guidées
qui ont été rédigées par les élèves. Il n’y a qu’une séquence didactique (Prof2, en Suisse) qui présente une échelle
d’autoévaluation construite spécifiquement pour cette tâche. Celle-ci est adaptée aux objectifs de l’activité

29. Établir un espace pluriculturel ; Agir en tant qu’intermédiaire dans des situations informelles (avec des amis et des collègues) et Faciliter la
communication dans des situations délicates et des désaccords.
30. Déjà travaillée lors de l’année scolaire 2017-2018.
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et est susceptible d’aider l’élève et l’enseignant à savoir quelles compétences de médiation ont été activées
et développées. Dans les autres séquences didactiques, nous avons identifié un manque de spécification des
instruments utilisés pour soutenir soit l’observation des enseignants, soit la réflexion des élèves.
À travers la mise en œuvre et l’observation des activités de médiation proposées, les enseignants ont pris
conscience des attitudes, des savoirs et des savoir-faire des élèves en matière de médiation. Il nous semble que ces
compétences proviennent de leurs expériences de médiation quotidiennes (et inconscientes), car ils vivent dans
des contextes multilingues et multiculturels et jouent fréquemment le rôle de médiateurs dans leur quotidien.
Toutefois, les enseignants considèrent qu’il est très difficile d’évaluer la compétence de médiation en salle de
classe, car cette dernière demande plutôt des situations artificielles – jeu de rôle, dramatisation, résolution de
tâches. Au Luxembourg, cela explique l’importance donnée à l’interaction entre les élèves et un intervenant
externe31. Les enseignants en Suisse pensent que le plus important est de faire réfléchir les élèves sur le processus
de la résolution des tâches, ce qui représente un réel défi pour les enseignants, car il faut centrer leur attention
sur l’interaction entre les élèves et les considérer comme de vrais acteurs sociaux.
Ces constats nous permettent d’établir des pistes concernant les besoins en formation des enseignants. En fait,
certains enseignants se sont montrés plutôt réticents (et pas du tout à l’aise) par rapport aux modalités et aux
instruments d’évaluation plus adaptés à la médiation. Cela reprend la question de considérer ou non la médiation
en termes d’évaluation, alors que le Volume complémentaire met l’accent sur le processus d’apprentissage/
enseignement.
Lors des focus groups, les enseignants ont mis en avant le fait qu’observer les élèves pendant le développement
des activités a donné un sens différent à leur présence en classe : ils ont reconnu la valeur de cette stratégie pour
prendre connaissance des compétences de leurs élèves. En Suisse, ces observations ont été fondamentales pour
réorienter les pratiques de médiation des enseignants. Ils relèvent qu’il faut munir les apprenants d’outils pour
qu’ils puissent développer davantage et tirer profit de cette compétence, qu’ils activent spontanément dans
plusieurs contextes, et qui est toujours présente dans les interactions sociales.
Nous observons que le travail avec les descripteurs aide les enseignants à se focaliser sur le développement de la
compétence cible, ce qui exige la connaissance des descripteurs et l’appropriation de leurs contenus de manière
approfondie et consciente. Les connaissances professionnelles tacites qui sont à la base des pratiques didactiques
deviennent visibles, sont élargies et peuvent devenir la source de nouveaux apprentissages professionnels.
En somme, les enseignants au Luxembourg et en Suisse trouvent que le travail avec les descripteurs du Volume
complémentaire représente une opportunité pour le développement de l’enseignement de PLH.

15.4. CONCLUSION
Suite à cette analyse, nous constatons que les déséquilibres initiaux entre les connaissances des deux groupes
d’enseignants sur la médiation ont généré des implications différentes. Toutefois, il y a des implications transversales aux deux groupes : la prise de conscience de l’importance du travail de médiation (soit au niveau de
la planification de tâches adéquates, soit par rapport à la façon d’observer et d’orienter les élèves pendant les
activités) et la difficulté à évaluer le développement des compétences de médiation des élèves.
Ces enseignants, qui mettent en avant leur engagement pour une éducation plurilingue et interculturelle, ont
travaillé des contenus de médiation majoritairement par le biais de tâches qui plaçaient les élèves au sein de
situations de négociation, en les incitant à se mettre d’accord pour accomplir la tâche. Lors des discussions, les
enseignants ont reconnu l’importance de sensibiliser les apprenants aux différences et aux similarités entre les
cultures, en concluant que la médiation s’avère cruciale. Les classes de LH se présentent ainsi comme des espaces
privilégiés où les élèves peuvent développer et renforcer leurs compétences de médiation et contribuer ainsi à
un développement plus soutenu de leurs compétences plurilingues et interculturelles.
Cette étude a également attiré notre attention sur l’importance de la médiation pour les communautés migratoires et sur le fait que les enfants issus de la migration s’engagent, dans les situations du quotidien les plus
diverses, dans des pratiques de médiation, par exemple entre leurs parents et les institutions du pays d’accueil
(école, hôpital, services sociaux, etc.). D’après les enseignants, il est important de montrer aux élèves, même
aux plus jeunes, le rôle central que joue la médiation dans toutes les interactions sociales et les objectifs de ces

31. Même si leurs discours ont été vagues par rapport à la façon dont ils ont observé l’interaction et les compétences de médiation des
élèves pendant l’interaction.
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activités, afin de les aider à prendre conscience de leurs points forts et faiblesses par rapport à ce domaine de
compétence, en faisant appel à toutes les langues/cultures qui composent leur répertoire.
De manière générale, les enseignants ont fortement valorisé les facteurs internes au processus de planification,
de mise en pratique et d’évaluation de séquences didactiques/activités de médiation. Ainsi, ils reconnaissent
que ce travail dépend fortement de leur gestion des curricula, des méthodes de travail, des ressources/supports
didactiques qu’ils prévoient pour leurs cours, des conditions dans lesquelles ils travaillent et, évidemment, de
leurs propres capacités et difficultés, ainsi que de celles de leurs élèves.
De plus, les enseignants semblent être parfaitement conscients que la médiation est une compétence valorisée
dans les orientations institutionnelles, législatives et curriculaires, qui encadrent l’enseignement de PLH, ainsi
que par les institutions partenaires, en général, et les parents de leurs élèves, en particulier. En conséquence,
les enseignants se montrent disposés à travailler la médiation et se sentent soutenus au niveau institutionnel
et législatif. Toutefois, ils ressentent des difficultés pour mener cette mission à bien.
Il faut donc planifier des activités qui permettent d’activer et de travailler cette compétence de manière plus
ciblée. Les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire semblent aider les enseignants à réaliser ce travail, mais
demandent que les enseignants i) comprennent ces descripteurs de manière approfondie et ii) soient capables
de les opérationnaliser pendant les phases de planification et de mise en pratique des activités de médiation.
Il importe donc d’investir dans la formation des enseignants.
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Chapter 16
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ABSTRACT
In the contemporary glocalised world, mediation skills are of vital importance for effective intercultural communication in any sphere of human activity. The mediation section in the CEFR Companion volume (Council of
Europe 2020) has established a new common basis for designing and producing teaching/learning materials
related to this mode of communication in Europe. However, teaching all types of CEFR mediation activities to
university students is quite a challenge for European language education. The development of an effective
strategy for teaching and assessing mediation requires:
1. study of teachers’ attitudes to introducing mediation as a new objective in language education and their
preparedness for achieving it;
2. analysis of learners’ mediation needs; and
3. evaluation of current learning materials for their relevance to mediation in the educational context
concerned.
For these reasons, this case study investigated Russian university teachers’ attitudes to the introduction of types
of mediation activities and strategies into the language classroom; identified MA and PhD students’ needs to act
as a mediator in international academic settings; and outlined some assessment tasks for evaluating students’
academic mediation skills. For these purposes, questionnaires, structured interviews and project discussions
were conducted at three Russian universities, Lomonosov MSU, MGIMO and Nizhny Novgorod State Pedagogical
University. Among the respondents were 70 university teachers,10 MA and 10 PhD students.
The data collected suggest that the introduction of mediation as an objective and an aspect of language education in Russia requires:
1. support for university teachers with a bilingual glossary of terms used in the CEFR presentation of mediation, to assist syllabus developers;
2. organising initial and in-service training of language teachers at each of the cycles of higher education
(BA; Masters; PhD);
3. creating online self-training guides and self-study toolkits for teachers and learners;
4. designing true-to-life learning materials that are graded and specified for each cycle of higher education;
5. support for language practitioners with tasks designed with reference to the CEFR mediation descriptors,
adapted for profiling achievement in language programmes for specific and/or academic purposes.
As a result of this analysis, the focus in the project switched from the original intention (to provide assessment
tools) to the development of awareness-raising and support tools, with exemplar classroom materials to come
in a follow-up project. The project participants confirmed that there should be a strong relationship between
instructors’ pedagogical and educational beliefs, the available course materials and training tools, appropriate
for each particular university language education context in Russia.
The English-Russian glossary of CEFR mediation terms compiled by project participants was given to MSU and
MGIMO teachers for constructive criticism. The evaluation of modern language course books revealed that the
only cross-linguistic activities concerned translation tasks, the format and content of which could be considerably
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improved with a view to adopting the CEFR action-oriented and pluricultural approach. New and innovative tasks
should be designed for developing learners’ abilities to mediate a text, mediate concepts and mediate communication.
The project team also sketched out a number of mediation pre-tasks and cultural mediation tasks in order to
enhance MA students’ abilities to mediate communication in scholarly and research settings. The report ended
with some key considerations in a typology of tasks for developing and evaluating students’ mediation skills
during curriculum-embedded teacher assessment.
Overall, this case study has raised awareness of mediation teaching/learning activities in the field of higher
education and revealed the vital necessity of intensive co-operation in this domain.

RÉSUMÉ
Dans le monde contemporain globalisé, les compétences de médiation peuvent être considérées comme ayant
une importance primordiale pour une communication interculturelle efficace dans tous les domaines de l’activité
humaine. La section de médiation dans le Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2020) a établi une
nouvelle base commune pour la conception et la production de ressources d’enseignement/d’apprentissage relatives
à ce mode de communication en Europe. Cependant, l’enseignement de tous les types d’activités de médiation
du CECR aux étudiants des universités représente un défi de taille pour l’éducation linguistique européenne. Le
développement d’une stratégie efficace d’enseignement et d’évaluation de la médiation exige i) une analyse des
attitudes des professeurs à l’égard de l’introduction de la médiation en tant que nouvel objectif dans l’enseignement
des langues étrangères et de leur état de préparation pour l’atteindre, ii) une analyse des besoins des apprenants en
matière de médiation et iii) une évaluation des ressources d’apprentissage existantes, en fonction de leur pertinence
pour la médiation dans le contexte éducatif concerné. Pour ces raisons, l’étude de cas en question a examiné les
attitudes des professeurs des universités russes envers l’introduction de types et de stratégies de médiation dans
la classe de langue ; elle a également identifié les besoins des étudiants de master et des doctorants pour être en
mesure de jouer le rôle de médiateurs dans des contextes universitaires internationaux ; elle a en outre esquissé
quelques tâches d’évaluation des compétences académiques de médiation des étudiants. C’est à ces fins que les
questionnaires d’enquête, les entretiens structurés et les discussions de projet ont été menés dans trois universités
russes : l’université d’État Lomonossov et le MGIMO de Moscou, ainsi que l’université de Nijny Novgorod. Parmi les
répondants figuraient 70 professeurs d’université, 10 étudiants de master et 10 doctorants.
Les données récoltées laissent entendre que l’introduction de la médiation en tant qu’objectif et aspect clé de
l’enseignement des langues en Russie nécessite :
f de fournir aux professeurs d’université un glossaire bilingue des concepts employés dans le CECR pour
présenter la médiation, afin de venir en aide aux rédacteurs des programmes ;
f d’organiser des formations initiales et continues des enseignants de langues pour chacun des cycles de
l’enseignement supérieur (bachelor, master, doctorat) ;
f de créer des guides en ligne d’autoformation et des boîtes à outils d’autoapprentissage pour les enseignants et les apprenants ;
f de concevoir des ressources d’apprentissage réalistes, calibrées et spécifiques pour chaque cycle de l’enseignement supérieur ;
f de fournir aux professionnels de l’enseignement des langues des tâches conçues selon les descripteurs
de la médiation dans le CECR, adaptées à établir des profils de compétence dans les programmes d’enseignement des langues, à partir d’objectifs spécifiques et/ou académiques.
À l’issue de cette analyse, le projet a changé de focalisation, en passant de l’intention première de fournir des
outils d’évaluation à celle de développer des outils d’aide à la prise de conscience, avec en ligne de mire le développement futur de matériel pour la classe ayant fonction d’exemple. Les participants au projet ont souligné
l’importance d’établir une relation forte entre les croyances pédagogiques et éducatives des formateurs, les
supports de cours mis à disposition et les outils de formation, en adéquation avec chaque contexte particulier
d’éducation langagière universitaire en Russie.
Le glossaire anglais-russe des termes du CECR relatifs à la médiation rédigé par les participants du projet a été
remis aux professeurs de l’université d’État de Moscou et du MGIMO pour une critique constructive. L’évaluation
des manuels d’enseignement a montré que l’unique composante interlinguistique y apparaissait sous forme de
tâches de traduction, dont le format et le contenu pouvaient être considérablement améliorés par l’adoption
de l’approche actionnelle et interculturelle du CECR. De nouvelles tâches innovatrices devraient par ailleurs
être conçues pour développer les capacités de l’apprenant en matière de médiation de texte, de médiation de
concepts et de médiation de communication.
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L’équipe du projet a également esquissé une série de prétâches de médiation et de tâches de médiation culturelle
afin de développer les capacités des étudiants de master à assurer la médiation de la communication dans des
contextes scolaires et de recherche. Le rapport se termine par quelques considérations clés sur une typologie
d’activités permettant de développer et d’évaluer les compétences en matière de médiation des étudiants au
cours d’une évaluation intégrée au programme.
Globalement, cette étude de cas a fait émerger une prise de conscience vis-à-vis d’activités d’enseignement/
apprentissage de la médiation dans le domaine de l’éducation supérieure et a mis au jour la nécessité absolue
d’établir une coopération intensive dans ce contexte.

16.1. INTRODUCTION
Though the idea of moving from Lado’s four-language-skills model – listening, reading, speaking and writing (Lado
1961) – to the four-modes-of-communication model – reception, production, interaction and mediation – had
already been put forward and much emphasised in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages:
learning, teaching, assessment, CEFR (Council of Europe 2001), and later in some related publications (e.g. Coste
and Cavalli 2015; Council of Europe 2020; North and Docherty 2016; North and Piccardo 2016), there is not much
evidence that it has been accepted and realised in practice in national language standards, curricula, syllabi or language methodologies and, consequently, in language course books related to higher education (HE), for example
in Russia, Serbia, the UK and other European countries. Similarly, the CEFR action-oriented approach to teaching
and assessing mediation as a mode of communication has not been much implemented in national language
educational landscapes, although intercultural and pluricultural communicative competence has been considered
as a must in national standards for HE in a number of European countries, for example in Russia, Latvia, Bulgaria and
Poland. In order to bring necessary changes into this language education landscape, it is important to uncover and
understand the reasons for the failure to adopt the CEFR model in the contexts concerned before taking decisions on
developing and assessing university students’ mediation skills by exploiting the new CEFR descriptors for mediation.
The aims of the project – entitled “Essential needs for the development of university students’ academic mediation skills” – were to:
f provide insights into the level of university teachers’ and postgraduates’ awareness of the benefits of
moving from the four-skills model to the four modes of communication in language education from the
CEFR perspective;
f find out university teachers’ and postgraduates’ attitudes to adopting mediation as an objective of university
language education, and whether they have any conceptual/terminological difficulties in understanding
the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020) in terms of methodological postulates that are to
be followed in Russian language education;
f compare MA and PhD students’ needs to mediate texts, concepts and communication in professional
intercultural communication;
f analyse whether and to what extent different types of mediation activities are included in the course books
that are usually used by university teachers in postgraduate HE;
f outline and discuss possible formats for tasks for developing and evaluating university students’ skills in
mediating communication.
The study was conducted mainly at Lomonosov (MSU) (Faculty of Foreign Languages and Area Studies),
Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) (Department of the German Language) and Nizhny
Novgorod State Pedagogical University Kuzma Minin (Minin SPU) (Department of the Theory and Practices of
Foreign Languages and Linguodidactics). On certain occasions members of the teaching staff at Riga Classical
Gymnasium were also involved in carrying out project tasks. The MA students participating in the case-study
project were studying for a Master’s Degree in linguistics and intercultural communication (MSU), sociology and
political science (MSU), international journalism (MGIMO) or in foreign language teaching (Minin SPU). The PhD
students were studying modern language education at MSU.

16.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The methodology to study the needs and preconditions for the development of materials for teaching and assessing academic mediation skills was based on the CEFR action-oriented approach and on the empirical study of:
a. university teachers’ awareness of the necessity for moving from the four-skills model to the CEFR’s four
communication modes in modern language teaching and assessment, and their educational attitude to
this change in the language education landscape;
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b. their vision of mediation as one of the objectives and preconditions for modern language teaching to
Humanities students in local contexts;
c. their conceptual difficulties in understanding and interpreting CEFR terms related to mediation;
d. their ideas about when in the HE cycle (BA, Masters, PhD) to introduce mediation and its different activities
into the university language curriculum;
e. MA students’ and PhD students’ awareness of their own needs in being able to perform different mediation
activities and their abilities to use CEFR mediation descriptor scales for self-assessment purposes.
The study also involved an analysis of modern language course books used in university language departments
not concerned with translation studies, in order to evaluate their relevance for teaching mediation activities to
language students in the Russian university context. It aimed at collecting information on general characteristics
of language teaching and learning within the second cycle of HE (Masters) in terms of approaches, competences
to be developed and the nature and types of course book tasks – all from the perspective of the language teaching
approach reflected in the CEFR (Council of Europe 2001) and the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020).
Besides this, the project team considered it important to discuss which of the mediation scales provided in the
CEFR Companion volume could be used without adaptation for teaching/learning and evaluation purposes and
which of them would need some adaptation to any particular university educational context.

16.2.1. The survey questionnaire
To conduct the empirical study mentioned in points a. to e. above, a questionnaire was developed that consisted
of mostly multiple-choice questions, with several open-ended questions added. The survey was conducted
among the following groups: 21 Lomonosov MSU English language teachers (nine of them provided English
courses to linguistics students and 12 others taught English for specific purposes), 12 MGIMO German language
teachers and 27 language teaching specialists from Minin SPU. In addition, 10 Lomonosov MSU MA students
specialising in the theory and practice of language teaching and 10 PhD students specialising in language
education were also chosen for a structured interview aiming to compare their academic needs to be able to
act as mediators, including doing written translations in situations of professional intercultural communication.
Table 16.1 summarises the topics covered in the survey with the number of questions on each topic. The survey
questionnaire results are given in Figures 16.1 to 16.6.

16.2.1.1. Council of Europe publications
The data presented in Figure 16.1 show that, among the Council of Europe publications mentioned at the beginning of the questionnaire, it was the CEFR and CEFR CV that were not only known to the Russian respondents
but were also used by them either for teaching or research purposes.
Figure 16.1: University teachers’ awareness of CEFR publications and the scope of their use in teaching and research
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CEFR.CV
CEFR for DC.V.I
CEFR for DC.V.II
RFC for DC.V.III
Familiar
Not only familiar but use it in teaching
Not only familiar but use it in research Unfamiliar

CEFR: Common European framework of reference for languages (Council of Europe 2001)
CEFR.CV: CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020)
RFC for DC: Reference Framework of Competences for Democratic Culture (Council of Europe 2018)
V.I, V.II, V.III: Volumes I, II and III
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It is evident from Figure 16.1 that, so far, the CEFR CV materials are more used for research purposes than for
teaching purposes in comparison to the use of the CEFR 2001. That fact is quite understandable, because the
CEFR CV only started officially functioning in the European educational field in 2018. Therefore, the respondents
had not yet had enough time to make any decisions on how the CEFR CV could be used in modern language
teaching and learning practices in university.
Table 16.1: Questionnaire focus and types of question
Questionnaire focus

Number of
questions

Question type

1 Respondents’ awareness of, and use of:
- the CEFR
- the Companion volume (CEFR.CV)
- the Reference Framework of Competences for Democratic Culture,
Vol. 3: Guidance for implementation (RFC for DC, Vols I to III)(Council
of Europe 2018)

1

Multiple-choice

2 The respondents’ practical use of the CEFR scales in modern language
teaching

2

Open-ended

3 The degree of acceptance by respondents of the CEFR proposal to move
from the four-skills model for language teaching to the four modes of
communication (reception, production, interaction, mediation)

1

Multiple-choice

4 Core concepts in the CEFR CV presentation of mediation and terminological difficulties in introducing them into the Russian educational
context

2

Multiple-choice
and open-ended,
plus interview

5 Respondents’ acceptance of the idea of mediation (from the CEFR perspective) as a new objective for university modern language teaching,
and preconditions for its teaching and assessment; their vision of what
type(s) of mediation activities are preferable in the first, second and third
cycles of HE (BA; Masters; PhD)

5

Multiple-choice

6 The respondents’ views on whether it is necessary to adapt the two CEFR
translation scales for the needs of Russian university language education

2

Multiple-choice

7 Types of translation to be taught in language courses for students not
training to be translators and interpreters (i.e. linguistics students in
non-translation departments; language education students; students of
Humanities at non-linguistic departments)

1

Open-ended

8 Types of university translation courses to be introduced in university curricula

1

Open-ended

9 Respondents’ suggestions for teaching translation as a mediation activity
at university

1

Open-ended

10 Respondents’ suggestions for improvements in designing modern language
course books from the perspective of the CEFR presentation of mediation

1

Open-ended

11 Respondents’ experiences in teaching translation for academic purposes

1

Open-ended

12 Respondents’ vision of task-based assessment of students’ skills in mediating communication in academic settings

2

Open-ended

16.2.1.2. CEFR descriptor scales used
The data presented in Figure 16.2, relating to Point 2 in Table 16.1, give us some insights into the educational
purposes for which the CEFR descriptor scales are used by the respondents in Russia. Firstly, these data indicate that the respondents use CEFR scales mostly for orientation in teaching and assessment, that is to say for
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goal-setting. Secondly, the CEFR scales related to identifying the level of pragmatic competences, as well as
sociolinguistic competence, are used much less by the respondents than the scales related to oral and written
skills and linguistic competence. Thirdly, the new CEFR scales related to mediation and to pluricultural and
plurilingual competences seem to have been ignored by the respondents up until now, since less than 10%
claimed to be working with the CEFR Companion volume at all.
According to the survey and interview data, none of the respondents had ever used the CEFR mediation scales
in their teaching practices because they had only recently learned about this mode of communication and they
badly needed efficient training in being a mediator themselves before starting to teach it. As for plurilingual and
pluricultural competences (building on pluricultural repertoire), they felt that they would use it if a pluricultural
approach to language education was strongly recommended in Russian Federation educational documents. In
other words, the respondents gave their practical priority mostly to the scales related to oral and written receptive
skills. Here two questions arise: to what extent do the respondents support the CEFR four-modes-of-communication model for language teaching, learning and assessment? And are they personally inclined to introduce
mediation into university language education in Russia?
Figure 16.2: The most common purposes of using the CEFR descriptor scales in language education: the
CEFR as an orientation tool
12%
for assessing students' oral and written skills,
listening and reading comprehension skills
for measuring students' linguistic competences

18%
12%

76%

for measuring students' pragmatic competences
for measuring students' sociolinguistic competence
while writing the assessment part in a foreign language syllabus
while developing teaching materials

22%
31%

16.2.1.3. Four modes of communication (reception, production, interaction, mediation)
According to the respondents’ answers to the question on Point 3 of Table 16.1, their attitudes to the CEFR idea
of moving from Lado’s four-language-skills model (1961) to four modes of communication (Council of Europe
2001; Council of Europe 2020) are as follows:
f complete support (10%);
f partial support with the respondents’ emphasis on particular educational preconditions for this change in
the philosophy and methodology of language education in Russia (85%);
f need for some more time for careful re-reading of the CEFR and CEFR.CV in order to make their own decisions and answer this question (4%);
f complete rejection (1%).
The respondents who rejected the idea of moving from the four skills model to the four modes of communication
were mostly those who believed that their teaching of a foreign language was already good enough without
bringing into it any “European” innovations.
An interview was carried out with each of the respondents who partially supported the move to the CEFR four
modes of communication, in order to discover why people who were in principle positive about the change had
reservations. Those respondents who partly supported this idea clearly stated that the practical implementation
of any innovative idea or approach in language pedagogy could not be achieved without three prerequisites:
firstly, a considerable effort of university curriculum, syllabus and course book developers to produce innovative teaching materials; secondly, their collaboration with university teachers in piloting these materials in the
university classroom; and thirdly, an exchange and discussion of university practices in teaching mediation in
terms of educational merits and drawbacks. These interviews added some further preconditions that could and
would lead to positive outcomes in learning a foreign language. The respondents emphasised that language
teachers need additional training for teaching these four modes of communication in a foreign language, and
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that each of these modes of communication should be described and specified in detail in teaching guides and
other support materials for teaching them in HE.

16.2.1.4. Mediation core concepts and the need for a glossary
The concept of mediation from the CEFR perspective is not very familiar to many groups of language practitioners
in Russia. Moreover, respondents’ answers to the questions under Point 4 in Table 16.1 suggest that language
teachers may face considerable difficulties in finding appropriate Russian equivalents for English mediation
terms (See Figure 16.3), especially when writing language syllabi. (Nearly all sections in the Russian format of a
language syllabus are to be written in Russian; only the samples of learning and assessment tasks are written
in the target language).
Figure 16.3: Difficulties in understanding some core concepts and in finding equivalent Russian terms for
the names of the groups of CEFR scales for mediation
10%
30%

mediating a text

25%

mediating concepts
mediating communication
overall mediation
37%

The survey data and the interviews with respondents revealed the need of university teachers to have a
bilingual (e.g. English-Russian or English-Latvian) or trilingual (e.g. English-German-Russian) glossary of
mediation terms used in the CEFR. Without such an aid, it might be very problematic, as mentioned above, to
write the mediation section in a language course syllabus or a translation course syllabus. It appeared that it
was very difficult for 54% of the respondents even to find a Russian equivalent for the English term “a mode
of communication”, even though the majority of the respondents did understand the meaning of the term in
English and could use it in professional communications without causing any misunderstandings when the
communication was in English. After several rather long discussions, the project team members reached an
agreement on what CEFR terms should certainly be included in this bilingual or trilingual mediation glossary.
They are:
f competence(s) (including general competences and communicative language competences);
f modes of communication (including reception, production, interaction and mediation);
f mediation (intralinguistic mediation, cross-linguistic mediation);
f languaging;
f mediation activity;
f mediation strategy;
f mediating a text (including amplifying a dense text, streamlining a text);
f mediating a concept (linking to previous knowledge, adapting language, breaking down complicated
information, facilitating collaborative interaction with peers, collaborating to construct meaning);
f mediating communication;
f mediator as a social agent;
f plurilingual competence;
f pluricultural competence;
f cultural repertoire;
f linguistic repertoire.
In addition, on the advice of university practitioners and PhD students, some more concepts were added to the
list of the terms mentioned above, among which were:
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f bilingual linguistic competences;
f bilingual pragmatic competences;
f bilingual sociolinguistic competence;
f pluricultural repertoire;
f plurilingual repertoire;
f translanguaging;
f mediation exercise;
f mediation task;
f language teaching conference participant as a mediator;
f teacher as a mediator;
f translator/interpreter as a mediator;
f language learner as a mediator in the international university classroom;
f code switching.
The English-German-Russian glossary entries were given for constructive criticism to 15 university language
practitioners who had not earlier been included in the group of the survey respondents.

16.2.1.5. Introducing mediation into the syllabus
Although the majority of the respondents had no doubts about the real need to introduce mediation into
today’s university language education, nevertheless there appeared a clear division between two groups of
respondents. The first group (44% of the university teachers surveyed) believed that mediation as a teaching
and learning objective should be introduced into modern language syllabi and teaching/learning materials
only for Humanities students with an international perspective in their career path. The other group of
respondents (about 56% of the university teachers surveyed) thought that mediation should be introduced
into all language course syllabi no matter whether language learners plan or do not plan to take an internationally-oriented career path. Without exaggerating too much the importance of these findings, what should
not be ignored is the fact that the first viewpoint could provoke something like educational discrimination
if mediation were to be taught only to Humanities students. However, this point of view could hardly be
changed without in-service training of the teachers to be mediators and to become specialists in teaching
mediation in the language classroom.
Figure 16.4 illustrates respondents’ answers concerning the cycle(s) of HE in which mediation might be introduced
in the language classroom, and Figure 16.5 demonstrates some differences of opinion between the respondents working in the three universities, namely Lomonosov MSU, MGIMO and Minin SPU (Nizhny Novgorod).
Although these choices were far from being similar at the different universities, nevertheless a certain common
tendency can still be seen: the second cycle of HE (Masters), from the respondents’ point of view, seems to be
the key cycle for starting to develop mediation skills in the university classroom. This is probably because the
level of students’ language proficiency seems to be appropriate for acting as a cultural mediator and it is within
the second cycle of HE that students badly need mediation skills for their participation in intercultural projects
(including research ones) and youth research forums.
Figure 16.4: HE cycle(s) during which mediation might be introduced in the language classroom – aggregate
result

17.5%
40%

During the Third Cycle (only)
During the Second and Third Cycles
During First, Second and Third Cycles
42.5%
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Figure 16.5: HE cycle(s) during which mediation might be taught and assessed in the language classroom –
result by institution
90%
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16.2.2. Course book analysis
As mentioned earlier, the respondents emphasised the need for guides and other support materials for teaching
mediation as one of the preconditions for introducing mediation as a course objective. However, before starting
to develop any support materials for teaching and assessing mediation skills, it seemed sensible to first get a
clear idea of the language course books used by the respondents, in terms of the approaches employed by the
course book writers to develop CEFR competences, including plurilingual and pluricultural, and communicative
language activities with a special focus on mediation.
The results of the analysis of 70 course books (27 German and 43 English course books used by MA students)
can be summarised briefly by the following points:
f The course book writers do not include any tasks on mediating concepts or mediating communication. As
for mediating a text, no tasks on “Relaying specific information” or “Explaining data” are offered. Tasks on
“Processing a text” are mostly intralinguistic and not cross-linguistic (not from Language A to Language B).
f Translation tasks are usually included in course books developed by Russian course book writers and are
lacking in imported course books.
f Translation is mostly used for introducing foreign terminology and comparing it with Russian terminology.
It is not taught as a mediation activity in the majority of course books for teaching a language for specific
purposes. Very often, learners are given translation tasks (e.g. to translate a foreign article into Russian or
to render a Russian article into a target language) without being taught translation strategies, translation
techniques and translation evaluation criteria.
f In terms of competences, Russian authors gave their priority, above all, to tasks aiming at developing linguistic competences whereas the proportion of tasks, for example, on developing learners’ sociolinguistic
and sociocultural competences was very limited (sociolinguistic competence 5%; sociocultural competence 7%; see Figure 16.6). It is evident from these data that there is a task imbalance in the course books
under consideration, which would benefit from the addition of innovative tasks which call for mediation.
This is because without developing the appropriate level of pragmatic, sociolinguistic and pluricultural
competences in collaborative tasks, students will not be able to follow an appropriate mediation strategy
and so perform successfully any mediation activity. Similarly, no tasks on developing learners’ plurilingual
and pluricultural competences were offered in the course books analysed, and it would be beneficial to
add these too.
f The mediation skills in the descriptors for Levels C1 and C2 imply the need to design university course
books with a content and language integrated learning (CLIL) approach, problem-based teaching and
learning, and intercultural or pluricultural approaches, but the educational potential of these approaches
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was far from being successfully exploited by course book writers. Even the communicative approach to
teaching and learning a language for specific purposes is reflected in just 31% of the course books analysed, problem-based tasks are used in only 30% of the books, and language-and-culture learning tasks
appear in not more than 18%.
Figure 16.6: The ratio of tasks oriented to linguistic competence and to other CEFR competences in language
courses

5%

7%

Linguistic competences
28%

60%

Pragmatic competences
Sociolinguistic competence
Sociocultural competence

16.2.3. Interview results
It was only possible to discuss students’ mediation needs in interviews with those MA and PhD students to
whom the meaning of terms like Mediating a text, Mediating concepts and Mediating communication had been
explained and who had also been involved in real intercultural co-operation (MA students) or international
research activities (PhD students). These MA and PhD students stated in their interviews that their intercultural
experiences might have been much more effective if they had practised beforehand such mediation activities
as mediating communication, mediating concepts and translation for research purposes (as an activity of
mediating a text).
In other words, the lack of tasks on mediating communication and concepts in the course books used in the
university classroom, and the language practitioners’ unpreparedness for teaching the CEFR mediation activities
mentioned above, generated a lot of discussion among the project members. These concerned, first, ways of
outlining tasks for developing learners’ skills in mediating communication. Only then did they move on to the
discussion of possible types of assessment tasks for evaluating MA students’ academic mediation skills, required
nowadays in educational and research environments.

16.2.4. Towards a typology of tasks
Lomonosov MSU teachers made suggestions to MGIMO and Minin Nizhny Novgorod State University for a
typology of pre-mediating and mediation-oriented tasks that could be exploited as learning activities (Safonova
2017; 2018 a, b, c; 2019). The final version of the learning tasks under consideration included those listed below.32
1. Pre-mediating tasks:
a. sharing personal experiences of communication gaps/cultural shocks, and the ways of overcoming them;
b. compiling a data bank related to communicative gaps between Russians and representatives of other
cultures in intercultural settings;
c. observing and comparing the schemata of academic events in the Russian Federation and in other countries, verbal and non-verbal scenarios of academic communication between conference organisers, key
speakers and other participants in formal and informal settings;

32. Some tasks from Sections 1 and 2 were used in a newly published university course “Exploring the world of intercultural communication & co-operation” (Safonova and Silkowich, 2019), an outcome of the Russian and Belarusian university project on designing
internationally oriented learning materials for Russian and Belorusian university students.
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d. discussing differences in academic styles for writing research papers, making academic/research presentations, lecturing, etc.;
e. anticipating situations in which misunderstandings between Russians and representatives of other cultures
in academic settings are likely to occur, leading to communication breakdowns.
2. Receptive mediation-oriented tasks:
a. reading, discussing and using in the classroom the CEFR scales related to mediating communication;
b. watching academic podcasts to identify situations in which academic misunderstandings occur, explaining
the reasons for this and suggesting some mediation activities to improve communication;
c. identifying intercultural academic situations that will involve mediation and the kind of mediation activity
needed;
d. watching academic podcasts and/or analysing blogs containing reflections on communicative and conceptual
gaps in intercultural academic communications between representatives of different language-and-culture
communities;
e. choosing unbiased and appropriate colours and symbols in the visuals accompanying academic speaking/
writing in different cultural communities;
f. comparing an authentic text and its translations in terms of the readability, intelligibility, language accuracy
and communicative appropriateness of the translated text, in relation to the particular cultural/intercultural
environment it is intended for.
3. Productive mediation-oriented tasks:
a. building up linguistic and sociolinguistic repertoire in a target language for mediation purposes and
training to use this repertoire in mediation situations;
b. using the CEFR mediation scales for teacher assessment and self-assessment purposes and giving reflections on one’s own mediation competence;
c. commenting on the effectiveness of mediation techniques used by a Russian interlocutor in particular
intercultural communication situations;
d. giving learners practice in acting as a cultural mediator in given formal and informal academic communication situations;
e. using different mediation techniques in varying the discourse structure, linguistic and sociolinguistic
repertoire, and conceptual content of a paper presentation/lecture/research report, etc., depending on
when and where this academic communication takes place;
f. overcoming difficulties in translating into Russian academic texts in other languages related to a particular
area of knowledge and field of study and doing other translations for academic and research purposes.
4. Mediation-oriented project work and case studies (in one, two or three languages;
5. Design and production of cross-linguistic academic guides, conference posters, bilingual collection of papers
innovative in their content.
Although there was an extremely limited time for providing a complete classification of mediation tasks, some
suggestions for tasks to further develop and assess mediation are outlined in Table 16.2. These are organised
in five sections:
1. Pre-mediation cognitive tasks on observing, comparing and making generalisations about the patterns/
scenarios of general and academic behaviour in Russian and foreign academic and research settings;
2. Cross-linguistic mediation tasks for Russian students to be able to a) help foreign students overcome their
academic difficulties in the classroom and b) produce academic/research products in accordance with
international conference templates of writing papers and giving presentations;
3. Mediation role-plays in co-learned languages;
4. Mediation-oriented case studies (monolingual and bilingual);
5. Mediation-oriented CLIL projects and written translation projects.
Tasks such as these could be considered for curriculum-embedded assessment. They facilitate the evaluation of postgraduates’ mediation skills not only by assessing skills demonstrated in performing individual
mediation tasks, but also by assessing students’ performances when they participate in a project, discussion
or even debate.
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Table 16.2: Types of tasks for developing and evaluating postgraduates’ mediation competence
Core types of
internal assessment tasks

Cognitive
problem
solving on:

Bilingual
academic
tasks on:

Mediation
role-plays in
co-learned
languages:

Sub-types
(within each core type)

Cycle of HE
Second cycle
(Masters)

Third cycle
(Doctoral)

collecting, systematising and interpreting information on
national/international academic code of conduct in L2 to
reflect on it in L1 and vice versa;





communicating in L1 verbal academic information given
in L2 by using:
- basic, graphic information;
- modern infographics;





interpreting bilingual graphic information and infographics
used in:
- academic lectures/at seminars & workshops;
- academic discussions/debates offline and online;





identifying communicative barriers to international academic communication between representatives of A &
B cultures and suggesting means to overcome them in
international academic settings;





finding appropriate ways of destroying stereotypes in:
- cross-cultural settings;
- pluricultural settings.





helping international students in their academic life
(e.g. filling in academic forms);





presenting oneself in intercultural formal and informal
academic settings;





writing a lecturer evaluation form including his/her abilities
to act as a mediator in the international classroom;

-



providing a brief written overview of major writings and
other sources available in L1 and L2 on a selected topic;

depends on
the student’s
language
proficiency
and research
competence

preparing a presentation of an academic paper for an
international conference by using a template (a design
schema) recommended by the conference organisers (MA
and PhD students);





making a 5-minute poster presentation;



-

making a 10-minute academic presentation on a research
topic that involves mediation skills needed in a particular
international classroom;

-

delivering lectures in another language in academic settings that require a languaging mediation activity and/
or code switching.

-

acting as a mediator in co-operative role-play in which
participants work together towards the same goal as
university students in the international classroom, participants in an international workshop/youth forum on
politics and social issues;
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-

Core types of
internal assessment tasks

Mediation
role-plays in
co-learned
languages:

Mediationoriented
CLIL projects
aimed at:

Mediationoriented
case studies
aimed at:

Cycle of HE

Sub-types
(within each core type)

Second cycle
(Masters)

Third cycle
(Doctoral)

acting as a group of culture detectives in filling in gaps
in knowledge of the differences in styles of academic
behaviour in Russia and other countries;



-

acting as an interpreter in scholarly settings (from Language
A into Language B and vice versa);



-

acting as an interpreter in research settings (from Language
A into Language B and vice versa);

-

acting as mediators in task-based role-plays related to
university campus and international student life.





listing scholarly events in which Russian postgraduate students can participate in Russian-speaking and
English-speaking academic environments or other FL
environments;





identifying essential characteristics of scripts/scenarios/
schemata of scholarly events and possible communication
barriers faced by Russian MA and/or PhD students and/or
postdoctorals in international academic communication
settings;





identifying academic roles acted by participants at particular scholarly events and finding out what is considered to be
appropriate or inappropriate when performing a particular
academic role (as a conference presenter, as a panellist,
as a key speaker, etc.) in different linguacultural settings;





highlighting academic macro-actions/skills which are
performed by a participant in accordance with his/her
academic role in an academic event;





choosing and using appropriate verbal repertoire in English
for performing a particular academic role at a particular
academic event.





identifying communication breakdowns in scholarly
environments and suggesting some ways of bridging
communication gaps in bicultural/pluricultural international settings;



-

identifying communication breakdowns in research environments and suggesting some ways of bridging communication gaps in bicultural/pluricultural international settings;

-



comparing the codes of research conduct and research
ethics in Russia and other countries and producing a guide
on appropriate verbal and non-verbal behaviour in Russia
and in other countries in different continents.





16.3. DISCUSSION
The case study reported here involved language practitioners from three Russian universities, Lomonosov
MSU, MGIMO and Minin SPU, in a careful examination of the CEFR Companion volume sections Mediation
and Plurilingual and Pluricultural Competence. This was approached as intensive self-education in the
fields of mediation activities and strategies as well as the action-oriented approach and plurilingual and
pluricultural methodology. The project also gave these practitioners an educational stimulus to identify the
weakest links in teaching and assessing translation as a mediation activity, in addition to considering the
introduction of a wider range of mediation activities. It also gave the project participants an opportunity
to start thinking about when and where it is preferable to introduce mediation activities and strategies
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within the three cycles of university education (BA, Masters, PhD). During this process, it was important
to take into consideration the profiles of degree-course developers, as well as tendencies in developing
internationally-oriented-language education.
Initially, the study aimed at outlining the educational needs and preconditions when developing materials for
assessing students’ academic mediation skills and making decisions on mediation task format and content.
However, analysis of the availability of mediation tasks in the university course books selected or recommended
for MA students highlighted some other problems:
a. The need to update and re-structure university course books by offering problem-solving mediation tasks
designed to meet the mediation needs of students in the second cycle of HE (Masters);
b. The needs of university teachers for guides and support materials for teaching mediation skills at different
levels of HE;
c. The needs of postgraduates for mediation self-study materials that will help them become able to act
as mediators in the international classroom, to become mediators when acting as teachers (Coste and
Cavalli 2015), and to act as pluricultural mediators when they participate in international academic events
(Safonova 2018a; 2018b).
Without finding comprehensive, effective solutions to these problems, the practical use of any set of materials to
assess mediation activities is doubtful. In other words, appropriate course materials have a key influence on language
teaching methodology and practices, and therefore are a key factor in introducing the teaching of mediation
as a mode of communication. The authors strongly believe that what is badly needed are mediation-oriented
learning materials incorporated into university language courses and self-study guides. However, the design of
mediation-oriented learning materials is a complicated and lengthy process that presupposes interdisciplinary
co-operation between specialists from such fields as cognitive and communicative linguistics, sociolinguistics,
cultural studies, psychology of intercultural communication, theory of intercultural communication, language
pedagogy, education and communication-based testing.
As university language education in Russia is regulated with the help of the Federal State Educational
standards (FSEs) for HE and since degree programmes and course syllabusi are based on those standards
(Demchuk et al. 2015), it seems desirable to start with the introduction of mediation as an objective for language
education within the second (Masters) and third (PhD) cycles of HE. Communication competence in Russian
and foreign languages is already identified as a key competence in the FSEs for HE (Demchuk et al. 2015),
and a foreign language is a compulsory subject in Russian universities. Including mediation in these national
standards would stimulate inter-university projects aiming at designing and piloting mediation-oriented
learning materials (including online self-study materials) for teaching modern languages for specific purposes
in different educational contexts.

16.4. CONCLUSION
This case study raised university teachers’ awareness of the teaching of mediation and the development of students’ mediation skills in Russian university contexts. The university communities involved in the project agreed
on emphasising the CEFR proposal that it is necessary in language teaching pedagogy to broaden the concept
of mediation, which is sometimes limited to translation and interpretation. The project participants confirmed
that there should be a strong relationship between instructors’ pedagogical and educational beliefs and the
available course materials and training tools, appropriate for each particular university language education
context in Russia.
This case study also led to the organisation of a group of multipliers helping to introduce the teaching of
mediation in the Russian Federation and in the CLIL courses developed in Latvian secondary schools. It also
established a mini-community of academics, MA and PhD students who are motivated to design mediation-oriented teaching materials, and to pilot mediation assessment tasks in various university contexts
in Russia. The project participants from Lomonosov MSU, MGIMO and the Nizhny Novgorod Institute of
Education have agreed to continue their co-operation in the field under consideration at the national level.
This will include additional joint work on designing in-service teacher training programmes with a special
focus on the methodology and innovative practices of teaching mediation in different educational contexts
for international partnership and co-operation.
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Chapitre 17
L’EXPLOITATION DES COMPÉTENCES
PLURILINGUES DANS LE CADRE DES
FORMATIONS LINGUISTIQUES DISPENSÉES
AUX ADULTES PLURILINGUES : ÉTUDE DE
CAS SUR L’UTILISATION DES NOUVEAUX
DESCRIPTEURS DU VOLUME COMPLÉMENTAIRE
DU CECR POUR UNE TRANSITION VERS
DES PRATIQUES D’ENSEIGNEMENT
VALORISANT LE PLURILINGUISME
Darius Vanhonnaeker, Sophie Adler et Achraf Dorboz (Bell Switzerland)

RÉSUMÉ
La présente étude de cas sonde le regard des enseignants et des apprenants sur la compétence plurilingue dans
le cadre des formations en langues délivrées au public adulte de Bell Switzerland, pour ensuite comparer cette
perception aux pratiques de classe et articuler un programme de formation visant à accompagner les enseignants
dans l’appréhension de la médiation et du plurilinguisme au sein de leurs cours.
Cette étude s’appuie sur un travail de recueil de données mené à travers un questionnaire à destination des
enseignants, un autre à destination des apprenants et une grille d’observation utilisée lors des visites de classes,
tous trois développés au regard des échelles relatives à la médiation, à la compréhension et à l’exploitation d’un
répertoire plurilingue présentes dans le Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018 et 2020).
Les résultats obtenus montrent que, si l’utilité de langues autres que la langue cible dans le cadre d’un cours est
généralement reconnue, la pratique de ces langues tierces reste en revanche sujette à davantage de résistance.
Il en ressort également que ce sont principalement les préconceptions liées à l’apprentissage linguistique, les
modèles intériorisés qui y sont associés et les compétences en langues des apprenants adultes ou des enseignants qui définissent la place accordée à la médiation en classe.
La confrontation de ces résultats aux apports des études récentes sur le sujet mais également aux orientations
pédagogiques du groupe Bell a démontré l’importance de sensibiliser les enseignants à la pertinence, à la gestion et à l’impact du plurilinguisme au sein des cours de langue dispensés à un public adulte possédant une
expérience préalable de la pluralité linguistique et culturelle. Cette étude voit dans le Volume complémentaire un
ouvrage de référence pour y parvenir, considérant ses nouveaux descripteurs comme un solide point d’ancrage
pour l’adaptation d’outils d’encadrement pédagogique (comme les syllabus ou la grille d’observation de classe)
prenant mieux en compte les compétences plurilingues ou pour l’élaboration de programmes de formation
destinés à accompagner les enseignants et visant à accorder au plurilinguisme une place à part entière dans
les cours de langue pour adultes.

ABSTRACT
This case study explores teachers’ and learners’ views on plurilingual competence in Bell Switzerland’s language
training for adults, then compares this perception to classroom practices and articulates a training programme
to support teachers in understanding mediation and plurilingualism in their lessons.
This study is based on data collected through one questionnaire addressed to teachers and one to learners,
and an observation grid used during classroom visits. The three instruments were based on the scales relating
to mediation, plurilingual comprehension and building on a plurilingual repertoire contained in the CEFR
Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018, 2020).
The results show that, although the usefulness of languages other than the target language in a course is generally
recognised, the use of these languages in the foreign language classroom is still subject to greater resistance. The
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results also show that it is mainly preconceptions related to language learning, the internalised models associated
with it and the language skills of adult learners or teachers that define the place given to mediation in the classroom.
The comparison of these results with the contributions of recent studies on the subject, but also with the Bell
Group’s pedagogical orientation, has demonstrated the importance of raising teachers’ awareness of the relevance,
management and impact of plurilingualism in language courses given to an adult audience with previous experience of linguistic and cultural plurality. This study sees the Companion volume as a reference work to achieve
this, considering its new descriptors as a solid anchor for the adaptation of pedagogical guidance tools (such
as syllabi or classroom observation grids) that take better account of plurilingual skills, or for the development
of training programmes to support teachers and give plurilingualism a full place in adult language courses.

17.1. INTRODUCTION
Dans une société où les enjeux plurilingues et pluriculturels vont croissant et tendent à définir le quotidien socioprofessionnel des individus, l’enseignement des langues confronte didacticiens et pédagogues à des apprenants
aux profils langagiers de plus en plus variés. Le contexte d’enseignement/apprentissage de l’école Bell Switzerland
basée à Genève et filiale du groupe Bell (Cambridge) en offre non seulement un parfait exemple mais constitue
également un terrain d’étude propice pour aborder la question de la médiation dans les classes, en lien avec les
compétences plurilingues des enseignants et des participants. La publication du Volume complémentaire du
CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018 et 2020) et de ses nouveaux descripteurs définissant les compétences plurilingues ne pouvait que nous inviter à approfondir cette problématique.
En effet, dans le cadre du mandat que remplit Bell auprès des organisations internationales établies à Genève, les
fonctionnaires qui participent à nos cours possèdent en commun le fait de présenter des profils linguistiques très
variés et d’être confrontés socioprofessionnellement à un environnement où la langue de travail est généralement
différente de leur langue maternelle. La majorité de ces apprenants évoluent donc dans un milieu où l’on attend
d’eux qu’ils soient capables de communiquer dans différentes langues ; raison pour laquelle la majorité d’entre
eux possèdent d’ores et déjà des compétences communicatives dans au moins deux langues (dont l’anglais, le
français ou l’espagnol), celle qu’ils apprennent dans le cadre des cours dispensés par Bell représentant en général
leur troisième langue au minimum33.
Par ailleurs, le fait que nous nous trouvions dans le cadre d’un enseignement dispensé à un public de professionnels adultes a également son importance. Dans un contexte tel que le nôtre, les cours se voient irrémédiablement
orientés vers les besoins parfois très spécifiques des apprenants, répondant à des objectifs professionnels définis
par le contexte linguistique des organisations. Par conséquent, il nous a paru important d’aborder la question de la
pluralité linguistique en nous intéressant à la capacité des enseignants à s’y adapter pour y répondre et l’exploiter.
L’objectif premier de notre étude sera donc d’atteindre une meilleure compréhension de la perception qu’ont
enseignants et apprenants à l’égard de l’utilisation de langues tierces34 dans le cadre d’une formation linguistique
tout en observant et identifiant les pratiques et attitudes qu’ils développent vis-à-vis de la médiation dans la
classe de langue.
Les résultats de cette étape centrale permettront ensuite la définition d’activités de conscientisation, de réflexion
et de formation destinées au corps enseignant et visant à développer leurs connaissances et compétences dans
la gestion du plurilinguisme en classe.

17.2. DESCRIPTION DU PROJET
17.2.1. Liens avec le référentiel
En complément du CECR de 2001 qui évoque à plusieurs reprises l’utilisation de langues tierces35, le Volume complémentaire, à travers ses nouvelles échelles de descripteurs, apporte un éclairage intéressant sur la gestion du
plurilinguisme au sein des classes de langue. Les différentes échelles relatives à la médiation (2018 : pp. 106-135)

33. Les apprenants ayant participé à l’étude parlaient tous entre deux et sept langues.
34. Le terme « langue tierce » renvoie à toute langue autre que celle faisant l’objet du cours. La langue faisant l’objet du cours sera appelée
« langue cible ».
35. Voir notamment le chapitre 6 du CECR de 2001, où la prise en compte de la L1 des apprenants est mise en avant dans l’acquisition
de compétences linguistiques, pragmatiques et sociolinguistiques, ou le chapitre 8 où l’on insiste sur l’importance de la compétence
plurilingue et pluriculturelle dans le développement des échelles des descripteurs.
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et celles de Compréhension plurilingue (2018 : p. 168) et Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue (2018 : p. 170) nous ont
ainsi servi de base dans l’élaboration des différents supports utilisés dans le cadre de notre étude : le questionnaire
à destination des enseignants, la grille d’observation de classes et le questionnaire à destination des apprenants36.
L’analyse des réponses obtenues à nos questionnaires étayée par le résultat des observations de classe et corrélée
à l’utilisation de l’échelle Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue nous a permis de mettre en lumière certaines caractéristiques propres à l’enseignement linguistique à un public d’adultes préalablement plurilingues, travaillant
dans un contexte international et habitués à mobiliser les ressources du plurilinguisme dans leur quotidien
socioprofessionnel.
En nous appuyant sur ces résultats, nous avons alors mené un travail de réflexion mettant en perspective les
descripteurs présents dans le Volume complémentaire avec les appréciations de nos apprenants et de nos
enseignants ainsi que les pratiques observées en classe pour proposer de nouvelles orientations pédagogiques
ainsi que des formations pertinentes à l’intention de notre équipe enseignante.

17.2.2. Recueil des données
L’étape de recueil des données s’est articulée en trois études successives :
f l’envoi d’un questionnaire aux enseignants (17.2.2.1) ;
f une série de visites de classes effectuées au moyen d’une grille d’observation (17.2.2.2) ;
f l’envoi d’un questionnaire aux apprenants (17.2.2.3).
Les informations relatives à ces différentes étapes sont reprises dans le tableau 17.1 ci-dessous et une sélection
des données recueillies les plus pertinentes est détaillée ci-après.
Tableau 17.1: Informations clés dans le recueil de données
Questionnaire
enseignants

Observations de
classes

Questionnaire
apprenants

Nombre de réponses

12

12

66

Groupes cibles

Enseignants de langues
(allemand, anglais,
espagnol, français,
portugais, russe)

Cours collectifs de
langues (français, anglais,
allemand, espagnol, portugais), niveaux A1 à B2

Apprenants adultes de 25
à 68 ans évoluant dans
un contexte socioprofessionnel plurilingue

Chronologie

Septembrenovembre 2018

Février-mars 2019

Mai-juillet 2019

Objectifs

Interroger les ensei
gnants sur leurs attitudes
et préconceptions liées
au plurilinguisme

Quantifier et qualifier
les interactions plurilingues entre ensei
gnants et apprenants

Déterminer les attitudes
des apprenants à l’égard
du plurilinguisme dans
leur apprentissage d’une
langue étrangère

Forme

Questions ouvertes
et à choix multiples
(25 questions)

Observations
standardisées
(47 points)

Questions ouvertes et à
choix multiples
(24 questions)

17.2.2.1. Questionnaire à destination des enseignants37
La première étape du recueil de données a consisté à soumettre aux professeurs un questionnaire portant sur
l’utilisation et la gestion du plurilinguisme au sein de leurs classes. Le critère de la langue enseignée n’a pas été
retenu comme pertinent, les comportements à l’égard du plurilinguisme ou de la médiation ne dépendant pas
de la langue enseignée.
Pour ce questionnaire invitant les enseignants à réfléchir au regard qu’ils portent sur le plurilinguisme et à la place
réservée à la médiation dans leur pratique professionnelle, nous avons privilégié les questions ouvertes pour
leur donner l’opportunité de développer leurs réponses et avoir ainsi accès à leurs préconceptions sur ce sujet.

36. Les questionnaires ainsi que la grille d’observation utilisée lors des visites de classes sont consultables en annexe.
37. Voir annexe 17.1.
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Le questionnaire était divisé en quatre sections :
i) « Recours à une langue tierce » : quatre questions portaient sur l’utilisation des langues au sein de leurs
classes et sur la nécessité éventuelle de ce recours ;
ii) « Compétences en langues tierces » : neuf questions leur demandaient de réfléchir à leurs propres
compétences langagières ;
iii) « Exploitation des langues tierces » : huit questions portaient sur leur adaptation au profil des apprenants ;
iv) « Formation » : quatre questions leur permettaient de réfléchir à l’adéquation de leur formation initiale
dans la gestion des compétences plurilingues ainsi qu’à leurs besoins de formations futures au regard de
la spécificité de notre contexte d’enseignement.
Résultats : À la question de la nécessité du recours à une langue tierce dans le cadre des cours, la majorité des
enseignants ont répondu positivement ; plus de 90 % disent ainsi l’utiliser de manière occasionnelle ou assez
fréquente. Tous soulignent son utilité dans les opérations de traduction de mots isolés, monosémiques ou
spécialisés, d’explications ponctuelles, grammaticales ou de consignes, de comparaison interlangue ou encore
pour la mise en confiance et la valorisation des connaissances des apprenants. Dans le même temps, ils sont
pourtant 54 % à considérer le recours à une langue tierce comme non indispensable et la plupart d’entre eux
ont par ailleurs souhaité préciser que ce recours se faisait de manière ponctuelle, le moins possible et avec les
niveaux débutants uniquement. Du point de vue de leurs connaissances linguistiques, plus de 70 % des enseignants interrogés déclarent posséder des compétences suffisantes pour traduire et donner des explications en
entre deux et quatre langues autres que la langue cible (l’anglais ou le français étant utilisés en tant que langues
tierces par l’ensemble des enseignants) et utiliser une langue tierce seulement si celle-ci est partagée par tous.
Les réponses des enseignants révèlent une attitude sensiblement différente lorsque la langue tierce est sollicitée
par les apprenants. En effet, alors qu’apparaît chez plus de 80 % des enseignants la crainte de voir la langue tierce
entraver l’apprentissage de la langue cible, ces derniers ont tendance à se focaliser sur le caractère linguistique,
au détriment de l’aspect médiateur permis par les langues tierces.
Une certaine ambiguïté ressort donc des questionnaires vis-à-vis du plurilinguisme, qui, pour les enseignants,
serait à éviter autant que possible alors même que son utilité se voit mise en avant pour les opérations de transfert et de renforcement des acquis.

17.2.2.2. Observations de classes38
Dans un second temps, nous avons procédé à une série de visites de classes (quatre cours de niveau A1, deux
de A2, quatre de B1 et deux de B2) qui nous ont permis, d’une part de confronter les réponses obtenues aux
questionnaires avec les pratiques de classe, et d’autre part de mesurer la place faite aux langues tierces dans
la classe.
La grille d’analyse développée pour les observations in situ était divisée en deux parties, l’une concernant les
enseignants, l’autre les apprenants. Les observations concernant les enseignants portaient sur :
i) le recours à un répertoire plurilingue (fréquence, systématicité, types d’activités et objectifs) ;
ii) l’exploitation du plurilinguisme des apprenants ;
iii) la gestion des interactions plurilingues.
Du point de vue des apprenants, nous avons cherché à déterminer :
i) l’importance qu’ils attribuaient à l’utilisation d’une langue tierce dans le cadre de leur apprentissage ;
ii) les situations dans lesquelles ils y avaient recours ;
iii) les raisons qui les poussaient à y recourir.
La grille d’analyse a été complétée par la transcription des interventions ou interactions en langues tierces
durant les cours. La nature de ces occurrences a été analysée et les tendances principales associées au recours
à la médiation ainsi mises au jour.
Résultats : Pour les enseignants, les visites de classes ont permis de confirmer les données des questionnaires
relatives à leur connaissance du répertoire des apprenants ou de la fréquence d’utilisation de langues tierces.
Dans plus de 90 % des séances observées, nous avons relevé entre une et six occurrences d’utilisation de langues

38. Voir annexe 17.2.
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tierces ; ce recours étant plus important avec les classes de niveau débutant39. Du point de vue de l’attitude des
enseignants à l’égard des langues tierces, deux stratégies ont été observées. La première s’exprimait par un refus
catégorique de tout recours à une langue autre que la langue cible. Ainsi, lorsque celle-ci était mobilisée par les
apprenants, les enseignants choisissaient de l’ignorer. La seconde stratégie consistait à recourir à une langue
tierce commune (dans notre contexte, l’anglais, le français ou l’espagnol)40 et conduisait l’enseignant à exploiter
les interventions en langues tierces des apprenants, mobilisant les ressources du plurilinguisme principalement
pour confirmer le sens (de mots, concepts ou énoncés) ou commencer un travail de comparaison. À noter que
dans les deux cas, les comportements et commentaires des enseignants ont démontré la prégnance d’une
conception voyant dans le recours au plurilinguisme un frein possible à l’apprentissage de la langue cible. Cette
représentation semble d’autant plus solidement ancrée qu’il s’agit d’un schéma souvent également intégré par
les apprenants41.
Du point de vue des apprenants, le fait que, dans 90 % des classes, les apprenants lancent le recours aux
langues tierces atteste de l’importance qu’elles revêtent très tôt dans le cadre de leur apprentissage linguistique.
Ainsi, lorsqu’ils y ont recours, c’est généralement pour compenser un manque (92 %) ou se rassurer de la
bonne compréhension (83 %). Dans trois quarts des classes observées, la médiation s’opérait entre enseignants et apprenants, dans 90 % des cours, ces interactions en langues tierces se déroulaient également ou
uniquement entre apprenants, et dans 60 % des cas, le recours à une langue tierce s’effectuait en dehors du
cadrage de l’enseignant.

17.2.2.3. Questionnaire à destination des apprenants42
La troisième étape a consisté à envoyer un questionnaire (en français et en anglais) à 353 apprenants afin que
nous ayons accès à des données précises concernant leur point de vue sur l’usage des langues tierces dans
le cadre de leur apprentissage d’une langue cible (français, anglais, allemand, espagnol, portugais et russe).
Le taux de réponse a été de 20 %43. Ce questionnaire les interrogeait sur :
i) leur profil et leurs connaissances langagières (nécessité et utilité des langues tierces dans un cours de
langue ; aisance à passer d’une langue à une autre) ;
ii) leur opinion à l’égard de l’utilisation de différentes langues dans le cadre des cours ;
iii) leur utilisation des langues durant les cours.
Les questions de la première partie comprenaient des entrées à choix multiples et des champs de saisie libre.
Celles de la deuxième demandaient aux apprenants d’exprimer leur degré d’accord ou de désaccord concernant différentes affirmations, et comportaient également des questions fermées. Dans la troisième partie, les
apprenants étaient invités à choisir une ou plusieurs réponses parmi celles qui leur étaient proposées. Cette
partie leur donnait à la fin la possibilité de s’exprimer plus personnellement sur l’utilisation de langues tierces
dans le cadre des cours de langue.
Résultats : Les réponses des apprenants concernant l’utilité des langues tierces, dans le cadre des cours de
langue, révèlent une attitude générale positive. La quasi-totalité d’entre eux déclare la mobilisation des
connaissances en langues tierces utile pour comprendre et parler avec aisance la langue cible et dit avoir
recours à cette médiation avec facilité. En revanche, ils sont également nombreux (58 %) à répondre ne pas
avoir besoin de traductions ou d’explications en langue tierce, et une proportion plus grande encore dit être
capable et s’efforcer de s’exprimer uniquement en langue cible durant les cours (78 %). La question de l’utilisation des langues tierces divise donc les apprenants. Car si 46 % se déclarent en faveur (mettant en avant la
nécessité d’une communication claire ou reconnaissant les ressources qu’offre la comparaison des langues),
une proportion similaire (42 %) se prononce contre (avançant le besoin d’immersion, de « penser dans la
langue cible », ou les difficultés liées à la justesse de la traduction et à d’autres interférences provoquées par
une langue tierce).

39. Nous avons par exemple observé en moyenne trois fois plus d’occurrences d’utilisation d’une langue tierce dans les cours du niveau
A1 que dans ceux de niveau A2 ou encore deux fois plus en A2 qu’en B2.
40. De nature consensuelle, cette seconde approche conduit cependant à négliger l’opportunité que constituerait pour l’apprentissage
l’exploitation du bagage langagier et des compétences plurilingues élargis des apprenants. Elle semble également davantage
adaptée à certains contextes (scolarité obligatoire, environnement international avec langue de travail commune, ou autres groupes
linguistiquement homogènes).
41. Voir infra.
42. Voir annexe 3.
43. Sur les 73 questionnaires remplis, 66 ont pu être exploités qualitativement et statistiquement. Les questionnaires incomplets ont été
exclus de l’analyse.
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Les réponses apportées par les apprenants sur l’attitude des enseignants vis-à-vis des langues tierces confirment
les observations de classes. Pour 80 % des apprenants, les enseignants n’ont que peu recours à une langue
autre que la langue cible, et cela se limite généralement ponctuellement à une phrase ou un mot. Ils sont 46 %
à penser que les enseignants acceptent les sollicitations en langues tierces de la part des apprenants (dont
ils connaissent le profil linguistique de la même façon que ces derniers connaissent le leur) et 18 % déclarent
que leur enseignant les refuse catégoriquement. Tout comme les enseignants, les apprenants considèrent
également que le recours à une langue tierce devrait diminuer à mesure que progresse le niveau du cours.
Le recoupement de ces données avec celles des observations de classe et du questionnaire enseignants fait
donc ressortir l’importance des notions de pertinence et de gestion du plurilinguisme ; deux dimensions liées à
la médiation auxquelles s’attache tout particulièrement notre étude afin de donner à nos enseignants des outils
pour appréhender et gérer efficacement le plurilinguisme au sein des classes.

17.3. DISCUSSION
17.3.1. Importance du plurilinguisme dans le cadre des cours de langue
La question de la pertinence de la médiation et du plurilinguisme en classe de langue se trouve au cœur des
réflexions pédagogiques actuellement menées au sein du groupe Bell. Silvana Richardson, Head of Teacher
Development à Bell, a ainsi entrepris un travail de sensibilisation des enseignants au rôle central que le monolingual bias a joué en linguistique appliquée et dans l’enseignement des langues, de même qu’aux changements
amorcés par le multi-/plurilingual turn (Conteh et Meier, 2014 ; García et Wei, 2014 ; May, 2014 ; Piccardo et Puozo,
2015 ; Taylor et Snoddon, 2013).
Les cours pour adultes dans les organisations internationales proposés par Bell Switzerland ont donc constitué un
terrain d’études faisant tout naturellement écho à nos préoccupations pédagogiques concernant la place de la
médiation et du plurilinguisme et ont permis de mettre en évidence la nécessité de sensibiliser nos enseignants
à l’enrichissement que représenterait l’exploitation d’un répertoire plurilingue.
Alors que nos enseignants voient encore majoritairement le recours au plurilinguisme comme un phénomène
périphérique, voire parasite, à l’apprentissage, il était important de résorber le flou qui continue à entourer l’idée
de recours au plurilinguisme dans le cadre des cours de langue. Pour y parvenir, il était essentiel de familiariser
les enseignants avec les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire et avec les nombreuses recherches menées
depuis une vingtaine d’années soulignant l’importance du bagage linguistique lors de l’apprentissage d’une
nouvelle langue (Lavault, 1985 ; Cenoz, 1997 ; Williams et Hammarberg, 1998 ; Moore, 2002 ; Cenoz, 2003 ;
Trévisol-Okamura, 2006 ; Bono, 2007 ; Blumenfeld et al., 2017, entre autres), la nature fondamentalement plurilingue du système linguistique (De Bot et Jaensch, 2015), le fait que la L1 ne constitue pas toujours la source
privilégiée de transfert (Leung, 2005 ; Tavakol et Jabbari, 2016), ou encore que l’acquisition et le développement d’une conscience métalinguistique auront tendance à s’affiner avec le nombre de langues maîtrisées
(Cook, 1992 ; Moore, 2002 ; Pavlenko, 2015 ; Tavakol et Jabbari, 2016). Nos enseignants ont ainsi pu saisir la
complémentarité entre l’acquisition de compétences linguistiques et la capacité de médiation qui fonctionne
également comme un vecteur de sens et dote la compétence plurilingue d’une réelle plus-value sociale et
culturelle44. Il est indéniable que la réceptivité des enseignants face à la médiation constitue une condition
préalable, non seulement pour leur permettre eux-mêmes d’établir des passerelles entre les langues, mais également pour valoriser les connaissances des apprenants et instaurer, par cette bienveillance, une dynamique
d’apprentissage positive tenant compte du besoin d’« intellectualisation de l’acquis » (Lavault, 1985 : p. 15)
caractéristique du public adulte chez qui le besoin de recourir à la dimension métalinguistique s’exprime très
vite. Les apprenants adultes parlant plusieurs langues et habitués à mobiliser les ressources du plurilinguisme
dans leur quotidien socioprofessionnel verront ainsi leurs connaissances préalables valorisées et l’apprentissage
de la nouvelle langue pourra s’inscrire dans une logique de cohérence avec leurs pratiques de communication
professionnelles, établissant ainsi un continuum susceptible d’influer positivement sur leur motivation (Coste,
Moore et Zarate, 1997 ; Cook, 2010).

44. Parmi les occurrences observées, nous pouvons citer celle où une étudiante hispanophone a demandé à son professeur de
portugais si bola et pelota signifiaient la même chose, question qui introduira une séquence d’échange autour des expressions
idiomatiques utilisant les mots pelota, bola, pelotas, pelado et carreca. Nous pouvons également mentionner une parenthèse
culturelle provoquée par le mot français « crochet », qu’un étudiant trouvait trop « tender », « cute » eu égard au « Capitaine
Crochet », ou une autre portant sur l’acception du mot français « vedette », qui a donné lieu à une séquence autour de la connotation en espagnol et italien.
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17.3.2. Importance de l’acquisition de compétences
de gestion du plurilinguisme pour les enseignants
Nous avons vu que l’attitude des apprenants à l’égard du plurilinguisme reposait principalement sur leurs expériences d’apprentissage, qui orientaient leurs attentes en termes d’enseignement. Face à cela, nos enseignants
ne doivent donc plus seulement se positionner en tant que spécialistes de leur langue d’enseignement, mais
adopter une approche plus englobante permettant d’inclure l’apprentissage de la langue cible dans un rapport
de continuité avec les connaissances linguistiques préalables des apprenants.
Dans la lignée des études les plus récentes sur l’acquisition des langues et des travaux émanant du Conseil
de l’Europe, et comme invitent à le faire les nouvelles échelles de descripteurs du Volume complémentaire,
le groupe Bell a choisi de s’orienter vers une prise en compte de la diversité linguistique des apprenants
et des ressources offertes par le plurilinguisme, visant à faire de cette dimension une réelle composante
didactique45. Dans cette optique, si une langue tierce peut être privilégiée par l’enseignant pour garantir
une certaine efficacité communicative, ce dernier pourra également avoir recours à d’autres langues, indépendamment du degré de connaissance de ces langues par le groupe-classe, à des fins comparatives ou
explicatives, de manière à activer des compétences transversales (Moore, 2001 : p. 76 ; Beacco, 2000 : p. 74)
et à stimuler la conscience linguistique des apprenants dans une démarche métacognitive d’appropriation
et d’autonomisation. Une telle intégration de la compétence de médiation invaliderait de facto le souci
d’équité invoqué par certains enseignants pour justifier la non-utilisation de langues tierces non partagées
par l’ensemble des apprenants.
Pour y parvenir, il est cependant essentiel que la prise en compte des compétences plurilingues au sein de la
classe se fasse de façon réfléchie46. Car si les interactions plurilingues sont à même de jouer un rôle important
dans les processus d’apprentissage, il serait erroné de postuler tout recours à une langue tierce comme d’emblée
et de manière absolue profitable. Présumer du potentiel heuristique des différentes langues (Dabène, 1996)
implique également de les considérer comme une ressource stratégique à mobiliser dans le but de favoriser
l’acquisition de compétences dans la langue cible. Par conséquent, un mésusage procédant d’une utilisation
mécanique ou intempestive pourrait nuire au développement de compétences discursives dans la langue d’apprentissage (Lüdi, 1999 : pp. 36, 47), préoccupation mise en avant par de nombreux enseignants interrogés et
qu’ils invoquent notamment pour justifier leur prudence à l’égard de l’utilisation de langues tierces. De ce point
de vue, il revient donc à l’enseignant d’apprécier le moment favorable pour faire intervenir ou exploiter une
occurrence en langue tierce, comme n’importe quelle autre stratégie à sa disposition et comme une ressource
pédagogique et didactique à part entière. Et afin d’y parvenir, l’enseignant doit non seulement avoir été formé
mais aussi disposer d’outils adaptés.

17.3.3. Fonction des descripteurs dans le développement des pratiques
Si la position institutionnelle de l’école Bell à l’égard de l’utilisation de langues tierces est claire, et la pertinence
de la médiation en classe de langue reconnue et encouragée, notre étude de cas nous a montré qu’il était indispensable de fournir aux enseignants des outils pour gérer les compétences plurilingues au sein de la classe. Dans
cette perspective, les différentes mesures mises en place par Bell Switzerland à destination de ses enseignants
ont eu pour objectif de leur permettre d’aborder le plurilinguisme de manière sereine et de leur fournir les
ressources nécessaires pour en faire un véritable atout pour l’apprentissage.
Une mesure phare a été l’introduction, en septembre 2019, d’une nouvelle section dans les syllabus de cours,
consacrée à la compétence plurilingue et composée à partir d’une sélection de descripteurs issus des échelles
Médiation générale, Compréhension plurilingue et Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue du Volume complémentaire.
Ce changement nous a permis de poser le plurilinguisme en tant que composante à part entière des cours de
langue et de présenter aux enseignants des éléments concrets détaillés dans le Volume complémentaire auxquels
ils pouvaient se référer. Parallèlement, la grille d’observation utilisée par les responsables pédagogiques lors des
visites de classes a été adaptée afin que soit mieux prise en compte la compétence de gestion et d’utilisation
du plurilinguisme en classe.

45. Différents projets qui incluent le plurilinguisme de manière curriculaire ont été menés en milieu scolaire (Herrenberger, 1999 ; Bétrix
Köhler et Panchout-Dubois, 2015 ; Wright, Boun et García, 2015).
46. Voir aussi les travaux autour du translanguaging (García et Wei, 2014 ; Wright, Boun et García, 2015 : pp. 223-240), qui se définit
précisément par l’intentionnalité de la mobilisation de langues tierces dans le renforcement de la compréhension et de l’activité des
apprenants dans les différentes langues mobilisées (Ibid. : p. 224).
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En complément à ces mesures, une démarche plus globale de formation du corps enseignant a été entreprise.
Au cours de l’année académique 2018-2019, différents ateliers ont été organisés pour sensibiliser l’équipe pédagogique au rôle et à l’importance du plurilinguisme et de la médiation en classe de langue. Les enseignants ont
pu par exemple réfléchir à la notion de « biographie langagière » ou encore à la place et au rôle que jouent les
différentes langues dans l’apprentissage linguistique.
Les prochaines formations porteront notamment sur l’exploitation de techniques de gestion du plurilinguisme
en classe de langue ou encore sur la création de matériel pédagogique intégrant la composante plurilingue47.
Des formations plus spécifiques seront ensuite organisées avec pour objectif, par exemple, l’acquisition par les
enseignants de connaissances en linguistique contrastive, indispensables pour pouvoir évaluer les demandes
des apprenants et y répondre de manière appropriée.

17.4. CONCLUSION
Les différentes démarches entreprises dans le cadre de notre étude ont confirmé à la fois la complexité et la
pertinence de la question du plurilinguisme envisagé dans le cadre de l’enseignement/apprentissage d’une
nouvelle langue. Elles nous ont également permis de mettre en évidence un certain nombre de caractéristiques relatives à l’enseignement/apprentissage d’une langue lorsque celui-ci se faisait avec un public adulte
possédant une expérience pratique préalable importante de la pluralité linguistique et culturelle : le niveau du
cours, l’attitude des enseignants à l’égard des langues tierces (Araújo e Sá, 1994 : pp. 253-254), mais également
la nécessité de prendre en compte la capacité des apprenants plurilingues à voyager dès les premiers niveaux
à travers les échelles de compétences.
Les échelles présentes dans le Volume complémentaire ont joué un rôle important dans l’identification des pratiques plurilingues, la détermination de leurs rôles et de leur pertinence ainsi que dans la mise en place d’actions
de sensibilisation permettant aux enseignants de répondre aux défis posés par l’enseignement linguistique dans
un monde globalisé. Un enjeu important concerne notamment les représentations liées au plurilinguisme dans
les cours de langue, encore trop souvent perçu comme une interférence dans l’acquisition de compétences équivalentes à celle d’un locuteur natif plutôt que comme une ressource au service de la médiation48. L’intégration
des descripteurs relatifs au plurilinguisme et à la médiation dans les syllabus de cours et la grille d’observation
de classe, leur mobilisation et leur exploitation dans la mise en place de formations destinées aux enseignants
constituent par conséquent une étape essentielle pour aider les apprenants à développer leurs compétences
non seulement linguistiques, mais également sociales et culturelles.
Un changement de paradigme d’enseignement se profile donc. Un engagement des centres de formation autant
que des concepteurs de matériel est à cet égard nécessaire pour permettre aux enseignants une bonne gestion
et une exploitation pertinente de la dimension plurielle des langues. Les appréhensions et résistances que nous
avons pu rencontrer dans la gestion des compétences plurilingues pourront être vaincues grâce à cette redéfinition en profondeur qui s’esquisse dans les cours de langue, et qui, au final, permettra de mieux répondre à
l’évolution d’une société où le plurilinguisme est de plus en plus souvent la norme.
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Chapitre 18
LA TÂCHE COMME MOTEUR DE
PROMOTION DU PLURILINGUISME
Hélène Martinez, université de Gießen, Allemagne

RÉSUMÉ
L’article ci-dessous décrit une étude de cas réalisée dans le cadre d’un cours-séminaire de didactique à l’Institut
des langues romanes de l’université de Gießen, ce cours s’adressant à des étudiants de français et/ou d’espagnol en fin d’études de professorat. L’étude de cas se base sur la réalisation d’un projet pédagogique visant à
sensibiliser les étudiants et futurs enseignants aux questions du plurilinguisme et à la promotion de ce dernier
dans le cadre de cours de langue étrangère, et plus particulièrement dans le cadre de cours de français et/ou
d’espagnol. Le projet pédagogique consiste à faire construire des tâches plurilingues aux futurs enseignants, à
les leur faire expérimenter dans des classes de français ou d’espagnol et à faire évaluer leur impact auprès des
élèves de collèges ou de lycées. La tâche joue un rôle central dans le développement des compétences plurilingues : elle est conçue comme un instrument à construire, un objet d’apprentissage, un sujet d’expérimentation
et un instrument de formation professionnelle.
La première partie de l’article procède à une description du projet, de ses fondements théoriques (rôle de la
tâche, rôles des étudiants) et du cadre dans lequel le projet pédagogique a été réalisé (déroulement du cours).
L’article présente ensuite un exemple de tâche plurilingue construite par un groupe d’étudiants. Cet exemple
introduit cinq différentes langues (l’espagnol, le portugais, l’italien, le turc et le polonais) et a pour objectif de
sensibiliser les élèves à la comparaison entre les langues et au déploiement de stratégies interlangues sur la base
du français et d’éventuelles autres langues connues des élèves. Elle fait endosser aux élèves le rôle de médiateurs dans une rencontre internationale. La tâche recouvre plusieurs descripteurs du Volume complémentaire
du CECR ayant trait à l’échelle Compréhension plurilingue. La tâche a fait l’objet d’une expérimentation en classe
de français qui a été jugée très réussie par le groupe d’étudiants.
La dernière partie de l’article présente les résultats de l’étude de cas et repose sur l’analyse de l’expérience vécue
par les étudiants et futurs enseignants et sur la perception qu’ils en ont. Après une brève introduction méthodologique, les principaux acquis sont soigneusement présentés en termes de savoirs, savoir-faire et savoir-être
développés par les étudiants. Cette partie souligne l’intérêt d’un tel projet pédagogique, la tâche devenant un
véritable moteur de promotion du plurilinguisme auprès des étudiants et futurs enseignants, mais aussi auprès
des élèves des classes cibles.
Enfin, les fonctions attribuées aux descripteurs des échelles de compétence plurilingue Compréhension plurilingue et Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue utilisés dans le cadre de ce cours sont explicitées. Les descripteurs ont
été utilisés comme orientation pour la construction de tâches, comme modèles pour la construction de grilles
d’évaluation et comme outils d’autoévaluation. Ils permettent une concrétisation et une opérationnalisation de
la compétence plurilingue et jouent, au même titre que la tâche, un rôle de médiateur pédagogique.
L’article se clôt sur une réflexion concernant le rôle de la tâche dans la formation professionnelle. Le projet – et
la réussite de l’expérimentation – génère chez les étudiants un véritable rapport au savoir, ce qui laisse espérer
que cette expérience aura des répercussions à long terme.
L’étude de cas repose sur un échantillon très restreint ; elle ne laisse cependant pas douter de la pertinence de
la tâche et des descripteurs dans le développement du plurilinguisme.

ABSTRACT
This chapter describes a case study carried out in the context of a course/seminar on didactics at the Institute
of Romance Languages of the University of Giessen. This course is aimed at students of French and/or Spanish
at the end of their teacher training. The case study is based on the implementation of a pedagogical project
that seeks to promote plurilingualism and make teacher trainees aware of issues connected with it in a foreign
language, more specifically French and/or Spanish, courses. The project consists of future teachers constructing
plurilingual tasks, experimenting in French or Spanish classes and evaluating their impact on secondary school
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students. In this project, the task plays a central role in the development of plurilingual skills: it is conceived
as an instrument to be constructed, an object of learning, a subject for experimentation and an instrument of
professional training.
The first part of the chapter describes the project, its theoretical foundations (role of the task, roles of the students)
and the context in which the pedagogical project was carried out (course development) and then presents one
example of the plurilingual tasks constructed by a group of students. This example introduces five languages
(Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Turkish and Polish) and aims to raise pupils’ awareness of comparisons between
languages and the deployment of interlinguistic strategies on the basis of French and possibly other languages
known to the students. The task encourages pupils to take on the role of mediators in an international meeting
and covers several descriptors from the CEFR Companion volume scale Plurilingual comprehension. It was also
the subject of an experiment in a French class and was rated very positively by the group of students.
The last part of the chapter presents the results of the case study and is based on analysis of the experience and
perception of teacher trainees. After a brief methodological introduction, the main achievements are carefully
presented in terms of the growth of knowledge, skills and attitudes developed by the students. This section
underlines the added value of such a pedagogical project, where the task becomes a real driving force in promoting plurilingualism among teacher trainees as well as among pupils at school level.
Finally, the functions attributed to the descriptors of plurilingual competence for Plurilingual comprehension and
Exploiting a plurilingual repertoire in the context of this course are explained. The descriptors have been used as
guidelines for the construction of tasks, as models for the construction of evaluation grids and as self-evaluation
tools. They allow for the concretisation and operationalisation of plurilingual competence and play the role of
a pedagogical mediator in the same way as the task.
The chapter concludes with a reflection on the role of the task in professional training. The project – and the
success of the experiment – generated among the students a kind of psychological relationship with the process
and content of learning, giving reason to hope that the experiment will have long-term effects.
While the case study is based on a very small sample, it leaves little doubt as to the relevance of the task and
the descriptors in the development of plurilingualism.

18.1. INTRODUCTION
Avec l’introduction du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2001) et son orientation sur les compétences, l’approche
actionnelle a suscité un intérêt particulier en didactique des langues, la tâche étant perçue comme le moyen de
générer chez l’apprenant un véritable apprentissage des langues. Le projet et l’étude de cas réalisés à l’université
de Gießen reposent sur le concept de tâches et font de celles-ci un instrument de formation des enseignants.
Le projet décrit ci-dessous a eu lieu dans le cadre d’un cours-séminaire de didactique des langues romanes
intitulé « Compétences plurilingues en classe de français et d’espagnol – Focus sur la construction de tâches »49
proposé au semestre d’été 2019 à l’Institut des langues romanes de l’université de Gießen, qui a eu lieu sous ma
propre direction. Ce cours s’adressait à des étudiants de français et/ou d’espagnol en fin d’études de professorat
(Lehramtsstudium). Une partie des 15 étudiants inscrits dans ce cours avaient participé à un cours préalable
au semestre d’hiver 2018-2019 et étaient donc déjà sensibilisés au concept de plurilinguisme. Pour une autre
partie du groupe, la thématique était nouvelle. Cela a engendré une restructuration de la programmation et de
la progression du cours de didactique.

18.2. DESCRIPTION DU PROJET
Le cours-séminaire proposé repose sur la réalisation d’un projet pédagogique (ou plutôt didactique) susceptible
de promouvoir le plurilinguisme autant chez les étudiants et futurs enseignants de langues que chez les élèves
de collège/lycée. Les principaux paramètres du projet sont les suivants (Boutinet, 1993 : p. 239) :
f situation-problème : développer, expérimenter et évaluer des tâches aptes à favoriser et développer le
plurilinguisme des élèves. La tâche en question, et plus particulièrement la construction de tâches et la
réflexion effectuée en groupe sur celles-ci, est conçue comme le déclencheur d’un processus de réflexion
voire d’adhésion au concept de compétence plurilingue et pluriculturelle. Le cours repose sur le concept
de research-based learning (pour un aperçu critique, voir Brew et Saunders, 2020) et part de l’hypothèse

49. « Mehrsprachigkeitskompetenz im Französisch- und Spanischunterricht – Fokus Aufgabenkonstruktion ».
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selon laquelle l’expérimentation de tâches en classe de langue permet aux étudiants et futurs enseignants
de développer une attitude réflexive et une posture investigatrice favorisant le « questionnement » de leur
propre pratique et de la promotion du plurilinguisme, et ce, également à longue échéance ;
f acteurs engagés dans le projet : étudiants de français et/ou d’espagnol poursuivant des études de professorat et élèves/classes de français ou d’espagnol de lycées/collèges environnants ;
f visées et buts explicités : sensibiliser les étudiants et futurs enseignants de langues au concept de plurilinguisme et leur donner les moyens de le promouvoir ;
f motifs invoqués : le constat de départ est que le plurilinguisme reste pour les étudiants et futurs ensei
gnants de langues un concept flou qu’il est difficile de promouvoir dans les cours de langue. Ces attitudes
corroborent les études actuelles montrant que la plupart des enseignants adhèrent par principe au
concept, mais qu’ils ont du mal à intégrer sa promotion dans le cours de langue, faute de connaissance
de pratiques pédagogiques (Heyder et Schädlich, 2014). Le processus de création de tâches devrait donc
permettre aux étudiants et futurs enseignants de langues d’acquérir les moyens (savoirs, savoir-faire et
savoir-être) de promouvoir le plurilinguisme individuel dans le cadre de l’enseignement/apprentissage
d’une langue étrangère ;
f stratégies en présence et moyens utilisés : la stratégie principale est la construction d’une tâche plurilingue
et son expérimentation en classe.
Le cours cherche donc à sensibiliser les apprenants et futurs enseignants aux questions du plurilinguisme et à
sa promotion au sein d’un cours de français et/ou d’espagnol. Il repose sur quatre axes :
1. sensibilisation au concept de plurilinguisme (théorie) ;
2. construction de tâches en groupes de trois ou quatre personnes (pratique) ;
3. expérimentation des tâches dans des classes de français et d’espagnol (enseignement) ;
4. évaluation personnelle et au sein du groupe de l’expérimentation du cours de didactique, le collectif jouant
un rôle majeur (recherche-action).

18.2.1. Rôles de la tâche
Le concept de tâche joue un rôle particulier (pour le caractère autonomisant de la tâche, voir Martinez, 2013).
La tâche est le pilier et pivot de toutes les activités réalisées dans le projet.
a) Elle est un objet (didactique) à construire. Le processus de construction débute par l’analyse de tâches plurilingues déjà existantes et la déduction des critères principaux et des spécificités des activités plurilingues.
Celles-ci servent de modèles et de point de départ pour la construction des tâches. Le travail d’analyse est
accompagné par la lecture et la discussion de textes scientifiques. La construction de tâches permet de
dépasser le stade de la réception. Elle oblige les étudiants à penser les tâches comme un véritable outil de
promotion du plurilinguisme. En groupe, les étudiants réfléchissent, discutent et décident des objectifs
à atteindre par l’intermédiaire des tâches. De plus, le processus de construction permet aux étudiants
d’exercer leur propre plurilinguisme, les étudiants utilisant les différentes langues impliquées dans les
tâches comme allant de soi, de façon naturelle, alors qu’ils viennent seulement en début de semestre de
se percevoir eux-mêmes comme potentiellement plurilingues.
b) Elle est un objet d’apprentissage et d’expérimentation : les tâches font ensuite l’objet d’une expérimentation
dans des classes de français et d’espagnol, les étudiants devenant ainsi enseignants de langues, mais elles
sont avant tout conçues pour sensibiliser les élèves aux similitudes et différences entre les langues et aux
ressources qu’ils sont aptes à mobiliser devant l’inconnu.
c) Elle est un projet (project-oriented learning/action-oriented learning) dans la formation des enseignants
(Martinez, 2017) : la création, l’expérimentation des tâches auprès des élèves dans les cours de français et
d’espagnol langue étrangère et la réflexion sur l’impact des activités proposées sur la base de questionnaires
et de discussions de groupe avec les élèves sont conçues comme un moyen de formation professionnelle.
La tâche est tout à la fois l’objectif à atteindre et le moyen de promouvoir – à courte ou longue échéance – le
plurilinguisme.

18.2.2. Rôles des étudiants
Pendant le cours, les étudiants endossent plusieurs rôles. Ils sont à la fois :
f apprenants de langues : la construction de tâches plurilingues permet aux étudiants de prendre conscience
de leur propre plurilinguisme et même de l’exercer. Pendant le cours et pendant l’élaboration des tâches plurilingues, les étudiants utilisent différentes langues sans vraiment réfléchir ou remettre cette capacité en question ;
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f enseignants de langues : ils adoptent le rôle de l’enseignant et tentent de promouvoir le plurilinguisme
par l’intermédiaire de tâches qu’ils ont eux-mêmes créées à cet effet ;
f chercheurs : ils expérimentent les tâches développées en groupe et analysent leur impact sur les élèves et
leur degré de promotion du plurilinguisme. Pour ce faire, ils développent des questionnaires et guident
des discussions de groupes qu’ils analysent.

18.2.3. Déroulement du cours
Le cours s’est déroulé selon le schéma décrit précédemment. Après une introduction sur le concept de plurilinguisme et l’analyse de tâches favorisant son développement, les étudiants ont créé en groupes de trois ou
quatre des tâches destinées à être expérimentées en classe. Une réflexion au sein des classes respectives a
suivi l’expérimentation. Les expérimentations ont fait l’objet d’une présentation dans le cours à l’université, les
différents groupes présentant et échangeant leurs tâches ainsi que leurs expériences et les résultats obtenus.
Les tâches construites dans le cadre du cours sont le résultat de travaux d’étudiants – et non d’experts – et elles
doivent être perçues comme telles. La qualité des tâches en tant que « produits » est certes importante, mais c’est
surtout le processus de création, d’expérimentation et de réflexion qui compte. Étant responsable du cours, je
suis intervenue en tant que conseillère et j’ai laissé aux étudiants une grande marge de manœuvre, condition sine
qua non pour apprendre à observer, identifier, repérer, analyser, réfléchir, mais aussi pour apprendre à apprendre.

18.2.4. Exemple de tâche construite par un groupe d’étudiants
Les étudiants et futurs enseignants de langue ont conçu une tâche plurilingue pour des élèves en deuxième
année de français dans un collège de Gießen. Ils ont mis en scène une rencontre internationale au cours de
laquelle des adolescents de cinq nationalités et langues différentes (espagnol, portugais, italien, turc et polonais)
se présentent les uns les autres. Le scénario proposé aux élèves est le suivant :
Tu participes à une rencontre internationale de jeunes. Dans un petit groupe, cinq personnes de différents pays se présentent
à toi dans leur langue maternelle. Note ce que tu comprends pour le raconter à un ami français plus tard.

Pour ce faire, les élèves ont dû réaliser un ensemble d’activités.
Dans une première étape, les élèves ont été confrontés aux cinq langues des différentes nationalités à l’oral,
et cela de façon individuelle, chacun disposant d’un iPad. Les élèves ont dû écouter les présentations des cinq
adolescents de différentes nationalités et noter en français ce qu’ils avaient compris (voir fiche de travail 1,
annexe 18.1). Ils ont ensuite retravaillé leurs propres prises de notes en comparant les langues sur la base des
transcriptions des cinq présentations et en élaborant un dictionnaire plurilingue (voir la fiche de travail pour la
transcription des présentations en annexe 18.2 et la fiche de travail sur le dictionnaire plurilingue en annexe 18.3).
Ces activités ont engendré un travail de sensibilisation linguistique et plus précisément un travail de réflexion
sur les similitudes et les différences entre les langues.
Cette première étape a servi de préparation à l’étape suivante, qui consistait à réaliser le scénario principal et à
se pencher de façon plus approfondie sur la description d’une seule personne (et langue), et à endosser ainsi le
rôle de médiateur restituant, pour le reste de la classe, dans la langue française et à l’oral, des aspects importants
d’une présentation orale authentique. Pour ce faire, les élèves étaient divisés en groupes de travail, chaque
groupe travaillant séparément sur une des cinq personnes selon la consigne : « Préparez un exposé sur un des
cinq jeunes et présentez-le devant la classe. »
Le cours de français s’est terminé sur un travail de réflexion sur la tâche plurilingue et la perception que les élèves
en ont eu. Dans ce but, les étudiants ont développé un questionnaire (voir annexe 18.4), que les élèves ont rempli
de façon individuelle. Ces commentaires individuels ont été finalement complétés par une discussion de groupe.
Les fins des différentes activités renvoient aux objectifs des tâches plurilingues telles qu’elles sont conceptualisées en théorie.
Les apprenants :
f sont sensibilisés à la comparaison entre les langues ;
f connaissent les stratégies de l’apprentissage interlangue ;
f utilisent ces stratégies pour la compréhension ;
f sont capables de documenter le processus de décodage d’un texte ;
f sont capables de réfléchir sur les processus d’élaboration du sens ou de comparaison entre les langues et
sur les résultats atteints (Behr, 2007 : p. 163).
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Ce qui correspond grosso modo aux objectifs d’apprentissage suivants :
f les élèves sont capables d’identifier et de réfléchir sur les similitudes, les différences et les relations entre
les langues (language awareness) ;
f dans l’exercice de médiation linguistique, ils apprennent à interagir avec les langues de manière créative ;
f confrontés à plusieurs textes en langue étrangère, les élèves apprennent à accepter de ne pas comprendre
chaque mot, également en français (tolérance à l’ambiguïté) ;
f les apprenants sont capables de transposer les stratégies développées et acquises par le contact avec une
langue étrangère dans l’apprentissage du français (language learning awareness).
La tâche et ses différentes composantes couvrent les descripteurs suivants de l’échelle Compréhension plurilingue
du Volume complémentaire du CECR (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018 : p. 168). Il est intéressant de remarquer que
plusieurs niveaux de compétences ont été visés :
B1

Peut utiliser ce qu’il/elle a compris dans une langue pour comprendre le thème et le message principal
d’un texte écrit dans une autre langue […].

B1

Peut se servir de traductions parallèles de textes (par ex. d’articles de magazines, histoires, extraits de
romans) pour améliorer sa compréhension dans différentes langues.

B1

Peut percevoir des ressemblances et des différences dans les façons d’exprimer des concepts dans des
langues différentes afin de faire une distinction entre les usages identiques de la même racine d’un
mot et les « faux-amis ».

B1

Peut, pour s’aider à comprendre, utiliser ce qu’il/elle sait des divergences dans les structures grammaticales et les expressions fonctionnelles propres aux langues de son répertoire plurilingue.

A2

Peut comprendre des messages et des instructions écrits courts et clairement rédigés en recoupant ce
qu’il/elle a compris des versions dans différentes langues.

A1

Peut reconnaître des mots internationaux et des mots communs à différentes langues (par ex. Haus/
hus/house) […] pour déduire ce qu’on essaye de lui dire en face-à-face.

Les étudiants n’ont pas recouru aux descripteurs de la rubrique « La médiation » (Conseil de l’Europe, 2018 :
p. 106), mais la sous-tâche visant la présentation d’une des personnes étrangères correspond au descripteur
suivant (Ibid., p. 130) :
A1

Peut communiquer (en langue B) des données personnelles sur des gens et des informations très simples
et prévisibles (en langue A), à condition qu’on l’aide à formuler.

Cet exemple – et c’est ce qui émerge de tous les projets – montre que les étudiants ont construit une tâche
plurilingue et complexe qui leur a permis :
a) de travailler eux-mêmes sur et avec des langues inconnues ;
b) de s’initier à la promotion du plurilinguisme dans une classe de langue étrangère ;
c) de s’initier à la recherche et d’évaluer l’impact de la tâche sur les élèves et le développement de leur
compétence plurilingue.
Les résultats de l’enquête révèlent que la plupart des élèves sont capables de mobiliser leur répertoire plurilingue et de développer des stratégies d’intercompréhension (transfert intralangue, interlangue, formation et
vérification d’hypothèses, etc.) (Meißner, 2010), que ce potentiel peut être conscientisé auprès des élèves et qu’il
constitue un atout potentiel pour l’apprentissage (de la lecture) du français.

18.3. DISCUSSION
18.3.1. Résultats de l’étude de cas
L’hypothèse de départ est que la tâche et surtout le processus de construction et d’évaluation de tâches concrètes
peuvent déclencher chez les étudiants une prise de conscience et une (plus grande) adhésion au concept de
plurilinguisme. Il s’agit d’une étude de cas pilote qui a été réalisée avec un petit groupe de 15 étudiants dans
le cadre restreint d’un cours séminaire et qui devrait être renouvelée. Les premiers résultats sont d’ores et déjà
encourageants (voir plus loin à titre illustratif les extraits de verbalisations des étudiants). Les données, analysées
dans le cadre de cette étude, ont été recueillies sur la base d’observations participantes, d’un questionnaire,
d’une discussion de groupe et des travaux de fin de semestre – ces instruments permettant de se concentrer
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sur l’expérience vécue par les étudiants et leur perception de cette expérience. 12 étudiants ont rempli le questionnaire et participé à la discussion de groupe ; tous les 15 étudiants ont rendu les travaux de fin de semestre.
La présentation ci-dessous est le résultat d’une analyse du contenu.
La plupart des étudiants ont tiré avantage du cours et disent avoir progressé en matière d’acquis scientifiques, didactiques et même personnels. Les étudiants affirment avoir acquis et développé des savoirs, savoir-faire et savoir-être.

18.3.1.1. Savoirs
La lecture de textes scientifiques et l’analyse de tâches plurilingues ont permis aux étudiants de s’initier aux
questions du plurilinguisme et à sa promotion, et de prendre conscience des chances et des défis de celles-ci.
Le processus de construction et d’expérimentation d’une tâche plurilingue en classe est cependant au regard
des étudiants le paramètre décisif dans l’acquisition des connaissances, car celui-ci a permis aux étudiants de
« vivre concrètement », c’est-à-dire de « faire concrètement l’expérience de » la promotion du plurilinguisme
et de saisir les enjeux de telles tâches – aussi minimalistes soient-elles. L’expérimentation leur a permis d’appréhender la façon dont les élèves réagissent face aux diverses langues et abordent les tâches plurilingues. Les
étudiants affirment avoir profité du bon équilibre entre la théorie et la pratique ainsi que de la place accordée
à l’expérimentation, la discussion, l’échange en groupe et à la réflexion.

18.3.1.2. Savoir-être – Attitudes
Les attitudes des étudiants envers la notion de plurilinguisme semblent avoir évolué dans le sens où elles sont
plus différenciées. Les étudiants déclarent être plus ouverts aux autres langues et ressentir la nécessité d’une plus
grande valorisation des langues. Une étudiante admet avoir dépassé son scepticisme par rapport au concept
de plurilinguisme.
La réussite des expériences faites au sein des classes de français et/ou d’espagnol est un facteur supplémentaire
dans l’évolution des attitudes. Les étudiants sont étonnés des résultats obtenus et de la résonance positive de
leur expérimentation. Une étudiante se dit convaincue du fait que l’on peut intégrer d’autres langues dans le
cours de français et consciente des bénéfices de cette intégration pour l’apprentissage du français même et de
la promotion du plurilinguisme en général.
Les étudiants se disent plus ouverts aux formats de cours plurilingues et déclarent avoir saisi la signification
et le bien-fondé de la promotion du plurilinguisme. Les différents échanges au sein du cours-séminaire lors
de la construction des tâches et après leur expérimentation favorisent, au vu des étudiants, cette acquisition
de connaissance et le développement d’une attitude positive.

18.3.1.3. Savoir-faire
Les étudiants ayant eu une attitude positive dès le départ sont d’autant plus réconfortés dans ce sentiment qu’ils
ont appris durant le cours-séminaire à développer (et s’en sentent tout à fait capables) des tâches plurilingues,
étant donné qu’ils en connaissent les formats et caractéristiques spécifiques et les ont expérimentés.
La réalisation du projet a déclenché chez les étudiants une ouverture et une disposition voire une adhésion
au concept de plurilinguisme et à sa promotion, même si les étudiants réalisent qu’il leur faut continuer à faire
ce genre d’expériences. Ils ne se considèrent pas comme des experts dans le domaine du plurilinguisme, mais
sont conscients d’avoir acquis une certaine compétence malgré les limites formelles de cette expérimentation :
une étudiante affirme par exemple savoir diagnostiquer les expériences de langues faites par les élèves et les
besoins de ces derniers pour les intégrer dans un cours de langue.

18.3.2. Volume complémentaire du CECR
Le Volume complémentaire du CECR a été introduit dans la partie théorique du cours, les étudiants ne connaissant pas encore ce nouveau référentiel.
Les échelles de descripteurs du Volume complémentaire Compréhension plurilingue et Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue ont joué différents rôles dans le cadre du cours et du processus complexe de sensibilisation au plurilinguisme :
f ils ont servi d’orientation pour la construction de tâches (choix des compétences à cibler) ;
f ils ont servi de modèle pour l’évaluation des expérimentations auprès des élèves (principalement l’élaboration de questionnaires) ou la création de grilles d’évaluation des compétences plurilingues ;
f ils ont été expérimentés en tant qu’instruments d’autoévaluation de sa compétence plurilingue et donc
instruments de sensibilisation et de prise de conscience.
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18.3.2.1. Orientation pour la construction de tâches
La fonction du Volume complémentaire n’est pas perçue de la même façon par tous les étudiants. Ceux-ci
semblent cependant unanimes sur un point : pour eux, les descripteurs reliés au plurilinguisme permettent de
concrétiser l’objectif de plurilinguisme, de le « matérialiser » en compétences ou ressources (voir les ressources
du CARAP, Candelier et al., 2012) et de faciliter ainsi sa promotion.
La plupart d’entre eux considèrent le Volume complémentaire comme un outil de base pour la construction
d’une unité didactique, les descripteurs servant de repères pour formuler les objectifs à atteindre et procéder
ainsi à la construction de tâches aptes à promouvoir le plurilinguisme.
Un étudiant définit le Volume complémentaire comme un guide précieux, « ein sehr wertvoller Ratgeber », qui
facilite la structuration des leçons dans la mesure où il permet de décomposer les compétences globales en
compétences précises et aide à s’orienter par rapport aux niveaux de langue.
« D’une part, j’ai trouvé le Volume complémentaire très utile pour planifier les leçons […], il m’a permis de
structurer beaucoup plus facilement la tâche, parce que ces grandes compétences, qui sont très larges, ont été
décomposées en différents sous-domaines et même adaptées aux différents niveaux. Et j’ai trouvé cela très
utile de pouvoir l’utiliser comme orientation si on n’a jamais construit une telle tâche auparavant » (étudiant A,
discussion de groupe, traduction personnelle).
Les activités de la tâche décrite précédemment sont ainsi toutes reliées à des descripteurs et c’est à partir des
descripteurs qu’elles ont été élaborées.
Après la première phase orale, les élèves ont été amenés à approfondir leur compréhension des différentes
présentations sur la base de transcriptions des présentations orales, les textes étant tous construits de la même
façon (nom, âge, profession, loisirs). Cette activité a poussé les élèves à comparer les différents textes pour améliorer la compréhension des différentes langues (voir annexe 18.2), ce qui correspond aux descripteurs suivants :
A2

Peut comprendre des messages et des instructions écrits courts et clairement rédigés en recoupant ce
qu’il/elle a compris des versions dans différentes langues.

B1

Peut se servir de traductions parallèles de textes (par ex. d’articles de magazines, histoires, extraits de
romans) pour améliorer sa compréhension dans différentes langues.

B1

Peut utiliser ce qu’il/elle a compris dans une langue pour comprendre le thème et le message principal
d’un texte écrit dans une autre langue […].

Lors de cette même phase, les élèves ont comparé les langues entre elles en élaborant, sur la base d’un tableau,
un dictionnaire plurilingue – incluant, outre les langues de la rencontre internationale, le français, l’anglais et
l’allemand (voir annexe 18.3). Cette sous-activité correspond aux descripteurs des niveaux A1 et B1 cités ci-dessus.

18.3.2.2. Modèle pour la construction de grilles d’évaluation
Certains items des questionnaires et grilles d’évaluation conçus par les étudiants pour les élèves de français ou
d’espagnol reposent sur les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire, comme le montre le tableau 18.1.
Tableau 18.1 – Descripteurs et items issus de différents questionnaires et grilles d’évaluation
Descripteurs de l’échelle
Compréhension plurilingue

Items issus de différents
questionnaires et grilles d’évaluation

Peut reconnaître des mots internationaux et
des mots communs à différentes langues (par
ex. Haus/hus/house) pour […] identifier le
contenu probable du message donné dans un
texte écrit court et simple ; […] déduire ce qu’on
essaye de lui dire en face-à-face. (A1)

Französisch und/oder andere Sprachen haben mir bei der
Erschließung unbekannter Vokabeln geholfen.
Englisch (und/oder andere Sprachen) hat mir bei der Erschließung
unbekannter Vokabeln in Spanisch geholfen.
Ich kann Wörter erkennen, die in vielen Sprachen ähnlich heißen
(z.B. respeitar, respectar, to respect, respektieren).

Peut, pour s’aider à comprendre, utiliser ce qu’il/ Die spanische Sprache half mir beim Bearbeiten der Aufgaben
elle sait des divergences dans les structures beim :
grammaticales et les expressions fonctionnelles
f Verstehen unbekannter Wörter,
propres aux langues de son répertoire plurif Verstehen grammatikalischer Regeln.
lingue. (B1)
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18.3.3. Autoévaluation
La plupart des étudiants considèrent que les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire peuvent être utilisés comme
outils d’autoévaluation. Ils en ont eux-mêmes fait l’expérimentation et pensent que ces descripteurs pourraient
même être proposés – avec certaines modifications et adaptations – à des élèves pour qu’ils reconnaissent les
progrès qu’ils ont réalisés et comme gage de motivation.
Un seul étudiant avoue avoir eu des difficultés à autoévaluer sa propre compétence plurilingue et souligne le
caractère subjectif de l’autoévaluation : « Se juger capable ne signifie pas être véritablement capable. » Il ajoute
que c’est à l’épreuve de la pratique que l’on peut véritablement mesurer ses capacités. Il précise s’être demandé
lors de la lecture de certains descripteurs s’il avait déjà vécu ou non les situations qu’ils évoquent. Cette remarque
ne remet pas en question la possibilité offerte par les descripteurs de s’autoévaluer, elle souligne au contraire
l’amorce d’un véritable processus de réflexion sur ses propres activités et compétences plurilingues. D’autre part,
des remarques semblables rassemblées lors d’un autre séminaire de didactique au semestre d’été 2020 laissent
supposer que certains descripteurs renvoient à des activités plurilingues qui ne sont pas habituelles pour les
étudiants, qui vivent dans un environnement plutôt monolingue (Gogolin, 1994). Les descripteurs contribuent
dès lors à une sensibilisation et à une meilleure appréhension de la conceptualisation de la compétence plurilingue proposée par le CECR et le Volume complémentaire (Coste et al., 1997/2009).
La progression des niveaux a fait l’objet d’une discussion controversée entre deux étudiants, le premier considérant les différences entre les niveaux comme trop marginales et remettant en cause la progression d’un
niveau moindre à partir d’un niveau avancé, car la maîtrise du niveau C2 des descripteurs de l’échelle Exploiter
un répertoire plurilingue ne signifie pas à son avis automatiquement que toutes les compétences en dessous de
C2 soient atteintes. À cette remarque répond un étudiant qui réfute l’argument du manque de différenciation
entre les niveaux, considérant que les échelles permettent une autoévaluation de différentes sous-compétences.
Il souligne que les différences sont bien discernables et qu’il y a au sein des niveaux inférieurs au C2 une plus
grande différenciation, une plus grande spécification des aspects partiels des compétences. Il ajoute que la
maîtrise du niveau C2 ou C1 n’engendre pas automatiquement la maîtrise de tout ce qui se trouve au niveau
B1, et qu’il se sent par exemple capable de réaliser des compétences du niveau C2 mais moins apte à en réaliser
certaines du niveau B1 ou seulement en partie.
Cette discussion sur les échelles de niveaux de compétences a permis aux étudiants de remettre en question
certains positionnements et les a invités à repenser de façon critique leurs jugements, acquis, etc. Elle est constitutive du processus de développement professionnel et d’une posture réflexive des étudiants.

18.3.4. La tâche comme projet de formation éducative
Le projet – et la réussite de l’expérimentation – engendre chez les étudiants une autre sorte de rapport au savoir.
La notion de « rapport au savoir » a été particulièrement développée dans les années 1970 dans le champ de
la formation des adultes. Elle renvoie en grande partie à la relation formateur-formé et aux liens entre savoir
et pouvoir. La notion est utilisée pour évoquer « l’attitude de possédants que les enseignants et les enseignés
peuvent avoir vis-à-vis du savoir » (Giordan, 1977, cité par Hatchuel, 2007 : p. 25). Pour ce qui nous concerne, la
notion de rapport aux savoirs souligne la relation de sens et l’importance que les étudiants donnent au processus de développement de la tâche et au produit-tâche. Les étudiants se sentent responsables et considèrent
leur projet commun comme le leur, développant ainsi des stratégies individuelles de résolution de problèmes.
Ils développent des attitudes positives et un sentiment d’autoefficacité qui les motivent dans cette entreprise.
« Je trouve bien que nous ayons examiné à nouveau les descripteurs, que nous ayons réfléchi à ce que nous
pensons d’eux. Grâce au cours-séminaire, grâce à l’expérience que nous avons faite – au moins pendant une
heure de cours – j’ai été très agréablement, mais vraiment très agréablement surprise de la façon dont les élèves
ont accepté cette expérience, surprise de voir tout ce qu’ils ont compris, ils ont compris chaque mot – ce dont je
ne les pensais pas capables. […] Cela m’a également motivée. Et on peut estimer aussi les compétences, la façon
de les atteindre, de les évaluer, et c’est pourquoi j’ai trouvé bien que nous ayons réfléchi sur nous-mêmes, parce
que c’est seulement lorsque nous aurons intériorisé tout cela que nous pourrons le transmettre aux apprenants »
(étudiante 1, discussion de groupe, traduction personnelle).

18.4. CONCLUSION
La tâche s’est révélée être un objet de médiation pédagogique autant au niveau universitaire que scolaire, car elle a engendré un apprentissage au plurilinguisme dans les deux établissements éducatifs.
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Outre cette fonction de levier, elle a servi de pont entre l’université et l’école, les futurs enseignants de langues
devenant des multiplicateurs auprès des enseignants en poste.
En guise de conclusion, je me permets de citer Charpentier, Collin et Scheurer (1993 : p. 98 et suivantes) et de
transposer leurs propos sur la formation professionnelle :
D’un point de vue épistémologique, [la démarche de projet dans la formation professionnelle] souligne le fait que la connaissance se construit plus qu’elle ne se transmet. […] D’un point de vue psychologique, elle rappelle que la motivation à
apprendre est d’autant plus forte que l’activité d’apprentissage prend son sens pour l’apprenant, que celui-ci perçoit le savoir
à acquérir comme le produit d’un processus d’acquisition dont il est le sujet […]. D’un point de vue éducatif, en développant
l’autonomie et la responsabilité [de l’étudiant et du futur enseignant de langues], elle lui permet de se percevoir comme le
sujet de ses actes et de son devenir [professionnel].

Quant à la pertinence des descripteurs de la compétence plurilingue (essentiellement les échelles Compréhension
plurilingue et Exploiter un répertoire plurilingue), celle-ci réside essentiellement dans la concrétisation et l’opérationnalisation du concept de plurilinguisme véhiculé par le Conseil de l’Europe. Malgré les publications
abondantes dans ce domaine, le concept reste au vu des praticiens trop complexe et donc difficilement
applicable. Force est de constater que le fossé se creuse entre une politique linguistique de promotion du
plurilinguisme et une réelle promotion du plurilinguisme ainsi qu’une réelle inclusion scolaire. Les descripteurs du Volume complémentaire sont compatibles avec ceux du CARAP et en permettent une application
plus facile et donc plus praticable.
L’étude de cas rapportée ci-dessus montre qu’une sélection de descripteurs du Volume complémentaire peut
servir à sensibiliser les étudiants et les professeurs aux aspects innovants de l’apprentissage des langues et
les inciter à les intégrer dans leurs pratiques professionnelles. Une telle utilisation des descripteurs favorise la
réflexion sur les approches pédagogiques et les stratégies plurilingues, et contribue ainsi à un apprentissage/
enseignement des langues efficace et pluriel.
Malgré la taille réduite de cette étude de cas, les nouvelles échelles de descripteurs et les niveaux proposés
semblent représenter une aide et une orientation. D’autres recherches seront nécessaires pour étudier leur
acceptation. L’étude de cas décrite ci-dessus n’a fait que faire émerger les points sensibles.

18.5. EXTRAITS DE VERBALISATIONS DES ÉTUDIANTS DU COURS DE DIDACTIQUE
Sowohl die Lektüre wissenschaftlicher Texte als auch das Ansehen unterschiedlicher mehrsprachiger Aufgaben
waren sehr hilfreich, um zunächst eine Vorstellung von Chancen und Herausforderung in Bezug auf Mehrsprachigkeit
zu bekommen. Insbesondere die Konstruktion und Erprobung einer eigenen Aufgabe aber haben den Lernzuwachs
bedingt, da man selbst erlebt hat, wie man Mehrsprachigkeit im Fremdsprachenunterricht umsetzen kann. « La
lecture de textes scientifiques et l’analyse de différentes tâches plurilingues ont été très utiles pour se
faire une idée des opportunités et des défis du plurilinguisme. Mais c’est surtout la construction et l’expérimentation de sa propre tâche qui a permis d’apprendre et de progresser, car on a pu constater comment
le plurilinguisme peut être mis en œuvre dans l’enseignement des langues étrangères » (étudiante 1,
traduction personnelle).
Das eigene Konstruieren einer Aufgabe hat mir die Potenziale der Mehrsprachigkeit gezeigt. Theorie ist wichtig, Praxis
fundamental. « C’est le processus de construction de ma propre tâche qui m’a montré le potentiel du plurilinguisme. La théorie est importante, la pratique est fondamentale » (étudiant 2, traduction personnelle).
Meine Einstellung zu Mehrsprachigkeitskompetenz war schon vor Beginn des Seminars positiv und das ist auch so
geblieben. Es scheint mir jetzt allerdings leichter/erreichbarer/realisierbarer meine spätere SuS mehrsprachig zu fördern,
weil ich nun eine genauere Vorstellung habe, welche Aufgabentypen und Methoden es gibt. « Mon attitude à l’égard
de la compétence plurilingue était positive avant même le début du cours et elle l’est restée. Cependant, il me
semble maintenant plus facile/atteignable/réalisable de promouvoir le plurilinguisme de mes futurs élèves, car
j’ai désormais une idée plus précise des types de tâches et de méthodes disponibles » (étudiant 3, traduction
personnelle).
Ich fühle mich sicher, für eine Lerngruppe passende Aufgaben zur Mehrsprachigkeitsförderung zu erstellen. Hierfür
hat mir die Erprobung in der Schule geholfen. Auch das Analysieren von anderen Aufgaben hat mich in die Lage versetzt, die verschiedenen Ansätze für Mehrsprachigkeit zu verstehen, wodurch es mir leichter fällt, diese auch selbst
anzuwenden. « Je me sens parfaitement capable de construire de tâches adaptées à un groupe d’apprenants afin
de promouvoir leur compétence plurilingue. L’expérimentation directe à l’école m’a aidé à cet égard. L’analyse
d’autres tâches m’a également permis de comprendre les différentes approches du plurilinguisme et de les
appliquer plus facilement par moi-même » (étudiant 4, traduction personnelle).
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Ich bin nun der Überzeugung, dass man auch fremde Sprachen in den Fremdsprachenunterricht integrieren kann
und bin äußerst positiv überrascht vom Gelingen der durchgeführten Stunde. « Je suis maintenant convaincue que
l’on peut intégrer différentes langues étrangères dans l’enseignement de langue et je suis très agréablement
surprise du succès de l’expérimentation » (étudiante 1, questionnaire, traduction personnelle).
Ich kann nicht sagen, dass ich nach diesem Seminar Experte im Bereich Mehrsprachigkeit bin. Ich habe mir jedoch
gewisse Kompetenzen angeeignet, wie z.B. die Sprachlernerfahrungen und Bedürfnisse der Schülerinnen und Schüler
zu erkennen und diese in den mehrsprachigen Unterricht einzubauen. « Je ne peux pas dire qu’après ce séminaire, je
sois un expert en matière de plurilinguisme. Cependant, j’ai acquis certaines compétences, comme reconnaître
les profils et expériences d’apprentissage linguistique et les besoins des élèves pour les intégrer dans un cours
plurilingue » (étudiant 2, questionnaire, traduction personnelle).
Ja, der Companion ist in dieser Hinsicht auch ein sehr wertvoller Ratgeber und erleichtert die Strukturierung von
Unterrichtsstunden, da man dort die umfassenden Kompetenzen kleinschrittig aufgeteilt vorliegen hat und sich dabei
an den Sprachniveaus orientiert wird. « Oui, le Volume complémentaire est également un guide très précieux à
cet égard et permet de structurer plus facilement les heures de cours, car on y trouve les compétences globales
détaillées et structurées en sous-compétences et on peut s’orienter par rapport aux niveaux de langue »
(étudiant 1, questionnaire, traduction personnelle).
In Bezug auf die eigene Evaluation oder Selbstevaluation fand ich das auch sehr hilfreich und ich denke, dass
man das mit Schülern durchführen kann, natürlich nicht, indem man ihnen einfach den Companion hinlegt,
aber dass man, wie so oft im Unterricht, dass man irgendwie einen Bogen austeilt, wo man noch reflektiert, was
habe ich gelernt in der Unterrichtseinheit. Das, glaube ich, kann man durchaus mit Schülern machen, dass man
abgewandelte Formulierungen vorlegt, dass sie erkennen, was sie für einen Lernfortschritt gemacht haben, weil
ich glaube, das könnte für die Motivation hilfreich sein. « En ce qui concerne ma propre évaluation ou auto
évaluation, j’ai également trouvé cela très utile et je pense qu’on peut faire une telle évaluation avec des
élèves, bien sûr pas en leur soumettant tout simplement le Volume complémentaire mais, comme c’est si
souvent le cas en classe, en leur distribuant une fiche d’évaluation grâce à laquelle ils peuvent se demander
ce qu’ils ont appris en cours. Je pense que c’est quelque chose que l’on peut vraiment faire avec les élèves,
qu’on peut leur soumettre des formulations modifiées, pour qu’ils puissent reconnaître les progrès qu’ils
ont faits, parce que je pense que cela pourrait être bon pour leur motivation » (étudiant A, discussion de
groupe, traduction personnelle).
Ich fand die Unterschiede zwischen den einzelnen Stufen waren so marginal, dass ich dachte, wenn ich das
habe, habe ich automatisch das, z.B. wenn ich Niveau C2 habe, habe ich automatisch alle anderen (…). Für die
Schüler müsste man das umändern, vielleicht anders formulieren, weil es ebenso marginal ist, dass die Schüler
nicht sagen könnten, ja ich gehöre dazu, oder ich gehöre nicht dazu. « J’ai trouvé que les différences entre les
niveaux étaient si marginales que je pensais que si j’avais ceci, j’avais automatiquement cela, par exemple
que si j’avais le niveau C2, j’avais automatiquement tous les autres […]. On devrait modifier cela pour les
élèves, peut-être le formuler différemment, parce que c’est tellement marginal que les élèves ne pouvaient
pas dire, oui, je me situe à ce niveau, ou non, je ne me situe pas à ce niveau » (étudiant C, discussion de
groupe, traduction personnelle).
Wobei ich dir nicht zustimmen würde, dass die Kompetenzen so aufeinander aufbauen, ich denke, dass Unterschiede
erkennbar sind, bei C2 stand meistens nur eine Kompetenz und drunter war wesentlich mehr Differenzierung, was
genau, welche Teilaspekte man kann, also ich finde nicht, also mir kam das nicht eintönig vor, sondern sehr breit
gefächert. Es war zwar eine Progression, aber ich habe das nicht ausschließlich gesehen, dass man sagt, quasi, wenn
ich C2 ankreuze, kann ich alles darunter. Ich habe das so gesehen, dass unterschiedliche Aspekte beleuchtet wurden.
Ich habe durchaus bei C1 angekreuzt und bei B1 sehr wenig, weil ich das Gefühl hatte, dass ich das mir zutraue und
teilweise reflektiere, aber bei B1 waren Sachen, wo ich dachte, nee, das würde ich mir weniger zutrauen, vielleicht nur
einen Teil, deswegen kam mir das nicht so vor. Natürlich baut alles aufeinander auf, klar. « Je ne suis pas d’accord
avec toi quand tu dis que les compétences se ressemblent les unes les autres. Je pense que les différences sont
reconnaissables : au niveau C2, il n’y a généralement qu’une seule compétence et, en dessous, il y a beaucoup
plus de différenciation, une plus grande spécification des aspects partiels des compétences, donc je ne pense
pas. Pour moi, cela ne m’a pas semblé monotone, mais comme un large éventail de compétences. Il y a effectivement une progression, mais je ne l’ai pas comprise dans le sens exclusif, que par exemple si je coche C2 je
peux tout faire en dessous. De mon point de vue, différents aspects ont été mis en lumière. J’ai en effet coché
C1 et B1 très peu, parce que j’ai eu le sentiment d’en être capable et de pouvoir y réfléchir, mais au niveau B1,
il y avait des choses où je me suis dit, non, je m’en sens moins capable, peut-être seulement en partie, c’est
pour cela que j’ai compris comme ça. Bien sûr, tout se construit ensemble » (étudiant A, discussion de groupe,
traduction personnelle).
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Chapter 19
LEARNING BY DOING: PUTTING
THE CEFR DESCRIPTORS FOR ONLINE
INTERACTION AND MEDIATION
INTO PRACTICE BY TEACHER TRAINEES
Agnieszka Gadomska, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences, Department of English, Warsaw, Poland

ABSTRACT
The paper presents a study whose aim was to exploit the descriptors for mediation and online interaction
provided in the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020) in an EFL teacher training programme, so
as to familiarise student teachers with the descriptors themselves and with the learner competences they refer
to. It was operationalised mainly by exploiting the online interaction descriptors. However, learners simultaneously consulted the mediation scales in order to identify mediation activities that help to mobilise the skills
described in the online interaction descriptors. The study was conducted at SWPS University of Social Sciences
and Humanities in Warsaw, Poland, in the summer semester of the academic year 2018/19. The intention was
to investigate the potential of the new descriptors in the process of designing IT-based materials for Teaching
English as a Foreign Language (TEFL). It was equally important, however, to sensitise the student teachers to
the nature and importance of mediation skills in the process of (online) communication.
Therefore, in this study we provided the teacher trainees in the first place with the theory of mediation and the
new descriptors, and then gave them the autonomy to each design a piece of learning material (henceforth: a
module). This creative task was constantly supervised, as all the activities described took place during regular
classes at the university’s premises.
The main resource that was created as a result of the project was a Moodle-based online course with 27 modules,
each devoted to a different topic. All these modules were created by the student teachers, who then each tried
out a module created by one of their peers, but now acting as a learner. In this way, each student had two tasks:
to design his/her module, and then later to take a colleague’s module (providing the required feedback), plus
also participating in follow-up class activities (again as both teacher and student).
The project was of a qualitative nature, and the impact was measured by means of:
f diarised self-assessment;
f peer evaluation of modules produced (both activities conducted online); and
f peer teaching observation (conducted by each student author in a classroom).
The project showed that the CEFR descriptors for mediation and online interaction are highly relevant to teacher
education. Students reported that using them for the design of materials was interesting and motivating. However,
students also pointed out several challenges, in particular engaging with the concept of mediation itself and
matching specific descriptors for mediation with a particular task.

RÉSUMÉ
Le document présente une étude dont l’objectif était de mettre en œuvre les descripteurs de la médiation
et de l’interaction en ligne (comme définis par le Volume complémentaire du CECR) dans le programme de
formation des enseignants d’EFL (anglais langue étrangère), afin de familiariser les étudiants-enseignants
avec les descripteurs eux-mêmes et avec les aptitudes/compétences correspondantes des apprenants. Lors du
projet, des descripteurs des échelles d’interaction en ligne ont été exploités, en interrogeant simultanément
des échelles de médiation pour identifier les activités de médiation qui aident à mobiliser les descripteurs
d’interaction en ligne. L’étude a été menée à l’université SWPS des sciences sociales et humaines à Varsovie,
en Pologne, au cours du semestre d’été de l’année universitaire 2018-2019. Son auteur était responsable de la
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coordination des ateliers de validation qualitative et quantitative du Conseil de l’Europe (2015-2016), qui ont
impliqué les membres de la faculté des arts et des sciences sociales de l’université SWPS, soit 14 éminents experts
universitaires et professionnels spécialisés dans l’éducation aux langues. Dans la présente étude, l’intention de
l’auteur était d’aborder la question du potentiel des « nouveaux » descripteurs dans le processus de conception
de matériel informatique pour l’enseignement de l’anglais en tant que langue étrangère. Cependant, il était tout
aussi important de sensibiliser les étudiants à la nature et à l’importance des compétences de médiation dans
le processus de communication (en ligne).
La ressource principale qui a été créée à la suite du projet était un cours basé sur Moodle avec 27 modules,
chacun consacré à un sujet différent. Le projet était de nature qualitative et l’impact a été mesuré au moyen de
l’autoévaluation, de l’évaluation des modules produits (ces deux activités ont été évaluées par les étudiants et
menées en ligne), et de l’observation de l’enseignement (menée par chaque étudiant-enseignant dans la classe).
Le projet a montré que les descripteurs du CECR pour la médiation et l’interaction en ligne sont très pertinents
pour l’éducation des enseignants. Les élèves ont indiqué que leur apport dans la création de ces matériaux est
vraiment moderne, intéressante et motivante. Cependant, les étudiants ont également souligné quelques défis,
en particulier la prise en compte du concept de médiation lui-même et l’effort de mettre en correspondance
des descripteurs spécifiques avec des tâches particulières.

19.1. INTRODUCTION
This study was conducted at SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities in Warsaw, Poland, in the summer
semester of the academic year 2018/19. SWPS University is a leading tertiary education institution with seven
faculties, over 300 tenured faculty members and over 17 000 students enrolled in 35 undergraduate, graduate
and doctoral programmes across five different campuses. The project was conducted in the Department of
English, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, whose faculty includes highly qualified linguists, literature and
culture scholars, translators and specialists in language teaching methodology. The study involved students
specialising in teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL), working towards the qualification necessary to
teach in public and private schools. In the course of their training and internships, students complete their own
European Portfolio for Student Teachers of Languages or EPOSTL (Newby et al. 2007).
The aim of the current project was to make use of the CEFR Companion volume descriptors for online interaction
and mediation in the EFL teacher training programme, so as to familiarise student teachers with the descriptors
themselves and with the learner skills/competences described by them. The project focused on the two CEFR
Companion volume scales of descriptors for online interaction (Online conversation and discussion and Goaloriented online transactions and collaboration), while simultaneously investigating the mediation scales in order to
identify mediation activities that would help mobilise the activities described in the online interaction descriptors.
During the academic year 2018/19 (in February to May 2019) two groups of student teachers (total number: 27)
took part in the project. All of them attended the course Methods and Techniques of Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (3rd year BA studies, English Philology groups) and they had previously had a five-semester experience as
users of the Moodle platform. In the first semester of the same academic year, the trainees had practised designing
Moodle-based activities for TEFL (supervised by the current author). Therefore, they were experienced in designing
online materials, and had knowledge of the methodology of TEFL and computer-assisted language learning (CALL).
However, they had not performed any mediation-related tasks before the project reported here.
Their needs, among others, were the following (based on the course syllabus):
f to learn and master the techniques and procedures for teaching English as a foreign language, with an
emphasis on material and syllabus design, and lesson planning;
f to acquire analytical and critical thinking skills by planning activities and lessons, evaluating, choosing
and adapting materials;
f to develop the skills of academic and professional discussion, research, presentation and micro/peer-teaching;
f to master and apply in practice the CEFR illustrative descriptors, focusing on the descriptors for mediation
and online interaction;
f to be able to work in a team, adopting various roles in the performance of joint projects or in mutual discussions;
f to master plurilingual and pluricultural competence;
f to master the organisational skills allowing to plan and carry out professional tasks and objectives;
f to be able to conduct a comparative evaluation of different teaching methods and language teaching
materials.
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During the project, the students worked on designing their own Moodle-based modules in the classroom
(“computer room”) teaching mode offered by Moodle. The modules were meant for learning English as a foreign
language in self-study mode. The aim of the modules was to build skills for the two CEFR Companion volume
scales mentioned above, Online conversation and discussion and Goal-oriented online transactions and collaboration.

19.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
19.2.1. Preparation
The student teachers were first introduced to the concept of mediation and to the related new CEFR descriptors
at the beginning of the semester. A number of face-to-face class sessions were then devoted to the principles,
approaches, steps, and techniques of teaching the four different skills: writing, speaking, reading and listening.
The class activities included a comparison of traditional and IT-supported methods and techniques.
Part of the training involved viewing Council of Europe documents and resources, including usage of the webinars
available online (conducted by Tim Goodier and Brian North). Students had constant access to these materials
in the Information Point on the platform.

19.2.2. Module creation
Of a total of 30 teaching sessions, 15 sessions (15 × 90 minutes) were devoted to computer lab-based activities.
Students were given the limited status of “Teachers” in the university computer room setting, for the class time
only. Outside the SWPS University building, they continued to have the status of “Students” only (in the same
course), which enabled changing role and trying out the modules produced by both themselves and their peers,
anytime and anywhere.
During the project, student teachers were asked to compare the descriptor scales for online interaction in the CEFR
Companion volume with those for mediation, in order to identify those online interaction descriptors that facilitate
the mediation activities described in the descriptors on the mediation scales. Students were then requested to design
their own online materials, focusing on different categories of mediation – Mediating a text, Mediating concepts,
Mediating communication (Council of Europe 2018, 2020) – as part of the materials design training. The decision
to study the online and mediation scales together in this way was a conscious choice in order to investigate the
relation of online interaction competences to mediation skills and strategies. In fact, it was assumed that highly
motivating IT-based activities would boost the development of mediation skills through the necessity of using them.
The student authors were given freedom as to the choice of topics for their module, the proficiency level for
which the module was designed and thus the corresponding, relevant mediation descriptors. The levels selected
were mostly between B1 and C1. Students were encouraged to concentrate on areas of their own interest such
as lifestyle, travel, psychology and media, as well as British and American culture and literature.

19.2.3. How the descriptors for mediation were exploited
The student teachers’ selection of descriptors for the activities of their modules pertained to the following
descriptor scales:
a. Mediating a text: Relaying specific information in writing and in speech; Processing text in speech and
writing; Translating a written text in writing and speech; Note-taking; Expressing a personal response to
creative text; Analysis of creative text.
b. Mediating concepts: Collaborating to construct meaning; Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers;
Managing interaction; Encouraging conceptual talk.
c. Mediating communication: Facilitating pluricultural space; Acting as intermediary in informal situations.
d. Mediation strategies: Linking to previous knowledge; Breaking down complicated information; Adapting
language; Elaborating a dense text; Streamlining a text.
In building modules, students had to select the scale and the descriptor(s) first, then find the appropriate text
(either for reading or listening, or both) and finally design tasks, which often included mediating the concepts
in order to mediate the text, and therefore in effect mediating communication (in that order).
Students employed a variety of activities in each module. International students were eager to explore their
own culture and adapt it to the TEFL context. For example, one of the Chinese students prepared a module in
which the learner had to mediate a short literary text from Chinese to English with the use of descriptors from
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the following scales: Processing text, Translating a written text in writing, Expressing a personal response to creative
texts (including literature) and Collaborating to construct meaning. Looking at the final collection of modules, it
can be concluded that students based their activities on scales in all three mediation categories: Mediating a
text, Mediating concepts and Mediating communication, as well as mediation strategies.

19.2.4. Examples of tasks produced
A Spanish student teacher, for example, prepared online materials for note-taking on a song while listening and then
comparing the song lyrics with a poem. The main task related to the scales Expressing a personal response to creative
texts and Analysis of creative text. Students were asked to write a paragraph comparing the song and poem and to
upload their text on the e-learning platform. The descriptors related to this particular activity were the following:
f Expressing a personal response to creative texts (B2):
a. Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing his/her ideas and supporting them
with examples and arguments.
b. Can describe his/her emotional response to a work and elaborate on the way in which it has evoked this
response.
c. Can express in some detail his/her reactions to the form of expression, style and content of a work, explaining what s/he appreciated and why.
f Analysis of creative text (B2):
d. Can compare two works, considering themes, characters and scenes, exploring similarities and contrasts
and explaining the relevance of the connections between them.
e. Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the thematic, structural and formal
features and referring to the opinions and arguments of others.
f. Can evaluate the way the work encourages identification with characters, giving examples.
g. Can describe the way in which different works differ in their treatment of the same theme.
f Online conversation and discussion (B2):
h. Can participate actively in an online discussion, stating and responding to opinions on topics of interest
at some length, provided contributors avoid unusual or complex language and allow time for responses.
i. Can engage in online exchanges between several participants, effectively linking his/her contributions to
previous ones in the thread, provided a moderator helps manage the discussion.
The descriptors listed above were used by the trainee teachers to help design the tasks, including the instructions for particular activities and sequences of activities; in particular, they helped identify factors affecting the
difficulty of tasks. Moreover, the students used them to interpret, evaluate and reflect on their own skills and
those of others. Students used them to monitor performance in the tasks, including self-assessment. Above all
they helped these teacher trainees understand better the CEFR, particularly its levels, and the potential of the
descriptors for mediation and online interaction in the TEFL context.
Moreover, to Facilitate pluricultural space, the teacher first encouraged and managed a conversation on the
online forum, in effect, mediating communication. It seemed that using descriptors for Mediating communication
across different cultures was particularly natural and spontaneous for foreign student teachers, who wanted to
communicate their own culture to their peers, although these were not used formally in the activity.
Another student focused on the concept of “digital natives v. digital immigrants” (Prensky 2001). This time
the relevant descriptor scales were Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers; Analysis of creative text;
Note-taking; and Processing text in writing. The descriptors related to this particular module were the following:
f Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers (B1):
a. Can collaborate on a shared task, for example formulating and responding to suggestions, asking whether
people agree and proposing alternative approaches.
b. Can collaborate in simple, shared tasks and work towards a common goal in a group by asking and answering straightforward questions.
c. Can define the task in basic terms in a discussion and ask others to contribute their expertise and experience.
f Analysis of creative text (B2):
d. Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the thematic, structural and formal
features and referring to the opinions and arguments of others.
e. Can evaluate the way the work encourages identification with characters, giving examples.
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f Note-taking (B2):
f. Can understand a clearly structured lecture on a familiar subject, and can take notes on points which strike
him/her as important, even though s/he tends to concentrate on the words themselves and therefore to
miss some information.
g. Can make accurate notes in meetings and seminars on most matters likely to arise within his/her field of
interest.
f Processing text in writing (B2):
h. Can summarise in writing the main content of well-structured but propositionally complex spoken and
written texts on subjects within his/her fields of professional, academic and personal interest.
i. Can explain in writing the viewpoint articulated in a complex text, supporting inferences s/he makes with
reference to specific information in the original.
f Online conversation and discussion (B2):
j. Can participate actively in an online discussion, stating and responding to opinions on topics of interest
at some length, provided contributors avoid unusual or complex language and allow time for responses.
k. Can engage in online exchanges between several participants, effectively linking his/her contributions to
previous ones in the thread, provided a moderator helps manage the discussion.
Again, these descriptors were used by the teacher trainee concerned to help design the tasks (including the
instructions for particular tasks and the order of tasks), to monitor performance in the tasks and for (self-)
assessment of performance in the tasks.
In general, the CEFR Companion volume descriptors enabled the teacher educator to relate students’ fields and
skills of interest to relevant CEFR scales, levels and descriptors and, in effect, to gain valuable insight into the
methodology of TEFL, including the design and application of IT-based materials. On top of that, working with
the descriptors encouraged (self-)reflection on the students’ linguistic and didactic competences.

19.2.5. Follow-up activities
The follow-up activities included peer teaching. Student teachers were required to focus on showing how to
teach mediation skills by adapting their online materials (retrieved from their previously designed modules) to
the classroom setting (equipped with the interactive whiteboard or IWB). The discussion involved analysis of
the use of different IWB tools for that purpose.

19.2.6. Community of practice
The project aimed at learning by doing; therefore, the role of the community of practice was very important.
The dynamics of the group work relied on constant peer feedback and teacher support. It must be stressed that
students had two roles in the project. In their first role, they used their C1 English proficiency with advanced IT
skills and knowledge of the methodology of TEFL to create the Moodle course modules. In their second role,
they took the modules created by their colleagues, providing peer feedback. Therefore, they had to switch
perspective, which often resulted in a certain duality of thinking.
The chosen mode (anytime/anywhere) enabled access to materials, work and information exchange both online
and offline, in a computer lab and from home, in a formal or informal setting.

19.2.7. Reflection and evaluation
For the purpose of collecting data and feedback, supportive resources were designed and implemented in
each module, in particular: diarised self-assessment and module/activity peer evaluation and a Questions and
Problems forum (in the Information Point of the whole course). Diarised self-assessment was intentionally an
activity visible only to the teacher supervisor and the author of the module (teacher trainee). The responses
were hidden from the group members. The instruction was the following:
In a separate section describe the role of Mediation descriptors in the diarised self-assessment form. Add an activity
to your module: Assignment: Self-evaluation (Upload your comments there; use EPOSTL to formulate your ideas).

Peer evaluation took place on a forum, in order for other users to see and comment on the entries and discuss
their feedback. The forum also enabled the student author of each module to respond to any comments.
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19.3. DISCUSSION
During the project, the student teachers (as module authors) were required to comment on the use in their
work of the CEFR descriptors for
f mediation (Council of Europe 2018: 104-29; 2020: 90-122);
f online interaction (Council of Europe 2018: 96-9; 2020: 84-7);
f communicative language competences (Council of Europe 2018: 130-44; 2020: 129-42); and
f pluricultural competences (Council of Europe 2018: 157; 2020: 124-5).
For each task in their module they were asked to specify
a. the aim of the task;
b. the aspect(s) of mediation focused on in it;
c. the CEFR level; and
d. the chosen descriptors – differentiating between online and blended usage of the task.
Students were also asked to draw conclusions and make recommendations, including on aspects of evaluating
student performance.
The aim of this activity was to check students’ understanding of the CEFR descriptors for Mediation and Online
Interaction and to evaluate their skills at implementing them in the TEFL context. In effect, it enabled the summative assessment of students’ work (in terms of fulfilling course objectives), in addition to self-assessment and
the collection of valuable data and feedback.

19.3.1. Utilisation of feedback
To sum up, three formats were used to provide and register feedback:
a. instructor < > student teacher/author (diarised self-assessment: visible to the instructor and the student
author);
b. instructor/student/teacher <> student teacher (questions and problems forum: visible to all course
participants);
c. student teacher <> student participant (module/activity peer evaluation forum: visible to all course
participants).
The feedback gained could be used for both formative and summative assessment for the group of student
teachers concerned, and also for making adjustments to the course planning for the following academic
year 2019/20 and, in general, for the design of IT-focused courses offered for this teaching specialisation in
the department.
The feedback from student teachers suggests that the CEFR descriptors for mediation and online interaction are
highly relevant in the context of teacher education. Students report that using them for the design of learning
materials is state-of-the-art, interesting and motivating. Moreover, it encourages an authentic, interdisciplinary
and intercultural perspective, in effect providing a natural context for learning a foreign language.
However, students also pointed out several challenges related to the mediation descriptors and to mediation
skills in general. To summarise, they found, in general, that engaging with the concept itself was not a simple
matter and that matching any specific descriptor on a given descriptor scale for mediation with a particular task
in the Moodle module was not always straightforward.
The collected data provide invaluable feedback that will definitely be used for the revision and planning of
the Teacher Education Programme for BA and MA English Studies, as well as postgraduate studies for teachers,
offered by SWPS University. The current author is continuing research on implementation of the descriptors for
mediation in the academic year 2019/20. The observations to date confirm the need to teach language teacher
trainees the concept of mediation and different techniques for designing and implementing IT-based resources
for teaching and learning. The focus of the current author is now more on the choice of techniques and modalities
for the assessment of mediation competences.

19.3.2. Perceived impact on teaching and learning
In this section, samples of student feedback are presented in relation to the pedagogical value of working
with the descriptors. The student teachers acknowledged that the approach boosted their creativity and was
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highly motivating, and that the tasks they were given were interesting, though challenging. They noted various
advantages and disadvantages of the approach and provided reflections and self-evaluation with reference
to the European Portfolio for Student Teachers of Languages (EPOSTL), a reflection tool for language teacher
education. These points are illustrated one by one below with quotations from the participants. All comments
from the participants are presented in their original wording and form.

19.3.2.1. The approach boosted participants creativity and was highly motivating
The descriptors for Mediation proved to be very useful in order to design new activities. Mediation descriptors boosted
my own creativity in designing activities and helped students communicate with each other. (Student 1)
Mediation descriptors boosted my own creativity in designing activities. In my own module, I came up with an activity
about comparing the lyrics of a modern song and a poem of the 19th century as a mediation activity. I would have
never thought about designing an activity like this without the context of mediation. Mediation not only helped
me as a student teacher to be more creative, but also it will make the activities more attractive for students. Since
one part of the activity consists of a modern song by a popular artist, it is likely that students are familiar with it.
The second part of the activity is comparing the already familiar song with a new concept: an unknown poem (to
the students) written many centuries ago. Without mediation, a young language student would not be interested in
poetry, but with the component of a new familiar aspect (modern song and artist), the student may be attracted to
learn more about the other half that he or she may not know. While students are doing the mediation activity, they
are also going to be improving their general language skills, because the activity includes such: writing, grammar
and vocabulary. (Student 4)

19.3.2.2. The task was challenging yet interesting
This task of creating a module was pretty easy as we were trained the previous semester. However, the challenge
was making them with the new descriptors. As a person who learned English in a traditional way (speaking, writing,
grammar, reading), these new descriptors were confusing for me in the beginning. However, first it was challenging
to do; I think that this method is better because of a few things:
f while doing the exercises a student uses more than one of the skills;
f it is personally more interesting for me;
f in the traditional method it is more demanding to learn the language;
f [the] new method teaches a student old methods without mentioning them. (Student 2).

19.3.2.3. There were both advantages and disadvantages observed
The only disadvantage of this method is that these skills sound a bit more abstract than the traditional ones. However,
with reading the CEFR, a teacher can learn how to evaluate his/her students’ performance. I am very interested in seeing
how the language tests are going to shape with these new skills. I would strongly recommend to use these new skills
instead of the old traditional way. (Student 2)
The descriptors for Mediation proved to be very useful in order to design new activities. Once we understood
what mediation meant and how to apply it to our modules, it was easier to come up with new ideas for activities.
(Student 3)
Our professor decided not to give any descriptor as obligatory, so we could choose whichever we found more
interesting. This decision allowed us more freedom, but at the same time, it was lengthier because we had to read
all the descriptors of Mediation and choose among them. I consider that if student teachers are given a definite set
of descriptors, they are going to be able to design activities faster and more effectively. (Student 4)

19.3.2.4. Some examples of reflection and self-evaluation with reference to EPOSTL
Altogether, 17 (out of 27) diarised self-evaluation forms were collected. Some students may not have uploaded
the required document because they lacked time or found it technically challenging. One of the students commented, in relation to EPOSTL descriptors:
I achieved the following skills:
Curriculum, No 3.
�	
I can understand the principles formulated in relevant European documents (e.g. the CEFR, European Language

Portfolio).
Methodology/Speaking-Spoken Interaction, No 4.
�	
I can evaluate and select a range of meaningful speaking and interactional activities to develop fluency (discussion,

role-play, problem solving, etc.).
Resources, Nos 3 and 8.
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�	
I can locate and select listening and reading materials appropriate for the needs of my learners from a variety of

sources, such as literature, mass media and the internet.
�	
I can select and use ICT materials and activities in the classroom which are appropriate for my learners.

Lesson Planning/Identification of Learning Objectives, No 2.
�	
I can plan specific learning objectives for individual lessons and/or for a period of teaching.

19.4. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, the key findings from the case study are the following.
The task proved challenging since many claimed (in diarised self-assessment, peer evaluation) that the activities
seemed very difficult at first. The first reason might be connected with the notion of mediation. The idea seemed
very abstract and confusing to the participants, so it took much more time than anticipated to explain not only
the term, but also the three different categories of mediation activities and strategies, the various scales under
each category and the descriptors on the scales. Although the student teachers had been taught such skills as
summarising, paraphrasing and translating as part of the curriculum (academic writing, translation, practical
grammar classes), they were not familiar with these concepts as aspects of mediation. Moreover, they may have
confused mediation with interaction. Therefore, mediation had to be explained using the examples and available
video materials provided (Goodier 2018; North 2018).
The second reason why the task was challenging is also connected with student understanding of the concept of
mediation, as in Polish the term “mediation” exclusively refers to the actions of a third party when two interlocutors
disagree (as in the scale Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements). From the current
perspective, it seems that particularly the weaker students (weaker in terms of critical thinking and language
skills) should be assigned a few concrete descriptors to work on, rather than being presented with the whole
set of over 20 descriptor scales for mediation.
In contrast, the online interaction descriptors did not provide such a challenge. In fact, the idea of shifting the
focus to the use of CEFR descriptors for online interaction and mediation was conditioned by the advanced IT
skills of the users and their preferences as digital natives.
On the other hand, the approach boosted creativity and motivation. It also helped participants to understand
how descriptors reflect the complex nature of mediation and the corresponding strategies. Thus it also promoted
the action-oriented approach with “purposeful, collaborative tasks whose primary focus is not the language”
(North 2018: at 20:54). This “learning by doing” and action-oriented experiment proved successful. Students were
motivated; they worked on individually chosen topics related to their own interests, and they used IT. Finally,
they became aware of the cultural diversity and the priorities for successful communication in the 21st century.
The project findings confirm that the CEFR Companion volume mediation descriptors are seen as highly relevant
in the student teacher and teacher training context. Moreover, students believe that employing them for the
design of TEFL materials is a proof of the “modern” and “not traditional” approach, which for them seems a great
advantage. The participants attributed great importance to CEFR descriptors in general and to the EPOSTL.
Therefore, they treated the task of mastering the new descriptors as necessary for their education.
However, teacher trainees also stressed the challenges in understanding the concept of mediation and the
nuances of different descriptors. They agreed, however, that the “learning by doing approach” proved successful
in this respect.
The findings listed above were considered when the teacher education programme was revised for the following
academic year and the current author continued the project on a different course (IT in TEFL).
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Chapter 20
EXPLORING TEACHERS’ BELIEFS
AND PRACTICES ABOUT PHONOLOGY
INSTRUCTION, WITH REFERENCE
TO THE CEFR DESCRIPTORS
Elif Şen, Mutlu Işıl Ergun and Hande Işıl Mengü,
Bilkent University English Language Preparatory Program, Ankara, Turkey

ABSTRACT
This study explored ways in which the participants – that is, teachers enrolled on the Cambridge English face-toface DELTA (Diploma in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) module 2 course – chose to highlight
and teach the two features operationalised in the Phonological control scale in the CEFR Companion volume,
namely: (1) sound articulation, including pronunciation of sounds, and (2) prosodic features, including intonation,
rhythm and stress (both word and sentence stress).
At the beginning of the Cambridge English DELTA module 2 course, as part of their action-research projects,
participants identified areas they would like to improve throughout the course. Since phonology is generally
a neglected area in most teachers’ regular practice, the participants in the study also chose to work on phonological control features as one of the areas. To this end, participants read several excerpts from key resources on
phonology and carried out a research project (their Professional Development Assignment) which incorporated
one or more of the phonological control features. They also attended training sessions (on sounds, stress and
intonation, connected speech), receiving input on the phonological control features specified above. In addition,
the teachers tried out activities and reflected on their experience. Although connected speech was not part of
the descriptors, we felt the need to include it in the input as we believed that it was an indispensable part of the
phonology strand. In these sessions, we aimed to raise participants’ awareness of the target phonological control
features through guided discovery, loop input, controlled and free practice and demo microteaching activities.
As a follow-up to the sessions, participants were assigned further practice tasks and post-reading material. They
were also provided with one-to-one guidance during tutorials as part of the course, and participants also observed
their peers teaching phonological features and reflected on their learning from this through the observation
forms they completed. The peer observations displayed the extent to which participants were able to put the
input into practice. Throughout this process, participants had updates with the course tutors on their progress
and wrote a final evaluation report at the end.
The impact of the study was measured through comparison of the data from the initial and final administration of a questionnaire, peer observation reports and the final evaluation reports (based on the Professional
Development Assignment).
The key results of the study included the design of a more solid phonology strand as part of the DELTA module 2
course, based on the descriptors of the CEFR phonological control features. Moreover, significant changes were
observed in the self-assessment of participants’ knowledge and awareness of phonological control features.
Participants also pointed out that they felt they could teach phonological features better than they could at the
beginning of the study, as they felt more confident. In addition, participants suggested that they would need
more work on phonological control features as part of their ongoing professional development.

RÉSUMÉ
Cette recherche étudie les méthodes d’apprentissage et d’enseignement de la phonologie ainsi que les systèmes
d’articulations utilisés par les enseignants inscrits au cours DELTA (Diploma in Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages) module 2 en anglais de Cambridge. Elle a pour but de mettre en évidence deux des fonctions
de la maîtrise phonologique du CECR opérationnalisées dans les échelles respectives du Volume complémentaire
du CECR. Les caractéristiques concernées étaient i) l’articulation des sons, y compris la prononciation des sons,
et ii) les traits prosodiques, y compris l’intonation, le rythme et l’accent (l’accent tonique et phrastique). Dans
cette perspective, au début des cours, les enseignants ont identifié les domaines qu’ils aimeraient améliorer tout
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au long de la séance. Étant donné que la phonologie est généralement un domaine négligé dans la pratique
régulière de la plupart des enseignants, les participants de ladite recherche ont également choisi de travailler
sur les caractéristiques de la maîtrise phonologique. À cette fin, les participants ont analysé plusieurs documents
de référence sur la phonologie et ont réalisé un projet de recherche (« Action de formation professionnelle ») en
intégrant leurs propres études sur le domaine. Ils ont également assisté à des séances de formation (sur les sons,
l’accent et l’intonation, le discours connecté) et sur les caractéristiques de maîtrise phonologique mentionnées.
En premier lieu, les enseignants ont rempli les questionnaires d’une enquête initiale au tout début de la formation. Ensuite, ils ont essayé de mettre en place et d’évaluer les techniques et les méthodes qu’ils ont apprises.
Bien que le discours connecté (connected speech) ne fasse pas partie des descripteurs, nous avons ressenti le
besoin de l’inclure dans le projet, car nous avons remarqué qu’il s’agissait d’une partie indispensable du volet
de la phonologie. Au cours de ces séances, nous avons cherché à sensibiliser les participants aux fonctions de
maîtrise phonologique cibles par le biais de découvertes guidées, d’input itératif, de pratiques contrôlées et libres
ainsi que d’activités de micro-enseignement de démonstration. Dans le suivi des séances ont été assignées aux
participants d’autres tâches de pratique et matériels de lecture. Ils ont également débattu du processus d’enseignement en collaboration avec leurs collègues. En outre, les participants ont mené des observations de classes
de leurs collègues et ils ont évalué leurs méthodes en remplissant des fiches d’évaluation. Les observations ont
montré à quel point les participants étaient en mesure de mettre en pratique les commentaires. Tout au long
de ce processus, les enseignants ont rédigé un rapport d’évaluation final.
Les principaux résultats de l’étude relèvent les constatations ci-dessous :
f la nécessité d’une formation à la phonologie plus tangible dans le cadre du cours DELTA module 2, fondée
sur les descripteurs des caractéristiques de maîtrise phonologique du CECR ;
f une sensibilisation accrue à l’autoévaluation des enseignants vis-à-vis de leurs méthodes d’enseignement.
Il faut également souligner que les participants ont constaté qu’ils pouvaient mieux enseigner les caractéristiques
phonologiques qu’au début de l’étude, car ils se sentaient plus confiants. En outre, les participants ont également
laissé entendre qu’ils auraient besoin de plus de travail sur les caractéristiques de la maîtrise phonologique dans
le cadre de leur formation professionnelle continue.

20.1. INTRODUCTION
This project was conducted in the English Language Preparatory Program at Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey.
Bilkent University is an English-medium institution that requires B2 English proficiency as the entry level for
its undergraduate programmes. The Preparatory Program is, therefore, designed to provide learners with the
language knowledge and skills at B2 level which are required in order for them to be admitted into their selected
undergraduate courses. Bilkent University requires learners to take a two-stage proficiency examination, called
Proficiency of Academic English (PAE), at the beginning of the academic year, to determine whether they are
suitably skilled to move directly to their undergraduate courses, or whether completion of the Preparatory
Program is required. The Preparatory Program offers courses at five distinct levels: Elementary (A1-A2), PreIntermediate (A2+), Intermediate (B1), Upper-Intermediate (B1+) and Pre-Faculty (B2). Learners are assigned to
a level according to their PAE exam results, and then proceed through the required courses. Learners have a total
of 25 hours of instruction per week over eight weeks for each of the courses listed above, and the instruction
is delivered by highly qualified teaching staff. Most of the learners are Turkish nationals aged between 17 and
20. The class size is no more than 23 students per class with a minimum of two teachers sharing the teaching
responsibilities according to the course syllabus.
This project involved five teachers from the Preparatory Program, who were enrolled in the 2018/19 Cambridge
English face-to-face DELTA module 2 course (Cambridge Assessment 2021), which is delivered by the Bilkent Teacher
Training Unit, whose ultimate aim is to promote a better understanding and better teaching of the language
system and skills in the light of the institutional expectations specified in the Preparatory Program Curriculum.
The course is provided to teachers on a part-time basis, alongside their everyday teaching practice, to fully equip
them with the necessary skills and methodologies to teach the learners in the context specified above. It has long
been observed that phonology is probably the weakest and most challenging area for these teachers and for
the institution; hence phonology can be considered a neglected area in at least our everyday teaching practice.
Therefore, it can be assumed that there might be a tendency to avoid key features of phonology instruction listed
below despite their being clearly specified in the English Language Preparatory Program Curriculum.
f Phonology is taught both at receptive and productive levels.
f Phonology instruction should comprise both an explicit focus on pronunciation-focused activities (segregated) and the inclusion of pronunciation in the teaching of new vocabulary and grammar (integrated).
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f Learners should be introduced to the concept of the phonemic chart.
f Specific pronunciation practice should figure as a regular element of classroom work, particularly at the
lower levels, and students should be encouraged to develop clear and intelligible speech delivery. (Bilkent
University 2019: 7-8).
This project created the opportunity to raise awareness of these expected features and to encourage practice
of them with reference to the CEFR descriptors in order to suit the institution’s instructional needs. The aim
of the project was to find out to what extent and in what ways the teachers enrolled in the DELTA module 2
course highlight and teach two of the features forming subscales of the scale Phonological control, listed under
communicative language competences (linguistic) in the CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2018:
134-6; 2020: 133-5). These features are:
(1) articulation, including pronunciation of sounds;
(2) prosody, including intonation, rhythm and stress (both word and sentence stress).
Because the context in which the study was carried out is primarily monolingual, with Turkish-speakers, accentedness was not included in the study, as it was felt that it would not have yielded any relevant results.

20.2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
20.2.1. Research background
The overall Phonological control scale under communicative language competences in the CEFR Companion
volume emphasises intelligibility and sound articulation as two key aspects of phonological competence.
Intelligibility, “how much effort is required from the interlocutor to decode the speaker’s message” (Council
of Europe 2018: 135; 2020: 133) is highlighted as the key factor for discriminating between levels. Sound
articulation, on the other hand, focuses on familiarity and confidence with the range of sounds a speaker
can articulate and with a degree of precision and clarity in the target language. In both aspects, the common
features are control of individual sounds and control of prosodic features (stress, intonation and rhythm).
Learners are expected to be familiar with and confident in the target sounds, to be clear and precise and to
have the ability to use the prosodic features effectively to convey meaning in a precise manner in order to
highlight their particular message.
The relationship between instruction and improved phonological ability and intelligibility (Couper 2003; Derwing
et al. 1997, 1998) has been examined, and numerous studies provide evidence for the importance of explicit
pronunciation instruction. As Przedlacka suggests, “teachers need the knowledge of the systemic and phonetic
differences between the native and target languages, coupled with an auditory ability to distinguish sounds”
(Przedlacka 2018: 40). Many teachers and even the “experienced [ones] would admit to a lack of knowledge
about the theory of pronunciation and they may therefore feel the need to improve their practical skills in
pronunciation teaching” (Kelly 2003: 13).
Research has also shown that teachers who lack a sufficient range of pronunciation-oriented techniques
are disadvantaged in assisting students to achieve comprehensible pronunciation. Macdonald, for example,
states that, as well as a lack of a repertoire of classroom activities, insufficient knowledge of how to assess
student pronunciation contributes to teachers’ avoidance of teaching pronunciation (Macdonald 2002). In
other words, teachers who do not have sufficient knowledge and awareness of phonological features lack
confidence in employing pronunciation-oriented activities and in assessing their learners’ phonological
competence.
There is also a connection between a wider knowledge base of pronunciation techniques and the teachers who
take courses on pronunciation pedagogy. The results of Murphy’s study (1997) show that an additional focus on
pronunciation pedagogy in training programmes would be likely to benefit the teachers on these programmes.
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to raise teachers’ awareness of the key phonological features listed in
the CEFR descriptors and to give opportunities for them to practise these features, especially on their training
courses. As Baker emphasises,
if we hope to provide L2 learners with the skills needed to acquire comprehensible English, teachers need a solid
understanding of not only how to provide clear explanations of English pronunciation, but also how to provide effective
controlled and guided practice and how to give constructive feedback on learner pronunciation. (Baker 2014: 157)

With all this in mind, we structured our project as an explicit phonology strand integrated into the Cambridge
English DELTA course we deliver in our institution.
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20.2.2. The project’s three strands
The project had three main strands: a questionnaire, input from trainers and individual reflection.
Before any input was provided, the questionnaire collected data on teachers’ awareness of the phonological
control features from the new CEFR descriptors and their knowledge of how to teach them. The results were to
be used as baseline data, allowing for comparison with results from the same questionnaire administered at the
end of the training (Appendix 20.1, 20.2A and 20.2B).
Input and guidance from trainers was provided at four sessions on the two target features of phonological
control from the CEFR Companion volume, namely sound articulation, including pronunciation of sounds, and
prosodic features, including intonation, rhythm and stress (both word and sentence stress). The emphasis on
intelligibility in the descriptors shaped the training approach by informing the prioritisation of phonological
features focused on during the input sessions. In addition, the emphasis on the control of sounds and the
control of prosodic features was reflected in the way in which session content was organised and how the
sessions were sequenced. In the first session, control of sounds was the focus; then the input shifted to
prosodic features (stress, intonation and connected speech) in the subsequent sessions. The guidance from
the trainers was supported by additional suggestions for self-study, guidance for lesson design and peer
observations.
This training, based on phonological control features, aimed to help teachers gain a deeper understanding of
the features and guided them in their teaching practice. Materials used during the input sessions and the ones
suggested as self-study included both awareness-raising and practice activities and tasks (for samples, please
see Appendix 20.3). This kind of support was also suggested by Murphy:
in certificate and degree programmes, and in addition to opportunities to read and discuss articles and book
chapters … teachers also need opportunities to try things out for themselves through guided micro-teaching,
tutoring of L2 learners, practice teaching opportunities, and other first-hand experiential learning-to-teach activities.
(Murphy 2018: 301)

Ongoing reflection was recorded by collecting data on teachers’ awareness of the target phonological control
features and their knowledge of how to teach them following the input sessions, teaching practice, private
reading and their reflection processes during the action-research project.
The main data collection instrument, the questionnaire, consisted of two sections (see Appendix 20.1). When
creating the questionnaire, the descriptors in the CEFR Companion volume were used (Council of Europe 2018:
136; 2020: 134-5). Section 1 comprised self-assessment by the participating teachers of their own knowledge and
awareness of phonological control features; Section 2 included items focusing on teachers’ perception of their
teaching ability and experience of these features. Participating teachers responded to the questionnaire both at
the beginning of the DELTA module 2 course and at the end. After the second completion of the questionnaire,
data was collected on the perceived changes in teachers’ awareness of the phonological control features and
their knowledge of how to teach them (Appendix 20.2A and 20.2B).

20.2.3. Input and guidance from trainers
As outlined in the introduction, the project was integrated into our face-to-face DELTA module 2 course. Our
overall beliefs and approach to teacher education at Bilkent University English Language Preparatory Program
are based on the following premises (Bilkent University 2021):
f the importance of teachers’ existing beliefs;
f guidance in the form of appropriate scaffolding to help teachers construct their own meaning;
f the significance of self-reflection.
The input provided to the participant teachers displayed characteristics of these three principles. Input sessions in
the phonology strand consisted of four interactive sessions. In these sessions, we aimed to raise the participating
teachers’ awareness of the target phonological control features through guided discovery, loop input, controlled
and freer practice and demonstration microteaching activities. In addition, teachers were provided with a list of
suggested key resources they could read as preparation and consolidation for the input sessions. The teachers
also had access to several other resources through the Moodle LMS course on Phonology and Pronunciation,
specifically created for teacher training courses in the Preparatory Program (for samples of materials, activities
and screenshots, please refer to Appendix 20.3).
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20.2.3.1. Individual sounds
In this first session in the strand, participants shared thoughts on the teaching of pronunciation. Participants
familiarised themselves with the phonemic chart and looked at the mode and place of vowel and consonant
articulation. Then, they practised deciphering the phonemic script. Following that, problematic sounds for Turkish
learners were identified and suggestions how they might be dealt with in class were discussed. In the last stage,
participants re-familiarised themselves with, and practised using, a variety of drilling techniques.

20.2.3.2. Word and sentence stress
In the second session, participants focused on identifying word and sentence stress, including strong and weak
forms, and looked at the basic rules for these. They had the opportunity to experience techniques/activities to
teach word and sentence stress and a chance to practise using them.

20.2.3.3. Intonation
In the third session, participants worked on identifying patterns for rhythm and intonation and looked at the
rules concerning this. They also had the chance to experience techniques/activities to teach word and sentence
stress and practise using them.

20.2.3.4. Connected speech
In this last session in the strand, participants were exposed to the main features of connected speech: assimilation, elision, liaison and juncture. They were given practice in identifying these features through analysis of
various teaching materials.
As a follow-up to the session input, participant teachers were provided with additional reading and tasks to
complete in order to consolidate the work they had done during the sessions. In addition to published materials, several online resources were provided on the Moodle LMS (Appendix 20.3). Trainers provided one-to-one
guidance during tutorials to the teachers as part of the course.

20.2.4. Ongoing reflection
At the beginning of the course, as part of their action-research projects, participant teachers had identified areas
they would like to improve throughout the DELTA course. Because phonology is generally a neglected area in
most teachers’ regular practice, our participants chose to work on phonological control features as one of their
action points. To this end, teachers completed reading and carried out research about phonological features,
attended input sessions, tried out activities and reflected on their experience. In addition, they observed their
peers teaching phonological features and reflected on their learning from this. Throughout this process, teachers
had updates with their tutors on their progress and wrote a final evaluation report at the end.

20.3. DISCUSSION
20.3.1. Impact of the study
At the beginning of the study and throughout their ongoing reflection, participant teachers held a strong belief
in the importance of pronunciation teaching in English language classrooms. Hence this study not only allowed
them to further their knowledge and awareness of the target features but also increased their ability to teach
them in their classes in a more principled manner. Within the scope of the case study, the perceived impact of
the study can be divided into two main areas:
f Change in teachers’ knowledge and awareness as reflected through the results of the questionnaire at the
beginning and the end of the study.
f Change in teachers’ practice as reflected in their personal evaluation reports and questionnaire responses.

20.3.2. Change in teachers’ knowledge and awareness
With regard to change in teachers’ knowledge and awareness of the phonological control features, our comparison between the results of the initial and final implementation of the questionnaire (Appendix 20.2A and 20.2B)
showed significant changes in the self-assessment of teachers’ knowledge and awareness of the phonological
control features. In Section 1 of the final questionnaire, most of the participants indicated that they now felt
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more aware of all the target phonological features, stress and intonation being the areas that teachers felt most
confident in. This perception was also supported by the participants’ comments in their reflection reports:
[T]hrough the training sessions and the reading I have done, I have become more confident in these areas. (Participant B)
[A]ttending DELTA sessions and doing some self-study increased my knowledge of phonology considerably. (Participant E)

While at the beginning of the project most participants felt they knew nothing about the phonemic script or
chart, at the end of the project teachers showed an increased awareness. This result can also be seen in their
reflection reports:
I did not have sufficient exposure to the Phonetic chart and/or script. This caused hesitation through uncertainty in
my teaching practice to teach aspects of phonology. Now, I am more confident. (Participant D)
I feel more comfortable with the phonemic alphabet. (Participant E)

20.3.3. Change in teachers’ practice
In the same way, in Section 2 of the final questionnaire the teachers indicated that they now felt they could teach
phonological features better than they could at the beginning of the study. The results showed that teachers
had become more confident and more in control when teaching the phonological control features because all
participants moved their perceptions to “agree” with this description.
The biggest improvement was reported with individual sounds, with all participants feeling either able or strongly
able to teach these to their students. In their reflection report, one teacher reported that
planning a mini sounds & drilling session, where I introduced the phonemic chart to my students and drilled three
sounds, boosted my confidence further. (Participant E)

Participants felt that increased confidence in being able to teach the target phonological control features resulted
in a more effective focus on phonology in class because
improved confidence has allowed [me] to emphasise phonology much more in class, and the response from the learners
to [my] drilling is now more clear: they are more willing to respond, and have produced more accurate pronunciation.
(Participant A)

Participant teachers also reported on the benefit of observing their peers teaching the phonological control
features, because the observed lesson
gave me a lot of inspiration and a chance to see [how] practice could be done in a real classroom environment in a
vocabulary (spelling and parts of speech) integrated fashion. (Participant E)
I paid attention to certain phonology practices carried [out] by my peers … I have started implementing this practice
in my own teaching routine. (Participant C)

Finally, the participants also suggested that they would need more work on phonological control features as
part of their ongoing professional development.
I still need more time to regard myself as capable of delivering phonology. Gaining more knowledge on phonological
aspects of English will help me meet the needs of my students more effectively. (Participant D)

20.4. CONCLUSION
The CEFR descriptors formed the main basis of the beliefs questionnaire and defined the boundaries and content
of the input sessions. Without the descriptors we would not have been able to formulate training objectives for
our phonology strand in a comprehensive way.
The results of this case study confirmed many of the conclusions reached by researchers in different parts of
the world highlighting the significance of including explicit training in teaching phonological control features
for practising teachers (Bai and Yuan 2019; Baker 2014; Couper 2017; Murphy 2018), something which was
foundational to the initiative to develop a new, analytic CEFR scale for phonological control (Piccardo 2016).
In this study, these new CEFR descriptors constituted the framework for the questionnaire and input sessions.
Thus, they served as a theoretical framework. In future studies, we would like to incorporate research activities
in which participants would use these descriptors more actively in their research project. For instance, using the
descriptors as tools for observing student performance and self-reflection. Another further development could
be an experimental study in which the effects of this kind of phonology training on learners’ intelligibility are
further investigated. This study could use the CEFR descriptors to compare the levels of intelligibility of students
in the classes of two teachers, one who has received phonology training and the other who has not.
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Part III
CRITICAL REFLECTIONS
AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Chapter 21
THE CEFR 2020 – REACHING OUT
BEYOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Waldemar Martyniuk, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, Poland

THE CEFR PROJECT 2014-20 – REVISIONS, ADDITIONS, REPOSITIONING
In 2014, a group of experts was commissioned by the Council of Europe to review, complement and supplement
the original 2001 publication of the CEFR, responding to the feedback accumulated over the 20 years of its use.
The aims were both conceptual and technical: conceptual, as the experts were called to further develop the core
concepts of the CEFR, in particular mediation, in order to complete the CEFR descriptive scheme; technical, as the
project would review and update the CEFR descriptors, most significantly by completing the set with illustrative
scales of descriptors for mediation. This conceptualisation and research resulted in “reposition[ing] the basic
CEFR model within a more all-embracing view of social agents’ learning trajectory and personal development”
(Coste and Cavalli 2015: 6).
Two texts provided the conceptual framework for the development of the CEFR Companion volume (Council
of Europe 2020). These were: Education, mobility, otherness: the mediation functions of schools (Coste and Cavalli
2015) and Developing illustrative descriptors of aspects of mediation for the common European framework of
reference (North and Piccardo 2016). In particular, the conceptualisation of mediation and other key concepts
that informed the text of the CEFR Companion volume proceeded together with the research that produced
the complete set of CEFR 2020 descriptors. The provisional version of the CEFR Companion volume was officially presented in May 2018 at a conference in Strasbourg, France. During 2018-20 new descriptors were then
developed for sign language competences and the entire descriptor set was further refined to make it equally
applicable to sign languages.
The CEFR Companion volume contributes significantly to a better understanding of the approach introduced
with the CEFR, representing an effort to develop further the until then much neglected concepts of plurilingualism and mediation – with the latter being seen as a key mode of language use and, in a broader meaning,
a key function in education.

KEY CONCEPT: MEDIATION
In the preliminary, consultative edition of the CEFR (Council of Europe 1998), mediation was presented as a
fourth mode of language use, in addition to reception, production and interaction. Mediation was, however, not
explored any further beyond offering text processing (summarising, paraphrasing), translation and interpretation
as examples of mediating activities. In the final 2001 version of the CEFR this fourth mode of language use “lost”
its initially indicated significance through the fact that no illustrative scales of descriptors for Mediation were
published – contrary to the other three modes of language use, which were exemplified by a rich collection of
53 reference scales.
Within the CEFR 2014-20 project, the team led by Brian North and Enrica Piccardo set out to fill in this gap by
developing and validating illustrative scales of descriptors for Mediation in the same way that the other scales
had been produced in the 1990s. By doing so, the overarching significance of mediating activities in describing
language learning and use reappeared and the concept of mediation had to be (re)defined in much greater
detail. At the same time, Daniel Coste and Marisa Cavalli adopted mediation as a key concept for their proposal
to “reposition the CEFR model” not only for the purpose of education in foreign languages but – more generally –
to redefine the function of contemporary school education.

MEDIATION FUNCTION OF SCHOOL EDUCATION
AND MEDIATION AS A MODE OF LANGUAGE USE
In their proposal for conceptualising language education policy choices at the time of increased mobility, Coste
and Cavalli (2015) give mediation in its different forms a crucial role in dealing with otherness, which they consider
to be the major task in education. Their concept of educational mediation includes both cognitive – conceptual
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and text-related – activities, and relational – social-oriented – strategies and actions. In developing this concept
of educational mediation, they point to the CEFR as a reference, claiming that “although the CEFR was designed,
and has been used, above all in relation to the learning of foreign languages, it presents a model that is just
as valid for all other forms of language communication. This is why it can be incorporated as it stands into the
model with its broad social and educational scope” (Coste and Cavalli 2015: 10).
North and Piccardo, in turn, focused their attention on mediation as a mode of language use rather than as a
function of school. Like Coste and Cavalli, they state that their (re)interpretation of the CEFR concept of mediation
“is more in line with educational literature within and beyond the language field [which] leads to a definition
of mediation competences that are potentially relevant to all types and contexts of language use” (North and
Piccardo 2016: 8). Their proposal for a comprehensive supplementary set of descriptor scales illustrating mediating
activities and strategies “is a significant, and deliberate, departure from the targeting of the original illustrative
descriptors, which were specifically designed in relation to the foreign/second language classroom only” (North
and Piccardo 2016: 8), clearly indicating the universal educational value of language proficiency, reaching far
beyond the domain of foreign language learning, teaching and assessment.
In my view, the supplementary materials developed within the CEFR 2014-20 project offer an interesting new
educational concept covering much more than just the original CEFR domain of foreign languages. With the
introduction of mediation as the most important communicative and educational function, and the extensive exploration of mediation activities and strategies as the ultimate, integrative, most complete mode of
language use, the authors provide a better understanding of the concept of plurilingualism and plurilingual
and intercultural education promoted by the Council of Europe. The conceptualisation and operationalisation
of mediation has also made far more visible the move made by the CEFR beyond the reductive four-skills
model (listening, speaking, reading, writing) to an integrated approach to language use – in interaction and
mediation.
As several case studies in this volume show, mediation understood and described in a much broader way than
the initial (2001) concept of text processing or translation facilitates the raising of awareness of the complexity
of language use by a language user/learner who draws on all resources in his or her complex plurilingual
repertoire – all languages in his or her capacity – when processing texts, developing concepts and building
relationships with other people.

CEFR 2020: A NEW CONCEPT FOR (LANGUAGE) EDUCATION?
The main value and the most significant, indeed revolutionary, importance of this proposal is its further development and more evident exemplification of the plurilingual concept of education – encompassing foreign
languages, languages of schooling (language competences in subject areas and language(s) as a school subject),
regional, minority, heritage and migrant languages – the areas of the Council of Europe Platform of resources and
references for plurilingual and intercultural education (available at www.coe.int/en/web/language-policy/platform).
The further development of mediation, exemplified by the extended set of illustrative descriptors, bringing back
literature and opening up the future-oriented area of online communication, offers a comprehensible approach
to contemporary education – an education based upon and driven by all language skills, all languages in the
repertoires of the individual. As several case studies in this volume show, this new concept of mediation is not
easy to convey but it works in a really refreshing way, allowing one to abandon standard routines – like the
fragmentation of language ability into separate listening, reading, speaking or writing skills – and brings back
the integrative, mediating nature of communication.
The case studies included in this volume offer fascinating reading and confirm to a considerable extent my
own understanding that the 2020 CEFR Companion volume (Council of Europe 2020) is not just a revised and
expanded version of the 2001 publication – it offers on the contrary a new, enriching concept of education for
the 21st century.
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Chapter 22
CRITICAL REFLECTION ON THE CASE STUDIES
Bessie Dendrinos, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece

M

ost European countries, which struggled in the not-too-distant past to become monolingual nation
states, increasingly see multilingualism not merely as a natural condition of living today, but also as part
of national and supranational political agendas, in response to the rapid increases in global mobility
and mass migration and the use of ICT and social media. As Joseph Lo Bianco (2014) puts it in the foreword to
one of the many publications of the last decade that discuss “the multilingual turn in education” (Conteh and
Meier 2014), “multilingualism is entrenched in economic, educational and personal spheres of ordinary living”.
However, as is true with all change, Lo Bianco continues “there is resistance and hostility to combat” as we are
trying to “understand and normalise multilingualism” – an aim which is full of challenges, especially where
education is concerned, given that education is one of the most change-resistant ideological state apparatuses
(Althusser 1970).

PLURILINGUALISM
Foreseeing the intensification of multilingualism and the increasingly plurilingual disposition of individuals in
European societies, the CEFR made the inspiring proposal in 2001 that the development of plurilingualism be a
key aim in language education in Europe. As explained in the introduction, the concept of plurilingualism was
developed as an alternative to limited-in-scope bilingual education and to the idea of becoming a polyglot, that
is, mastering as many languages as possible. Of course, it is really demanding to fully comprehend the notion of
plurilingualism, as introduced by the CEFR and elaborated by the CEFR Companion volume.
It is a challenge to get the educational community to fully appreciate and take on board the fundamental ideas
behind the plurilingual perspective, as well as to adapt pedagogical practices in order to adopt it. Fully grasping
and putting a new construct into practice requires significant conceptual change for language teaching professionals; we need to change our monolingual mindsets and our (pre)conceptions about language.
Furthermore, putting the notion of plurilingualism into pedagogical practice cannot just happen in a vacuum.
Any significant change in education is difficult to achieve because of the strength of existing views and traditions.
A plurilingual approach is thus best implemented in the context of a well-planned paradigm shift in language
education. This is needed because the teaching of second/foreign languages continues to be conceived as
a series of separate, monolingual enterprises, due to our deep-seated monolingual habitus (Gogolin 1994).
Languages tend to be thought of as self-contained systems, each with their own autonomous descriptive linguistics. Moreover, second language acquisition is seen as a sequence of events on the learner’s path towards
the ultimate goal of acquiring native-like competence in employing the rules of a single language. A paradigm
shift to plurilingual education would have to embrace theories of “language as a social semiotic” and “meaning
potential” (Halliday 1978), and also “language as a resource”, advocating the use of learners’ existing linguistic
resources for learning and teaching (Ruiz 1984).
However, at the same time it is encouraging to note that – even if the idea of developing language learners’
plurilingual competence is incompatible with the paradigm currently forming the basis of mainstream teaching
practices – the idea of plurilingual education is on its way to putting down roots. It is beginning to enter the
language teaching scene and even starting to be appreciated in the language teaching community. This is
demonstrated in the chapters of this edited collection. I have in mind, for example, Chapter 13, which deals
with intralinguistic mediation activities for university students learning languages alongside their studies, and
chapters 14 and 15, both concerned with training language teachers to include cross-linguistic mediation in
teaching. In fact, several chapters in this collection show how their authors perceive the new constructs and
provide interesting ideas for pedagogical practices that could lead to the development of learners’ plurilingual
competence, as in Chapter 10, and teachers’ awareness of what plurilingualism involves, as in Chapter 18.
It is also interesting to note in the contributions to this volume that the term “plurilingualism” appears to be
emerging to describe pedagogies, and even lessons and exams, rather than being restricted to the classic
distinction between plurilingualism and multilingualism.
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The CEFR distinguishes between multilingualism (the coexistence of different languages at the social or individual
level) and plurilingualism (the dynamic and developing linguistic repertoire of an individual user/learner). …[T]he
fundamental point is that plurilinguals have a single, inter-related repertoire that they combine with their general
competences and various strategies in order to accomplish tasks (Council of Europe 2020: 30)

In the classic use of the terms, for example, language classes and lessons are sometimes labelled “plurilingual”.
What this is presumably intended to mean is that in these lessons students are encouraged to develop their
plurilingual competence – with plurilingualism included as a pedagogical goal in the language curricula and
specified in contextually appropriate ways. The use of the expression “plurilingual pedagogies” – meaning
pedagogies that do not simply resist monolingual approaches to language in education (cf. Lau and Van Viegen
2020) but that facilitate plurilingual agency – does in fact seem to be gaining ground.

AGENCY
“Agency” itself means more than just being an autonomous learner – as one or two of the contributions imply.
In the CEFR Companion volume, the role of the mediator is defined as a “social agent who creates bridges and
helps to construct or convey meaning” (Council of Europe 2020: 90). Agency is in fact one of the most elusive
concepts in sociological theory – where the term originated (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1). There is, however,
some agreement that the “social agent” is someone who is capable of acting upon will, unlike the “social subject”
whose practices are constrained by structural conditions. The use of the term in the CEFR Companion volume,
however, is I believe related specifically to the mediator as a designer of meaning, consistent with the definition
of mediation as “everyday social practice involving meaning-making agents in acts that require negotiation of
meaning, which is relayed across the same or different languages” (Dendrinos 2006: 12).

MEDIATION
The construct of “mediation”, which is strongly highlighted in the CEFR Companion volume, is another concept
that is challenging for language professionals to fully take in and use as a theoretical notion to guide teaching
and testing practices. An example is an instance in one of the chapters when the authors seem to disregard
the very significant difference between “mediated language learning experiences” (Feuerstein et al. 1991) and
“mediation as pedagogic activity” (as intended in the CEFR Companion volume). Another example is when an
activity which is labelled “cross-linguistic mediation” only requires comparison and/or contrast of selected formal
properties of two languages, leading learners to linguistic awareness – rather than mediating meaning across
languages. There are a few instances where the way an activity may contribute to the development of learners’
ability to mediate across languages could be specified further.

CONCLUSION
Finally, the chapters dealing with descriptors of topics that language teaching professionals are more familiar
with – for example, language learning through online interaction – present some excellent practices in well-
organised projects, such as those which are discussed in chapters 9 and 11. To conclude, talking of “implementing”
CEFR descriptors, as some contributors do, may give a misleading impression, since the descriptors are, after
all, only illustrative. Mediation is still an unfamiliar concept and will therefore require time to inform pedagogic
practices. It is not always easy to “translate” a whole assortment of descriptors like those in the CEFR Companion
volume into language learning activities and tasks for students or teachers. More fundamentally, the rich array
of descriptors provided are in a socially contextual vacuum: they need to be selected with care and adapted to
context – or exploited to inspire the development of local, more contextually relevant descriptors. Linguistic
mediation research with learner data has shown that what learners actually do and which linguistic mediation
strategies they use depend on the particular context and task concerned (Stathopoulou 2013). This context
ualisation is done particularly well in the interesting case study of Chapter 4, where descriptors are applied to
a real-world task: a work-experience project week at an airport.
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Chapter 23
THE CEFR COMPANION VOLUME AND
THIS VOLUME OF CASE STUDIES:
BUILDING BLOCKS TO SHAPE ACTIONORIENTED LANGUAGE TEACHING
Daniela Fasoglio, SLO (National Institute for Curriculum Development), the Netherlands, and
Bernd Rüschoff, University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

T

wenty years after the original publication of the CEFR, the CEFR Companion volume has responded to
the fundamental changes in social and interactional practices that have been taking place around us.
The CEFR Companion volume brings the CEFR model up to date also by taking account of developments
in language learning and teaching theories over the past 20 years. We can reasonably expect that the revised
and extended descriptive scheme will have a significant impact on innovation in theoretical reflection and on
informed policy and practice in language education. Its key aspects are the holistic representation of mediation
as a mode of social and professional interaction, the recognition of the plurilingual and pluricultural disposition
of human beings and the fundamentally plurilingual nature of language use in society. All this can be expected
to significantly advance the growing acceptance of an action-oriented perception of language education, pla
cing the learner as a social agent at the core of curriculum design and classroom practice.

LEARNERS AS SOCIAL AGENTS AND AGENCY
The CEFR Companion volume intends to stimulate an action-oriented turn in language education. It acknowledges the potential of learners at all levels to actively participate and interact in processes of expressing and
co-constructing meaning in a target language. In this view, language users are considered to be “social agents”
who use languages to communicate and interact, as well as to create and mediate meaning, often in collaboration,
in the real world. The categorisation of language activities into receptive, productive, interactive and mediation
activities facilitates the transfer of the action-oriented perspective into teaching and learning practice.
Language education will have to face the challenge of adjusting curricula from the perspective of a renewed
rationale, seeing languages not only as the means to obtain and exchange information, but also as the key to
interpreting the world. Interaction and dialogue are not just limited to information exchange, but also facilitate
the building of both individual and collective knowledge. In order to achieve that, language teachers need first of
all to offer learning contexts that encourage their students to grow in their role as autonomous and responsible
language users. Students can then take responsibility for their own learning process, and become powerful
lifelong learners. Secondly, language teachers are encouraged to integrate the four skills in their teaching
activities, but not only the four skills. Action orientation in language learning goes beyond seeing language as a
code, beyond seeing the traditional four skills as separate objectives of learning; it focuses on the integration of
communicative language competences and strategies in collaborative tasks, seen as a crucial part of the learning
activities offered. Linguistic aspects such as grammar are addressed by integrated awareness-raising activities,
which encourage learners to build up their communicative competences on the basis of previous experiences
and their knowledge of all the languages they know, including their first languages.

THE PLURILINGUAL STANCE
The CEFR Companion volume has included new scales for plurilingual and pluricultural competence as a key to
successful interaction across languages and cultures. The Council of Europe values the promotion of plurilingualism in language education policies and has stressed the importance of plurilingual competence for social and
political inclusion, and for active, shared democratic citizenship. “Plurilingualism needs to be developed … as a
value that plays an essential role in raising awareness of and respect for linguistic diversity” (Council of Europe
2017: 17). The new CEFR descriptors related to plurilingual and pluricultural repertoires and competences are
based on the idea that plurilingual and pluricultural knowledge and experiences significantly contribute to
building up each individual’s communicative competence, as well as their cognitive and social resources.
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Plurilingualism is not exclusively reserved for those who know several languages. “We are all (potential) plurilinguals” (Piccardo 2019: 183). As some of the case studies show, the use of these new descriptors in the language
classroom stimulates more plurilingual approaches by inspiring teachers to experiment with translingual practices
and learning activities that foster language awareness and take into consideration the plurilingual disposition of
the learners. We very much hope that these first experiments will trigger ever-growing implementation in practice. Such experimentation can initiate a rethink of compartmentalised concepts in education. It can potentially
result in new approaches to organising language education in terms of closer co-ordination between teachers
of different languages, including the language of schooling, as well as the fostering of language-sensitive
approaches in other subjects. Educational contexts as a whole need to recognise and emphasise the interrelation
of languages as well as the value of intercomprehension between languages, partial competences, working with
several languages and plurilanguaging during tasks.

RETHINKING THE NATIVE SPEAKER MODEL
Rethinking the native-speaker model is another key aspect of the CEFR Companion volume. But first we should
point out that CEFR Level C2 was never associated with so-called “native-speaker competence”. The change
discussed here mainly concerns the assumption that a single “standard language” spoken by mythically homogeneous “native speakers” can act as a reference point. But this basis no longer reflects the realities of language
use in our increasingly diverse and internationalised societies. The actual expression “native speaker” occurred
in the original (2001) CEFR in only 13 of the descriptors, mainly at B2, in relation to the behaviour of a nativespeaker interlocutor.
The decision to drop the native speaker as a point of reference was the result of two recent developments. On
the one hand, there has been quite some research and discussion on the use of a language as a lingua franca
in international communication, as well as on the diversity in what traditionally is labelled as native-speaker
varieties. On the other hand, we have witnessed a lot of educational research into materials and classroom
practices aiming at a judgment-free and flexible integration of language varieties in learning and teaching. This
concerns not just national and regional varieties of English, but also, for instance, varieties of German, Spanish
or French, or of any language of schooling.
In the CEFR Companion volume, these reflections have given rise to a number of changes in order to align with
one of the principles of the CEFR, namely the need not to see the “ideal native speaker” as the ultimate model
of proficiency. Firstly, the scale of phonological control, which implicitly took “native-speaker naturalness” as
the goal, has been completely replaced. Secondly, the term “native speaker” has been replaced by the term
“proficient user of the target language”. Finally, the expression “standard language” has been replace by “standard
language or a familiar variety”. These changes are intended to give impetus to the growing awareness of the
need to integrate aspects concerned with intelligibility and comprehensibility into language syllabi, rather than
exclusively focusing on a given native-speaker variety. Such initiatives do justice to linguistic varieties, as used by
proficient native and non-native speakers in real-life interactional contexts. Hence, language curricula fostering
familiarity with accents and varieties promote non-judgmental attitudes towards diversity in target language use.

ONLINE INTERACTION AND TRANSACTIONS
Considering the impact of digital technology on communication worldwide and the importance of digital literacy in foreign language use, the new descriptors on the use of digital media and online interaction were long
overdue and are most welcome. It has become evident over the years that interacting in digital social spaces is
distinctly different and requires additional skills as well as those used when communicating in presence.
In particular, there is great potential in multimodal practices that really do need to receive attention in language-learning programmes. These practices include the use of several multimedia channels and the creative
use of new, digitally enhanced options for modifying the visual and auditive representations of a message, often
in a plurilingual and pluricultural context and scope. The new descriptors of interpersonal, interactional and
transactional aspects of communicating in digital spaces offer a solid basis to address these aspects in language
education and have the potential to significantly impact language learning materials, tools and activities.

MEDIATION
The relevance and usefulness of taking mediation on board as a mode of communication in language learning
is reflected by many of the case studies contained in this volume. According to sociocultural theories inspired by
Vygotskyan ideas, mediation as a learning model is to be recognised both as an important holistic interactional
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practice and as a “form of organized learning activity”, in which learners play an active role as “mediating agents”
(Kozulin 2003: 22). Applied to language learning, this means that mediation goes much further than simple
transfers of information and concepts within the same language or from one language to another.
Mediation is a social practice, embedded in acts of negotiation of meaning, which actively and collaboratively
involves language learners as autonomous social agents. Furthermore, mediation brings a lot of the points
made so far together, as it is a dynamic process of meaning-making through “languaging” (Swain 2000, 2006)
and “plurilanguaging” (Lüdi 2016; Piccardo 2017, 2018), both individually and socially. Mediation is not simply a
kind of “fifth skill”, mainly concerned with translation and interpretation. Consequently, mediation in language
education needs to be developed as an interactive – receptive, collaborative and productive – practice that
bridges across languages and varieties, across cultures, across worlds and also across language skills and media.
As reported in the case studies in this volume, the descriptors for mediation in the CEFR Companion volume
have stimulated experiments with various innovative approaches to the implementation of mediation-oriented
activities, for instance in teaching literature, as well as initiatives aiming to raise teachers’ awareness of the
multidimensional character of mediation. The way mediation is framed in the CEFR Companion volume has the
potential to impact the perception of mediation in language education, recasting it as a plurilingual, multimodal
and multidimensional social activity which goes very much beyond cross-linguistic mediation alone. In addition,
pedagogical mediation strategies are central to learning processes, and these are very much plurilingual and
pluricultural in nature. These concepts can have an impact on the aims and settings of language learning and
integrate – as documented by some of the case studies in this volume – multimodal practices, face-to-face and
virtual learning scenarios.

LANGUAGE EDUCATION AT THE ACTION-ORIENTED
MEDIATIONAL TURN? SHOW, DON’T TELL!
Language education has always been important, but probably never as important as it is now. Languages matter.
Languages are the means with which to interpret the world. Learning languages invites us to reflect on our
own identity and the identity of others. Multilingual knowledge emancipates and enables active participation
in democratic society. Not only does language learning develop skills, it also facilitates the ability to develop
new skills. We really believe that the new descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume can help frame modern
language curricula from this vision.
We realise, however, that frameworks and intended goals are seldom a guarantee for successful implementation
and enhanced learning achievements. They rarely have an impact on classroom practice unless we invest in
teachers and facilitate programmes through which they can get familiar with the principles involved, discuss
their ideas on how to put them into practice effectively and try them out. Foreign language teachers must be
stimulated and given the chance to co-operate together and to develop an up-to-date, shared rationale on
foreign language learning as the basis for school curricula and course planning.
In order to accomplish this, we need examples of learning activities and materials that make quality criteria
visible in implementing the basic principles of the CEFR Companion volume in teaching and learning practice:
f examples of cross-linguistic approaches that show the inextricable link between language and culture,
and stimulate learners to become aware of the crucial role of this link for the success of communication;
f examples of language learning programmes in which the barriers between the four language skills are
removed, and action-oriented learning activities stimulate the integration of language skills as daily practice
in enhancing communication and meaning-making;
f learning activities in which the whole language repertoire of students is exploited, in which home languages
are valued as a strength and not labelled as a deficit;
f learning activities that invite students to reflect on the richness and the power of language and allow
them to experience it.
The descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume provide tools that can be used in the pre-task, enaction and
post-task phases of learning activities. They can help clarify learning goals, help focus observation and make
learning achievements visible for all the different facets of communication. They make it possible to give, discuss
and interpret feedback, and to plan further learning. They provide criteria for classroom observation during
group work at language tasks.
The authors of the case studies in this publication have made a good start and have shared their successful
activities and tools, and the lessons they learned in the process. Many more teachers will hopefully get the
chance to build upon these experiences, and in turn show other teacher colleagues what works.
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Part IV
APPENDICES

Appendices are provided for the chapters shown below.
Part II: Classroom practices
Chapter 3. CEFR mediation strategies: towards a socio-emotionally enhanced plurilingual language education
Chapter 4. Multimédia : la médiation multilingue dans le cadre d’un projet de stage en entreprise
Chapter 7. The sixth sense for literature: a new pluricultural approach to literary texts as mediation and reaction
to literature according to the new descriptors of the CEFR Companion volume
Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
Part III: Awareness raising and teacher education
Chapter 15. Discours d’enseignants au sujet d’activités qui relèvent de la médiation dans le Volume complémentaire du CECR – une étude empirique
Chapter 17. L’Exploitation des compétences plurilingues dans le cadre des formations linguistiques dispensées
aux adultes plurilingues : étude de cas sur l’utilisation des nouveaux descripteurs du volume complémentaire
du CECR pour une transition vers des pratiques d’enseignement valorisant le plurilinguisme
Chapter 18. La tâche comme moteur de promotion du plurilinguisme
Chapter 20. Exploring teachers’ beliefs and practices about phonology instruction, with reference to the CEFR
descriptors
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Granada
(Spain)

Case
study 1

Case
studies

A2

Level

“Can ask in English what somebody thinks of a certain idea in simple class discussions”.

“Can give very simple instructions in English to a co-operative group who help with formulation when necessary”.

“Can make suggestions in English in a simple way in order to move the discussion forward”.

“Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions in English to indicate that he/she is following”.

Leading group work

“Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking in English what others think and understanding their responses, provided he/she can ask for repetition or
reformulation from time to time”.

Collaborating in a group

Mediating concepts

“Can make simple notes at a presentation/demonstration in English where the subject matter is familiar and predictable, and the presenter allows for clarification and note-taking”.

Note-taking

“Can provide a simple, rough, spoken translation into English of routine information on familiar everyday subjects that is written in simple sentences in Spanish
(e.g. personal news, short narratives or instructions)”.

“Can convey orally in English the main point(s) contained in clearly structured, short, simple spoken and written texts in Spanish, supplementing his/her
limited repertoire with other means (e.g. gestures, drawings, words from other languages) in order to do so”.

Translating a written text in speech

Processing text in speech

“Can relay orally in English the main point of short, clear, simple messages and instructions concerning school tasks or homework, provided they are expressed
slowly and clearly in simple Spanish”.

Relaying specific information in speech and in writing

Mediating a text

MEDIATION

CEFR/CV mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors

Appendix to Chapter 3. CEFR mediation strategies: towards a socio-emotionally enhanced plurilingual language education

Appendix 3.1.
SELECTED CEFR/CV MEDIATION AND PLURILINGUAL/
PLURICULTURAL SCALES AND DESCRIPTORS
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Greece

Case
study 2

Granada
(Spain)

Case
study 1

Case
studies

C1
C2

A2

Level

“Can highlight inconsistencies in thinking, and challenge others’ ideas in the process of trying to reach a consensus”.

Collaborating to construct meaning

Mediating concepts

“Can translate into language B technical material outside my field of specialisation written in language A”.

Translating a written text in writing

“Can explain in writing (in language B) the way facts and arguments are presented in a text (in language A), particularly when someone else’s position is being
reported, drawing attention to the writer’s use of understatement, veiled criticism, irony and sarcasm”.

Processing text in writing

Mediating texts

“Can mediate effectively and naturally, taking on different roles according to the needs of the people and situations involved, identifying nuances and undercurrents and guiding a sensitive or delicate discussion. Can explain in clear, fluent, well-structured language the way facts and arguments are presented,
conveying evaluative aspects and most nuances precisely, and pointing out sociocultural implications (e.g. use of register, understatement, irony and sarcasm)”.

Overall mediation

MEDIATION

“Can use a word from another language in his/her plurilingual repertoire to make himself/herself understood in a routine everyday situation, when he/she
cannot think of an adequate expression in English”.

“Can use words and phrases from different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire to conduct a simple, practical transaction or information exchange”.

“Can mobilise his/her limited repertoire in different languages in order to explain a problem or to ask for help or clarification”.

Building on pluricultural repertoire

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

“Can repeat the main point of a simple message on an everyday subject, using different words in English to help someone else understand it”.

“Can recognise when speakers disagree or when difficulties occur in everyday peer-to-peer interaction in English and adapt memorised simple phrases to
seek compromise and agreement”.

Mediating communication

CEFR/CV mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors
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Case
Study 3
Ayamonte,
Huelva
(Spain)

Greece

Case
study 2

Case
studies

A2+

C1
C2

Level

“Can make simple notes at a presentation/demonstration in English where the subject matter is familiar and predictable, and the presenter allows for clarification and note-taking”.

Note-taking

“Can provide a simple, rough, spoken translation into English of routine information on familiar everyday subjects that is written in simple sentences in Spanish
(e.g. personal news, short narratives or instructions)”.

Translating a written text in speech

“Can convey orally in English the main point(s) contained in clearly structured, short, simple spoken and written texts in Spanish, supplementing his/her
limited repertoire with other means (e.g. gestures, drawings, words from other languages) in order to do so”.

Processing text in speech

“Can relay orally in English the main point of short, clear, simple messages and instructions concerning school tasks or homework, provided they are expressed
slowly and clearly in simple Spanish”.

Relaying specific information in speech and in writing

Mediating a text

MEDIATION

“Can support comprehension and discussion of a text spoken or written in one language by explaining, summarising, clarifying and expanding it in (an)other
language(s) in his/her plurilingual repertoire”.

“Can explore similarities and differences between metaphors and other figures of speech in the languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire, either for rhetorical
effect or for fun”.

Building on plurilingual repertoire

“Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting grammatical structures and functional expressions of languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to
support comprehension”.

“Can recognise similarities and contrasts between the way concepts are expressed in different languages, in order to distinguish between identical uses of
the same word root and ‘false friends’”.

“Can use parallel translations of texts to develop comprehension in different languages”.

“Can use what he/she understood in one language to understand the topic and main message of a text in another language”.

“Can use his/her knowledge of contracting genre conventions and textual pattern in languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension”.

Plurilingual comprehension

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

CEFR/CV mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors
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Huelva
(Spain)

C1
C2

A2+

Case
Study 3
Ayamonte,
Huelva
(Spain)

Case
Study 4

Level

Case
studies

“Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing his/her ideas and supporting them with examples and arguments”.

“Can describe in detail his/her personal interpretation of a work, outlining his/her reactions to certain features and explaining their significance”.

Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)

“Can relay in Spanish which representations given in another language at a conference, which articles in a book (written in another language) are particularly
relevant for a specific purpose”.

“Can explain in Spanish the relevance of specific information found in a particular section of a long, complex text written in another language”.

Relaying specific information in speech

Mediating a text

MEDIATION

“Can use a word from another language in his/her plurilingual repertoire to make himself/herself understood in a routine everyday situation, when he/she
cannot think of an adequate expression in English”.

“Can use words and phrases from different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire to conduct a simple, practical transaction or information exchange”.

“Can mobilise his/her limited repertoire in different languages in order to explain a problem or to ask for help or clarification”.

Building on pluricultural repertoire

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

“Can repeat the main point of a simple message on an everyday subject, using different words in English to help someone else understand it”.

“Can recognise when speakers disagree or when difficulties occur in everyday peer-to-peer interaction in English and adapt memorised simple phrases to
seek compromise and agreement”.

Mediating communication

“Can ask in English what somebody thinks of a certain idea in simple class discussions”.

“Can give very simple instructions in English to a co-operative group who help with formulation when necessary”.

“Can make suggestions in English in a simple way in order to move the discussion forward”.

“Can make simple remarks and pose occasional questions in English to indicate that he/she is following”.

Leading group work

“Can collaborate in simple, practical tasks, asking in English what others think and understanding their responses, provided he/she can ask for repetition or
reformulation from time to time”.

Collaborating in a group

Mediating concepts

CEFR/CV mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors
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Huelva
(Spain)

Case
Study 4

Case
studies

C1
C2

Level

“Can describe and evaluate the viewpoints and practices of his/her own and other social groups, showing awareness of the implicit values on which judgments
and prejudices are frequently based”.

“Can interact in a multilingual context on abstract and specialised topics by alternating flexibly between languages in is/her plurilingual repertoire and if
necessary explaining the different contributions made”.

“Can initiate and control his/her actions and forms of expression according to context, showing awareness of cultural differences and making subtle adjustments in order to prevent and/or repair misunderstandings and cultural incidents”.

Building on pluricultural repertoire

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

“Can clearly explain the connections between the goals of the session and the personal or professional interests and experience(s) of the participants”.

“Can introduce complex concepts (e.g. scientific notions) by providing extended definitions and explanations which draw upon assumed previous knowledge”.

Linking to previous knowledge

Mediation strategies

“Can elicit possible solutions from parties in disagreement in order to help them to reach consensus, formulating open-ended, neutral questions to minimise
embarrassment or offence”.

“Can deal tactfully with a disruptive participant, framing any remarks diplomatically in relation to the situation and cultural perceptions”.

Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements

Mediating communication

“Can encourage members of a group to build upon one another’s information and ideas to come up with a concept or solution”.

“Can effectively lead the development of ideas in a discussion of complex abstract topics, guiding the direction of the talk by targeting questions and encouraging others to elaborate on their reasoning”.

Encouraging conceptual talk

“Can act as rapporteur in a group discussion, noting ideas and decisions, discussing these with the group and later giving a summary of the group’s view(s)
in a plenary”.

“Can, based on people’s reactions, adjust the way he/she formulates questions and/or intervenes in a group interaction”.

“Can show sensitivity to different perspectives within a group, acknowledging contributions and formulating any reservations, disagreements or criticisms in
such a way as to avoid or minimise any offence”.

Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers

Mediating concepts

CEFR/CV mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural descriptors
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Case
study 5
Barcelona
(Spain)

Huelva
(Spain)

Case
Study 4

Case
studies

C1
C2

C1-C2

Level

“Can highlight inconsistencies in thinking, and challenge others’ ideas in the process of trying to reach a consensus”.

“Can evaluate problems, challenges, and proposals in a collaborative discussion in order to decide the way forward”.

“Can frame a discussion to decide a course of action with a partner or group, reporting on what others have said, summarising, elaborating and weighing up
multiple points of view”.

“Can summarise, evaluate and link the various contributions in order to facilitate agreement for a solution or way forward”.

Collaborating to construct meaning

Mediating concepts

“Can provide fluent spoken translation into (Language B) of complex written texts written in (Language A) on a wide range of general and specialised topics,
capturing most nuances”.

Translating a written text in speech

“Can interpret and present clearly and reliably in writing (in Language B) the salient, relevant points contained in complex diagrams and other visually organised
data (with text in Language A) on complex academic or professional topics”.

“Can explain (in Language B) the relevance of specific information found in a particular section of a long, complex text (written in Language A).

“Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in propositionally complex but well-structured texts (written Language A) within his/her
fields of professional, academic and personal interest”.

Relaying specific information in speech and writing

“Can explain (in Language B) the attitude or opinion expressed in a spoken or written text (in Language A) on a specialised topic, supporting inferences he/
she makes with reference to specific passages in the original”.

“Can exploit information and arguments from a complex spoken or written text (in Language A) to talk about a topic (in Language B), glossing with evaluative
comments, adding his/her opinion, etc”.

“Can explain (in Language B) subtle distinctions in the presentation of facts and arguments (in Language A)”.

“Can summarise clearly in well-structured speech (in Language B) the main points made in complex spoken and written texts (in Language A) in fields of
specialisation other than his/her own, although he/she may occasionally check particular technical concepts”.

MEDIATION
Mediating a text
Processing text in speech and writing

“Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting genre conventions and textual pattern in languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension”.

Plurilingual comprehension

“Can recognise the extent to which it is appropriate to make flexible use of different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in a specific situation, in order
to increase the efficiency of communication”.
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Level

C1
C2

Case
studies

Case
study 5
Barcelona
(Spain)

“Can explore similarities and differences between metaphors and other figures of speech in the languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire, either for rhetorical
effect or for fun”.

“Can interact in a multilingual context on abstract and specialised topics by alternating flexibly between languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire and, if
necessary, explaining the different contributions made”.

Building on plurilingual repertoire

“Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting genre conventions and textual pattern in languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension”.

Plurilingual comprehension

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

“Can facilitate understanding of a complex issue by highlighting and categorising the main points, presenting them in a logically connected pattern and
reinforcing the message by repeating the key aspects in different ways”.

Breaking down complicated information

“Can spontaneously pose a series of questions to encourage people to think about their prior knowledge of an abstract issue and to help them establish
a link to what is going to be explained”.

Linking to previous knowledge

Mediation strategies

“Can mediate effectively and naturally between members of his/her own and other communities, taking account of sociocultural and sociolinguistic differences”.

“Can anticipate how people might misunderstand what has been said or written and help to maintain positive interaction by commenting on and interpreting
different cultural perspectives on the issue concerned”.

“Can act as mediator in intercultural encounters, contributing to a shared communication culture by managing ambiguity offering advice and support, and
heading off misunderstandings”.

Facilitating pluricultural space

Mediating communication

“Can take on different roles according to the needs of the participants and requirements of the activity (resource person, mediator, supervisor, etc.) and
provide appropriate individualised support”.

“Can intervene diplomatically in order to redirect talk, to prevent one person dominating or to confront disruptive behaviour”.

Managing interaction
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Huelva
(Spain)

Case
study 6

Case
studies

B2+
C1

Level

“Can make decisions about what to note down and what to omit as the lecture or seminar proceeds, even on unfamiliar matters”.

Note-taking

“Can produce clearly organised translations that reflect normal language usage but that may be over-influenced by the order, paragraphing, punctuation
and particular formulations of the original”.

Translating a written text in writing

“Can provide spoken translation into Language B of complex texts written in another language containing information and arguments on subjects within his/
her fields of professional, academic and personal interest”.

Translating a written text in speech

“Can interpret and present clearly and reliably in writing (in Language B) the salient, relevant points contained in complex diagrams and other visually organised
data (with text in language A) on complex academic or professional topics”.

Explaining data in writing

“Can interpret and describe clearly and reliably (in Language B) the salient points and details contained in complex diagrams and other visually organised
information (with text in Language A) on complex academic or professional topics”.

Explaining data in speech

“Can relay in writing (in Language B) the relevant point(s) contained in propositionally complex but well-structured texts (written in language A) within his/
her fields of professional, academic and personal interest”.

Relaying specific information in writing

“Can explain (in Language B) the relevance of specific information found in a particular section of a long, complex text (written in Language A)”.

Relaying specific information in speech

“Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of well-structures but propositionally complex spoken and written texts (in Language A) on
subjects within his/her fields of professional academic and personal interest”.

Processing text in writing

“Can summarise (in Language B) discussion in Language A) on matters within his/her academic or professional competence, elaborating and weighing up
different points of view and identifying the most significant points”.

Processing text in speech

Mediating a text

MEDIATION
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Huelva
(Spain)

Case
study 6

Case
studies

B2+
C1

Level

“Can mediate (between Language A and Language B), conveying detailed information, drawing the attention of both sides to background information and
sociocultural cues, and posing clarification and follow-up questions or statements as necessary”.

Acting as intermediary in informal situations (with friends and colleagues)

“Can, in intercultural encounters, demonstrate appreciation of perspectives other than his/her own normal worldview, and express him/herself in a way
appropriate to the context”.

Facilitating pluricultural space

Mediating communication

“Can encourage members of a group to describe and elaborate on their thinking. Can encourage members of a group to build upon one another’s information
and ideas to come up with a concept or solution”.

Encouraging conceptual talk

“Can intervene supportively in order to focus people’s attention on aspects of the task by asking targeted questions and inviting suggestions”.

“Can monitor individual and group work non-intrusively, intervening to set a group back on task or to ensure even participation”.

“Can organise and manage collaborative group work efficiently”.

Managing interaction

Leading group work

“Can evaluate problems, challenges, and proposals in a collaborative discussion in order to decide the way forward”.

Collaborating to construct meaning

“Can show sensitivity to different perspectives within a group, acknowledging contributions and formulating any reservations, disagreements or criticisms in
such a way as to avoid or minimise any offence”.

Facilitating collaborative interaction with peers

Collaborating in a group

Mediating concepts

“Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the thematic, structural and formal features and referring to the opinions and arguments
of others”.

Analysis and criticism of creative texts

“Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing his/her ideas and supporting them with examples and arguments”.

Expressing a personal response to creative texts
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Huelva
(Spain)

Case
study 6

Case
studies

B2+
C1

Level

“Can support comprehension and discussion of a text spoken or written in one language by explaining, summarising, clarifying and expanding it in (an)other
language(s) in his/her plurilingual repertoire.”

“Can explore similarities and differences between metaphors and other figures of speech in the languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire, either for rhetorical
effect or for fun.”

Building on plurilingual repertoire

“Can use his/her knowledge of contrasting grammatical structures and functional expressions of languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire in order to
support comprehension”.

“Can use what he/she understood in one language to understand the topic and main message of a text in another language”

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE
Plurilingual comprehension

“Can edit a source text by deleting the parts that do not add new information that is relevant for a given audience in order to make the significant content
more accessible for them”.

Streamlining a text

“Can make the main points contained in a complex text more accessible to the target audience by adding redundancy, explaining and modifying style and
register”.

Amplifying a dense text

“Can make a complicated issue easier to understand by presenting the components of the argument separately”.

Breaking down complicated information

“Can make a specific, complex piece of information in his/her field clearer and more explicit for others by paraphrasing it in simpler language”.

Adapting language

“Can spontaneously pose a series of questions to encourage people to think about their prior knowledge of an abstract issue and to help them establish
a link to what is going to be explained”.

Mediation strategies
Linking to previous knowledge

“Can help the parties in a disagreement better understand each other by restating and reframing their positions more clearly and by prioritising needs and goals”.

“Can elicit possible solutions from parties in disagreement in order to help them to reach consensus, formulating open-ended, neutral questions to minimise
embarrassment or offence”.

Facilitating communication in delicate situations and disagreements
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Switzerland

Case
study 7

Case
studies

B1
B2

Level

“Can make use of different languages in his/her plurilingual repertoire during collaborative interaction, in order to clarify the nature of a task, the main steps,
the decisions to be taken, the outcomes expected”.

“Can extract information from documents written in different languages in his/her field, e.g. to include in a presentation”.

Building on plurilingual repertoire

Plurilingual comprehension

PLURILINGUAL AND PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

“Can summarise in writing (in Language B) the main content of complex spoken and written texts (in Language A) on subjects related to his/her fields of
interest and specialisation”.

Processing text in speech and in writing

Mediating a text

MEDIATION
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Appendix 3.2.
EXAMPLE OF SELF-EVALUATION SCALE FOR
STUDENTS TO EVALUATE THEIR PROGRESS
IN BUILDING UP MEDIATION SKILLS
Appendix to Chapter 3. CEFR mediation strategies: towards a socio-emotionally enhanced plurilingual language
education
Project “CEFR MEDIATION STRATEGIES:
TOWARDS A SOCIO-EMOTIONALLY ENHANCED PLURILINGUAL LANGUAGE EDUCATION”
Co-ordinated by the University of Huelva and University Ramón Llull – Blanquerna (Spain)

Level: A2+

Por favor, marca una “x” en cada uno de los descriptores que mejor te definen.
En la siguiente escala, deseamos saber lo que eres capaz de hacer en inglés a partir de temáticas familiares
presentadas en español.
Descriptores

Por mí
mismo/a

Con
ayuda

Todavía
no

Puedo comunicar en inglés el mensaje de un discurso oral claro en español que
tenga que ver con temas cotidianos. (A2+01)
Puedo comunicar en inglés información específica y relevante de anuncios, etiquetas,
noticias y textos cortos escritos en español. (A2+02)
Puedo interpretar y describir en inglés imágenes, mapas, gráficos, etc. con el texto
en el español. (A2+03)
Puedo comunicar en inglés los aspectos principales de programas televisivos o
radiofónicos en español. (A2+04)
Puedo comunicar en inglés la información esencial comprendida en tabas o figuras
en español. (A2+05)
Puedo resumir en inglés el/los punto/s principal/es en textos informativos simples
en español. (A2+06)
Puedo enumerar en inglés la información relevante contenida en textos cortos y
simples en español. (A2+07)
Puedo recordar en inglés palabras clave y frases o enunciados cortos de un texto
breve en español. (A2+08)
Puedo reproducir en inglés palabras clave y frases o enunciados cortos de un texto
breve en español. (A2+09)
Puedo realizar una traducción oral aproximada en inglés de textos cortos (por
ejemplo, folletos, noticias, instrucciones, cartas o correos electrónicos) escritos en
español. (A2+10)
Puedo tomar notas sencillas en inglés de una presentación en español. (A2+11)
Puedo colaborar en tareas compartidas en inglés, siempre que otros participantes
hablen despacio y que uno o más de ellas/os me ayuden a contribuir y expresar
mis sugerencias. (A2+12)
Puedo comunicar en inglés el sentido completo de lo que se dice en español en situaciones del día a día, siguiendo las convenciones culturales básicas y transmitiendo
la información esencial, siempre que los hablantes utilicen un lenguaje estándar
claro y que pueda solicitar una repetición o aclaración. (A2+13)
Puedo repetir en inglés el punto principal de un mensaje sencillo sobre un tema
familiar en español, utilizando diferentes palabras para ayudar a que alguien lo
comprenda. (A2+14)
Puedo identificar y marcar (ej. Subrayar) las frases clave en un texto corto y familiar
en inglés. (A2+15)
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En la siguiente escala, deseamos saber lo que eres capaz de hacer en español a partir de temáticas familiares
presentadas en inglés.
Descriptores

Por mí
Con
mismo/a ayuda

Todavía
no

Puedo comunicar en español el mensaje de un discurso oral claro en inglés que
tenga que ver con temas cotidianos. (A2+01)
Puedo comunicar en español información específica y relevante de anuncios,
etiquetas, noticias y textos cortos escritos en inglés. (A2+02)
Puedo interpretar y describir en español imágenes, mapas, gráficos, etc. con el
texto en el inglés. (A2+03)
Puedo comunicar en español los aspectos principales de programas televisivos
o radiofónicos en inglés. (A2+04)
Puedo comunicar en español la información esencial comprendida en tabas o
figuras en inglés. (A2+05)
Puedo resumir en español el/los punto/s principal/es en textos informativos
simples en inglés. (A2+06)
Puedo enumerar en español la información relevante en inglés contenida en
textos cortos y simples. (A2+07)
Puedo recordar en español palabras clave y frases o enunciados cortos de un
texto breve en inglés. (A2+08)
Puedo reproducir en español palabras clave y frases o enunciados cortos de un
texto breve en inglés. (A2+09)
Puedo realizar una traducción oral aproximada (en español) de textos cortos
(por ejemplo, folletos, noticias, instrucciones, cartas o correos electrónicos)
escritos en inglés. (A2+10)
Puedo tomar notas sencillas en español de una presentación en inglés. (A2+11)
Puedo colaborar en tareas compartidas en español, siempre que otros participantes hablen despacio y que uno o más de ellas/os me ayuden a contribuir y
expresar mis sugerencias en inglés. (A2+12)
Puedo comunicar en español el sentido completo de lo que se dice en inglés
en situaciones del día a día, siguiendo las convenciones culturales básicas y
transmitiendo la información esencial, siempre que los hablantes utilicen un
lenguaje estándar claro y que pueda solicitar una repetición o aclaración. (A2+13)
Puedo repetir en español el punto principal de un mensaje sencillo en inglés
sobre un tema familiar, utilizando diferentes palabras para ayudar a que alguien
lo comprenda. (A2+14)
Text adapted from Appendix 6 of the CEFR (2018), Examples of use in different domains for descriptors of online
interaction and mediation activities – Mediating a text, concepts and communication.
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Appendix 3.3.
SOCIO-EMOTIONAL SCALE USED IN THE PROJECT
Appendix to Chapter 3. CEFR mediation strategies: towards a socio-emotionally enhanced plurilingual language
education
Project “CEFR MEDIATION STRATEGIES:
TOWARDS A SOCIO-EMOTIONALLY ENHANCED PLURILINGUAL LANGUAGE EDUCATION”
Co-ordinated by the University of Huelva and University Ramón Llull – Blanquerna
Please answer each of the following items by circling the response that best describes what is typical of you.
Neutral Never

Always Do not know

1. I’m good at making eye contact.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. I can talk easily with people of any level (kids, peers, professors, etc.).

1

2

3

4

5

6

3. I use people’s body language to help me know how to respond
to them.

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. In social interactions, my facial expressions are perfectly timed.

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. I’m good at confronting people about sensitive situations without
making them feel awkward or disrespected.

1

2

3

4

5

6

6. I can express annoyance without putting people off.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7. I use just the right amount and kind of touch in my social
interactions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

8. In conversations, my hand gestures are helpful, not distracting.

1

2

3

4

5

6

9. I can easily draw on my various social skills as situations warrant.

1

2

3

4

5

6

10. I’m animated when I speak.

1

2

3

4

5

6

11. I’m good at reading facial expressions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

12. At social events like parties, people often introduce themselves
to me.

1

2

3

4

5

6

13. I know just the right things to say and do when someone I
know is upset.

1

2

3

4

5

6

14. I use the qualities of my voice to influence others.

1

2

3

4

5

6

15. I can make awkward social interactions feel more comfortable.

1

2

3

4

5

6

16. I produce the “right” sorts of smiles at just the right times.

1

2

3

4

5

6

17. If people observed me in a group, they would say I’m the most
socially gifted.

1

2

3

4

5

6

18. I’m a natural at knowing how to co-ordinate my emotional
responses to others’ emotions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

19. I have a relaxed, open body posture when I talk with people.

1

2

3

4

5

6

20. Others would say I have an expressive face.

1

2

3

4

5

6

21. People are swayed or influenced by my emotional signals.

1

2

3

4

5

6

22. I use my voice to convey my emotions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

23. I nod my head the right amount to let others know that I’m
listening.

1

2

3

4

5

6

24. I know how to calm a heated conversation.

1

2

3

4

5

6

25. I’m good at using laughter to make other people feel good.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Adapted from McBrien, Wild and Bachorowski (2018), Socio-Emotional Expertise (SEE) Scale.
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Annexe 4.1.
FICHE DE TRAVAIL 1 :
AÉROPORT – VOCABULAIRE GÉNÉRAL
Voici des extraits des exercices et des activités proposés
Séances 1, 2

TRAVAIL SUR LE GLOSSAIRE 1
Ici, on ne reporte pas les glossaires produits, beaucoup trop longs, mais seulement la consigne et la répartition en groupes de travail. Pour chaque grille proposée, nous avons donné une colonne déjà complétée
avec une langue souche (en général l’italien, mais aussi le français ou l’anglais ou bien l’allemand pour varier
voire corser l’activité). Le travail de groupe terminé, nous avons ensuite corrigé et retenu en grand groupe
les meilleures traductions.
Consigne : en travaillant sur un seul mot ou une expression à la fois, recherchez l’équivalent dans la langue de
référence choisie, consultez chacun une source différente. Comparez les mots que vous trouvez, puis, seulement
après avoir consulté le site web de la compagnie aérienne dans la langue de référence, choisissez celui qui vous
convainc le plus. Bref, vérifiez toujours l’utilisation des mots et des expressions dans le contexte de spécialité.
Grille 1
Groupe 1 (rubrique LIEUX) – 2 élèves par langue (anglais, français, espagnol, allemand)
Groupe 2 (rubrique OBJET) – 2 élèves par langue (anglais, français, espagnol, allemand)
Groupe 3 (rubriques PERSONNES et ACTIONS) – 2 élèves par langue (anglais, français, espagnol, allemand)
Grille 2
Groupe 1 (rubrique CARTES D’EMBARQUEMENT) – 2 élèves par langue (italien, français, espagnol, allemand)
Groupe 2 (rubrique PANNEAU OBJETS INTERDITS 1 et 2) – 2 élèves par langue (italien, espagnol, allemand)
Groupe 3 (rubrique PERSONNES AVEC DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS) – 2 élèves par langue (anglais, français,
espagnol, allemand)
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TRAVAIL SUR LA MÉMORISATION ET LA MÉDIATION
Ici, on ne reporte que quelques exercices à titre d’exemple, en particulier ceux qui concernent les activités
où l’on fait pratiquer les compétences de médiation.
Exercice 1 – Mémorisation du lexique (à la maison)
Entraîne-toi à mémoriser le lexique à l’aide des tags sur les images.
Clique sur le lien !
www.thinglink.com/card/1146404542212997121

Clique sur le lien !
www.thinglink.com/card/1146409067497914369

Clique sur le lien !
www.thinglink.com/card/1146407099111047169

Clique sur le lien !
www.thinglink.com/card/1146415236287299587

Exercice 2 – Imagine qu’un passager t’a demandé des informations sur son vol. Choisis trois destinations et
décris les données affichées en deux langues différentes (oralement).

Médiation de texte
Transmettre des informations spécifiques
Peut transmettre (en anglais, français ou espagnol) des
informations précises présentes dans des supports visuels,
des panneaux, des documents (écrits en allemand ou en
anglais) en situation de voyage. Domaine public/professionnel de l’aéroport. Niveau B1.
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Exercice 3 – Dans quelle partie de l’aéroport sommes-nous ? Dis-le en trois langues, puis décris ce que tu vois
dans l’image (même les panneaux !) en deux langues de ton choix.

Médiation de texte
Expliquer des données
Peut interpréter et décrire (en anglais, français,
allemand ou espagnol) des informations détaillées de visuels (écrits en italien ou en anglais) en
situation de voyage, même si des lacunes lexicales
peuvent donner lieu à des hésitations et formulations imprécises. Domaine public/professionnel
de l’aéroport. Niveau B1+.

Exercice 4 – Jeux de rôle en binômes
Un passager demande de l’aider à déchiffrer cette carte d’embarquement. À tour de rôle, donnez-lui des explications en utilisant au moins deux langues différentes de votre choix.

Médiation de texte
Expliquer des données
Peut interpréter et décrire (en anglais, français,
allemand ou espagnol) des informations détaillées de visuels (écrits en italien ou en anglais)
en situation de voyage, même si des lacunes
lexicales peuvent donner lieu à des hésitations
et formulations imprécises. Domaine public/
professionnel de l’aéroport. Niveau B1+.

Compétence pluriculturelle et plurilingue
Exploiter un répertoire pluriculturel et plurilingue
Peut faire appel à son répertoire plurilingue
pour communiquer des informations spécialisées, expliquer un problème ou donner des
clarifications dans son domaine d’intérêt (assistance aux voyageurs à l’aéroport). Niveau B1.
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Exercice 5 – Mémorisation du lexique (à la maison).
Accès thinglink : identifiant : fanaraantonella@gmail.com, mot de passe : classe4c
À l’aide des glossaires créés en groupe, tague toi-même les images suivantes pour mieux les mémoriser.
Voici quelques exemples du travail des élèves
Liens vers les tags :
www.thinglink.com/card/1146417588142604291 ;

www.thinglink.com/card/1146420129744027651.

Liens vers les tags :
www.thinglink.com/card/1146423924037255171 ;

www.thinglink.com/card/1146439287751835651.
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Annexe 4.2.
FICHE DE TRAVAIL 2 :
AÉROPORT – ACTES DE PAROLE
Voici des extraits des exercices et des activités proposés.
Séances 3, 4, 5

TRAVAIL SUR LE GLOSSAIRE 2
Ici, on ne reporte pas les glossaires produits, beaucoup trop longs, mais seulement la consigne et la répartition en groupes de travail. Pour chaque grille proposée, nous avons donné une colonne déjà complétée
avec une langue souche (en général l’italien, mais aussi le français ou l’anglais). Le travail de groupe
terminé, nous avons ensuite corrigé et retenu en grand groupe les meilleures traductions.
Les exercices qui suivent portent sur le lexique spécifique pour donner des informations et contrôler les
bagages, pour expliquer des consignes, pour aider les passagers au libre-service de dépose-bagages, pour
résoudre des problèmes de queue aux comptoirs et aux portes d’embarquement, etc.
Exercice 1 : en groupes de quatre, faites d’abord une traduction à vue, dans les différentes langues, du texte
italien. Puis, allez sur DeepL et copiez-collez le texte en italien pour en avoir la traduction automatique.
Attention ! Dans la traduction de DeepL, il se glisse toujours des erreurs. Si vous cliquez sur le mot qui vous
semble suspect, DeepL vous propose d’autres solutions. Choisissez la bonne !
Exercice 2 : en groupes de trois, faites d’abord une traduction à vue en français, en espagnol et en anglais
des phrases en italien (la partie en allemand est complétée par le groupe d’élèves qui étudient cette
langue). Puis, comme d’habitude, vérifiez votre traduction à l’aide d’un traducteur automatique ou d’un
dictionnaire en ligne.
Exercice 3 : en groupes de quatre, faites d’abord une traduction à vue, dans les différentes langues, des phrases
en italien. Puis, comme d’habitude, vérifiez votre traduction à l’aide d’un traducteur automatique ou d’un
dictionnaire en ligne.
Exercice 4 : formez des groupes de quatre. Lisez le texte en italien, puis copiez-collez tout le texte sur DeepL
pour en avoir la traduction automatique en anglais, en français, en espagnol ou en allemand. Attention ! Dans la
traduction de DeepL, il se glisse toujours des erreurs. Si vous cliquez sur le mot qui vous semble suspect, DeepL
vous propose d’autres solutions. Choisissez la bonne ! Voici un exemple en français… avec les mots douteux
déjà soulignés que vous devrez corriger.
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TRAVAIL SUR LES ACTES DE PAROLE
Médiation de texte
Transmettre des informations spécifiques
Peut transmettre (en anglais, français, allemand ou espagnol) une série
d’instructions courtes et simples (écrites/dites en italien ou en anglais)
en situation de voyage. Domaine public/professionnel de l’aéroport.
Niveau B1.
Compétence pluriculturelle et plurilingue

Exercice 1 – Jeux de rôle.
À deux ou trois, en utilisant au moins
deux langues à tour de rôle, simulez
la conversation avec un/des passager(s) pour contrôler son bagage
et le diriger au bon endroit pour
l’enregistrement.

Exploiter un répertoire pluriculturel et plurilingue
Peut, en général, tenir compte des conventions concernant la posture,
le contact visuel, la distance à respecter entre les personnes, liées aux
échanges sociaux quotidiens. Niveau B1.
Peut en général se conformer aux codes culturels les plus couramment
utilisés. Niveau B1.
Peut faire appel à son répertoire plurilingue pour communiquer des
informations spécialisées, expliquer un problème ou donner des clarifications dans son domaine d’intérêt (assistance aux voyageurs à l’aéroport).
Niveau B1.

Médiation de texte
Transmettre des informations spécifiques
Peut transmettre (en anglais, français, allemand ou espagnol) une série
d’instructions courtes et simples (écrites/dites en italien ou en anglais)
en situation de voyage. Domaine public/professionnel de l’aéroport.
Niveau B1.
Compétence pluriculturelle et plurilingue
Exploiter un répertoire pluriculturel et plurilingue
Peut, en général, tenir compte des conventions concernant la posture,
le contact visuel, la distance à respecter entre les personnes, liées aux
échanges sociaux quotidiens. Niveau B1.
Peut en général se conformer aux codes culturels les plus couramment
utilisés. Niveau B1.
Peut faire appel à son répertoire plurilingue pour communiquer des
informations spécialisées, expliquer un problème ou donner des clarifications dans son domaine d’intérêt (assistance aux voyageurs à l’aéroport).
Niveau B1.
Médiation de la communication
Faciliter la communication dans des situations délicates
Peut se rendre compte d’un désaccord entre interlocuteurs ou de difficultés
dans une interaction et adapter des expressions simples, mémorisées,
pour rechercher un compromis ou un accord. Niveau A2.
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Exercice 2 – Jeux de rôle.
À deux ou trois, en utilisant au moins
deux langues à tour de rôle, simulez
la conversation avec un/des passager(s) pour gérer au mieux la queue
aux comptoirs. Prévoyez un moment
de tension avec le passager (il ne veut
pas se déplacer, il est agacé par la
fermeture du comptoir, il s’en prend
au préposé du comptoir, etc.)

Exercice 3 – En duo, regardez cette vidéo et expliquez à votre camarade en français et/ou en espagnol ou
allemand ce qu’il est dit de faire pour l’enregistrement et la dépose automatique des bagages. Procédez de la
manière suivante : en visionnage fractionné, avec ou sans l’audio, décrivez les images et donnez les instructions
dans les autres langues.
Lien vers la vidéo : www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsChgZ-39D8 (vidéo Finnair).
Médiation de texte
Expliquer des données
Peut interpréter et décrire (en français, allemand ou espagnol) des informations détaillées
de visuels (écrits en anglais) en situation de
voyage, même si des lacunes lexicales peuvent
donner lieu à des hésitations et formulations
imprécises. Domaine public/professionnel de
l’aéroport. Niveau B1+.

Exercice 4 – Jeux de rôle
À deux, simulez la conversation avec un/des passager(s) pour l’aider à effectuer l’enregistrement et la dépose
des bagages en libre-service, en utilisant au moins deux langues à tour de rôle.
Médiation de texte
Transmettre des informations spécifiques
Peut transmettre (en anglais, français, allemand ou espagnol) une série d’instructions courtes et simples (écrites/
dites en italien ou en anglais). Domaine public/professionnel de l’aéroport. Niveau B1.
Compétence pluriculturelle et plurilingue
Exploiter un répertoire pluriculturel et plurilingue
Peut, en général, tenir compte des conventions concernant la posture, le contact visuel, la distance à respecter
entre les personnes, liées aux échanges sociaux quotidiens. Niveau B1.
Peut faire appel à son répertoire plurilingue pour communiquer des informations spécialisées, expliquer un problème ou donner des clarifications dans son domaine d’intérêt (assistance aux voyageurs à l’aéroport). Niveau B1.

Remue-méninges sur le travail fait (réflexion collective) : Comment jugez-vous le travail fait ? Pensez-vous que
vous êtes prêts pour le stage ? Quelles sont les activités que vous considérez avoir été les plus utiles/les moins
utiles ? Ce travail de préparation a-t-il été difficile ? Avez-vous des suggestions pour les prochaines étapes ?
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Annexe 4.3.
AUTOÉVALUATION :
QUESTIONNAIRE ET RÉSULTATS
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I can write

I can
analyse
and
interpret

I can
express

I can read





INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



descriptions of real or imaginary events
and experiences, which concern situations that are similar to those I read in
literary texts. I can write a review of a
film, book or play in a fairly correct form.



descriptions of real or imaginary events and experiences. I can fluently expose my ideas and narrate
facts, according to the genre concerned. I can write
descriptions on a variety of subjects I’m interested
in and a review of a film, book or play.



INTERMEDIATE



ADVANCED

INTERMEDIATE

literary texts with a certain critical awareness and in a personal way, expressing
my own opinion.





the emotions evoked by literary texts
and communicate them in a simple and
effective way.

INTERMEDIATE

with pleasure a literary text supported
by the teacher.

creative texts and compare two or more literary
texts with reference to themes, characters, scenarios, linguistic and formal aspects, analysing
similarities and differences and making connections. I can express a personal opinion on the text I
read, showing awareness and ability to empathise
or take distance.

ADVANCED

my reactions to a literary text clearly and justify them. I can verbalise emotions and feelings
aroused by reading, referring them to specific
passages in the text.

ADVANCED

with pleasure and independently different types of
literary texts, with a strong, narrative plot, in simple
language, taking my time and using a dictionary.






BASIC



creative texts and simple comments to
literary texts, films or plays, with some
errors.

BASIC

different types of literary texts in a simple
but correct way. I can understand the
general plot of literary texts and summarise them correctly.

BASIC

my appreciation of literary texts through
simple words, with the help of my
teacher.

BASIC

a literary text, understanding its general
meaning, linking it to my own experience.







BEGINNER



simple texts on a range of familiar
subjects, but it’s difficult for me to tell
imaginary events and experiences or
to write a review of a film, book or play.

BEGINNER

the general meaning of various literary
texts with great difficulty and, although
guided, I find it difficult to infer meanings and information from the context.
I can summarise them only very briefly.

BEGINNER

ideas, impressions and feelings after
reading a literary text with great
difficulty.

BEGINNER

a literary text without pleasure and
it’s difficult for me to understand its
global meaning.

Appendix to Chapter 7. The sixth sense for literature: a new pluricultural approach to literary texts as mediation and reaction to literature according to the new descriptors of
the CEFR Companion volume

Appendix 7.1.
LEARNING UNIT – SELF-ASSESSMENT GRID:
COMPREHENSION – INTERPRETATION – MEDIATION OF LITERARY TEXTS – B2
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D. Creative
writing

C. Analysis and
criticism of
creative texts
(including
literature)

B. Expressing
a personal
response to
creative texts
(including
literature)

A. Reading as a
leisure activity



INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



Can write descriptions of real or
imaginary events and experiences
which concern situations that are
similar to those in literary texts.
Can write a review of a film, book
or play in a fairly correct form.

Can write clear, detailed descriptions of real or imaginary
events and experiences marking the relationship between
ideas in clear connected text, following established conventions of the genre concerned. Can write clear, detailed
descriptions on a variety of subjects related to his/her
field of interest. Can write a review of a film, book or play.



INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



Can analyse creative texts and
compare two or more literary texts
analysing similarities and differences and making connections.
Can express a personal opinion
on literary texts in a personal way.

Can compare two works, considering themes, characters and scenes, exploring similarities and contrasts and
explaining the relevance of the connections between
them. Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing
awareness of the thematic, structural and formal features
and referring to the opinions and arguments of others. Can
evaluate the way the work encourages identification with
characters, giving examples. Can describe the way in which
different works differ in their treatment of the same theme.



INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



Can grasp the emotional significance of literary texts, express
appreciation through simple
words, communicate thoughts
and feelings aroused by reading
the texts in a simple but effective
way, supported by the teacher.

Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a
work, developing his/her ideas and supporting them with
examples and arguments. Can describe his/her emotional
response to a work and elaborate on the way in which it
has evoked this response. Can express in some detail his/
her reactions to the form of expression, style and content
of a work, explaining what he/she appreciated and why.



INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED



Can read literary texts with pleasure
and recognise ethical and aesthetical
aspects supported by the teacher.

Can read for pleasure with a large degree of independence,
adapting style and speed of reading to different texts, provided that he/she can take his/her time and use a dictionary.






BASIC



Can write creative texts and simple
comments on literary texts, films or
plays, with some errors.

BASIC

Can analyse different types of literary texts in a simple but correct
way and understand the general
plot of literary texts, summarising
them correctly.

BASIC

Can express ideas, impressions,
feelings and appreciation after
reading a literary text, but still
makes mistakes.

BASIC

Can read a literary test, understanding its general meaning, linking it
to his/her own experience.







BEGINNER



Can write simple texts on a range
of familiar subjects, but it’s difficult for him/her to tell imaginary
events and experiences or to write
a review of a film, book or play.

BEGINNER

Can understand the general
meaning of various literary texts
with great difficulty and, although
guided, he/she finds it difficult to
infer meanings and information
from the context. He/she can summarise texts only very briefly.

BEGINNER

Can express impressions, emotions
and feelings after reading a literary
text with difficulty, and his/her language lacks vocabulary to express
his/her feelings.

BEGINNER

Can find some pleasure in reading a
literary text and can understand its
global meaning with great difficulty.

Appendix to Chapter 7. The sixth sense for literature. A new pluricultural approach to literary texts as mediation and reaction to literature according to the new descriptors of
the CEFR Companion volume

Appendix 7.2.
LEARNING UNIT – TEACHER ASSESSMENT GRID:
COMPREHENSION – INTERPRETATION–MEDIATION OF LITERARY TEXTS – B2

Appendix 8.1.
CHECKLIST USED
FOR TEACHER AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
Appendix to Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
CASE STUDY – QUICK-TICK ASSESSMENT GRID
Expressing a personal response to creative texts (including literature)

Proficient User

Date

Any further comments and observations

Student name



Can describe in detail his/her personal interpretation of a work, outlining his/her reactions
to certain features and explaining their significance.
C1

Can outline his/her interpretation of a character in a work: their psychological/emotional
state, the motives for their actions and the consequences of these actions.
Can give his/her personal interpretation of the development of a plot, the characters
and the themes in a story, novel, film or play.
Can give a clear presentation of his/her reactions to a work, developing his/her ideas
and supporting them with examples and arguments.

B2

Can describe his/her emotional response to a work and elaborate on the way in which
it has evoked this response.

Independent User

Can express in some detail his/her reactions to the form of expression, style and content
of a work, explaining what s/he appreciated and why.
Can explain why certain parts or aspects of a work especially interested him/her.
Can explain in some detail which character s/he most identified with and why.
Can relate events in a story, film or play to similar events s/he has experienced or heard
about.
B1

Can relate the emotions experienced by a character in a work to emotions s/he has
experienced.
Can describe the emotions s/he experienced at a certain point in a story, e.g. the point(s)
in a story when s/he became anxious for a character, and explain why.
Can explain briefly the feelings and opinions that a work provoked in him/her.
Can describe the personality of a character.

Basic User

Can express his/her reactions to a work, reporting his/her feelings and ideas in simple
language.
Can describe a character’s feelings and explain the reasons for them.
A2

Can say in simple language which aspects of a work especially interested him/her.
Can say whether s/he liked a work or not and explain why in simple language.
Can select simple passages s/he particularly likes from work of literature to use as quotes.

A1

Can use simple words and phrases to say how a work made him/her feel.
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Appendix 8.2.
CHECKLIST USED
FOR TEACHER AND SELF-ASSESSMENT
Appendix to Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
CASE STUDY – QUICK-TICK ASSESSMENT GRID
Analysis and criticism of creative texts (including literature)
Date

Any further comments and observations

Student name



Can give a critical appraisal of work of different periods and genres (novels, poems and
plays), appreciating subtle distinctions of style and implicit as well as explicit meaning.

Proficient User

C2

Can recognise the finer subtleties of nuanced language, rhetorical effect and stylistic
language use (e.g. metaphors, abnormal syntax, ambiguity), interpreting and “unpacking”
meanings and connotations.
Can critically evaluate the way in which structure, language and rhetorical devices are
exploited in a work for a particular purpose and give a reasoned argument on their
appropriateness and effectiveness.
Can give a critical appreciation of the deliberate breach of linguistic conventions in a
piece of writing.
Can critically appraise a wide variety of texts including literary works of different periods
and genres.

C1

Can evaluate the extent to which a work meets the conventions of its genre.
Can describe and comment on ways in which the work engages the audience (e.g. by
building up and subverting expectations).

Independent User

Can compare two works, considering themes, characters and scenes, exploring similarities
and contrasts and explaining the relevance of the connections between them.
B2

Can give a reasoned opinion about a work, showing awareness of the thematic, structural
and formal features and referring to the opinions and arguments of others.
Can evaluate the way the work encourages identification with characters, giving examples.
Can describe the way in which different works differ in their treatment of the same theme.

B1

Can point out the most important episodes and events in a clearly structured narrative in
everyday language and explain the significance of events and the connection between
them.

Basic User

Can describe the key themes and characters in short narratives involving familiar situations
that are written in high-frequency everyday language.

A2

Can identify and briefly describe, in basic formulaic language, the key themes and
characters in short, simple narratives involving familiar situations that are written in
high-frequency everyday language.
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Appendix 8.3.
RESULTS FROM TEACHER AND SELFASSESSMENTS USING APPENDICES 8.1 AND 8.2
Appendix to Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
TABLE A1: GROUP 1
Target group
number

Specialisation

Number of learners
involved

Age

CEFR language
level

GROUP 1

Liceo delle scienze umane
economico-sociale

21

14/15

A1+ to A2+

TABLE A1.1: GROUP 1 – TEACHER’S ASSESSMENT
Level

Student percentage

Assessment modality: brief sustained monologue
BASIC USERS – A2

70%

BASIC/INDEPENDENT USERS – A2/B1

30%

TABLE A1.2: GROUP 1

Learner’s register number
& name surname initials

Overall grade: teacher’s
assessment

Overall grade: student’s
self-assessment

With Appendix 1 grid

Answered
the survey

Overall
grade

LEARNER # 1: AB

A2



A2

LEARNER # 2: SB

A2



A2

LEARNER # 3: CC

A2



A2

LEARNER # 4: GC

A2



A2

LEARNER # 5: GDA

B1



A2

LEARNER # 6: CF

B1



A2

LEARNER # 7: GG

B1



A2

LEARNER # 8: MG

A2



A2

LEARNER # 9: SI

B1



A2

LEARNER # 10: AL

A2



A2

LEARNER # 11: AL

A2



A2

LEARNER # 12: SL

A2



A1

LEARNER # 13: CM

A2



A2

LEARNER # 14: AM

A2



A1

LEARNER # 15: GM

B1



B1

LEARNER # 16: NM

A2



A2

LEARNER # 17: SP

A1



A2

LEARNER # 18: AP

B1



A2

LEARNER # 19: IP

A2



A2

LEARNER # 20: LAR

A2



A2

LEARNER # 21: AR

A2

-

-
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TABLE A2: GROUP 2
Target group
number

Specialisation

Number of
learners involved

Age

GROUP 2

Liceo scientifico Informatica
Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

21

15/17

CEFR language
level
B1 to B1+
B2

TABLE A2.1: GROUP 2 – TEACHER’S ASSESSMENT

Student percentage
Level

Assessment modality:
dialogue

Assessment modality:
brief sustained monologue

BASIC/INDEPENDENT USERS – A2/B1

5%

5%

INDEPENDENT USER – B1

50%

30%

INDEPENDENT/PROFICIENT USER – B2/C1

40%

60%

PROFICIENT USER – C1

5%

5%

TABLE A2.2: GROUP 2
Overall grade: teacher’s assessment
Learner’s register number
& name surname initials

Overall grade: student’s
self-assessment

Assessment
modality:
dialogue with
Appendix 1 grid

Assessment modality:
brief sustained
monologue with
Appendix 2 grid

Answered
the survey

Overall
grade

LEARNER # 1: MB

B2/C1

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 2: AB

B2

B1



B2

LEARNER # 3: KB

B2/C1

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 4: LB

B2

B1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 5: FC

B2/C1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 6: NC

A2/B1

A2/B1



B2

LEARNER # 7: GC

B2/C1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 8: SDM

B2

B1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 9: FF

B2

B1



A2/B1

LEARNER # 10: RG

B2

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 11: AG

B2/C1

C1



B2

LEARNER # 12: BJ

C1

C1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 13: AL

B2/C1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 14: GL

B2

A2/B1



B2

LEARNER # 15: GRM

B2

B1



B2

LEARNER # 16: DM

B2/C1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 17: GP

B2/C1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 18: MR

B2

B2



B2

LEARNER # 19: MR

B2

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 20: RS

B2/C1

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 21: LZ

B2

B1



C1
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TABLE A3: GROUP 3
Target group
number

Specialisation

Number of
learners involved

Age

CEFR language
level

GROUP 3

Liceo scientifico Informatica
Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

24-26

17/18

B1 to B2 / C1

TABLE A3.1: GROUP 3

Student percentage
Level

Assessment modality:
dialogue

Assessment modality: brief
sustained monologue

BASIC/INDEPENDENT USERS – B1

30%

35%

INDEPENDENT USER – B2

45%

35%

INDEPENDENT/PROFICIENT USER – B2/C1

20%

11%

PROFICIENT USER – C1

5%

19%

TABLE A3.2: GROUP 3
Learner’s register
number & name
surname initials

Overall grade: teacher’s assessment
with Appendix 2 grid

Overall grade: student’s
self-assessment

Assessment
modality: dialogue

Assessment modality: brief
sustained monologue

Answered
the survey

Overall
grade

LEARNER # 1: AB

B2

B1-B2



B2

LEARNER # 2: CB

B2

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 3: EB

B2/C1

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 4: TB

B2

B1-B2

-

-

LEARNER # 5: SC

-

C1

-

-

LEARNER # 6: AC

B2

B2-C1

-

-

LEARNER # 7: MEC

A2/B1

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 8: DJC

A2/B1

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 9: DD

-

C1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 10: LG

B2

B2



B2

LEARNER # 11: RG

B2

B2

-

-

LEARNER # 12: FLR

B2/C1

C1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 13: MM

B2/C1

C1

-

-

LEARNER # 14: MP

A2/B1

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 15: DP

B2/C1

B2



B2/C1

LEARNER # 16: BP

B2

B2-C1

-

-

LEARNER # 17: OR

B2

B2-C1

-

-

LEARNER # 18: MR

A2/B1

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 19: CR

B2/C1

B2-C1



B2

LEARNER # 20: CR

B2

B2



B2

LEARNER # 21: LS

A2/B1

B2

-

-

LEARNER # 22: ZT

C1

C1



B2/C1

LEARNER # 23: FVA

B2

B1

-

-

LEARNER # 24: GV

A2/B1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 25: GV

A2/B1

B2



B2

LEARNER # 26: SZ

B2

B2-C1



B2/C1
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TABLE A4: GROUP 4
Target group
number

Specialisation

Number of
learners involved

Age

GROUP 4

Liceo scientifico Informatica
Multimediale Avanzata (IMA)

26

17/18

CEFR language
level
B1 to B2
C1

TABLE A4.1: GROUP 4
Student percentage

Level

Assessment modality: dialogue

BASIC/INDEPENDENT USERS – B1

15%

INDEPENDENT USER – B2

40%

INDEPENDENT/PROFICIENT USER – B2/C1

38%

PROFICIENT USER – C1

7%

TABLE A4.2: GROUP 4
Learner’s register number
& name surname initials

Overall grade: teacher’s assessment
with Appendix 2 grid

Assessment modality: brief sustained monologue
LEARNER # 1: IB

C1+

LEARNER # 2: PB

B2

LEARNER # 3: FB

B1-B2

LEARNER # 4: CB

B1

LEARNER # 5: AB

B1-B2

LEARNER # 6: SB

B2

LEARNER # 7: KB

B2

LEARNER # 8: MB

C1+

LEARNER # 9: SC

B1

LEARNER # 10: VDP

B1-B2

LEARNER # 11: LF

B1

LEARNER # 12: MG

B1-B2

LEARNER # 13: LL

B1-B2

LEARNER # 14: SB

B2

LEARNER # 15: AM

B1-B2

LEARNER # 16: ASP

B2

LEARNER # 17: AP

B1-B2

LEARNER # 18: AP

C1

LEARNER # 19: MR

B2

LEARNER # 20: RS

B2

LEARNER # 21: GS

B1-B2

LEARNER # 22: MFS

B2

LEARNER # 23: FS

B1-B2

LEARNER # 24: AS

B1

LEARNER # 25: ES

B1-B2

LEARNER # 26: DT

B2
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TABLE A5: GROUP 5
Target group number

Specialisation

Number of learners
involved

Age

CEFR language
level

GROUP 5

Liceo scientifico

23

17/18

B1 to B2
C1

TABLE A5.1: GROUP 5

Level

Student percentage
Assessment modality: dialogue

BASIC/INDEPENDENT USERS – B1

35%

INDEPENDENT USER – B2

30%

INDEPENDENT/PROFICIENT USER – B2/C1

20%

PROFICIENT USER – C1

15%

TABLE A5.2: GROUP 5
Learner’s register number & name surname initials
Assessment modality: brief sustained monologue

Overall grade: teacher’s assessment
with Appendix 2 grid

LEARNER # 1 RA

B1

LEARNER # 2 AA

B1

LEARNER # 3 AGB

B2

LEARNER # 4 NC

B2

LEARNER # 5 OC

B1-B2

LEARNER # 6 AAC

B2

LEARNER # 7 VC

B1-B2

LEARNER # 8 GF

B2

LEARNER # 9 MF

B1-B2

LEARNER # 10 SG

B1

LEARNER # 11 EG

C1

LEARNER # 12 GI

B1-B2

LEARNER # 13 VL

B1

LEARNER # 14 AM

B1

LEARNER # 15 FM

C1

LEARNER # 16 LM

B1

LEARNER # 17 GM

B1-B2

LEARNER # 18 AM

C1

LEARNER # 19 CM

B2

LEARNER # 20 LP

B1

LEARNER # 21 DS

B1

LEARNER # 22 AS

B1-B2

LEARNER # 23 MV

B1-B2
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Appendix 8.4.
RESULTS FROM STUDENT SURVEY (GROUP 1)
Appendix to Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
How good are you at expressing your reactions to a book or
film and then reporting your feelings and ideas?

How good are you at saying which aspects of a work especially
interested you?

21 respondents

21 respondents

52.4%

14.3%
23.8%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

47.6%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
38.1%

9.5%
How well can you describe a character’s feelings and explain
the reasons for them?

How good are you at saying if you liked a work or not and
why?

21 respondents

21 respondents

33.3%

Very well
Quite well
Well enough
I’m ok
I can’t do that

19%

38.1%

23.8%

14.3%
9.5%

28.6%

23.8%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

How good are you at expressing your reactions to a book or
film and then reporting your feelings and ideas?
21 respondents
33.3%
Yes, I can
No, I can’t
Maybe
61.9%

23.8%

How well can you describe a character’s feelings and explain
the reasons for them?
21 respondents
33.3%
33.3%
28.6%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
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Appendix 8.5.
RESULTS FROM STUDENT SURVEY (GROUPS 2 & 3)
Appendix to Chapter 8. Promoting and assessing the appreciation of literature at secondary school
How well can you describe the personality of a character in
a book or film?

How would you rate your ability to describe in detail your personal interpretation of a work, outlining your reactions to it?

21 respondents

21 respondents
31%

62.1%

Very well
Quite well
Well enough
I can’t do that

48.3%
10.3%

37.9%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

How good are you at explaining briefly the feelings and
opinions that a work provoked in you?

How good are you at outlining your interpretation if a character
in a work? (their psychological/emotional state, the motives
for their actions and the consequences of these actions)

21 respondents

21 respondents

51.7%

13.8%

34.5%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

13.8%

55.2%

27.6%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

How well can you give your personal interpretation of the
development of a plot, the characters and the themes in a
story, nouvel, film or play?

How well can you explain in some detail which character you
most identified with and why?

21 respondents

21 respondents

20.7%
17.2%

55.2%

Very well
Quite well
Well enough
I’m ok
I’m hopeless

27.6%
55.2%

17.2%

Very well
Quite well
Well enough
I can’t do that

How good are you at explaining why certain parts of aspects
of a work especially interested you?

How would you rate your ability to describe and explain the
emotions you experienced at a certain point in a story, (for
example the point/s in a story when you become anxious
for a character)?

21 respondents

21 respondents

37.9%
13.8%
10.3%
37.9%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

44.8%

17.2%
10.3%
24.1%

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
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Annexe 15.1.
INSTRUMENTO DE APOIO À PLANIFICAÇÃO
DE SEQUÊNCIA DIDÁTICA
Annexe au chapitre 15. Discours d’enseignants au sujet d’activités qui relèvent de la médiation dans le Volume
complémentaire du CECR – une étude empirique
Quadro-síntese de apresentação
Título:
Enquadramento / contextualização:
Público a que se destina (nível/ciclo de ensino e nível de proficiência):
Línguas / variedades linguísticas envolvidas:
Duração prevista:
Objetivos pedagógico-didáticos:
Competência(s) em foco:
Conteúdos a trabalhar:
Planificação global das atividades
Sessões
(duração)

Atividades

Recursos

Sessão I
Sessão II
Sessão III
Sessão IV
(Acrescentar se necessário)

Planificação das sessões
Sessão
(Sub-)Título
Objetivos
…
…
…
Competência(s) em foco
Conteúdos
Descrição pormenorizada / passos didáticos
Observações
(Acrescentar caixas conforme seja necessário)
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Annexe 15.2.
GUIÃO PARA A DESCRIÇÃO DE UMA
ATIVIDADE DE MEDIAÇÃO
Annexe au chapitre 15. Discours d’enseignants au sujet d’activités qui relèvent de la médiation dans le Volume
complémentaire du CECR – une étude empirique
Designação da atividade :
f Tarefa(s) antes da atividade
Atividade
f Tarefa(s) referentes à atividade
f Tarefas(s) após a atividade
Duração
Nível de proficiência

 A1    A2    B1    B2    C1 (pode ser apenas um ou mais de um)

Tema Orientador
Tipo de mediação

Mediação da comunicação

(Conselho da Europa, 2018) Estabelecer um espaço pluricultural;
Agir como intermediário em situações informais;
[selecionar a(s)
categoria(s)-alvo]
Facilitar a comunicação em situações delicadas e em desacordos.
Descritores
(transcrever os que
se aplicam, de acordo
com o previsto no
Volume Complementar
ao Quadro Europeu
Comum de Referência
– páginas fornecidas)
Instruções
(específicas relativamente
à atividade de mediação)
Indícios de observação e
resp-etivos instrumentos
de avaliação (formativa)

Possibilidade(s) de
diferenciação pedagógica

Reflexão sobre o
desenvolvimento da
atividade, a escolha dos
materiais/suportes
pedagógico-didáticos, etc.
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Annexe 17.1.
QUESTIONNAIRE À DESTINATION
DES ENSEIGNANTS
Annexe au chapitre 17. L’exploitation des compétences plurilingues dans le cadre des formations linguistiques
dispensées aux adultes plurilingues : étude de cas sur l’utilisation des nouveaux descripteurs du Volume complémentaire du CECR pour une transition vers des pratiques d’enseignement valorisant le plurilinguisme
L’utilisation de langues tierces* au sein de cours de langue
Questionnaire à destination des formateurs
Important : Ce questionnaire est anonyme. Vos réponses seront traitées de manière globale pour servir dans le cadre
d’une étude de cas sur l’enseignement des langues étrangères en contexte international.
Aucun détail concernant les apprenants ou les institutions/entreprises mentionnées dans vos réponses qui pourrait
les identifier spécifiquement ne sera repris.
Les questionnaires ne feront l’objet d’aucune divulgation et l’accès à ces derniers restera strictement limité aux
auteurs de l’étude.
*Le terme « langue tierce » renvoie à toute langue autre que la langue cible (celle faisant l’objet de cours).

Section 1 – Recours à une langue tierce
1) Considérez-vous l’utilisation d’une langue tierce comme nécessaire et/ou souhaitable dans le cadre d’un
cours de langue ? Pourquoi ?
2) Pensez-vous qu’il soit possible de ne pas avoir recours à une langue tierce dans le cadre de vos cours ?
3) Quantitativement, comment qualifieriez-vous votre recours à une ou des langue(s) tierce(s) dans le cadre
de vos cours ?
 Totalement absent
 Occasionnel
 Assez fréquent
 Important
 Très important
 Omniprésent
4) Dans quelle(s) situation(s) et pourquoi avez-vous généralement recours à des langues autres que la langue
cible durant vos cours ?
 Explications (lexicales, grammaticales, culturelles)
 Exercices (lexicaux, grammaticaux) – décrivez le type d’exercices
 Opérations de contrôle/d’évaluation
 Autre(s)
Section 2 – Compétences en langue(s) tierce(s)
5) Combien de langues parlez-vous et quel est votre degré de connaissance dans ces langues ?
6) Comment qualifieriez-vous vos capacités à traduire dans ces langues ?
7) Comment qualifieriez-vous vos capacités à donner des explications dans ces langues ?
8) Quel est votre degré de confiance à utiliser des langues autres que la langue cible dans le cadre de vos cours ?
 Pas du tout confiant(e)
 Confiant(e)
 Assez confiant(e)
 Très confiant(e)
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Expliquez :
9) Apprenez-vous actuellement une langue étrangère ? Si oui, laquelle ?
10) Quelle(s) langue(s) autre(s) que la langue cible utilisez-vous généralement dans le cadre de vos cours ?
11) Durant vos cours, pourquoi utilisez-vous une langue tierce plutôt qu’une autre ?
12) Vos connaissances en langues tierces vous sont-elles toutes pareillement utiles dans le cadre de vos cours ?
 Oui
 Non
Expliquez :
13) Pensez-vous que la connaissance de langues tierces soit indispensable au rôle de l’enseignant en langue ?
Pourquoi ?
Section 3 – Exploitation des langues tierces
14) Votre utilisation des langues tierces est-elle différente lors de cours privés et collectifs ? Expliquez.
15) Votre utilisation de langues tierces diffère-t-elle en fonction du niveau des apprenants dans la langue
cible ? Expliquez.
16) Donnez-vous de l’importance aux connaissances en langues de vos apprenants ? Les interrogez-vous sur
leurs connaissances en langues ?
17) Vos apprenants vous demandent-ils parfois d’avoir recours à une langue tierce ? Si oui, quand et pourquoi ?
18) Comment percevez-vous ce type de sollicitations ? Comment y réagissez-vous ?
19) Quelle importance le recours à une langue tierce a-t-il pour vous dans l’acquisition par l’apprenant de
compétences linguistiques ?
20) Quelle importance le recours à une langue tierce a-t-il pour vous dans l’acquisition par l’apprenant de
compétences de communication ?
21) Que pensez-vous de la communication en langues tierces entre les apprenants ?
Section 4 – Formation
22) Comment considérez-vous votre formation initiale au regard de votre contexte d’enseignement ?
 Tout à fait adaptée
 Adaptée la plupart du temps
 Pas suffisamment adaptée
 Pas du tout adaptée
23) Les formations continues que l’on vous propose répondent-elles à vos besoins, en particulier langagiers ?
 Jamais
 Rarement
 Parfois
 Le plus souvent
 Toujours
24) D’après vous, que vous manque-t-il en termes de formation pour répondre aux exigences de votre contexte

d’enseignement ?

25) Souhaitez-vous ajouter quelque chose ?
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Annexe 17.2.
GRILLE D’OBSERVATION UTILISÉE
POUR LES VISITES DE CLASSES
Annexe au chapitre 17. L’exploitation des compétences plurilingues dans le cadre des formations linguistiques
dispensées aux adultes plurilingues : étude de cas sur l’utilisation des nouveaux descripteurs du Volume complémentaire du CECR pour une transition vers des pratiques d’enseignement valorisant le plurilinguisme
Grille d’observation
Utilisation du répertoire plurilingue au sein des classes de langue (cours collectifs)
1. Informations générales
f Observation effectuée par : ��������������������������������������������������������
f Date de l’observation : ������������������������������������������������������������
f Classe observée :
- Langue enseignée : �������������������������������������������������������������
- Intitulé du cours : ��������������������������������������������������������������
- Niveau du cours : ���������������������������������������������������������������
- Nombre d’apprenants : ����������������������������������������������������������
- Nombre de séances par semaine et durée : ������������������������������������������
- Horaire de la séance observée : de _______________________ à ________________________
2. Supports utilisés
f Méthode : _____________________ � Jeux : _______________________
f Ouvrages divers : ______________________ � Matériel authentique
f Images 						� Tableau
f Audio				� Internet : _____________________
f Vidéo				 
� Autre(s) : _______________
Oui

Non

Commentaires

f Les supports encouragent-ils le recours à
des langues tierces ?
f Les supports intègrent-ils des langues tierces ?
Remarques, précisions

3. Enseignants
Recours au répertoire plurilingue
f L’enseignant a recours à une langue tierce :
 jamais
 exceptionnellement
 occasionnellement
 souvent
 très fréquemment
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f Combien de fois l’enseignant a-t-il eu recours à une langue tierce lors de la séance observée,
indépendamment de la durée des occurrences ?_________________________ fois
Oui

Non

Commentaires

f Le recours à une langue tierce est-il immédiat ?
f Le recours à une langue tierce est-il ritualisé ?
f Lors de quel type d’activités l’enseignant a-t-il recours à une langue tierce ?
 Lors de la définition des tâches et de l’organisation des activités
 Lors de la régulation de l’apprentissage et de la gestion de la classe (maintien du rythme, etc.)
 Lors d’explications lexicales simples (termes univoques)
 Lors d’explications lexicales complexes
 Lors d’explications grammaticales/métalinguistiques
 Lors d’explications culturelles
 Lors d’exercices lexicaux
 Lors d’exercices grammaticaux
 Lors de l’institutionnalisation du savoir
 Lors d’opérations de contrôle
 Lors d’opérations d’évaluation
 Lors d’opérations de médiation
 Autre(s) : ��������������������������������������������������������������������
f Dans quel cadre l’enseignant a-t-il recours à une langue tierce ?
 La résolution d’ambiguïtés ou l’anticipation de difficultés
 Un travail comparatif
 L’introduction d’éléments nouveaux
 La confirmation de sens
 Les digressions durant le cours
 La communication hors classe ou hors cours
 Autre(s) : ��������������������������������������������������������������������
f Quelles langues tierces sont-elles utilisées par l’enseignant ?
 Anglais
 Italien
 Serbe		
 Français
 Portugais
 Néerlandais
 Espagnol
 Russe
 Albanais		
 Allemand
 Chinois
 Polonais		

 Arabe
 Japonais
 Perse
 Autre(s) : ___________

f Quel est le degré de maîtrise de l’enseignant de ces langues tierces ?
- Langue 1. ________________ :  excellente
 bonne
 suffisante
- Langue 2. ________________ :  excellente
 bonne
 suffisante
- Langue 3. ________________ :  excellente
 bonne
 suffisante

 notionnelle
 notionnelle
 notionnelle

Prise en compte du répertoire plurilingue des apprenants
Oui
f L’enseignant connaît-il le répertoire linguistique des apprenants ?
f L’enseignant tient-il compte des connaissances linguistiques des apprenants ?
f L’enseignant exploite-t-il le répertoire linguistique des apprenants ?
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Non

Commentaires

f Le répertoire linguistique des apprenants
induit-il une différenciation de l’apprentissage ?
f Le répertoire linguistique des apprenants
induit-il une généralisation de l’apprentissage ?
Remarques, précisions

4. Apprenants
Oui

Non

Commentaires

f Les apprenants initient-ils le recours à une
langue tierce ?
f Les apprenants sollicitent-ils le recours à une
langue tierce de la part de l’enseignant ?
f Quand elle est utilisée, la langue tierce estelle utilisée de manière exclusive ?
f Le recours à une langue tierce paraît-il
volontaire/conscient ?
f Le recours à une langue tierce donne-t-il lieu
à un échange bilingue (mixte) ?
f Dans le cas d’un énoncé mixte, les éléments
empruntés à la langue tierce ont-ils été
adaptés (terminaison du mot, prononciation…) pour s’intégrer plus facilement dans
la langue cible ?
f Pour quelle(s) raison(s) les apprenants ont-ils recours à une langue tierce ?
 Pour compenser un manque
 Pour démontrer qu’ils ont compris
 Pour reformuler des notions complexes ou approfondir des notions abstraites
 Pour se rassurer sur la bonne compréhension
 Pour confronter les systèmes linguistiques (démarche réflexive)
 Pour s’assurer de l’efficacité de la communication
 Dans un objectif de médiation
 Autre(s) : ��������������������������������������������������������������������
f Pour quelle(s) fonction(s) communicative(s) les différentes langues sont-elles utilisées par les
apprenants ?
- Pour communiquer sur un sujet avec l’enseignant :
 en langue cible
 en langue maternelle  en langue tierce autre que la LM : _____
- Pour communiquer sur un sujet avec les autres apprenants :
 en langue cible
 en langue maternelle  en langue tierce autre que la LM : _____
- Pour communiquer sur la langue cible (métalangage) :
 en langue cible
 en langue maternelle  en langue tierce autre que la LM : _____
- Pour parler à soi-même (commentaire, par ex. sur sa performance en langue cible) :
 en langue cible
 en langue maternelle  en langue tierce autre que la LM : _____
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Remarques, précisions

5. Gestion des interactions plurilingues
Oui

Non

Commentaires

f Les interactions plurilingues ont lieu entre
enseignant et apprenant(s).
f Les interactions plurilingues ont lieu entre
apprenant(s) et apprenant(s).
f Les interactions plurilingues se passent durant la leçon.
f L’utilisation d’une langue tierce s’effectue :
- en grand groupe ;
- en petit groupe ;
- de manière individuelle.
f Les interactions plurilingues se passent
avant et/ou après la leçon.
f Durant la leçon, les interactions plurilingues
sont encadrées, contrôlées par l’enseignant.
f En dehors de la leçon, les interactions
plurilingues font l’objet de remarques de
l’enseignant.
f Quelle est la réaction de l’enseignant lors de la mobilisation du répertoire plurilingue par l’apprenant ?
 Il l’exploite
 Il l’ignore
 Il la sanctionne
 Autre(s) : ��������������������������������������������������������������������
f Dans quelle langue l’enseignant répond-il à une sollicitation en langue tierce ?
 Dans la langue cible
 Dans la langue de sollicitation
 Dans une autre langue
Remarques, précisions
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Annexe 17.3.
QUESTIONNAIRE À DESTINATION
DES APPRENANTS
Annexe au chapitre 17. L’exploitation des compétences plurilingues dans le cadre des formations linguistiques
dispensées aux adultes plurilingues : étude de cas sur l’utilisation des nouveaux descripteurs du Volume complémentaire du CECR pour une transition vers des pratiques d’enseignement valorisant le plurilinguisme
Le plurilinguisme en classe de langue
Réponses des participants
Partie 1 – Vous et vos connaissances linguistiques
1) Quel est votre âge ?
2) Quelle est votre langue maternelle unique ou dominante ?
3) Avez-vous, éventuellement, une deuxième langue maternelle ?
4) Quelles langues étrangères apprenez-vous en ce moment ? Merci d’indiquer votre niveau dans cette langue.
5) Parlez-vous d’autres langues ?
 Oui
 Non
6) Lesquelles ?
7) Pouvez-vous estimer votre niveau dans chacune de ces langues ?
Partie 2 – Vos cours de langue
8) De façon générale, l’utilisation d’une langue tierce est utile dans le cadre d’un cours de langue.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
9) Dans mon (mes) cours de langue, j’ai besoin de traductions et d’explications dans une langue tierce.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
10) Pendant le cours, je suis capable de m’exprimer uniquement en langue cible.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
11) Je mobilise activement mes connaissances d’autres langues pour comprendre la langue cible et pour la parler.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
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12) Je m’efforce de ne pas mélanger de langues tierces avec la langue cible.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
13) Il m’est facile de passer d’une langue à une autre pendant le cours.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
14) Mon enseignant(e) parle plusieurs langues.
 Oui
 Non
 Je ne sais pas
15) Je sais quelles autres langues parle mon enseignant(e) en plus de la langue qu’il/elle nous enseigne.
 Oui
 Non
16) Mon enseignant(e) sait quelles autres langues moi et les élèves de mon groupe connaissons.
 Oui
 Non
 Je ne sais pas
17) Mon enseignant(e) n’a quasiment jamais recours à une langue tierce dans le cadre de mes cours.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
18) Mon enseignant(e) utilise cette langue tierce uniquement pour dire un mot ou une phrase.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
19) Mon enseignant(e) tolère qu’on lui parle dans une autre langue que la langue cible lors du cours.
 Tout à fait d’accord
 Plutôt d’accord
 Plutôt pas d’accord
 Absolument pas d’accord
Partie 3 – Votre utilisation des langues pendant le cours
20) Quelle(s) langue(s) utilisez-vous généralement lors de votre cours ? Vous pouvez choisir plusieurs options.
 La langue cible (c’est-à-dire la langue que j’apprends dans ce cours)
 Ma langue maternelle
 Une autre langue
21) Pendant les cours, vous utilisez la langue cible pour… (plusieurs réponses possibles)
 Communiquer avec l’enseignant(e)
 Communiquer avec les autres étudiants
 Communiquer au sujet de la langue cible (par exemple des explications de grammaire, le sens d’un mot)
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 Vous parler à vous-même (par exemple lorsque vous faites une erreur ou que vous cherchez un mot)
 Autres situations. Merci de préciser.
22) Pendant les cours, vous utilisez votre langue maternelle pour… (plusieurs réponses possibles)
 Communiquer avec l’enseignant(e)
 Communiquer avec les autres étudiants
 Communiquer au sujet de la langue cible (par exemple des explications de grammaire, le sens d’un mot)
 Comparer votre langue maternelle à la langue cible
 Vous parler à vous-même (par exemple lorsque vous faites une erreur ou que vous cherchez un mot)
 Vous ne l’utilisez jamais.
 Autres situations. Merci de préciser.
23) Pendant les cours, vous utilisez une langue tierce pour… (plusieurs réponses possibles)
 Communiquer avec l’enseignant(e)
 Communiquer avec les autres étudiants
 Communiquer au sujet de la langue cible (par exemple des explications de grammaire, le sens d’un mot)
 Comparer votre langue maternelle à la langue cible
 Vous parler à vous-même (par exemple lorsque vous faites une erreur ou que vous cherchez un mot)
 Je n’utilise jamais de langue tierce pendant le cours.
 Autres situations. Merci de préciser.
24) Êtes-vous plutôt POUR ou CONTRE l’utilisation de langues tierces dans votre cours de langue ?
 Pour
 Contre
 Sans opinion
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Annexe 18.1.
FICHE DE TRAVAIL 1
Annexe au chapitre 18. La tâche comme moteur de promotion du plurilinguisme
Nom :

______________

Une rencontre internationale
Tu participes à une rencontre internationale des jeunes. Dans un petit groupe, cinq personnes de pays différents se
présentent à toi dans leur langue maternelle. Note ce que tu comprends pour le raconter à un ami français plus tard.

nom :

nom :

________________

langue :

langue : ________________
notes : _______________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

_______

_______

_______

__

_______

__

notes : _
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_
_______
_______
_______
_______
____
_______
_______
_
_
_
_
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
___
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
____
_______
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_______
_______
_______
_______
____
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_
_
_______
_______
_______
_
_
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
___
_______
_
_______
_______
_______
_______
__
_______
_______
___

Aide : Essayez de découvrir…
a) … c’est qui ?
b) … qu’est-ce qu’il/elle fait ?
c) … qu’est-ce qui l’intéresse ?
Prenez des notes sur votre feuille.
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______
__________
_________
ue : _______

nom :

nom :

________________

langue : ________________

lang

_________
notes : _______________________________
__________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
______
________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
notes : ____
_____________________________________
_
____
____
__________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
_____________________________________
__________
__________
________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__________
_
_____________________________________
_____
____
__________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
_____________________________________
__________
__________
________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__________
_
_____________________________________
____
____
__________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
_____________________________________
_________
__________
_________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__________
_
_____________________________________
_
___
____
__________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
_____________________________________
_________
__________
_________
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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Annexe 18.2.
FICHE DE TRAVAIL 2 TRANSCRIPTIONS DES PRÉSENTATIONS
Annexe au chapitre 18. La tâche comme moteur de promotion du plurilinguisme
Nom :

______________

C’est quelle langue ? ____________________
Eu chamo-me Maria da Silva. Tenho trinta e sete anos. Sou brasileira e sou de São Paolo. Gosto muito da música
espanhola e interesse-me por aprender línguas estrangeiras. Sou professora de espanhol e de matemática.
C’est quelle langue ? ____________________
Merhaba, benim adım Onur. Ben yirmi beş yaşındayım. Ben türk’üm. Ben kuaförüm. Saç kesmeyi seviyorum. Ben
balinaları çok seviyorum.
C’est quelle langue ? ____________________
Nazywam się Julia Nowak i jestem z Polski. Mam trzydzieści lat. Jestem absolwentką żurnalistyki. Studiowałam
na uniwersytecie w Warszawie. Mam apartament w Krakowie. Jestem redaktorem gazety historycznej „Era
antyczna“.
C’est quelle langue ? ____________________
Ciao, mi chiamo Matteo Coppola, sono italiano e di Napoli. Ho trentaquattro anni. Sono interessato agli animali
e alla medicina. Lavoro come veterinario. Mi piace trattare grandi animali, per esempio cavalli.
C’est quelle langue ? ____________________
Buenos días, mi nombre es Carlos García López. Soy mexicano y vengo de Cancún. Tengo veintitrés años y trabajo como programador de juegos de video. En mi tiempo libre, me gusta mucho estudiar lenguas extranjeras,
porque me ayudan a comunicar con gente de países diferentes.
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Annexe 18.3.
FICHE DE TRAVAIL 3 DICTIONNAIRE PLURILINGUE
Annexe au chapitre 18. La tâche comme moteur de promotion du plurilinguisme
Nom :

______________
Mon dictionnaire plurilingue

Notez des mots trouvés dans les présentations des jeunes. Remplissez chaque ligne du tableau au moins en quatre
langues.
Deutsch

Englisch

Französisch

Spanisch

Portugiesisch

Italienisch

Türkisch

Polnisch

die Zeitung

journal,
gazette

le journal,
la gazette

la gaceta

o jornal

il giornale,
la gazzetta

gazete

gazeta

arbeiten

work

travailler

trabajar

trabalhar

lavorare

işlemek

pracować
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Annexe 18.4.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Réflexion – Une rencontre internationale
Répondez aux questions suivantes pour vous-même :
Trifft zu

Trifft teil-weise zu

Trifft nicht zu

Das Thema hat mich interessiert.
Die Aufgabenstellungen waren deutlich
und verständlich formuliert, sodass ich sie
gut bearbeiten konnte.
Die Stunde hat mich motiviert, weitere
Sprachen lernen zu wollen.
Französisch und/oder andere Sprachen
haben mir bei der Erschließung unbekannter
Vokabeln geholfen.
Hättest Du gedacht, dass Du Dir fremdsprachige Texte mithilfe anderer Sprachen erschließen kannst? Wenn
ja, warum? Wenn nein, warum?

Wie bist Du vorgegangen, um die Texte in den unterschiedlichen Sprachen zu verstehen?

Was konntest du mithilfe Deines mehrsprachigen Wörterbuches beobachten?

Welche Sprachen konntest Du besser verstehen und warum?

Was konntest du aus dieser Stunde in Bezug auf das Lernen von Sprachen mitnehmen?

Was fiel dir leicht? Warum?

Was fiel dir schwer? Warum?

Weitere Anmerkungen:
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Appendix 20.1.
PHONOLOGY BELIEFS: INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Appendix to Chapter 20. Exploring teachers’ beliefs and practices about phonology instruction, with reference
to the CEFR descriptors
This questionnaire is designed to create opportunities for you to reflect on your current beliefs about language
learning and teaching and on your current teaching practice. It mainly aims to find out to what extent and in
what ways you highlight/teach phonological control features with reference to CEFR descriptors. Section 1 deals
with your own knowledge and awareness of phonological aspects of English language, whereas Section 2 is
focused on providing explanations of these and controlled and freer practice activities to students. Based on
this reflection, it also aims at providing you with a chance to think about areas to work on to help you improve
as a teacher.
PARTICIPANT NUMBER: __________

Section 1: Self-assessment of your knowledge and awareness of phonological features
Please reflect on your knowledge and awareness of English phonological features in relation to teaching and
tick the relevant box. Please feel free to make any comments in the space provided.
I feel I know/am aware of …

Almost
everything of
this feature

Most
of this
feature

Some
of this
feature

A little
of this
feature

Nothing of
this feature

Individual sounds
Word and sentence stress
Rhythm and intonation
Connected speech
Phonemic script/chart
Technological/online resources
Comments:

Section 2: Teaching the phonological features
Please reflect on your teaching of English phonological features and tick the relevant box. Please feel free to
make any comments in the space provided.
I feel I can …

Strongly
Disagree Not sure
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Individual sounds
a. provide clear explanations to students.
b. provide controlled and guided practice to
students.
c. provide freer practice to students.
d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).
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I feel I can …
Word and sentence stress
a. provide clear explanations to students.
b. provide controlled and guided practice to
students.
c. provide freer practice to students.
d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).
Rhythm and intonation
a. provide clear explanations to students.
b. provide controlled and guided practice to
students.
c. provide freer practice to students.
d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).
Connected speech
a. provide clear explanations to students.
b. provide controlled and guided practice to
students.
c. provide freer practice to students.
d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).
Phonemic script/chart
a. use phonemic script/chart during explanations and/or practice activities.
b. use phonemic script/chart during feedback/
error correction.
Technological/online resources
a. use technological/online resources during
explanations and/or practice activities.
b. use technological /online resources during
feedback/error correction.
Comments:
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Strongly
Disagree Not sure
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Appendix 20.2.
QUESTIONNAIRES: COLLATED RESULTS
APPENDIX 20.2A. INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE: COLLATED RESULTS
Appendix to Chapter 20. Exploring teachers’ beliefs and practices about phonology instruction, with reference
to the CEFR descriptors

Section 1: Self-assessment of your knowledge and awareness of phonological features
Most
of this
feature

Some
of this
feature

A little
of this
feature

Nothing of
this feature

1. Individual sounds

X

XX

X

X

2. Word and sentence stress

X

XX

XX

3. Rhythm and intonation

X

XXX

I feel I know/am aware of …

Almost
everything of
this feature

X

4. Connected speech

XX

X

XX

5. Phonemic script/chart

XX

XXX

6. Technological/online resources

XX

XXX

Section 2: Teaching the phonological features
Disagree

Not sure

Agree

Strongly
agree

a. provide clear explanations to
students.

X

XX

X

X

b. provide controlled and guided
practice to students.

X

XXX

X

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

X

XX

X

d. provide effective feedback to
students (handle error correction
easily).

X

XX

XX

a. provide clear explanations to
students.

X

XX

XX

b. provide controlled and guided
practice to students.

X

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

X

XXX

d. provide effective feedback to
students (handle error correction
easily).

XX

X

XX

X

XX

XX

I feel I can …

Strongly
disagree

Individual sounds

Word and sentence stress

XXXX

Rhythm and intonation
a. provide clear explanations to
students.
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I feel I can …

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not sure

Agree

b. provide controlled and guided
practice to students.

X

X

XXX

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

XX

XX

d. provide effective feedback to
students (handle error correction
easily).

X

XXX

X

a. provide clear explanations to
students.

X

XXX

X

b. provide controlled and guided
practice to students.

X

XXX

X

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

XXXX

d. provide effective feedback to
students (handle error correction
easily).

X

XXX

Strongly
agree

Connected speech

X

Phonemic script/chart
a. use phonemic script/chart during
explanations and/or practice activities.

XX

XX

X

b. use phonemic script/chart during
feedback/error correction.

XX

XX

X

a. use technological/online resources
during explanations and/or practice
activities.

X

XX

X

X

b. use technological/online resources
during feedback/error correction.

X

XX

X

X

Technological/online resources

APPENDIX 20.2B. FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE: COLLATED RESULTS
Appendix to Chapter 20. Exploring teachers’ beliefs and practices about phonology instruction, with reference
to the CEFR descriptors

Section 1: Self-assessment of your knowledge and awareness of phonological features
I feel I know/am aware of …

almost
everything on
this feature

1. Individual sounds

Most
of this
feature

Some of
this feature

A little on
this feature

XXXXX

2. Word and sentence stress

X

XXX

3. Rhythm and intonation

X

XXX

X

XXXX

X

4. Connected speech
5. Phonemic script/chart
6. Technological/online resources
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X

X

XXX

XX

XXX

X

Nothing
on this
feature

Section 2: Teaching the phonological features
Agree

Strongly
agree

a. provide clear explanations to
students.

XXX

XX

b. provide controlled and guided practice to students.

XXXX

X

c. provide freer practice to students.

XXXX

X

XXX

X

I feel I can …

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Not sure

Individual sounds

d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).

X

Word and sentence stress
a. provide clear explanations to
students.

XXXXX

b. provide controlled and guided practice to students.

XXXXX

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

XXXX

d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).

X

XXXX

Rhythm and intonation
a. provide clear explanations to
students.

XXXXX

b. provide controlled and guided practice to students.

X

XXXX

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

XXXX

XX

XX

d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).
Connected speech
a. provide clear explanations to
students.

XXXXX

b. provide controlled and guided practice to students.

X

XXXX

c. provide freer practice to students.

X

XXXX

d. provide effective feedback to students (handle error correction easily).

X

XXXX

Phonemic script/chart
a. use phonemic script/chart during
explanations and/or practice activities.

X

XX

XX

b. use phonemic script/chart during
feedback/error correction.

X

XX

XX

a. use technological/online resources
during explanations and/or practice
activities.

XX

XXX

b. use technological/online resources
during feedback/error correction.

XX

XXX

Technological/online resources
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Appendix 20.3.
RESOURCES USED FOR INPUT AND GUIDANCE
Appendix to Chapter 20. Exploring teachers’ beliefs and practices about phonology instruction, with reference
to the CEFR descriptors

RESOURCES REFERRED TO
Collins B. and Mees I. M. (2003), Practical phonetics and phonology, Routledge, London.
Dale P. and Poms L. (2005), English pronunciation made simple, Longman, New York.
Dalton C. and Seidlhofer B. (1994), Pronunciation, Oxford University Press, Oxford.
Kelly G. (2000), How to teach pronunciation, Pearson Education, Harlow, Essex, available at: https://andrianilina.
files.wordpress.com/2016/02/how-to-teach-pronunciation-kelly-gerald.pdf.
Marks J. and Bowen T. (2012), The book of pronunciation, Delta Publishing, Peaslake, Guildford, Surrey.
Roach P. (2009), English phonetics and phonology, 4th edition, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Underhill A. (1994), Sound foundations, Heinemann, Oxford.

SAMPLE MATERIALS FROM INPUT SESSIONS
a. Consolidation quiz at the end of Phonology 1: Sounds and drilling session
QUIZ
DEFINITION

TERM

1. having contact between the tongue and the teeth, as for [ θ, ð ]

Dental

2. having the tongue tip against the alveolar ridge, as [ t, d, s, z, n, l, ɾ ]

Alveolar

3. characterized by a high-frequency (hissing) noise made by bringing two articulators
close to each other, as [f, v, θ, ð, s, z, ʃ, ʒ, h]

Fricative

4. involving the lower lip and upper teeth, as [ f, v ]

Labiodental

5. a complex segment involving a plosive followed by a fricative in the same place of
articulation, as [ ʧ, ʤ ]

Affricate

6. involving passage of air through the nasal cavity, as [ m, n, ŋ ]

Nasal

7. involving both lips, as [ b, m, p ]

Bilabial

8. movement of an articulator toward a place without obstructing the air, as [ l , w, j ]

Approximant
Voiceless/
unvoiced

9. lacking vibrations of the vocal folds
10. a complete stoppage of air in the oral and nasal cavities, as [ p, t, k, b, d, g, Ɂ ]

Plosive

b. Practice activity used in Phonology 1: Sounds and drilling session
GAME: FIND THE MINIMAL PAIR OF THE WORD I SAY
SCENE

TRACK

CHESS

DATE

GUESS

CHEAP

MUCH

RAID

RABBLE

CATTLE

IT

DIP
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c. Awareness-raising activity from Phonology 2: Word and sentence stress session

d. Practice activity from Phonology 2: Word and sentence stress session

e. Awareness-raising activity from Phonology 2: Word and sentence stress session

f. Practice activity from Phonology 3: Intonation session
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g. Awareness-raising activity 1 from Phonology 4: Connected Speech session

h. Awareness-raising activity 2 from Phonology 4: Connected Speech session

i. Awareness-raising activity 3 from Phonology 4: Connected Speech session

VIDEO LINKS USED DURING INPUT SESSIONS
Adrian Underhill pronunciation videos
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbEWGLATRxw_2hL5hY164nvHdTpwhEOXC
IPA + consonants: voicing and place
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e66ByetpDY
Vowels (particularly in North American English)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7jQ8FELbIo
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SELF-STUDY MATERIALS PROVIDED ON MOODLE LMS (SCREENSHOTS)
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS BY TUTORS
Students write a meaningful dialogue with the key words and ask another group to try and perform it correctly.
e.g. She exports a lot of exports.
Students are given a list of instructions to carry out.
e.g.
Draw a sheep on the board. (Spanish speakers often draw a ship.)
Write the letter “P” above the sheep. (Arabic speakers often write “B”.)
Use the “P” as the start of the word “pleasant” and write the word (Japanese speakers often write “present”.)
Write “light” next to pleasant. (Japanese speakers often write “right”.)
Draw a mouse next to the word “light”. (Spanish and Japanese speakers often draw a mouth.)
Draw a pear next to the mouse. (Arabic speakers often draw a bear.)
Write the key words on the board. Mouth a word without saying it out loud and ask the students to tell you
which word you said.
Use the back chaining technique to drill.
e.g.
... told him
... would’ve told him
... I would’ve told him
Play phonemic bingo with the class.
Record another group of learners in conversation in English and ask your class to listen and evaluate their pronunciation according to the criteria you set, e.g. syllable stress/intonation/connected speech/phoneme sounds.
Play noughts and crosses with the problematic phonemes.
Ask students to listen to a short text, e.g. news broadcast, and write down the words they hear. Write their
answers in BOLD (in capitals) on the board – play again until words are in a meaningful order with blanks for
the other words they missed. Ask them to reflect on why they heard these words and not others. Complete
the board-work with the other words in lower case. Replay text and ask students to read along at the same
pace, only focusing on the words in bold. Then repeat with all words, keeping the pace. Rub off some of the
words on the board and ask students to repeat the same task until they are listening and repeating without
any visual aids.
Dictate statements or questions to the students and ask them to write what they hear in their notebooks.
They compare answers, then write them on the board. Any issues related to pronunciation and spelling can
then be shared.
For a light Friday afternoon, you could ask students to play Battleships in pairs with problematic minimal pairs
on each axis.
Ask your students to model how they would say the expression if talking to their boss’s boss. Then how they
would say the expression if talking to their best friend.
Give students a list that the computer has recorded and translated incorrectly. Ask students to correct the
mistake and discuss why the computer made it.
e.g. Have you phone jaw parents this week?
These ship steak cars across the river.
Give the students two different colours of play dough and ask them to use one colour to make 3-5 balls
(depending on the nature of your task) and the other colour to make one larger ball. Ask them to reflect what
they hear (in terms of stressed sounds) by placing the balls in an order on their desk. Read out your target
language, and repeat as necessary. You could introduce a 3rd colour if necessary.
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Give the students a table with three or four different columns. Head each column with a different word. Give
the students a range of words to categorise according to their pronunciation into the columns as appropriate.
Ask students to use the class text to search for the key pronunciation feature you are discussing, e.g. silent
letters, schwa, etc.
Use running dictation as a means to practise. Make it more challenging by using the phonemic script for the
text and ask students to translate it.
Repeat the key vocabulary in several different ways and ask the learners to identify “which sounds more
English”. Feed back as necessary.
(Prepared by Claire Fırat, 2012)
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